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Preface

"All of plrysics is either impossible or trivial.
It is impossible until you undersnnd it, and then it beconxes trivinl,"

. Emest Rutherford

This book is

l. an attempt to make leaming quantum field theory (QFI) as easy, and thus as efficient, as is humanly possible,
2. intended, first and foremost, for new students of QFT, and
3. an introduction to only the most fundamental and central concepts of the theory, panicularly as employed in

quantum electrodynamics (QED).
It is not

1. orthodox,
2. an exhaustive treatment of QFf,
3. concise (lacking extensive explanation),
4. written for seasoned practitioners in the field, or
5. a presentation of the latest, most modem approach to it.

Students planning a career in field theory will obviously have to move on to more advanced texts, after they digest the
more elementary material presented herein. This book is intended to provide a solid foundation in the most essential
elements of the theory, nothing more.

In my own teaching experience, and in the course of researching pedagogy, I have come to see that "learning" has at
its basis a fundamental three-in-one structure. The wholeness of leaming is composed of

i) the knowledge to be leamed,
ii) the learneg and
iii) the process of learning itself.

It seems unfortunate that physics and physics textbooks have too often been almost solely concemed with the knowledge
of physics and only rarely concemed with tlase who are learning it or how they couLd best go about learnlng. However,
there are signs that this situation may be changing somewhat, and I hope that this book will be one stepping stone in that
direction.

In writing this book, I have repeatedly tried to visualize the leaming process as a new leamer would. This viewpoint
is one we quickly lose when we, as teachers and researchers, gain familiarity with a given subject, and yet it is a
perspective we must maintain if we are to be effe.tive educators. To this end, I have solicit€d guidance and suggestions
from professional educators (those who make leaming and education, per se, lh€tr central focus in life), and more
importantly, from those studying QFf for the first time. In addition, I have used my own notes, compiled when I was
first studlng the theory myself, in which I carefully delineated ways the subject could be presented in a more student-
friendly manner. In this sense, the text incorporates "peer instruction", a pedagogic tool of recognized, and considerable,
merit, wherein students help teach fellow students who arc learning the same subject.

It is my sincere hope that the methodologies I have employed herein have helped me to remain sympatletic to, and in
touch with, tie perspective of a new leamer. Of course, different students find different teaching techniques to have
varying degrees of ffansparency, so there are no hard and fast rules. However, I do believe that most students would
consider many of the following principles, which I have employed in the text, to be of pedagogic value.

l) Brevity avoided

Conciseness is typically a honor for new students trying to fathom unfamiliar concepts. While it can be advantageous
in some arenas, it is almost never so in education. Unfortunately, being succinct, has, in scientific/technical circles,
be€ome a goal unto itself, extending even into pedagogy - an area for which it was never suited.

Il this book, I have gone to great lengths to avoid conciseness and to present extensive explanations. I often take a
paragraph or more for what other authors cover in a single sentence. I do this because I learned a long time ago that the
thinnest texts were the hardest. Thicker ones covering the same material actually took less time to get through, and I
understood them better, because the authors took time and space to elaboraie, rather than leave significant gaps.

Such gaps oflen contain ambiguities or possibilities for misunderstanding that the author has overlooked and left
unresolved. Succinctness may impress peers, but can be terribly misleading and frustrating for students.
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2) Holistic previews

The entire book, each chapter, and many sections begin with simple, non-mathematical overviews of the material to

be covered. These allow the student to gain a qualitative understanding of the "big picture" before he or she plunges into

the rigors of the underlfng mathematics.

Doing physics is a lot like doing ajig-saw puzzle. We assemble bits and pieces into small wholes and then gradually

merge thoie small wholes into grealer ones, until ultimately we end up with the "big picture." Seeing the picture on the

puzile box before w€ start has immense value in helping us put the whole thing together. We know the blue goes here,

ihe green there, and the boundary of the two, somewhere in between. Without that picture preview to guide us, $e entire

job lecornes considerably more difficult, more tedious, and less enjoyable. In this book, the holistic previews are much

iike the picturrs on the puzzle boxes. The detail is not there, but the essence of the final goal is' These overviews should

eliminate, or at least minimize, the 'lost in a maze of equations" syndrome by providing a "birds-eye road map" of where

we.have corne from, and where we are going. By so doing we not only will keep sight of the forest in spite of the tlees,

but will also have a feeling, from the beginning, for the relevance of each particular topic to the overriding structure of
the wholeness of knowledge in which it is embedded.

3) Schematic diagram summaries (wholeness charts)

Enhancing the "birds-eye road map" approach are block diagram summaries, whichl callwholeness charts, so named

because they reveal in chart form the underlfng connections that unite various aspects of a given theory into a gleater

whole. Unlike the chapter previews, these are often mathematical and contain considerable theoretical depth.

I-earning a computer program line-byJine is immensely harder than leaming it with a block diagram of the program,

showing major sections and sub-sections, and how they are all intenelated. There is a structure underlying the progranl

which ii its issence and most important aspect, but which is not obvious by looking directly at the proglam code its€lf.

The same is true in physics, where line-byJine delineation of concepts and mathematics corresponds to program

code, and in this text, wholeness charts play the role of block diagrams. In my own leaming experiences, in which I
constructed such charts myself from my books and lecture notes, I found them to be invaluable aids. They coalesced a lot
of different information into one central, compact, easy-to-see, easy-to-understand, and easy-to-reference framework.

The specific advantages of wholeness charts are severalfold.

First, in leaming any given material we are seeking, most importantly, an understanding of the kemel or conceptual

essence, i.e., the main idea(s) underllng all the text. A picture is worth a thousand words, and a wholeness chart is a

"snapshot" of those thousand words.

Second, although the charts can summarize in-depth mathematics and concepts, they can be used to advantage even

when reading through material for the first time. The holistic overview perspective can be more easily maintained by

continual reference to the schematic as one leams the details.

Third, comparison with similar diagrams in related areas can reveal parallel undedying threads running through

seemingly diverse phenomena. (See, for example, Summary of Classical Mechanics Wholeness Chart 2-2 and Summary

of Quaitum Mechanics Wholeness Chart 2-5 in Chap. 2, pgs, 2O-21 and 30-31.) This not only aids the learning process

but also helps to reveal some of *re subtle workings and unified structure inherent in Mother Nature.

Further, review of material for qualifying exams or any othet futur€ purpose is greatly facilitated. It is much easier to

refresh one's memory, and even deepen understanding, from one or two summary sheets, rather than time consuming

ventures through dozlns of pages of text. And by coplng all of the wholeness charts herein and stapling them together,

you will have a pretty good summary of the entire book.

Still further, the charts can be used as quick and easy-to-find references to key relations at future times, even years

later.

4) Reviews of background material

In situations where development of a given idea depends on material studied in previous courses (e.g., quantum

mechanics) short reviews of thi relevant background subject matter are provided, usually in chapter introductory sections

or later on, in special boxes separate from the main body ofthe text.

5) Only basic concepts without peripheral subjects

I believe it is of primary importance in the leaming process to focus on the fundamental concepts first, to the

exclusion of all els". Th" ti*" to b.anch out into related (and usually more complex) areas is dJ?er the core knowledge is

assimilated, not drring the assimilation period.
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All too often, students axe presented with a great deal of new material, some fundamental, other more peripheral or
advanced. The peripheraVadvanced material not only consumes precious study time, but lends to confuse the student
with regard to what precisely is essential (what he or she mrs, understand), and what is not (what it would be nice ifhe or
she also understood at this point in their development).

As one example, for those familiar with other approaches to QFT, this book does not inffoduce concepts appropriate
to weak inieractions, such as pa theory, before students have first become grounded in the more elementary theory of
quantum electrodynamics.

This book, by careful intention, restricts itself to only the most core principles of QFT. Once those principles are well
in hand, the student should then be ready to glean maximum value from other, more extensive, texts.

6) Optimal "retum on investment" exercises

All too often students get tied up, for what seem interminable periods, working through problems from which
minimum actual learning is reaped. Study time is valuable, and spending it engulfed in great quantities of algebra and
trigonometry is probably not its best use.

I have tried, as best I could, to design the exercises in this book so that they consume minimum time but yield
maximum return. Emphasis has been placed on gleaning an understanding of concepts without getting mired down.

Later on, when students have become practicing researchers and time pressure is not so great, there will be ample
oppomrnities to work through more involved problems down to every minute algebraic detail. If they are firmly in
command of the corcepts and principles involved, the calculations, though often lengthy, become trivial. If, however,
they never got grounded in the fundamentals because study time was not efficiently used, then research can go slowly
indeed.

7) Many small steps, rather than fewer large ones

Professional educators have known for some time now that learning progresses faster and more profoundly when new
material is present€d in small bites. The longer, more moderately sloped hail can get one to the mountaintop much more
readily than the agonizing climb up the nearly vertical face.

Unfortunately, from my personal experience as a student, it often seemed like my textbooks were trying to tak€ me up
the steepest grade. I sincerely hope that those using this book do not have this experience. I have made every effort to
include each and every relevant step in all derivations and examples.

In so doing, I have sought to avoid the common practice of letting students work out significant amounts of algebra
that typically lies "between the lines". The thinking, as I understand it, is that students are perfectly capable of doing that
themselves, so "why take up space with it in a text?"

My answer is simply that including those missing steps makes the leaming process more efficient. If it takes the
author ten minutes !o write out two or three more lines of algebra, then it probably takes the student twenty minutes to do
so, provided h€,/she is not befuddled (which is not rare, and in which case, it can take a great deal longer). That ten
minutes spent by the author saves hundreds, or even thousands, of student readers twenty minutes, or more, each,

Multiply that by the number of times such things occur per chapter and the number of chapters per book, and we are

talking enormous amounts of student tirne saved.

Students leam very little, if anything, doing algebra. They recapture a lot of otherwise wast€d time that can be used

for actual learning, if the author types out the missing lines.

8) Liberal use of simple concrete examples

Professional educators have also known for quite some time that abstract concepts are best taught by leading into
them with simple, physically visualizable examples. Further, understanding is deepened, broadened, and solidified with
even more such concret€ examples.

Some may argue that a more formal mathematical approach is preferable because it is important to have a profound,
not superficial, understanding. While I completely agree that a profound understanding is essential, it is my experience
that the mathematically rigorous introduction, more often than not, has quite the opposite result. (Ask any student about
this,) Further, to know any field profoundly we must know it from all angles. We must know the underlying mathematics
in detail plns we must have a grasp on what it all means in the real world, i.e., how the relevant systems behave, how
they parallel other types of systems with which we are already familiar, etc. Since we have to cover the whole range of
knowledge from abstract to physical anyway, it seems best to start with the end of the specffum most readily
apprehensible (i.e., the visualizable, concrete, and analogous) and move on from there.
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This methodology is empl,oyed liberally in this book. It is hoped that so doing will ameliorate the "what is going on?"

frustration common among students who are introduced to conceptually new ideas almost solely via routes heavily

oriented toward abstraction and pure mathematics.

In this context it is relevant that Richard Feynman, in his autobiography, notes,

"I can't understand. anything in general unless I'm carrying along in my mind a specific emmple and

watching it go....(Others think) I'n following the steps mathematically but that's not v,hat I'm doinT. I
have the specifrc, physbal exanpk of what (is being analyzed) and I know from instinct and expeience

the properties of the thing."

I know from my own exp€rience that I learn in the same way, and I have a suspicion that almost everyone else does

as well. Yet few teac& that way. This book is an attempt to teach in that way.

9) Margin overview notes

Within a given section of any tertbook, one group of paragraphs can refer to one subjert, another group to another

subject. When reading material for the first time, not knowing exactly where one train of the author's thought ends and a

different one begins can oflentimes prove confusing. In this book, each new idea not set off with its own section heading

is highlighted, along with its central message, by notations in tie margins. In this way, emphasis is once again placed on

the overview, the "big picture" of each topic, even on the subordinate levels within sections and subsections.

Additionally, the extra space in the margins can be used by students to make their own notes and comments. In my

own experience as a student I found this practice to be invaluable. My own remarks written in a book are, almost

invariably, more comprehensible to me when reviewing later for exams or other purposes than are those of the author.

10) Definitions and key equations emphasized

As a student, I often found myself encountering a term that had been introduced earlier in the text, but not being clear

on its exact meaning, I had to search back through pages clumsily trying to find the first use of tle word. In this boolq

new terminology is underlined when it is introduced or defined, so that it "jumps out" at the reader later when trying to
find it again.

In addition, key equations - the ones students really need to know - have borders around them.

11) Non-use of terms like "obvious", 'trivial", etc.

The text avoids use of emotionally debilitating terms such as "obvious", "trivial", "simple", "easy", and the like to

describe things that may, after years of familiarity, be easy or obvious to the author, but can be anything but that to the

new student. (See "A Nontrivial Manifesto" by Matl Landreman, Physics Today'March2005 ' 
52-53.)

The job I have undertaken here has been a challenging one. I have sought to produce a physics textbook which is

relatively lucid and transparent to those studying quantum field theory for the first time. In so doing, I have employed

some decidedly non-naditional tactics, and so anticipated resistance from main stream publishers, who typically have

motivations foi wanting to do things the way they have been done before. Their respective missions do not seerL at 
'least

to me, to be focused primarily on optimizing the process of conveying knowledge.

As an example, a good friend of mine submitted a graduate level physics text manuscript, with student friendly notes

in the margins, to oni of the world's top academic publishers. He was ordered to remove the margin notes before they

would pubiish the book. Not wanting to fight (and lose) this kind of battle over methodologies I employ, and consider

essential in making students' work easier, I have chosen a different route.

I also anticipate resistance ftom some physics professors who may consider the book too verbose and too simple. I
only ask them to try it and let their students be the judges. The proof will be in the pudding. If comprehension comes

more quickly and more deeply, then the approach taken here will be vindicated.

If you are a student now, appreciate the pedagogic methodologies used in this book, and end up one day writing a text

of your own, I hope you will not forget what advantage you once gained from tlose methodologies. I hope you will use

them in your own book. Above all, I hope your presentation will be profuse with elucidation and not terse.

Good luck to the new students of quantum field theory! May their studies be personally rewarding ald professionally

fruitful' 
Robert D. Klauber
February 2013
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Prerequisiles

Quantum field theory takes off where the following subjects end. Those beginning this book should be reasonably
well versed in them, at the levels described below.

Quantum Mechanics

An absolute minimum of two undergraduate quarters, but far more preferably, an additional two graduale level
quarters. Some exposure to relativistic quantum mechanics would be advantageous, but is not necessary. Optimal level of
proficiency: Eugen Merzbacher's Quantum Mechanics (John Wiley) or a similar book.

Classlcal Mechanics

A semester at the graduate level. Topics covered should include the lagrangian formulation (for particles, and
importantly, also for fields), the legendre ffansformation, sperial relativity, and classical scattering. A familiarity with
Poisson brackets would be helpful. Optimal level of proficiency: Herbert Goldstein's Classical Mechanics (Addison-
Wesley) or similar.

Electromagnetism

Two quarters at the undergraduate level plus two graduate quarters. Areas studied should comprise Maxwell's
equalions, conservation laws, e,/m wave propagation, relativistic treatment, Maxwell's equations in terms of the four
potential. Optimal level of proficiency: John David Jackson's Classical Electrodynamics (Iohn Wiley) or similar.

Math/Relativity
Advantageous but not essential, as it is covered in the appendix of Chap. 2: Exposure to covariant and contravariant

coordinates, and metric tensors, for orthogonal4D syslems, at the level found in Jackson's chapters on special relativity.
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report any effors you might find and to suggest ways to make future

versions of this book easier for students to understand.



Chapter I
Bird's Eye View

Well begun is half done.
Old Proverb

7.0 Parpose of the Chapter
Before starting on any journey, thoughtful people study a map of where they will be going. This

allows them to maintain their bearings as they progress, and not get lost en rbute. This chalter is
like such a map, a schematic overview of ttri ienain of quantuni fietd theory eru) without the
complication of details. You, the student, can get a feeling for the theory, and be somewhat at home
with it, even before delving into the "nitty-gritty" mathematics. Hopefully, this will allow you to
keep sight of the "big picture'', and minim\ze confusion, as you make your way, step-by-step,
through this book.

1.7 This Book's Approach to QFT
There are two main branches to (ways to do) quantum field theory called

r the canonical quantization approach, and

o the path integral (maqy patns, sum over histories, or functional quantization) approach.
The first of these is considered by many, and certainly by me, as the easiest way to be introduced

to the subject, since it treats particles as objects that one can visualize as evolving along a particular
path in spacetime, much as we commonly think of them doing. The path integral appioach (which
goes by several names), on the other hand, treats particles and fields as if they *.r.-ri-ultaneously
traveling all possible paths, a difficult concept with even more difficult mathematics behind it.

This book is primarily devoted to the canonical quantization approach, though I have provided a
simplified, brief introduction to the path integral approach in Chap. 18 near the end. Students
wishing to make a career in field theory will eventually need to become well versed in both.

1.2 Why Qaantum Field Theory?
The quantum mechanics (QM) courses students take prior to QFT generally treat a single

particle such as an electron in a potential (e.g., square well, harmonic oscillatoi, etc.), and ihe
particle retains its integrity (e.g., an electron remains an electron throughout the interaction.) There
is no general way to treat transmutations of particles, such as that of a particle and its antiparticle
annihilating one another to yield neutral particles such as photons (e.g., e + e* - 2T) Nor is there
any way to describe the decay of an elementary particle such as a muon into other particles (e.g. p-
+ e + v + /, where the latter two symbols represent neutrino and antineutrino, respectively).

Here is where QI]T comes to the rescue. It provides a means whereby partictes can be
annihilated, created, and transmigrated from one type to another. In so doing, its utility su{passes
that provided by ordinary QM.

There are other reasons why QFT supersedes ordinary QM. For one, it is a relativistic theory,
and thus more all encompassing. Further, as we will discuss more fully later on, the straightforwaid
extrapolation of non-relativistic quantum mechanics (NROM) to relativistic quantum mechanics
(ROM) results in states with negative energies, and in the early days of quantum theory, these were
quite problematic. V/e will see in subsequent chapters how QF.f resolved this issue quit-e nicely.

7.3 How Quantum Field Theory?
As an example of the type of problem QFf handles well, consider the interaction between an

electron and a positron that produces a muon and anti-muon, i.e., e + e* -+ /t- + F*, zs shown in

Limitation of
original QM:
no transmutation
of particles

QFT:
transmutation
included

Energies <A
RQM yes

QFT no
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Fig. 1-1. At event x2, the electron and positron annihilate one another to produce a photon. At event
xr, this photon is transmuted into a muon and an anti-muon. Antiparticles like positrons and anti-
muons are represented by lines with arrows pointing opposite their direction of travel through time.
The seemingly strange, reverse order of numbering here, i.e., 2 -, l, is standard in QFT.

Note that we can think of this interaction as an

annihilation (destruction) of the electron and the positron
at x2 accompanied with creation of a photon, and that
followed by the destruction of the photon accompanied by
creation of an muon and anti-muon at x1. Unlike the

incoming and outgoing particles in this example, the
photon here is not a "teal" particle, but transitory, short-
lived, and undetectable, and is called a virtual particle
(which mediates the interaction between real particles.)

What we seek and what, as students eventually see,

QFf dehvers, is a mathematical relationship, called a
transition amplitude, describing a transition from an

initial set of particles to a final set (i.e., an interaction) of
the sort shown pictorially via the Fevnman diagram of Fig. 1-1. It turns out that the square of the
absolute value of the transition amplitude equals the probability of finding (upon measurement) that
the interaction occurred. This is similar to the square of the absolute value of the wave function in
NRQM equaling the probability density of finding the particle.

QFf employs creation and destruction operators acting on states (i.e., kets), and these

creation/destruction operators are part of the transition amplitude. We illustrate the general idea
with the following grossly oversimplified transition amplitude, reflecting the interaction process of
Fig. 1-1. Be cautioned that we have omitted, and even distorted a bit, some ultimately essential,
ingredients in the following, to make it simpler, and easier, to grasp the fundamental concept.

rransitionamplirude= ,.^-,(o. r-l L @f laVf.)(w-, Awn-)l'. r-l,n*o,. (1-1)
of Fig. l_l ltna, 

#"1g"ri,#r' , 
, . 

,

The ket le*e- ) represents the incoming e- and e* ; thebra (p+p- l, the outgoing muon and anti-

muon. K is a constant determined by theo ry. Vtd is an operator that destroys the e- inthe ket; ,ltfr* ,

an operator that destroys the e*. V!* creates an anti-muon in the ket. /! creates a muon . ,1" is an

operator that creates a virtual photon, and n/.6 is an operator that destroys that virtual photon, with

the lines underneath indicating that the photon is virtual and propagates (in Fig. 1-1 from.r2 to x1).

The mathematical procedure and symbolism (lines underneath) representing this virtual particle
(photon here) process, as shown in (1-1), is called a contraction. When the virtual particle is

represented as a mathematical function, it is known as the Feynman propagator or simply, the

propagator, because it represents the propagation of a virtual particle from one event to another.

Note what happens to the ket part of the transition amplitude as we proceed, step-by-step,

through the interaction process. First, the incoming particles (in the ket) are destroyed by the

destruction operators, so at an intermediate point, we have

Time +'
Figure l-1, e- + e' -> p- + p*

Scattering

QFf example:
-Te +e'

_+-+lt +p'
scattering

Introductory
overview with
significant
liberties taken

from rigorous
treatment in order
to simplify as

much as possible

Feynman
propagator

Destruction
operators leave
vacuum ket
times a
numeric factor

Propagator action
leaves only
another numeric

factor

h

t_t
where the destruction operators have acted on the original ket to leave the vacuum ket l0 ) (no

particles left) with a purely numeric factor Kzin front of it. The value of this factor is determined by
the formal mathematics of QFI.

In the next step after (l-z),the virtual photon propagator, due to the creation operator /r, creates

a virtual photon (aI xzin Fig. 1-1) that then propagates (from xztoxl in the figure) and then, via,l.4 ,

is annihilated. This process leaves the vacuum ket still on the right along with an additional numeric

factor, which comes out of the formal mathematics, and which we designate below as Kr.

Fig. r - 1 transition amplitude = 
.finot(rr* 

p- 
lK (r{ Aawt. )t,+) r, lo) , (t-2)

(l-3)

*
;

Fig. r-1 transitionarnpritude = 
f,n*t(rr* 

p-l*(vf w{)xrxrlo)



. o-llF* F-l 
nn,,

_\u)' I final

n*,(t'

p* p-lr x,rcrrcrltr.

lo. ,-) ,not =s'igr-r

nno,(

= n"'(o. '-l

(1-s)

section 1.4 From whence creation and Destruction operators?

The remaining creation operators then create a muon and anti-muon out of the vacuum. This
leaves us with the newly created ket I 7t* p ) times a numeric factor K1 in front. The ket and the bra
now represent the same multi-particle state (same particles in the same states), so their inner product
(the bracket) is not zero (as it would be if they were different states). Nor are there any operators
left, but only numeric quantities, so we can move them outside the bracket without ciranging
anything. Thus,

Fig. 1-l transition amplitude=

SF,gt-t
L_/_J

just a number
without operators

where we note the important point that in QFT the bracket of a multiparticle state (inner product of
multiparticle state with itself) such as that shown in (1-4) is defined so it always equals uiity. Note,
that if we had ended up with a ket different than the bra, the inner product wouldbe zero, because
the two (different) states, represented by the bra and ket, would be orthogonal. Examples are

=0, and (o-o.llr)=o
ffi
photon

Further, the inner product of any bra and ket with the same particle types but different states (e.g.,
different momentum for at least one particle in the bra from the ket) 

"quilr 
zero.

The whole process of Fig. l-l can be pictured as simply an evolution, or progression, of the
original state, represented by the ket, to the final state, represented by the bra. nt Lu.tt step along the
way, the operators act on the ket to change it into the next part of the progression. When *" git to
the point where the ket is the same as the bra, the full transition has been made, and the bracket then
equals unity. What is left is our transition amplitude for the scattering of Fig. l-1.

(o. o-llp- r'l=0, (o- ,.1 l,.j-)
,,ly&- .;::lfJ".

Fig 1-1 probabilityof interaction = Sl;er_rSfisr-r =lS",r,_,lt

The quantity KnKyKz = Snst-t arising in (1-4) depends on particle momenta, spins, and
masses' as well as the inherent strength of the electromagnetic interaction, all of which one would
rightly expect to play a role in the probability of an interaction taking place. There are other
subtleties, including some integration over J1 and x2, that have been suppressed, and even distorted
a bit, above in order to convey the essence of the transition amplitude as simply as possible.

From the interaction probability, scattering cross sections can be calculated.

7.4 From Whence Creation and Destruction Operators?
In NRQM, the solutions to the relevant wave equation, the Schrodinger equation, are states

(particles or kets.) Surprisingly, the solutions to the relevant wave equations in QFT are not states
(not particles.) In QFT, it turns out that these solutions are actually operators that create and
destroy states. (The operators used in relations like (1-1) are actually just such solutions.) Different
solutions exist that create or destroy every type of particle and antiparticle. In this unexpected (and,
for students, often strange at first) twist lies the power of eFT.

7.5 Overview: The Structure of Physics and QFT's place Therein
Students are often confused over the difference (and whether or not there is a difference)

between relativistic quantum mechanics (RQM) and QFT. The following discussion, summarized
below in wholeness chart l-1, should help to distinguish them.

1.5.7 Background: Poisson Brackets and Quantization
Classical particle theories contain rarely used entities called Poisson brackets, which, though it

would be nice, are not necessary for you to completely understand at this point. (We will show their
precise mathematical form in Chap. 2.) What you should realize now is that Poisson brackets are
mathematical manipulations of certain pairs of properties (dynamical variables like position and
momentum) that bear a striking resemblance to commutators in quantum theories. For ixample, the

= sr,sr-r '0-4) :I;f:rf;:

Probability =
(1-6) lAmptitudet2

QFT wave
equation
solutions are
operators

Creation operators
leave final state
ket plus one more
numeric factor

Bracket of
multiparticle
state=linQFT

Poisson brackets
behavior
parallels quantum
commutators
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Poisson bracket for position X (capital letters will designate Cartesian coordinates in this book) and

momentufr px, symbolically expressed herein as {X, pxl, is non-zero (and equal to one), but the

Poisson bracket for Y andpyequals zero.

Shortly after NRQM theory had been worked out, theorists, led by Paul Dirac, realized that for
each pair of quantum operators that had non-zero (zero) commutators, the corresponding pair of
classical dynamicat variables also had non-zero (zero) Poisson brackets. They had originally arrived

at NRQM by taking classical dynamical variables as operators, and that led, in turn, to the non-zero

commutation relations for certain operators (which result in other quantum phenomena such as

uncertainty.) But it was soon recognized that one could do the reverse. One could, instead, take the

classical Poisson brackets over into quantum commutation relations first, and because of that, the

dynamical variables turn into operators. (Take my word for this now, but after reading the next

section, do Prob. 6 at the end of this chapter, and you should understand it better.)

The process of extrapolating from classical theory to quantum theory became known as

quantization. Apparently, for many, the specific process of starting with Poisson brackets and

converting them to commutators was considered the more elegant way to quantize.

1.5.2 First vs. Second Qaantization
Classical mechanics has both a non-relativistic and a relativistic side, and each contains a theory

of particles (localized entities, typically point-like objects) and a theory of fields (entities extended

over space). All of these are represented in the first row of Wholeness Chart 1-1. Properties

(dynamical variables) of entities in classical particle theories arc total values, such as object mass,

charge, energy, momentum, etc. Properties in classical field theories are densif values, such as

mass and charge density, or field amplitude at a point, etc. that generally vary from point to point.

Poisson brackets in field theories are similar to those for particle theories, except they entail
densities of the respective dynamical variables, instead of total values.

With the success of quantization in NRQM, people soon thought of applying it to relativistic
particle theory and found they could deduce RQM in the same way. Shortly thereafter they tried
applying it to relativistic field theory, the result being QFI. The term first quantization came to be

associated with partlcle theories. The term second quantization became associated with field
theories.

In quanti zing, we also assume the classical Hamiltonian (total or density value) has the same

quantum form. We can summarize all of this as follows.

First Quantization (Particle Theories)
I ) Assume the quantum particle Hamiltonian has the same form as the classical particle

Hamiltonian.

2) Replace the classical Poisson brackets for conjugate properties with commutator

brackets (divided by ift'),e.g.,

(Xi,, Pil = Aj * IXi , Pi7 = XiP.i - PiXi = inhi

Quantizatton:
Poisson brackets
become
commutators

Branches of
classical
mechanics

1" quantization
is for particles;
2nd is for fields

In doing (l-7), the classical properties (dynamical variables) of position and its conjugate 3-

momentum become quantum non-commuting operators.

Second Quantization (Field Theories)
l) Assume the quantum field Hamiltonian density has the same form as the classical field

Hamiltonian density.

2) Replace the classical Poisson brackets for conjugate property densities with

commutator brackets (dividedby ift'), e.g.

(1-7)

(1-8)
{0, $,t), n r(v, t)} =,l^d'(x - v ) + lQ, $,r), n, (v J)f - ih6rr6 (x - v ),

where ns is the conjugate momentum density of the field /5, different values for r and s

mean different fields, and x and y represent different 3D position vectors. In doing (1-8),

the classical field dynamical variables become quantum field non-commuting operators

(and this, as we will see, has major ramifications for QF"f')
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Note that the specific quantization we are talking about here (both first and second) is called
canonical quantization, because, in both the Poisson brackets and the commutators, we are using (in
classical mechanics terminology) canonical variables. For example, p.r is called the canonical
momentum of X. (It is sometimes also called the conjugate momentum, as we did above, or the
generalized momentum of X.)

This differs from the form of quantization used in the path integral approach (see Sect. 1.1 on
page l) to QFf, which is known as functional quantization, because the path integral approach
employs mathematical quantities known asfunctiozals (See Chap. 18 near the end of the book for a
brief introduction to this alternative method of doing QFI.)

7.5.3 The Whole Physics Enchilada
All of the above two sections is summarized in Wholeness Chart 1-1. In using it, the reader

should be aware that, depending on context, the term quantum mechanics (oN[) can mean i) only
non-relativistic ("ordinary") quantum mechanics (NRQM), or ii) the entire realm of quantum
theories including NRQM, RQM, and QFT. In the leftmost column of the chart, we employ the
second of these.

Note that because quantum field applications usually involve photons or other relativistic
particles, non-relativistic quantum field theory (NRQFT) is not widely applicable and thus rarely
taught, at least not at elementary levels. However, in some areas where non-relativistic
approximations can suffice, such as condensed matter physics, NRQFT can be useful because
calculations are simpler. The term "quantum field theory" (QFD as used in the physics community
generally means "relativistic QFT", and our study in this book is restricted to that.

As an aside, quantum theories of gravity, such as superstring theory and loop quantum gravity,
are not included in the chart, as QFT in its standard model form cannot accommodate gravity. Thus,
the relativity in QFT is special, but not general, relativity.

Conclusions: RQM is similar to NRQM in that both are particle theories. They differ in that
RQM is relativistic. RQM and QFT are similar in that both are relativistic theories. They differ in
that QFI is a field theory and RQM is a particle theory.

L6 Comparison of Three Quantum Theories

NRQM employs the (non-relativistic) Schrddinger equation, whereas RQM and QFT must
employ relativistic counterparts sometimes called relativistic Schrddinger equations. Students of
QFf soon learn that each spin type (spin 0, spin Vz, and spin 1) has a different relativistic
Schrodinger equation. For a given spin type, that equation is the same in RQM and in QFT, and

hence, both theories have the same form for the solutions to those equations.

5

Our approach here:
canonical
quantization

Path integral
approach to QFT:
functional
quantization

Dffirent spin
t!pes-+ different
wave equations

Wholeness Chart 1-1. The Overall Structure of Physics

Non-relativistic Relativistic

Particle Field Particle Field

Classical mechanics
(non-quantum)

Newtonian
particle theory

Newtonian field
theory (continuum

mechanics + gravity),
e/m (quasi-static)

Relativistic
macro particle

theory

Relativistic macro field
theory (continuum
mechanics + e/m +

gravity)

Properties
(Dynamical variables)

U

Operators

U

l't quantization

u

u

2nd quanti zation

U

u

1't quantization

U

U

2nd quantization

u

Quantum mechanics NRQM NRQFI rarely taught. RQM QFT
(not gravity)
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The difference between RQM and QFT is in the meaning of those solutions. In RQM, the

solutions are interpreted as states (particles, such as an electron), just as in NRQM. In QFT, though

it may be initially disorienting to students previously acclimated to NRQM, the solutions turn out

not to be states, but rather operators that create and destroy states. Thus, QFI can handle

transmutation of particles from one kind into another (e.g., muons into electrons, by destroying the

original muon and creating the final electron), whereas NRQM and RQM cannot. Additionally, the

probl.* of negative energy state solutions in RQM does not appear in QFT, because, as we will see,

ihe creation and destruction operator solutions in QFT create and destroy both particles and anti-

particles. Both of these have positive energies.

Additionally, while RQM (and NRQM) are amenable primarily to single particle states (with

some exceptions), QFT better, and more easily, accommodates multi-particle states.

In spite of the above, there are some contexts in which RQM and QFT may be considered more

or less the same theory, in the sense that QFT encompasses RQM. By way of analogy, classical

relativistic particle theory is inherent within classical relativistic field theory. For example, one

could consider an extended continuum of matter which is very small spatially, integrate the mass

density to get total mass, the force/unit volume to get total force, etc., resulting in an analysis of
particle dynamics. The field theory contains within it, the particle theory.

In a somewhat similar w&], QFI deals with relativistic states (kets), which are essentially the

same states dealt with in RQM. QFf, however, is a more extensive theory and can be considered to

encompass RQM within its structure.

And in both RQM and QFT (as well as NRQM), operators act on states in similar fashion. For

example, the expected energy measurement is determined the same way in both theories, i.e.,

Solutions:
RQM+ states

QFT--+ operators

QFT can be done
without negative
energies

QFT:
multiparticle

RQM
contained in

QFT

Calculate
expectation
values in
same way

Phenomena in
the 3 theories

QFf rarely
uses spherical
solutions

or wave
packets

QFf handles
various type

interactions

E = (olHlo) , (1-e)

with similar relations for other observables.

These similarities and differences, as well as others, are summanzed in Wholeness Chart l'2.
The chart is fairly self explanatory, though we augment it with a few comments. You may wish to

follow along with the chart as you read them (below).

The different relativistic Schrodinger equations for each spin type are named after their founders

(see names in chart.) We will cover each in depth. At this point, you have to simply accept that in

QFI their solutions are operators that create and destroy states (particles). We will soon see how

this results from the commutation relation assumption of 2no quantization (1-8).

With regard to phenomena, I recall wondering, as a student, why some of the fundamental things

I studied in NpQM seemed to disappear in QFT. One of these was bound state phenomena, such as

the hydrogen atom. None of the introductory QFI texts I looked at even mentioned, let alone

treated, it. It turns out that QFf can, indeed, handle bound states, but elementary courses typically

don't go there. Neither will we, as time is precious, and other areas of study will turn out to be more

fruitful. Those other areas comprise scattering (including inelastic scattering where particles

transmute types), deducing particular experimental results, and vacuum energy.

I also once wondered why spherical solutions to the wave equations are not studied, as they play

a big role in NRQM, in both scattering and bound state calculations. It turns out that scattering

calculations in eFT can be obtained to high accuracy with the simpler plane wave solutions. So, for

most applications in QFT, they suffice.

Wave packets, as well, can seem nowhere to be found in QFT. Like the other things mentioned,

they too cin be incorporated into the theory, but simple sinusoids (of complex numbers) serve us

welt in almost all applications. So, wave packets, too, are generally ignored in introductory (and

most advanced) courses.

Wave function collapse, a much discussed topic in NRQM, is generally not a topic of focus in

eFT texts. It does, however, play a key, commonly hidden role, which is discussed herein in

Sects. 7.4.3 and7.4.4, Pgs. t96-197.

The next group of blocks in the chart points out the scope of each theory with regard to the four

fundamental forces. Nothing there should be too surprising.

The final blocks note the similarities and differences between forces (interactions) in the

different theories. As in classical theory, in all three quantum theories, interactions comprise forces

that change the momentum and energy of particles. Howevero in QFI alone, interactions can also
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involve changes in type of particle, such as shown in Fig. l-1. At event x2, the electron and positron
are changed into a photon, and in the process energy and momentum is transferred to the photon.

{

t

Wholeness Chart 1-2. Comparison of Three Theories

NROM ROM OFT

Wave equation Schrddinger Klein-Gordon (spin 0)
Dirac (spin %)
Proga(spin l)
Special case of Proga: t
Maxwell (spin 1 massless)

Same as RQM at left

Solutions to wave
equation

States States Operators that create and
destroy states

Negative energy? No Yes No

Particles per state Single* Single" Multi-particle

Expectation values o= (Ololt) As at left, but relativistic. As at left in RQM.

Phenomena:

l. bound states

2. scattering

a. elastic

b. inelastic
(transmutation)

3. decay

a. composite
particles

b. elementary
particles

4. vacuum energy

a. Yes

b. No (though some
models can estimate)

a. Yes (tunneling)

b. No

No

Yes, non-relativistic

a. Yes

b. Yes and no. (i.e.,
cumbersome and only for
particle/antiparticle
creation & destruction.)

a. Yes

b. No

No

Yes, relativistic Yes (usually not studied
in introductory courses)

a. Yes

b. Yes

a. Yes

b. Yes

Yes

Coordinates

l. Cartesian
(plane waves)

2. Spherical
(spherical waves)

Free, 1D potentials,
particles in 'oboxes"

Bound states and
scattering.

As at left

As at left.

Used primarily for free
particles, particles in
"boxes", and scattering.

Not usually used in
elementary courses.

Wave Packets Yes Yes Yes, but rarely used. Not
taught in intro courses.

Wave function
collapse

Yes Yes Yes, but not usually noted
and behind the scenes.
(See Sects. 7.4.3 & 4)



Interaction types

1. e/m

2. weak

3. strong

4. gravity

No, though can
pseudo model

No

No*

No

As left

No

No*

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Not as of this edition date.

Interaction nature

Transfers energy &
momentum?

Can change particle
type?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Chapter l. Bird's Eye View

*Some caveats exist for this chart. For exampte, NRQM and RQM can handle certain multiparticle states

(e.g. hydrogen atom), but QFT generally does it more easily and more extensively. And the strong force

can be modeled in NRQM and RQM by assuming a Yukawa potential, though a truly meaningful

handling of the interaction can only be achieved via QFT.

1.7 Major Components of QFf
There are four major components of QFT, and this book (after the first two foundational

chapters) is divided into four major parts corresponding to them. These are:

1. Free (non-interacting) fields/particles

The field equations (relativistic Schrodinger equations) have no interaction terms in
them, i.e., no forces are involved. The solutions to the equations are free field solutions.

2. Interacting fields/particles

In principle, one would simply add the interaction terms to the free field equations and

find the solutions. As it turns out, however, doing this is intractable, at best (impossible, at

least in closed form, is a more accurate word). A trick employed in interaction theory

actually lets us use the free field solutions of I above, so those solutions end up being quite

essential throughout all of QFT.

3. Renormalization

If you are reading this text, you have almost certainly already heard of the problem with
infinities popping up in the early, naive QF.f calculations. The calculations referred to here

are specifically those of the transition amplitude (l-4), where some of the numeric factors,

if calculated straightforwardly, turn out to be infinite. Renormalization is the mathematical

means by which these infinites are tamed, and made finite.

4. Application to experiment

The theory of parts 1,2, and 3 above are put to practical use in determining interaction

probabilities and from them, scattering cross sections, decay probabilities (half lives, etc.),

and certain other experimental results. Particle decay is governed by the weak force, so we

will not do anything with that in the present volume, which is devoted solely to quantum

electrodynamics (QED), involving only the electromagnetic force.

1.8 Points to Keep in Mind
When the word "field" is used classically, it refers to an entity, like fluid wave amplituden E, or

B, that is spread out in space, i.e., has different values at different places. By that definition, the

wave function of ordinary QM, or even the particle state in QFT, is a field. But, it is important to

realize that in quantum terminology, the word "field" means an operator field, which creates and

destroys particle states. States (= particles = wave functions - kets) are not considered fields in that

context.

The four major
parts of QFT

Terminology
"field" =
operator in

QFT
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In this text, the symbol e, representing the magnitude of charge on an electron or positron, is
always positive. The charge on an electron is - a.

1.9 Big Picture of Our Goal
The big picture of our goal is this. We want to understand Nature. To do so, we need to be able

to predict the outcomes of particle accelerator scattering experiments, certain other experimental
results, and elementary particle half lives. To do these things, we need to be able to calculate
probabilities for each to occur. To do that, we need to be able to calculate transition amplitudes for
specific elementary particle interactions. And for that, we need first to master a fair amount of
theory, based on the postulates of quantization.

We will work through the above steps in reverse. Thus, our immediate goal is to learn some
theory in Parts I and 2. Then, how to formulate transition amplitudes, also in Part 2. Necessary
refinements will take up Part 3, with experimental application in Part 4.

Stens to our goal

2ndquan'fii':;il:TJffi 
,ffi :i".ffi j:Ti:ng:::;,TH:T';i#'"bab'i'lv

ln this book our goal is a bit limited, as we will examine a part - an essential part - of the big
picture. We will i) develop the fundamental principles of QF I, ii) use those principles to derive
quantum electrodynamics (QED), the theory of electromagnetic quantum interactions, and iii) apply
the theory of QED to electromagnetic scattering and other experiments. We will not examine herein
the more advanced theories of weak and strong interactions, which play essential roles in particle
decay, most present day high energy particle accelerator experiments, and composite particle (e.g.,
proton) structure. Weak and strong interaction theories build upon the foundation laid by QED.First
things first.

1.70 Summary of the Chapter

Throughout this book, we will close each chapter with a summary, emphasizing its most salient
aspects. However, the present chapter is actually a summary (in advance) of the entire book and all
of QFT. So, youo the reader, can simply look back in this chapter to find appropriate summaries.
These should include Sect. 1.1 (This Book's Approach to QFT), the transition amplitude relations of
Eqs. (1-l) though (1-6), Sect.L.5.2 (1't and 2nd Quantization), Wholeness Chart 1-1 (The Overall
Structure of Physics), Wholeness Chart l-2 (Comparison of Three Theories), and Sect. 1.9 (Big
Picture of Our Goal).

l.7I Saggestions?

If you have suggestions to make the material anywhere in this book easier to learn, or if you find
any errors, please let me know via the web site address for this book posted on pg. xvi (opposite
pg.1).Thank you.

7,12 Problems

As there is not much in the way of mathematics in this chapter, for most of it, actual problems
are not really feasible. However, you may wish to try answering the questions in 1 to 5 below
without looking back in the chapter. Doing Prob. 6 can help a lot in understanding first quantization.

l. Draw a Feynman diagram for a muon and anti-muon annihilating one another to produce a

virtual photon, which then produces an electron and a positron. Using simplified symbols to
represent more complex mathematical quantities (that we haven't studied yet), show how the
transition amplitude of this interaction would be calculated.

2. Detail the basic aspects of first quantization. Detail the basic aspects of second quantization,
then compare and contrast it to first quantization. In second quantization, what is analogous to
position in first quantization? What is analogous to particle 3-momentum?

Symbol e >0

Our goal: predict
scattering and
decay seen in
Nature

Steps to our goal

Our goal in this
book: basic QFT
principles and

QED, theory and
experiments
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Construct a chart showing how non-relativistic theories, relativistic theories, particles, fields,
classical theory, and quantum theory are interrelated.

For NRQM, RQM, and QFT, construct a chart showing i) which have states as solutions to

their wave equations, ii) how to calculate expectation values in each, iii) which can handle
bound states, inelastic scattering, elementary particle decay, and vacuum fluctuations, iv) which
can treat the following interactions: i) elm, ii) weak, iii) strong, and iv) gravity.

What are the four major areas of study making up QFT?

Using the corresponding Poisson bracket relation {X, p*I = 1, we deduce, from first

quantization postulate #2, that, quantum mechanically, V, p*7 = ih'. For this commutator acting

on a function ty, i.e., IX, p*l W= ifr,ty, determine what form pr must have. Is this an operator?

Does it look like what you started with in elementary QM, and from which you then derived the

commutator relation above? Can we go either way?

Then, take the eigenvalue problem HV: EW and use the same form of the Hamiltonian Fl as

used in classical mechanics (i.e., p'lzm + n, with the operator form you found for p above. This
last step is the other part of first quantization (see page 4).

Did you get the time independent Schrddinger equation? (You should have.) Do you see how, by
starting with the Poisson brackets and first quantization, you can derive the basic assumptions of
NRQM, i.e., that dynamical variables become operators, the form of those operatorso and even

the time independent Schrddinger equation, itself? We won't do it here, but from that point, one

could deduce the time dependent Schrodinger equation, as well.

5.

6.



Section 2.0 Chapter Overview

Chapter 2

Foundations

Tiger got to hunt. Bird got to fly.
Man. got to ask himself "why, why, wW? " .

Tiger got to rest. Bird got to land.
Man got to tell himself he understand.

The Book of Bonkonon in
Cat's Cradle by Kurt Vonnegut

2.0 Chapter Overview
In this chapter, we will cover the mathematical and physical foundations underlying quantum

field theory to be sure you, the reader, are prepared and fit enough to traverse the rest of the book.
The first cornerstone of these foundations is a new system of units, called natural units, which is
common to QFT, and once learned, simplifies mathematical relations and calculations.

Topics covered after that comprise the notation used in this book, a comparison of classical and
quantum waves, variational methods, classical mechanics in a nutshell, different "pictures" in
quantum mechanics, and quantum theories in a nutshell. Whereas Chap. 1 was strictly an overview
of what you will study, much of this chapter is an overview of what you have already studied,
structured to make its role in our work more transparent. The rest is material you will need to know
before we leap into the formal development of quantum field theory, beginning in Chap 3.

2.7 Natural Units and Dimensions
The Gaussian system (an extension of cgs devised for use in electromagnetism that takes the

vacuum permittivity e" and permeability po values as unity) has been common in NRQM, although
standard international units (SI) [essentially, MKS for electromagnetism] are also used. Another is
the Heaviside-Lorentz system, which is similar to the Gaussian system except it is structured to
eliminate factors of 4n found in the Gaussian form of Maxwell's equations. (See Chap. 5.)

Natural units are another set of units that arise "naturally" in relativistic elementary particle
physics. QF-I uses them almost exclusively, they are the units we employ in this book, and we will
see how they arise below.

2.1.1 Deducing a System of Units
Convenient systems of units start with arbitrary definitions for units of certain fundamental

quantities and derive the remaining units from laws of nature. To see how this works, assume we
know three basic laws of nature and we want to devise a system of units from scratch. We will do
this first for the cgs system and then for natural units.

The three laws are:

1. The distance L traveled by a photon is the speed of light multiplied by its time of travel. L = ct.

2. Theenergy of a particle of mass is equal to its mass lrt times the speed of light squared. E = mc2 .

3. The energy of a photon is proportional to its frequency f.The constant of proportionality is
Planck's constant h. E = hf or re-expressed as E = hm.

2.7.2 Dedacing the cgs System
The cgs system takes its fundamental dimensions to be length, mass, and time. It then defines

standard units of each of these dimensions to be the centimeter, the gram, and the second,

1l

Natural units are
"natural" and
used in QFT

Any system of units:
defined units +
laws of nature
+ additional
derived units
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respectively. With these standards and the laws of nature, dimensions and units are then derived for
all other quantities science deals with.

For example, from law number one above, the speed of light in the cgs system is known to have

dimensions of length/time and units of centimeters/second. Further, by measuring the time it takes

for light to travel a certain distance we can get a numerical value of 3 x 1010 cm/s.

From law number two, the dimensions of energy are mass-length2/time2 and the units are g-

cnflsz. We use shorthand by calling this an erg.

From number three, fr has dimensions of energy-time and units of g-cm2/s, or for short, erg-s. It,
like the speed of light, can be measured by experiment and is found to be 1.0545 x 10-27 erg-s.

The point is this. We started with three pre-defined quantities (length, mass, and time) and

derived the rest using the laws of nature. Of course, other laws could be used to derive other

quantities (F=mafor force, etc.). We only use three laws here for simplicity and brevity.

2.1.3 Deducing Natural Units
With natural units we do much the same thing as was done for the cgs system. We start with

three pre-defined quantities and derive the rest. The trick here is that we choose different quantities

and define both their dimensions and their units in a way that suits our purposes best.

Instead of starting with lengtho mass, and time, we start with c, h, , and energy. We then get even

trickier. We take both c and tt, to have numerical values of one. In other words, just as someone once

took an arbitrary distance to call a centimeter and gave it a numerical value of one, or an arbitrary
interval of time to call a second and gave it a value of one, we now take whatever amount nature

gives us for the speed of light and call it one in our new system. We do the same thing for fr'. (This,

in fact, is why the system is called natural, i.e., because we use nature's amounts for these things to
use as our basic units of measure and not some amount arbitrarily chosen by us.)

We then get even trickier still. We take c and k to be dimensionless, as well. Since c (or any

velocity) is distance divided by time, we find, in developing our new system, that length and time
must therefore have the same units.

Note that the founders of the cgs system could have done the same type of thing if they had

wanted to. If they had started with velocity as dimensionless they would have derived length and

time as having the same dimensions, and we might now be speaking of time as measured in
centimeters rather than seconds. Alternatively, they could have first decided instead that time and

space would be measured in the same units and then derived velocity as a dimensionless quantity.

The only difference in these two alternative approaches would have been in choice of which units

were considered fundamental and which were derived. In any event this was not done, not because

it was invalid, but because it was simply not convenient.

In particle physics, however, it does become convenient, and so we define c=! and

dimensionless. It is also convenient to define h =1 dimensionless for similar reasons.

With energy, our third fundamental quantity, we stay more conventional. We give it a dimension
(energy), and we give it units of mega-electron-volts, i.e., MeV = 1 million eV. (We know from
other work "how much" an electron-volt is just as the devisors of the metric system knew "how

much" one second was.) As with everything else, we do this because it will turn out to be

advantageous.

Note now what happens with our three fundamental entities defined in this way. From law of
nature number two with c=l dimensionless, mass has the same units as energy and the same

numerical value as well. So an electron with 0.511 MeV rest energy also has 0.511 MeV rest mass.

Because mass and energy arc exactly the same thing in natural units, this dimension has come to be

referred to commonly as "mass" (i.e.,lt\ rather than "energy" even though the units remain as MeV.

From law of nature number three with fi, =1 dimensionless, the dimensions for ro are M (instead

of s-r as in cgs), and hence time has dimension M -t and units of (MeV)-t. Similarly, from law

number one, length has inverse mass dimensions and inverse MeV units as well. Units and

dimensions for all other quantities can be derived from other laws of natureo just as was done in the

cgs system.

So, by starting with different fundamental quantities and dimensions, we derive a different (more

convenient for particle physics) system of units. Because we started with only one of our three

cgs: cm, g, s
defined. Other
units derived

from laws of
nature

Natural units:
Ft=c=land
energy defined.
Other units
derivedfrom
Iaws of nature.

Energy in
natural units:
electron volts
(MeV
convenient)
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fundamental entities having a dimension, the entire range of quantities we will deal with will be
expressible in terms of that one dimension or various powers thereof.

2.1.4 The Hybrid Units System
When doing theoretical work, natural units are the most streamlined, and thus, usually the

quickest and easiest. They are certainly the most common. When canying out experiments or
making calculations that relate to the real world, however, it is often necessary to convert to units
which can be measured most readily. In particle physics applications, one typically uses
centimeters, seconds, and MeV. Note this is a hybrid- system and is not quite the same as cgs.
(Energy is expressed in ergs in cgs.) It is convenient though, since energy in natural units is MeV,
and no conversion is needed for it. Converting other quantities is necessary, however, and there is a
little trick for doing it.

2.7,5 Converting from One System to Another
To do the conversion trick alluded to above, we first have to note two things: i) in natural units

any quantity can be multiplied or divided by c or h, any number of times without changing either its
numerical value or its dimensions, and ii) a quantity is the same thing, the same total amount,
regardless of what system it is expressed in terms of.

To illustrate, suppose we determine a theoretical value for some time interval in natural units to
be 1016 (Mert';-t. What is its measurable value in seconds? To find out, observe that

t = lQr6 (MeV;-t x ft, = 1g'0 (MeV)-l where k =1, and all quantities are in natural units.

But the above relation can be expressed in terms of the hybrid MeV-cm-s system also. The
actual amount of time will stay the same, only the units used to express it, and the numerical value it
has in those units, will change. So let's simply change fi to its value in the hybrid system, h, = 6.58
x 10-22 Mev-s. Then,

t- 1016(MeV)-t xh, = 1gt0(MeV)-rx 6.58x 10-22MeV-s =6.58x 10-6s.

The same time interval is described as either 1gt6 (MeV)-r or 6.58 x 10-6 seconds depending on
our system of units.

The moral here is that we can simply multiply or divide any quantity we like (which is expressed
in natural units) by c and/or [ (expressed in MeV-cm-s units) as many times as is necessary to get
the units we know that quantity should have in the MeV-cm-s system.

2.1.6 Mass and Energy in the Hybrid and Natural Systems
As mentioned, the hybrid system is not the same as the cgs system, even though both use

centimeters and seconds. In the cgs system, energy is measured in ergs and mass in grams. In the
hybrid system, energy is measured in MeV and mass in unfamiliar, and never used, units. (See

Wholeness Chart 2-1 below.) It may be confusing, but when experimentalists talk of mass, energy,
length, and time, they like to use the hybrid system, yet they commonly refer to mass in MeV. For
example, in high energy physics, the mass of the electron is commonly referred to as 0.511 MeV,
rather than hybrid (unfamiliar) or cgs (gram) mass units. Hopefully, Wholeness Chart 2-1 will help
to keep all of this straight.

Though we have used MeV (1 million eV) for energy in hybrid and natural units throughout this
chapter, energy is also commonly expressed in keV (kilo electron volts), GeV (giga electron volts =
1 billion eV), and TeV (tera electron volts = 1 trillion eV). It is, of course, simple to convert any of
these to, and from, MeV.

13

Hybrid units used
in experiments:
cm, s, MeV

Multiply natural
units by powers
of tt and/or c to
get hybrid units

Mass is MeV in
natural units.
Commonly
expressed the
same way even
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2.7.7 Sammary of Natural, Hybrid, and cgs Units
To summar\ze the three systems of units we have discussed.

cgs: cm,s,g fundamental, other quantities derived from laws of nature

hybrid: cm,s,MeV fundamental, other quantities derived from laws of nature

natural: c,fi,,MeY fundamental (c and ft,unitless and unit magnitude; I MeV = an amount

we know from other work), other quantities derived from laws of nature

Conversion of algebraic relations

cgs or hybrid to natural: Put c = ft = 1. e.g., E = mcL -' mi Px= frk, ' k*.
natural to cgs or hybrid: Easiest just to remember, or look up, ielationr. 

".g., 
E = m -- ,nr'.

Can instead insert factors of-c aqd fi needed on each side to lalance units. e.g.,

E(energy units) = *("n"rgy-r't"rr? units) x ?, where ? must be c2.

Conversion of numeric quantities

natural to hybrid to cgs: go from left to right in Wholeness Chart 2-1.

cgs to hybrid to natural: go from right to left, dividing rather than multiplying.

Wholeness Chart 2-1. Conversions between Natural, Hybrid, and cgs Numeric Quantities

Natural Units Hvbrid Units cgs Units

c=ft=l
c = 2.99 x 10lo cm/s

fi, = 6.58 x 10-22 MeV-s

h, c = l.g73x 10-1t Mev-cm

conversion factor

F = l.6O2x 10 
{ ergs/lVleV

Quantity,
M

units of (MeV) M
MultiPlY r- value

bY I to get'*
in

MeV-cm-s

Multiply <- value

by I to get ->

ln
cgs

energy 1 I MeV F ergs

mass, /n I llcz Mev-s2/cm2 F 2, 2
erg-s /cm = gs

length -1 ftc cm I cm

time 1 fL S I S

velocity 0 c cm/s 1 cm/s

acceleration, a I c/k cm/s2 1 cm/s2

force 2 mafactors = Ilch, MeV/cm F ergs/cm = dynes

fr(=l) 0 h MeV-s F erg-s

Hamiltonian I I MeV F ergs

Hamiltonian density 4 1r(tu)3 MeV/cm3 F ergs/cm3

Lagrangian I I MeV F ergs

Lagrangian density 4 Uffid3 MeV/cm3 F ergs/cm3

action S 0 n MeV-s F erg-s

fine structure constant 0 1 unitless 1 unitless

cross section -2 (h4' 2cm 1
2cm
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Note in the chart, that the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian densities in cgs have energy/(length)3
dimensions. In natural units these become (energy)a or (mass)4. The action is the integral of the
Lagrangian density over space and time. [n cgs this is energy-time; in natural units it is llo.

2.1.8 QFT Approach to Units
QFI starts with familiar relations for quantities from the cgs system, e.9., px = ft, kx, and then

expresses them in terms of natural units, e.g, px = /cr.. The theory is then derived, and predictions
for scattering and decay interactions made, in terms of natural units. Finally, before comparing these
predictions to experiment, they are converted to the hybrid system, which is the system
experimentalists use for measurement.

In summary:

relations in cgs ---) same relations in natural units -t develop theory in natural units --+

predict experiment in natural units --+ same predictions in hybrid (MeV-cm-s) units.

The first arrow above is easy. Just set c = h, = 1. For the last arrow, use Wholeness Chart 2-1. All
of the other arrows are what the remainder of this book is all about.

You may wonder if this conversion to natural units is really all that worthwhile, as its primary
value seems to be in saving the extra effort of writing out c and h, in all our equations (which do
occur with monotonous regularity.) You may have a point on that. More importantly, the essential
mathematical structure of the resulting equations, and the fundamentals of the underlying physics, is
more clearly seen without the clutter of relatively unimportant unit scaling factors.

Regardless, natural units are what everyone working in QFT uses, so you should resign yourself
to getting used to them

2.2 Notation
We shall use a notation defining contravariant components f of the 4D position vector as 3D

Cartesian coordinates & plus cr (see the appendix if you are not comfortable with this), i.e.,

H =0,I,2,3 i =1,2,3 c = 1 in natural units .

Contravariant components, and their siblings described below, are essential to relativity theory, and

QFt is grounded in special relativity. To avoid confusion, whenever we want to raise a component
to a power, ^we will use parenthesis, e.g., the contravariant z component of the position vector
squared is (x'';'. From henceforth, we will use natural units, and not write c.

From special relativity, we know the differential proper time passed on an object (with c=1) is

(ar)' - (al2 - dxix | - dx zdx 2 - dx{x 3 .

If we define covariant components of the 4D position vector as

[",-l l- t I
* -l *,| = | 

-", 
| = [,,- x,f' ,.a -l*,1 

I 
-", 

r

1",.] L_X, J

then (2-2) becomes

(dr)' = dx\ dxo + dxt dx, + dx2 dx, + dx3 d4 = dx\ dxp,

::Ttrf:I
where on the RHS, we have introduce the shorthand Einstein summation convention, in which
repeated indices are summed, and which we will use throughout the book. If we do not wish to sum

when repeated indices appear, we will underline the indices, e.g., dxLdxu means no summation.
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-lrr,x,f',

Hl[l

components for us

= 3D Cartesian

(2-l) coordinates Plus
ttme

How QFT uses

dffirent systems

of units

Contravariant
4D position

(2-2)

Covariant
components have
negative 3D

(2-3) Cartesian
coordinates

(2-4)

Repeated
indices m.eans

summation
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We can obtain (2-3) by

xlr= gpyxv =

where the matrix g p, is known as the metric tensor. Its inverse , {, has the exact same form,

on (2-l), i.e.,

o o oltrl
-r o oll 

", ,

o -r oll t, 
I'0 0 -uLX,l

000
-1 0 0

0-l 0

0 0-1

Getting
covariant
components

(2-5) from
contravariant
ones

Contravariant
and covariant

forms of the

metric tensor
(2-6)

Contravariant
and covariant
derivatives

Raising and
lowering
indices

6o' = SopBP'
:l[;
:,lL:

Ir

-lo-lo

lo

00
-1 0

0-1
00

gpv

where 6ov is the Kroneckerdelta( =0if row a#column v;=7 rf d= v). With the metrictensor

and its inverse, we can re-write (2-4) as

(ar)t =gordx\dxv =gP'dxodx,. (2-7)

Partial derivatives with respect to f and x71, often designate dby 011Q = Qrpand *p= p'p, are

1 a fq,l)'=(!,g-)' and at,-L=[+,L]'=[9,-L]'. (2-8)dp=*=[;'f) =[ar 
dxi ) dro (.t'ar, J 

=[ar'- 
dxi )

Note the spatial parts of / and 0l have opposite signs.

In general (see Prob. 4), we can raise or lower indices of any 4D vec,tor wl using the (covariant)

metric tensor and its inverse, the contravariant metric tensor, viavl = {' wy end wp= Spvw .

For a matrix (a tensor using two indices), rather than a column quantity (vector with one index),

we can use g!'to raise (or gprto lower) either index, or ,rse /u twice for both indices. For example,

for the matrix (tensor) u aq,we would have lrf' = {o g'f tul qF .

Quantities for a single particle will be written in lower case, e.9., ptt is the 4-momentum for a
particle; for a collection of particles, in upper case, e.g., Pp is 4-momentum for a collection of
particles. Density values will be in script form, e.g.,Tt for Hamiltonian density.

Further, as one repeatedly sums pp and f in QIT relations, we will employ the common

streamlined notation pof= px (the 4D inner product of 4 momentum and 4D position vectors.)

2.3 Classical vs Quantum Plane Waves
As we will be dealing throughout the book with quantum plane waves, the following quick

review of them is provided.

Fig. 2-l illustrates the analogy between classical and quantum waves. Pressure plane waves, for
example, can be represented as planes of constant real numbers (pressures) propagating through

space. Particle wave function plane waves can be represented as planes of constant complex

numbers (thus, constant phase angle) propagating through space. Theoretically, the planes extend to

infinity in the y and e directions. The lower parts of Fig. 2-1 plot the numerical values of the waves

on each plane vs. spatial position at a given instant of time. The complex wave has two components

to plot; the real wave, only one. Plane wave packets for both pressure and wave function waves can

be built up by superposition of many pure sinusoids, like those shown. (Though, as we will see,

QFf rarely has need for wave packets.)

'll'

tr,

Script + density

ppf - px

Real vs.

complex
(quantum)
plane waves
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Section 2.4 Review of Variational Methods

Pressure Plane Waves Wave Function Plane Waves

ln 3D Physical Space

of propagation

ln 3D PhysicalSpace

lmv

______|>

Direction of propagation

ln "Pressure vs x" Space

Figure 2-1. Classical vs Quantum Plane Waves

2.4 Review of Variational Methods

2.4.7 Classical Particle Theory
Recall, from classical mechanics, that, given the Lagrangian L for a particle, which is the kinetic

energy minus the potential energy,

L=r -v -f+*(r,)' -u ("' ,xz,x3)=* -v , (z-s)
i=l

we can find the 3D equations of motion for the particle by the Euler-Lagrange equation, i.e.,

4fg)-9=o (2-ro)
at \di, ) Ex,

This, with (2-9), readily reduces to Newton's 2nd law (with conservative force), Fi = -OVlOxi
=mii .

For a system of particles, we need only add an extra kinetic and potential energy term to (2-9)
for each additional particle. For relativistic particles, we merely need to use relativistic kinetic and
potential energy terms in (2-9), instead of Newtonian terms.

Recall also, that given the Lagrangian, we could find the Hamiltonian H, via the I-egendre
transformation (employing a Cartesian system where xi = xi and pi = p; [see Prob. 8]),
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Definition of
classical
mechanics
Lagrangian L

Governing
equation =
Euler-Lagrange
equation

Legendre
transformation
H++Lp = p,ii - L, where p, =#= r*' (- O' for Cartesian system) . (2-tt)

pi is the conjugate, or canonical, momentum of "r'. (Note that a contravariant component in the
denominator is effectively equivalent to a covariant component in the entire entity, and vice versa.)

It is an important point that by knowing any one of H, L, or the equations of motion, we can

readily deduce the other two using (2-9) through (2-ll). That is, each completely describes the
particle(s) and its (their) motion.

Equivalent entities

Lagrangian L ** equations of motion *-' Hamiltonian 11

L, H, and
equations of
motion all tell
us the same

thing

At l=0
V= Aeitx

ln "Wave Function vs x" Space
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Hence, when we defined first quantization in Chap. 1 as i) keeping the classical Hamiltonian and

ii) changing Poisson brackets to commutators, we could just as readily have used the Lagrangian L
or the equations of motion [for "rt (f)] for i) instead. (Note that Poisson brackets are discussed on pg.

24 and summarized in Wholeness Chart 2-2 on pgs. 20 and 21.)

2.4.2 Pure Mathematics
We can apply the mathematical structure of the prior section to any kind of system, even some

having nothing to do with physics. That is, if any system has a differential equation of motion (for
example, an economic model), then one can find the Lagrangian for that system, as well as the

Hamiltonian, the conjugate momentum, and more. So the mathematics derived for classical particles

can be extrapolated and used to advantage in many other areas. Of course, one must then be careful
in interpretation of the Hamiltonian, and similar quantities. The Hamiltonian, for example, will not,

in general, represent energy, though many behavioral analogies (like conservation of f/, etc.) will
exist that can greatly aid in analyses of these other systems.

2.4.3 Classical Field Theory
Classical field theory is analogous in many ways to classical particle theory. Instead of the

Lagrangian I, We haug the Lagrangian density .C. Instead of time t as an independent variable, we

have xi = xu, *' , *'t, *-t = t, *i-u, independent variables. Instead of a particle described by x'(r), we

have a field value described by Q(./) tor Q'({), where r designates different field types, or
possibly, different spatial components of the same vector field (like E or B in electromagnetism).1

Particle Theory --.' Field Theory

L,H, etc -+ /,7{, etc. t ---+ f *'1t1 --- Q'(f )

From these correspondences in variables, we can intuit the analogous forms of (2-9) through
(2-I1) [though we will derive the Euler-Lagrange equation afterwards] for fields. Thus, the
Lagrangian density, in terms of kinetic energy density and potential energy densities of the field, is

,C _T _Y , (2-12)

(Digressing here into the expressions for T and V in terms of the classical field Q would divert us

away from our main purpose. In the next chapter we will see the form of these for a quantum field.)

The Euler-Lagrange equation for fields becomes

The Irgendre transformation for the Hamiltonian density, with n, being the conjugate

momentum density of the field Q', it

a (ar l_g=o
0", I dQ' ,p ) a0'

H - TT,Q' -.C , where o, =Y, 
AQ'

(2-t3)

(2-t4)

(2-1s)

Variational
math can be
applied to many
diverse areas in
physics and
elsewhere

Analogous
entities in
particle and

field theories

Intuitive
deduction of
field relations

from particle
ones

1 7{ and eqs

of motion all tell
us the same

thing

Formal
derivation of
Euler-Lagrange
equation for
fieIds

To see a real world example using (2-13), work through Prob. 6.

Compare (2-12) through (2-I4) to (2-9) through (2-11), and note, that similar to particle theory,

if we know any one of f.,7{ or the equations of motion, we can readily find the other two. That is,

they are equivalent, and in our first assumption of second quantization (see Chap. 1), we could take

any one of the three (not just ?{ as we did in Chap. 1) as having the same form in quantum field
theory as it did in classical field theory.

Derivation of Euler-Lagrange Equation for Fields

The fundamental assumption behind (2-13) is that the action of the field over an arbitrary 4D
region S),

s = J lrt(O,O,r)d3xdt = Inr(Q,Q,oYo*,
L

where d4x = d3xdt is an element of 4D volume, is stationary. More precisely, consider a virtual

variation in Q of

Q(*o) - O(*o)* 6O(*o) , (2-16)
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where the variation vanishes on the surface f(A) bounding the regioo Q, i.e., 6Q = 0 on f. The
"surface'o here is actually three dimensional (rather than 2D), because it bounds a 4D region. This
restriction on 6Qis reasonable for a region C) large enough so the field Q vanishes at its boundary.

For S to be stationary under the variation, we must have

(2-t7)

(2-18)

(2-te)
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using (z-li) in (2-15), we have 
ds = 0 '

ds = n{# 6o.h *,lo^ . = L{# e.## *lo^ .
l. 

-7-JWith the last term on the RHS of (2-18), which we label "Z'here, re-written using

#Wdo)=(##)*.#V*
term Z

we can express (2-18) as

ds= Ll#. (##*\0,r+[ L,$-.do)ao*. (z-zo)roaxa\40,0 ' 
)

_, _ (dq_aa\r,=[olwu* 
F ^

The last term in the above relation can, via the 4D version of Gauss's divergence theorem, be
converted into an integral over the 3D "surface" f, as we show under the downward pointing
bracket. In that integral, npis the unit length 4D vector normal to the 3D surface f at every point on
the surface, and it forms an inner product with the quantity in brackets by virtue of the summation
over p. Since we stipulated at the outset that 6Q = 0 on this surface, the last term in (2-20) must
equal zero.

From (2-L7), the first integral in (2-20),

(2-2r\

for any possible variation of Q, i.e., for any possible 5Q everywhere within Q. The only way this can

happen is if the quantity inside the brackets equals zero. But this is just (2-13) for one field. A
similar derivation can be made for each additional type of field, i.e., for different values of r in
(2-13), and thus, we have proven (2-13).

End of derivation

2.4.4 Real vs. Complex Fields
In classical theory we typically deal with real fields, such as the displacement at every point in a

solid or fluid, or the value of the E field in electrostatics. However, given our experience in NRQM,
where complex wave functions were everywhere, so will we find that in QFT, quantum fields are

commonly complex. Nothing in the above limited our derivation to real fields, so all of the
relationships in this Sect. 2.4 arc valid for complex fields, as well.

2.5 Classical Mechanics: An Overview
Wholeness Chart 2-2 is a summary of the key relations in all of classical physical theory (from

the variational viewpoint.) The chart is intended primarily as an overview of past courses and as a

lead in to quantum field theory, so a detailed study of it is not really-warranted at this time. We have
I

Classicalfield
real; quantum

fields usually
complex

Variational
classical
mechanics
overview in
Wh.oleness

Chart 2-2
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Wholeness Chart 2-2.

Mathematically Non-relativistic Particle

Independent variable(s) t t

Coordinates ei=ei(t), i = 1,.., n (generalized) *' = *' ( t), i = 1,2, 3 (contravariant)

Lagrangian density see Fields columns not applicable for particle

Lagrangian L - L(q,,q,,t) r - L(x' ,i' ,,)= I+ *(*')' -, (*' ,,)

Action s-tut as at left

Euler- Lagrange equation

(From E = 0.)

a(ar\ aL*t--r----0
dtldQ, ) dq,

a (dr\ dr* | -l !- --: =0
dt \d*' ) Ex'

Equations of motion

for chosen coordinates

use explicit form for L in Euler-Lagrange
equation

mii =-g usually V not function of r
dx'

Conjugate momentum

density ; total
see Fields columns ;

AL
Pt=-

dei

AL
nla ; O,= # = m*i (= pt forCartesian)

Physical momentum

density ; total
not relevant, purely math n/a ; same as conjugate momentum

Alternati ve formulation Qt,Pt and L=L(qrPi,t) xi, pr and L = pz | 2m - v(xi, t)

Hamiltonian density; total see Fields; H = pfli - I,(pure math) nla; H = p,*i-[- p2 /2m+V

Hamiltonian' s Equations

of Motion
for conjugate variables

,AHAH
Pi=-T Qt=-" dqi " dp,

. aH aV .idA
U, =-.,-.=-- L =-t t Ex' dx' d\r

Poisson Brackets, definition

fot u =u (Qi, Pi, t), v = v (qi, Pi, t)
. i du Dv du Ev
lu''I= an, ao,- ah a%

for u =u (x', pi, t), v = v (x', p,, t)

. t du Ev du Ev
l','l= N an- an;

Equations of motion in terms of
Poisson brackets

i) any variable

ii) conjugate variables

i)for v=H #={u,HI,.*
ii) for i) plus u - Qi or pi

b,={p,,H} =-#,i Qt ={q,,H} =#

i)for v=H #={u,Hl,.*
ii) for i) plus u = xi or pi

bi ={pi,HI =-#t *' -{*',rl=#

Poisson Brackets for
conjugate variables {0,, n,} = 6, {a,,0,} =to,, p,} =o {*',0,J- 6'., {*',*'} ={o,,pr} =o

&t

l
j
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Summary of Classical (Variational) Mechanics

2t

Non-relativistic Fietds Relativistic Particle Relativistic Fields

xi,t i=1,2,3 t f lt =0, 1,2,3

O' (xi, t) r= field type = 1, ..., ft ,t=*t(t), i=1,2,3 Q' (f ) r = field type = l, ..., n

^c = ,c(0, ,Q, ,d,Q, ,*, ,r) not applicable for particle t = t(Q' ,d oQ' ,xp)

r=!ta3x L(xi ,v' ,t) - -*J1 ,' -y r - tta'' *

t=J Ldt=[,cat*at s=[ur s=l Ldt=!n3rat

a(ar ) d(at ) a^c
Tt ...: tT-r r--=\,
dt \ dQ, ) a*' lAo, ., ) aQ,

a (dr\ aLl-,1---:=0
dt \dv' ) dx'

Y( v''l-g=o
E", I dQ'.o ) aQ' "

.C above in Euler-Lagrange equation
a (dr\ av
-l 

_ l3__.
dt \avt ) Dxr '

v (x' ,v') f above in Euler-Lagrange equation

o- -d{: rI' ai" ' --r = tn,d3 x
.;aLnla ; p' -;7 =

mri dv
dvt

o'=ffi r, = !n,d3 x

. ad'pi=o,#; pi-lp,Ar* nla ; = conjugate momentum pi=o,T; pi-!p,au*

^c = ^c(O' ,r,,d,Q',*,,r) L = L( x', pi, t) ,c - "c(Q, ,o,,d,Q, ,*, ,r)

'H=nri'-L; ,=lHf x nla; H=ptv'-L-T+V Vt=n,Q'-L; ,=lHfx

same form as Relativistic Fields

.; AH AVrr- =--=--' dx' dx'

.i aH
L

dp'

. 5H 1- 5v/Jf,=-- @'--' 60r ' 6rT,

. 6 a a (a )wnere-= .l_l
60' aQ' D"' I dQ' ,, )

same form as Relativistic Fields
same form as Non-relativistic
Particle, but different meaning
for p'

far u = u (Q',fir, t), v = v (Q

r r (au dv 6u dy)
|tt.t,1 3l 

----- 

|L'' l&'6o, 6n,&')

'rIErrt)

t(" - v)

same form as Relativistic Fields
same form as Non-relativistic
Particle

i)for v=H fi=#={u,H}.*

ii) for i) plus , =Q' or 7r,

i, ={n,,H}= #; i' ={O',uI=#

same form as Relativistic Fields
same form as Non-relativistic
Particle {Q',r,} = d',a(x - v) t {Q',Q'} = {o,,o,} = o
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other fish to fry. I did say in the preface that we would focus on the essentials, and this chart is
provided solely as i) a reference (which may aid some readers in studying for graduate oral exams),
and ii) a lead in to technical details regarding Poisson brackets and second quantization.

The full theory behind Wholeness Chart 2-2 can be found in Goldstein (see Preface). The most
important points regarding field theoryo as represented in the chart, and which we will need to
understand, are listed below.

Note that, due to subtleties in the theory, non-relativistic chart relationships are most easily, and

best considered at this point, expressed in Cartesian coordinates, where xi - X; and pi= p .

2.5.7 Key Concepts in Field Theory
1. Generalized coordinates do not have to be independent of each othero and the Lagrangian L can

have second and/or higher coordinate derivatives. However, in most cases, including those of
Wholeness Chart 2-2,the coordinates are independent and L only contains first derivatives.

2. The -d (r) for particles are not quite the same thing as the xi for fields. The former are not
independent variables, but functions of time / that represent the particle position at any given /.

The latter are independent variables, and not functions of time, but fixed locations in space upon
which the value for the field (and other things like energy density) depends. The field and related
density type quantity values also depend on the other independent variable, time.

3. Different values for the rlabel for fields can represent
i) completely different fields, as well as

ii) different components in spacetime of the same vector field.

4. In general, the Hamiltonian does not have to represent energy, and can be simply a quantity
which obeys all of the mathematical relations shown in the chart. However, in the application of
analytical mechanics, it proves immensely useful if the Hamiltonian is, in fact, energy (or an

energy operator.) Similarly, in general, the Lagrangian does not have to equal kinetic energy
minus potential energy (i.e., Z - n, and can simply be a quantity which gives rise via the
Lagrange equation to the correct equation(s) of motion (called field equations for fields.)

Fortunately, in field theory, the Lagrangian density can be represented as kinetic energy density
minus potential energy density, and the Hamiltonian density turns out to be total energy density.
These correspondences caffy over to quantum field theory.

5. For fields,

For us: qt are

independent of
each other and
only I't derivatives

inL, L

xi1t77or parttcles;

xi independent of
ti.m.e for field.,t

r label = different

field Qpes or
dffirent
components of
field

In our work,
always
L =T-V;
H=T+V

For fields,
partial and total
time derivatives
are the same

thing

y=4=Q
dt dt

This is generally not true for other quantities. For an explanation of this, see Box 2-1.

(2-22)

Box 2-1. Time Derivatives and Fields

Any field , say O, is a function of space and time, i.e., Q - Q(xi,t), where xi is an independent variable
representing a coordinate (non-moving) point in space upon which field quantities depend.

Note that the total time derivative is

dO _U-d*, *Ml!
dt Ext dt 0t dt

But since y' is an independent variable like time, and hence is not a function of time, its time
derivative above is zero. Thus,

do -!=odt dt

So the partial time derivative and the total time derivative of a field are one and the same thing, and

both are designated with a dot over the field.

Note that quantities other than fields do not, in general, have this property. (See the Poisson bracket

blocks in the fields section of Wholeness Chart 2-2.) It is necessary, therefore, when talking about time
derivatives of quantities other than the fields themselves, to specify precisely whether we mean the total
or partial derivative with respect to time.

The conclusions reached here apply in both the relativistic and non-relativistic field cases.
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6. There are two kinds of momenta, conjugate and physical. In some cases these are the same, but in
general they are not. For fields, each of these can be either total momentum or momentum
density. Box2-2 derives the relations between conjugate and physical momentum densities.

7. Key difference between the particle and field approaches.

For a single particle, particle position coordinates are the generalized coordinates and particle
momentum components are its conjugate momenta. For fields, each field is itself a generalized
coordinate and each field has its own conjugate momentum (density). As noted, this field
conjugate momentum (density) is different from the physical momentum (density) thar the field
possesses.

23

2 kinds of momenta.
Each kind can be
total or density

Generalized coords
Particle: xi

Fietd: Q'

Box 2-2. Conjugate and Physical Momentum Densities

The relationship between physical momentum density and conjugate momentum density for fields is not so
intuitive. It can be derived by assuming our physical 3-momentum density p'obeys the classical field variational
relation of the RHS of (82-2.1). (This can be intuited from (}-tl), except that there we used a Cartesian system
where pi = pi, and here we use the relativistic Minkowski metric system, where pt = - pi.) If we divide the particle
relation by volume, we get a density relation.

^ - aL for small particle in medium, r /- _ aLPt=# Fi=$. (82-2.t)

(82-2.2)

(82-2.3)

For continuous media like a fluid, ii is the velocity of the medium (field) at the point where p; is measured. We
note carefully that our.ri here is the position coordinate of a point fixed relative to the field (fluid particle in our
example) and thus is time dependent. (It is different from the same x' symbol we use in field theory, which is an
independent variable that does not depend on time.) Further, the total derivative ii = dxi/dt equals the partial
derivative with respect to time lxi /dr, since xilt| in the present case is only a function of time.

Now take the conjugate momentum density relation for relativistic fields (2-14),

a^c
, /0r di' )

and divide the RHS of (82-2.1) by (82-2.2),

P, -aL/a*.i =V--oQ'/dt _Y_ -+ b,=/r-at', _+ &i =_n-at'_ .

7Tr aL/ai' ait Oxi /dt Axi ' rt '-' ax' ' r "' 
A*t

The partial derivative of Q' with respect to either of our definitions of xi (time dependent as the moving position
of a point fixed to the field, or time independent as coordinates fixed in space) is the same because by definition,
partial derivative means we hold everything else (specifically time here) constant. Thus, the above relation holds
in field theory when we consider the x' as independent variables (coordinates fixed in space).

8. Note that it is common in QFT to refer to the field conjugate momentum density as simply the
conjugate momentum, the Hamiltonian density as merely the Hamiltonian, and the Lagrangian
density as the Lagrangian. This may be unfortunate, but you will learn to live with gleaning the
exact sense of these terms from context.

9. (See the Appendix if you do not feel comfortable with the material discussed in this paragraph.)
The relativistic particle summary, as outlined in Wholeness Chart 2-2, is not, in the strictest
sense, formulated covariantly. It describes relativistic behavior, but position and momentum are
(non-Lorentz covariant) three vectors, and the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian are not world scalars
(world scalars are invariant under Lorentz transformation.) Alternative approaches are possible
using proper time for the independent variable and world vector (four vector) quantities for
generalized coordinates and conjugate momenta. (Goldstein and Jackson [see Preface] show two
different ways to do this.) In those treatments the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian are world scalars
though the Hamiltonian does not turn out to be total energy. The approach taken here has been
chosen because, in it, we have the advantage of having a Hamiltonian that represents total
energy. Further, the parallel between relativistic particles and the usual treatment of relativistic
fields becomes much more transparent.

The word
"density" often
dropped infield
theory

Several ways to

formulate
variational
relativtstic
theory-
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10. Some comment is needed on the several different equations of motion that one runs into.

A differential equation of motion is generally an equation that contains derivative(s) with respect
to time of some entity, and has as its solution that entity expressed as an explicit function of time
(and for fields, space, as well.) For example, F' = mi' is the equation of motion for a particle,
with .r'(r) as its solution. There are in general two kinds of entities for which we have equations

of motion. One is the generalized coordinates themselves. The other is any function of those

coordinates, generally expressed as u or v in the next to last row of Wholeness Chart 2-2. (The

first class is really a special case of the second, where, for example, u might equal the
generalized coordinate itself.)

In Wholeness Chart 2-2, the equations of motion for generalized coordinates are expressed in
three different but equivalent ways: the Lagrange equations formulation, the Hamilton's
equations formulation, and the Poisson bracket formulation. These are all different expressions

for describing the same behavior of the generalized coordinates of a given system via different
differential equations. For any particular application, one of these formulations may have some

advantage over the others.

The other class of equation of motion for a function of generalized coordinates, say u, can be
expressed for the purely mathematical case (the others are analogous) as

du(q,, P,,t) 
= 

du 
o, * du 

b, +fu .

dt dq, " dp,'' dr

Using Hamilton's equations for the time derivatives of 4; and pi yields

du 0u dH du dH du r --r du€ = +- =ltt.H t+-
dt dq, dp, dp, dq, Dr L ' ' dt

ffi
definition for u and H

(2-23)

(2-24)

Eqs of motion
exist for
i) generalized
coordinates, and
ii) functions of
those coordinates

Poisson bracket
definition used
in equation of
motion

Forms for
dffirential
equations of
motion

Lorentz
invariance
(scalars andform
of equations) and
covariance
(vectors and
tensors)

which is effectively the same equation of motion as (2-23), for the same coordinate a, expressed

instead in terms of a Poisson bracket. See the first line of the next to last row block in Wholeness
Chart 2-2.

Summary of Forms of Differential Equatiqns of Motion

For generalized coordinates (all three below are equivalent)

1. Lagrangian into Euler-Lagrange equation

2. Hamilton's equations of motion

3. Poisson bracket notation for 2 above

For a function of those generalized coordinates (both below are equivalent)

1. Total time derivative expressed as partial derivatives (see (2-23), not shown in Wholeness

Chart 2-2.)

2. Total time derivative expressed in terms of Poisson bracket notation (see (2-24), also

shown in Wholeness Chart 2-2.)

11. (See the Appendix Sects. 2.9.3 and?.9.4, if you do not feel at home with the concepts of this
paragraph.) The field equations (equations of motion) for relativistic fields keep the exact same

form in any inertial frame of reference', i.e., they are Lorentz invariant. Components of four
vectors in any of the equations can change from frame to frame, but the relationship between

these components expressed in the field equation must remain inviolate. Four vectors transform
via the Lorentz transformation of course, and are termed Lorentz covariant. Four scalars (world
scalars) are invariant under al-orentz transformation and look exactly the same to any observer.
(e.g., Rest mass ru [or simply mass /tt as it is more commonly called in relativity] of a free

t To be completely accurate, this is
convention of Lorentz transformations.
fine point.

true strictly for Einstein synchronization, the synchronization
If you are not a relativity expert, please don't wolry about this
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particle is a four scalaro where *' = t,Ory Another observer in a different (primed) frlme could
measure a different four momentu^ pa, but woutd find the same mass via p'P po - m-.

Note the result of demanding that the Euler-Lagrange equation (i.e., the field equation) (2-13) be
Lorcntz invariant. We know that, within that equation, f ,O', and derivatives of f are Lorentz
covariant or invariant. So, in order for the whole equation to be Lorentz invariant, the
Lagrangian density ,C must be invariant, i.e., a world scalar.

Since dax is also a Lorentz (world or fgur-) scalar (i.e., four volume is the same in any Lorentz
coordinate system, just as 3D volume is the same in any Cartesian system), the action S (see

Chart 2-2) mugt be a Lorentz scalar as well. Note though that the total Lagrangian L is not a four
scalar since d3x is not a four scalar. Neither is the Hamiltonian or the Hamiitonian density. To
see this, do Prob. 9.

End of Key Concepts in Field Theory points

2.6 Schriidinger vs Heisenberg Pictares

In quantum theory, there are different methods by which one can describe state and operator
behavior that all result in the same measurable quantity. That is, the underlying math differs, but the
predictions one would make for experimentally measurable dynamical variables remain the same.

These different, but equivalent, ways are called different pictures and apply in the same way to
all branches of quantum theory (NRQM, RQM, QFI.) Most QM courses more elementary than this
one use what is known as the Schrodinger picttlreo and that is, no doubt, what you unconsciously
thought in terms of, when you did NRQM. We will review that, and then introduce what is called
the Heisenberg picture, which helps immensely in QFT with developing theory and doing
calculations. Note carefully, before we starto that these terms do not refer to the Schrodinger wave
approach vs the Heisenberg matrix approach to QM. Everything we do will comprise the wave
approach, not the matrix approach, but there are two distinct pictures within that approach, i.e.,

Schrodinger Wave Approach

1, Schrodinger picture
2. Heisenberg picture.

Heisenberg Matrix Approach

We will review the Schrddinger picture and develop the Heisenberg picture in terms of NRQM,
though the final results will be applicable to any branch of QM, including QF-t.

2.6.1 The Schrddinger Pictare
In QM, one has i) states (wave functions, particles, kets, state vectors), and ii) operators (such as

momentum, the Hamiltonian, and the like), which act on those states. The real world value
coffesponding to any such operator that one would expect to measure in an experiment, i.e., the
average value over many trials, is called the expectation value. The expectation value for any
operator is typically designated with a bar over the operator and is found via the statistical
relationship (with normalized wave function yr)

ct = tv'owa'* - (wl?lvl . (2-2s)

The time derivative of the expectation value (2-25) (being what we would expect to measure in
experiment for the rate of change of the corresponding dynamical variable) is
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# = * vtc,tw)= (# 
I "1,) 

. \,l?l,) . vvly)
In the Schrodinger picture, the solutions to the Schrddinger equation

'Y=Hvs or 
'*l'l), =Hlvl,

are the states Vs @r lv)i, which are time dependent. The subscript S indicates the Schrodinger
picture (S.P.). In that picture, the operato{s are usually not time dependent. For example, using the

familiar momentum operator ptt = iO /Oxt for the S.P. in the x' direction, with

(2-26)

(2-27)

,C is a Lorentz

invariant
scalar

L, H, and H
are not Lorentz
scalars

Dffirent pictures
in quantum theory

Operator
expectation value

= "expected" or
mean measurement

Calculating
expectation value

Eq of motion of
expectation value

In 5.P., NRQM eq
of motion of state
(Schrddinger eq)

-lA'A=L.
V

Vs = Or-i(r':t-v'x) =lf), (2-28)
An example
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(2-25) is

p, = I ot ri(rt-r"*',[,#) or-\ut-n'*') d, * - !At r'F.''"') 
[,#)er-'(o'.n'"') 

4t *= ,(rl pilw), ,(z-zs)

where the state is time dependent, but the operatorpls is not. That is, since the latter has no I in it,

#=$=o
Equation (2-26) forpl is then

dF' 
- *vtpi tw)=,(#l,t l'), 

.,('l#l'), .,('l', 
l#),,dt

In 5.P., NRQM eq

of motion of
momentum

fl

operator (i.e., pro

constant in time)

Eq of motion of
momentum
expectation value

(2-32) generalized
to any operator in
Chart 2-4

Transfttrming
between
Schrddinger and
Heisenberg
pictures

where we leave in the zero quantity of (2-30), because we will want to generalize this result to all

operators, including those rare cases where S.P. operators are time dependent (such as the

Hamiltonian when V = V(t).) Using the Schrddinger equation (2-27) and its complex conjugate for
the ket and bra time derivatives, respectively, in (2-31), we get

rp' = tr4[, uof *Y-, ri u)lv),= ,(vl-i[rf ,o]l v),+,tra$l vl, (z-32)
d, - ttrl['trh rA;-cYtrr 

lY 
/s - s\rl 'Lrt "'ll 

:6-
Recall the old NRQM adage that the expectation value of any operator without explicit time
dependence that commutes with the Hamiltonian is conserved (its time derivative is zero.) Note that
(2-2t),, (2-30), and (2-31)l(2-32) are equations of motion for the state, momentum operator, and

momentum expectation value, respectively, in the Schrddinger picture. These are generalized to any

state and operator in Wholeness Chart 2-4.

Note further that the partial time derivative 6l0t in the Schrddinger equation (2-27) acting on the

ket is equivalent to the full time derivative d/dt by the same logic as that in Box 2-l.That is, the ket,

or wave function, here is mathematically the same as a classical field, functionally dependent on the

independent variables, .tr' and r. So we can write the equation of motion for a state (i.e., the

Schrddinger equation) with either a partial or total time derivative.

2.6.2 The Heisenberg Picture
The Schrddinger picture states and operators can be transformed to states and operators having

different form via what is known as a Unitary transformation (see Box 2-3).The particular unitary
transformation (where U is a unitary operator) for this is

(2-30)

(2-3r)

(2-33)

(2-34)

(J _ ,-iu t (- ,-,r,rr, in non_natural units) ,

where states and operators transform as

u'lwl, -lr), ut osrJ = (2H

ulv), = lH), u (2H ut = (2s

Note the effect of the first relation in (2-34) on our sample ket (2-28),

ur lV), * e,r, Ae-i(ri-p'x) = e,u, Ae-i(tii-p'x) = Aeip'* =lVl, .

We find that the state, which was time dependent in the S.P., is time independent in the Heisenberg

picture (H.P.). This statement is generally true for any state. (Think through it, if you like, for a
more general wave function state of several terms.)

Thus, the equation of motion for a state in the S.P. (2-27), becomes, in the H.P,

alwl, 
=0.

dt

Now take the time derivative of the second relation in the top row of (2-34), we have

(2-3s)

In H.P., eq of
motion of state
(state is constant
in time)

(2-36)
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L(ur 7ru) = ( iH) eiH, (2s e-il t + eiH, ( 
a rlt )r-,r,dt\ rf \ 

T [ar._ )
defined asd?H tdt

=#--ilo,,"] * Y
=ohiJ'oor

+ eiH'(2s e-'n',(-iH)
!-----Y '\

gu

(2-37) In H.p., eq of
motion of
operator

We will not be considering any operators that are time dependent in the S.P., so for us, the last
term in (2-37) will always be zero. Nonetheless, even in this case, we see that in the H.P., an

operator time derivative can be non-zero, and thus, the operator, time dependent.

Box 2-3. Unitary Transformations in Quantum Theories
A unitarT- transformation. is called unitary because its operation on (transformation of) a state vector leaves

the magnitude of the state vector unchanged, i.e., the state vector magnitude is multiplied by unity. It is the
complex space analogue of an orthogonal transformation in Cartesian coordinate space, which, when acting on
a (real number) vector in that space, rotates the vector but does not stretch or compact it. A unitary
transformation can be thought of as "rotating" a (complex number) state vector in Hilbert space (the complex
space where each coordinate axis is an eigenvector) without changing the "length" (magnitude) of the vector. In
NRQM, the square of the absolute value of the state vector is the square of its "length", and this is the
probability density for measuring the particle. This means a unitary transformation of a state vector leaves the
probabilit): of detecting the particle unchanged. A unitary transformation multiplies probability by unity.

Recall, from classical mechanics, that an orthogonal transformation represented by a real matrix A has an
inverse equal to the transpose of that matrix, i.e., A- ' = A'. In the complex space of state vectors, a unitary
transformation U has an analogous form for its inverse, the complex conjugate transpose, i.e., [f ' = U' and so
r-f U = 1, The following ,*u*p1, may make this clearer.

Consider (J = s-iHt, where ^F/ is the (hermitian) Hamiltonian operator. By inspection one knows its magnitude
in complex space is unity and so its action on a state vector would not change the length of that state vector
(though phase would change by *Ht.)Also by inspection, (Jl [/ = 1. So, U perfJrms a unilary transformation.

Wholeness Chart 2-3. Unitary vs Orthogonal Transformations

3D Cartesian Space
(Real)

Hilbert Space
(Complex)

Magnitude conserving
transformation

Orthogonal

A = matrix
Unitary

iXU=e

Effect on vector rotates in real space "rotates" in complex space

Physical effect vector length unchanged probability unchanged

Inverse A-l=AT Vl =Ut

How an expgnential qperator works

Do a Taylor expansion of U = e- iH' aboue about /, when U is operating on an energy eigenstate., i.e.,

u lv r.:) = r-'a' V )= (1 - itH - t,' tt' * ...)l v rl = ( - itn - i,' n' * . .) 
l v n) ='-"" lv r)

So an operator in the exponent has the same effect in the exponent as it would if acting in the usual non-
exponential way on an eigenstate. This conclusion is readily generalized to any state.

Note: Although it is common to write (J = e* iHt, it is implied that H (if you think of it as \A/AD does not act
on /. To be proper, the / should be placed before the H, as we did in the expansion above, but it usually is not
done that way.
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^ 
Because H (=d UV definition) commutes with itself, U and Ut commute with F1, so using (f =

Id = Fl in the second relation on the top line of (2-34),

Finally, for (2-32) expressed in
(JU' =l where needed, that

H=Hs =HH. (2-38)

terms of a general operator (pts "'(f), we find, after inserting

# =,(vluu' (-,lu',ul)uuIlr), *,(vluur Yru' lrr),

=,(vl(-,lu',"])l v) o +,@lSV), .

From which we see that the expectation value of an operator has exactly the same form in both

pictures. This means that whichever picture we choose to work in, although the states and operators

will be different, the predictions for quantities we can measure (dynamical variables) will be the

same. So we can choose whichever system is easier to work with mathematically. For NRQM, this

was the S.P. For QFT, as we will see, it is the H.P.

(2-3e)

Hamiltonian H
has same form
in S.P. and H.P.

Eq of motion of
expectation value
has same form in
S.P. and H.P.

Wholeness Chart 2-4. Schriidinger vs. Heisenberg Picture Equations of Motion

States Operators Expectation Values

Schrtidinger
Picture

Time dependent

i*lv), = Hlvl,

(Schrodinger eq)

Usually time independent

d(2s a os=- -0
usually

dtdt

#=,(r4[+[ u','f.Y)t l,

I 1r)5 changes in time; (? s usually const in time

Transform via

g - r-iHt/h

u

u'lvl, =)Vl, ur (2s(J = (2H invariant under the transformation
d0
dt

Heisenberg
Picture

Time independent

alwl, 
_o

dt

Often time dependent

doH __[7H,al+ Ydt L 
' .at

usuallv
=0'

Same as Schrddinger picture above
with sub and superscript S --+ fI

lv)n const in time; d oftenchanges in time

llamiltonian HH =d =H

Key Relation
In S.P., the

state eq of motion
In H.P., the

operator eq of motion
In both pictures, expectation value and its

equation of motion are the same, equally key.

Continuation of Wholeness Chart l-2. Comparison of Three Quantum Theories

NRQM ROM OFT

Most advantageous
picture to use

Schrddinger picture Schrodinger picture Heisenberg picture

2.6.3 Visualizing Schriidinger and Heisenberg Pictures
One can thinb of the S.P. as quantum waves (wave functions, states, or kets) moving and

evolving in time, but operators as constant (generally) in time. The H.P., by contrast, can be thought

of as quantum waves frozen in time (static wave functions or time independent kets), with operators

being what move and evolve. Either way, the expectation value (2-40) (what we would measure on

average over many measurements) is the same, and so is its equation of motion.
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o = ,(wlz'lv), = ,(vl?o lvl, .

The philosophical lesson to be learned from this is that we can have different models of reality
predicting the same real world phenomena. In this case, in one model the states are waves that move
and evolve. In the other model, the states never change. But, both are valid predictors of the laws of
nature we observe in the physical universe. Hence, we should be wary of accepting any given model
of reality as a "true" picture of what nature is actually doing.

2.7 Quantum Theory: An Overview
Wholeness Chart 2-5, Summary of Quantum Mechanics, overviews the fundamental branches of

quantum theory in much the same way that Wholeness Chart 2-2 overviews the fundamental
branches of classical theory. These coffespond to, and elaborate on, the bottom and top parts,
respectively, of Wholeness Chart 1-1 in Chap. 1. (We will temporarily leave ttinow relations even
though, in our units, it equals one, so that you, the reader, can see precisely where it comes into
those, rather key, relations.)

Note particularly, that in Wholeness Chart 2-5, all relations and quantities are expressed in the
Heisenberg gicture. If it were expressed in the Schrodinger picture, then many quantities (i.e.,
operators) such as H, pi, and the like would have to be expressed as expectation values. In the H.P.,
the equation of motion for an operator (see H.P. row in Wholeness Chart 2-4) has the same time
dependence as the expectation value for that operator (the bra and ket are constant in time in the
right most block in that row.) That is, in the H.P. the operator equation of motion is the same as that
of the expectation value. And the state (ket) equation of motion, which was quite critical in the S.P.
(it is the Schrodinger equation), becomes rather meaningless, as the state is constant in time. So we
can ignore the states in the H.P. summary of Wholeness Chart 2-5 and write the equations of motion
in terms of the operators.

2.7.1 Classical vs. Quantum: Mach is the Same
Note that everything in the first 12 blocks in the NRQM and RQM columns of Chart 2-5 is the

same as that in Chart 2-2, from the independent variables used through Hamilton's equations of
motion. For example, the Hamiltonian H has the same form for a particle in quantum mechanics as

it does for a classical particle. (Recall from Chap. 1, this was criterion number one for first
quantization.)

2.7.2 Poisson Brackets vs. Commutators: Something is Dffirent
However, note that the equation of motion for a dynamical variable, represented by u, changes

from (2-24) in classical non-relativistic particle theory to

#=|l,,ul,.*
in NRQM. Equation(2-41), which you should have seen before in your NRQM studies, was

discovered independently by early quantum theorists. Yet it was striking to everyone how closely it
parallels its classical counterpart (2-24). The only difference is that the Poisson brackets have
become commutators (with a factor of -i/lt in front.)

Similarly, the Poisson bracket relations for conjugate variables in classical theory (last line, third
column in Wholeness Chart 2-2) parallel the commutators (last line, third column of Wholeness
Chart 2-5) discovered early on in the development of NRQM.

So, the classical non-relativistic particle and the NRQM theories mimic one another, with one
difference. All relations remain the same except that the commutators of quantum theory correspond
to Poisson brackets of classical theory (times a factor of * i/h.)

2.7,3 Quantization and the Correspondence Principle
According to the correspondence principle, in the macroscopic limit, our quantum relations must

reduce to the usual classical relations. But in comparing the last two blocks in the third columns
(NR particle and NRQM) of Wholeness Charts 2-2 and2-5, this can only be true if

(2-40)

(2-41)
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S.P.: particle
waves tnove,
operators
(usually) do not.
H.P.: waves

frozen, operators
evolve.
Measured values
same in both.

Chart 2-5
summarizes QM

Chart 2-5 is in
terms of H.P.

First 12 rows:
Classical NR
particle of Chart
2-2 same as
NRQM of
Chart 2-5

Last 2 rows:
Classical NR
particle has
Poisson brackets;
NRQM has

commutators
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Wholeness Chart 2-5.

Comments Non -relativistic Quantum Mechanics

Independent variables through
Hamilton's equations of motion

Same form as top 12 blocks of
Wholenes s Chart 2-2

Commutator brackets, definition
for u =u (x', pi, t), v = v (i, p,, t)

lu,rl= Lrv -vt't

Equations of motion in terms of
commutator brackets

i) any dynamical variable

ii) conjugate variables

Correspondence principle :

Classical -+ Quantum

{u,vI ---} -}[u,rl

i)for v=H #=tlr,rl,.*
ii) for i) plus u = xi or pi

f,,=-jln,,Hl=-#t ii -af *'.H1=Y
hL J dpi

Uncertainty principle l*t , u,l= t,6' i l*' ,*' ] = [u, , p,]= o

w=6,i=+w [:T]?T":ffiilffi)
classical quantum
dynamic operators
variables

(2-42)

So the coffespondence principle provides us with a key part of our method for quantization. That
is, in going from classical theory to NRQM, we must take

{*t,r.,l= 6u @ l*',0,f=ff 5u (Cartesian svstem) (2-43)

Of course, as noted in Chap. 1, we also keep the same form of the Hamiltonian (or equivalently, the
Lagrangian) as we had classically.

2.7.4 Extrapolation to Field Theory
Shortly after understanding this, one gets the idea that perhaps the same thing can be done with

field theory. So we try it. We postulate the same first twelve rows for Wholeness Chart 2-5 as we

had in Wholeness Chart 2-2 and the same sort of bracket correspondence for the other rows as in
NRQM/RQM, and see where it takes us. Does it indeed lead to a good theory, one that predicts the

phenomena we observe? Very quickly we find that it does, and that new theory has come to be

called quantum field theory. This means for going from our classical theory of fields to the quantum

theory of fields is called second quantizationo i.e.,

{Q,(*,,),n,(y,t)|=d',d(x_v)@|Q,6,,),o,(y,t)f=ih6,,d("_y)1z.++s
where again, we keep the same form of the Hamiltonian (or equivalently, the Lagrangian) as we had

classically. That is, as we develop QFT, we will use the same independent variables, the same sense

for the Hamiltonian density as an energy density, the same lrgendre transformation, the same

Euler-Lagrange equation into which we will plug our Lagrangian density, the same conjugate
momenta definitions, etc.

The delta function in x - y in (2-44) ensures that we are only considering the field and its
conjugate momentum density at the same point in space. We will see the role this plays in the
mathematical development of the theory later.

Both of the processes (2-43) and (2-44) are formally called canonical quantization. They are

canonical because it is the canonically conjugate variables - the generalized coordinates and their
conjugate momenta - which are the center of attention. The term quantization arises because the

metamorphosis of brackets, in going from the classical to quantum realm, changes the Poisson

bracket relation for the canonical variables into the commutator, which is the mathematical basis of

Classical NR
particle theory
becomes NRQM
if Poisson
brackets
converted to
com.mutators

We guess:

Classical
relativistic .field
theory should
become QFf if
Poisson brackets
converted to
commutators



Non-relativistic Quantum Fields Relativistic QM Quantum Field Theory

Same form as top 12 blocks of
Wholeness Chart 2-2

Same form as top 12 blocks of
Wholenes s Chart 2-2

No theory generally used.

Same form as Non-relativistic
Quantum Mechanics section,

but different meaningfor pi

for u - u (Q', IEr, t), v = v (Q', Nr, t)

fu,rl= uv - vtt

See Non-relativistic Quantum
Mechanics section

i)for v=H rt=#=*lu,Hl**

ii) for i) plus u =Q' or 7r,

n, =-]ln,,Hf= #; i' =ilr',4= #
See Non-relativistic Quantum

Mechanics section lo' ,o,f= ih6' ,6(x- y); 
lQ' ,Q')=lo,,n,l=o
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Summary of Quantum Mechanics (Heisenberg Picture)

the uncertainty principle. The uncertainty principle is often called the quantum principle, hence the
name quantization.

Quantization then, in a nutshell, is a means for deducing the governing quantum equations from
knowledge of the classical macroscopic ones. We will begin to use it in the next chapter to develop
our theory.

2.8 Chapter Summary
The bottom right hand block of Wholeness Chart 2-5, Summary of Quantum Mechanics,

contains the essence of this chapter (enclosed in box with bold border). A quantum field and its own
conjugate momentum density do not commute, whereas all other pairings of fields and momentum
density do commute. This is one postulate at the basis of QFT (see (2-4a).) The other postulate
comprises keeping the same form for the Lagrangian density (or equivalently, either the
Hamiltonian density or the field equations of motion) as in the classical realm. These postulates are

known as second quantization. (I guess we've said this enough. O )

Natural units and their relation to other types of units, summarized in Wholeness Chart 2-l and

Sect. 2.1.7 , comprise another key concept in the chapter. In natural units, c = lt = 1 (dimensionless),

and all quantities are expressed in units of powers of MeV.

Other fundamental concepts include certain field relations in the right most column of
Wholeness Chart 2-2, which apply in the quantum realm. These are i) the Euler-Lagrange equation

for fields, ii) the definition of conjugate momentum density, and iii) the Legendre transformation for
fields. (Note that we will do virtually nothing with Hamilton's equations, so you need not worry
about them.)

Unitary transformations, designated often by U, are quite important in QFT and are summarized
in Box 2-3. When acting on a state vector, unitary transformations do not change the "[ength"
(magnitude) in complex space of the state, the square ,of which is probability density. Thus, unitary
transformations conserve probability. Importantly, (J -'=[J 

' .

Quantum theories can be expressed in two different pictures, called the Schrodinger and
Heisenberg pictures, summarized in Wholeness Chart 2-4.|n the S.P., states are time dependent, but
operators usually are not. The H.P. is the opposite. For it, states are static (fixed in time) and

operators often time dependent. The key equation of motion in the S.P. is the state equation of
motion (the Schrddinger equation). The key equation of motion in the H.P. is the operator equation
of motion. (There is, since the state is constant, effectively, no H. P. state equation of motion.) The
H.P. is closer to the classical perspective in that the focus in both is on dynamical
variables/operators such as H, pi, etc., which may vary in time. (And there is no state equation of
motion in the classical world, since, for it, there is no such thing as a state.) QFI is easier to develop
in the H.P., so we will be using it, rather than the S.P.
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2.9 Appendix: Understanding Contravariant and Covariant Components
The concepts of contravariant and covariant components presented in Sect. 2.2 should be

somewhat familiar to those who have studied the prerequisite material delineated in the preface.

However, oftentimes, even those who have already been exposed to these concepts still do not feel

completely at home with them. For them, and for any newcomers to the subject, I hope the

following brief introduction will help.

2.9.7 A Trick for Conveniently Finding 4D Vector l*ngth
Contravariant and covariant components are simply tricks that allow us to represent vectors (and

tensors) in a way that helps us carry out certain mathematical procedures, like finding the magnitude

of a vector in curved space or the proper time passing on a particle in special relativity. In this book,
we will not be dealing with curved space, so all of the applications of contravariant and covariant
component theory herein will be for the simpler case of Minkowski space (flat, 4D space with
Cartesian space coordinates plus time.) We will, for starterso want to be able to calculate proper time
on a particle (decay time of a particle, for instance, depends on proper time, not the lab time we see

as the particle whizzes by.)

Consider how we find the length I of a vector in a 3D Cartesian system with one end of the

vector at the origin, i.e.,

(t)' -(x, )' + (xr)' * (x, )' = x,x, 
f = I x,x,, repeatedindices mean summation. )\. i See Sect' 2'2 )

(2-45)

where, with a future purpose in mind, we insert an identity matrix, represented in index notation by
the Kronecker delta h (=0 if row i # column/l = 1 if i =-/), on the RHS.

Now, imagine a spatially 4D Cartesian system, where the length of a 4D vector is

[",I [t o o][",-l
= [x, x2 x,]l x, l= [x, xz x,ll 0 t 0 ll xr l= xi Si4 j

Lr.l lo o rll", ) tr.
-^i

(t\' -(xo )' + (X, )' * (xr)' * (x, )' = x ox o

[:'l [toool["'l
=[xo x, x2 

",rl i: l='", x, x2 ",rl: I ? 3ll i; l= ", W
L';l [ooo'.l1",) *o

Now consider the 4D spacetime of special relativity theory (SRT), and the "length" o

vector we have in mind is the proper time ton an object passing by us. The 0'n coordinate
time instead of a spatial Xo coordinate. From SRT, we know

.(2-46)

fa4D
is now

(rr)' -(ct)2 -(x, )' -(xr)'-( Xr)' = (how to write as summed indices?)

f ct I
I -" I e-47)

=fct Xt X2 Xrll -lt I r = 1 in natural units

l-^z I

L-x,.1
Note that because of the minus signs in our "length'o (= proper time) calculation in (2-47 ), we can't
use the nice summation symbolism of the first lines of (2-45) and (2-46). That was only good if all
of the terms in the summation had the same sign. Fine for purely spatial coordinates of any

dimension. Not possible if we have both time and space in the same coordinate system.

But here is a clever idea. Let's define the column matrix of the second line in (2-47) as a

different set of vector components, with minus signs in front of the X;. V/e could designate it with
primes, if we like, so
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(2-48)

With this newly defined representation of our 4D vector, and ct = X0, we can represent our vector
"length" of (2-47) as

(rr)' -(ct)z -(x, )' -(xr)'-(xr)' =(xo)t -(x,)' -(xr)' -(x,)' =xuxL . e-4s)

And thus, we have a neat shorthand way to write out a vector length in 4D spacetime.

Unfortunately, the primed notation is used in relativity and elsewhere to indicate a different
coordinate system in a different frame. In relativity, this is usually a frame having velocity relative
to the unprimed frame. In the present case, we are only working in a single coordinate system. So, a
different symbolism has arisen for this case (i.e., for finding vector lengths in the same coordinate
system). While it can take a little getting used to, the symbolism entails using no primes, but instead
raising the indices for one of the component sets in (2-49), and keeping the indices lowered for the
other. We also generally use non-capital letters for 4D position vectors, and capital letters (with
subscript indices only) for 3D Cartesian components. Thus, by the convention chosen,
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[1] 

d x[l] 
llll

F 

ll] 
xp[l] ."' ' [l] ', [ji]

With the above convention, our 4D vector length (2-49) becomes

(2-s0)

(2-st)

Of course, this can lead to some confusion, as before this, we have always used a superscript
solely for raising a quantity to a power. To avoid this confusion, we will have to remember to
enclose entities in parentheses when we mean the superscript as a power, as we did on the LHS of
(2-5L). From now on, superscripts without parentheses will designate components, not powers. Be
forewarned, however, that, unfortunately, authors may not always strictly adhere to this practice,
and you may have to glean the meaning of a superscript from context. (This isn't so hard after you
get accustomed to this notation, but it can be difficult before you do.)

For reasons beyond the scope of this discussion, gl was designated as the contravariant
components form, and xp as the covariant components form, of the same physical vector. As a
mnemonic, just remember that the raised index contravariant components are the 3D Cartesian
coordinates plus a. The lowered index covariant components include a minus sign for the 3D part.

Contravariant and covariant components also allow us to readily find the 4D length of any
vector, not just the 4D position uecior f . Fo, example, the four-velocity of relativity al for an
object is

(t")'=,roro + xt x, + x'xr+ x3x, - *o *o .

uF =#=#fr x' x2 
"]= fro ,t u' u'), (2-s2)

where

, d.xi dxi vi , dxo dt ct,. -- _4_L= ^n.i .,,0 -** - n -' =::= ^t! /t-<?\
dr Jt-rr/czdt "ll-rr/r, dr dc Jl-rr/r,

ui here is the derivative of the spatial coordinate with respect to proper time on the object c, vi is that
with respect to coordinate time t, y is the usual Lorentz factor common in relativity, and we will
henceforth often write vectors as rows, rather than columnso to save space. The 4D length luq I is
found from
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(u)' -lu'l' - u'ru =#y= [ro ,' ,'rLl]
["1,, , ll:,.1= [,
L"l

0r2uu
(2-s4)

-(uo)' -(u')' - (u')' - (,' )' =f (r' -(u' )' -(,')' * (u' )')-,',
the last part of which students of relativity may recognize as the correct expression for the square of
the magnitude of the four-velocity.

The magnitude of the 4-momentum pl d is then found from

(p)' -lrol' = p! Pp=m2upur=*'r' (=*' in natural units)' (2-5s)

(2-55) tells qs that for (massless) photons (p)'=0, even though f +0. (See Prob. 13.) Note from
(2-55) that pu = Wc = E/c, where E is relativistic energy, and p" = relativistic 3-momentum.

For any general vector vf, with upper case letters representing 3D Cartesian componentso we
have

,F -l*o Wt W2 wrl *o=f*o -W, -wz -Wtl 6)' =l*'l' =*Fro . Q-56)

In addition, we will often use differential elements of 4 vectors, such as df , andthe relations (2-56)
hold for such differential 4 vectors, as well (which should be fairly obvious, as a differential of a
vector is also a vector in its own right.)

2.9.2 The Metric
Note that we can use a certain matrix to convert from contraviant to covariant components,

o o llrol
0 0ll ,'l
-r ; ll ;' l= 

so'*' ' (2-s7)

o _1.11",1

9pv T
This matrix gw represents what is called the metric (of the coordinate space, which in this case is

Minkowski coordinate space.) It lowers a raised index. It has an inverse that turns out to have the

same form as it does.

10
0-1
00
00

tll l:;,1 t; :, :*,=1"; 
l=l-;,1=lo 0 -l

L,,l L-", 1 Lo o o

[r o o ol
lo -l o oltt-lo o -l ol-
Lo o o -'l

0

0

-1
0

H]
rq

0

-l
0

0

0

0

0

-l

[roool
lo 1 o ol
lo o r ol'
Lo o o tl

5po

= 8F'X,

(2-s8)

(2-se)

_1

(eo,) '-s'o

se indices, i.e.,The inverse of the metric can

xp

to rai

Ir

=l:

Lo

be used

ltl

0

-l
0

0

0

0

-l
0

0

0

0

-1

When indices are repeated, they are summed, and even when they are not, they are only dummy
indices symbolizing coordinate axes numbers. So it really doesn't matter W.hat particular Greek

letter we take for a iummed index. Hence, g'o ,epresents the same entity as gp'.
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g uv is sometimes called the covariant metric, and gp' , the contravariant ngetric. The term metric

used alone usually m€ans gpy.

Note that with the metric, we can write (2-51) as

(rr)' - *, *o - g srxP xv . (2-60)

Prove (2-60) to yourself three ways: by substituting the RHS of (2-57) into the middle part of the
above, by writing out (2-60) in matrix form, and by doing the summation of terms implied by the
repeated indices.

Note that the particular metric form of the metric in (2-57) is specific to Minkowski coordinates,
which is all we will use in this book. Other coordinate systems (like 4D having time and a spherical

spatial coordinate system) would have other forms for gou. Note that in general relativity, you will
find the Minkowski metric, which is commonly designated by gp, in QFT, to be designated by the

symbol Qpv.In relativity, gpv usually refers to any general metric, not necessarily of form shown in
(2-57). But in this book, the symbol gp, always equals Qpv,the Minkowski metric.

The metric in (2-60) plays a role in 4D spacetime similar to the role played by the identity matrix
of (2-45) and (2-46) for Cartesian spaces (which are purely spatial, with no time axis.) In fact, for
Cartesian systems, the identity matrix is the metric, so for any vector v, vi = ri.(Do Prob. 8 for
more on this.)

The form of the metric tells us a lot, in fact virtually everything, about the coordinate space we
are dealing with. It is, in a sense, the signature of the coordinate space.

2.9.3 Invariance and Covariance
The quantity cr of (2-60) is an example of what is known as a 4D scalar (or world scalar or

Lorentz scalar.) It is the length of a vector (timelike here) in spacetime.

In 3D space, a vector length remains the same (invariant) if we change (transform) coordinate
systems. The components of the vector are different in a rotated (primed) coordinate system (i.e.,
Xi * X,), but the length remains the same. 12 = X iX i - X;Xi. By definition, a scalar is measured
the same by observers using any coordinate system. Scalars are invariant under transformation to a
new coordinate system.

The quantity ct, or simply the proper time e passed on an object, is the same for all observers, is

invariant in 4D spacetime, and hence is a scalar. (rr)' - *o *o - r'' io, even though

x'F + x! ;x',, * x,, . The term Lorentz invariance is commonly used for 4D scalars.
rr

Other such scalars are the magnitudes of the 4-velocity of (2-50 [equal to c] and the 4-
momentum of (2-55) [equal to mc.f Change the unprimed coordinate values in those relations to
primed coordinates of another observer in another coordinate frame, and the magnitudes remain the
same. We will soon encounter yet other such scalars.

As noted, the components of a vector change in different coordinate systems. This is true in 3D
if we rotate to new coordinate axes. It is also true in 4D spacetime for coordinate systems in relative
motion with respect to one another (unprimed vs primed coordinates). In both cases,.the..length of
the vector remains the same. Objects which behave in this manner (e.g., vectors like l, uP, and pp)
are said to be covariant under transformation to a new coordinate system. For spacetime, the term
Lorentz covariance is common.

Note that the same term "covariant", as opposed to "contravariant", is also used with respect to
vector components, but the meaning there is different.

2.9.4 Invariance and the QFT Wave Equations
As we will see, beginning in Chap. 3, contravariant/covariant component notation will provide

us with a very useful way of writing the relativistic wave equations of RQM and QFT (see first
block of Wholeness Chart l-2in Chap. l) and their solutions. Importantly, these forms of the wave
equations arc invariant. By this we mean that the numerical values of the vector components in the
equations will change as the coordinate system changes, but the relations between the vector
components will remain the same. In other words, the wave equation has the same form (it looks the
same mathematically), whether we use unprimed or primed coordinates. The wave equation is
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invariant. This is the famous principle of relativity known as Lorentz invariance of the laws of
nature. Different observers see different vector component values, but they find the same laws of
nature governing the behavior of those components. This is a fundamental principle of special
relativity theory, and since QFI is grounded in special relativity, it is a fundamental principle of
QFt. Any valid relativistic quantum theory must obey Lorentz invariance. Its governing equations
must be invariant.

Note that, with respect to equations, the term Lorentz covariance (of equations) is used in the
literature interchangeably with Lorentz invariance ( of equations) . While the form of the equations is
invariant, the vectors in the equation are covariant. Hence, the practice of using either term.

2.9.5 Other Uses for This Stuff
We have only scratched the surface of the mathematics of metrics, contravariant components,

and covariant components, formally called differential geometry (or tensor analysis, or in the old
days, Riemannian geometry.) Their enoffnous power becomes more evident when one studies

curved spaces, such as the surface of a sphere or the spacetime around a black hole. Howevero

hopefully, this appendix provides some justification for their use, which is widespread in QFT.

2.10 Problems

1. Pretend you are scientist in the pre MKS system days, with knowledge of Newton's laws.
Units of meters for length, kilograms for mass, and seconds for time have been proposed. What
units would force be measured in? Would it be appropriate to give the units for force the shortcut
name "newton"? Could you have, alternatively, chosen units for other quantities than length,
mass, and seconds as fundamental, and derived units for the remaining quantities? Could you
have chosen the speed of sound as one of your basic units and selected it as equal to one and
dimensionless? If so, and time in seconds was another basic unit, what units would length have?

2. The fine structure constant ain the Gaussian system (cgs with electromagnetism) is ezl4nfit,
dimensionless, and approximately equal to 11137. Without doing any calculations and without
looking at Wholeness Chaft 2-1, what are its algebraic expression, its dimensions, and its
numerical value in natural units? Why can you find the dimensions and numerical value so

easily? Does charge have dimensions in natural units? Without looking up the electron charge in
Gaussian units, calculate the charge on the electron in natural units. (Answer: .303.)

3. Suppose we have a term in the Lagrangian density of form *'O', where mhas dimensions of
mass. What is the dimension M, in natural units, of the tield Q?

4. a) Derive *o =gof*p. [Hint: Use (2-5) and (2-6). or alternatively, use the matrix form of the

contravariant metric tensor along with column vectors in terms of Cartesian coordinates] Note
that this relation and (2-5) hold in general for any 4D vector, not just the position vector.

b) Expres s { Ao in terms of i) contravariant and covariant 4D components, and ii) in terms of

time r and Cartesian coordinates X;. The operation dodo =dpdpis called the d'Alembertian

operator, and is the 4D Minkowski coordinates analogue of the 3D Laplacian operator

d,E, - E'E' of Cartesian coordinates.

c) Then find f Oo @o xa)o where physical length of the interval of xd is ,t-%, i) by

expressing all terms in r and X;, and ii) solely using 4D component notation. (For the last part,

note, from a), that dxo / dxp = Sof andfrom (2-5), dxo / dxf - gup .)

5. Obtain your answer to the following question by inspection of the final equation in Box 2-2,
and then ask yourself whether or not your conclusion feels right intuitively.

If O'were a sinusoid, how would the physical momentum density of a short wavelength wave

compare to that of a longer one?

{
i
i
T
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Consider a classical, non-relativistic field of dust particles in outer space that are so diluted
they do not exert any measurable pressure on one another. There is no gravitationalo or other,
potential density, i.e., ?(;') = 0. The density of particles is p 1,r'), which for our purposes we can
consider constant in time. The displacement of the field (movement of each dust particle at each
point) from its initial position is designated by the field value Q'@').r = 1,2,3,here, as there is a
component of displacement, measuied in length units, in each of the three spatial directions. / r
and xt are both measures of length, but the I are fixed locations in space, whereas the Q' are
displacements of the panicles, in three spatial directions, relative to their initial positions.

What is the kinetic energy density in terms of the field displaceme nt O' (actually, it is in terms of
the time derivatives of /r and Q )? What is the Lagrangian density for the field? Use (2-13) to
find the differential equation of motion for the displacement Q'. Yoa should get pQ, = 0 . Is this
just Newton's second law for a continuous medium with no internal or external force?

Without looking back in the chapter, write down the Euler-Lagrange equation for fields. This
is a good thing to memorize.

In a 3D Cartesian coordinate system, the metric gpv= 6pv,the Kronecker delta, where lt,vtake
on only values l,?,3.In that case, it is better expressed as grt = 4j Show that, in such a system,
xt = xi, velocity vt = vi, and 3-momentump' = pi.

Why are the Hamiltonian and the Hamiltonian density not Lorentz scalars? If they are to
represent energy and energy density, respectively, does this make sense? (Does the energy of an
object or a system have the same value for all observers? Do you measure the same kinetic
energy for a plane passing overhead as someone on board the plane would?) Energy is the zeroth
component of the four momentum pp. Does one component of a four vector have the same
value for everyone?

10. (Do this problem only if you have extra time and want to understand relativity better.)
Construct a column like those shown in Wholeness Chart 2-2 for the Relativistic Particle case,
but do the entire summary in terms of relativistically covariant relationships. (That is, start with
world (proper) time rand fill in the boxes using 4D momentum, etc.) Keep it simple by treating
only a free particle (no potential involved.)

I l. Consider the unitary operat or U = e iH', *h"r" ^F/ is the Hamiltonian, and a non-energy

eigenstate ket, 
I v) = rrlrr,l * rrlr"l. what is ulyl t

rz. consider the unitary operator (J = r-''('-to)und lvr) -leu-',E'o-o''') , an energy eigenstate at

time ro. What is U I Vs)? Does U herc act as a translator of the state in time? That is, does it have

the effect of moving the state that was fixed in time forward in time, and turning it into a
dynamic entity rather than a static one? If we operate on this new dynamic state with Ut, would
we turn it back into a static state? Is that not what we do when we operate on a Schrodinger
picture state to turn it into a (static) Heisenberg picture state? (Earlier in the chapter we took ro =
0 to make things simpler.)

13. (Problem added in revision of 2nd edition). Express the components f of 4-momentum for a
photon. Assume it is traveling in the xl direction. Use natural units where speed of light c =1.
(Hint: Use energy expressed in terms of frequensy f and 3-momentum in terms of wave length
X,.) Then show that even though p* + 0, (p)' = p* pp = 0. (Hint: Use speed of light expressed in
terms of frequency and wave length.) Does this..make sense in light of (2-55), given what we
know about the photon mass? Then express pF in terms of at-Znf and wave number k =
2rl). where h, = hlZn (= 1 in natural units).
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Part One

Free Fields

Like a bird on a wire,
like a drunk in midnight choir,

I have tried in my way to be.free.
Sung by Joe Cocker
Lyrics by Leonard Cohen

Chapter 3

Chapter 4

Chapter 5

Chapter 6

Scalars.' Spin 0 Fields

Spinors.' Spin 1/z Fields

Vectors; Spin I Fields

Symmetr!, Invarianc e, and
Conservation for Free Fields
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Chapter 3

Scalar,s.' Spin 0 Fields

..if I look back at my life as a scientist and a teacher, I think the most important
and beautiful moments were when I say, "ah-halt, now I see a little better" ...

this is the joy of insight which pays for all the trouble one has had in this career.

Victor F. Weisskopf

Quarks, Quasars, and Quandaries

3,0 Preliminaries
This chapter presents the most fundamental concepts in the theory of quantum fields, and

contains the very essence of the theory. Master this chapter, and you are well on your way to
mastering that theory.

3.0,7 Background
Early efforts to incorporate special relativity into quantum mechanics started with the non-

relativistic Schrddinger equation,

inlo - Hd where n -t+v =-Lv' +v ,dt' ' 2m 2m

and attempted to find a relativistic, rather than non-relativistic, form for the Hamiltonian I{.1 One

might guess that approach would lead to a valid relativistic Schrodinger equation. This is, in
essence, true but there is one problem, as we will see below.

In special relativity, the 4-momentum vector is Lorentz covariant, meaning its length in 4D

space is invariant. For a free particle (i.e., V = 0),

E2 .) .)

-> )=Pl + *"t '

(3-1)

Seeking a
relativistic
quantum theory?

Try relativistic
Hamiltonian in
Schrddinger
equation

tization), i.e.,

lntcl
-l--,1

pp pp = *2c2 = BpvPP P' -la t c pt p2 f )l -;, I

L-o'l
Changing dynamical variables over to operators (as happens in quan

E+H and Pi-+-ihai,

Relativistic(3-2) energy E

Relativistic E +
(3_3) relativistic
\" "/ operatorH

one finds, from the RHS of (3-2),

I Actually, Schrotlinger first attempted to tind a wave equation that was relativistic and came up with

what later came to be known as the Klein-Gordon equation, which we will study in this chapter. He

discarded it because of problems discussed later on herein, and because it gave wrong answers for the

hydrogen atom. Shortly thereafter, he deduced the non-relativistic Schrtidinger equation we are familiar

with. Some time afterwards, other researchers then tried to "relativize" that equation, as discussed herein.
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section 3.1 Relativistic Quantum Mechanics: A History l,esson 4t

Bad news:
Relativistic H has
square root of a
dffirential
operator

But answer has
beenfound, as we
will see

Each spin type
has its own
relativistic wave
equation

RQM overview
(scalars)

QFf overview
(scalars)

We study free (no
interactions)
case first

(3-4)
seemingly the only form a relativistic Hamiltonian could take. Unfortunately, taking the square root
of terms containing a derivative is problematic, and difficult to correlate witfi the phj,sical world.

The solution to the problem of finding a relativistic Schrddinger equation has been found,
however, and as we will see in the next three chapters, turns out to be different for different spin
types. This was quite unexpected at first, but has since become a cornerstone of relativistic quantum
theory. (See first row of Wholeness Chart l-Z in Chap. l, pg. 7.)

Particles with zero spin, such as z-mesons (pions) and the famous Higgs boson, are known as
scalars, and are governed by one particular relativistic Schrodinger 

"quution, 
deduced by (after

Schrddinger, actually), and named after, Oscar Klein and Walter Gordbn. particles with i/r'spin,
such as electrons, neutrinos, and quarks, and known as spinors, by a different relativistic
Schrddinger equation, discovered by Paul Dirac. And particles with spin i, such as photons and the
W's and Z's that carry the weak charge, and known as vectori, by yet another relativistic
Schrodinger equation, discovered by Alexandru Proga. The Proga iquation ieduces, in the massless
(photon) case, to Maxwell's equations.

We will devote a separate chapter to each of these three spin types and the wave equation
associated with each. we begin in this chapter with scalars.

3.0,2 Chapter Overview
RQM first,

where we will look at
o deducing 

the. Klejn-Gordon equation, the first relativistic Schrodinger equation, using the
relativistic H',

' solutions (which are states = wave functions) to the Klein-Gordon equation,
o probability density and its connection to the funny normalization constant in the solutions, and
o the problem with negative energies in the relativistic solutions.

Then QFf,

' using the classical relativigllc_ L .(Lagrangian density) for scalar fields, and the Legendre
transformation to get ?l (Hamiltonian density),

I from L and the Euler-Lagrange equation, finding the same Klein-Gordon equation, with the
same mathematical form for the solutions, but this time the solutions are fields, not states,

' from 2nd quantization, finding the commutation relations for eFT,
' determining relevant operators in QFT: H = [tt i*,number, creation/destruction, etc.,
o showing this approach avoids negative energy states,
o seeing how the vacuum is filled with quanta of energy vzh,ot,
I deriving other operators (probability density, 3-momentum, charge) and
o picking up relevant loose ends (scalars = bosons, Fock (multiparticle) space).

And then,

' seeing quantum fields in a different light, as harmonic oscillators.

With finally, and importantly,

' finding the Feynman propagator, the mathematical expression for virtual particles.

Free (no force) Fields

In this chapter, as well as Chaps. 4 (spin %) and 5 (spin 1), we will deal only with fields/particles
that are not interacting, i.e., feel no force = "free". Thus, we will take poteniiul .nq gy i = 0. In
Chap. 7, which begins PartZ of the book, we will begin to investigate interactions.

3.1 Relativistic Quantum Mechanics: A History Lesson

3.7.1 Two Possible Routes to RQM
Recall from Chaps. 1 and 2,that l't quantization, for both non-relativistic and relativistic particle

theories, entails i) using the classical form of the Hamiltonian as the quantum form of the
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Hamiltonian, and ii) changing Poisson brackets to commutators. We recall also from Prob. 6 of
Chap. 1 that non-commutation of dynamical variables means those variables are operators (because

ordinary numbers commute.) For example,

lr',*''7=-fnd,i * 
equivalent , Pi =-ih1i

as the RHS above is the only form that satisfies the LHS, and it is an operator.

One might expect that this is the route we would follow to obtain RQM, i.e., 1*t quantization of
relativistic classical particle theory. However, historically, it was done differently. That is, RQM
was first extrapolated from NRQM, not from classical theory. As illustrated in Fig. 3-1, it can be

done either way.

In this book, to save space and time, we will only show one of these paths, the historical one

represented by the lowest arrow in Fig. 3-1.

Change H to relativistic
______|>

No commutators

I

1st Quantization:
H stays the same +
invoke commutators

I

f----r""t I
I Non-Relativistic I

I Partict" ft'eory 
I

I

1st Ouantization:
H stays the same +
invoke commutators

Ii

Route we
could take,
but will not

Non-commutating
variables must
be operators

Let's square
operators on
both sides of
Schrddinger eq

Then use

operator forrn
.for H2

To get the
Klein-Gordon
equation

(3-s)

(3-6)

f-_- lchange Hto relativ,*.lllI runou I --_----> I ROM I

Same commutators

Route we will take in this chaPter

Figure 3-1. Different Routes to Relativistic Quantum Mechanics

3.7.2 Deducing the Klein-Gordon Equation

As we saw in Sect. 3.0.1, when we try to use a relativistic Hamiltonian in the Schrodinger

equation, we have the problem of the partial derivative operator (see (3-4)) being under a square

root sign. So, rather than use F/, Klein and Gordon, in 1927, did the next best thing. They used H "

instead. That is, they squared the operators (operate on each side twice rather than once) in the

original Schrddinger equation (3-1) and thus from (3-2), obtained

(''*)[,r*) Q - HzQ =(p30,,,' + *',0)Q ,

which becomes from the square of (3-a)

_S#,=(_,,## +m2c2), - #h,=l#*.#), (3_7)

l. T)
Re-arranging, we have the Klein-Gordon equation (expressed in two equivalent ways with slightly
different notation)

Ia a *rrl Q=0 or (aoao*pr)Q=o, p2=#(=*rinnat.units). (3-8)

[aro a"o ' - )'
As noted in Chap. 2, Prob. 4, the operation d udo -dP} p is called the d'Alembertian operator,

and is the 4D Minkowski coordinates analogue of the 3D Laplacian operator E;E, = ]t]t of

Cartesian coordinates.
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In 1934, Pauli and Weisskopf I showed that the Klein-Gordon equation specifically describes a
spin-0 (scalar) particle. This should become evident to us as we study the Dirac and Proga
equations, for spin Yz and spin 1, later on, and compare them to the Klein-Gordon equation.

3.7.3 The Solations to the Klein-Gordon Equation
A solution set to (3-8), readily checked by substitution into (3-8) (which is good practice when

using contravariant/covariant notation), is

a(,) = fr,ffif *r-'U"-P"x) + Bleft(n't- 
n"

l. ffi
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Klein-Gordon
equation is
speciftcally for
scalars

Solutions to
(3-9) Klein-Gordon

equation
(discrete)

where we will discuss the funny looking normalization factor in front, containing the volume V and

the energy of the nth solution, later. The coefficients A, and BI are constants, and a complex

conjugate form for the coefficient of the last term above, i.e., B], is used because it will prove

advantageous later.

This is a discrete set of solutions, typical for cases with waves constrained inside a volume %
though V can be taken as large as one wishes. Each discrete wavelength in the summation of (3-9)
fits an integer number of times inside the volume V. Continuous (integral rather than sum) solutions,
for waves not constrained inside a specific volume V, exist for (3-8) as well, but we are not
concerned with them at this point.

This solution set is also specifically for plane waves. We will not consider alternative solution
forms for other wave shapes that would exist in problems with cylindrical or spherical geometries.

The solution (3-9), because we are working in RQM, is a state, i."., il*) above =lilx)), for a
single particle. Each individual term in the summation is an eigenstate. ilx) is a general state
superposition of eigenstates.

Note that in NRQM, we only had terms in the counterpart to (3-9) that had the exponential form
of -i(Ent - pn'x)|h,, because that was the only form that satisfied the non-relativistic Schrodinger
equation. Because we are using the square of the relativistic Hamiltonian in RQM, we get additional
solutions of exponential form +i(E"t - p"'x)|fr, that also solve the relativistic Klein-Gordon equation.
You should do Prob. 1, at the end of the chapter, to justify the statements in this paragraph to
yourself.

With an aim towards using natural units, we note the following relations, where wave number &;

Continuous
solutions also
exist

Only plane wave

solutions here

Solutions in RQM
are states
(particles)

Relativistic form
has extra set of
solutions

=2nlLi and we use the deBroglie relation p' = fr,k',

pp=lt;')=l'_'r:)=hko=l':'r:) nat unirs , pp=[ 
;,] 

=kt,=[_?,] ,

and recall the notation introduced in Chap.2,

Relations for
(3-10) Pp and kp

Notation

(3-1 l, review

I

px= ppxq - Et- ptx' = Et-p.x

I<x = koxp = at - kixi =+-+ =# *o (= k, *o)

in nat. units -+ E = a), pi = ki, pu = ko, px = lcc.

(= uo *r)

It is then common to re-write (3-9) in natural units with the above notation. In doing so, we also
switch the dummy summation variable n, which represents each individual wave in the summation,
to the 3D vector quantity k, representing the wave number and direction of each possible wave. For
free fields, a given wave with wave number vector k has a particular energy (see (3-2) with p = k in
natural units), and we can designate that energy via either Ep or crrs. It is common practice for
scalars to use k (rather than p) and o4(rather than En or Ep.)

I Pauli, W. and Weisskopf, V., Helv. Phys. Acta 7, 709 (1934). Translation in Miller, A. I., Early

Quantum Electrodynamics: A Source Book, Cambridge U. Press, New York (1994)
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The Klein-Gordon eguation solutions (3-9) then become, in natural units

15

Except for Box 3-1, which reviews NRQM, we will henceforth, in this chapter, use natural units.

Definition of Ei gensolutions

As noted previously, in RQM, the solution Q of (3-12) is that of a general (sum of eigenstates)

single particle state. Each eieenstate has mathematical form (where we are going to omit the 2a\,
part here, because of what is coming)

aQ)=I#(h.,-'* *4,'*)
x lzv o4

h.,t=# or Qu,n,=#

I d,oh',od3 x = i [''* 
uitu d3 x = L'

or more generally, all such eigenstates are orthonorr.nalo i.e., their inner products are

!d.,ohr',od3 x = i I"* 
uik'x 43 *= 4.k' '

(3-t2)

(3-13)

(3-1s)

(3-16)

(3-r7)

Natural units

form of Klein-
Gordon solutions

Eigenstates of
Kein-Gordon
equation

Eigenstates
have unit
norm

and are
orthogonal

We defined
eigenstates to
have unit norm
because it will be

advantageous

Deduce RQM
probability
density using
relati.vistic
wave equation

Each of these forms has what is called unit norm. That is, for Qyn @nd similarly, for /u,u1 ),

(3-r4)

Similar relations to (3-15) exist fot Qt,nr, and every hr"qis orthogonal to every Qu,nr. Work this

out by doing Prob.2.

Relations (3-13) to (3-15) should look familiar from NRQM. There, (3-14) was the integral of
the probability density for a particle in an eigenstate. In RQM, however, things are a little different,
as we will see, and we use the term o'unit norm" for the property displayed in (3-1a).

Unit norm eigenstates were advantageous in NRQM, and they will be in QFT as well. That is the

reason we omitted the 2tt4part of our solutions (3-12) in forming our definitions (3-13). By so

doing, the eigenstates then have unit norm, and things just turn out easier later on.

3,7.4 Probqbility Density in RQM
We are going to investigate probabitity density in RQM, but first look over Box 3-1, and be sure

you understand how probability density is derived in NRQM.

Probability Density Using the Klein-Gordon Equation

For RQM' we start with the Klein-Gordon equation rather than Schr6dinger equation. First post-

multiply itUy f , then subtract the complex conjugate equation post-multiplied by Q, i.e.,

and note tnut / p' p - t] Od = 0. The LHS of the result can be replaced with the new LHS in (3-17)

below, and the RHS with (3-18).

azd + a26r*0'--:'. Q +dt' dt'
\---J

LHS of result above

(v'o)or -(r'Q')o *
#

RHS of result above

a|a ' _aLr aQ =L(yrr _-a\
.Er Er,. Dt Er dr[dr' dt' ):Q ffi

v Q.v Ot -v Qt .Y 
Q =v.((v/) O, -(v Or)O)

n

:

new RHS

(3-18)
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Box 3-1. Revlew of Non-Relatlvlstic QM Probabllity Density
In non-relativistic quantum mechanics (NRQM), we encountered l) the wave function solution to the Schddinger

equation Y, and 2) the particle probability density p--VtY 1or equivalently when Y is a scalar quantity, V*V.) We
review here the derivation of that relation for probability density.

Conserved quantities in field theory:

Recall the continuitv eouation of continuum mechanics and electromagnetism,

a'\4*o.,i=o I impries ) [pd]x =constant in time l. (83-r.l)dt\t)
where p is density (mass or charge density), J is the 3D cunent density (masVarea-sec or charge/area-sec), and V is all
space, or at least large enough so that everywhere outside it, for all time, p = 0. V is fixed in space and time, wh ereas p can
change in space and time inside V. Any conserved quantity (such as total mass M or total charge Q) obeys (B3-l.t).

The general procedure:

Use the goveming quantum wave equation to deduce another equation having the form of the continuity equation (B3-
1.1), and we will then know that 4 whatever it tums out to be in that case, must represent a conserved quantity. Its
integral over all space is constant in time. If we normalize p such that when integrated over all space, the result equals
one, we can conjecture that p is the particle probability density (which when int€grated over all space equals the
probability that we will find the particle somewhere in all space, i.e., one.) Then throughout time, as our particle evolves,
moves, and rearranges its probability density distribution, the total probability of finding it somewhere in space is always
one. It turns out, from experiment, that the conjecture that this quantity p in NRQM equals probability density is true.

Probabilitv Densitv Using the Schrddineer Eauation:
First, pre-multiply the Schrddinger equation by the complex conjugate of the wave function, i,e.,

*'lg*=ll-4v,*vlvl (83-r.2)
[dr ih\ 2M ) )

Then, post-multiply the complex conjugate of the Schriidinger equation by the wave function

{g*-=-t[-4v,*v-]v,]v t"3-r.3)lar ih\ 2M ) )

where the potential V is real so V=Vr. Adding (83-1.2) to (B3-1.3), we get

y, $* a'Y.l.y 
= v, L(- !-r".ul*.fff-{v,v* *v,v*llv (83-r.4)dr dr ih\ 2M ) \ih\ 2M ))

or

a(vtv) - -rt (vr(v,w)-(v,vr)v) .ry ry (83-1.5)
dt ziM I

v.[wtlvvi{ovt;v] =o since vt =v

This is the same as the continuity equation (83-1.1) if we take as our probability density

P =Yrv ,

and as our probability current

t=#{vt(vv)-(o**)*}
This is how the commonly used relation (83-1.6) is found.

(83- 1 .6)

(83-1.7)
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Equating the new LHS of (3-17) to the new RHS of (3-18), and to make future work easier,

multiplying both sides by the constant i, gives the form of the continuity equation

Manipulations
of the wave
equation lead to
an equation like
the continuity
equation

From that, we

deduce form of
RQM probability
density

4-current and
4D fonn of
continuity
equation

4-divergence of
4-current of
conserved
quantity always

-0

Scalar probability
density in terms of
first Klein-Gordon
solution set

i=-i ({vo\o' -(ror)o) ii =-i(Q,,0' -QI ,,Q)=,(o''Q' -o'''Q\. (3'21)

Importantly, and perhaps surprisingly, the relativistic form of the probability density (3-20) is not

the same as (83-1.6), the NRQM probability density.

4 Currents

We introduce 4D notation for the scalar and 3D vector of (3-19) and define the scalar 4-current

,*[# f -+o)=,r.(tvo) o'-(vo')o) -' #.v i=0,

where probability density and the probability current for a Klein-Gordon particle are

p=io=,(#a, -+o),^na

,, =l',] = 
[i, ] 

= 
[i] - i(o'ptr - Q' 

po)

The 4D continuity equation form of (3-19) is then

# =a pjt' = jF ,p =o (3-23)

where we have shown three common notational ways to designate partial derivative. (3-23) tells us

the important fact that the 4-divergence of the 4-curcent of any conserved quantity (total probability

in this case) is zero.

Probability for Klein-Gordon Di screte Solutions

For a single particle state in RQM, we are going to assume at first, for simplicity, that the

solution (3-I2), has only terqrs with coefficients Ar., i.e., the general state Q contains no eigenstates

shown with coefficients BrT. Probability density (3-20) is then (where primes do not denote

derivatives with respect to spatial coordinates, merely different summation dummy variables)

(3-24)

where the aL and c4, came from the time derivatives.

If we integrate p over the volume V (which is large enough to encompass the entire state), the

result must equal t. Wtren we do so, all terms with k'* k go to zero, so the oy,-"+ a1 and cancel out.

The V term in the denominator cancels in the integration over the volume V, and the two terms

result in a factor of 2 that cancels with the 2 in the denominator. The result is

I oa'* = Il Aylz =1 .

, =(vffi#lle h#J . 
[; ##]h ##)

k

Thus lA5l2 is the probability of measuring the kth eigenstate, similar to what the coefficients of
eigenstates represented in NRQM.

Difference from NROM
Note that in RQM

loradsx=t('qu)'*, butJ''t" ? 2f4*p

whereas in NRQM, we had

(3-1e)

(3-20)

(3-22)

(3-2s)

Square of
absolute value

of cofficient Ay

= probability of
finding kth
eigenstate

Comparing
probabilitv in
NRQM and
RQM

I,(ffrr -+r)d3x=t' 
^12=r 

(RQM) , (3-26)

-p
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RQM normalization

factors arise from
need to have total
probability = 1 and
lAyl? = probabitity
ofkth state

Total probability
and Ay are frame
independent
(relativistically
invariant)

HaIf of our RQM
eigenstates have
negative energy

I{_Q at *= It ,41 t2 = I

=lp k

(NRQM). (3-27)

Normalization Factors

Obtaining the RHS of (3-26) is the reason for the normalization factors l/ Jrr4V used in the

solution/of (3-12) and (3-9).Those factors result in a total probability of one for a single particle
and lApl' as the probability for measuring the respective eigenstate. That is, the form of the
relativistic field equation gave us the form of the probability density in (3-20) (and (3-26)), and the
need to have total probability of unity gave us the normalization factors in the solutions.

Relativistic Invariance of Probability

This total probability value of unity in (3-25) (and (3-26)) is a relativistic invariant (i.e., a world
scalar.) If we change our frame, the energy spectrum (i.e., the al values) will change (kinetic energy
for each energy-momentum eigenstate looks different). But these changes cancel out in the
probability calculation, since the a* cancel, and always result in a total probability of one for any
frame. Further, the Ar here are constants that do not vary with frame, so the probability of finding
any particular state is also independent of what frame the measurements are taken in.

Note that this means the normalization factors chosen provide relativistic invariance of total
probability, which we would not have had with any other choice.

3.7.5 Negative Energies in RQM
If we take our traditional operator form for 11 as i0/0t and operate on one of our Klein-Gordon

solution eigenstates of (3-12) and (3-13), we should get the energy eigenvalue ok. When we do this
for the eigenstates with exponents in -ikx, all looks as expected.

Hh,,a= Ek,Afu.,A + ]!^ =r+{' u-ib
dtar.F=4'T--arh'e=Ex'eh't"(3-28)

However, when we do it for the eigenstates with exponents in +fkx, we have an "uh-oh", i.e.,

H Qu,n, = Ey,6tly,pt -+,Y = t*# = - ak# = - or<Qy,st = Ey,6tly,6t . (3-zg)

Since ah is always a positive number, we have states with negative energies in RQM. We might
have expected this, since we used the square of the Hamiltonian as the basis of RQM, and square
roots typically have both positive and negative signs.

The bottom line: This is not an attribute of what a good theory has been expected to have, i.e.,
solely positive energies as we see in our world. As we will shortly see, QFT solved this dilemma (as

well as others delineated in Chap. 1.)

3.1.6 Negative Probabilities in RQM
Do Prob. 3 to prove to yourself that a panicle / contai;ring only eigenstales of the exponential Half of our RQM

form +d(E r - po.x)|fr = ikx (i.e., those with coefficients 81r in (3- l2)) has total probability of being eigenstates have

measured of-l. The extra states in RQM have physically untenable negative probabilities! negative

Time to move on to QFf. Probabiliry
density

3.2 The Klein-Gonlon Eqaation in Quantum Field Theory

3.2.1 States vs Fields

It should come as no surprise, to those who have read Chap. l, that the fundamental scalar wave States &fieds
equation of RQM, the Klein-Gordon e4uation (3-8), is also the fundamental scalar wave equation of both spread out
QFT, except that / therein is considered a field, instead of a state. The word "field" in classical in space. But in
theory means an entity that, unlike a particle, is spread out, i.e., is a function of space (it has quantum thcories,
different values at different spatial locations) and typically also a function of time. The slele 0 of "ficld" also
NRQM and RQM certainly fills that bill, but in quantum theory we don't use the word "field" for neans" operator"
this, we use the word "state" (or "wave ftrnction" or "ket" or "particle",)
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The word "field" in quantum theory refers to a quantity that is spread out in space, but also,

importantly, as we will soon see, is an operator in QFT. More properly, it is called a quantum field

or an operator field, though the short term field is far more common. Confusingly, we use the same

symbol / in QFT for a field as we used for a state in NRQM and RQM.

Notation

In QFT, symbols such as /, which are not part of a ket symbol, do not represent states, but

fields. Unless otherwise explicitly noted, in OFT notation,

l/ ) symbolizes a state (particle) and / symbolizes a field (operator),

On the other hand, in NROM and ROM, both symbols above represented the same thing, a state.

We will understand these distinctions a little better later, but for now understand that formally,

the Klein-Gordon equation in QFT is called a field equation, because its solution / is a (quantum or

operator) field. See the second and third rows of Wholeness Chart l-2 in Chap. l, pE.1 -

There are two common ways to derive this equation, which we present in the following two

sections, plus a third, which is a good check on the theory and can be found in the Appendix A.

3.2.2 From RQM to QFT
Fig. 3-2 illustrates, schematically, the two basic routes to QFT. The quickest is at the bottom of

the figure, for which we simply postulate that the solution Q of the Klein-Gordon equation (3-8)

describes a field (instead of a particle). This is reasonable, since Q is a function of spatial location

(and often time), i.e., it is a field in the formal mathematical sense.

Particles to fields
__*__>

Quantization
way to QFT

Short way to QFT

Figure 3-2. Different Routes to Quantum Field Theory

We then must apply the commutation relations for fields (see Chap.2, p9.31, Wholeness Chart

Z-5,6'h column = 3^r<l column on right hand page), instead of the commutation relations for particle

properties (same chart, 3'd column on left hand page). When we do this, and simply crank the

*uth"111utics, we obtain QF-I. Because the QFT we then obtain describes the real world so well, it
justifies the original postulate.

The formal mathematics are much the same as for the alternative route, illustrated on the RHS of
Fig.3-2, and treated in the next section.

3.2.3 From Classical Relativistic Fields to QFT
Classical Scalar Fields

The classical La for a forces vistic Q has form

Notational
dffirence
between states

and fields. In

QFT, Q is not a

state, but afield

Two dffirent
routes to QFT

Short route:
RQM -+ QFT.
Similar math as

Znd quantization
below

Znd quantization
route: Classical

fields -+ QFT

Start with classical
Lagrangian density

for free scalar field

I

h
r

lf - K(a,,1aao- u'oo)= *(oa+ai1aio- p'Qo)= *(oa-Ua!,- r'M\, (3-30)

l. vAFi )
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where Q, since it is a classical field, is real (not complex), p is a constant to be determined by
experiment, K is an arbitrary constant, the superscript "0" on ,C stands for scalar (with spin 0), and
the subscript "0" means "freeoo. This is not the place to do classical theory, so we will not derive
(3-30) here. We do note in passing that (3-30) is a general result derived by insisting thar Q and L
are Lorentz invariants (i.e., world scalars - see Chap. 2 including appendix) and that the associated
Euler-Lagrange equation is also Lorentz invariant in form. (3-30) is the only form that satisfies
these conditions and results in a linear field equation (i.e., Q appears only to first power.) A non-
linear field equation might work, but is far more complicated. For free fields, we will find a linear
equation works well.

Using^the lrgendre transformation, we can readily use (3-30) to find the Hamiltonian density,
where 26" is the field conjugate momentum,

49

Hf = o3A- 4 -P-"4-O- 4 = x((M+v Q.v O+ p'M) .

aQ'I v

.-.t'
2K0

Hf =4-0, -d =4A.$-i, -4 -Mr +vyr.yQ+prryry' aQ, ' u y' .aA.
,d=f 4t =i

a (at ) ar_t t_ _ - It

E"' I dQ' ,o ) aQ'

(3-31)

Find Hamiltonian
density from
Legendre
transformation

Re-express
Lagrangian and
Hamiltonian
densities in terms
of complexfields

Use.C in Euler-

Lagrange equation
to get Klein-
Gordon equation

We may be tempted at this point to proceed with quantization, and simply use the tl and L
above along with the appropriate commutators. However, we know that in quantum mechanics most
meaningful things are complex, not real. Quite the reverse of the macroscopic world we live in, and
for which real fields of form Q generally apply.

Classical field taken as complex
So, we adopt one more postulate, which is that our field /be complex. This means re-expressing

our values for ?l and L in terms of a complex field, but such thatt7 and L remain real (energy, and
energy density ?1, must be real numbers.) Doing this, where we choose to take K=1, yields the free.
complex scalar field Laerangian and Hamiltonian densities

4 = (a"Q'a"Q* urOrQ)=(ArA-vQt .vQ- urLrO) and

Take care to realize that Q and QI ur" considere d, separate fields in the summ"ation over field types r,
and note the definitions of their respective conjugate momenta. That is, tTso equals the complex
conjugate of the time derivative of the field (not the time derivative of the field.) a$t equals the

time derivative of the field, not its complex conjugate.

If, as we progress, we tind situations where real, rather than complex, fields are involved, we can
simply deal with the special case of a complex field where the imaginary part is zero. Assuming a
complex field above means we assumed the most general case.

Deriving the Klein-Gordon Field Equation
Substituting the Lagrangian density (3-32) into the Euler-Lagrange field equation,

(3-32)

(3-33)

(3-34)

yields the Klein-Gordon equation for fields, where again, the values r=1,2 signify, respectively, the
field Q and its complex conjugate transpose / ' (also called the Hermitian conjugate) which, for
scalars, is simply the complex conjugate,

(3-3s)

In the aboveo we^have.introduced the.n2 symbol for the D'Alembertian, the 4D equivalent of the
3D Laplacian, v2 = aiai= 00i- - a'a,. (t(-ot., *me authors use n insiead of n2j We could, of
course, also have obtained (3-35Xb) by taking the complex conjugate transpose of (3-35)(a), since
everything inside the parentheses is real.

(a)

(b)

(a oa, + t)Q =(n'+p')Q

(a rao * p')Q' =(n'+f )Qt

-0

-0.
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Recall from Chap. 2, that given any one of H, L, or the field equation, we can deduce any of the
others (via the Legendre transformation and the Euler-Lagrange equation). So knowing any one of
these is equivaleni to knowing any of the others, and our first poitulute of Znd quantization could
have stipulated the same ^C in classical theory and QFT, or the same field equation, instead of Tt.

The discrete plane wave solutions to (3-35) are the same as (3-12), and its Hermitian conjugate,
from Ra

Note the new symbolism for each of the solution forms. We use lower case coefficients in QFT
because, as we will see, the coefficients play a much different role in QFT than they did in RQM,
and we need to distinguish them.

The continuous plane wave solutions to (3-35) are

aQ) =Fh'(k) e-ib + l6at(n)"* (a)

Q* 0-

o,(,)=?,ft=b(k)e-itu + EwaI(x)eik (b)

ot-Qt*

QG) = g$n(k) r-ikx . l+ bI (k)eik*
" ,lz(zn)' atu ' ,lz(zo)' ,+

(u)

Q* a-
d3kWQr(i=lffib(k) ,ir<x*[ aI (u)eik (b)

Q,* Q+-

The continuous solutions represent waves that are not constrained to a specific volume.
Wavelengths for such solutions do not have to fit an integer number of times inside a particular
volume, and thus are not limited to discrete values.

Note also the shorthand notation for each of the four different solution sets underneath the
brackets. You will see these symbols again and again, so you might want to consider making a copy
of (3-36), pasting it above your desk, and doing memorization tests with yourself every day until
they become ingrained in your consciousness. Try to remember that Q '* it not the complex
conjugate of Q- , for example, contrary to what you might expect. The + sign refers to a term with
positive energy in the RQM sense (i.e., - sign before the energy in the exponent.) It might help to
think that because t changes the sign of_tl,re inlaginary part of every complex quantity, it also

changes the sign of the symbol /-. So, (/-)' = Q'

t These solutions have the familiar + i(our - k.x) form in the exponent. There are actually additional
solutions to the Klein-Gordon equation having form + i(olxt + k.x), but these have been widely ignored.

These solutions, and their impact on QFT, are discussed in R. D. Klauber, "Mechanism for Vanishing
Zero-Point Energy", http:l/arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0309679 (2003) and "Supplemental Solutions to the

Field Equations: Norms, Observables, and Propagators", www.quantumfieldtheory.info/suppl-soltns.pdf.

Discrete
plane wave
solutions to(3-36) Klein-Gordon

field equation

Continuous
plane wave

(3-37))'#:,,::ff"lfoon

field equation

Learn the
shorthand
notationfor the

four Qpes of
solutions
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However you do it, being able to readily recall the definitions of the symbols in (3-36) and
(3-37) will help in the future.

2
llnolng l/

Do Prob. 4 to prove to yourself that the value of p2, which appeared as an unknown constant in
the theoretical determination of (3-30), has the same value it did in RQM, i.e.,

51

(3-38)

Third Way to Klein-Gordon Equations: A Consistency Check

Recall from Chap 2. and Wholeness Charts 2-2 and 2-5 (pgs. 20 and 30), that we could express
the equations of motion for classical fields in terms of Poisson brackets in the former chart, and for
Heisenberg picture quantum fields, in terms of commutators in the latter chart. The commutator-
based equation of motion for a quantum field in the next to last box in the right hand column of
Wholeness Chart 2-5 (reproduced below on the LHS of (3-39)) is in terms of the Hamiltonian and
the field. For scalar fields, this equation of motion for Q should be essentially the same as the Klein-
Gordon equation for Q. That is,

Heisenberg Picture Field Equation of Motion

" m2c2 |p' = ? (= *' in nat. units)

Q = -il4,nl should be same thins

Klein-Gordon Field Equatign

(a oro + p')Q= o (3-3e)

pz ho, same

value in QFT
as in RQM

There is yet a third
way to derive the

field equation of
motion, this time

from a variational
math relation

2nd quantization
commutation
relations determine
cofficient
commutation

Cofficient com rels
l) play fundamental
role in QFT, and
2) imply cofficients
are operators

In the Appendix A of this chapter, we show that this is indeed true, and thus our theory is self-
consistent. It also proves that the Klein-Gordon field equation of QFI (3-35) (and (3-39)) derived
above applies to the Heisenberg, not Schrddinger, picture.

This is a parallel path to do second quantization that is included in the route represented by the
vertical arrow on the RHS ofFig. 3-2, but it uses a different, though related, part of the theory.

3.2.4 Summary Chart
All that we have done in this Sect. 3.2, and what we will do in the remainder of this and the next

two chapters, is summarized in Wholeness Chart 54 at the end of Chap. 5.

Not€ the summary is at the end ofChap. 5 because each column in it lists the key components in Be sure to use
the development of QFT for one of the three spin types (spin O, Vz, and 1), and we won't be doing the summary
the latter two until Chaps. 4 and 5. wholeness chan,

You can follow along in the chart, as we develop the theory for scalars, by reading the blocks in asyou study this

the Spin 0 column. You may want to stick a Post-It on that page as a book marker, so you can easily chapter and the

flip to it as you read along in this, and the following two, chapters. next two

3.3 Commatation Relations: The Crux of QFT
We will soon see how the commutation relations encompassed in the second oart of 2nd

quantization, found in the last box in the right hand column of Wholeness Chart 2-5 of Chap. 2, pg.
31, and reproduced in (340) below, lie at the root of, and structure, all of QFT. For scalars, they are

lQ' $,r) ,o, (v,t)f = Q' 7r, - n,Q' = ;d',6(x - v) lQ',Q' f=\o,, n,f=lQ',o,' l= o . (3-40)

.. Note, in paqsing, that a complex conjugate of a field is considered a different field. In effect, if
Q' = Q,then Q" : Qt, where r * s,so that lO,Q'j =0.

Of overriding importance in the theory, as we will gee, are the following coefficient
qommutation relations, which we will derive below from the 2nd quantization postulate of (jnOi.

[r(u),o* (r.')] = [r(u),bt (k')] = 4.k,(discrere); = d(k -k') (continuous) (3-41)

The form of (3-41) should tell us immediately that the Klein-Gordon solution coefficients a(k),
b(k), etc. in QFI of (3-36) and (3-37) are far different animals than the A1, Bj, etc. in RQM of
(3-12). The latter are merely numbers, which commute. We musto therefore, suspect that the a(k),
&(k), etc. are operators, and as we will see, this suspicion will turn out to be correct.
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Proof of coeffrcient commutation relations

To prove (3-41), stan witlr (3-40) and take different spatial coordinates x and y, but the same

time coordinate t, for /and au6. This results in the equal time commutation relations

lo$,t)x|$,4- "3$,t)q(x,t)]=lp(x,t)iI 
(v,t)- it (v,r)4(x,r)]=id(x-v), (342, :::#f^,

which are only important at this point as a step in our proof. Then, plugging tle discrete solutions commutation
(3-36) into the middle part of (3-42), where to save space we use the compressed notation a1- a(k), relations
etc., we get

(4# "nu^'*'., 
* ?,fi=d"'(^'**,)[pffi 4,e-i(o\'|-k1r 

) +zffi d,""*'-u"")

- i (04't -k" v' . T6f a[,si 
(+'t -- 

"' 
) [ T h ",- 

i(a4t -k'.' . 
? 6 4 ei 

( ar'-t'.) 

)

- o*4, r- 
i(o+ * q'\ t 

ei( 
k'x+k"v ) + ao n[, r-i(a+ 

- q' 
) t el(k'x-t< "v ;

_dq, 14^ - 
or') t r- 

i (x. x *k 1 v ) + u[a[, ei 
(+ + atv' 

) t r- 
i (k' x+k 

" 
y )

+b*, ao e- 
i (r4 + q') t 

ri( 
k'x+k 

" 
v ) + q, blei(q, - 4,' h r- 

i(k' x-k 
"Y 

)

- o[, nor- 
i (t+ - q'), 

ei( 
k' x -t< 

"v ; - a[, fi ,i 
(+ + a4' 

) t r- 
i(k'x+k 

" 
Y )

_\r
L.t
k

s- ir4',:
? rrJr+q,,

Using the math identity for the 3D Dirac delta function

5 (x -,,) = 1 s r-iko'g-v, [t" 
our notation = +?'-ik'(x-v)

\ v'v Ll 
[o"luiualentlv,+4('-lk'(x-v) 

*'ik'{x-v);

= id'(x - y).

-0

K-G solutions
into equal time
commutator

(3-43)

Re-express Dirac
delta function

(3-44)

Terms where
k'#+k

These must
vanish, so their
commutators
must = 0

Terms where
kt=*k,i.e.,
those ofform

(3-46) exp(i(otx+zdt)

Commutators
must = 0

on the RHS of the last row in (3-43), and matching terms, we see that all terms where k' + t k must

equal zero, since (3-44) has no terms in both k and k'. These particular terms reduce to the
following form, summed over k and k'.

(4,ou * an4,)r-i(+++')rri(k'x+x"t) + (ooo:,,,- ol[,o*)e-i(+'*+')rrl(k'x-k"v;

must=0

(3-4s)

must=0 must=0

(att terms in summations with k'* +k equal 0, as no terms on RHS in k and k')

So, all possible coefficient commutators with k'# k or - k vanish. The remaining terms all have k'
= t k, which means o)11 = d&,. Some of these have an exponential form i(c* + (&,)t, and those

terms give us a summation of terms over k having form, for each possible k', of

(4ou - au4)r-t'^',ik'(x+v) + (a[r[ - olbl)eizokt e-ik'(x+v) (+ k'= k)

+ (a-,al * 4q,)r'{^-04')t ,-i(u'x-k"Y) + (4o1, - o1,bl.)ei(a+*+')rr-r(k'x+k"v)

ic4

2Vc+

!--

must=0 *0

+(b-oau - axb-x1r-il+t eik'(*-v)+ (4o10 - olod)eizc+'t e-ik'(*-v) (<- k'= -ft
must=0

(Rtt time dependent terms with k'= + k equal 0, as no time dependence on RHS)

For these terms, the coefficient commutators must vanish because the exponential in tox varies in
time, whereas there is no such variation on the RHS of the last row in (3-43).

,]=,
l

t
T
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The remaining terms have exponential form i(rrp- o,k)t and k' = t k. Adding those terms for k'
= k with the terms for k' = -ft yields, with the relevant terms on the RHS of (3-a3) (see 2nd row in
parentheses of (3-44)) on the RHS below,

(r.rl" - oloo\r-i(o+-a4)t ,ik'(*-v) + (ad - d,q-)e-ik'(x-v) (* k' = k )
\...'.._-J-=--1# 

-----.---Jmust=l =1 must=l

+ (ouo1o - o!no*)e;k'(x+v) * (r-*41 -4b-*)e-tk'(*+v) (* k'= -k)
g-------/

must =0 must =0

(Ail time independent terms in summation with k' = * k must equal RHS).

All terms with (x + y) in the exponents of the LHS must equal zero, as the RHS only has terms in (x

- y). The LHS of (3-47) matches the RHS if each coefficient commutator in the first row equals
one. Subtleties in justifying that as the only way to inteqpret (3-47) are shown in Appendix E.

The commutation relations for apal,t and b*bu,f in (t-+S ) to (3-47) are the same as (3-41). QED.
If you are ambitious, have extra time, and/or simply have to prove everything to yourself, do

Prob. 7 to derive the continuous solution commutators of (3-41).

End of coefficient commutation relations proof

With the coefficient commutator relations in hand, we are finally ready to dive into the real core
of QFT.

3.4 The Hamiltonian in QFT
We find the Hamiltonian by integrating the Hamiltonian density 7{ over all space (a volume V

containing the discrete solutions, which we can make as large as we like.) In QFT, we express ?l in
terms of a complex field and substitute our field equation solutions.

3.4.1 The Free Scalar Hamiltoni.an in Terms of the Coefficients

For a free scalar fieldT{ = T1o0,as in (3-33), where we employ our discrete, plane wave solutions
(3-36) we get

H3 = !u;;a'* =l@0, +v Qi .Y 
Q + lt'Qr O)at * =

\
r[+*m(" (n ) e-''*+ ar (r)''- lJ[p *#(r(u'),-ik'x+ ar (k') u'ol]a', (3-48)

)

53

I
2V

Remaining terms
wherekt=*k,

, ( ,iu'(x-v) ) i.e., those of form
= #1" * r-ik'( 

x-v ) 
) r, -07 

exp(i(a* - o')t)

Key commutators
must = 1

H = IHav

n = lrydv in
terms of the fields

Deriving H in
terms of the

cofficients !* 
J 

(-a, Q'ai O + 1tz p+ p)a3 *.

The middle line of (3-48), i.e., the IOO'at * part, becomes

I(Fffi(-, (x ) e-in*+ rt (r )'* ))[p ffi(* (k'),-ik'x + at (k') e'o'' ))ou *.

.'y -J14,tr4' r?$)a(r.') 
,-ikxr-ik'x -o(k)o*(t') ,-i.:xrik'x lr,r.

?? 2v '[-r* (n)a (k')e'k*e-ik'r *6t (t)ot (k'\ett.*r*'' ;

(3-4e)

(3-50)

The sum over k and k'is from negative infinity to positive infinity in the x, y, and z directions.

All terms in the integration in (3-50) result in zero except when k' = k or k' - - k, because we
are integrating orthogonal functions between their boundaries. (This is similar to sin(2X)sin(4X)
integrated with respect to X along a complete number of wavelengths, where here k = 2 and k'= 4.)
Since the volume of integration in (3-50) equals V, we end up with

! M' a' *= 
T + ( -a (u) a(-k ) r-Zia4t + a (rr ) ot (k ) * b' (k ) b (k ) - u' (k ) o' (-L ;'zia' I

-ti('tt= L+(-, (-r. ) D (k ) e-ai ut + a (x ) r* (r. ) + at (t ) a (k ) - at (-x ) at (t<\'zi'+' 
1.

kLt

(3-s l )
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In the second row of (3-51), the sign change on the k in the first and last terms is justified since

we are summing over all k, so for every term with k in it, there is another with - k. This
modification will make things easier a bit later.

Following similar steps for the next term in (3-a8) we get

-Ja, Qrd'Qdu *= 
JE, 

p'td,pd3 x

- i[.r -+(a(r )e-*'-o* (kl'*)l[r +(o(r.'),-ik'x-a* (r'),'o')la'" (3-52)- Jl+Tva- \'[/\n/s -(r \n/c 
')l? Jrvr4, 

\*\^','" v 
)

= r k' 
( u 1u) o (-r. ) e-ziat + ai (rr ) o (k ) + b (t ) r* (r. ) * o' (k ) bt (-k ) r'iq' 

)- ? z,+\
where we note that terms in the summation with both k and - k have an extra sign change since

k, = -ki in the multiplication in the second line of (3-52).

Similarly, for the mass term in (3-48), we get (do Prob. 8 at the end of the chapter to prove it)

!a'Q'Qa'.=4*(r(u)o(-n)e-2it+t+a(x)rt(r.)*o'(n)o(r.)*ot(k)at(-x)r''^'). (3-s3)
k

Adding the final parts of (3-51), (3-52), and (3-53), and using k2 + lt' = (cq-)' along with the

coefficient commutation relations (3-41), we end up with

H3 =>+( o(k)ot (k ) * o,(n)o(r.)*b' (k)b(k)* ?(x)at (k)
T /, l+ \---------J
^ f usecommurator 

ra(t<)+rt (t)a(l 
u.""ou*o,u,or)

= I q(o' (r.)o(r.)* **b' (x)a(k)*+)
k

or simply

H3 =Zr+(N" (r)+ * + N, (k)* +)
k

(3-54)

(3-s5)
n = Ivtdv in
terms of the

cofficients
(3-56)

where

N,(k)-o'(t)a(tr) Nr(k)=bt(t<)a(t)

Expressions (3-55) and (3-56) lie at the heart of QFT, as we are about to see.

3,4.2 Number Operators

Consider what we must get if the Hamiltonian of (3-55) operates on a state (a ket) comprised of

two free scalar particles, each in the same eigenstate of energy 4k,. We would expect that

(multiparticle) state to have an energy eigenvalue equal to its total energy 204,i.e.,

n|lzn,| =ztq,,lrn,) .

But from (3-55), that means

Zt+(n" (r.) *i*n, (x).+)l 2h,)=zcq,,lr4,) .

k

How can we make sense of (3-58X The answer is that it is not quite true, and that

sense of it all if, instead of (3-57) and (3-58), we consider

(3-s7)

(3-s8)

we can make

Iq' (+.+))l t;u'l'ntlzn,) = 
T 

a (N" (t) + * * {i (t) * + )W= [t*, 
*

^ 
f;u?L',.* iiilffi.- ;"3L:.-

with the following interpretation.

n - IHdv tn

(3-59) rcrms of
number
operators



&(Ir) = number operator with eigenvalue nnft) = number of a particles with 3-mom k in the ket,
Ab(k) = number operator with eigenvalue nr(k) = number of b particles with 3-mom k in the ket,

and, the vacuum has Yz quantum of energy for each k for a particles, and also for b particles.

Section 3.4 The Hamiltonian in QFT

This might, at first, be considered a separate postulate, but if the Hoo derived by Zno quanti;;tion
for quantum scalar fields is coruect, this is the only possible interpretation of (3-59) that works. The
part about the vacuum would be surprising to anyone who had not already heard that the vacuum is
a seething caldron of virtual quanta. More on this shortly.

We also anticipate that the b type particles will be antiparticles, and the atypes, normal particles.
More on this later, as well.

Examples of number operators and kets
In light of the above, the following examples should be relatively straightforward. Note we

designate b type particles with an overbar.
Example #1: 10 particle state

55

For H = IHav
to work, the
vacuum must be

filled with
I/z quanta

Every state has
vacuum as pafi
ofit, so every
state has huge
vacuum energy

Zero point
(vacuum) energy
results from 2nd

quantization
postulate of non-
commutation

Non-commutation
leads to
uncertainty.
Source of
statements that
uncertainty
principle results
in ZPE

Ruminations on
vacuum
effervescence

nl ts6u,,2h,, u&")= I ot (N"(r.)* i* lvu(r.)* t)lsA,,zh,sh,)
btF- k

particles

=(tt+, + 2&4,13aL, *Zr+
\k

(+.+))l 5h,,2h,sh,)
(3-60)

(3-61)

and so we see that b type particles in our theory have positive energy. This resulted from our
interpretation of I/o' in (3-59), i.e., from our postulate for the propertieJ of NrG) in (3-59) and the
box following it. We know from experiment that antiparticles have positive energy, and this
interpretation will lead to b particles filling the role of antiparticles. We will see later tn-ui U particles
have opposite charge from the a particles, and so they fit nicely into our theory as antiparticlls.
Example #2: Vacuum state

H3 l9 = I q(N,(r,) * t* r,tu(r.)**)lo) = I'4(*+*)lo)
vacuum K . kstare -mcy-

Note that every state is superimposed on the vacuum, so every state actually has infinite energy.
We saw this in Example #1.

3,4.3 Zero Point (Vacuum) Energy
The infinite sum of Yz quanta in (3-61) represents the now famous perspective on the vacuum as

being almost inconceivably crammed with energy, known as zero point energy (ZPE.) In actuality,
the sum, while enormous, is usually not considered infinite, but for reasons beyond the scope of our
current discussion, to terminate at a very high level, known as the Planck scale.

It is important to recognize that this vacuum energy arose from our postulate of Znd
quantization, that a field and its conjugate momentum don't commute (see (3-40). Because of this
we got the coefficient commutation relations (3-41), and those were used in our derivation of the
form of the Hamiltonian (see (3-54), which resulted in the appearanc e of Vza4terms.

The field commutation relations of QFI are siblings to the particle commutation relations for
NRQM and RQM. (See Wholeness Chart 2-5 in Chap. 2, pg. 30.) In the latter, particle position and
momentum do not commute and this results in the renowned Heisenberg uncertainty relation
between position and momentum. In QFT, the field and its conjugate momentum do not commute,
implying a parallel uncertainty relationship between them. This, in this sense, may be partially
behind the oft heard statement that the uncertainty principle is the cause of the ,"ro point energy. tn
Chap. 10, we cover another sense commonly meant.

Are the % Ouanta Effervescent?

One often also hears that the r/z quanta "pop" in and out of the vacuum effervescently in
particle/antiparticle pairs. I submit that this is a heuristic, at best, representation for the popular
media. According to (3-55), there is no "popping", flo evanescent physical reality alternatid with
nothingness, no pairing of particles at a creation event followed by a common mutual destruction
event as one might see in a Feynman diagram (different from, but similar in nature to, what we saw
in Fig. 1-1 of Chap. 1, pg. 2) Via our fundamental QFf relation for I1e0, the r/z quanta are simply
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sitting in the vacuum. They may be virtual in some sense, and not real, but the QFT Fl operator does

not suggest any intermittent sort of existence.

Further, our derivation of I/eO has been exclusively for free fields, where no interactions are

included (more on interactions in later chapters). The particles (and antiparticles), for which f1s0

determines the energy, do not interact with other particles or antiparticles. This means they can't
create or destroy in pairs, since that is, above all, an interaction between the associated particles and

antiparticles. So F/p0 specifically does not measure the energy of such pairs and the Yz energy terms

therein must be for free fields that are not "popping" in and out of the vacuum in pairs.

Some argue that experimental measurements of Casimir plate forces, the Lamb shift, and the

anomalous magnetic moment of the electron demonstrate the existence of vacuum fluctuations.
However, Casimir forces are generally computed by considering the Vz quanta such as those in
(3-61) to be standing waves between the plates. That is, they do not need, in those analyses, to be

"popping" in and out of the vacuum, but merely be sitting there continually. Further, the Casimir
force can be computed without reference to zero-point energies at all, and thus may not be the

conclusive proof for their existence it is widely taken to be. (See R. L. Jaffe, "Casimir Effect and the

Quantum Vacuum", Phys. Rev. D72 021301(R) (2005)http:llarxiv.org/abs/hep+h/0503158 .)

The Lamb shift calculation involves so-called "vacuum fluctuations", but they are actually
higher order corrections to propagators for interacting fields (which we study in later chapters), not
the Vz quanta vacuum energy of free fields (which we study in this chapter.) The same is true of the

QFf correction to the magnetic moment of the electron (the famed o'anomalous magnetic moment".)

As a caveat, I note that the remarks in this sub-section entitled 'oAre the Vz Quanta Effervescent"
reflect my personal position on vacuum energy. The majority of physicists believe quanta are

continually "bubbling" in and out of existence in the vacuum. I simply have not seen a sound
derivation of this in the literature, and don't believe it is supported by the formal derivation of ZPE.

We will discuss this issue further when we get to interaction theory. (See Chap. 10.)

3.4.4 Positive Energy in QFT
Note that unlike RQM, all particles in QFf have positive energy. The QFT energy operator.F/s0

operating on states yields positive eigenvalues for both a and b types of particles. The RQM energy
operator operating on states did not do that, as we saw in Sect. 3.1.5 (pg.47).

Continuation of Wholeness Chart l.-2. Comparison of Three Quantum Theories

3.4.5 llnit Norms and Orthogonality for Multiparticle States

Recall from NRQM, that it was advantageous to normalize states, i.e., change the constant in
front of the ket such that the inner product of the state and its complex conjugate transpose (the

bracket of the bra and ket) equaled unity. That is, we defined

(e-ll Qu)=lOu' (*,t) po$,t)d3x=1 and (O-ll Qu,)=l%'(*,,)Qn,(x,t)d3x-a, krk'. (3-62)
t- 

""*- 
Y---AG;-

As an aside, note that in (3-62), it is assumed that the ket is expressed in the position basis. For
example, a plane wave momentum eigenstate in that basis would have form'

t The ket symbol lQ) in general represents a particle state, but the form of the ket when we write it out

mathematically, such as we did in the RHS of (3-63), changes with the basis we care to use. For example

we could express the ket in the momentum basis (in momentum space) instead of the position basis x; or

in a number of other ways. Mathematically, (3-63) is reallyl/),0^,,,, = $lO) = Lr-i(Et-x'x} .

Casimir plates do
not prove ZPE
existence

Neither are Lam.b
shift nor
anomalous
magnetic moment
solution due to

free field lz
quanta (ZPE)

n = IHdv leads

to positive energy

for both QFT
particle types

i

I

NROM ROM QFT

Hamiltonian
.at-
dt

.a
I-

dt
rl =J Hd3x

Sign of Energy E positive positive & negative positive



In this book, unless otherwise stated, when we express lQ) mathematically, we will assume the
position basis as in (3-63). At such times, l0) will = lQ)* o.,i*. No*, back to thsmain point.

In NRQM and RQM, states are single particle states. In QFT, they are typically multiparticle,
but we will also find it advantageous therein to normalize. So, we define our s),mbols for
multiparticle states so that every such state is normalized (i.e, has unit norm.) For .rru-pt., fo*
state comprising two a particles of 3-momentum k, one of 3-momentum k', and five b particles of 3-
momentuffi k"o we would have (where the middle part is just a reminder of what *e *ean by the
bracket notationl)

Section 3.5 Expectation Values and the Hamiltonian

lpu)= or-i(nt-*'x) (lo'.) here is expressed in the position basis) .

(rOu,Qx,,56x.llr4u,Qu,,56u.) = I ( rOuOu,sQu,\I ( r4n4u, r4u,\d, * - t .

(-;;G--i t-;"t*-/

(3-63)

(3-66)

(3-67)
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QFf virtually
never uses $p to
represent a state,
nor an integral to
represent an inner
product of states

Expectation value

for single particle
in QFT like those
in NRQM and
RQM

Multiparticle
(3-64) ,totri in eFT

have unit norm
Note that any (multiparticle) stale is orthogonal to every other state that is not identical to it in

padicle types, particle numbers, and k values for each. For examples, where k + k,, Dffirent

(zn,oos-oo.llo*,,tn)=o (znllo-l=o (so-.llso-.)=o (nllo*.)=0. o-os1 :#!if;h*"
Not€ on Notation orthogonal

It is common practice in QFT to employ the bracket notation of the LHS of (3-64), and virtually
never' the integral form shown between the equal signs. As noted earlier, in QFT, symbols such ai
/ p, which are not part of a ket symbol, normally do not represent states, but operators/fields. When
they play the role of states, as in (3-62), we must label them specifically, as th.i" and in (3-64).

3.5 Expectation Valaes and the Hamiltonian
Note that the expectation value relation for an operator (2 in QFI for a single particle state is the

same as that in the rest of quantum mechanics, i.e., provided l/) has unit norm,

6= (olola) .

where we don't confuse the overbar (used here outside a bra or ket) for expectation (or average)
value with its use inside a bra or ket, where it signifies b type particles. The eipectation value is itre
average value we would measure over a large number of measurements of the siate. If the particle is
in an eigenstate of an observable (an operator), then every measurement of that observable for that
state would be the same (the eigenvalue), and thus equal to the expectation value. An eigenstate of
energy would measure t{e same value for energy upon every measurement. This is true for u single
particle state, such as in (3-66).

It is also true for a multiparticle state, such as those we run into in QFf. For example, the
multiparticle state in (3-60) is in an eigenstate of energy (the sum of the energies from each of the
ten particles in the state.) Each particle therein has fixed mass plus a fixed momentum k, and hence
fixed total energy. Thus, the energy expectation value for the state in (3-60) is

/r3 = (t4u,,2Qu, JFuj"3 
I 
54n,,z4rr,,34ur ,=

= (s/u, ,2\u,36v,1[tr-, * 2ay, a3@kz. 
T 

* (+. +)) lr[*,,z4u,,zou,)

move outside

2Qu, 36x.lt Ou,, ZQo 
r,3 Q kr)

so can

5Qk,,

'SO

(',

Of'

')t

mber, not an operat(

*Iq e.+)
k

(
=l 5ru, +Zokra3akt

-l
-5@kt + zokz a 3@kt. 

T 
qG. +)

' For the purists, we note that (3-64) can be taken as an invariant relationship if we define our states

properly. That is, we can define our multiparticle eigenstate with a factor of I / JV in front, so the
integrand in (3-64) yields a factor 1/V.The integral over 3D space then yields a tbctor of V. Vis non-
invariant, but one in the numerator and one in the denominator cancel, leaving an invariant final result.
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ln general, for any operator Q the expectation value for any multiparticle state is

where we will typically find the operator expressed in terms of number operators.

A concept that becomes important later on in QFT is that of the vacuum expectation value, or
simply the VEV. whose symbol and mathematical expression are

(o) = (ololo). (3-6e)

If you don't see it right away, do Prob. 9 to prove to yourself that the VEV of the free field
scalar Hamiltonian is

(3-70)

(3-68)

(3-7 t)

(3-72)

Expectation value

for multiparticle
state has same

form as single
particle state

Expectation
value for the

vacultm, VEV

Hamiltonian
VEV

The cofficients
are creation and
destruction
operators

Proving it.

Summary of
operator

functions of
cofficients

We expect to measure infinite (or enormous, if nature has a maximum lkl) energy in the vacuum.

3.6 Creation and Destruction Operators

In this section, we will prove what is perhaps the most fundamental aspec*t of QFT, which we
foreshadowed in Chap. 1, that the Klein-Gordon solution coefficients n(k),4'(k), b(k), and b'(k)
are not numbers, but operators that create and destroy particles. Since certain combinations of them
do not commute, we should expect them to be operators of some kind.

3.6.7 Proving It
Proof that a(k) is a Particle Destruction Operator

With the notation luJ denoting a multiparticle state of nua type particles (no b types for now),
all with th. ,u*r?ffinum tti *iit.un *, say about the state

("3)=Iak

, (k )lrr. ) = l.wl t
To see, first operate on this state with our number operator No(k) = ot(k) o(k)

N" (k)lrr-) = No(x),(n)IllnI - or (t ),(t ) o(n)Iq) .

Then, where noted above, use the commutation relati"J:t#J:t), to find (3-T))equals

(r(t)ot(r.)-r)o(k)l'zr.)=o(k)ot(k)r(k)lrk)-o(k)lnr.)=o(k)N,(k)lr*)-o(k)lr-) 
e_73)

= o(k) ,ylnu) - o(t )l11.) = nka(t )lru) - o(x)lr*) =(nx -t)o(x)lru) = (no -t)lrno).

So

No (k )lru ) = (nt - t)1"* )= "*,lr* ) mk = nu -l (3-74)

Since the number operator operating on lru1) gives a number of particles one less than it did
when operating on lnr), the operation of a(k) on lns) in (3-71) reduces the number of particles in the

state by one. We conclude that c(k) is a particle destruction operator.

End of Proof

Do Prob. 10, or at least part of it, to prove one or more of the last three relations below to
yourself.

No (k Xr (t )lr,. )) = ('k - tXo (n )lr* )) o (k)destroys an a particle with momentum k

No (k)(ot (r.)1ry))= (rr + r)(at (r)lr-)) at (k)creates an a partictewith momentumk

Na (rXr(x)lt*)) =(nu-l)(b(k)lti)) b(k) destroys a b particle with momentum k 
(3-7s)

Na (t )(a- 1r.)lt-))= (rk +r)(ar (k)lilt)) bt (k)creates a b pafticle with momentumk.

Cleation operators atft) anO bt(n) are sometimes called raising operators, because they raise the

number of particles in a state. Destruction operators a(k) and b(k) are sometimes called lowering
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operators, for what should be obvious reasons. States that have been operated on by a raising
operator are sometimes called raised states; those by a lowering operator, lowered states.

3.6.2 Normalization Factors for Raised and Lowered States
When a raising operator operates on a ket, the resulting raised ket does not generally have unit

norm (is not normalized.) Consider

,t (k )lr* ) = Alnx + 1) , (3-76)
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where A is some constant (which is a number, not an operator, and could be complex). The original
ket lnp) and the ket lnr. + 1) (without the constant A) in (3-76) have unit norm. (!ee Q-64) foione
example.) Also, by taking the complex conjugate transpose of (3-76), we see the a(k) acting
leftward on the bra has the same raising effect as the at(k) acting on the ket,

(el"u*1))* -(o, (r)lro))t = (rulo(r.)=(nu +rlat (3-77)

Note that

(r- l:(t )ot (k)lr*) =("u.+rlataln6 +l) = atA(nu .]llrr, +1) = AI A. (3-78)

4*Ilc --T-
(3-78) also equals

(a I 3(t)"t (t )lnu)=(ru l3t (x)r(t ) +tlny) =(nn lru *rlro) - ny*! . (3-7s)
use commutator Nr(k)

Equating the RHS's of (3-78) and (3-79), and for simplicity taking A as real (complex would also
work, but be more complicated) yields

a=,|ffi. (3-80)

From (3-76), we then have the first line in (3-81) below. Identical logic leads to the third line.
Do Prob. I 1 if you can't just accept the second and fourth lines without seiing for yourself how they
are obtained.

ot (k)l ,n) =J',k +rlz4 + 1)

,(k)lru)=Jr,u lrr. -l)
a* (t)lnu)= 6-llnk + t)

b(k)lzn)=.ffilru -r)
Note that the above results are ultimately due ta Znd quantization. The non-commutation of fields

and their conjugate momenta resulted in the coefficient commutation relations, which was a crucial
part in the proof that the coefficients create and destroy states, as well as the derivation of the
normalization constants shown above. Second quantization turned the solution cofficients in RQM,
which were merely constants, into creation and destruction operators in QFT.

3,6.3 Annihilating the Vacaum
Note that the vacuum l0) has unit norm, like any other state, i.e.o

(3-81)

(3-82)

(3-83)

Raising and
lowering
particle number
results in a
factor infront
of the new ket

Factors arising
from action of
creation and
destruction
operators

2'd quantization
responsible for
creation/
destruction
operators

The vacuum
state has unit
norm

A destruction
operator
annihilates the
vacuum, i.e.,
leaves 0

(ollo)= r .

Note also that 0 (zero) is a number representing nothing, and is different from l0), the vacuum state,
which actually is something. From (3-81), the action of a destruction operator on the vacuum results
in zero. That is,

,(k)lo)= ..,6.l-1)= o .

Don't woffy about the funny looking ket in the middle (which is actually meaningless and not
something you will ever see in the literature). The root of zero controls the final result.

In QFT lingo, one says "a lowering operator destroys (or annihilates) the vacuum".
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3.6.4 Total Particle Number
For future use, we define the total particle number as the number of particles (i.e. a types) minus

the number of antiparticles (b types). For scalars, the total particle. number operator is

N(il=I(n, (t) -Nb(k)) .

k

Note the subtle difference in phraseology in that we commonly use the term "number of
particles" as being equal to the number of particles plus the number of antiparticles. "Total particle

number" on the other hand refers to a negative value for the number of antiparticles.

We will soon see that b particles have opposite charge from a particleso and thus, in many

senses, represent their negatives. So designating them as having negative total particle number

seems reasonable.

3.6.5 Q(lr) and /r(*) as Operator Fields

Since the field solutions Qk\ and AID contain the operator coefficients, they are then also

operators, or more properly, operator fields or quantum fields. As noted in Chap. 1 and earlier in the

present chapter, this is often shortened in QFT to simply fields. At long last, we have proven our

earlier statements about the solutions to the wave equation in QFT being operators (fields).

Note that for our field solutions of (3-36), Q acts as a total particle number lowering operator,

because it destroys particles (via d (k)) and creates antiparticles (via ftft)). The former decreases a

positive total particle number, whereas the latter increases the magnitude of a negative total particle

number. For pI ,the situation is reversed: atG) creates particles and b(k) destroys antiparticles, both

actions increasing the total particle number.

Thus, the total particle lowering operator field is (see (3-36) for full expression)

o-g+L,
$;llr*: -ii'-'#ff.r..

and the total particle raising operator field is

Q'= QI* + Qt-\...,.\-
destrovs Creates

anii-Patfictes Particles

(3-84)

(3-86)

Qis a total
(3-85) Particle number

lowering operator

fieId

Total particle
number is number
of particles minus
number of
antiparticles

Qand f orc
operator fields
since they contain
cofficient
operators

f it o total
particle number
raising operator

fieId

Nonnal ordering
puts all
destruction
operators in any
term on the RHS

When we originally saw the field solutions (3-36), it was suggested, as a mnemonic, that you

make a copy of them and stick it over your desk. It would be good now to insert (3-85) and (3-86)

into that copy and make them part of it, as we will be using those symbols and what they represent,

over and over.

3.6,6 Normal Ordering
When the infinite sum of Vz quanta energy in (3-59) was first found, physicists wanted

desperately to make it go away. The amount of energy involved should, via general relativity, curve

the universe to such an enonnous degree that the light emanating from your finger would be bent so

much that it would never reach your eyes. But that isn't what happens in our world, so something

isn't correct. In fact, the difference in mass-energy level of the-ypcuum, between what is predicted

by theory and what is observed, is on the order of a factor of 10120, the biggest discrepun.y b.tween

theory and experiment in the history of science.

One approach to solving ("hiding" may be a better word) this problem is something called

normal ordering. Normal ordering, in any term, consists of moving all destruction operators to the

rieht hand side of that term. This has little impact for operators that commute, such as a(k) and

bn(k), for example. That is, changing the term a(k)bt(k) to b'1k;a(F) is not an issue, since the

factors commute, i.e.o c(t)bf(t<) =L'(i)o(lh). However, the term a(k)at(k) is a different story, since

a(k)at(k) # at(x)a(t<).

In particular, note the effect of normal ordering in our derivation of the number operatornform of
the H;miltonian in (3-54). Instead of employing the commutator relations for the a(k)a'(k) and

b(k)bt6) terms as done in (3-54), we simply move all the destruction operators to the RHS, so those
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terms become a*(k)r(X) and btlk;b(k). Thus, we never end up with the r/zct4terms, the Hamiltonian
is finite, just what we would originally have expected it to be, and the vacuum has zero energy, i.e.,

Hf = Zq,(ot (L ) , (r ) + ar (t )b (k )) (normal ordered = whar is observed). (3-87)
k

The Hamiltonian only has number operators yielding nk@K, energy for ny particles, each having 3-
momentum k.

Although use of normal ordering became quite widespread, it suffers from a pretty fundamental
problem. It violates the foundational postulate of non-commutation of certain operators, upon which
all of QFI stands. Invoking normal ordering means assuming, in this one area of QFT, that a(k) and
dt(k) (as well as b(k) ana A*6)) commute! But they don't. And the fact that they don't is
fundamental to every other part of QFIt. In normal ordering, we simply suspend commutation long
enough to get a zero energy for the vacuum, then bring it back for the rest of the theory. It is not
unreasonable to conclude that use of normal ordering for this purpose is questionable, at best.

Caveat: The position expressed in the above paragraph is not widespread, and normal ordering to
remove theVz quanta terms is often invoked with questionable (in my mind) justification. (See next
paragraph.; I, and a handful of othersz I am aware of, .ontrnd it shouid simpiy be jettisoned.

Note that normal ordering is often justified because particle/field behavior in our theories of
classical mechanics, electromagnetism, and special relativity depends on energy difference, so we
can take our reference as the vacuum energy level and all energies of interest are relative to that. In
those theories, it is M that is important, not E. So, why not assume our Hamiltonian represents AE
- E - oo instead of E? The answer, I and others submit, is because in general relativity, the theory
depends on E. (See above.) To be consistent with all of physics, we need Il representing E, not LE.

In any case, in spite of common use of normal ordering to "clean up" the Hamiltonian, the huge
vacuum energy issue has not gone away in most physicists eyes, and it remains a widely discussed,
unsolved problem as of the year of this version of this book (though I offer a possible solution in the
article cited in the footnote on page 50).

It may seem to you the reader that the entire issue is fraught with ambiguity, and that is probably
a reasonable assessment. In spite of that, virtually everyone considers vacuum energy to be a reality.

3,6,7 The Observable Hamiltoninn
One can distinguish observables, which in quantum theories are represented by operators, from

the theoretically obtained expressions for the corresponding operators. That is, the Vzc*terms in Hso

are not observed, so for reasons of practicality, we can consider the normal ordered Hamiltonian of
of (3-87) to be what we will call the observable Hamiltonian.

The relation (3-87), even though derived via the ad hoc and mathematically questionable normal
ordering process, results in what is actually observed. This is why normal ordering persists.

Since we will not do a lot with the vacuum, we will find it more convenient and streamlined to
use (3-87) for the Hamiltonian, except when we are specifically interested in vacuum energy. Just
don't forget, as we do that, what the complete Hamiltonian, as derived via our theory, looks like.

3.7 Probability, Four Currents, and Charge Density

Probability in QFT is found in essentially the same way as we did for NRQM (see Box 3-l) and
RQM (see Sect.3.t.4, p9.44.) That is, we use the governing wave equation and manipulate it to
obtain a relationship like the continuity equation (3-19) (or (3-23) in 4D notation). The integral over
all space of the quantity p in that relationship is conserved, and since total probability (of finding
one or more particles) is also conserved, p has a good chance of being probability density.
Experiment can confirm, or deny, that.

tAs an example of one such part, see Sect. 3.6.1, where commutation relations result in a(k) and b(k) beirrg
destruction operators, and at(k) and btlk; being creation operators.

2 P. Teller, An Interpretive Introduction to Quantum Field Theory, Princeton University Press (1995). Teller
submits that a complete and true theory would not have such an artificial, and arbitrarily imposed, feature as

normal ordering. On page 130, with ref'erence to normal ordering he states, "If, as appears to be the case, at

this point one must use mathematically illegitimate tricks, concern is an appropriate response."

6l

Normal ordering
makes vacuum
€fl.€f$.v* go away

Some argue that
using normal
ordering in this
way is internally
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Paradoxically both
7) normal ordering
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eliminate vacuum
energy, and 2)
vacuum energy is
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as afact

The normal ordered
Hamiltonian is the
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Probability in

QFT found in
similar way as in
NRQM and RQM,
i.e., from wave
equation
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3.7.1 Four Currents, Operators, and Probability Density in QFT
In the present case, the solutions to the governing equation are operator fields, not states, so we

would expect the resulting density p tCI be an operator density, rather than a numeric density. Our
expectation will turn out to be true, as we see below.

Since our governing equation is the Klein-Gordon equation, and that is the same as in RQM,
similar steps (3-16) to (3-20) can be followed. The result is the same 4-current relations as (3-22)

and (3-23), except that Qand Q ' are now operator fields (or simply, in QFT lingo "fields"),

jF ,p=0 with jp -t(Q'aLr -O''PO) jp it an operator (3-88)

(3-8e)

Since (3-S9) is an operator, we need its expectation value to find measurable probability density,

F = (A, Q, Qr,....1 plh,, Q, ar,....) . (3-e0)

To evaluate (3-90), we need first to substitute our free field solutions (3-36) into (3-89). Do
Prob. 12 to prove to yourself that if we restrict ourselves to particles in k eigenstates (which is

typically the case in QFT), then this results in an effective density operator

p=jo=,(#t _*r)

Same wave
equation as RQM
* same form for
probability 4-
current

But now  -current
is an operator

So, need to find
expectation value
of probability
operator

Probability
operator
expressed in
terms of number
operators

Probability
expectation value

for single type a
particle = l, txo

surprise

Probability
expectation
value for four
type a particles
-4>1!

So, QFT deals
with number of
particles instead
of probability

Probability
expectation
value for single
type b particle
- - I < 0 !!

e =+f (,'(r.)o(k)-b* (k)a(r.))= +T(n, (r)- N, (k)) .

F - (Qu,lolou,l - (Qu,l+ 
T 

(n, (r. ) - na (k ))l Qnl = (o"lllo"l = +

(3-e1)

3.7.2 Single Particle State

lrt's now find the expectation value of pfor a single atype particle state |fi.'). We find all the

number operators except the one for an a type particle with momentum k' yield zero, so

(3-e2)

For a plane wave, this is exactly our probability density, a flat distribution over the volumeo whose
integral over the volume equals one. So far, p looks like it could well be a probability distribution.

3.7.3 Mahiparticle State

But now let's look at a multiparticle state.

= tihu,,Qk,lplz,.u,,Qk,) -(3hu,,,.o,liT(* (r)-No (k))l:pu, ,Qk,) 
.  n A\

P=(
(3-e3)

- (3Qu,,Qk,lf,ltou,,Qk,l = +
When (3-93) is integrated over V, we get 4, the number of particles in the state! Since total
probability is never greater than l, our interpretation of p as a probability density seems to be in
trouble for multiparticle states.

Partially for this reason, QFI rarely deals with probability densities for states. It concerns itself,
instead, with numbers of particles (and antiparticles) in a state. Thus, the number operators play a

major role. As we will see, this works well, and allows us to solve the kinds of problems in QFT we

need to solve.

3.7.4 Antiparticles (Type b Particles)

Now consider the expectation value of p on a b type single particle state.

p -(Qnlpl6"l -(Qu,l+T(", (r.) - Nb(k))l Qu,l =(i-,1+l Qu,) = - + (3-e4)

So total probability of a b type particle would be negative! And for 3 such particles, it would be -3.

This was another tip to early researchers that the density they were dealing with was more

readily related to charge density, and the b particles were antiparticles, with opposite charge (and

charge density) from particles.

I
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Thus, we have started to see that the concept of probability density and the mathematics
associated with it seem to lose some applicability in QFI. Particle number, however, takes on
significance, as now antiparticles would simply be designated as having negative total particle
numbers.

3.7.5 Charge Density Not Probability Density

If we multiply our four current operator (3-88) by th,9 charge of a scalar particle q it behaves like
a charge density operator, which we will designate by^f.

,o ,o = o with sF = qi4 = iq(Q'P O' - Q''/t Q) , (3-es)

(3-e6)

This makes sense, as charge would be distributed in parallel fashion to probability density, i.e.,
denser charge where the particle is more concentrated. Further, total charge using (3-93) multiplied
by q would yield 4q, the charge on the state. Similarly, the total charge on the state in (3-94) would
be -q.

Thus, re-interpreting the operator p, as charge density, and the 3D part of the four current as

charge current density is consistent. In actuality, it is demanded in order for our theory to agree with
experiment. That empirical reality also forces us to accept b type particles as antiparticles.

Take care that in the future, we may use the symbol p as simply charge density, without a

subscript. Since we will rarely, if ever, deal again with probability density, hopefully, there will be
little confusion.

3.7.6 Caution in Evaluating Expectation Values of Density Operators

Some care must be taken in the evaluation of expectation values similar to that of (3-90). The
bracket, expressed in the position basis, is an integration over space. But for operators with a spatial
dependence such as p often has (and which is typical of charge, mass or any type of density), the
spatial dependence in the operator is not included in the integration. That is, writing out the
expectation value as an integral, we integrate over the x' of the state, but not the x of the operator.

(r(*,r)) =(Qu(*',r) t p(x,t)t4y$',t)l=!QL,,**(*',,)p(*,,)Qu,no,,(x',t)d3x' . (3-s7)

This was not evident in (3-92) and similar relations above, because there (for plane waves,

specifically) the operator p was not a function of space.

The point in (3-97) generalizes to other types of operator functions that would be sandwiched
inside a bra and a ket. We will run into these in the future.

3.7.7 The Qand OI Normalization Constants Again

We just assumed, in all of our discussion so far, that the normalization constants in our solutions,

V J2qV , that we derived in RQM, are also valid in QFT. Since our field solutions Q and Ot in

QFf had the same form as the state solutions in RQM, and our 4 curcentf = (P,j) in each case had

the same form as well, this seems like a reasonable assumption. The assumption can be considered
justified by our results in the above few sections. For example, (3-91) worked out as a correct form
for density (probability or charge) only because of the form chosen for our constants. The square

root of 2rt4 dropped out in getting (3-91) because of the two terms, each with two field factors

multiplied, and the time derivatives in (3-89).

We can therefore consider the results of the sections above as justification for the choice of
normalization constants in the field solutions to the Klein-Gordon equation. All of so many other

results, yet to be seen in our studies, will be further justification.

3.8 More on Observables

QFT, like the quantum theories studied before it, is interested in observable quantities, such as

energy, 3-momentum, charge, and spin, which are represented in each of those theories by

Pcharg e = qio = rr(# o' - * r)
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operators. The eigenvalues of those operators are what we measure. Expectation values of those
operators are the averages of what we measure over many trials.

Regarding energy, we have already discussed the observable operator corresponding to it. See
(3-87). Regarding spin, scalar particles have none, so we will put off discussion of particles that do
have it to later chapters.

3.8.7 Charge Operator

Regarding charge, we need merely to integrate our charge density operator qjj of (3-96) and
(3-91) over the entire volume, to get the charge operator

Finding operators
other than H in
terms of number
operators

Total charge
operator yields
total charge of a
(multiparticle)
state

Total3-
momentum
operator yields
total3-
momentum of a
(multiparticle)
state

Vacuum has zero
3-momentum

A typical multiparticle state is in a charge eigenstate with an eigenvalue of charge equal to the sum
of the charges of all particles in the state. Hence, the eigenvalue equals the charge expectation value,
since we will measure the same charge with each measurement. For a sample state,

A = (r ru.,,Qu,,56x,lrP(", (u ) - Nu(k))l 7 h^,,Qu,,56u,) =, n + q - 5q - +3q. (3-ee)

a
No!e, we derived (3-98) using (3-91). If you did Prob. 12, you saw that in deriving (3-91) we

summed terms in % md - % that cancelled to net zero. In other words, (3-98) actually has a +qn Vacuum has zero
and a -ql2 term for each k. Thus, Q acting on the vacuum would sum up an infinite number of half charge
charge quanta for both particles (positive charge) and anti-particles (negative charge), leaving zero
total vacuum charge. (Thankfully, it does. If it didn't, our theory would be bound for the trash
heap.)

3.8.2 Three Momentum Operator
The three momentum operator can be found using the relationship for physical momentum

density at the bottom of Box 2-2 in Chap. 2, pg. 23, and integrating over the volume. (Also shown
in the 9b block under the title in the RH column of Wholeness Chart 2-2, pg. 2 1 ,) That is,

O= I r0d3, = ql ioa3 "= ql(ry, (t)-Na (k)) .

oi = [ Pi a, * = -[,,Y o,. = 1(##.##)n. .

(3-e8)

(3-100)

Substituting the Klein-Gordon solutions (3-36) and their conjugate momenta into (3-100), one
obtains the 3-momentum operator (do Prob. 13 to prove it)

p=Ik(No(t)*rua(r)),
k

(3-101)

which is pretty much what we would have expected. P operating on a multiparticle ket, with all
particles in k eigenstates, would yield an eigenvalue equal to the number of particles and
antiparticles with 3-momentum k multiplied by k. If this is less than obvious to you, do Prob. 14.

It is interesting that, similar to what happened to charge, we have Vz quanta in the vacuum with
3-momentum, but the total for the vacuum sums to zero. That is, in deriving (3-101), we get terms
in the summation of r/zk + Vzk = k (one Vz quanta for each particle and one for each antiparticle),
similar to what we had for energy. But unlike energy, this is a vector summation, and for every 3-
momentum k in the sum, there is a 3-momentum - k, as well. The net is nil 3-momentum for the
vacuum, which again, is a welcome result.

So far in our theory, only energy has proved problematic in having a non-zero vacuum
expectation value (VEV.)

3.8.3 The Four Momentum Operator
As discussed in the Appendix of Chap. 2, and elsewhere, the four momentum has energy in the

Oft componeqt (E/c in non-natural units) and 3-momentum for the other three components. Given
(3-87) for .F/eu, and (3- 101) for the free scalar field p' , the four momentum operator is

)
I

l



where we note that I{ usually refers to the numeric (not operator) 4 vector (a&,k).

3.9 Real Fields

So far, we have only dealt with complex fields. It is possible to have real fields, and in fact, we
will see they play a key role in the theory. They turn out to be associated with neutral particles,
which are, in fact, their own antiparticles.

To see this, look at a special case for our general field equation solutions (3-36) where Q 
= 

d ,

i."., Q is real. In order for this to be true, we must have a(k) = b(k), and of course, d'(k) = b'(k).
Thus, for this case,

Section 3.9 Real Fields

*-E!=el =t [t) (ru,(r.) +Nr,(k)),ffi [pJ ? [t./ \
r. LJnere for-free usually what

scalars 
H#'#-?/

Q=Qr =\ha(k) u-'b +\Wor (k)r'u (tor Qreal),

(3-102)
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(3-103)

which makes sense, since adding a complex number and its complex conjugate yields a real number.

In the charge operator (3-98), we would then have No (k) = Nb (k) (i.e., ,t(t )o(t ) = btlX;b1k;;,
so charge would be zero for any such particle(s) state. Each b type particle operator (creation,
destruction, charge, energy, etc.) will be the same operator as that for a particles. There is only one
type of particle (for a real field), so that particle must be its own antiparticle.

Conclusion: Real fields are associated with charge-neutral particles, which are their own anti-
particles.

Note on nomenclature: The term "real field'o refers to the (operator) field solution to the field
equation (Klein-Gordon for scalars) that are not complex. The term "real particle" refers to a
particle that is not virtual, but manifest and detectable.

3.70 Characteristics of Klein-Gordon States

3.70.7 Bosons vs Fermions

Although at this point in your career, you should be familiar with bosons and fermions, and their
behavior, Wholeness Chart 3-l can serve as a refresher course. It should need no further comment.

Wholeness Chart 3-1. Bosons vs Fermions

3.70.2 Klein-Gordon States are Bosons

Using the same scalar creation operator repeatedly on a state results in a raised state containing a

number of the same particle with the same k (and thus the same energy and identical in all regards.)
For example, using the creation operator of the first line of (3-81) acting first on the vacuum, then
repeatedly on the newly created states, we have

Bosons Fermions

What role typically forces typically matter

Some examples
elementary: photons, Higgs

composite: mesons
elementary: electrons, neutrinos, quarks

composite: baryons (e.9., proton, neutron)

Behavior can occupy same state can't occupy same state

Spin

integer spin

Scalars: spin 0
Vectors (e.g. photons): spin 1

Graviton: spin 2

half integer spin

Spinors: spinVz
Gravitinos: spin 3/2
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o(k)tlo) =lpu) -> a(k)*lQnl=Jilrn) -+ o(k)'lrO*l=..6lWn) +..... (3-104)

We are not concerned, for this discussion, with the square root numeric coefficients, but with the
fact that we can have multiparticle states with more than one individual particle in the same

individual state.

This means Klein-Gordon states must be bosons. We sort of knew this because we were told that
they have zero spin. But here we prove it.

As we will see in the next chapter, spinors do not have the characteristic displayed by (3-10a).

3.10.3 Commutators with Scalars, Not Anti-Commutators
I-et's see what happens if anti-commutators were used instead of commutators with the Klein-

Gordon field equation solutions. That is, in the derivation of our number operator form of the
Hamiltonian, in equation (3-54), try the anti-commutators

[r(u),o* (r.')] *= o(t)ot (t') * ot (k')o(k) = 4k,

[, (u ),bt (k')] * = b(r. )at (t') * ut (u')u(r. ) = 4.k, .

A minus sign is then introduced, such that instead of (3-55), we would get

H3 = I"r. (***) ,

or for an observable Hamiltonian (ignoring vacuum energy)

Hf = o and rhus, l{3l4u,)= o .

Every real state would have zero energy, which is certainly not physically true. Therefore, we
can only use commutators with spin 0 boson fields, and not anti-commutators.

We will find in the next chapter, that fermions in QFf are governed by anti-commutators in
parallel fashion to the way in which bosons (scalars, at least, to this point in our studies) are
governed by commutators. Just as anti-commutators can't work for bosons (scalars), as we saw
above, we will also see later that commutators can't work for fermions.

3.11 Odds and Ends

3.17.1 Usefulness of 3-Momentum Discrete Bigenstates

As you will see in time, QFT can find real world experimental values, for things like scattering
cross sections and decay half lives, using only discrete k eigenstate forms for real states. These
eigenstates, unlike wave packets, typically extend indefinitely in the k direction. But for
experimental predictions, the particle states, which are actually wave packets, can be approximated
to extremely high precision by such discrete k eigenstates.

One exception is the propagator, the mathematical representation of virtual particles, which is
best derived, as shown in Sect. 3.13, and most useful practically, via incorporation of the continuous
(integral) form of the field equation solutions. This is, at least in part, because virtual particles are

not constrained by boundary conditions to discrete k values and in certain cases must be integrated
over all possible, continuous values of k.

3.77.2 Nevertheless, What about Non-eigen States?

In NRQM (and RQM) we commonly dealt with general states, i.e., non-eigen states, which were
superpositions of two or more eigenstates. Granted, as noted above, that we can solve almost all

QFT problems using k eigenstates, we might still ask "how does QFT compare in this regard to
what we learned in NRQM?" It is a good question, troubling many students, no doubt, and not
treated in any other text I am aware of.

A closely related question is "what is created or destroyed by the general solutions Q(x) (or

Q'@)), which for discrete eigenstates, is a summation of terms, each containing a single particle
eigenstate creation/destruction operator?o' Does operation of Q'(x) on the vacuum, for instance,
create an infinite number of single particles, or a single particle comprising an infinite number of

(3-10s)

(3-106)

(3-107)
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Section 3.11 Odds and Ends

momentum eigenstates? If the latter, what amplitudes (whose absolute values squared are
probabilities) are assigned to each such eigenstate?

Creating a General Single Particle State (Discrete Solution Form)

To create a general single particle state, , we would need a creation operAtor of form

c = 
?4."1 

,

so that operation of C on the vacuum results in a sum of eigenstates,

clo) = I +"1 lo) = ala,l * +lor) * +lorl * ... =lalil.
k

In (3-108) and (3-109) A1 is a numerical coefficient, the square of the absolute value of which (for
proper normalization of the ket eigenstates) equals the probability of finding the k eigenstate.

If only one term in C is used, then only one eigenstate with lApl = I is created. If a more general
state, comprising a sum of eigenstates, is created, then we are free to select the Ar as we please in
order to create the particular general state we like, provided (for conservation of probability and
correct normalization so total probability is unity)

?, 
ou t2=1-

Destroying a General Single Particle State (Discrete)

Note that the general single particle desfruction operator

'=Tun
acting on any single particle general state will lower that state to the vacuum. That is,

[T"-)trl=[T")to r A)* e,to,t*A,t nt* )

=[[T" 
)+t0,.[T"u )o, 

v,)*[?"-)o,'*,. 
)

=A,l,lg)* 4?,Vr*4C4+...+ hM1 A,Cg+o+ ..= g.g1.l lo).

lo) 0 0 0 l0) can normalize= |

Creating and Destroyine Multi-particle State (Discrete)

Applying operators similar in form to (3-108) (with typically different values for 41 in each

operator) twice in succession creates a two particle state where each particle is a single particle
general state (i.e., each is a summation of momentum eigenstates.) Any number of such operators
may be applied to create a state of any number of particleso each in a general (not necessarily eigen)
state.

Applying (3-111) repeatedly will destroy one general state single particle upon each application.

What ilx\ and Ql(-r) Create When Acting on the Vacuum

ilx) acting on the vacuum will create a single general antiparticle state comprising a

superposition of an infinite number of eigenstates, each with a constant coefficient in front of it, i.e.,

a@10) = t#"-'* n (r.)10) +Z#"'k a' (x)l o),=Z# :':lz..| (3-r r 3)
x 1!2vr4 =.f.- u tlzvr4 =21- 

- !-q ffi;l^) ffii;:ffi
Similarly , d @) acting on the vacuum will create a single particle general state comprising a

superposition of particle eigenstates. For discrete solutions, these operations have little use in QFT.

Creating and Destroying Continuous Solution Forms of States

ln analogous fashion, the continuous form of Q@) @r d @)) acting on the vacuum yields a single
antiparticle (particle) wave packet, i.e., an integral over all k, rather than a sum. You don't need to
know more now, but for the future, details are in this book's web site (address on pg. xvi, opposite
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pg. 1) at the link titled Non Eigen States, Wave Packets, and the Hamiltonian in QFI. A summary

of tttut can be found in Appendix C of Chap. 10 herein. We will work more with these operations

when we derive the Feynman propagator in Sect. 3.13.

3.7I.3 c-numbers vs q-Numbers

The terms c-number and q-number were introduced by Paul Dirac to distinguish between

classical numbers (real or complex), which commute, and quantum operators, which do not always

commute. The term q-number can equally apply to the eigenvalue of a given quantum operator.

Thus, the 3-momentum of a classical particle is a c-number. The 3-momentum of a quantum

state, in a 3-momentum eigenstate, is a q-number.

Eigenstates are often labeled by their q-numbers (eigenvalues). For example, the n, l, and m

numbers for electron levels in the hydrogen atom are quantum, or 4-, numbers. /t represents the

energy level number (which is simpler than specifying the energy itselO; l, the angular momentum

*ugnitude; and m, the z componeni of angular momentum. By specifying n, l, and m, one specifies

the eigenstate of the electron in the atom.

3.77.4 Fock Space and Hilbert Space

As you should (hopefully) remember, a quantum state in NRQM is an abstract vector in an

abstraci vector space, analogous to a physical vector in 3D physical space. The same thing is true in

RQM and QFT. This is summarized in Wholeness Chart 3-2.

In all quantum theories, basis vectors (which are typically eigenstates) are abstractions of the

unit basis vectors along the 3D axes. A general state is a vector sum of certain amounts of each

basis vector state. Operators in each kind of space act on the states in that space.

In NReM and RQM, the states are single particle states and the abstract space they inhabit is

called Hilbert space, which has a different single particle eigenstate as the basis vector of each
o'axis". The dimension of the Hilbert space for a given system is simply the number of linearly

independent eigenstates in that system. This can, for many systems, be infinite.

In eFT, states are multiparticle, so the basis eigenstate of each ooaxis" is a multiparticle state.

One "axis" basis vector might be an electron and a photon, each with particular 3-momentum.

Another might be 2 photons and a positron with particular 3-momenta. Yet another might be an

electron and photon like the first, except that at least one of them has different 3-momentum from

the first. The multiparticle abstract state space of QFT is called Fock space, which is simply an

extension of Hilbert space to multiparticle states.

q-numbers are
quantum numbers
(operators or their
eigenvalues);

c-numbers are
classical numbers

Fock space is
Hilbert space
generalized to
multiparticle
states

Wholeness Chart 3-2. Physical, Hilbert, and Fock Spaces

3D Ptrvsical Space Hilb-ert Space Fock Space

Character of a
vector

Position vector
in 3D

State vector lY ) in NRQM, RQM

Single particle

State vector lQ1, h,... ) in QFT

Multi particle

Orthonormal
basis vectors
along t'axestt

r, . l^. l"
,!' -)

Normalized eigenvectors

lY1 ),1Y2),lY:),lY+),. . ..

Normalized eigenvectors

to), lA) ,th>,..1 h, h), ..1h, h, h),

Inner product i,,i, = 6i, (Y;Ys) = &, @n Qr, h) = 0; (h, hl h, h) = 1; etc.

General state
vector

r = xrir + x'i,+ x3i.
lY) =CrlYr) +C2lY2) + C3lW3)

lo) = CIQ) + Czlk) + ... + Cplh' h)
+ Crgl h, h)+ ... + Cslh, h, fu) + ...

State vector &
its components

point in 3D spttce =
amount along each

basis vector

o'point" in Hilbert SPace =
amount of each single particle

basis vector

o'point" in Fock SPace =
amount of each multi particle

basis vector

Operators
Matrices

operate on vectors

Hamiltonian H,3-momentum P, etc

operate on states

Hamilton ian H,P, creation atlk;, bt(k),
destruction a(k),b(k), charge Q

operate on states
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3.77.5 d(k) Destroys Any State without Single a Type Particle in k Eigenstate

Keep in mind (as we actually already did in the last row of (3-l l2)) that, for example,

"rl4r,4Qt,76z)=0, (3-ll4)

which is zero, not the vacuum state. In general, a particular type particle destruction operator of
given k acting on a state that has no particles of that type of the same 3-momentum k results in zero.

3.12 Harmonic Oscillators and QFT
One sometimes hears that particles in QFt can be considered to be harrnonic oscillators. The

reason for this can be seen with the aid of Wholeness Chart 3-3, which summarizes the states of the

NRQM harmonic oscillator (relativistic form is similar, but more complicated, so we wonot bother
with it) and particles in QFf.

One sees immediately that the energy levels of the two look very similar. Each level is hot above

the one below it. (We keep the symbol fr for this discussion, since it makes the NRQM summary
look more familiar.) And strikingly, each also has a lowest level of energy, when n = 0 (nx = 0 in

QFf, to be precise), of Vz quantum (t/zfio or Vzka4.) More striking still, each has raising and

lowering operators that raise and lower energy levels by ftot(or h,tttxfor each extra particle in QFT.)
These similarities led people to think in terms of QFT particles as harmonic oscillators. The

vacuum was the lowest excitation of the quantum field. (Really, one should say the "state", not the
"field", but people commonly express it this way. Confusing? Yes.) Each state above (in QFT' each

additional particle) was simply a more excited state of the lowest state (in QFT, the vacuum state.)

Operators acting on states raise or lower the number of particles, and thus the energy level, and so

excite, or de-excite, the vacuum. Particles are just excitations of an underlying vacuum field.

3,72.7 "Derivation" of QFf via Harmonic Oscillators

Some treatments actually introduce QFT via assuming states therein are harmonic oscillators. I
submit this assumption can only be made after one already knows the form of the Hamiltonian
(3-55) and the raising/lowering operators (3-75) as we derived them in Sect. 3.4 (pg. 53.) Otherwise,
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Wholeness Chart 3-3. Quantum Harmonic Oscillator Compared to QFT Free States

NROM Harmonic Oscillator OFT Free States

Energy Levels (n + t/z) fi,at (ny+ Vz) h,or1,

Interpretation of z and z5 single particle energy level 0,1,2,. number of particles at fi,o4energy

Interpretation of oand ak
natural angular frequency of

classical oscillator
angular frequency of

particle of energy fi41

Lowest energy level % li,at Yz h,coy

Interpretation of I real particle in lowest state vacuum, virtual particle

Raising operator raises single particle energy one level
raises number of particles by one and

thus, also raises energy one level

Lowering operator lowers single particle energy one level
lowers number of particles by one and

thus, also lowers energy one level

Wave form Hermite polynomial
+ikx

e

Nature of wave form real, non-sinusoid complex, sinusoid

Motion oscillates in one place wave that moves

Spatial constraints bound state, local region unbound state, unlimited volume

Free or interaction harmonic oscillator potential + force free, no force
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how could anyone understand they should simply assume the QFT states have energy levels similar
to those of the harmonic oscillator?

I contend that assuming harmonic oscillator behavior in QFI is an unreasonable, and

unfounded, assumption, but tliat starting with 2nd quantization (a parallel track to what was known
to work in NRQM) is a reasonable assumption. However, the former approach is common.

3.72,2 Harmonic Oscillators Have Dffirent Behavior than States

Note that the wave form for the harmonic oscillator is a Hermite polynomial, far different from
the complex sinusoid of elitu that fields (and states) have in QFT. And, a harmonic oscillator
doesn't move in space (other than up and down, or side to side, in one location), whereas waves
(particles = states) do, i.e., they travel from place to place. Further, the free fields (and particles) we
have been dealing with in QFI are unrestricted in space (for discrete solutions, volume V can be as

large as the universe; for continuous solutions, there is no volume constraint), whereas harmonic
oscillators are confined to a local region. Still further, harmonic oscillators are not free states like
those we have treated, but feel force/interaction (due to the harmonic oscillator potential).l

For discussion of a counter argument that might be made here for the vacuum, see Appendix B.

Note the caveat: This section and the one above it are my personal position on this matter, and
noto to my knowledge, shared by many others. You, the reader, should make your own call.

3.12.3 Vacuum Excitations = Real Particles

In spite of the foregoing, one can still think of real states as stable, excited states of the vacuum, Stutes can be
since our raising operators can create a particle state from that vacuum, i.e., thought of as

,t (k)10)=l4.). (3-11s) excitatians of
the vacuum (the

The RHS above can be considered as the next highest state above the ground state (above the least excited, or
vacuum), and thus, an excited state of the vacuum. Considering such exciled states specifically as ground, state)
harmoni.c oscillamr excited states is a different matter.

3.73 The Scalar Feynman Propagator

The Feynman propagator, the mathematical formulation representing a virtual particle, such as

the one represented by the wavy line in Fig. l-1 of Chap. 1,p9. 2, is one of the toughest things, in
my opinion, to learn and feel comfortable with in QFT. If you don't feel comfortable with it right
away, don't woffy about it. That is how virtually everyone feels. Over time, it will become more
familiar, and if you are lucky and work hard, maybe even easy.

I have tried to take the derivation of the propagator one step at a time, and emphasize what each

step entails. Wholeness Chart 5-4 (at the end of Chap. 5) breaks these steps out clearly, and should
be used as an aid when studying the propagator derivation.

Propagators: NROM vs OFT and Real vs Virtual Pa{icles

Note that the propagator for real particles, which you may have studied in NRQM, is not the
same as the Feynman propagator, which is explicitly for virtual particles in QFT. It may be
confusing, but the Feynman propagator is often simply called, "the propagator". You will have to
get used to discerning the difference from context.

In QFT, as we will see when we study interactions, a propagator for real particles is not
generally needed, and we will not derive one here.

3.73.1 The Approach

The first part of QFT is a free particle theory (no interactions, as in this chapter and the next

three). After this, interactions are introduced. In the course of deriving the interaction theory, a
mathematical relationship arises that is called the Feynman propagator. Physically, it can be

visualized as representing a virtual particle that exists fleetingly and carries energy, momentum, and

t All of this harmonic oscillator business confused me greatly as a student. I simply could not understand
how QFT states could possibly be essentially identical to harmonic oscillators. I was not confident
enough to bring up the counter points mentioned herein, and they were never addressed. So if you have
seen and been confused by the harmonic oscillator approach, you are not alone.

But there are
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in some cases' charge from one real particle to another. Thus, it is the carrier, or mediator, of force
(interaction.) see the virrual photon of Fig. l-1 in chap. l,pg. 2.

. It will help us pedagogically to derive the Feynman propagator now, rather than when we get to
interactions. The derivation of interaction theory is fairly complicated and it will be easier, as we
develop it, if we already know the mathematical relation for the Feynman propagator, rather than
diverting our attention for several pages to derive it then.

Heuristically, it may help to consider the virtual particle as created at a particular spacetime
point and destroyed at a later spacetime point, and this is how Feynman diagrams portray it. From
this (heuristic) perspective the operator tield Qrt;t) can be considered to create a virtual scalar
particle at event y (we used the symbol x2in Fig. 1-1), and the field operator Q@) destroys that
virtual particle at event x (xt in Fig. 1-1.) The scalar propagator inc-orporates these two field
operators in a sort of "short-hand" way.

Note that the above "creation/destruction at a point" perspective can help initially in
understanding the derivation of the propagator, but we caution that it *itl have to be modiried and
refined. We will save that to the end when, after digesting the derivation to follow, this modification
will be easier to understand.

We will now derive a relationship for the propagator using the field operators acting on the
vacuum, and will later see (Chap. 7) that this derived relationship arises naturally in-the full
mathematical development of the interaction theory.

3.73,2 Milestones in the Derivation
We develop the Feynman propagator in five distinct steps, starting with a physical interpretation.

We represent that interpretation mathematically and then "marrugi" it in sutsequent sieps with
more mathematics, until we obtain the form of the propagator that iJmost useful (in eFT interaction
analysis).

The entire derivation is for continuous (not discrete) eigenstate solutions of the field equation
(Klein-Gordon here), since the propagator representr u uittual particle in the vacuum and the
vacuum is not confined to a volume V. We represent the scalai Feynman propagator with the
symbol ia,o Q- y) . (Including rhe imaginary facior j is common practiie.)

Step 1: Express the Feynman propag ator iLp as a mathematical representation of a particle or
antiparticle created at one point in space and time in the vacuum and destroyed at another
place and time.

Step 2: Express iAr in terms of two commutators (one for particles and one for anti-particles).
Step 3: Express those two commutators as real integrals.
Step 4: Re-express those two real integrals as two contour (complex plane) integrals.
Step 5: Re-express the two contour integrals as a single integral over real, not complex, space,

the form most suitable for analysis.

the Vacu n Val lme

time - time- ,"'fr:ffi"i:li::HT.'*fff";t"i,i;l;:?ir:l5i
y represents creation of an antiparticle at x and.,. . Y destruction of it at y. Virtual particles are never

detected when real particles interaci, so the same effect

\ on the real particles could be realized by either of the
processes in Fig. 3-3. That is, a virtual particle canying

, r' charge from y to x would represent the same charge
x x exchanges as a virtual antiparticle carrying opposite

a) ty. tx b I t r. ty charge from x to y. Thus, we need a relationship for the
propagator that includes both scenarios as possibilities.

That is, we need an operator that will create a
Figure 3'3' Creation & Destruction particle first if ty 1 t*, but create an antiparticle first if

of Virtual Particle/Antiparticle i* < tr. Our Klein-Gordon solutions (3-37),(3-g5), and
(3-86) provide the means for the desired creation and

7l

But it's easier in
the long run if we
derive it here

Start with a
physical
visualization of
the propagator
and follow 5

distinct steps

Step I: Math
interpretation of
the physical
propagator

Steps 2,3, and 4:
Math manipulation
of relations for
particle and anti-
particle

Step 5: Combining
two integrals in
complex space into
one over real space

Step I, first part,
defining the time
ordering operator
T and seeing how
it represents
creation of either a
virtual particle or
antiparticle
followed by its
destruction
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destruction operations. But these have to be arranged to provide us with the time ordering
dependence of Fig. 3-3. To this end, consider the time ordering operator 7, defined as follows.

If t, < t*, Qt (y) operates first (creates a particle) and is placed on the right, with /(,r) operating
second (destroys the particle) and placed on the left.

ror t, <tr (particle) r{O$)Q' (y)l = QQ)Q' b) .

Of course, from (3-85), and (3-86), in (3-1 16), Q@) also creates an antiparticle and /1t; utto
destroys an anti-particle, but we will see this effect ultimately drops out and does not play a role in
the Feynman propagator.

If r, < 4, Q@) operates first (creates an antiparticle) and is placed on the right with /t $)
operating second (destroying the antiparticle) and placed on the left (where the effects of these

operators for particles will drop out, as we will see.)

ror t* 1t, (anti-parricle) r{O$)O' b)} - Qt (y)AQ) , (3-tL7)

We now define what is called the transition amplitude, which equals the vacuum expectation
value (VEV) of the above time ordering operator. It is an amplitude, similar to the amplitude of a
wave function in NRQM, becauseo as we will shortly see, the square of its magnitude equals the
probability density of it being observed. (As the square of the magnitude of the amplitude for a
component of the wave function equals the probability of it being observed.)

This transition amplitude is

lolr{/(')o* (r)}lo) ,

(3-l 16)

(3-1 r8)

(3-r 19)

Step l, second
part,defining the

transition
amplitude as
equal to the VEV
of time ordering
operator T

We use the VEV
because we will be
interested in the
expectation of
finding a virtual
particle traveling
in the vacuum

Gaining insight
into the time
ordering operator
T acting on the

vacuum

Taking the inner
product of the

above Tl0) with

(ol ro get the

transition
amplitude

which is the vacuum expectation value (VEV) of T, and this, as we will see below, represents both
possible scenarios of Fig. 3-3. In wave mechanics for the position basis, the bracket above is an

integration over all space. This is still true, but note carefully that the integration variable is over the
space variable of the bra and ket (think x'), but not the time ordering variables x and y. (See Sect.

3.7.6, pg 63.) In QFT notation, we tend to merely think of a bracket as equaling zero unless the bra
and ket represent the same state.

To gain insight into (3-118), consider the transition amplitude operating on the vacuum when a
virtual particle is propagated. Then, from (3-85), and (3-86), where an overbar in a state represents

an antiparticle,

r{o7)a* (v)}lo) = o$)Qr (v)lo) for t, <t* (particle)

=(0. (')* a- @)r (y)la)

= c(x)r(y)lo) + H (x)F (y)l-@|.

G, F, and H are numeric factors that result from the creation and destruction operations (such as the

normalization coefficients that are part of the field operators), which we will not express explicitly
here. Thus, we have a general ket left, which in this case is part vacuum state, with the amplitude of
the vacuum state part being GF, and the amplitude of the multiparticle state (scalar plus anti-scalar)
part being HF.As we (hopefully) remember from NRQM, and which is true for all quantum

theories, for appropriate normalization, the square o{ the magnitude of the amplitude of a state

equals the probability of finding that state. Thus (GF)'(CO represents the probability of observing

the vacuum state (no particles left after the transition.) To find the amplitude GF, we need only form
an inner product of the last line of (3-l t9) with (01 , i.e.,

lolr {/ (*) Q'(v)}lo) = (ol c (*)r ( v)lo) * (ol a (*) e $l-4al

=c(x)r(y)W +n(x)r(y) W=G(")r(y)' 
(3-120)

=l _0

l

lt
4
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, Note in (3-119) that the OI-0) part of d $),which created a particle, left the F(y) factor, but rhe
O|*(y)part, which destroys an anti-particle or, in this case, annihilates the vacuum, resulted in zero.
Also, the Q+@) part of Q@), which destroyed a particle, left us with the G(x) factor, but rhe Q-@)part created an anti-particle in the ket, and thus left zero (because the particle + antiparticle kei was
orthogonal to the vacuum, the bra, leaving a bracket - 0.)

So, as we said above with reference to our original definition _(3-116) of the time ordering
operator, only the part of 

^x) 
that destroys a particle and the part of d O> that creates a particle will

be relevant.

In a similar way, the same time ordering operator can be used for antiparticle propagation (with
time for x and y reversed) as in Fig 3-3b and (3-l 17). You can prove this by doing irroU. tZ.

So, the VEV of the time ordering operator is an amplitude, the square of whose magnitude is the
probability of the transition from the vacuum initially (represented by l0)) to the vacuum finally
(represented by(Ol). a.tually, lG(;)Fb)P is a probability density (to be precise, a double density),
because it is a function of x and y. That is, the location y where the virtual particle is created could
be anywhere, and so could the location x where it is destroyed. We wouid need to integrate the
probability density over all possible x and all possible y to get the actual probability, und this is
what one does in interaction theory to calculate probabilities and cross sections.

Given all of this, we can define our mathematical relationship for the processes shown in Fig. 3-
3 as the VEV of the time ordering operator T. This is called, in honor of iis discoverer, the Fe)rnman
propagator iAl'(where we insert a factor of i because it makes things easier later on),

iL, (x- y)= (olr {O@/t (r)}lo)
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Step 2: Expressing iAiq in Terms of Commutators
Note for rr < /r, the case for a virtual particle (not antiparticle), the Feynman propagator equals

iA., (;- y)= (ol0@0'(y)lo)

= (olo. (')/'. (J)10)+ (oll. (")/*- (:)lo) * (ala- (,)f'. (J)lo) +(olo- (,)f'- 
?)lo) e-tz?)*o =(Tactor)lQ) =o =17oJo-11p,

= (olf. (")/t- (y)lo) + 
. 
(ol4-J,lle) = (01 o. $)0,- (y)lo)

=(fo,tor)loy =(fa"n,1(olfu)=o

where "factor" represents the non-operator quantities in each field operator term that are left
unchanged when the creation and destruction coefficient operators act on a ket. To the last part of
(3-122), we can addzero in the form of

o = (ol - Ot- (r) /. (1)lo)

-0
Doing that, we find (3-122) becomes

iL,(x-v)=(olo. (*)Q'- (v)- Qr- (v)0.(')lo)=(ol[p. b),Q'- (r)]lo1 e-tz4)
In similar fashion, for /* < tn, the case for a virtual antiparticle, one finds, by doing prob. 18, that

iA,, (x- y)= (ol[p*. (y),Q- (r)]lo) . (3-tzs)

In summary for Step 2, we have shown the Feynman propagator can be expressed in terms of
commutators as

iA,, (x- y) = (ol[p. G) ,Or- (r)]lo)

= (ol[p'. (y),Q- (")]lo)

(3-12t)

(3-123)

The square of the
absolute value of
the transition
amplitude is a
probability density
(for the tansition
to occur)

Redffine the
transition
amplitude as
the Feynman
propagator

Step 2, expressing
Feynman
propagator in terms
of commutators

Step 2, first part,
ftnding Feynman
propagator for
virtual particle
(not antiparticle)
in terms of a
commutator

By adding a term
equal to zero,
we can use a
commutator

Step 2, second part,
expressing Feynman
propagator for
virtual antiparticle
in terms of a
commutator

if

if

t y 1t* (virtual particle)

t*1t y (virtual anti-particle).

Step 2, summary
(3-126)
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Step 3: Expressing Commutator Forms of iAE as Integrals

Define the symbol iA+ as the commutator of the field type a solutions (for particle) of the first
line of (3-126), i.e.,

in+ (x - y) = lO* {-),Q'- 0)], (3-r27)

where the solutions used on the RHS are the integral (continuous) form for the Klein-Gordon

solutions (3-37).It is common usage to use a + sign to designate (3-127), rather than the letter a,

which would be easier to remember. Just think "a type field" when you see +. Equation (3-127) is

thus

Step 3, first part,

fi.nd iL* =
commutation
relation for type a

fi.elds Qtarticles)
as an integral

Step 3, second part,

find iL- =
commutation
relation for Qpe b

fields (anti-
particles)

Our VEV of
operators
expression of the
propagator has

become a simple
numeric function

Review of
integral in the

complex plane

(3- 128)

(3-rze)

(3,130)

and hence,

Similarly, where a minus sign stands for b type fields (since they are associated with
antiparticles, the minus makes some sense), we define the commutator in the second line of (3'L26),

iA*(x-))= 6l;'o!:'\'u

iA_(x_y)=lo,-(y),Q_(")]=#IJ[,(t),a*1u,|%3kd3k,t ,lq,'u'

=+ , 'ik(*-t') o'u.
z(zn)" atx

Thus, (note different authors may define the symbols iA+ and iA* somewhat differently)

ilt(.r- r.)=' - r'+ik('-Y) o'u.\'- r' zQtt)rt olu

Step 3, final part,
combine above

(3-r31) :;rr:r':^i"
Note that though our earlier expressions for iA and iAt, contained operators that operated on the

ker part of the VEV in (3-lZ!),because the commutator of these operators in (3-128) (and similarly,

in (:-tgO)) is a number, iA* are simply numbers, not operators. Since the expectation value of a

number is a number, iLp of (3-126) is only that, a number. (To be precise it is a numeric function,
not an operator function.) The bottom line is: We don't have to worry about operators, their effects,

or VEV brackets any more, but can simply evaluate the Feynman propagator i\,p as a numeric

mathematical relation.

Step 4: Expressing the Two Real Integrals lA* as Contour Integrals

Re ko

It will prove advantageous if we express (3-131)

as contour integrals. Before doing so, we first review
complex integral theory.

Consider the complex plane for a function/of the

complex variable ks, i.e.,f (ks). Here, the symbol k6 is

not a pole (poles are usually designated with null
subscript), but represents a complex number
generalization of the zeroth component (the energy)

of 4-momentum ft. We concern ourselves with the
particular case where ks takes on the real value art.

From complex variable theory,Figure 3-4. Contour Integral
for Real, Positive Frequency

j

!

!
I
I

lm ks
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r(,u)=*l.ffioo,
Now, re-express (3-129) as a regular (not complex plane) integral as

iA* (.r - ),) = h{r*'(x-v'l+}r'u,

where we take the bracketed quantity as equal to f (a4),*a i[:]
-**ft*-tn\ ( -nu(tr-tr) )

f (ko) =tr 
['"r(r- ) =ffi as aboueJ .

(ro-ru)(tr+a\)
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(3-132)

Step 4, first part,
express iA,+ as a
contour integral

(3-133)

(3-r34)

Modifying
terms in our
result a little

(3-t37)

(3-138)

We can then use (3-134) in (3- I 32) to re-expres s f (ary) in terms of a contour integral. Using this
for the bracket in (3-133), we find (3-133) becomes

iL* (x- y) = 
6 !,ik'(x-v) {* !.

=fit-*,x-Y) I*t

ffi{''u
,-iko(tx-tr) ,on]r'u (3-135)

)

_i , o-ik(x-t)=ffi!ffi7"0
where the integral notation now implies integration over four dimensions of the 4-momentum, with
the 3-momentum part from -oo to +oo in real space and the energy part a contour integral in complex
space. Note that the integral does not "blow up" because ft6 * r.;okover the contour integral. We are
using a mathematical trick that works, though it jars our usual understanding that, for real particles,
the zeroth component of 4-momentum equals energy. ke has at this point become, for us, a variable
that generally does not equal energy ak.

We modify (3-135) a little by noting what is always true mathematically for any four vector, and
thus true for 4-momentum components,

k2 -(ko)t - (r.)t -+ (to)t = tt + (k)2 (3-136)

and what is physically true relativistically for rest mass, energy, and 3-momentum (see (3-2)),

,r* - (u)' = p' -+ 0t = pz +(r. )t .

Substitute the RH expressions of (3-136) and (3-137) into the last line of (3-135) to get

iA*(x-v)= 6!.#o^o'

Re ke

Figure 3-5. Contour Integral for
Real, Negative Frequency

For iA- (x - y), we carry out similar steps

except that the contour integral (still counter
clock-wise [ccw], as in Fig. 3-4) is now
about - @y. In Appendix C, we carry out
these steps. When all is said and done, we
find the only differences from (3-138) to be
the sign and the contour, which is now about
the negative frequency value and designated
bv c-.

Step 4, second part,

express i[ as a

contour integral

lm ko
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rA-(x-v)= 7',:-#*r (3-13e)

Step 5: Re-express i& in Most Convenient Form

We would like two things more: 1) express the propagator as a single function so we don't have

to keep track (while we are integrating over spacetime and doing other things) of whether the virtual
field is a particle or antiparticle (i.e., whether to use the A* or A- function), and 2) have all our
integrations over real numbers rather than deal with contour integrals.

To do this, consider Fig. 3-6, where we have
shown two contour integrals and the quantity
being integrated in both cases is the integrand
of (3-139). The top loop represents A-(we have

left out a factor of (2n)a in the figure) and

encloses -tDlq with a ccw path. The lower loop

Re ko encloses *@k, but since it has a cw integration
path, the result will have a sign change, and
hence equals the ccw integration in (3-138).
Thus, the lower loop represents A+.

This means we can define the Feynman
propagator Ap of (3-138) and (3-139) as

proportional to the same integral over the two
different loops of Fig. 3-6. We say

Figure 3-6. Contour Integrals for A and A* "proportional" because we also have to include
the concomitant integration over the 3D space

of k not shown in Fig. 3-6, as well as the various constants involved.

So we can then re-write the Feynman propagator of (3- 138) and (3- 1 39) with Fig. 3-6, as

ia,r(x-y)= +l'.:!.-t],, dLk, (3-l4o)
(2t)' ir k- - P-

where the Cr on the integral defines the route we take in the plane of Fig. 3-6.

Nowo consider enlarging the outer hemispheric parts of the two loops in Fig. 3-6, so they extend

essentially to infinity. The value of the contour integrals over them will remain unchanged. But the

k'value in the denominator of (3-140) will become so large that any contribution to the integral
over those parts of the path will become negligible. (See Appendix D.) Thus, we can effectively

take the integral (3-140) as extending only along the real axis from - oo to +oo as in Fig. 3- 7.

Step 5,

expressing
Feynman
propagator as
integral over
real, not
complex space

Two dffirent
contours for the
Feynman
propagator
written with same

integral, dffirent
meaning for path
Cr

Extending outer
semicircle parts
of contours

to us

lm ko

ko=- (q-;n)

I

I

I

I
ko= ol*- it1

Fig.3-7. Contour Cr for Ae Fig. 3-8. Contour and Displaced Poles for Ar

Instead of
We can further simplify by moving the poles an infinitesimal distance 1 off the real axis as integrating around

shown in Fig. 3-8 and deform the contour so that it is all along the real axis. [n the limit as I -+ 0, poles on the axis,

the integral will have the same value, though we must now include this slight pole shift in the rnove poles slightly
propagator expression (3-140). We do this by recalling from (3-136) and (3-137) that we used off the axis

lm ks
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k' - p' = (ko )' -(ru)'

iAo(x-y)= +r\ J' 
Qo)o

d4k

77

to obtain the denominator of (3-140), so we must temporarily restate (3-140) using the right hand
side of (3-141), then shift the poles. Thus, (3-140) becomes

,-ik(x-t)
(3-t42)

If we then use (3-t4l) again, ignore second order terms in rl, and take e = Z\atk, we have our final
result for the Feynman scalar propagator

I

(3-141)

(3-143)

Note the advantages of this form. We now have a single mathematical relationship that
automatically describes both a particle propagating from y to x and an antiparticle propagating from
.r to y. We also have done away with the cumbersome contour integrals in favor of a simple 4D
integral over the entire real (not complex) 4-momentum space. In principle, we can evaluate this
integral then take € to zero after the integration is carried out.

Summary of Steps I to 5
Steps I to 4 for the virtual particle Feynman propagator were

iL,(x- y)=(olr{O(")/- (y)}lo)=(ol O$)Q' (y)lo) ir trc* (particle)

=(ol [p. t"),"pl (r)] lo) = lQ. G),0,- b))(ollo) =lt.(,),p*- (y)] e-t44)

iA+(.r-y), a number

= iA+ ("- y) = #l#,k =&L.#d'k,
and for the virtual anti-particle Feynman propagator,

iLo. $- y) = lolr {OU)/t (y)}lo) = (olO' (y)/(")lo) ir t*1ty (anti-particle)

= (01 lo'. (v),0- Q)flo)= lQ'. b),0- (')](ollo) -lQ'* (v),/- (")] (3-145)

;A-(.r-y), a number

= iA- (, - y) =#l#r,u =f;il, #d4k
The two contour integrals of (3-144) and (3-145) were combined in Step 5 to yield the single

integral over real space of (3-1a3).

3.73.3 Comments on the Propagator and lts Derivation

The Propagator and Interaction Theorv

The derivation above was formulated with an eye to interaction theory. In that theory,
amplitudes are derived for various kinds of interactions between various particles. The square of the
magnitude of each amplitude turns out to be the probability of that particular interaction (transition)
occurring. These transition amplitudes each depend on the initial real particles, the final real
particles, and the virtual particle(s) that mediate the transition. It turns out that the factor in the
amplitude representing the virtual particle contribution is identical to the Feynman propagator Ap as

we defined it in the VEV of the time ordering operator (3-121). Thus, it is also equal to (3-143), so
we can simply plug the RHS of (3-143) into the overall transition amplitude as part of our analysis.

This is one reason we started with the relation Qd to create and destroy a virtual scalar particle,
rather than what one might initially expect, the simpler creation and destruction operator relation

Yields a single
integral over real
space representing
both virtual
particle &
antiparticle, the
most convenient

formfor the
Feynman
propagator

Summary of
propagator
derivation

Steps I to 4

Step 5

Our definition of
Feynman
prop(tgator here
will pop up in our
formal derivation
of interaction
theory
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a(k)ar(k). Our heuristic approach was tailored to match what we knew would be coming in the
mathematical development of interaction theory.

Meaning of Spacetime Points.v and x
In Fig. 3-3a, we imply the virtual particle is created at y and destroyed at x. In Feynman

diagrams virtual particles are depicted in this way, and at least one real incoming particle can be
thought of as being destroyed at y, as in Fig. 1-1 of Chap. L,pg.2, with a virtual particle created
simultaneously at y. At x the virtual particle is destroyed, with the simultaneous creation of at least
one outgoing real particle at.r.

To be precise, it is more correct to think of the incoming, outgoing, and vinual particles as

moving waves spread out in space. What we calculate for a given y and x is the probability density
for the interaction as a function of the coordinates y and x. If y and x are closer, one would find the
probability density for the interaction to occur is greater; if farther away, the probability density is
less. Integrating over all x and y gives the total probability for observing the interaction.

Momentum Space Forq of the Propagatol

From (3-143), we can readily write down the 4-momentum space form of the propagator, the
Fourier transform of (3-143), which will be very useful,

fo* of the
(3- 146) propagator

Feynman diags,
& our derivation,
imply creation/
destruction at a
point, but more
properly, waves
created/destroyed
& they spread
out over space.

We are really
finding
probability
density as

function of x, y

Momentum space

Earlier version was
physical space form

Feynman
propagator =
Greenfunction
or correlation

function

Green's Functions. Correlation Functions. and Propagators

Feynman propagators have the form of functions known in mathematics as Green's functions,
and you will sometimes see them referred to in that way. You may also see them referred to as

correlation functions for free fields, because there is a correlation implied between events x and y.

3.14 Chapter Summary

Scalars and Relativistic Quantum Meghanics (RQM)

Do Prob. 20 to create your own Wholeness Chart summary of scalars and RQM as in Sect. 3.1.

Scalars and Ouantum Field Theory (OFT)

This part of the chapter is key. Know it, and you know most of the basic principles in QFT. Spin
Vz and spin I field theory closely parallel that of scalars, so most of the conceptual battle is waged in
this Chap. 3.

Free scalar QFT is summarized in the second column of Wholeness Chart 5-4 at the end of
Chap. 5. If you can, more or less, reproduce that Wholeness Chart column without looking at it (that

is, derive the essence of QF-f), you have achieved something few have achieved.

OFT Grounded jlr 2nd Ouantization
It is important to understand how the entire theory springs out of the two 2nd quantization

postulates. All the operators (number, Hamiltonian, creation/destruction, 3-momentum, charge, etc)
are a direct result of these postulates. So is the vacuum energy. Wholeness Chart 5-4 can help to
make that transparent.

In particular, starting with the classical Lagrangian density (or Hamiltonian density), the

commutation postulate gives us the rest of the theory, step-by-step, as illustrated below (where we
use only a type particles to save space).

Although the steps shown below are specifically for scalars, the developments of QFT for spin %
and spin I particles follow precisely the same conceptual steps.

stsps to QFI

L0'(x,t), trr(y,t)l = i6', d(x - y) + [a(k), dt(k')] - d'kk, -+ Floo & vacuum energy -+

No G) = oI (k)o(k) as number operator -+ at(k), a(k) as creation/destruction operators

0
form of observable operators

(for real particles)

/\
the propagator interaction theory * to be studied

(for virtual particles) (for real & virtual particles)
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Kinds of Operators in OFT
In QFT there are two kinds of operators. One kind is the usual one from NRQM and RQM

representing the dynamical variables of classical theory, such as the Hamiltonian (energy), the 3-
momentum operator, charge, etc. The other kind comprises creation and destruction operators.

The first kind, when operating on an eigenstate, re-produces the original state multiplied by an
eigenvalue. The second kind changes the state to another state (raising ,or lowering.the number of
particles in the srate.) The second liind comprises*the coefficients a(k),-ai(t ), A(t),7*(k), as well as

the fields of which they are a part, Q and Q'. Note that operators of this kind do not have
eigenvalues, since their operation on a state changes that state, rather than re-producing it (times an
eigenvalue), and hence they are generally not observable.

Odds and Ends

For a summary of bosons vs fermionso and Fock space, see Wholeness Charts 3-t and3-2.

3.75 Appendix A: Klein-Gordon Equation from H.P. Equation of Motion

3.75.7 Background Math Needed for Delta Function Relation

From Arfken and Weber, Mathematical Methods for Physicists, 4th ed (Academic Press 1995),
pg 85,

Iy r (x') dx' = lgJ* (x' - a) dx' = -yl*=o, (3-t47)

(3-14e)

(3-1s0)

79

where in our case we will have

x,-)x,a-+xf(*,).+Y,Q(x,)y_+V,d.(x,_x),(3.148)
so that (3-147) becomes

Jv'A(x'- x). Y' Q(x',t)d3 x' = -Y'Y Q(x,) .

3.15.2 Deriving the Scalar Field Equation
The Heisenberg equation of motion for any operator is

r.*o=lo,H7,DrL
and for a complex scalar field, this is

,*O=[Q,nl.
dt' Lr

Thus, using (3-33) for T{to find 11 = fiU3r, *, have

tfiO$,t)-lQ$,t),!a'*'{ 
,^#^ 

+Y'Qr 'v'Q+ p'Qr Q}f

l result

(3-15 1)

Wholeness Chart 3-4. Different Kinds of Operators in QFT

Examples Effect on Eigenstate 0bservable?

Dynamical Variable
Operators H,P, Q, No(k) eigenvalue times original eigenstate Yes

Raising and Lowering
Operators ar(k), r, (k), bf(k), b (k) new eigenstate, one more/less particle No

Fields Q andf as above No

(3-rs2)
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where the quantities inside the integral are all functions of x' and r. Since Q$,t) is not a function of

x,o we can evaluate the commutaior inside the integral. The second and third terms inside the

integral of (3-152) commute with Q, and thus drop out. Writing out the independent variable

depJndence only when needed for ciarity, and using the field commutation relations for Q and n

(reproduced below from Chap. 2, Wholeness Chart 2-5,pg. 31, last box in RH column) of

lo,,Q' ] = -t d',d(x'- x) ,

in the second line below, where it says "subs"o we find (3-152) becomes

.a
t 
*Q(x,t1= Ja3x'[ Q$,t),ni (x',t)r(x"t\)= Jat*'{ ,H^'- o' 

.qyl,

- ! a'*'{e, J or,+ nt (x',t)id(x'-t;"i--e 
su's

0

= itt (*,r).
Next, using (3-150) when the operator is the complex conjugate of the canonical momentumo

(3-1s4)

(3-1s3)

(3- l ss)

(3-1s7)

,*o' (x,r)=[3* (;*,t) ,lat*'{ R 
+v'Qi 'v'O+ p'OtQ}f

function , commutator ,
functions of x

Note that y'nt (x,r) = 0, because the derivative of a function of x is with respect to a primed x''o

and we can move ri inJio. and outside of any quantity the 3D spatial derivative operates on. We use

this several times in what follows. we then lo.or on the second term in (3-155) and substitute

(3-lgg)in the third line below where it says "use math relation above". That second term is

l= [ a3x'{v'(o' Q').r'O -v' QI 'v'(o' O),1Ia'*'{!y.v'Q-v'Qr Wv'(o*o'\ v'(Qo'\\' )
,otfiit

v{ a'tnI.l.v'o\, ) (3-156)

- [ at *' {v' (Qr nr ) 
. o' Q - Y' i6 (x' - x) . Y' Q _v' (QI nt ) o'l} = iYz Q (x,t) .

use math relation above

By doing prob. 6 at the end of the chapter, the reader can verify that evaluation of the third term

in the RHS of (:-t55), using similar (but simpler) steps, leads to

t*o' (x,r)= i(Y' - p')Q(*,t).

use com
relations

l'

Substituting the time derivative of (3-154) into (3-157), one gets the Klein-Gordon equation

(3-158)

thus showing that the equation of motion of a scalar field in the Heisenberg picture, expressed in

terms of commutation reiations, is equivalent to the Klein-Gordon equation'

3.16 Appendix B: vacaum Quanta and Harmonic oscillators

One might argue that two vacuum quanta traveling waves of energy Vzft,ary with 3-momenta k

and -k could b! superimposed to yield a vacuum standing wave, i.e., a harmonic oscillator

(distributed in space). But the total ,nlrgy of the standing wave would then be fi,at, whrch is not the

ground state of a quantum oscillator, unJihor the parall.t airult"ars. Further, the wave form would

still be sinusoidal in nature, not that of a Hermite polynomial. Nor is any force/potential involved'

one might instead argue that the two traveling wave eigenstates are superimposed to comprise a

general quantum stateo liherein the probability ofmeasuring each of the states isYz.In this case, the

expectation value for energy of the standing wave would be vz(Vzh'ald + r/z(Vzh'a*) = Vzk'a\<' But,

this violates (3-55), which-tells us the energy must be k'r4. Thus, this interpretation is inconsistent

with cont"*porury eFr. The points regardlng lack of Hermite polynomial form and force/potential

for QFT free states apply here, as well.

So=(o'- 
p')Q'
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Still further, this logic implies the entire vacuum state is one general state comprised of all the Vz
energy eigenstates. This would mean the expectation value for the energy of tire vacuum is the
average energy of all those eigenstates, not the sum of them. So, if one assumes (which is common)
an upper limit on these energies of the Planck scale energy (see Appendix A of Chap. 10), the totai
vacuum energy of the universe could then not exceed the Planck energy, which is ibout that of a
very small bit of dust and hardly anything to make a fuss about.

3.77 Appendix C: Propagator Derivation Step 4 for Real, Negative Frequency
we derive (3-139) from the scalar propagator derivation step 3, (3-l3l),

, .., l r'o''-" 
o16 =-- 

L 
, 

eiatxu*-t '-) ,-ik.(x-v)rru
2(2n)" ' @k 2(2n)' u @k

,ia+(tx'tr)
@y

even, same value
for k or -k
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6lp-6 l*
(cos(-k).(* - v)
+

even, same value
fbr k or-k

+ i sin (-k ).(* - v)) d3k (3-159)

odd, integral of this
contribution = 0 for k or -k

integral same if take this - cosk.(x-y)+ isink.(x-y)= aft'("-r)

I rc 
iau(x-t') 

'u-._r-tr(zo)' t 2aa. 
'(*-v)7rU 

'

t-----J

=8(-'n 
)

From complex variable theory

s(-,k)=*!ffiro with
.-ikr(t*-tr)

s(ko)=?--,
-k0+Ak

(3-160)

(3-161)

(3-162)

which we can check is correct (i.e., equals the underbracket quantity in the last part of (3-159)) via

g (-c4, - ,-i-(-'*)('*-'v) 'nuur ,iax-(tx- 
tv)

t -?r+)* o+ 2r4
Putting the RH quanrity in (3-160) into the LH quantity in (3-160), we have

s(-,il=*!##dks=-|ffi^
Using (3-162) in the last part of (3-159) results in

iA-(x-y)=6\ffid4k,
'Tr

where the underbracket part comes from (3-136) and (3-137). (3-163) is (3-139).

3.78 Appendix D: Enlarging the Integration Path of Fig. 3-6
The integral of Fig. 3-6 expressed in (3-140), can be written as

iA,r(x-y)=# 
l,

,*ttco(t, 
- rr 

) r;x.1 
x-y ;

dkod3k=+ [" (zn)o c r
,*i(Rero 

+irmeo )(ry -r, ) ritc.1x_, ;

(3-163)

dko d3k

(3-164)
k' - /t'

,-;( 
nero ;(r' -r, )r( rm&s 1(, -t y) 

rik 
(**y )tl-wJ, k' - /t'

dko d3k.

k' - rt'
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The factor with Re ko in the exponent oscillates and will be swamped by the denominator
wherever ko' + oo. But the factor with Irnftg in the exponent is real, so we have to be careful about it.

For the lower half plane of Fig. 3-6, the integral i\^p(x - y) represents A*(t - y), where t*> t, and

Imko is negative. That means in (3-164) the factor with Im/<o has a negative value in the exponent

and will go to zero as Im ks -) - oo.

For the upper half plane of Fig. 3-6, the integral i\,r @ - y) represents A- (x - y), where ty ) t*

and Imft6 is positive. That rneans in that half of the plane that the factor with Imft6 has a negative

value in the exponent too and will go to zero as Im frs -) * oo.

Thus the integral over the contour vanishes whenevet ksz -+ oo.

3.79 Appendix E: Justifyins G-47) Conclusions

Note that (3-47) is one term in a sum over k, where for each term in k there is an additional one

in - k. Writing out two such terms leads to

lou,ol,leik'(*-v, 
* [^ ,d ]u-'u'(*-v) 

* 
[ou 

, oln 
]rik'(x+v) 

* 
[r-u ,4) r-'u'(**v)

[o-o,riu]r-it''{*-t, * [r-u,r]ulrik'(x-v) * [r-u,o[]r-'u 
("*v) .[h,r]*]rrk'(x+v) (3-16s)

_ rik.(x-y) * r-;t 
.1*-y) 

* r-lk.(x-y) * rit.1*-y) - Zrrk,(*-v) * rr-ik.(x-v),

and thus,

lon,ol,] 
* [r*,r]u] -z

[ru,o1u]. [4,b11]=o

lr*,4] * [,-u ,o!u)=,

[r-u,4]* [-o,ol]=o
(3-166)

At this point, we could adopt a reasonable postulate that coefficients in (3-166) not having the same

3-momentum have zero commutators, and those that do have the same 3-momentum all have the

same commutator values. That would give us (3-41) and lead to our present (good) theory of QFT.

If we were to be thorough, however, and repeat the process of Q-aD b Q-47) for other

commutators, such u,lQ,O' ]= O o we would find other relations between coefficient commutators

that would lead inevitably to (3-41). You can take my word for this, work it out yourself (which is
tedious), or see it on the book website under Auxiliary Material (URL on pg. xvi, opposite pg. 1).

3.20 Problems

1. Substitute (3-9) into the non-relativistic Schrodinger equation (3-1), and also the relativistic

Klein-Gordon equation (3-8), to prove to yourself that only terms with exponential form -i(EA -
pnx)\fi, solve the Schrodinger equation, but all terms in (3-9) solve the Klein-Gordon equation.

Do you see that the single time derivative in the former equation, and the second order time

derivative in the latter, are responsible for this?

2. Prove that the orthonormality conditions (3-15) of states fr,a also apply to states Qu,n, .

3. Repeatsreps (3-24)and(3-25)usingthetermswithcoefficients f[ in Q-L})insteadof those

with A3. You should find total probability is negative.

4. Express the Klein-Gordon equations (3-35) and their discrete solutions-(3:36) in cgs units (i.e.,

with c and li# 1) and plug the latter into the former to show that p2 = *tr'ln'.

5. Prove that the continuous solutions (3-37) solve the Klein-Gordon equations.

6. Show that the 3'd term in (3-155) of the Appendix equals - ipzQqx,t\-

7. Derive the commutators for the continuous solutions to the Klein-Gordon field equation from
the second postulate of 2nd quantization. (Warning: This problem may not be worth the

significant investment in time needed.)

t
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8. Starting with the mass term in (3-48), derive (3-53).

9. Find the VEV (vacuum expectation value) of the free field scalar Hamiltonian.

10. Show that atlk; creates an a typeparticle with 3-momentum k, b(k) destroys a b typeparticle
with 3-momentum k, and ftO.) creates a b type particle with 3-momentum k. Follow steps
similar to those in (3-71) to (3-74).

11. Showr(k)lru)=.,F;l n1,-t) . noes itfollow in aheartbearrhat b(k)lau)=.runn -r) z

12. Substitute the free field solutions (3-36) to the Klein-Gordon equation into rhe probability
density operator relation (3-89) and then insert that into (3-90) to find the effective probability
density operator expressed in terms of number operators (3-91). It will help you in doing so t;
note that for any term where k # k', the destruction and creation operators rill cause the ket to
be different from (orthogonal to) the bra, so the resulting term in the expectation value p will be
zero. Hence, those terms can be ignored in determining an effective p.

Note that the result you get is restricted to situations where all particles (in the ket) are in k
eigenstates, which is almost invariably the case in QFT problems and applications. With
particles in general (non k eigen) states, pbecomes more complicated.

13. Using (3-100), the expression for 3-momentum in terms of the fields and their conjugate
momenta, and the Klein-Gordon field equation solutions, prove (3-101), the numb.r op*titot
form of the 3-momentum operator.

14. For the state 
lrrur,34ur,Qnr), determine the expectation value of p, the 3-momentum

operator.

15. Show that for real (not complex) scalar fields, in order for nto be equal to Q , the constant K in
the scalar Lagrangian density (3-30) must be%.In general, in QFT, for real fields, we take K=vz.

16. Show that if instead of the 2nd quantization, postulate #2 of commutator relations (3-40), we
had anti-commutators between the field and its conjugate momentum, i.e.,

lQ' $l),o, (y,t)f* = Q'7r, i n,Q'=;d',d(x - y)

then the coefficient commutators would be anti-commutator relations, i.e.,

[, (u ),ot (r.')] * - -lb(r ),rt (k')]. = 4.k,
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(3-167)

(3-168)

(Hint: Just use opposite signs in (3-a3) 2nd row and then in last two rows inside the bracket just
before the last equal sign. Then, all commutators in (3-45) ta (3-47) become anti-commutators.

17. Find the transition amplitude operating on the vacuum when a virtual anti-particle is
propagated as shown in Fig. 3-3b. Use symbols for numeric factors resulting from creation and
destruction operators acting on the vacuum and other states.

18. Prove (3-125).

19. Reproduce the essence, with the best detail you can muster, of the Spin 0 column in Wholeness
Chart 5-4 without looking at it. That is, prove to yourself that you know how the free field part
of QFT is developed.

20. Create your own Wholeness Chart summary of RQM, as presented in Sect. 3.1. Take each sub-
section heading of Sect. 3.1 as a block in the left hand column of your chart. Put the main
result(s) of that section in the block just to its right in the next column. In between main results
insert blocks with shon notes on how one gets from the material above to the result in the block
below. If there are other comments you wish to add, put them in another column to the right of
the others.
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Chapter 4

Spinors: Spin Y2 Fields

Niels Bohr: "What are youworking on Mr. Dirac?"
Paul Dirac: "I'm trying to take the square root of something"

4.0 Preliminaries
While it may seem humorous to think of a physics Nobel laureate struggling over a square root

problem, Dirac's meaning here was actually quite deep.

The quotes above purportedly came during a break at a 1927 conference Bohr and Dirac
attended. Dirac later recalled that he continued on by saying he was trying to find a relativistic
quantum theory of the electron, and Bohr commented, 

ooBut Klein has already solved that problem."

Dirac then tried to explain he was not satisfied with the (Klein-Gordon) solution because it involved

a 2"d order equation in time. That led to negative energy solutions, and he sought a l't order

equation like the non-relativistic Schrddinger equation. But the conference reconvened just then,

and the discussion ended.

4.0.7 Background

Recall from Chap. 3, Sects. 3.0.1 (pg.40) and 3.1.2 (pg. 42)thatwe had to use Hz to develop

our relativistic wave equation, because the relativistic Hamiltonian H entailed the operator 0i0i

under a square root sign, and that had no meaning. Dirac wanted to find a meaningful I/ to use in a
relativistic Schrodinger equation of form

Hv='*r, (4-1)

(4-2)

Dirac sought a

first order
relativistic
Schrddinger
equation

In other words,
he sought a
wave equation

in H, not H2

His equation
turned out to be

specifically for
spin % particles,
not all particles

The Dirac
equation is a
matrix equation

rather than

H'Q - -SO (Klein-Gordon eq) .

It is no secret that he succeeded, and his famous result, published in early 1928, is now known as

the Dirac equation. We will study it in depth in this chapter.

It wasn't too long after Dirac's discovery of the correct form for (4-1), that people realized (4-2)

actually describes scalars; and (4-1), spin Yz fermians, such as the electron. The mathematical nature

of the Dirac equation (4-1) provided a good indication for this. That is, (4-1) turns out (as we will
see) to be a matrix equation with.F/ being a square matrix quantity and ty, a column matrix.

In NRQM, we represented up and down_spin of particles via wave functions that had a two

component column matrix "tacked on". (1,0;T represented spin up; and (0,1)T, spin down. So, if 1z

in (4-l) in RQM (and QFT) turns out to be a column matrix (and it does), then we could make a

good bet that it will represent spinors, rather than scalars. We would be smart to make such a bet, as

we would end up winning it.

Interestingly, the column matrix solutions tyto (4-1) turn out to have four components, rather

than two. Given that the relativistic (scalar) solutions to the relativistic wave equation we found in

Chap. 3 provided us with antiparticles, which essentially doubled our total number of
fields/particles, this should not be too surprising. Four spin components is just what we need to

represent particles with up or down spin (2 components) plus antiparticles with up or down spin (2

more components.)

!
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4.0.2 Chapter Overview

Our approach to spin Vz fermions in this chapter will parallel that for spin 0 bosons. You may
find it helpful to compare and contrast the bulleted material below with that of the Chapter
Overview for scalars at the beginning of Chap. 3, pg. 41.

RQM first,

where we will look at

. the lack of a classical theory of fermions (no macroscopic fermionic behavior observed) and
thus, being unable to use a classical H in 1st quantization,

. deducing the Dirac equation, a relativistic Schrodinger equation in H, not H2,

. solutions (states in RQM) to the Dirac equation,

. probability density and its connection to the normalization constant in the solutions,

. negative energies and the Dirac equation solutions,

. how the Dirac solutions (unexpectedly at first) represent spinVz particles, and

. spin and the spin operator acting on the solutions (which we didn't have with scalars).

Then QFf,
o noting the lack of classical, macroscopic fermionic fields and thus, being unable to use a

classical Tt in 2nd quantization,
. assuming the RQM Dirac equation as the QFI field equation, with the same solution form,
o using the (Dirac) field equation to deduce the QFT L for spinors (the reverse route from the

scalar case), and employing the Legendre transformation to getH,
. assuming solution coefficients obey anti-commutation (instead of commutation) relations,
o determining relevant operators in QFT; H = [ U a3x, number, creation/destructiono etc.,
. showing this approach avoids real particle negative energy states,
. seeing how the vacuum is filled with spinor quanta of energy -r/zh,a,
. deriving other operators (probability density, 3-momentum, charge, spin), and
. showing spinors are fermions, and they won't work with commutation relations.

And then,
. finding the spinor Feynman propagator.

Free (no force) Fields

As in Chap. 3, we look herein only at free spinors.

4.1 Relativistic Quantum Mechanics for Spinors

4.LI No Classical Spinor Fields: Can We Quantize?
In Chap. 3, Wholeness Chart 3.1 (pg. 65), we recalled that, via the Pauli exclusion principle,

fermions cannot occupy the same state within the same macro system. So, whereas photons
(bosons) can occupy the same state and a lot of them can therefore reinforce one another to produce
a macroscopic electromagnetic field, spinors (fermions) cannot do so. In other words, we have no
classical macroscopic spinor fields to sense, interact with, and study experimentally. And thus, we
have no classical theory of spinors.

First quantization started with the classical Hamiltonian (or equivalently, the Lagrangian) and
used that as the quantum Hamiltonian (or quantum Lagrangian). But we have no classical spinor
theory and thus no classical spinor Hamiltonian. Precisely parallel statements can be made for 2nd

quantization. There is simply no classical theory with spinor Hamiltonian and Lagrangian densities.

So we can't do l't or 2nd quantization for spinors in the way it was advertised earlier, i.e., as THE
way to obtain a good quantum theory. (My apologies for the false advertising, but you would have
been confused at the time, otherwise.)

So how do we deduce a relativistic spinor quantum theory? We answer this question in the next
section by showing how Dirac did it (though he was actually trying to do something else.)
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Spinor theory
development
parallels scalar
theory

RQM overview
(spinors)

QFT overview
(spinors)

Still only free
particles/fields in
this chapter

No classical
theory for spin lz
particles/fields,
because fermions
can't occupy
same state

So we can't do It
or 2nd quantization

Dirac found
another way
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4.1.2 Dirac's Approach to RQM: Another History Lesson

Dirac's primary goal was a lst order relativistic Schrodinger equation, and he postulated that if it
existed, it must have the general form (where, as before, we use the ket form symbolism for the

wave equation solution in particle quantum theory)

In (4-3), p is particle three momentum (an operator in quantum theories), and the vector o and the

scalar p would have to be determined. Thus, the equation would be first order in the time derivative
(and hopefully yield only positive energy solutions). Also, the relativistic free particle F/ would. be a

linear function of both p and mass m.The key question then is 'what are ct and f in order for this

equation to be true.

To find the answer, Dirac reasoned that Hz and lp| must also satisfy the usual relativistic energy

momentum relation (and therefore the Klein-Gordon equation)

t*|vrt = nlw)= (a.p + B*)lw) .

6z-#lv) - n'lw) =(n' * *')lnl '

Squaring the operators in (4-3) and inserting the results into (4-4), we get

d2,-#lvl= u'lvl=(aipi+ fm)(o,r, * F*)l,,)

(4-3)

(4-4)

General form a
1" order RQM
equatian must
have

Square of this
equation must
equal K-G eq

This squaring
restricts form
of terms in
general equation

The q, B thus

must be
matrices with
certain
properties

Dirac & Pauli

found a set of
4X4 matrices
that worked

The 4D abstract
space of the
solutions is
called spinor
space

(4-s)

where comparison with the RHS of (a-4) shows the bracketed quantities in the lower line above

must equal zero. That comparison also shows that aiL = 1 and t = 1. In summaryo where anti-

commutators are defined as lq,ail+-- aidj + didi ,

lo,,o,f*=lo,,fl*=a i+ j d1,d2,dt,F all anti-commute with each other, 
(4-6)

(o,)' = (az)' = (or)' = @)' = 1 (the identity matrix).

lf a; and pwere numbers they would have to commute and could not possibly anti-commute.

Hence, they can only be matrices. Since these matrices are operators operating on lp|, then lp) itself

must be a multicomponent object (i.e., a column matrix, at least.)

Using (4-6), one can show that the ai and pmatrices are traceless, hermitian, have *1

eigenvalueso and must have an even dimension of at least four. It will save time if you can simply

accept these results. If not, then please prove them to yourself. I do note that I, myself, have never

done so.

Choosing the minimum dimension case (four), Dirac and Pauli came up with a set of matrices

which solve all of the above conditions (specifically (4-6)) which is now called the standard (or

Dirac-Pauli\ representation, and which we will study in some depth in this chapter. There are,

however, other possible choices for ai and B that satisfy the same conditions. Two of these, called

the Weyl and Majorana representations, are also four dimensional and can be convenient for some

advanced applications, but we will ignore them herein.

Square matrices in a 4D space must be 4X4, and thus from (4-3), it lV4 is a column matrix (a

vector), it must have four components (a 4D vector). Take care to note that the 4D space we are

talking about here is nat the four dimensional physical space of relativity theory, but an abstract

space, often called spinor space.

The matrices Dirac and Pauli found for spinor space are

i

t
f

r
p
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Ir

B=l I'L -,
,l',=[,

(4-7)
Form of the

ai, B matrices

Solutions to Dirac
equation also solve
K-G equation

Dirac matrices f ,

foundfrom a4 and

B, are better to
work with

-t

;

t

where blank components equal zero. (4-7) is commonly written using the 2X2 Pauli matrices o; as

o=l: i] *,=ll,?] ",=l), ?] ",=l),?], (4-8)

where 0 represents the 2XZ null matrix.

Note that the Klein-Gordon equation can be considered the "square" of the Dirac equation and

hence any soluti on ly) which solves the Dirac equation also solves the Klein-Gordon equation.

4.1.3 More Convenient Way to Express the Matrices

The Dirac equation can be expressed in a more convenient way by premultiplying (4-3) by B. To
help when we do that, we define four matrices, called Dirac matrices or gamma matrices, as

yo=f yr=Far T2=faz T3=faz,
where you can do Prob. 2 to show these equal

(4-e)

Ir
,ro -l I

' | -1

L

or commonly, as

, -'l ,, =l ' -,-l ,,, ,n\

-i' It',=L-', l'(4-r0),1,'=[_,

, =l:,?] T2=t L ?] r3=t L ?]
do virtually nothing with the a; and p matrices, and

' 
tl 

vz--'I 
I 

',

,P =l' o lfo -r)
From henceforth, we will

matrices, instead.

, 

f,*,w) 
=(ry,, * 

#*)tw)= [-, 
t # * *)t ),

or reaffanged as what is formally called the Dirac equation

focus on the f

(4-11)

(4-t2)

Form of Dirac
matrices

Complex conjugate
transpose relations

.for Dirac matrices

Note the Hermiticity conditions (which you can prove by doing Prob. 3),

TFt = f rof
4,7.4 The Dirac Eqaation Expressed, with Dirac Matrices

Dirac'soriginal 1'torderequation (4-3) intermsof crand B,pre-multipliedby f, takesonthe
form

(4-r 3)

I

(4-t4)

where we have written out the 4X4 spinor space indices in r and 17, and the summation signs, in
order to make it explicitly clear what is going on in spinor space. Note that the Dirac equation is

actually four separate non-matrix equations, one for each value of the index r And each of these

equations entails a sum of matrix components (sum over p), each post multiplied by one the four

components (in ry index) of the column vector lyr). Yes, it seems complicated. But also yes, it
works. And also, yes, it is considered beautiful by many.

Dirac equation in
terms of Dirac
matrices & all
indices written out

Dirac equation is
actually four non-
matrix equations

K =\,2,3,4
+ (3 \

E [F,' 
(r),a,, - *6nr 

)lw), 
= o
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You will get 
99ed to the complication in time. When you do, you should gain an appreciation for

the beauty, as well. In the words of the equation's discovlrer,

"The research worker, in his efforts to express the fundamental laws of Nature in
mathematicalform, should sffive mainly for mathematical beauty. He shouid take simpticity

into consideration in a subordinate way to beauty ... It often happens that the requirements'of
simplicity and beattty are the same, but where they clash, the iitter must take piecedence. ,,

- Paul A. M. Dirac
You should do Prob. 4 to provide some practice with (4- I4), andthen note that the common way

to write the Dirac-S:quation is to hide the spinor space indices in rand r7, i.e.,

(,rrar-*)lv)=o (4- l5)
where you have to be vigilant to remember the implicit 4X4 spinor space matrix/column nature of
(4-15) as expressed explicitly in (4-14).

Another notation commonly used, which is the most streamlined of all, is

I = f A p so, the Dirac equarion - (i/ - *)lV) =O .

We note in passing that

MC* - T in non,natural units in the Dirac equation .

4.1.5 Solations to the Dirac Equation
We can write out (4-15) fully as

irpd plw) = i(f a0 + y'\, + t'd, + fdt)lv) = mlty) =

Common, short
hand form of
Dirac equation

Slash notation also
very common in
Dirac equation

-1 
"]

'[f"-,
t-

a, *l

L_,

a3

8, +i3

-ao
0

lri\
,/rr\
%l
wol

t 
-,]r,

(4-16)

(4-17)

(4-18)

(4-19) Writing out
Dirac equation,'l: '])l?) 

^

Vt\
ur\
v' l'
wol

Note that the numeric subscripts on the d symbols refer to derivatives with respect to time and
space, whereas the numeric subscripts on the components of lty) refer to the respective components
of the ket in spinor space.

(4-19) is a 4X4 matrix problem, for which we can try solutions of form lV) =luoto*l , where uq
is a four component spinor space column matrix. Doing this and carrying out the derivatives in
(4-19), we end up with an 4X4 eigenvalue problem. This has four solutions tr/r(")), where n =
7,2,3,4, with each such solution having four spinor space components. We will not go through the
tedium of doing this. Rather, I will simply provide the solutioni, and you will do prob. 5 to prove to
yourself, by substitution, that they are indeed valid solutions to (4-19).

The Dirac equation solutions in the Dirac-Pauli (standard) representation are



lrrt'11-

I

0
?p"

e-tPx = ul€

4D
physical

space
parr

-ipx 
lr*'7 -

0

1

pl -ipz
E+m

-p3
E+m

e-i4' = uze*i4x
E+m

pr +ip2
E+m

spinor u1- part of
solution in ab spinor space

spinor z2

3p- pr -ipz
E+m

-p3
E+m

0

1

E+m
pl +ipz
E+m

I

0

etPt = v2etPx erP* = vptP-t .

SDIIIOI Va
+

spinor u,
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Yes, again, these are
will get used to them

Solutions to Dirac
equation (discrete,
plane waves, p
eigenstates)

(4-20)

Column vector
parts of solutions
called spinorslw6; '

would suffice, but that choice was made because things will work better later on
with it, as we will see. The symbol E is always a positive number of magnitude equal to the energy.

more complicated than solutions we have dealt with in the past, but you
with time. Note several things in (4-20). Any constant instead of

if it points in the positive direction of its respective axis. These are plane wave
have defined new symbols alp)-ang!-ylpl(r =1,2), which are the column vecrors

the constant shown, are functions only of p for a given ltl (since E = J;\ "r'), and

p' is positive

solutions. We

multiplied by

go by the name spinors, or four-spinors. Note that the particles represented by ,n" ryr@)) are also
often called spinors. We will show shortly that r values represent different spin states (for example,
zt represents spin up, and uz rcpresents spin down in the particle at-rest system.) As you might
expect, we will find the solutions containing vr(p) are associated with antiparticles; and those with
u,{P), with particles. More on this later, but for now, take care to note the reverse order numbering
on v2,1from u1,2, which is customary.

The solutions (4-2q are eigenstates of p, since every measurement of 3-momentum of the
particles they represent would result in the value p. Thgy are also eigenstates of energy, since, for
given m, afree particle of 3-momentum p has a fixed E. I

Components with E/c+ mc (for non-natural units) in the denominator are often called the small
components, because due to the c in the denominator, for p of non-relativistic speeds, they are
dwarfed by the components having just a I in them, which are often called the large components.

Inner Product of Spinors

We will find the inner product of each spinor in (4-20 with itself a valuable thing to know. For
a(p),

' Similar to that mentioned in a footnote in Chap. 3 for scalars, there are additional solutions to the Dirac
equation having exponents of form + i(E pt * p. x), instead of + i(Ep / - p'x), but these have been widely
ignored. The possible impact on QFT of including these solutions in the theory is discussed in R. D.
Klauber, "Mechanism for Vanishing Zero-Point Energy", http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/030967g (2003)
and "Supplemental Solutions to the Field Equations: Norms, Observables, and propagators",
www. q uantumfieldtheory. info/suppl_soltns.pdf .
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,l(p),r (p) =ry(t o p3 pt -ro')
E+m E+m )

1

0

p"

E**
pr +ipz

_ , * *(1* __pt )= 2* l'- (8.4r )

282 +ZEm E=-=-
2m(n + *) m

(4-21)

Inner product
of spinors with
themselves

(4-22)
Spinor
magnitude =

JEn

Orthogonality
(4-23) of sPinors

(4-24)

General spinor

(4-25) inner Product
relations

(4-27)

Dirac eigen
solutions are

(4-28) orthogonal

E+m

H
Ez +*2 +ZEm+pz

2m(E + m)

By doing Prob. 6, you can feel comfortable with the general result (underline means no summation),

,lb),2(p)=#(,0 *#)

which we got because of our original choice of the constant in (a-20). (You may want to ruminate,
by looking at (4-21), on how our spinor inner product would have been a little more complicated if
we had chosen unity as our original constant in (4-20). We make our choices for arbitrary constants
in order to conform with custom. They are what are commonly used.)

Orthogonality of Spinors

The inner product of u1 and u2is
0

1

pl -ipz
E+m

-p3

E+m( @*.)'*p')= z^l tn.*y 1=

-ip')- ot (n' - in

+m

=Q.

E

2

(n + *)2

By doing Prob. 7, you can prove to yourself that

,I b)r, (p)= v] (p)v, (p) = o r * s .

We can combine (4-22), (4-24), and the first part of Prob. 8 into the general result

,l (p),, (p) = ul (p) ,, (p) - *u,, ,l (p),, (-p) = o

Orthogonality of Eigensolutions

We can show that the eigensolutions (4-2q to the Dirac equation are orthogonal in the usual
quantum mechanical way. For example, for first two solutions of (4-20)

(r"lwtzt)= J 
,/r:invl\),,d'*= [4 (p)e+ir*ur(p)r-'o'd3x=:,1(p)r, (p) tr*tnrr-tn*d3x,. 

(4-26)

-Q ---T
For the first and third solutions,

(r,t,lwot)= J 
ul (p)r*to*rr(p)r*inx63*=:l (p),r, (e) 

Ie+iP*e+iP'd3x=0 .

= 0 f'or p=O = OTG*O
By continuing with different solution pairs (do Prob. 9 for practice), one can prove that

(''^'l'*')= o ror m* n '
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Given that we should know mathematically that eigenvector solutions in any eigenvalue problem
are generally orthogonal, and that the Dirac equation represents an eigenvalue problem, this should
not be too surprising.

General Solution to Dirac E$ption
The most general solution to the Dirac equation is a sum (or integral) of all eigenstates, each

having a (typically complex) coefficient representing the amount of that eigenstate in the total
general state. The discrete plane wave general solution is then

the reason for the unusual
though from (4-22) and the

iao@lf +m(fil=o (4-31)

Simply by deriving (4-31), we have proven that the adjoint (4-30) solves the adjoint Dirac equation,

as long as lpr) solves the Dirac equation. By doing Prob. 12, you can justify it to yourself in a more

"hands on" way.

Adioint spinors are defined as the row vectors

i,=ulf i,-rlf ,

which, with (4-29) and (4-30), gives us the discrete plane wave adioint general solution form

91

v,tot, =lv) =nffi(r,@)r,(p)r-ip* + DI.o)v, (p)r'r') , (4_2g\ solution = sum
' oJ etgenstate

solutions
where G(p) and Drt(p) are the coefficients. We will explain later
normalization constant chosen in terms of mass, energy, and volume,
normalization we did in Chap. 3, you may be sensing what is coming.

4,1.6 The Adjoint Dirac Equation
Unlike the Klein-Gordon equation, the Dirac equation is a matrix equation. So, rather than a

complex conjugate form of the wave equation, we need to consider taking a complex conjugate
transpose of that equation, and of its solutions (4-20). But, as it tums out, the theory works more

coherently if rather than I yr) t = (3rl = ry' ,61r, we define and use rhe 4gqig!
Definition of

V"**=v!,nf 1t,dt f =(vlf =Wl, (4-30) aitioint

where an inner product between the row vector lty )I=(yl=f ,ror" and the gamma matrix are

implied, and we hope the symbolism has not become unwieldy. You should do Prob. 10 to show

yourself what the four row vecto* (f (')l toot tit e.

The adjoint Dirac equation is obtained by taking the complex conjugate transpose of the Dirac
equation (4-15), post multiplying by yo,and using the Hermiticity conditions along with the adjoint
definition. (Do this in Prob. 11.) The result is

Adjoint spinor

(4-32) definitions

General adjoint
(4-33) solution

General

The adjoint Dirac
equation

Dirac equation and
its adjoi,nt yield a
4-divergence of a
4-current = 0

V,,o,u =(Vl=Z,W(r,,rnl4 (p)r-ip' + cl@)i,(p)r'o*) .

rrP

4.1.7 Probability Density for Dirac Fermions in RQM

Probability and the Four-Curent Using the Dirac Equation

Recall from Chap. 3 (see Box 3-1 ,p9.45, and Sect. 3.1.4,p9.44) that, in any theory, we can
typically use the governing equation (and often its complex conjugate transpose) to find a conserved
quantity, which in quantum theory can be total probability. We did this in NRQM and for scalars in
RQM. So, we try the same general approach for spin t/z particles, but note that researchers found
early on that the adjoint Dirac equation was better for this purpose than simply the complex
conjugate of the Dirac equation.

This is actually much simpler to do for the first order Dirac equation and its adjoint than it was
for the second order Klein-Gordon equation, so we leave it as Prob. 13 for the reader. The result of
that problem is
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drlp -0 ip -(p,i)=Vno,,fvno*=@ly'lV)*rinteg, @-34)

where the subscript "not integ" means we are not integrating over space in the bracket shown,

contrary to what the bracket symbol typically implies in the position basis. (4-34) means the total
quantity

t io at, - [ od3 x = tVno,, Tjv r,o,rdt * = (Vlf lnl
vvv

= [v!*,, Uv,*,,d3 * - (wlv) - Q'
VI

(4-35) The conserved
quantity related
to the 4-current

Form of the
4-current

Is that
conserved
quantity
probability?

is conserved for V = all space, and p is the density value colresponding to Q'. Naturally, we would

like p to be a probability density and Q'to be total probability, as we had in NRQM.

Probabilitv for the Dirac Discrete Solutions

For a single particle state in RQM, we assume at first that the solution (4-29) has only terms with

coefficients C, (i.e., only has spinors of form ur), i.e., the general state lty) contains no eigenstates

with coefficients D, (i.e., no spinors of form vr). Our p of (4-34) is then

,=(nfficltprW;'*)n(n@r,'(p')u,'(p');in'"',

( \r \
= 

[ },m 
c l" rp> uI (p),i p * 

)lf" ffi c,, (p' ) u,, (r' )'-' o' 
).

(4-36)

If (4-36) is probability density, its inlegral over all space must equal 1. In such integration all
terms with p' * p go to zero due to the exponential term, and all remaining terms with r'f r go to
zero from the spinor orthogonality relation (4-24). We end up with

Ioat,=2r,'-z-lcitplqrpl:,ltpu,{py!e-iP'eit'd.3x)=tcl(p)q(p)=Il+rn1'=1. (4-37) ;ni:,:::^,' 
''p-- | --ffi- -----y- 

) ''o r'p conserved

Thus, by taking p as probability density, lClp)|2 is the probability of measuring the particle with i#Y?":#:"
spin state r and 3-momentum eigenstate p, similar to what the coefficients of eigenstales probability
representedinNRQM,andforscalarsinRQM(seeChap.3,Sect.3.1.4,pgs.zl447).

Normalization Factors

(4-37) is the reason we used ,trr, / V% as our normalization factor in solutions (4-20). A

different such factor would not have resulted in unity on the RHS of (4-37).

4.7.8 Negative Energies for D Type Dirac Fermions

Do Prob. 14 to prove to yourself that a Dirac fermion represented by a solution with exponential

form - ipx (that has spinor u, and coefficient Cr(p)), has positive energy; and one represented by the

solution form rpx (spinor u, and coefficient pl (p)), has negative energy.

Thus, Dirac did not solve one of the problems he originally set out to solve. Half of his solutions

represent particles with negative energies, just like the Klein-Gordon solutions did.

4.7.9 ProbabiltA for D Type Dirac Fermions

Repeating the process of (4-36) for a D type particle instead of a C type, we find

I pat , =>,# ( n,<n>nl.rp) vl (p)v, $) { r-'r' ,''r dt *\=ZD,tp)Di (p) = I ln, (n)12 = I (4-38)
r"P ' I n{tm *-v- ) ,,, r,P

and a total positive probability (unlike the negative probability in the scalar case) that we can set

equal to 1.

We chose

constant in
solutiotts so

conserved
quantity would
equal 7

Dr UPe
pafiicles have

negative energy

Probability for
Drtlpe particle
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4,7.70 A Great Use for the Dirac Approach: Spin
So though Dirac's approach still resulted in negative energies, he did solve two of the problems

he set out to solve (a first order equation and no negative probabilities.) Well beyond that, however,
he provided physics with something of enormous value. His equation, and its solutions, allow us to
model relativistic particles with spinr/2, which could not be done before. Importantly, this turned out
to give correct relativistic solutions for the hydrogen atom, which the Klein-Gordon equation did
not.

ROM Spin Operator

Before delving into relativistic spin, you should read over and understand Box 4-1, Review of
Spin in NRQM. That box is summarized in the second column of Wholeness Chart 4-1, pg 102.

In RQM, we have recently seen that each of the solutions Dirac came up with has a column
matrix (spinor) built in. But it is a four, not two, component column matrix. It wasn't long before
people realized that Dirac's four solutions (4-2q represented two kinds of particles, regular
particles and antiparticles. The four components of each solution were different for each, and
represented the four states of spin up and spin down for particles, and spin up and spin down for
antiparticles.

The spin operator can be derived formally from tensor analysis of the energy-momentum and
angular momentum tensors in 4D spacetime, but that is pretty complicated.l We will simply state

the ROM spin operator E; as follows, then compare it to the NRQM version of the spin operator,
and work some examples, to justify the form we have assumed.

Note (4-39) is a 3D object in physical space (3 components i of the spin angular momentum), but
each of the components in that space is itself a 4X4 matrix in relativistic 4D spinor space, rather
than non-relativistic 2D spinor space of NRQM. In relativity, spin has three spatial components, as

it did non-relativistically. But, relativistically, each component must act on a 4D column vector in
spinor space. So, if we were to guess at a 4D matrix spin operator, then (4-39), where we formed 4D
matrices from our 2D Pauli matrices, would be a good first guess. Compare (4-39) to (84-1.1) of
Box 4-1. And, as we will see, this guess turns out to be correct.

As in NRQM, we can choose the direction of our z axis however we like, and it was easier in
NRQM if we lined it up in the direction of spin of our particle, so spin would be either up (plus e

direction), or down (minus e direction). We'll do something similar in RQM, so we'll focus for the

present on the z direction spin component operator 13.

Dirac Fermion Spins: Stationary Particle Examples

Consider a Dirac particle which, for simplicity, is simply sitting in front of us and not moving.
So p-0 in our frame, and the solutions (4-20) become much simplified. What then, are their
respective spins? For the first such solution, we have

ft = 1 in n.u. (4-40)

and the spin is + hl2, indicating that our first Dirac solution is for spin up.

t 
See F. Mandl and G. Shaw, Quantum Field Theory, 1" ed. (John Wiley 1984), Chap 2, pgs. 38-39 and

Chap 4, pg. 65.
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NR'M spin operatg 
Box 4-1' Review of spin in Non Relativistic Quantum Mechanics

In NROM our spin operator S; was the Pauli matrices q times the factor h,/2,

s,=Io, + s =*o,=tli ;] s,=Io,=il? ;] s,=;o,=tl;1,]

. Spin--(non-orbital angular momentum) S; in physical space acted like a vector with three components, as it doesclassically. A particle' or object, can have spin components in any of the ttree oimens;ons. rn ,pin* rp*o however, spin
was represented by a 2XZ mxrt4 one for each 3D component.

Eigenstates of the Soin Ooerator Comoonents
z direction

.,^T11 i.""y: tunctio+(ket) with a column matix representing spin up in the z direction (1,0)r had spin ht2; and one in
the down dtrection (0,l)' had spin - ft/2.

(B.4-1.2)

The spin up and spin down states are eigenstates of 53, the z direction component of the spin operator S;.

x direction
(1,1)T and (1,-t)T are readily shown to be eigenstates of the -x component of the spin operator, i.e., ,S1, via

s' lrn,*'*pin)=',[u (p),-''*[l])=r(p) 
"*:l?;]tl]=r(p) e-ip"*[l] =!rv,,**,0,,)

''lrn,-'.''n)=B'(p) "**lo, ;][j,]=r'(p) e ip'*[;'] =-Irllp, ,,pin)

Note that we can construct the.n component eigenstates from linear combinations of the e component eigenstates, i.e.

,,lwn,*)= s, 
[o,n, 

e-ip'[;]) - A(p)e-','+ll :,]t;]= a(p) e-ipx*f;] =!lrn,,o)

solvo,oo*, 
) = s: 

[o',0, 
e-ip'tl) = -*lvp,ao*nl .

(B4- 1. 1)

(84- I .3)

(84- 1 .s)

(84-1.4)

y direction

P: k!b. 15 to prove to yourself that (i,-l)r and (r,1)r are eigenstales of t}re 1, component of the spin operator, i.e., 52,
and that they can b€ constructed from linear combinations of the 

-up 
and down (z iirectitn) eigenstatesi

Any spin state (not necessarily pointed in one of the 'r,), or z directions) as visualized in 3D physical space is
composed of components in the.r,H and z directions of the 3D spin vector. This is a simple law of vector components.

^ Each of these three components for the "r,y,z directions is represented in 2D spinor space as a different column matrix.
B-!t, importantly, all possible such column tu{"g! 

"T be ixpressed as lineir com'binations of the up and down (j
direction) eigenstate column maaices. We showed this for the .r iirection in (B4-l.4). you showed ii for y, if you dic tfre
problem suggested above. (we didn't normalize (84-1.4). The normatized for-, *" (rz"D)(r,r;t aoa (rzO)(r,-r)r.)

Since the.r and J direction spin states can be constructed via linear combination of the z direction eigenspin states, allpossible spin states can be composed of various combinadons 9f &e 3 dirgction eigenspin states, i.e., of the up and down
states ( 1.0)' and (0,l)'. In mathemaricat language, we say ( r,0)t una (b,t)r r" beai, y9;;; trroirp- ,pino..puo.

[l]=[;].H [],1=[;] t?l

The general solution (B4-1.5) includes all possible spin states. For example, for given p, with C_ (p) = _ C* (p), sprn is
in the negative x direction (see (B4-l.3) above. choosing coefficienm 

"orr""ily 
yi"ld, any !iu"n part"ie spin direction.

Bottom Line: If we develop our theory for up and down states, it will be applicable to all possible other spin states, too.
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Now do Prob. 16 to prove to yourself that the other three solutions, for a stationary particle (or

antiparticle) represent, respectively, spin down (- klz), spin up, and spin down states.

We included the symbol fr, in our spin discussion so far, so that you could see the role it played

in non-natural unit formulations, but from now on, we will assume natural units, such that h, = 7.

And we will refer to spin magnitudes as Vz ,which is more common than h,12.

Dirac Fermion Spins: Moving Particles Discussion

As soon as we have a moving particle, things get more complicated, as we have to include non-
,"ro p'values in our solutions (4-20). This complication, which we didn't have in NRQM, is due to
relativistic effects.

Classical Relativistic Effects on a Spinning Object

Read Box 4-2 to gain some appreciation for the effect on a classical, macroscopic object's
angular momentum direction when viewed from a frame in which the object has translational speed
approaching that of light.
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Other Dirac
solutions, if
particle stationary,
are one spin up
and two spin down
states

Due to relativity, a
moving particle's
spin is more
complicated

Classically,
relativistic
translation
alters L

Box 4-2. Classical Macroscopic Spinning Object Translating at Relativistic Speed

In 4D relativistic theory, angular momentum is a 2nd order tensor, but it can be treated simply as a vector formed from
the integral over a rotating body of dz(r x vr) = drx(r x (o x r)), where symbols should be obvious. When a macroscopic
object like a spinning disk, as shown below, moves close to the speed of light, distances contract in the direction of the
velocity, and this makes the plane of the disk appear to tum. (See figure below.)

The closer the disk gets to the speed of light, the more the disk surface appears in the observer's frame to align normal
to the velocity direction. In the rest frame translating with the disk itself, the disk still appears aligned in the original way.

In the observer's frame, though, the angular momentum L appears to tum toward the direction of the velocity
becoming L'. The greater the speed, the greater this tuming. At light speed, L'and v become parallel.

L=/ (r x v)dm

Spinning disk, no translation

V=0

Same disk, side view Same disk, high velocity

For L in the opposite direction and the same positive'r direction velocity, L'would point more and more towards the

negative x dfuecion, as speed increased.

This distance

Vx+C

Quantum Mechanics Experiments: Spin Magnitude Unchanged at Any Speed

We know from all the testing on high speed quantum particles like electrons, that spin (particle
angular momentum) does not change in magnitude at all, no matter what speed the particle has (as

measured from our reference frame). Electrons always have spin of hJz (t/2 in natural units), no

matter what their velocity.

Quantum mechanically, then, at high speed, a particle's angular momentum (spin) magnitude
remains unchanged, but its direction appears to us in our frame to realign itself closer to that of the

Experimentally,
quantum particle
spin magnitude
always the same
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Figure 4-1. Effect of Transverse Vetocity on Dirac Particle Spin

Mathematically, these kinds of relativistic complications are incorporated into the form of the

spinors ur(p) and ur(p) (by their dependence on 3-momentum and thus ultimately, on velocity, as we

will see below) and by how they are combined to form more general spin states. But it is

nonetheless good to have some physical appreciation for why spin angular momentum direction

can, for relativistic cases, depend upon linear momentum p.

Spinor Components Really Dependent on Velocity

With reference to the prior paragraph, note that the spinor compon€nts are actually dependent on t::f;r/:

particle velocity, rather than momenturL by the following logic' depenitent on
Energy and momentum are expressed (in non-natural units to make it easier !o understand) juit vetocity,
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translational velocity vector. See Fig.4-1. As velocity approaches c,lhe angular momentum (spin)

approaches the velocity direction (or directly opposite direction.) For massless particles like

phbtons, which travel atc,the spin is always aligned parallel with the velocity vector, eitherin the

direction of velocity or in the opposite direction. Such a state is called a pure helicity state.

lsl = 1/2
= 112

lsl = 1/2

-----) >
Vx= C

(d)

I 

spin lsl = 1t2

Asv-+c,
quantum
particle spin
axis re-aligns
closer to the v
direction. For
v=c,the
particle is in a
pure helicity
state

Math form of
Dirac spinor
changes with p
as physical spin
direction re-

aligns

u] = spin up

eigenstate if
particle at-rest.

u1 not generally
a spin up

eigenstate for
moving particle

But if particle
motion is in
direction of at'
rest spin axis, it
is also a spin
eigenstate when

moving

Vx=0

(a)

Vx<< C

(b)

2
MC

H 
--u-

not 3-
(4-41) rnomentum

so in the coefficient and spinor components of the Dirac spinor (4-20) the mass rn drops out. This

leaves them a function solely of velocity (and thus in line with our knowledge, and with Bax 4-2,

that relativistic effects are dependent on velocity.)

Dirac Spinors: What Happens When v ;* 0

Note what happens to the spin as seen by us, for an electron whose spin is represented solely by

ar, but has pt*0, with p' = p3 = 0 in our frame (the lab.)

1

0

0

-pr
E+m E+m

So such a moving electron is not in a spin up eigenstate as seen in the lab. This relates to our

discussion above about translation affecting the direction of the spin vector axis. Here, the

mathematics bears this out. (We will have more to say on this shortly.) u fot a non-translating

electron has spin up, but ul for an electron with high transverse velocity is not an up eigenstate.

Now consider a1 representing an electron traveling in the z direction instead of the -r direction'

Ir
r.lr(rr) =;l -r 

Il-'

1

0

0

Ip

-iox 1

e
2

e-ip'#*lr,',) (442)

Ir

',lr,")= il -1 
I
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1
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?p-
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0

E+m
0

r-vz / c2 !-v2 / c2

E+m
2m
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2m
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This electron, represented by ut, is an up eigenstate as it moves, just as it was when it was at rest.
Relativistically, this makes sense, as the plane of a spinning disk with L aligned in the direction of p
would not appear to turn as p increased from zeto to a relativistic value.

In general, boosts in the spin axis direction leave 14, uz, v2 and u1 in the same spin eigenstates as

they would be at rest. Boosts in other directions take them out of those spin eigenstates. We will
look a bit at the math behind this, for general particle states, shortly, but doing Probs. 17 and l8 now
will enable you to get some feeling for how this happens with two particular Dirac particle states.

The At-Rest Coordinate System

The four solutions (4-20) (for given p) and their associated spinors uAil and ulp) can be

thought of as up/down spin eigenstates if the respective particles represented by each were
decelerated to be at rest in the lab. We will call the coordinate system, fixed in the lab, in which a

particle represented by ulil or vfip) would be decelerated to be at rest, and its spin would be in the

z direction, the at-rest coordinate system. Note this is a lab frame and is dffirent from the rest frame
coordinate system, which is fixed to the particle.

Dirac Fermion Spins: How to Think About Them

ar(p) and v2(p) in this system would then represent spin up stationary statesi uz(p) and u1(p)
represent spin down stationary states. We will virtually never work with electrons that are not
moving, so our spinors will always look more complicated than the one in (4-40). But it can help us
mentally as we work with such states, that are often not in a spin eigenstate in the lab, to think of
them as spin eigenstates for the at-rest system, i.e., for a particle decelerated to v = 0 in the lab.

The Four-Spinors Span the 4D Spinor Space

In NRQM 2D spinor space, as we showed in Box 4-1, the two eigenspinors (1,0)T and (0,1)r
(spin up and spin down, respectively) spanned the space of all possible spins (all possible spins can
be constructed from linear combinations of those two eigenspin states, so they are basis vectors for
2D spinor space.) The general solution state (84-1.5), a linear superposition of spin up and spin
down eigenstates, contains all possible spin direction states. Each possible distinct general particle
state has different coefficients C+ and C- for the eigenspin solutions summed to form that general
state. This results in a different spin direction for the particle for each different set of coefficients.
Thus, in NRQM, all possible spin directions can be represented by general solution (84-1.5).

By analogy, we can suffnise that the four Dirac spinors ut, uz, v2 and v1 of (4-20) span the RQM
4D spinor space of all possible spins and momenta, and thus, are basis vectors for that space. Our
RQM general solution (4-29) contains within it all possible relativistic spin states.

More mathematically, we should know that a 4D space is spanned by four column vectors, each
of four components, where these vectors are all independent of one another. Generally, the vector
solutions of an eigenvalue problem, which is what the Dirac equation solutions are, are independent
and complete, and thus we can conclude, span the space. They can be used as basis vectors.

Further, the stationary particle case has spinors of-form (ignoring the normalization factor in
front) (1,0,0,0)T, (0,1,0,0)T,(0,0,1,0)T, and (0,0,0,1)T. These are obviously independent (and

orthogonal). That independence is not changed by a boost (giving the particle a velocity relative to
our frame.)

General ROM Solution Contains All Possible Spin Directions

Hence, similar to NRQM, our RQM general solution (4-29) for spinors contains all possible spin

states within it. Different coefficients Cr(p) and Cz(p) will yield different spin states for C type

particles. And different coefficients Df r(p) and Dt2(p) will yield different spin states for D type
particles.

To see how this works, look at Fig.4-1, and considerhow each of the four states shown therein
can be represented by their respective terms in the general particle state solution (4-29). In general,
forT = a,b,c,d, the four states shown (for a C type particle) in Fig. 4-l are
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State (a) there is effectively spin up with pa = 0, where from (4-20) and (4-29),

lt,,)= (4-4s)

which from (4-40) is an eigenstate of X3. So, for state (a), (4-44) has effectively, Ct = I and C2 = Q.

For the last state (d), where the particle is traveling at the speed of light, (4-44) becomes an

eigenstate of Xr (see Prob. 18) with eigenvalue 72. That is,

lr r r) = ffi c 
v 
(*)ur (*1 s-i P a x . W c 2(a) u2 Gol s- 

iP a x

fm-- lrr,,
rE-Efll
tr[?J.

\----\----J

a1(*)
L-/..J

eigenstate of L1

where here, we must have Cr = 1 and Cz= 1 (in the normalized version, Cr = Cz -l / Ji ) to get the

proper eigenstate on the RHS of the lower row in (4-46).

For "in between" states (b) and (c), Ct and Cz would have other values. We wonot get into how

those values are determined here. We only want to make the following point.

The ul.2values are determined in a given problem solely by p (or equivalently, v.) A particle has

given p, the ut,zare determined, and they serve as our spinor space basis vectors. Then, for a given

spin alignment in our physical world problem, we have to choose the correct values for C1,2 to

mathematically represent that spin state, for the given p. The spin basis vectors 41,2 span spinor

space, but we have to determine how much of each we need for their linear superposition to equal

the spin state we are dealing with. Parallel logic holds for D type particles and v2,1.

So we see that although our development of the theory focused on only the two states of spin up

and spin down (for stationary particle = at-rest frame particle) states, the theory is applicable to all
possible spin direction states.

One State That is Impossible

Note that we can never have a relativistic state where the spin vector and p ate at right angles.

Dirac Spinors Become NROM Spinors in Low Speed Limit

Classical relativistic mechanics approaches Newtonian mechanics in the limit where speed is

much less than that of light. In parallel fashion, we should expect that our RQM solutions approach

NRQM solutions as v --+ 0, as well. By doing Prob. 19, you can gain an understanding of how this

does indeed happen with Dirac spinors. If it didn't, our solutions could not be correct, so this is one

more check on the theory we have developed.

Spinors vs Particle Spin Dependence on Velocity

As all of this relativistic spin stuff is a bit mind bending, the following heuristic description of it
is offered to help in conceptualizing what is actually going on physically.

Fig.4-2 illustrates spin for a Dirac fermion in the at-rest system (particle at-rest in the lab) and a

boosted particle system in terms of its x and z components in the lab, and also in terms of its spinor

\ and u2 components.

Note that u1 and us actually exist in spinor space (they are spinor space basis vectors in that

space), but they correspond to directions in physical space. For example, in the at-rest system, a1

represents spin up and so can be visualized as a spatial vector that points in the +e direction.

Similarly, in the at-rest system, u2 fepresents spin downo so can be visualized as a vector pointing in

the -e direction. (See Fig 4-2a.)

u2(oo)

p determines

u1,2and then

spin is
represented by
correct linear
combinqtion of
u and uz

RQM spinors
-+ NRQM
spinors, as

v-r0.

[|

Ern+m

2m
m

vha
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Representing the ur as vectors is a heuristic oversimplification though, and in fact is not really
correct, as operations like spinor addition work a little differently than vector addition. (See
Winterr.) However, temporarily visualizing them as such can aid in our understanding of how they
and spin behave, relative to the at-rest coordinate system, for varying particle velocities.
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(a) (b)

Particle at rest systern Boosted particle, spin x Boosted particle, spin ur

- tab system and z components in lab and uz components in lab-l

Figure 4-2. Heuristic Look at Spin in the At-Rest System and in a Particle Boosted System

In the particle boosted system (Fig a-2b and c), u1 and il2, os we learned, no longer represent spin
in the + and - z directions, but can be visualized as vectors pointing in other directions, where such
directions depend on the particular boost velocity v.

So both the spin direction of S and the spin space basis vectors \ arnd u2, &s visualized in
physical space, change direction with boost velocity v. (Compare Fig. 4-2atoFig.4-2c).
At-rest system

In the at-rest system, spin is aligned with the z axis, and in our example it is the positive
direction of the z axis. Spin is S (= S:) =r/zat and

S=Sr=Slir or s= *ur . (4-47)

Particle boosted system

In the boosted system, we can express the spin (no longer aligned with the e axis of the lab) as

S=Srir+S3i3 or S=dul *ba2, (4-48)

(where u1 and u2tte no longer aligned with the z axis either).

Note that when the particle is boosted, the directions of u1 and u2 change, and so does the
direction of the spin S. However, they change a little differently. S for the at-rest particle is solely
composed of u1, whereas for the boosted particle it has components of both z1 and u2. A common
new student mistake is to think that S and ul change in the same manner with v, and that the RHS of
(4-47), if it holds at-rest, will hold for any velocity.

Again, the vector addition implied in Fig. 4-Zc and the RHS of (4-48) is not quite correct for
spinors, but hopefully, the underlying concept that the amount of each of u1 and u2 in S changes
with velocity has become clear.

Summarizing Eigen Status of ,rt and lza

ur(p) ,-iP* und uz(p) r-'o* ireach always an eigenstate of the Dirac equation (for any p).

rzr(p) ,-iP' und uz(p) r-t" ireach sometimes an eigenstate of z spin, i.e. of Er (for p = 0 or = p3ig).

ar(p) ,-iP* and uz(p) r-'ot ur"always basis vectors for any general state I ty| (torany p).

ur(p) and a2(p) is each sometimes an eigenstate of e spin, i.e. of L3 (for p = 0 or = p3 ig).

u r(p) and z2(p) are always basis vectors in 4D spinor space (for any p).

zr(p) and u2(p) change orientation, as visualized in physical space, as p changes.

Spin S (often written in relativity as E) changes direction with p, but differently than ul dnd u2.

' Winter, Rolf G., Quantum Physics, Wadsworth (1979), Chap. 9.
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Any general spin state u can be represented as a linear combination of e and u2 (for any p).

a(p) = Cr(p) alO) + Cz$) uz@)

Any general particle state includes a spin part plus a spacetime part (for any given p).

4.7.71 RQM Helicity Operator

We mentioned helicity briefly above in discussing how particles approaching the speed of light

approach a state where their spin axis and the velocity vector v are parallel. It is possible, of course,

foi particles not traveling at rhe speed of light to have spin aligned with velocity (or any other

direition.) With massless particles (v = c), however, the two must be aligned, in perfect helicity.

In general, if the spin axis (using the right hand rule), of a particle is in the direction of v one

says thi particle has positive helicity. If spin points in the direction of - v, the particle has negative

helicity. The question we can ask then is "what is the helicity operator"?

The degree of helicity a particle has can be defined in terms of the angle between the spin vector

and the velocity vector. It is maximum if that angle is zero. Zerc helicity would exist if the angle

were 900. The dot product of the spin vector with a unit vector in the p (or equivalently, the v)

direction behaves in just this way and has come to be the mathematical definition of helicity.

Quantum mechanically, spin has three components, either for S; in NRQM or X; in RQM. These

three components represent the three spatial components (x,y,e directions) of spin in physical space,

though each component is a matrix in spinor space. So our spin operator E in RQM plays the role of
a 3-vector in physical space that points in the direction of spin. The inner product in physical space

of the spin operator vector E and the unit vector in the p direction (= p/lpl) would then be the RQM

heliglty operator. That is,

Ep =E.ip = E.fi - x, 
# 

.Lr#. t, 
# 

. (4-4e)

(4-49) is a 4X4 matrix in spinor space because each E; is a 4X4 matrix. (4-49) is a scalar in

physical space because it is the inner product of two vectors.

A Helicitv Examole

Consider a case where a particle is in the first eigenstate of (4-20), which we know from prior

work would be a spin up eigenstate if the particle were stationary. Take (4-4g)with posi tive p3 7 0,

pt = p' = 0 and operate on that first eigenstate.

.IDX
e

E+m
0

ffiI-

!2m

Ir
r.f,l w,"l=r,#1r,")=;l -1 

1

?il-r-rL

I

0

p3

Positive and
negative helicity
defined

Helicity
varies in
degree, from
max (full) to
zero

Helicity operator

= dot product of
spin operator
and p

Helicity operator
is a scalar in
physical space,
but a matrix in
spinor space

Example of
positive helicity
eigenstate

I

0

p3 e ip* - ilrr'rl
E+m

0

So, this state has a helicity eigenvalue of + Y2, which we should

mathematical considerations since tr/t)) is an up spin (+ e direction)

velocity is in the e direction, as it is in this problem.

Note that tf p3 were negative (- e direction),

(4-s0)

have known from non-

eigenstate as long as its
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Ir
E,l''"')= *l -r 

I-L 
-l

1

0

?p'' e-ip, = Ilrrr), and

r.fil ,/,,',.-r, 
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;ry;

e ip* =..il,,rt l.

e-tPx

(4-s1)

Example of
negative helicity
eigenstate

(4-s2)

Example of state
that is not a

(4-53) helicity eigenstate

E+m
0

1

0

p3

E+m
0

Thus, from (4-51), the spin would still be up (+% spin eigenvalue), but from (4-52), helicity
would be negative (- Vzhelicity eigenvalue).

In general, a + Vz hdicity state for spinors means the spin is in the direction of p; a - Vz helicity
eigenvalue means spin is in the direction of - p.'

A Second Helicity Example

Consider a Dirac particle in state trl\ with posi tiue p2 * A, pl = p3 =0. We would expect this is
not a helicity eigenstate, since we know the spin, if velocity were zero, would be in the + z direction
and here, the velocity is in the y direction. Let's see if the math tells us the same thing.

1

0

0

tp-

-t

E+m
0

i
,p'

E+m
0

The lower line above is not proportional to the original state nlt)), so the state is not in a helicity
eigenstate, as we suspected.

To gain more practice with helicity, do Prob. 20.

4.7.72 Summary of RQM for Dirac Particles
Do Prob. 21, which asks you to construct your own Wholeness Chart summary for RQM Dirac

particles for all but spin and helicity.
Spin and helicity are summanzedherein in Wholeness Chart 4-l for both NRQM and ReM.

1

2
e-ip" .t+lrr,) .

' Some authors define the helicity operator as 2Ip so their helicity eigenvalues are *l instead of + Vz.
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Wholeness Chart 4-1. Spin r/zParticle Spin Summary

NROM ROM

Physical space 3D space plus time 4D spacetime

Spinor space dimensions 2D 4D

Wave function = ket
(plane waves here)

physical space plus time p*t r-itu,
and spinor space part (2D spinor)

physical spacetime parts ,-ib und r*ib,
and spinor space part (4D spinor)

Spinor forms

= basis vectors

(Dirac-Pauli
representation for RQM)

'=[;] " =[?]

0
1p-

E**
pt +ipz
E+m

I
t .2p -tp
E**
-p"
E**

similar forms for v2 and v1, here and below

E+m
2m

E+m
2m

Spinor form dependence lndependent of velocity v Depends on velocity v (on p)

Spin operator 6i = 2X2 Pauli matricess,=Xo, 4X4 matricesL, -hlo, 0 I' 2lO oi)

Spin operator character 3D physical space angular momentum vector similar to linear momentum vector p. Both are
quantum operators. Spin vector components = matrix operators in spinor space.

Spinors spin eigenstate? Yes. Always Generally no. Yes if v = 0, or spin & x3 aligned

Spin in directions of
3D axes

(Linear combinations not
normalized here)

For any velocity

X+ + +espin; L-> -espin

I+ + X_ -++.ri X+ - I_-) -.r
iI*-I-++y;iI++X-+-y

For v = 0, or spin and v both in direction indicated

ut1*espini uz-+-espin

\ *u2 + +x; ut -u2-+ -x
iu1*u2++y; iu1+uz+-!

Spin operator eigenvals

+ htT

+ (*) for given oi it spin in pos (neg)

i axis direction

+ hl2 (Yzin natural units)

+ (-) for given X; if spin in pos (neg)

i axis direction

General spin direction
(Can normalize
coefficients if desired.)

X = C+X+ +C- X-

C*, C- determine spin direction.
Choose them to fit problem spin,

including spins not along x,!,2 a;xes

u = Ct (p)rt (p)* cr(p)uzb)

Ct, Cz determine spin direction. Choose them to fit
particular problem spin for any given p (including

spins not along p or x,y,z axes.)

tlelicity op =o.fi = o,* s. -s P -\' PitJp-"'lnl -",V

Spinors helicity
eigenstates?

Generally no. Yes if spin and p

aligned for X+ or X-

Generally no. Yes, if spin and p aligned for
U1 At U2

Helicitv eieenstates Any general state where spin parallel to line of action of p

Helicity eigenvalues
+ h,l2 (Vz in natural units)

+ if spin in p direction; - if in - p direction

General states summary

A state is in a spin eigenstate of S; (X; ) if spin is aligned in + or - direction of ith axis.

A state is in a helicity eigenstate if spin is aligned with p or - p.

Eigenstate or not, coefficients on the 1*,- (or u1,2) can be chosen to produce the

mathematical state for the particular spin direction (and p), and thus for the helicity, as well
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4.2 The Dirac Equation in Quantum Field Theory

4.2.1 Sammary Chart
All that we will do in the remainder of this chapter is summarized in Wholeness Chart 5-4 at the

end of Chap. 5. I highly recommend following along, step by step, in that chart as we progress from
here to the end of this chapter.

4.2.2 From RQM to QFT
Recall from Sect. 4.I.1, pg. 85, that because fermions cannot occupy the same stateo they cannot

reinforce one another to produce a macroscopic fermionic field. So, we have no classical spinor
field theory. That is, we have no Hamiltonian density, Lagrangian density, nor wave equation (all of
which are essentially equivalent), which we could use for quantizing and deriving a quantum spinor
field theory.

But in our scalar theory we found the QFT wave equation for fields (in the Heisenberg picture)
was identical in form to the RQM equation for states (in the Schrddinger picture). It is not a great
leap of faith, therefore, to assume the same thing will hold true for spinVz fermions. And, of course,
as history and experiment have proven, it does.

Thus, the Dirac equation for fields (where we will, as with scalar fields, work in the Heisenberg
picture), from (4-15) for states, is

(tfao-*)v=o (4-s4)

Its eigensolutions (for given p), identical in form to (4-20) but fields now instead of states, are

,/r(t) - up*ipx ,/r(') = u2e-ipx ,/r(') = vreipx ,{(o) = vreipx, (4-55)

whose mathematical behavior we have already learned quite a bit about.

The adjoint Dirac equation for fields, from (4-31), is

ia/rvf +mty-0, (4-s6)

with adjoint ei gensolutions

V=VI| -+ pr\) -ulf ,ip, =ifip, VQ) -irein* V0) -ire-in, VV) -ire-it*. @-si)

4.2.3 Summary of General Plane Wave Solutions

For the Dirac and adioint Dirac equation, the general discrete plane wave solutions are
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chapter

No classical theory

for spin lzfields,
so we can't use

H or,C for Znd

quantization
postulate #l

So, we take a hint
from scalar
theory and take
the Dirac RQM
equation as our
QFT fietd
equation

v/ =2 
ffitr,(p)u,(p)r-iP* 

+ a! 61v,(p)ri?')

atl/' + V-

W ro, (p)4 (p)r-iP* * r! {v)r, (p)riP* )
s-'lv-L
rrP

V V,

And the RQM
adjoint equation
as our QFT
adjoint equation

(4-5S) General Plane
wave solutions
to Dirac field
equation

(4-5e)

and the general continuous plane wave solutions are

v -Z rffi #(c, 
(p)u, (p),-ip* + a! 61v, (p),ip* )

v =Z ffi ffi@,(p)i,(p),-ip* 
+ r! 61n,(p)rip* ) .

Note that for fields we use lower case for the coefficients, as we did for fields in the scalar
treatment. You may be anticipating that we want to distinguish them from the RQM coefficients
(upper case) because we will find the QFI coefficients to be operators, rather than mere numbers. If
so, you will turn out to be right, as we will see.
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4.2.4 The Dirac l-agrangian, Conjugate Momentuna, and Hamiltonian

From the Dirac equation (4-54), and trial and error, we can deduce the Laerangian (.density) for

free spinor fields to be

4'' =V(i(a*-*)w ,

which can be checked by plugging into the Euler-Lagrange equation,

(4-60)

(4-62)

Dirac
Lagrangian
(density) .C for
free fields,
deducedfrom
Dirac equation

Dirac
conjugate
m.omenta

Dirac
Hamiltonian
density

Hfrom ^C

Qt =V; Q' =Vi .C = 4" . (4-61)

By doing Prob.Z}, you can prove to yourself that for n = 1 above, we get the Dirac equation, and for
n = 2, we get the adjoint Dirac equation.

Coniugate momenta for tyand fr are

.Tt/z -W -iv.t' - rVI yoT, -ivlt nt/2 =d{_' =r,dw$ 'Yt -r ' ' -f 
dv,o

where the adjoint momentum on the RHS might be a little surprising, but is true.

The Dirac Hamiltonian density can be found from the Irgendre transformation as

Hot'' = nt/zv +frt/zt - 4'' = IVIV - 4" = iryfW - 4"
V

- iVfV - iVfV - iWd iV + mW - -ivy' d iV + mW .

Y( Y)-" =0, with
D"'IdQ',p) aqn

4.3 Anti-commutation Relations for Dirac Fields

4,3,7 No Spinor Poisson Brackets: Try Assuming Coefficient Commutators

Since we don't have macroscopic spinor fields, and thus no associated Poisson brackets, we

can't really carry out second quantization postulate #2, in which we took Poisson brackets over into

commutators. But just as we took a hint in sect. 4.2.2 from the scalar fields case for postulate #1

(i.e., we assumed that the QFf wave equation was the same as the RQM wave equation in both

scalar and spin 7u cases), we can take a similar hint for postulate #2. That is, we can postulate that

the Dirac solution coefficients clp) and dr(p) obey the same sort of commutation relations that the

Klein-Gordon solution coefficients a(k) and b(k) did.

But, when early researchers did this, they soon found that such commutation relations did not

work for Dirac fields. They did not produce a viable theory that matched the real world. (We will
see this near the end of the chapter, but for nowo just accept it.)

4.3.2 Dirac Coeffiient Anti-comrnutation Relations Do Work

However, it was soon found that coefficient anti-commutation relations, parallel in form to the

scalar coefficient commutation relations, did work. These are

(4-64)

(4-63)

No classical
spinor field
Poisson brackets
+ guess that
Dirac coffi have
commutation
relations l.ike

scalars

That guess

is wrong

A new guess:

Dirac coffi obey
anti-commutation
relations.

[+ (n),'J (p')]* =ld,(p),aJ (n')]* = drrdpp, (dis*ete); = drrd(p -p') (continuous).

All other anti-commutators between coefficients equal zero.

This guess is our
We will thus use (4-64) as our postulate #2 of 2nd quantization for Dirac fields. See Fig. 4-3. posnlate #2 for

And before too long, we will prove to ourselves that indeed, this postulate does give us a viable 2nd quantization

spinor field theory. of sPinorfieds
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Can't quantize
in usualway
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Same wave equation

-*---=->
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Can't quantize
in usualway

The right guess

and the same
Dirac wave
equation ltield
QFT for spinors

n = lrlav

Begin
derivation of
cofficient
form of H

Effective 2nd quantization for spinors

Figure 4-3. The Route to QFT for Spin % Fields

4.4 The Dirac Hamiltonian in QFT

4,4,1 The Free Dirac Hamiltonian in Terms of the Cofficients
Similar to what we did for scalar fields, we find the Dirac Hamiltonian by integrating the Dirac

Hamiltonian density of (4-63) over all space (a volume V containing the discrete solutions, which
we can make as large as we like), i.e.,

Hl'' - !rtr',"rt'" =l Ftwa,w + mqy)a3 x . (4-6s)

Parallel to what we did for scalars, we substitute the Dirac general solution (4-58) into (4-65),

H ;'' = IF,Wd iw + m/y)a3 * =

J 
[ ;,trt(d' 

(p)+ ( p)e ip* +'! lpsu'tn)e@ )) x

(-, l r,) 
[ F,,fun. 

( c, { p ) r.r, (p' ) e- 
i p' * + d ] 1p' yv, (p) ei 

p'', 

), 
t' 

(4 - 6 6)

. I'[; ffia,o)+ 
(P)'-iP* +'!61n'rnP*))*

(n W(c, 
(p')2, (p' ) e- 

ip' * + d] 1p' lv, (p) eip' 
*' 

) "'
The first of the two integrals above (i.e., the Znd and 3'd lines of @-66), which are multiplied

together and represent the derivative term) becomes

tt I h,m @, (p)v,(p),-'( 
un' -'' *' )) 

[,;, 
rm. @' ) y' 

6", 
@' ),-'(uo' 

- o'' r' )] r' "

.{; ,Wd,(p)i,(p)''("'-'''')lt;,rm dlrp'tt(-'0")',{n';"('o 
o-o''rl1l"' 

,A A.7\) @-67)

(
. f h rW,l- 

(p)n,@)/(4'-''t' 
)h, ffi dl <p'>t (- o"),, (n),'("0't* 

p'i ri) lr"
)

In (4-67) above, all cases where the terms in the summations, when multiplied, don't give us e0

= I for the spatial part of the exponent drop out, because an integral over all space of the oscillating
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function ,tf (x), 
where flx) * 0, is zero. So in the first and last lines, only terms with p - - p'will

survive. And in the 2nd and 3'd lines, only terms in p'- p will. Thus, (4-67),line-by-line, reduces

(where we use p for all dummy indices) to (4-68). We assume, as in RQM, that the order of spinors

and coefficients (such as cr and dr) can be interchanged at will, but we must preserve the order of
spinor entities as it represent matrix/vector multiplication in spinor space.

.( pglro".j-3 ).l[,I+ d,(-p) ;r-rv7'r, c,{p)'-iz'r 
)o' 

.

ln similar fash

willdrop out when combined with equation below- see Box4-3

. I []r+ 
d,(p)i,(p)l (-o' 

) 
v, (n)dJ rnr) a3"

. I ( n e rl. $)n,(p)l pi u,(p)c, rnl) a3'

., f ( s ,n ,I(ili,(-il/ (-r,)u, (p)dJ (p)r''u,'

'l,fiuu'
wn

ion, the last two lines of (4-66), representing the mass tr

-( Y'.d 
t":"- t ')

{P" ffd'(-p)4 Gilmrz'(P) c'(p)e-i,E'' 

)ot.

to

te

)a"
)
ffi-:
rm in Hl" , become

(4-68)

(4-6e)

willdrop out when combined with equation above- see Box4-3

. 
J [*e 

d,(p)i,(p)mu, tn)d, rnr) a3"

. I [* A rl. @)r, (p)m u s(p)c, rnl) a3"

-.1( ri -
, l,fi ft.,I(.p)u,(-p)mv,tnldj 

(p),,zuo, 

)a,,.
*itt O "+-f

The first row of (4-68) added to the first row of (4-69), as we do in (4-66), sum to zero as shown

in Box 4-3. Similarly the last rows of (4-63) and (4-69) sum to zero as well. (Prove it in Prob.23.)

Then we will look at the second lines of (4-68) and (4-69) but first need to recall (4-25), i.e.,

,i (p)r, (p) =4 (p)r,r, (p) =+d,, =ff4, + 4 (p) f por,(p)= ry6,, =$4,. (4-70)

Adding the second lines of (4-68) and (4-69), and using (4-70) in the second line below, we find

t [;. A d'(P)i' o>(-l r' + *)"tP)dJ or)a3'

= t[A*rd,o)[4 o)(t nt I m* v0 po)u,tn, +u^)r*or]a',

= 

ry[,**d' 
o)[4 .'(ry. *y' (P) +" 

]" "'l

(4-7 r)
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Box 4-3. Terms That Drop Out of Derivation of Hamiltonian in Terms of Coefrlcients

To prove how the first row of (4-68) and (4-69), when summed, equal zero, we first need to derive a relationship

involving the spinor r'(P).

Relationshio for a.(o)

consider tlre Dirac e4uation and a single eigensolution to it having 3-momentum p and spin s,

(ifao-*\v=(i1 -m)v=o with vl=cs(ptus(pte-ipt ' (84-3'1)

This results in

(ro e, - ^\"n<nlun1r1e-ir' 
= (y - m)cn {n)a, {n)"-r = 0 (84-3'2)

Neither cs(p) nor the exponential equal zero, so the remaining factors must equal zero, and thus

(f no - ^\",4p1= 
(y - *)u"1p1=s . (84-3'3)

Re-expressinq and Combininq Terms in (4-68) and (4-69)

Now ftom the complex conjugate transpose of (4-25), where r and s are dummy variables and thus interchangeable,

and the relation holds for any p, including - p'

r] (p)v" (-p) = o -+ vi (-p)2. (p) = o -+ v] (-p)r" (p; = o

-+ v!(-p\ffu,(p)=0 -+ ;,(-p)/',(p)=o -+ {"(-p)/pou"(p)=o' 
G4-3'4)

The middle part of the first line of (4-68) can then be written as

r,(-p)f piu,(p)=i,Gp)l (-pr )u" <pl - l,(-p)f,po",b\= -n,(p)( !r.u,(p\ ' 
(84-3'5)

=0 from (84-3.4) /
When we then use the RHS inst€ad of the LHS of (84-3.5) in the first line of (4-68) and add that to the first line of

(4-69), as the terms are in the original summation of (4-66)' we get

( ( ) .-l
-Jl ; -g-a'cntl',<-pt(/-^\u"o) lc,{p1a-i2&' la3*=o ' (84-3'6),l;"""n l. =ffi,) )\

Thus, the first and last lines of (4-68) and (4-69) drop out, as promised'

Nowo if you did Prob. 23, you proved that

(/**)u,(p)=0,
which means (4-71) reduces to

| * d,.rl -+''lrr,n, = -I E, d,rp>!) rp>= I no( a.l b).a,b)-1.] - @-73)
ltpil-trp t, m ) ,,n ffiffi r,p t*r,hrffi,,(p) )

By doing prob. 24, which essenrially follows steps like (4-70) to (4-73) for the third lines of

(4-68) and (4-69), one finds the sum of those third lines to be

(4-72)

}Er.i (p)',. (p) .

/'P .;lt ,h;;lp')

(4-74)
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The only terms remaining in (4-66) are (4-73) and (4-74), so the free field Dirac Hamiltonian is

Hy'= IEo (N, (p)- t* wr(p)-*)
rrP

(4-75) End of

where N r( p ) - ,I (p)r, (p) frr( p ) = dI (p)a, (p) (underbars mean no summation) (4-76)

An Example

Now consider the Hamiltonian of (4-75) acting on a state with one c type Dirac particle in an

eigenstate of 3-momentum p', another c particle with p", and a d type particle with p"'. Note that

Dirac d type particles in a ket are represented by an overbar, i.e.,by p -

HY' 
1V,,,p,,V,,,p,,V ro,p,) = I rn ( N, (p ) - t * *,(p ) - tlln r,n',V r',p',V,',p')

t'n' 'r true mathematically

derivation of H
in terms of
cofficients

An example:
Comparing
math results for
H to real world
energy

Comparison
yields number
operators

=l Ep,*En,*Eo- +
I must be true physically
\.

4.4.2 Dirac Number Operators

r'n F+-+)
rrP

unexpected -oo energY

The only way this makes sense is if (4-77) is

N, (p) = number operator with eigenvalue nr(D = number of c particles of 3-mom p, spin r in the ket,

lf, (p) = number operator with eigenvalue nr(p) = number of d particles with p and spin r in the ket,

and, the vacuum has - Vz quantum of energy for each p, r for c particles, and also for d particles.

4.4.3 Zero Point (Vacuum) Dirac Particle Energy

Note that

H.'lo)=Iro(",(n) -|+n,(p)-*)lo) = Irn(-+-+) lo) . @-7s)
r,p . ,,p 

n

infinite negative energy

It is a striking fact that, according to our theory, the vacuum appears to be filled with an infinite

number of Dirac c and d type virtual particle quanta, each of different frequency (with k Ep = /z @p

in natural units), and each having negative energy.

Does this negative vacuum energy really exist? If one accepts that virtual scalars (and as we will
see in Chap. 5, virtual photons) fill the vacuum with positive energY, then one has to accept what

(4-78) is telling us. There appears to be no experimental evidence, however, unlike that often

claimed for positive vacuum energy, that this is so. Additionally, it then becomes even harder to

presurne states in QFT are harmonic oscillator states, as no known such oscillator has a negative

energy ground state.

Many, like myself, feel that something is still missing from the extant theory, and that we should

keep an open mina with regard to what is trappening in the vacuum.l

4.4.4 Positive Energy for Real Dirac Type d Particles in Qff
Consider a multiparticle state of real (not virtual, like in the vacuum above) d type particles,

which in RQM, with F/ = i)/}t,had negative energies. Here, with I/ = IH dV = (4-15) instead acting

on a state with two dtype particles with different 3-momentum, we find

t The article cited in the footnote on page 89 shows that by including the unused solutions to the field
equations, a\lVz quanta terms in the vacuum, of both positive and negative energy, sum to zero.

Vacuum appears

fiIled with Dirac
lz quanta of
negative energy
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Hy' 
1V,,,p,,V,,,n" ) = I rp ( 

", 
( n ) - t, +lr, ( p ) - +) I 

V,,,p,,V r.,n )
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d type Dirac
particles have
positive energy
in QFT, like
antiparticles do
in experiments

Orthonormality
of spinor states
similar to
scalar states

As are expectation
values of operators

The cofficients
create and
destroy Dirac
particles

Proving cr(p)
destroys a single
particle state

rrp

=(Eo,*Ep, € )l
I L--J I'

I real particle from 
I

\ energy vacuumr/

(4-7e)

(4-83)

(4-84)

So, our theory produces only positive energy real particles, and we will expect to find the d type
particles are antiparticles, with opposite charge of particles, but with the same (positive) energy.

4.4.5 Unit Norms and Orthogonality for Muhiparticle Spinor States

Similar to what we had in QFT for scalars, we define our symbols for multiparticle states such
that every such state is normalized, i.e., its inner product with itself is unity. That is, we choose the
constant in front of the state (when it is expressed in wave function form) to get this result. This
constant is hidden inside (it is implied, not shown) the ket symbol, when we use that to represent the
state. For example, using the ket symbol, which is more common in QFT, we have

(rn,o' ,Vr',p'llrr,r' ,Vr,e') - t . (4,80)

And by their nature, each such multiparticle state is orthogonal to every other state that is not
identical to it in particle types, particle numbers, p, and spin r. If we expressed the following
examples in terms of integrals over all space (inner products) of the wave function form of the
states, we would find those integrals equal zera. Note states can contain both bosons and fermions.

(oLr',v,',p' lltL,',v,',p'l = o (vr,n, ,v,",n llvr,o, ,v,-,p.) = o (4-81)

r'*r'

4.5 Expectation Values and the Dirac Hamiltonian
Parallel to scalars (see Chap. 3, Sect. 3.5, pgs. 57-58, for details), we find the expectation value

of any operator for any multiparticle state, with tyl representing the yth state and can be either a c or
d type particle, is

o = (vr,vz,v3,...]olvt,vz,vr,...) . (4-82)

4.6 Creation and Destruction Operators

It will probably not come as a big surprise that the c, (p) and dr(p) operators destroy Dirac
particles, and their complex conjugates create Dirac particles. We prove this below.

4.6.7 Proving It
Before going through the proof, we should note some relations we'll need that are a direct result

of certain anti-commutation relations noted, but not shown, in (4-64). Two of these are

[.] tn),'l (p)]* =lr,(p),., (n)j* = o .

The first of these gives us

,I (p),1 (p) *'l (p),1 (p) = 0 -+ ('l (n))' = o .

Do Prob. 25 to prove that from the second of (4-83) and similar relations for dr(p) and drI (p),

(r, (p))' = o (rj (n))' = o (a,(p))'=0. (4-8s)

Note, as proven when doing Prob. 25, that none of (4-8a) and (4-85) would be true if the
coefficients obeyed commutation, rather than anti-commutation, relation s.

Proof that c,(p) is a Destruction Onerator

We ask what state results from cr(p) acting on a single c type particle of spin r and 3-
momentum p (no sum on r below),

" 
(p)l v,,p)= lr) . (4-86)
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To see, operate on this unknown state with our number operator Nr(p) = crt(p) cr(p).

n,. (p)l ?) = orl?l = n ', (p)l V,,pl = :l (p),', (e) ', (p)l V,,pl

-(t -,, (p),1 (r)),,, (p)lrn ,,)= ",rlt),;i#):l 
(p):, (p) lr,,nl @-87)-\r - tr \P/ Lr \P ) lLr \v tlv r,p I 'r \r./lv r,P I "r \r/l 
Nr(p)

= r, (p)l v,,p)-., (p)391 v,,pl= [j:, (p)l ,,,o].-1 h=01)
Since the number eigenvalue of l?) is zero' we conclude that l?) = l0) and thus, from (4.86)' that

cr(p) destroyed the Dirac particle state lW,p).

Note that, using (4-85), we can prove that c'(p) annihilates the vacuum, i.e.,

', (p)lo)= c, (p)(., tn)l v,,nl)= (', (p))'lr,,n) = o .

0
End of Proof

Proof that crT(p) is a Creation Operator

What state results from t/(pl acting on the vacuum?

'l (p)lo) = l?) .

Start by operating on the above with the number operator.

rs, (p)lt) = nrlr) = N, (p)'l (p)lo) ='l (p)', (p)'l (p) lo)

"I(p)",,(p)

(4-88)
Proving c'(p)
annihilates the

vacuum

use anticommutator

(4-8e)

(4-e0)

(4-et)

Proving crt(p)
creates a single
particle state

from the

vacuum

Proving c''(p)
annihilates a

state with type

c particle lW,p)

in it

=,i (p) (r-,,!.(p)., (p))10)='l (p)(r -o)lo)='l (p)10)=14| .- ------/ |

\. N,'(p) )
From the first and last parts of (4-90), we see that the state in question has n2 = I as the eigenvalue

of Nlp) and thus, must be the single particle state l?) = lw,p). Hence, from (4-89), crt(p) creates a

single Dirac particle out of the vacuum.

End of Progf

4.6.2 The Surprise Result of c,r(p) Acting on a Single Particle State

From the parallels so far with scalar creation and destruction operatorso one might expect that

crt(p) acting on a single particle state would create a two particle state. But if we recall that two or

more fermions ,unnoi o..upy the same state (same r and p), it seems such a thing would have to be

prohibited. Let's see if it is. Using (4-84), we get

,I (p) Vd= ('l t:l)' lo) = o

"I(p)lo) = Q

So action of crt(p) on a state containing the Dirac particle lw,p) destroys that state.

So, the theory weove developed tells us 1fun1 we cannot create (,we cannot have) multiparticle

states with mors than one DiraC particle in a given single particle state. Dirac particles obey the

pauli exclusion p"*tpb This is a blessing. If it were otherwise, we would not have a valid

fermionic field theory.

Anti-commutators give us fermionic behavior

As noted above, if our coefficients obeyed commutator relations (like scalar bosons do), we

would not have gotten (4-84), and that is what caused the operation in (4-91) to prohibit creation of

t
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a two particle state with both particles being c type fermions having the same spin and 3-
momentum. This is why we stated in Sect. 4.3 on pg. 104 that commutators would not work for
Dirac particles and we had to use anti-commutators.

9eneral rule:

Coefficient commutation relations work for bosons and allow more than one identical singlg
particle state to co-exist in the same multiparticle state.

Coefficient anti-commutation relations work for fermions and do not allow more than one
identical single particle state to co-exist in the same multiparticle state.

4.6.3 Parallel Results for d Type Particles

A parallel analysis for d type Dirac particles yields exactly parallel results as we had above for c

types. Art(p) and d.(p) operators create (from the vacuum) and destroy d type particle states.

Application of drt (p) to a state containing a single d particle lVr,n) , annihilates that state.

4.6.4 Total Particle Number
As with scalars, total particle number is defined as the number of particles (i.e. c types) minus

the number of antiparticles (r/ types). For spinors, the total particle number operator is

w (w)= I(t,, (p)- N, (p)) (4-e2)

Again note the subtle difference i" phr;:ology. "Number of particles" (which is different from
"total particle number") equals the number of particles plus the number of antiparticles.

4.6.5 W Q) and V @) as Operator (or Qaantum)Fields

Thus, the total particle lowering operator field is

v =1, WG,(p)u,(p)r-iPr + afg.sv,tp)rw)' ft\vh \ /\r/ '\r/
(4-e3)

lll

Commutators +
bosonic behavior
Anti-commutators

-> fermionic
behavior

Similar reasoning
and results for
d type Dirac
particles

Total particle
number is number
of particles
minus number
of antiparticles

ry is a total
particle number
lowering
operator fieId

f

V'
offiys
particles

and the total particle raisins operator field is

destrovs
anti-parficles

V =Z W 
(0, $)o, (p)r-ip, * rj 6yn, @)r'0, )

+v,
creates

anti-particles

+v
creates
particles

-IV,
(4-e4)

(4-es)

{ is a total
particle number
raising
operator field

Spinor charge
operator

4.7 QFT Spinor Charge Operator and Four Current

4.7.1 Simple Deduction of Dirac Charge Operator

From what we know about the number operators, and parallel to what we found for scalar fields,
we can simply define our Dirac charge operator as

e=-'Z(uo, (p)-n, (p))
rrP

where - a is the charge on the electron. Note that, with this definition, d type particles will have a

charge of + e, which would qualify them as antiparticles of the electron. Note the operation of
(4-95) on a typical state.

-t\(t, (p)-.[,, (p))l vn,pr,v,t,pr,V,,,pr) = -e(r + t - t) lVn,n,,v,,,pr,Vn,n,l.r,p tot chaige= _e

A state with two electrons and one positron has a total charge of -e.

(4-e6)
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4.7,2 The Dirac Charge Operatorfrom the Foar Current

But we could, instead, derive (4-95) more formally.

Spinor fields in QFT are governed by the same Dirac equation as spinor states were in RQM.

And we used that equation in Sect. 4.1.7 (pg 91) and Prob. 13 to find the conserved quantity Q' of
(4-35) associated wiih the divergenceless four-currentf of @-34). The exact same steps with fields

yield the exact same expressions as they did for states, except now !/ and P are operator (quantum)

fietd, with constants cr(p), Dlp) -+ operarors cr(p), dlil. Thus, we have the

(4-e7)

(4-e8)

(4-ee)

As we've seen before, all above products where lpl * t p' result in exponentials that oscillate in

Space, and when integrated over all Space, ate zeto. The p = pr terms then are

spinor4-currentoperator ip -(p,i)-WfV with doip =0,

and I ioa'*-[ od3x=[Vyovd3* -lv' rofwd3t= J vtvd3*=Q''
vvvvv

Derivation of Charse Operator from Divereenceless 4-Current

Substituting the solutions (4-g3) and (4-94) post-multiplied by To into (4-98) yields

e' - I vt v d3 ,= 
I [; ffi ro,(p)ul (p),-ip* + c! 1p1u!0)e'e" )) x

t P,m 
(c, (p')a, (p' )'-ip' 

* + ai {n') v, (p)'ip' *') 

" "'

( Z *@,@di(n),ul(p),,tp) 
*.|{p)',tnl:'lol',tplrlJ 

"",
[''''o 

E 
]d,, ]d,, )T

A conserved
4-current
spmor
operator

Deriving the

spinor charge
4-current
operator

(4-r00)

where the underbrackets are from (4-25). The p'= - p terms are

( >. *(d,(-p)c,(p)rl(-p)u" (p)r-'"n' * rl(-p)aJ(p)ul(-p)v, (p),r'"o'll J a" (4-101)

[.;n"* --6- 
)v

where we again use (4-25) to show those terms go to zero. (4-99) then becomes

e' - I pd3 *= I ( rlrn>r,(p) + (,(ildl @)) = I ( :I<n>r,til,- { (ild,(p) + 1l' g'102)

7rl ffil 'ilt-T6-- 
*;;6-- 

)
\ commutator / \

The .,1" may look strange here, but recall we only need to satisfy the 4-divergence relation (4-97).

So we can add a constant 4-vector b f = (p,j) and the result will still have zeto  -divergence. We

can also multiply f AV any constant and the 4-divergence of zero will still hold. So, define a new 4-

vectoro the spinor charge density 4-current operator,/ (different from spinor 4-current operatorf,

-+ dosP =0.-uLll (4-103)

The spinor
charge 4-
current
operator
(a density)

The spinor
charge operator

So, our operator for our new conserved quantity, which is the spinor charge operator, is (4-95)o i.e.o

e=lr0d3*--l-r(io -+I rla3' =-e(Q'-It) =-.eI(N,(p)-rs,(p)) . (4-104)Y- r"" r -[, vfr ) t- ; ) r,p

End of derivation

Be aware that other texts invoke normal ordering in the middle of (4-102), instead of the anti-

commutator, to re-order the drig)al(p) term. By doing so, they do not get the o'10' term on the RHS,
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and find sF =-eiP instead of (4-103).As I've discussed earlier, normal ordering assumes anti-
commutation of operators dr(p) and d!(p) that, according to the fundamentals of the theory, do not
anti-commute, so I favor the derivation shown above. I note further, in passing, that the approachreferenced in the footnote on pg. 50 eliminates the pesky "L" thatshows up on the RHS of (4-102).

4.8 Dirac Three Momentum Operator

4.8,7 simple Deduction of Dirac Momentum operator
SimilartowhatwedidinSect.4.7.1'wecansimpIydefineouras

P =Ip(N, (p)* n,' (p)) , (4-10s)
rrF

since operation by (4-105) on any multiparticle state will yield a sum of the p values for all thesingle particles in that state. Do prob. 26 is an example.

4'8'2 Dirac Three'Momentum Operator from the Conjugate Momentum
One can derive the 3-momentum operator more formally using the relation between 3-momentum density and conjugate momentum of the field frorn Box 2-2 (pg. 23) of chap.2, i.e.,(with sum on n index)

113

P' =-rr#- n=l,Qt =W; n=2,Q2 =Vi. (4-106)

(4-110)

The spinor 3-
momentum
operator

Deriving the
spinor 3-
momentum
operator

Guessing the

QFf spinor
spin operator

The guess tsn't
defined for multi-
particle states

Definition of
QFT spinor spin
operator that
will work

-+ P = Ip(N, (p)+ n, (p)) . @_to7)
rrP

derived from field equation solutions

The derivation of the expression after the second equal sign above is similar to the kind of thingwe have done before for H and Q, and we won't o9 ii here]lf you have trouble simply accepting(4-105), then please do prob. 27, whichasks you to derive (4-l0i).

4.9 Dirac Spin Operator in eFT
4.9.7 Deduction of Dirac eFT Spin Operator

From what we found for the Hamiltonian, charge and 3-momentum operators, one might guessthat the Dirac spin operator in eF.t would be 
vrY^Elv^u' vl

(try assuming) orrx = x: (", (p) + lr, (p)) -+ qrrli = x,I (lr, (p) + ff, (p)) , (4-108)r,F r,p

where E = x; is the spin operator of RQM (See (4-39)). Thus, acrion of (4-l0g) for i = 3 on a sample
state would probably give us the total spin in the e direction of the state, e.g.,

qmx3 lv*,n,,Vdo*n,p2,Vuo,n,) - rrI (ur, (p)+ fr, (p))l Vup,p,,Vdown,pz,Vup,p,)
r,p

= (t + 1+ t)xr 
lwru,n,,vdown,pz,Vuo,p,) .

(4-10e)

but not a defined operation
But as noted in the underbracket above, our RQM spin operator is not defined for a multiparticle

state. so, it is not evident how x3 would act on states as found in QFT.
But what we can do is define our oFT Dirac spin operator as

qn'rxi =lvtz,Vd3* -) qrrx3 -lvtztvd3*,
VV

Then,

Pi =[ pid3"= Z p, (*,(0,)*",(or))

L

and note what we get when we substitute the general solutions to the Dirac equation for tyand tyt
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For Type c Particles Only
For simplicity, we will restrict ourselves to c type particles only, and later extend our results to

include d types, as well. From (4-110), with the preceding superscript c to designate c type,

qFF& = {(nffi'J o>ul (p)'ip*)t' 
[,?,m" 

(P')r" (p')' ip'*)o' .' (4-r 1 1)

As we should be getting used to by now, all terms where p # p' will go to zero in the integration,
giving us

o"f x, = [A * 
.l(p),,(p),lo)xra,,r,)+J d3 x=[,e" 

t'l(p)E:a,(p)']o)c,tn)l 
@'trz)

)
For r # s, the c operators will destroy a particle of spin s, then create one of different spin r, i.e.,

o.f E, lr,,nl = 
[,], *,! 1p1z,u,(p),1(p)c,o)) r,,o)= 

[AU 
ul @)z,u",n,Jl r,,n). (4-r 13)

ffi
So the expectation value of what we would measure for spin in the e direction for the given state

with s spin would be

(\
(r,,rlooft,lr,,r) = (r,,n l[; t[(p)Ere, 

tnt.Jl ,,,o)= (v,,rl(a numue.)l%,n)

Examining our
definition of
QFf spinor
spin operator

Our definition
of spin operator
seems to work

nicely for Ej

It also works
nicely in general,

i.e. Liworks

the number

Hence the only way we can measure anything corresponding to this operator is if r = s. So, with no
loss in measurement prediction capability (nor thus, in generality), we can drop terms in (4-l 12) that
result in zero expectation values, leaving us with

=0if r*s; --Z#4(p)Erru,(p)if r=r
,,p up

q# x, = L# rl 1p)&r, (p)'l (p)c, (p) = >,# ut gszru, (p) N, (p) .

r,p tp ,,P tP

(4-rr4)

(4-11s)

Now if hy ,,p) is in a e direction eigenstate, say the up state, then (4-1 15) acting on it yields

(\
q#8, lr*,o,) = 

I If 4@)>ru, (p) N, rnl 
ll 

vup,p,) = #,Ipu,t)lru,* 
(pr )l ,,0,r,)

\,,p "p ) "p, 
ffi (4_u6)

= *{y!,r@)r,rrp)lruo,n,) = +l v,p,p,l'"or-W;
And the eigenvalue of our operator is r/2, representing an up eigenstate.

The key to all this is that the 13 operator in (4-ll0) operates on the column spinor of ty in
(4-110), and the destruction and creation operators cr(p) and dt.(p) associated with that column
spinor operate on the ket in question. They all have spin r and 3-momentum p. So the effect we get

on a multipanicle state is what we desired. The total spin in the I direction from all particles in the
multiparticle state.

All of the above steps can be repeated analogously for Xr and Lzto yield the general result

qrf x, = >,# u! 1P1L,r,(P) N' (P)'
f,g"p

(4-r17)
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For Both Type c and d Particles

The same steps we went through for c particles and fields above work for d types as well. Thus,
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Carrying out similar steps for both types yields the OFT spin operator in terms of number operators,

en-rxi =qrf x, + a#x ,=nt("!61x,u,.(p)N,(p) + u]1p;1,r,(p)N,rn)) (4-1le)

4.9.2 Formal Derivation of Dirac QFT Spin Operator

Angular momentum in relativity is, strictly speaking, a 4D skew symmetric tensor (the purely
spatial components of which can be employed as the three components of a 3D pseudo-vector). That
angular momentum tensor can be converted into an angular momentum density tensor, which can be
quantized. This gets quite complicated, and we won't do it here, but will note that upon doing so,

one finds the quantum field theory spin operator to be (4-110). And thus, with a quite formal
derivation from general principles, one ends up with (4-119).

4.70 QFf Hehcity Operator
As noted before, helicity is simply the component of the spin along p, i.e the dot product of the

3D spin vector and the unit vector in the 3-momentum direction. So, the QFT helicity operator is

# r, =(nA,! 1p1x,,,(p) N, tn))

err Ep = I ,.'[r.6)v,a' * = lvr (r, {)ro' r
In terms of number operators, from (4-ll9), this becomes

(4- 1 18)

(4-tz0)

(4-t23)

(4-t24)

Same operator
works for d Upe
particles, as well

Spin operator in
terms of number
operators

Spin operator
can be derived
more formally

QFf heficity
operator in term.s

of .fields

QFf hehcity
operator in terms
of number
operators

Inner product of
spinor fields = a
number

Outer product of
spinor fields = a
4X4 matrix

Many ways to
manipulate
Dirac matrices
summarized in
Appendix A

enxp =nt(ulur)Li#,,(p)N,(p)+ulo)xi #,,(p)N,$)) (4-tzt)

4.17 Odds and Ends

4.7L1 Inner and Outer Products in Spinor Space

For products of two fields, when the adjoint field is on the left and spinor indices are suppressed,
an inner product is implied. Thus, where, as always, repeated indices mean summation,

W - V Bv B = wL *B w p = a scalar quantity' (4-122)

When the adjoint field is on the right, an outer product (a tensor/matrix) is implied. For example,

W =VoVp =VnVI frp = XoF = a matrix quantity in spinor space

For spinor field anti-commutators, which for us, are almost always outer products, we mean

lw ,V]* -lv ,Vl* of = v av p + V pvo - lV ,vf* =[V ,v7* oo

If these rules are broken under any special circumstances, we will write out the indices.

4.17.2 Dirac Matrices and Spinor Relations

There are a number of ways Dirac matrices and spinors may be manipulated, and many of these
will prove convenient along the way, particularly when we get to interaction theory. One of these
we have already seen: the hermiticity conditions (4-12).

Proving each and every one of these can eat up a lot of time, is not something I, the author, have

ever done, and is not recommended. Proving one or two of them to yourself can, however, give you

some confidence in all of them.

Appendix A of this chapter lists many of these relationships. Prob. 31 asks you to prove one of
them. The rest can be treated similarly to the way we treat integral tables. I don't know anyone who
has ever proven all of the relations in any integral table to her/himself, but every physicist I know
commonly uses them with confidence.
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4.77.3 Subtleties Regarding Spin
Even if you have worked hard to understand Dirac spinors, their dependence on 3-momentum,

and the spin operator, you probably still feel a little insecure (a little "fuzzy") about them. If you
don't, you probably either i) are a very rare student or ii) have not reflected too deeply on them.

Extant texts typically do far less to explain them than we have in this chapter, and seem to ignore
key issues and questions, the analysis and answers for which would be highly enlightening.

The First Issue

One such example is how, in QFT, one might treat a particle that is not in a pure ut or uz state.

Typically, one would expect the overwhelming majority of particles treated to not have their
momenta and spin directions so perfectly aligned as to be representable by only one of ut or uz.Yet

in QFT, one almost invariably deals with kets such as lrr,n) "t I 
Vr,p,Vr,,p,,Vl,p,), for which, it is

seemingly implied, the spin values r, r', and r" equal 1 or 2. These are spin basis states, so it seems

these kets can not represent more general (non-basis) states.

In interaction theory applications, for decay, the particle is analyzed at rest. And we can simply
align the z axis of our chosen reference frame with the spin axis of the particle at rest. No problem.

In scattering, particles are typically high energy (approaching light speed) and so have their 3-
momenta effectively aligned with their spins. So we can simply choose our { axis for a given
pafticle in that direction and things get simplified, because such a particle must then be in either a

spin up ,rt state or a spin down u2 state. Still further, in scattering, calculations are highly statistical,
and certain averaging processes over all possible spin states take place. Those cover over and

automatically account for more general, non pure u1 or u2 spin basis states.

And yet, the theory stills seems a little lacking, if, as it might seem, it only handles pure spin
basis states.

The Second Issue

The solutions to the Dirac equation are expressed in terms of the spinors ut, u2, yl and u2, but, it
is important to realize that the p' values used in the usual expressions (4-20) must be expressed in
the at-rest coordinate system of the particle (decelerate the particle to rest in the lab) for which the
lab e axis is taken parallel to the spin of the decelerated particle.

But if we have a multiparticle state, and we take our coordinate system as the at-rest system of
one particle, this will usually not be the same as the at-rest system of any of the other particles. They
will, in general, have different alignments of the e axis. So we can't use the same coordinate system
for all particles, or we won't represent the spin of those other particles correctly. But using more
than one coordinate system makes computation a lot more difficult, of course.

The Full Resolutions of Thele Ogestions in Appendix B

Virtually everyone learns QFf without considering the second issue above, and you can

certainly do so, as well. The first issue is contained in most treatments, but often unclearly. For
those who really wish to get to the bottom of these matters, I have covered them in greater depth in
Appendix B of this chapter. A summary of that appendix follows below.

Summary of Appendix B

TheJirst Issue

1. Feynman diagrams in the literature may label a Dirac particle with given p and spin of subscript
r. That implies r = either 7 or 2, and thus the state should be a pure basis state. But particles are

rarely in a pure basis state, so the symbolism seems incomplete and unable to represent the full
range of states in nature.

2. In the ket symbolism of this text, we will represent a general, not necessarily pure basis, state as

Iryrl and a pure basis state as lV r,p). In Appendix B, we show how the mathematical predictions for
observables for lyo) work out.

3. In experiments, spin is typically not measured, but we may calculate a transition amplitude (see

Chap. 1, pg. 3) for a given interaction for a particular basis state spin (r = I or 2) for each particle,
and then use such basis state spin results to find general state results. Typically, this entails an

averaging over all incoming particles of all possible spin states. Recall that quantum predictions

How to handle
non eigen spin
states?

u, and v,
expressed in at-
rest system of
each particular
particle, not all
in the sdme
coord system

Summary of
resolution af
first issue
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(expectation values, scattering, decay) of measurements are statistical in nature, so such averages
work well.

The Second Issue

1. The usual standard representation forms of spinors z1 and u2 only represent actual spin if the
particle at-rest coordinate system has spin parallel to the z axis direction. That is, p' used in the usual
forms of ar and rz2 must be measured in the at-rest system.

2. If we have two (or more) particles in a multiparticle state, each typically has a different at-rest
coordinate system. So, we can either i) represent each particle with usual forms for u1 and u2 using
p' values for each measured in its own (different from the others) at-rest system, and thereby make
computation very difficult, or ii) represent all particles by the usual forms of q and u2 using p'
values for all measured in the same coordinate system, but then, at best, only one particle would
have its actual spin represented correctly.

3. We are typically concerned about expectation values, and such values are the same whether we
use 2i) or Zii). 2ii) is easier computationally because everything is done in the same coordinate
system. It works because in taking expectation values, the "incorrectness" in spin representation in
the ket is canceled by the "incorrectnesso' in spin representation in the bra.

4.71.4 Eigenstates of Three-Mornentum Not So Problematic as Spin
Note that we can get away with considering only p eigenstate (basis state) particles in our kets,

even though every free, real world particle is actually a wave packet (a general particle state which
is an integral over different p eigenstates). This is because, in many cases, including those
commonly treated in QFT, a particle eigenstate of certain p value (every measurement of 3-
momentum would yield p) is an excellent approximation to a wave packet with 3-momentum
expectation value p (the average of many measurements would be p).

4.12 The Spinor Feynman Propagator

We will follow similar steps to derive the Feynman propagator for Dirac fields as we did for
scalar fields in Chap. 3 (pgs. 70-78). Note that, as before, Wholeness Chart 5-4 at the end of Chap.
5 breaks these steps out clearly, and should be used as an aid when studying the spinor propagator
derivation.

4.72.1 The Approach

Recall that the first part of QFT, including this chapter, deals with free particle/fields (no
interactions). When we fater introduce interactions, a mathematical relationship called the Feynman
propagator will arise, which corresponds, physically, to a virtual particle that mediates force, i.e., it
carries energy, momentum, and often charge from one real particle to another. It will make things
easier in the long run, however, if we derive the Feynman propagator for spinors now, rather than
when we get to interactions.

Similar to what we did with scalars, we will, heuristically, consider the operator field Vb) to

create a virtual Dirac particle at event y, and V@) to destroy that virtual particle at event -r. The
spinor propagator incorporates these two field operators.

Note, that as we showed with scalars, while this "creation/destruction at a point" perspective
helps in understanding the derivation of the propagator, the propagator really corresponds to a kind
of probability density function in y and x. It represents the probability density (actually, the square
of its magnitude represents probability density, though it is a bit more complicated as other factors
are eventually involved) of a Dirac particle appearing at y and disappearing at ;. It is a double
density in that it is a function of both y and,r, two independent variables, rather than one.

4,72,2 Milestones in the Derivation
We proceed in five distinct steps, precisely parallel to those we followed in Chap. 3 for scalars

(pgs. 70-78). The entire derivation is for continuous (not discrete) eigenstate solutions of the field
equation (Dirac equation here), as the propagator is not confined to a volume V. We represent the

spinor Feynman propagator with the symbol iSf(x-v). This actually turns out to be a 4X4 matrix in
spinor space, which should not be too surprising, since the Dirac equation and its solutions live in

r17

Summ.ary of
resolution of
second issue

p eigenstates
excellent opprox of
wave packet with p
expectation value

We'll use the
spinor Feynman
propagator when
we get to
interaction theory

But it's easier in
the long run if we

derive it here

Can heuristically
think of the
propagator as
creating a virtual
particle at y and
destroying it at x

But it really
correlates with a
probability density
inxandy
Start with physical
visualization of the
propagator &
follow 5 steps

Spinor propagator
is a 4X4 matrix
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4D spinor space. So we also will, at times, use the symbol iSradXl) for the spinor propagator

where the a andB subscripts range from I to 4 and represent the matrix components.

Step 1: Express the Feynman propagator lSp as a mathematical representation of a spinor or

anti-spinor created at one point in space and time in the vacuum and destroyed at another

place and time.

Step 2: Express lSr in terms of two anti-commutators (one for particles and one for anti-

particles).

Step 3: Express those two anti-commutators as real integrals.

Step 4: Re-express those two real integrals as two contour (complex plane) integrals.

Step 5: Re-express the two contour integrals as a single real integral, the form most suitable for

analysis.

4.72.3 The Derivation

Step 1: The Feynman Propagator as the VEV of a Time Ordering Operator

Fig. 4-4a represents creation of a virtual spinor at y

- time .- and destruction of it at x- Figure 4-4b represents

creation of a virtual anti-spinor at x and destruction of
y it at y. As explained in Chap. 3, we need a relationship

;^:- :;:--:::^^^-^- +lrot ri^,.,uoo trnrh o,-rarlfor the propagator that includes both scenarios as

/ Possibilities.
That is, we need an operator that will create a

t particle first if ty 1tr, but create an antiparticle first if

time

v

\
i

(4-t2s)

on the right with V 0)

(4-t26)

(4-127)

Step 1: Math
interpretation of
the physical
propagator

Steps 2,3, 4; Math
manipulation of
relati,ons for
particle and anti-
particle

Step 5: Combining
two complex
integrdls into a
single real one.

Step l, first part,
dffining the time
ordering operator
T and seeing how
it represents
creation of either
a virtual particle
or antiparticle
followed by its
destruction

Step l, second
part, defining the

transition
amplitude as

equal to the VEV
of the time
ordering
operator T

The VEV of T is
the expectation of
finding a virtual
particle traveling
in the vacuum

Redefine the
transition

x x 
h t h. Our Dirac equation solutions provide the means

a) tyt t x b) t x'ty for the desired creation and destruction operations, but

Figure 4-4. creation & Destruction of these have to be arranged to provide us with the time

virtuar spinor/Anti-spino"'"" 
"^ ordering dependence of Fig. 4-4' As we did with

scalars, we consider the time ordering operator Z, for
spinors defined as follows.

lf t, < t*, V(y) operates first (creates a particle) and is placed on the right, with y\x) operating

second (destroys the particle) and placed on the left.

for t, <t* r{wu)vj)} -v$)vj) .

If t.r < tr, lt(x) operates first (creates an antiparticle) and is placed

operating second (destroying the antiparticle) and placed on the left.

ror t" <tn r {w\)f (y)} = -V(v)w(*) .

where we note the minus sign on the right hand side. This sign is arbitrary, as either a plus or minus

will still result in an antiparticle created at x and destroyed at y. But choosing it as a minus here in

our definition will make things work out to be more compact mathematically later.

As with scalars, the transition amplitude equals the vacuum expectation value (VEV) of the

above time ordering operator I, i.e.,

(olr{r(")r(y)}lo) ,

which, similar to that in Chap. 3, represents both possible scenarios of Fig. 4-4.

To gain insight into (4-127), review step 1 in the scalar propagator derivation of Chap. 3,

pgs. 71-23 . Thi; insight allows us to define our mathematical relationship for the processes shown

in ng. 4-4 as the VEV of the time ordering operator T. This is the spinor Feynman propagator Sr

(wheie we include an extra factor of I because it makes the derivation simpler later on),

is, (x- y)=(olr{rr(,)f (y)}lo) (4-128) amPlitude as the

Feynman
propagator
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Note that the RHS of (4-128) is an outer product in spinor space and thus the LHS is a matrix.
We can write out the spinor indices aand F to make this clear,

is r af(, - y) = (ol r {vo @V B(,n)}lo) (4-t2e)

We will write out the spinor indices when it helps to illuminate a derivation, but otherwise will
follow the common custom of suppressing them.

Step 2: Expressin&li,SE in Terms of Anti-Commutators

Similar to step 2 of the propagator derivation in Chap. 3 (pg. 73), for ty 1 t*, the case for a

virtual scalar (not anti-scalar), where the Feynman scalar propagator was expressed in terms of
commutators, we can here express the virtual spinor propagator in terms of anti-commutators. To do
this, first note that

isp (x- y)=(0lr{v$)Vb)}lo)= (olr(")f (y)lo) ir t, <' (particle)

=(ol w* (*)r.(J)lo)+(olr*(") l-(l)lo) +(0|t,/'- (')2.(J)lo)*(0lv'- V) [-(J)lo) (4-130)

-0 =(yactor)lry) =0 =(faaor)fyl

= (olr. (;)f- (y)lo)* 
, 
(olr- j")lr) = lollr* (*)V- (y)lo) ,

-ffa"to,)1l) =U"""4(olw)=o
where "factor" represents the non-operator quantities in each field operator term that are left
unchanged when the creation and destruction coefficient operators act on a ket. To the last part of
(4-130), we can add zero in the form of

o = (ol v- (y)v* (")lo) .

--And thus, (4-130) becomes (with spinor indices written out)
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is ra.(,- y) =(ol w*U)Vp$+Vpb)w*(,)10) =(ollv|@,Vp(y)].10) s-t3z)

(4-131)

(4-t33)

(4-t34)

We will write out
spinor indices a
and B when it aids
in understanding

Step 2, expressing
Feynman
propagator in
terms of anti-
commutators

Step 2, first part,
expressing Feynman
propagator for
virtual spinor (not
anti-spinor) in
terms of an anti-
commutator

By adding a term
equal to zero, we
can use an anti-
commutator

Step 2, second part,
expressing Feynman
propagator for
virtual anti-spinor
in terms of an
anti-commutator

Step 2, summary

In similar fashion, for t" ( /y, the case for a virtual anti-spinor propagator, one finds

is rar(" - y) = -$llV*Q),v B(")].l0) .

In summary for Step 2, we have shown the spinor Feynman propagator can be expressed in
terms of anti-commutators (which are outer products with spinor indices suppressed below) as

,so (r - y) = (ol[r. Q),V- tr')].lo) ir t, <t* (virtual spinor)

=-(ol[f* (y),yr- (r)].10) if t*<t, (virtual anti-spinor).

Step 3: Expressing Anti-Commutator Forms of iSr as Inteqrals

Define the symbol iS+ as the anti-commutator of the field type c solutions (for spinors, not anti-
spinors) of the first line of (4-134), i.e.,

tslp(x-v)=lrf Q),vp- (r)]* -lv* $),v- o)l**o (4-l3s)

The solutions used on the RHS above arc |he integral (continuous) form for the Dirac equation
solutions (4-59).It is common usage to use a + superscript on the LHS of (4-135) to designate c

type fields, rather than the letter c, which would be easier to remember. Just think "c type field"
when you see + (and remember that c types create and destroy particles, not antiparticles). Equation
(4-135) is thus

Step 3, first part,

express iS 
+ 

=
anti-commutation
relationfor
type c fields as
an integral
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= '=Y T f1b,*Il], 3tnB(rr ^ffit'pd'p'eo)' ? ? -ffi :ifJfifi* ":;lY

(4-136)

=#l 
.I',$r4(p) +d3l-f-t

-4^ @ppendix A)
2m

.- ip( x-y)
(y**) +d'p,
-.-' 

Ep
a,r lndrces
suppressed

where in the second line, since the index labeling means we take afirst (row inder) and B second

(column index), we take isputu = u-fr,p =(u,n")a' In the last line we use relation (4-153) from

Appendix A. Step 3, second

Similarly, where a minus sign superscript stands for d type fields (since they are associated with part,
ex7ress iS - =
anti-commutation

(4-137) relation for
type dfields as

an integral

Note that though our earlier expressions for iSp and l,f, contained operators that operated on the

ket part of the vEv in (4-134), because the anti-commutator of these operators in (4-136) (and our VEV of

similarly, in (+137)) i, " nutu"r, ,* are simply (matrix) numbers, not operators' Since the operators

expe.tation value of a number is a number, ,Sr of (4-134) is only that, a number (matrix number). "f:;:;:;{r!"
(To be precise it is a numeric spinor space matix function. But it is nat an operator mat'ix 'beiome 

a simple
frrnction.) The bottom line: We don't have to worry about operators, their effects, or VEV brackets numeric funition
any more, but can simply evaluate the Feynman propagator iSF as a numeric mathematical relation.

antiparticles, the minus makes some sense), and we use (4-154) of Appendix A,

isop(x-v)= -lrrb),w*(")]* =#l g-:) '''(?) a'n
\ / a,B indices '

suppressed

It will help us in step 4, if we re-write (4-136) and (4-137), as (a, f suppressed)

rs+ (x - y)= (V 3-+ 
') 

1 r e-iP(*-Y)

\ W"*)6J % d'p,

w
is-(x-v)=(tL**) 1 r 

'iP(*-Y)\. w*"')6J % 
d',p,

iA-(x- r)

where the At are taken from the Chap. 3 derivation of the scalar propagator, step 3 (pgs. 74), with k
+ p, 0)--, E,k---+ p. We can thus write both of the above anti-commutation relations as

(4-r40)

ins the T Contour I

Re-writing iS*

(4-133) and tS- to heIP

in. next step

(4-13e)

Step 3, final part,
combine above
parts into one

+
symbol iS -

Step 4, express
I

,J ASA

i.rt (.r - .r,) = -+. I 'o'o=l-'-' d3k -' 2(zo)" a4'

-@i""*!
momentum space

integral in 4-momentum space,
energy part is contour integral

From Chap. 3, step 4,pgs. 74-76,
it(x-v)+r I e "_'d4k

(znf lct kz - P'
(4-141) contour integral
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Thus, re-writing ist in terms of iAt, as we did in (4-140), allows us to evaluate lSl using what

we already know from Chap. 3, i.e., (4-141). Taking k --+ p, o) "+ E, k -'+ p, lt - m in (4-141) and
substituting the RHS of (4-141) into (4-140), we find

r2l

( ,, a ) :, ^- ip(*- v)
ist (x - v) = 

l'u 6. - )# I*fr do o

=ffi;'W'-in@-io+''
Step 5: Re-express Sr in Most Convenient Form

Ar (" - ,; = J 
*f 

'-it(x-1')
tzof I*ffid4k'

We would like two things more: 1) express the propagator as a single function so we don't have

to keep track (while we are integrating over spacetime and doing other things) of whether the virtual

field is a particle or antiparticle (i.e., whether to use the ,S* or ,S function), and 2) have all our
integrations over real numbers rather than deal with contour integrals.

We did this for scalars in step 5 of the scalar propagator derivation to turn the RHS of (4-141)
into a single integral in real (not complex) space, i.e.,

do p,

(4-142)

(4-143)

(4-t46)

Step 5, expressing
Feynman
propagator as
integral over real,
not complex space

Yields a single
integral
representing both
virtual particle
and antiparticle,
m.ost convenient

formfor Feynman
propagator

Summary spinor
Feynman
propagator
derivation

Steps 1 to 4

Step 5

Momentum space

form of the
propaSator

where c. <<
integrand),
propagator

sr(r-).) =Wt ,-ie(r-v) (, * *) 
o4 p

p2 -m2 +ie

Summary of Steps 1 to 5

Steps I to 4 for the virtual spin 7z particle Feynman propagator were

isp (; - y) =(01 r lv7)V.illlo) = (olr(")Z(v)lo) ir ty <" (particle)

= (ol[r. ("),,2- (y)].lo)= lv* b),V- 6).(ollo) =lw* k),V- (r)]. @-t4s)

is[B$-y), a number

1. By direct analogy (we could do virtually the same steps over again with a different
we can take the last line of (4-142) to get the final result for the spinor Feynman

(4-r44)

-rsi.('- v) = #lu . 4#d3p - ffi 1,.

For virtual spin t/z anti-particles, they were

,s, ("- y)=(0lr{w?)r(v)}lo)= -(olr(v)rr(")lo) ir t*<t,

(/ * ry);*_@n do p.
p2 -*2

(anti-particle)

=-(ol[r* (y),w- U)).lo) = -lv. b),w- (,)]. (ollo) =-lv. b),v- (")].

= is- (,- y) =#Iu - *\ "ot-" 
d'p =61, (y * m)e-inv-t\

p'-*2
The two contour integrals in the last lines of (4-145) and (4-146) were combined in Step 5 to

yield the single integral over real space of @-144).

Momentum SpAce Form of the Propaeator

From (4-144) we can readily write down the 4-momentum space form of the propagator, i.e., its
Fourier transform, as

s" (p)= /+* =(/ + *)n" (p)
p2 -m2 +ie

(4-r47)
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4.13 Appendix A. Dirac Matrices and Spinor Relations

We first re-state (4-12) in order to have it grouped with other such relations.

Hermiticitv conditions :

Tt't _fypf
Spinor .relations from Dirac equation

From the Dirac equation, we find

(t/ -*)w=0 -+ (i/ -*)r,(p)t''o'=0 -+ (y -*)r,(p)e-iex =0.

Multiplying (4-1a9) by e'p* yields the top LH relation of (4-150). Doing the same thing with a
negative frequency eigen solution yields the top RH relation. Similar procedures with the adjoint
Dirac equation yield the bottom relations in (4-150).

(y -*)u,(p)=o (/ **)r,(p)=o

4(p)(y -*)-o 4(p)(y **\-o

4 (p) TFu,(p)=4 (p) r,r,(p)=+u,,

Most General Form of Orthonormality Conditions

By plugging and chugging the appropriate spinors and gamma matrices, one can show the most
general i{rner product spinor relation

(4-148)

(4-14e)

(4-150)

(4-rs2)

(4-1s1)

Note that for F=0, (4-151) becomes

4 (p) r,u,(p)=rl (p) f vou,(p)= rl (p)r, (p) = L 6,,,
m

which is (4-25), a special case of (4-151). For a different case, see Prob. 28.

Spinqr outer product relations

The outer product of spinors is useful in the derivation of the Feynman propagator for spinors

and in scattering calculations. The first of these is

u,(p)u,(p)= #=ry=W=ura(p)u'B(p). (4-1s3)

(Summation on repeated indices r = 1,2, F = 0,1,2,3; otter product --+ 4X4 matrix in a,B)

Similarly,

(4-1s4)

The above two relations can be proven by simple substitution using the spinors of (4-20), the

Dirac matrices of (4-10), and pi = - pi. Prob. 29 asks you to do this for (4-153).

Dirac matrices sort of like 4-vector components

From (4-9), the Dirac matrices may be written symbolically as

yF=(f,fa,) shorthandfor+ f =F l-Fat, (4-1ss)

where f ttas four components and seems like it might be a kind of 4-vector in physical space. We
will see in Chap. 6 that, in some ways, it behaves like this, even though each of its components is a

4X4 matrix in the separate abstract spinor space. (This is not unlike the Pauli matrices o; of NRQM,
where each of the three matrices behaves like a 3-vector component in physical space, though it is a
ZXZ matnx in abstract spin space.)
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Dirac matrices anti-commutation relations:

Note that

21g". Doing this for every combination of Dirac matrices (

symbolically as in part ii of Prob. 30), we find

lro ,/f.*= fry/w + y'*yTfp =28F' I oB

It ,/1.= TP / * f vF = 2I rav

shorthand -+ lt ,f f*=ZsP'

[t I t-t 1P'
I

=2stvl r l=rrl -r I ?k4x4spinorspaceidentitymatrixl.I 1 I -' | -l I [s/u is 4X4 spacetime metric matrix J'lll'.1L 1l L -11

Since Dirac matrices multiply via matrix multiplication, for Dirac matrices of given 1t and v
numbers, the result is a 4X4 matrix in spinor space, which turns out to be the 4X4 spinor space

identity matrix multiplied by either 1, -1, or 0. gpv, which takes on these three values in the

appropriate manner, is thus a good symbolic way to remember these relations.

Note that (4-157) means that gamma matrices anti-commute only when tt*v
(then, yP/ --y'f ).

Dirac matrices with lower indices Definition:

Tp=8pr{' (4-1s8)

Contraction identities

From (4-157), relations (4-159) may be derived. (If you really want to take the time.) Note that

all matrix multiplications result in other matrices, so a numeric value like "4" really symbolizes '04I"

where I is the identity matrix in spinor space. Prob. 31 asks you to derive the first relation below.

Yt"y' = 4, r#y' --2f

123

ytf ypy' -_4soP rt"f yBf y' _-zyryf y
rtf rrr't'y' =2(t'f vf vY +rrvqf t')

For 4-momentum (see Prob .32),

//=Pt'
For a four vector Ap, where "A slash" is defined by ,4=f Ao, the

relations hold.

YnAy' --2r1 YnlEy' =4AB

n,#ly' =-2/B/ nA,Elly' -2(.d/// + /4ry)
Completeness relations

By subtracting (4-154) from (4-153), one can derive what are known as the completeness
relations. Note that (4-162) entails summation on r and outer product multiplication.

(4-157)

(4-r5e)

(4-160)

following contraction

(4-161)

I
I

- I =-21 *2sttI . (4-156)-rl
-'_l

= 0 = 2gtz and yof * Toyo = 2I =
or more formally for all of them

(u,ob)",B(p)- ,,o(p)i,r (n)) - 6qF (4-162)
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rr(uv) -rr(VU) (J,V are nxn matrices

For a product of an odd number of 7-matrices, Tr(f TB .....7p / \ = g\- I

For products of an even number of 7-matrices,

rr(f rP)= as"f ,rlf ,ro)=r'lf yB - yF f] = o

(4-163)

(4-164)

(4-16s)

(4-166)

(4-167)

(4-168)

rr(f yp yr t')= o(r"o sr6 - sov sF| + gaa *fr)
rrom which' - 

llhr;5,I * x cp) - ( AC ) (nn)+ (an) (BC))

r, ( A, /r... r4r,) = ( a' e)r t ( r4... 6.) - (,4, A, )r, ( 14, A' r1r,)

+ ...... + (Athn)Tt (r1rr1r...Ar,-,\ .

Arso, // - AB ++lf ,ro)AoBp -2AB - ,EA ,

with particular cases 7(A = A2 ,l,E - -EA, if AB = 0.

For any product of 7-matrices,

rr(f rP ....yp/)=rr(/ Tt' rB f ) * r'(A/r...r1r,,)=t' (,4r" ,1r/,) (4-16e)

4.14 Appendix B. Relativistic Spin: Getting to the Real Bottom of n AA

I have not seen the following issue addressed in the literature, though I consider it to be fairly
fundamental and something that should be understood clearly by all. I have deduced it myself in
order to assuage gnawing uncertainties I held for quite some time about the theory. Thus, I caution

the reader to be vigilant and note that any errors found herein are solely my own.

Consider p and spin both in the.r direction as depicted in Fig. 4-1(d) (pg. 96). As shown about

half way down the right column in Wholeness Chart 4-1 (pg. 102), this state is not represented by

one of our (at-rest system up/down) basis state solutions u1 ot u2,but by the general solution (non

basis state solution) y = ttt + uy (not normalized here.) u in this case is an eigensolution for spin in

the "r direction, but not of the z direction. So, formally, the state shown in Fig. 4-1(d) would be

represented as

lz,,pin,p)= "lur(p) 
e-ip* +uz(p)t-"|, (4-170)

where K is a suitable constant providing correct normalization.

Consider as well, the state of Fig. 4-1(b), which likewise is not an eigenstate of the at-rest system

up/down eigensolutions \ ot u2.Itmust have a general state like that shown in Wholeness Chart 4-

1 two blocks below the block referred to in the previous paragraph, i.e.,

lv / ,pin,p) =lr*, (p) ,-"* + c'2u2 (p) t-to*l , (4-r7 t)

where for given p, the constants C'1 and C'2 must be determined such that spin will be in the

direction shown in Fig. 4-l(b). Thus, it (4-171) is taken as our general state of any given Dirac

particle with given p, then the particular orientation of the spin vector direction will lead to

particular values of C'1 and C'2. So C'1 and C'z are functions of both p and spin direction.

So what is the issue? There are two of which I am aware.

4.14.1 The First Issue

In the QFT literature, kets are typically treated as eigenstates of p and basis states (up/down

eigenstates in the at,rest system) spin r. A ket is represented as l*,r) for a single particle; or for
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example, lrr,r,Vr,,p,,Vr,,p,l for multiparticle states. They are generally not represented as (4-l7l).
In other words, such kets cannot represent spin other than for particles in u1 or z2 basis spin states,
and thus, seem incomplete.

4.14.2 Resolution of the First Issue
Consider the (non spin basis state) particle state

125

llrn..,,n | =lrtffi"r(p)r-',* + czffiuzb)e '*).,
non-elgen sprn state

where lC1l2 is the probability of measuring the rz1 state, and lC2l2 is that of the ,r2 state. The
expectation value of any operator for this state is

rl = (w, 
".r.,nlulln...,.,p ) =

(4-172)

(4-173)

Or, for each spin basis state being an eigenstate of O, with o=1,p and o*Z,p representing
operator eigenvalues for each spin basis state,

(4-t7s)

(4-177)

whe-re the probability of measuring the r =1 basis state is lCl12,that of the the r =2 basis state is
lC2l2, and lC112 + lC2l2 =1. This should look pretty familiar from NRQM, and it may be somewhat
gratifying to find it here in RQM and QFT also.

If O = H,the Hamiltonian, then our energy expectation value would be

I__,=(r,rffi,,(p),-','l;y"_^V,rffi",(p),-'0").(o 
,ffi,,(p),-,,*lu,=r,nV,rffi",$)u,,.)

. (r r rffi,, (p) e-ip*lu,=,,n1r, rffi", (p),-,r") . (o rffi,, (p),,,.|u,=r,rV r rffi", (p),-*,)

rhe rirst term ^:::-'l'i 
rffi,r (p) ,ip,ctrffi,,1p1e-in* d3x

- (.) , oc{ c, yl (p)u, (p)# I a3 ,- (2r=t,plc,lt ."r=t,p_t _ti-r \E:;L\r , _r.v

The second term in (4-174) is zero, i.e.,

or=z,p 

lrl rffirl 
(p) r'o* c, ffir, (p) e-in* a3 x = o,=2,ocl cr,qpg) fr [d3 

x = 0. (4-17 6)

Similarly, as you can prove by doing Prob. 33, the third term = 0, and the fourth term = O=Z,p

lC2l2. Then,

6 = {2r=1,n lq l' * 4=z,plcrl' ,

(4-174)

(4-178)

as it must be since the two different spin basis states in (4- 172) have the same energy. Similar
effects would be seen for other operators like p or X; (although there are some tricky issues for L;.)

The Resolution for Free Particles

We showed above that the mathematical predictions of measurable quantities for general, non-
basis, free states work out the same as for basis states.

E = Enlc,]' * Enlcrl'= uo (lr, l' *lcrl') = un ,

]

I

I
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In this book and elsewhere, you may see a Feynman diagram or other figure of a Dirac particle
with a given p, which is not necessarily in a spin basis state. It is common to represent such a ket
without the subscript r, i.e.,

lrn.".r.,n) t.pt*ttnted as ltr)
The Resolution for Interacling Particles

A transition amplitude (the mathematical representation of an interaction, whose magnitude
squared is the probability of the interaction [see Chap. 1, pg. 3, and later chapters on interactions

hereinl) can be calculated for each basis spin state lV r, p ) in a given interaction. These can be usedo

as we will see later on, to calculate transition amplitudes for more general states l[p).
In scattering experiments, spin is typically not detected, so an average of all possible incoming

spin states is used. Our outcome predictions are generally of expectation value type form, which is
itself an averageo so things work out OK. We will get to the math of that with regard to interactions
in later chapters.

4.74.3 The Second Issue

The second issue is more complicated. Suppose you had a particle such as that shown in Fig. 4-

5(a), but you wished to express the state in a different, primed coordinate system where the x'' axis
is aligned with the spin direction. Note that it can be expressed in the unprimed coordinate system

where the x' axis is aligned with the at-rest system spin direction by finding the correct Cr and C2in
(4-171). But how would we express it in the primed system (as shown in Fig 4-5(b))?

1

0
t7p-

E+m
t7p

e-tP' + C2

0

I

p'l
E+m

t3
-p

(4-t7e)

. (4-180)

+x'3

at-rest trame I
spin direction 

I

i

I

spin of particle with
non-zero velocity

(a)

re-expressed in primed coord
system as spin up state

(b)

Figure 4-5. Spin and Velocity in Different Coordinate Systems

In the primed system, the spin is up, and so we figure our state must be an eigenstate of X3 in

that system. We might then consider that we need to find-C1 and C2 in (4-171) such that this is true

for 3-momentum aligned as shown (i."., p'3 and pJ *0, p'2 = 0).Thus,

I 
Vriro,",n,) =lrru, (p') r-in'' * c2u2 (n'1 e-ir'x' 

| =
,tt)cl

Then operate on (4-180) with E3,

E+m E+m
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cl
c2

Ctp'3 + Czp'l

E+m
Crp't - czp'3

E+m

If the equal sign with the question mark over it is truly an equal sign in (4-1Bl), then the state is an
eigenstate of spin up as shown in Fig. 4-5(b). But for that to be true, C2 must = 0, and pt1 must = 0.
But in Fig. a-5@), p't + 0.

Conclusion #1: We cannot use the traditional forms studied in this chapter for Dirac spinors Ltt,,2
and the spin operator Lj to represent the particle state of Fig. 4-5(b). (That is, using those forms,
there is no possible mathematical expression for a spin up state in a coordinate frame with the e
direction aligned with spin and with velocity having a component transverse to that z direction.)

No lab frame with the e axis aligned with Su * g spin direction will work. It won't yield a e spin

eigenvector X3 lh = V, tV4. Changing v can cause any possible alignment of spin S v * g for a
particle, except the original S u = 9 spin direction. None of these other systems will work (give the
proper eigenvector in the e direction). Therefore, only the v = 0 system with the e axis aligned with
the S u- g spin direction does work.

Conclusion #2: The traditional forms for u1, u2,uod I,3 (more generally, X;) can only be used in a
coordinate system for which the particle at-rest coordinate system spin is aligned with the e
direction (positive or negative direction.)

Our Mistake Above: In the above example (4-181), we should have transformed u1, s2, at7dl3 into
their equivalent forms in the primed system, i.e., where Z is the transformation in spinor space for a
coordinate rotation transformation for Cartesian coordinates in physical space such as that shown in
Fig.4-5,

..r _\ =T\ ulz =Tuz Li =TEiT-r lri*o,n,n,) =TlVlro,n,n), @-lg2)
where Zis a 4X4 matrix in spinor space. (We won't determine its mathematical form here.)
Correcting that Mistake

So, if we were to go to the (considerable, at this point) trouble to deduce I for Fig. 4-5, we
would find

t27

'r lri,or"', = *f -1 , 
_,

,r')

l, lri,o,",n,) = *lwirr,,,n,) =

jL 
I 
cr ui (p') r-in'' + Cz u^b) r-,r'r'\- !lcrui(p') e-in'*'rLF,lT W l-l

+ C2u'2(p')e-tn'*'\, (4-183)
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where we would solve for the Cr and C2 values that satisfy (4-183). Then the ket in (4-183) with
those particular values would represent the state shown in Fig. 4-5(b) in the primed coordinate
system. But u1 and rz2 would notlook like (4-20), but have other forms.

We did all of the above to emphatically demonstrate Conclusion #2 above. Keeping that in mind
can help a lot when tackling relativistic spin problems.

The Crux of the Second Issue

The issue then, in QFT, is that in every case with two or more particles in different spin and p
states in the same multiparticle ket, we have to use a different coordinate system for each particle, if
we want to employ the usual forms fot u1, t4,2, &fld L;. We have to use the coordinate system for
which, for that particular particle, the at-rest system spin axis is in a pure up or down state. So, each

particle in a multiparticle state like lrr,o,Vr,,p,,Vr,,p,) needs its own coordinate system, since each

typically has a different orientation for its at-rest system spin direction. We can't use just the lab
frame system for all of them. But they are all part of the same problem/case (interaction or
whatever) we are studying and trying to solve.

For example, consider two electrons in the same multiparticle state as shown in Fig. 4-6, each
having different velocity and different at-rest system spin direction. We would represent the
multiparticle ket as

lvo,vr) = l(to,r, 
(po )e-in'rx't * c a2u2(po ) e-ip o* n 

),(r rrur(p" ) e-ip u*, * c p2u2(pu ) e-iP o*, 
)),to- t tol

where for given pa we would determine Cay and Ca2to yield the correct spin for electron A when it
is moving as we would see in the lab, and carry out similar steps for the constants for electron B. z1

and u2here have the standard form (4-20) we are familiar with. Component pAt values would be for
those of electron A in the at-rest system direction coordinate axes for electron A shown in Fig. 4-6.

;
ps' would be for components of 3-momentum of electron B in the coordinate at-rest system of
electron B.

at-rest frame I
spin direction I
of electron A I

I xj
lsrl

electron A

Fisure 4-6. Two Electrons with Different p and Different At-Rest Spin Directions

The crux of our present issue then is that, if we take x4i as our lab coordinates, they. are fine for
electron A, but they don't work for electron B. We need to use coordinate system xs' to describe

electron B if we want to use the standard forms for aland u2. On the other hand, solving problems is
enormously easier if everything is done in the same coordinate system.

A parallel concern is the representation of a ket, where each particle is labeled in terms of its 3-

momentum and spin as 
lWo,nn,Vra,po). 

fne 3-momenta can't be compared directly (to see which

direction each is going with respect to the other) because each particle's 3-momentum is expressed

in a different coordinate system. And what the r spin label means on each is equally non-
comparable.r=lforelectronAmeansadifferentspindirectioninthelabthanr=lforelectronB.

4.74.4 Resolation of the Second Issue

Re-e;rp{gss Entire Multiparticle Ket in Terms of One Particle's At-Rest system

To resolve this, first consider re-expressing the B electron part of (4-184) by transforming it to
the at-rest coordinate system of electron A. To do this, keep in mind that both the A and B at-rest

I spin direction

N*"":

at-rest frame

electron B
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coordinate systems are at rest with respect to the lab, but rotated relative to one another. We can
transform pn (= pBi ) to the at-rest coordinate system A using a simple rotation transformation on

the pg| components, i.e., re-express 3-momentum of electron B in coordinates of the at-rest system
A. We will use the subscript symbol B/A to represent B electron components in the A at-rest
coordinate system.

In addition to transforming psi to pst;i, we need to transform the spinors u, to the new
coordinate system as well, analogous to what we did in (4-182), but the coordinate systems are
somewhat different here. We haven't developed this, and won't here, but consider that if we did, the
transformation in spinor space coffesponding to a change in physical space from coordinate system

B to A would be symbolized by Tan. This represents changing the B electron components in the B
electron at-rest coordinate system to those of the A electron at-rest coordinate system. Then (4-184)
could be represented as

lv o, v u ol =lv o, (c m T enrt (p s a\ e- 
iP n ux n tt * c nz T e suz (p a A) r-i n u n' u'o )) =

\au(p an) uru,o(P u,o)
(4-18s)

urB/A is the fth spinor column matrix for the B electron expressed in the A electron at-rest system.

Now we have the entire multiparticle ket expressed in terms of a single coordinate system

(4-185), but the column matrix components of urB/A will not look like the familiar ones, so we
cannot use the definitions (4-20) we have grown used to.

What We Measure is Key

As we should have learned well by now, the critical element in quantum theories is what we can
measure when we do experiments, and that is reflected in the expectation value of the operator
corresponding to the particular dynamical variable measured. We want to demonstrate that the

expectation value of any dynamical variable, corresponding to operator O, is the same no matter

what system we express our particle state in. To keep things simple, consider measuring the

expectation value of 0 for only the single B particle of (4-185) in the at-rest coordinate system A.

The A particle measurement in the A particle at-rest coordinate system is trivial. The expectation

value for Os6 (O for the B particle measured in the A particle at-rest system), where OnB is (2 for

the B particle expressed in the B at-rest system is thus

t29

l(r^rr(po ) e-iPo*n I [t",r, u,o(p*o)e-iPntrxunt l\
lf. *c62u2(po)r-ipn-o )'l *cs2u->s,o(pu,o)e-innuxwa )f 

'

f c rrrorut(p nu)e-iPnr$a,t 
lruouu,ur;;lcurrouu,(p 

*o)r-t'u'o.ru'o,_ \=\ 
+cB2TABuz(pnu)e-iPattxnml I +cr2Touuz(pnu)e-iPnnxnm f 

'

7 u r o = (v u ulor! olv *o) = (w n ulr ou %,r ollv t,o)
all in coord system A, coord
;pil;"-"il;ffi-iil; sYs B

(4-186)

In integral form, (4-186) is

( rtr,r+ r(p un)rlu riPoutxnnt')

c'u'o= f ,l * ,;,,- ,o,Tir;, eipn,r*s ,,1'u^o''u';;f:!:-^'^):,'!,;;:^r, ^)o' 
. (4-187)

Vl '--'ltr^L)
Transformations of form I4s are unitary, so their complex conjugate transposes equal their

inverses, as noted in the underbrackets above. Every las in (4-186) is pre-multiplied by its inverse

and drops out. We thus get
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(4-188)

i c 62u2(p ru) e*iPn^xnm

usual fbrm of spinors with p6
components in A coord system

Since the A at-rest system and the B at-rest system are both at rest with respect to each other,
energy measured in one system of any particle is the same as that measured in the other system for

the same particle. Thus, if (2 is the Hamiltonian, Onn - Oau, (energy of B particle is the same

measured in B coordinate system and A coordinate system) .lt 0 is charge, the same thing is true.

Thus, for these operators, we can find the measurable quantities we want by using the ket (and

bra) form of (4-188), i.e., employ the familiar form for u, of the B electron as a function of its 3-
momentum components as measured in the A system.

For directional quantities like 3-momentum and spin, the argument is a tad subtler. Suppose we
have chosen at-rest system A as our lab frame, and we want to know the expectation value of
momentum for the B electron in the ro3 dir..tion, i.e., pw7'3 (operator symbol Peln3.) Well, in
either system this is just the vertical component (in Fig. a-6) of mvs, where v6 is shown in the
figure. We can express this in either coordinate system as shown inFig.4-7.

o*o= {'tr*t' 
(Pur'o

t i. + c[,ut 2

pt(P n6,)e-iPattxnra

)etPnmxnu

(p,o)r'o'

(',

IA

IB

hxB

(28

Parn'

electron B momentum
in A at-rest system

electron B vertical momentum
component in B at-rest system

Figure 4-T.Yertical Component of 3-Momentum Expressed in Two Different At-Rest Systems

Thus, the vertical component of electron B's 3-momentum, expressed in each system, is simply

Prrozios = Psotrutirr * Protrutir: (number)

-) Pstfiiet = PBtu/Btiur * Pnf tsris3 (operator)

Hence, we can use the operator form on the right side of the equal sign in the second part of
(4-189) as the Oun operator in (4-188). We will find our expectation value for 3-momentum in the

vertical direction to be

Fporrrtirr * Frorrrtirt =(Vntel\na,tntirr * Pna,tn intlvt,o), (4-190)

which is the 3-momentum vertical direction component expectation value. But that is really the
same thing as

F * ozi ot = T rot r rtirr * F sp, rzi uz = (V nul\ 1 ozi ozlv t,o) .

ffi
ket spinors of usual form

Kelr Point for Vectors:

If we wish to know the expectation value of a vector quantity of any particle along the direction
of any axis in the A coordinate system, we can simply find the expectation value in the same

direction expressed in terms of the B coordinate system components. Thus, we can use the form of
(4-188) for any directional quantity in the B system.

. (4-18e)

(4-le1)

Fros,rt
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Finally, the Resolution of the Second Issue

So, the expectation value of any operator expressed in the A coordinate system, even if acting on
a particle with an at-rest coordinate system different from A, can be found using (4-188). That is, it
can be found using kets expressed in terms of the standard relations for u1,2and components of 3-
momentum expressed in the A system.

This makes a lot of things easier, since we can use a single coordinate system throughout. Note,
this works because doing so results in the same measured quantities (same expectation values), even

though the spinor forms a1,2 used are not, strictly speaking, the correct ones to describe the actual
particle spin state. The "incorrectness" in the ket is canceled by the "incorrectness" in the bra,
resulting in a correct expectation value.

4.14.5 Muhiparticle States and The vr and vz Solutions

Although, to save space and make things simpler, we dealt almost solely with single particle
states in this appendix, the reasoning is equally applicable to the multiparticle states of QFT.

Also, all of the logic in this appendix applies in direct parallel fashion to the Dirac equation
eigensolutions containin g v1 and v2.

4.14.6 Summary of this Appendix B
See the end of Sect. 4.11.3 (pg. 1 16) for a summary of this appendix.

If you don't get all this, don't worry. Go with the summary results. Later, when you are a
practicing physicist, if you have questions about spin stuff, come back to this.

4.15 Problems

l. Show that i) (4-7) solve the relations (4-6), and ii) they also fulfill the requirements of being

traceless, hermitian (matrix equals its complex conjugate transpose), and B and aa have *l
eigenvalues. Note that eigenvectors for B are any constant times any of (1,0,0,0)T, (0,1,0,0)T,

(0,0,1,0)T, and (0,0,0,1)T. Eigenvectors for dt are any constant times any of (1,0,0,1)T,

(0,1,1,0)T, (1,0,0,-1)T, and (0,1,-1,0;T. Do you believe d2 and aa would also fulfill all these
relations and requirements, if we took the trouble to examine them?

2. Show that (4-9) equals (4-10) and (4-11).

3. Prove the Hermiticity condition s ypI = f TP f AV substitution, plugging, and chugging.

4. Use the form (4-14) of the Dirac equation (reproduced below), insert the Dirac gamma

matrices (4-10), and show each term in the summation over p. Write the whole thing as a matrix
equation (which should be a sum of matrices where that sum is post-multiplied by the column

matrix lyz)). Note that a different derivative is taken on the whole vector (column matrix) ly) for

each Dirac gamma matrix. Note also that the resulting matrix equation has four rows, and thus,

may be considered as four separate scalar equations, one for each index r Each such equation

has all four components of ly) in it, although each such equation will have one component equal

to zero.

K =1,2,3,4 (4-t4)

Show via substitution that the solutions (4-2q satisfy the Dirac equation (4-15).

Find the inner products of at least two of ,;(p)"zb), ,j (p)uz (p), and 
"l 

(p)"r (p).

Find the inner product of u,1 (p)r, (p).
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8. Show that the inner product ot u[ (p)r, (-p)= 0 and that ul (p\"r(-p)= O.

g. Show that for the solutions (4-20),(W"'lr"l= 0 and (rt' ltto')= O

10. Use (4-10) and (4-20)to show yourself what the four adjoints (V'' I 
look like.

11. Derive the adjoint Dirac equation (4-31).

12. Pick one of the adjoints (V@ Lou found in Prob. 10, plug it into the adjoint Dirac equation," \' l"
and chug the math to show it solves that equation.

13. Derive the 4-current related to the conserved quantity associated with Dirac particles that

might be interpreted as probability. (Hint: Pre-multiply the Dirac equation by V*o,r, post-

multiply the adjoint Dirac equation by Vrtotr, add the two, then group the resulting terms such

that the four derivative ?pis taken with respect to a quantity in brackets. That quantity will be

the four-current with zero four-divergence in spacetime.) You should get the four current f of
the RHS of (4-34) multiplied by the constant f, but the constant is irrelevant in Op jp = 0, so, we

drop it.

14. Operate on the four solutions (4-20) with the Hamiltonian H = i0/0t to show that those with

coefficient pJ (p) have negative energies and those with Cr(p) have positive energies.

15. Show that the NRQM states (i,-l)T e-ip* and (i, 11r r-inx are eigenstates of the y component of
the NRQM spin operator, i.e., 52, and that they can be constructed from linear combinations of
the NRQM up and down (e direction) eigenstates.

16. Take p = 0 and operate on the last three of the solutions (4-20) with the relativistic spin

operator X3 to show that they are spin eigenstates of X3 when they represent particles that are not

moving.

L7 . Pick one or two, other than the first, of the solutions (4-20) and show that for pr + A, pz = p3 =
0, a particle, which would be in a e direction (up) spin eigenstate if p were zero, will not be in

that up spin eigenstate. Then show, for the same solutions chosen, buiwith p' = p' = 0, P3l 0 as

seen in the lab, that the particle is in the same spin eigenstate as it would be if p were zero.

18. Show that as a Dirac particle of spinor form u = ut * u2 approaches the speed of light in the x

direction (i.e., pr -->oe, p2 << pt, and p3 <<pt;, th.n il approaches a spin state in the plus ;
direction (i.e., the spinor u = Ltt + uz is an eigenvector of X r of (4-39) with eigenvalue + Vz (in

natural units.) Then show that for p'= pt and p3 = Pl,this is not true.

19. Take the relarivisric solutions nlt)) and I /D) of (4-20) for the Dirac equation in the non-

relativistic limit, i.e., with v<<1 (c=1 in natural units), and show that they reduce to

approximately (1,0,0,0)rr-iPr and (0,1,0,0)Te-ip*. Do these look remarkably like the wave

functions of a spin Vz particle you encountered in NRQM , i.e., spin up state e-'P*(l,0)r and spin

down state e-'P*(0, 1 )T?

Operate on each of the two low speed 4-spinor states you found with the 4D spin operator E3 of
(4-39). Now, operate on each of the two NRQM 2-spinor states above for up and down spin with

Vzftq. Do you get the same spin eigenstates and eigenvalues? Does the low speed RQM case for

C type (i.e., having spinors u') particles parallel that of NRQM?
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20. Take a Dirac particle in state tr/')) with pl + 0, pz = p3 = 0. Without doing any math, is rhis in

a helicity eigenstate or not? Operate on the state with the helicity operator and prove your
answer mathematically. Then repeat the exercise for the same state with p3 * 0, p' = i - 0.

21. Construct yourown Wholeness Chart summarizing Sect.4.1, RQM for Spinors. You do not
need to summarize spin and helicity, as that is done for you in Wholeness Chart 4-1.

22. Using (4-60), show that for n = I in (4-61), we get the Dirac equation; and for n = 2, we get the
adjoint Dirac equation.

23. Prove that the last lines of (4-68) and (4-69) sum to zero. Hint: First use the Dirac equation

with a single p eigensolution of spin s for a d type field to show that (/ + *)r, (p)= 0. Then,

use the RH relation of (4-25) to show 4 (-p) f porr(p)= 0. Then, use that to re-write the last

line of (4-68) in terms of y' . Finally, combine that line with the last line of @-69) and show that

together they equal zero.

24. Show that third lines of (a-68) and (4-69) sum to (4-74).

2s. Showthat (c,(p))'=0,(dl(n))t=0, and (a,(n))'=0.Wouldanyof theseor(4-84)be

true if the coefficients obeyed commutation relations, rather than anti-commutation relations?

26. Operate on the state 
lrn,n,,Vrz,pr,Vrt,pt,Vr,,p,) 

with the P operator of (4-105) and show the

eigenvalue from such operation equals the total 3-momentum of that state.

27. Derive the Dirac 3-momentum operator of (4-107).

28. Show that (4-151) holds for yt and u1(p). (Hint: Simply insert the standard representation
relations and matrix multiply.)

29. Prove (4-153), i.e., ur(p)ilr(p)= #, by substituting the spinors of (4-20),the Dirac

matrices of (4-10), and pi = - pi .

30. Prove i) several of the anti-commutation relations (4-157) by plugging and chugging for
different values of p and v, anilor ii) all of the anti-commutation relations (4-t57) using (4-6).
(Hint for part ii): For i f j, use the top line of (4-6), insert FF= I in between the factors in each

term, and take qf = -fai. For r and 0, pre-multiply [ai,B]+ = 0 bV f and substitue t' values.

For i - 7, insert Bpbetuteen the factors and use [at,Fl*.For 0 and 0, it is simple.)

31. Using the anti-commutation relations (4-157) and the definition Tp=g1tv/, prove that

TpTp = 4l , where I is the 4X4 identity matrix in spinor space.

32. Prove (4-160). (Hint: Use the Dirac matrices anti-commutation relations (4-157) in

/y' = npf nry' = pTtpvTpy' = popof T0 + poprf / *...+ prpoy'y0 +.,.)

33. Show that the third term of (4-174) equals 0, and the fourth term is o=2,plCzlz.

r33
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Chapter 5

Vector,s.' Spin I Fields

"Three passions, simple but overwhelmingly strong, have governed my life: the

Ionging for love, the search for knowledge, and unbearable pity- for the suffering

ol mait i"d. These passions, like great winds, have blown me hither and thither, in

a wayward course, over a great ocean ...

... I have wished to understand the hearts of men. I have wished to know why the

stars shine. And I have tied to apprehend the Pytha7orean power by which

number holds swa)) above the flux. A little of this, but not much, I have achieved."

Excerpts from "What I Have Lived For"
by Bertrand Russell

5.0 Preliminaries
Few of you who have come this far in this book do not share, in some part, Russell's passion for

knowledg.. tt ir my hope that, as each of us lives his or her life, we can also share in his other two,

most noteworthy, passions.

With regard to the "power by which number holds sway above the flux", few have more ably

demonstrated that po*.i in their work than James Clerk Maxwell. His casting of the phenomena of

electricity and magnetism into one elegant and holistic mathematical structure will forever remain

one of the monumental achievements in the history of mankind.

Although his famous Maxwell equations were formulated for a classical world, they play an

equally fundamental role quantum mechanically, as we shall soon see.

5.0.7 Backgroand
Maxwell first pubtished his equations in 1864, well before the advent of special relativitY, so

they were framed in a distinctly 3D spatial plus time format. And that is how virtually every physics

student first learns them. However, as Qff is a distinctly relativistic theory, we will need to work

with Maxwell's equations in the rnore appropriate 4D format. This treatment of electromagnetism is

typically reserved-for graduate coors.r, uftei students have gained some level of comfort with the 3

+ 
-1 

dimensional approach. We will review the 4D approach, but hopefully, it is something that

readers of this booi<^have already been exposed to, as it serves as the bedrock for QFT of photons

(massless spin 1 bosons).

5.0.2 Chapter Overview

Our approach to spin 1 bosons (called vectors, for reasons that will become apparent) in this

chapter is threefold, including i) a review of classical electromagnetic theory, ii) RQM for photons,

and iii) eFI for photons. Ai we will see, the second and third of these bear striking parallel to

comparablr urpr.ir of spin 0 boson theory, and this will help to make our work easier.

Vector bosons, like scalars, can be massive or massless, but since our focus in this book is on

quantum electrodynamics (QED), where force is mediated by photons, we will be virtually

exclusively concerned with photons, which are massless vector bosons.

The following bulleted points provide an overview of this chapter. You may find it helpful to

compare and contrast the material below for RQM and QFT with that of the Chapter Overview for

scalars at the beginning of Chap. 3.

Maxwell's
equations in
4D format are
the basis for
QrT of
photons

Spin I boson
theory
development
parallels
spin O boson
theory
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A review of classical e/m first,
where we will look at

. the pre-relativistic version of Maxwell's equations, their (3D) vector and scalar potentials, and
how they desuibe classical electromagnetic fields/waves,

. those same equations and e/m fields/waves represented covariantly (i.e., in special relativity)
as a single equation for a 4D potential AF, and

r the classical relativistic Lagrangian density L for classical e/m fields.

Then RQM for photons (of which e/m waves are made),
. deducing the quantum Maxwell equation in terms of the 4D potential Ap by applying l't

quantization to classical theory,
. solutions lAp) to that equation (the 4D potential will represent a photon mathematically), and

r noting that those solutions parallel the Klein-Gordon solutions, and so,.much of what we
learned for scalars can be canied over directly to vectors with l/) --. Att).

Then QFI for photons,
o from 2nd quantization, finding the same Maxwell equation, with the same mathematical form

for the solutions A!,butthis time the solutions are quantum fields, not states,

r using the classical relativistic L for e/m fields and the lrgendre transformation to get'11
(Hamiltonian density),

. from 2nd quanti zation, finding the photon field A/ commutation relations for QFT,
o determining relevant QFT operators for photons by a short cut method: comparing to similar

operators for scalars: ltl, number, creation/destruction, momentum, charge, etc.o and
r finding the Feynman propagator for photons by analogy with the scalar propagator.

As in Chaps. 3 and 4, in this chapter, we will deal only with free particles/fields.

5.1 Review of Classical Electromagnetism

5.1.1 Maxwell's Equations in 3D Plus Time Formulation

The Ewations
With no charge density pcharge nor charge current icharge present (meaning only free fields are

involved, &s pchars, and icharge interact with the electric field E and the magnetic field B),
Maxwell's equations in a vacuum, in naturalized(c = 1, h= 1), Heaviside-Lorentz units (i.e., units
that are rationalized, meaning no factors of 4x appear in Maxwell's equations, and have €o = 1to = t)
are (in the formulation conceived by Oliver Heaviside)

V.E = 0 (u)

vxB =* (u)
dt

v.B=o (.) (5-t;

vxE = -+. (o)
dt

These are commonly referred to as the sourceless Maxwell's equations because there are no sources
p or i for the fields in the region in which the fields are being analyzed. (The sources for the fields
would be elsewhere outside of the region in which we are interested.)

The Scalar and Vector Potentials: Making It Easier to Solve Maxwell's Equations

Maxwell's equations (5-1) are four coupled differential equations in two vector fields E and B.
To make them easier to solve, we would like, if we could, to re-express them in simpler form.

This can be done if we define a scalar potential @(x,l) (not to be confused with our scalar tield Q
of Chap. 3) and a vector potential A(x,r) so they solve

135

B=VxA, E=-VO-*,

Classical e/m
overview

RQM preview
(photons =
massless vectors)

QFT preview
(photons =
massless vectors)

Only free
photons in
this chapter

Sourceless
Maxwell's
equations in
vacuufn

Potentials: a way
to make MaxweII's
equations easier
to solve

Vector and scalar
potentials Q and
L yieldE andB

(s-2)
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then (5-1)(c) and (d) are solved automatically (identically) by O and A. On the orher hand,
substitution of (5-2) into (5-1)(a) and (b) yields

The two
equations Q

(5-3) and A must
solve,

which @ and A must solve. If we can solve (5-3) for @ and A, then we can find the fields E and B
from (5-2). So, instead of trying to solve the four equations (5-l) for two vector fields E and B (6
component unknowns), we can instead solve the two equations (5-3) for a scalar field Q and a
vector field A (3 components plus I scalar = 4 unknowns). Simpler, no?

Ambiguity in the Scalar and Vector Potentials

Before trying to solve (5-3) for @ and A, we shouldrealize that Q and A are not unique. Note
that if we define other quantities (designated by primes) by

equivalent of
Maxwell's eqs

Dffirent forms
for scalar and
vector potentials
also yield
E andB

@'=<D *{, A'= A -Vf , (s-4)

(s-5)

then these new quantities O/ and A/, used in place of Q and A in (5-2), yield exactly the same E and
B, regardless of the form of/. That is,

Thus, if we have solutions Q and A that solve (5-3) (i.e., that yield an E and B that solve
Maxwell's equations (5-1)), then for any/, @/ and A/ of (5-4) also solve (5-lXc) and (d) identically,
and also solve (5-3).@/ and A/ thus yield the same E and B solutions to (5-1).

By way of example, put primes on O and A in (5-3) and plug in the primed values of (5-4),

B=VxA'=Vx(A -Vf)=VxA

E=-ve'-#--v[*.#) *to vr)=-vo *

^, A' A' -g- 
( A/ \a':?:r-vzFil=-o+f***l-ol 
" 6:6 I rol*ztA-vI)-v'(A-)L t--'t[*-E)-"Iv'(A 

)
These equal

-v2@ -vz$-*to A)* *,r,, =o

#^-#rr-v2A +v2vy=-o** -r#-v(v A)+ vrvr.

(u)

Those dffirent
forms for scalar
and vector
potentials also
solve above
equations in Q
and A

(s-6)

(")
(s-7)

(b)

And after cancelling terms (time derivatives and space derivatives commute), (5-7) are identical to
(5-3).

. BottoF line: If the potentials @ and A yield E and B that solve Maxwell,s equations, then so do
@/ and A/ of (5-4), where/can be any function we like. We will, of course, wani to choose anlthat
will make Maxwell's equations as easy as possible to solve.

Gauee Theory Gauge theory:
The formal name for any theory formulated in terms ofone or more potentials (two potentials, <D ttansformations

and A here), where different potentials result in the same observable quantities (E and B here), is of potential\s),
eauge theorv. A gauge-invariant transformation changes the potential(s), also called gauee(s), from i,e., gauge(s),
one form to another, but leaves the observables unchanged (invariant). For us, such a transformation yield same
(see (5-4)) can be written as obsemables
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o-+o+9, A-+A -vf .

dt'
(5-8)

r37

We want the
particular gauge
(potential) that
makes solving
easiest

Here, that is the

Coulomb gauge

The Coulomb
gauge turns the

equations in Q &
L into the wave
equation in L

From that wave
equation we get
the wave !r, and

from it, the waves
E andB

The primes helped us to understand how the potentials changed, but in the future we will often

not use them, but simply talk of gauge transformations (transformations of the potentials) as

expressed by (5-8). In our present case, we will understand that terminology to mean we can modify
any gauge (potential) solutions @ and A by the function / in the manner shown in (5-8), and still
have a viable solution (the same E and B). Thus, for us the term "changing gauge" will mean

changingl,

Picking a Useful Gauge

Of course, we want to pick an/that makes (5-3) easy to solve. Suppose that a solution A// exists

for (5-3), but we don't know what it is. Then another solution A exists, where A is defined as

A=A"-Yf.
I"rt's pick/such that the following, known as the Coulomb gauge, is true.

V'A = 0.

In other words, so that using (5-9) in (5-10) yields

V'A" -Y'f =O + V.A" =Y2 f .

(s-e)

(s-10)

(5-1 1)

(s-12)

(5-14)

In principle, we can solve (5-11) for/and use that in (5-9) to get our new solution A of (5-9). But
we never have to actually do that. We can simply assume that a solution for/exists that will give us

an A for which (5-10) holds true, and then use (5-10) in (5-3). When we do that, (5-3) becomes

v2Q=o (u)

az| .v2A =-v+. (b)
af -' ,'- ' at'

One solution to (5-l2Xa) is O = 0. Using that, (5-12Xb) becomes

a2A
^'' -V2A=0 -+
dt'

i.e., the wave equation (expressed

solution

leading via (5-2) to

*n -+6 = d' A=dpdpA = E2A =0, (5-13)
dtz dxidx' dx4dx,

above in various notations). This has the simple plane wave

A (x,r) - Ao ,ti(r'x-u'x) ,

E - -yo, -+= qiatAoutt(ax-u'x) (u)

650 dt
here

B =VxA = +,(kxAo lrti(ar-x'x) . &)

(5-15) represents propagating electric and magnetic fields, perpendicular to one another and

traveling in the third perpendicular direction k. (Do Prob. 1 to show this.) That is, they represent an

electromagnetic wave (photons).

Since we can always readily find E and B from A whenever we want, it is simplest to work with

a single equation (5-13) and the singte field A, rather than multiple equations in E and B. Thus, it is
common practice to represent, and refer to, electromagnetic fields as A.

Bottom line

(5-15)

gauge (5-10), then solving
take Q = 0 and results in the

If we pick our potential A such that it satisfies the Coulomb

Maxwell's equations becomes greatly simplified. That gauge lets us

single, well known, and easily solvable wave equation in A, i.e.,

}rdlA = 0 Maxwell's equations in Coulomb gauge (i.e', when V'A =0)

Form of
Manuell's eqs

(5-16) in Coulomb

8AU8e = WAVe

equation in AWe then find E and B from (5-2).
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5.7.2 Maxwell's Equation in 4D (Covariant) Formulation

The Four-Vector Potential

All of the prior Sect. 5.1.1 is well and good, but the formulation is not relativistically covariant,

and we will need such a formulation for investigating photon behavior in QFT. For that, let's begin

by defining a 4D vector potential using @ and A that (I, as the author, know ahead of time) will turn

out to yield a suitable covariant e/m formulation,

AP (x,t)= (@(*,r),,t (x,r))T or AP (x) - (s-17)

where the notation (x) means (x,/).

Then, let's define a field Fp'(r) (which is a tensor field since it has two 4D indices pandv) that

we can construct from (5-17) as

o(') ')

a'(") 
I

e'G)l
e'0))

rp, (*) =dv AF (r)- aP e, (x) .

Then consider (5-18), where lt= 7 andv =2 and we refer to (5-2),

rt2 (*) - 2,at(*) - { o' (r)= drA' (')- dret (x)
\ ,, 5cJ-42 -ar

=# A'U) #ar(x)= (vxr('))3 = 13 (r)

x3 direction component

F0, =a,A. -a'A, =# #=-#-#= [-to*t-#)' - E,

"'ffi,
Do Prob. 3 to prove to yourself that

For p=2 andv=1,in the second part of (5-19) the terms are reversed, so F"(*) = - 83.By doing
Prob. 2, you can prove to yourself that

r" (') = -pt3 (r) = Bz Q) p" (*) - -F32 (r) = Bt (r) . (s-20)

Note from the next to last part of (5-19), and similarly with (5-20), that we are simply re-

expressing the magnetic field part of (5-2) here in terms of four vector components of (5-17). This is

the more "sophisticated" covariant way of doing the same thing we did for the 3D + time

formulation.

For 1t = 0 andy =1, where we use (5-2) again, and where we won't explicitly denote the .r

dependence,

(5-18)

(s-1e)

(s-21)

The four-vector
potential in
covariant theory

-uvf ' tensor
components

(foundfrom AP )

equal d ond ni

-uvl.' malnx
components

Ftl = _Er F02 - _F20 = E2 F03 - -F30 = E3

Foo = Ftr = Fzz -F33 = o. 
(5-22)

Note from the next to last part of (5-Zl), and similarly with the first line of (5-22), that we are

simply re-expressing the electric field part of (5-2) here in the more "sophisticated" terms of the

four vector components of (5-17).

Summarizing the above, we find that the matrix representation of FP'(x) is

Io El E2 tll
rp, (r)= I 

_ul o,, 83 _u,, 
l,

l-E'-83 o Bt l' 
6-23)

L-"t 82 -Br o l
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where El and Bl represent what we designated by E* and B* in Cartesian coordinates before we

worked with contravariant and. covariant components, just as *t represents Xt in Cartesian

coordinates.Dittofortheother d andBt.(E'--Et=Ex,Bt =-Bt=B*,f =*Ez-Er,etc.)
This all jibes with what we know from the 3D+1 formulation. So, pp'(*) is a valid

representation, in skew-symmetric matrix form, of the components of the electric field E and the

magnetic field B, where those components are.derived from what in 3D+1 formulation was the

scalar potential Q and the 3D vector potential A'. But here, we have expressed those two potentials

as the iingle 4D vector potential AP of (5-17).

Maxwell's equations can be expressed in terms of FPv7x1, i.e.,, in terms of E' and Bt, but we

won't need to do that for ou, *ork-, as we will be focusing on AF ("r) and the equation governing

that. Those who wish can find the equations in terms of ffl'@) in virtually any graduate level text on

electromagnetism.

Four-Vector Potential Makes It Easier to Solve Maxwell's Equations in 4D

What we would like to do is re-express our equations (5-3) which are in terms of the 3D+1

scalar potential Q and three-vector potential Ai in terms of the 4D four-vector potential eP @).If we

solve ihat equation for Ap(r), then we have our electric and magnetic field solutions from (5-18)

and (5-23).

With the aid of (5-3), we can show that Maxwell's eqltations for Al (r) are

dad oAN (r)- 6u (a,{ (")) = o (s-24)

(s-26)

Thus, (5-24) is the 4D equivalent of (5-3). Solving either means we've solved Maxwell's
equations.

Ambisuitv in the Four-Vector Potential-- J .

Q and At of AF are the same animals as those in the 3D + time formulation of (5-2), and yield E
and B that are valid solutions of Maxwell's equations. So, we can incorpo,rate the ambiguity we

found via the gauge transformation of (5-8) directly into the components of AF.

That is, if we have a solution to Maxwell's equations Ap(,r), then we can transform that solution
to another solution A'p(*),using the same function/(x), i.e.,

From the analysis of (5-4) through (5-7), we know that substitution of A/p(x) from (5.-27) fot
ep@) in (5-2g will resulr in all tenis in / dropping out and give us (5-24) in terms of Ap(x) back

again. You can also do Prob. 5 to show yourself, via a fully covariant analysis, that this is true.

Thus, both Ap(x) and A'p(*) solve Maxwell's equation in terms of the four-potential.

To show that, first take (5-24) with lt= 0,

)

# ^:,n.,ft.A' 
(') *[*C.#A' (").#A' (").#A3(") l .- ^-

drops out \ drops out 
u* v^ v'L 

) 
(5-25)

=-+Ao(") *# A'V)= -y2e-*to.A)=0,
dx'D"x

which is (5-3Xa). Doing Prob. 4 for F= i, we find that (5-24) equals (5-3Xb).

dodoAi(') =a' (a"a" 1';) = # -vz ^=-r# v(v.A).
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4-vector makes
solving Maxwell
eqs easier

Manvell eqs i.n

terms of AP

Like Q and A,

AF can take

dffirent forms
that also solve
Manuell eqs

The valid forms
AF can take,
i.e., gauge
transformations
that leave E and
B invariant

o+{
Dr

ei-Lr
Axt 

"

/ o'\
AF -+A'P -l .l=

\e" )

(o * ao r)
=l ' .' " .l l= AP +aP f 6-27)

[a' * A'f )

( **{lor=[o'.fir
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Bottom line: If the four-potential AP (x) yields E and B that solve Maxwell's equations, then so

does A'p (*) of (5-27), where f can be any function we like. As before, we will want to choose anl
that will make Maxwell's equations in Ap (x) as easy as possible to solve.

Picking a Useful 4D Gauqe

The 3D Coulomb gauge of (5-10) only included At, i.e., only 3 components of AF, and thus it
would not be a good gauge to use in covariant (4D) formulations, where we want four components

of a four vector (which transforms covariantly * see Appendix of Chap. 2.) Note that, via analogy

with (5-10), if we could have a gauge like ihe following, called the Lorenz gauser, then (5-24)

would be greatly simplified.

l4A"(r) =d (5-28)

But can we have (5-28)? We can if using it leaves E and B unchanged. Well, the transformation
(5-27) leaves them unchanged, as *, proi.d. [rt's assume we havJa valid solution A//pqx1 for
Maxwell's equation. Then

Ap (*) = A"F (r)* dp f (r) (s-2e)

(s-32)

is also a solution to Maxwell's equations. But to make those solutions easier to solve we also want

ep@)to solve (5-28). Can we choie ,qP@) so this is so?

Plugging eP@) of (5-29) into (5-28) yields

doA"u(r)* dodo f(r)=o -+ drA'o(")= -dodp f(x). (s-30)

So, knowing A "P(*) we can, in principle, solve (5-30) for f(x), and for that particular f (x), ep(r)
will, in addition to solving Maxwell's equations, also solve (5-28). By doing the latter it will make

our Maxwell equations in terms of the four-potential easier to solve.

We never need to actually solve for/("r). We just need to know that we could solve for it, and so

doing would give us a four potential eP(*) that solves the Lorenz gauge. We also never need to

moJ what eVp@) is. We just know that such a solution must exist. knowing that/(x) and A"p(*)
exist if we wanted to find them is all that is necessary. Knowing that, allows us to know that (5-28)

can be true, and that helps us immensely in finding the soluti on AP(x).

So, with (5-28), Maxwell's equations (5-2a) become

dddoAt'I (,)=t*.#;) Ao@)=[# #) Ap(x)-s, (s-31)

which is, once again, the well known classical wave equation, this time in terms of Ap(x).

Bottom line for 4D Formulation

If we pick our four-potential Ap(x) such that it satisfies the Lorenz gauge (5-28), then solving

Maxwell'i +p equations becomes greatly.,simplified. That particular choice of gauge results in the

single, easily solvable wave equation in A#(x)., i.e.,

doaaAa(r)=o Maxwell's equations in Lorenz gauge (i.e., whe nA rAp (t) = 0)

We then find E and B from (5-18) and (5-23)2. These will obviously behave like waves, since

they are governed by the wave equation. They are electromagnetic waves, i.e., photons.

Summary of Classical Electromagnetism and Potentials

All of the preceding material in this chapter is summaized in Wholeness Chart 5-1 below.

I Named after Ludvig Lorenz, who conceived it, not Hendrik Lorentz of Lorentz transfbrmation, Lorentz

invariance, and Lorentz force fame. This is otten, incorrectly, called the Lorentz gauge.

'Actually, there ilre many possible Lorenz gauges, all of which solve (5-28), since many dit'ferent/solve

(5-30). For example, any function equal to/plus a constant times xl solves (5-30). Because of this, some

authors refer to (5-28) as the Lorenz condition, for which there are many possible Lorenz gauges.

The Lorenz gauge
makes Maxwell

eqs in AF easiest
to solve

We can always

find anf (but we

don't have to
actually do it)
that provides the

Lorenz gauge

With the

Lorenz gauge,

Maxwell's eqs

take form of the

wave equation
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Wholeness Chart 5-1.. Summary of Classical Electromagnetism Potential Theory

3D + time 4D

Solutions to the 4D Wave Eguation in A1.r)
The wave equation (5-32) is virtually identical to the Klein-Gordon equation which we studied

in depth in Chap. 3 (pg. 49), except for three things: i) photons are massless (p = 0 in Klein-Gordon
equation), ii) an electromagnetic. wave is a classical world, measurable entity and thus is real, not
complex, and iii) the solutionAp(x1is a four-vector, ngl a scalar. like Q. Henle, @y doing prob.6)
you can show that if the photon field is real, i.e., AP(x)= Arp(x), then its plane wavJ. discrete
solution has form

t41

AP (*) = I+ €f A,(t )"-'o' + f + ef 4t (r)r,o*
fr 'lzvo+ fr Jr,"t.

= AP+ + AF-,

where Ar(k) is a number, generally complex, and for each r, s! is a four dimensional vector, which
we can take, without loss of generality, to be unit length. Note from Prob. 6 how the form of (5-33),

(s-33)

Solution to
Maxwell's eqs in
Lorenz gauge

Solution is real,
not complex

Starting point Four Maxwell's equations in E, B Four Maxwell's equations in E, B

To make solving the equations above easier, we introduce the por.nrffi.to*
Potentials O(x,r), A(x,r) AP(*) - [<D(x), A'(r)]t

E, B in terms of the
potentials B=VxA E=-V@-aA

dt

Fo' (*) =d, AF (")- att Av (x)

Fol - El ,Fo2 = E2,F12 = 83,etc.

Maxwell's equations in
terms of potentials

-v2o-*to.A) =o

# -Yz^=-v#-v(v.A)
dadoAtt (r)- aa (a,e, (r))=o

Above, a reduced number of equations, easier to solve.

Above even easier to
solve if this were true

v'A = o (D,a' = o) coulomb gauge drA' (")= O Lorenz gauge

We can use the above because many different potentials solve Maxwell's equations,
so we pick one of those that also solves these gauge equations. See below.

Gauge transformations @+**#, A-+ A-vf AP (*) + AF (")* dP f (*)

If the left side of the affow above solves Maxwell's equations, then so does the right
side, for any f. We want anf that will make the Coulombllorenz gauge true.

lf L//(A"P) solves Max

eqs, then so does --*
A" + A'-Yf = A, Q" +Q' .af

dt
e'P (*) + A"F (") * dP f (*) - eP (x)

The/we need solves
the gauge condition

V'(A'-V/)=O -+ v. A' -V2f d oA'u - -d rdv fa r(o', *ro f)= o -)

We don't need to solve for f . We simply know at least one A (Al) exists that satisfies
the gauge condition, and we assume our solution A 6\ is one of those.

Maxwell's eqs then are drElA=0 (forQ=0) do\d 4F (") = O

Solutions to above are waves. E, B are found from them and are waves, also.

I
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because it is real, differs from the Klein-Gordon solutions (which were complex) in not having a
second set of coefficients, such as Blk) * Alk).

&e Four Polarization Vectors ef
The e!, called polarization vectors, can take a little time getting used to. First, since we are

dealing in spacetime, they must have four components. Second, to span a 4D space, we need four
independent vectors. Hence, there must be four of them, each with four components. The p
superscript stands for the four components (p= 0,1,2,3). The subscript r stands for the four
independent vectors (r = A,J,2,3), which we will take to be orthogonal. In general, each independent
vector e! has components along each of the four axes in 4D. See Fig. 5-1(a).

time dimension
suppressed

General
case

(a)

Polarization vectors aligned Photon aligned
with coordinate axes polarization vectors

(b) (c)

Photon and axes aligned
coordinate system

(d)

Visualizing the
polarization
vectors

Orthogonality of
polarization
vectors

Same
orthogonality
conditions in
any coordinate
system

For e{ in k
direction: ejq is

longitudinal, e1P

and e2P are
transverse

Figure 5-1. Visualizing the Polarization Vectors in Different Alignments

However, to make things simpler, we can align our vectors €f with our four coordinate axes, as

in Fig. 5-1(b). When we do that, it is easy to recognize that in this special polarization vectors
aligned coordinate slistem

€t =(1,0,0,0)r e( =(0,1,0,0)r et =(0,0,1,0)r e{ =(0,0,0,1)r. (5-34)

From (5-34), we easily recognize that the ef are orthogonal. Using our 4D metric Bpw we sae

that

e lroet = gpvsttt =1, tpts( = sore(el --1, epzst - gpvstsl --1, e,rzst - gprs{s! =-t (r-rr)
e1,os{ = B lrv€6€( =0, e1,oet - I pvs6€t = 0, etc.

So, in general, the orthogonality conditions for e,/ are

eprs( =grs =-(16r, where (o=-l h=(z=(3=1, (s-36)

we use the metric grs ilS a mnemonic, and we introduce the symbol (r, which will be of use later on.

Note that (5-36) is.also true in any other coordinate system, since (5-36) represent inner products

between vectors e,!, andinner products are scalart, *hi.h are the same in Jny coordinatJsystem.
Also, physically, the inner product of two vectors can be expressed independently of a coordinate
system as simply the product of the vector lengths times the cosine of the angle between them. So it
is always the same regardless of the coordinate system we choose to work in.

Note we can choose to align or, ,3p vector with the k, the direction of travel of the photon
(regardless of the coordinate system alignment), as in Fig. 5-1(c). We deem this the photon
polarization vector alignment, and for it, En is called the longitudinal polarization (vector), i.e.,
where bold indicates a 3D vector direction,

t3 =k/lkl . (s-37)

e1p and e{ ur" orthogonal to ez&,and for this alignment, are called the transverse polarizations.

(s-38)k'81 =k'et =9.
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Thus, we will expect e1p and { n"r"to be in the same plane as the E and B vectors, since they are
transverse to the direction of travel of an electromagnetic wave.

e {, for the photon aligned polarization vectors (Fig. 5- I (c) and (5-37)) and in the polarization
vectors aligned coordinate system (Fig.5-1(b) and (5-34)), points in the time (4th dimension)
direction and in such systems is called the time-like or scalar polarization.

We could also choose to align all of the x3 axis (p = 3 direction), e3p, and the k vector, which
can be very helpful. (See Fig. 5-l(d).) We will call this the photon aligned coordinate s)'stem (rather
than the more cumbersome, but mgfe correct, "photon-polarization vectors-axes aligned system"). It
is easiest to visualize all of this rr* stuff in a coordinate system that has both its axes aligned with
ne e,! and also has e3P aligned in the k direction, as in fig. S-l(d)'.

Physical View of A. B" E. and Polarization Vectors sf
Fig. 5-] can give us a physical feeling for how the vector potential AF relates to the polarization

vectors e,! and to B and E. In the figure, we work in the photon aligned coordinate system, suppress
the time dimension, focus on just the 3-vector part A of AF, show only the r = I polarization state of
AF for a particulat \,and foisimplicity (and with no loss of generaiity; tut e the coefficients to be
real, i.e., ArG) = Ar' (k) . That is, Fig. 5-2 depicts one term in the summation of (5-33),

ep (*) =+€( Ar(u)r-'* .#e( A,(x)r'o* = tffi tyA, (k)cost<x, (s-3e)
tl2vq, lzv o+

where ttq = (0,1,0,0)T in this coordinate system. This is linear polarization, in which the fields A,
B, and E do not rotate. (In circular polarization they rotate about the k vector.)

v2 v2

B = VXAvectorin r= 1

polarization state

(b)

r43

e{ ts then scalar,
or time-like

The photon-
aligned system
is easiest to
work with

Looking at one
polarization

state of AP

Math form of that
polarization state

Pictorialform of
that polarization
state

This is linear
polarization with
no rotation of
fields aboutk

For A field in
xt direction
polarization state,

.,'

B field is in x"
direction

And E field is in

xr direction

The A vector in r= 1

polarization state

(a)

Figure 5-2. Physical Look at Vector Potential and lts Curl in r = I Polarization State

For Fig. 5-2, A is aligned in the.rl direction (the ellbasis vector direction.) It is a sinusoidal

wave (note cosine in (5-39)) moving in the *r' di...tion (the k or s ql direction), so the field A is a

transverse vector field varying in space (and propagating over time). B = V xA, so B is orthogonal

to the plane of the A field, and as should be obvious from the figure, is aligned in the x2 direction

<t{ direction.)

From

vxE = vx(-o* *) --v"* = -*(oxA) = -#, (s-40)

which is simply one of Maxwell's equations in E and B, we see that B is orthogonal to the plane of
the E wave. We don't show E in Fig. 5-2, but it would be in the x' direction (qF direction.)

t It i* a subtle point, but we can take the components of e,! to be real as long as we are dealing
with linear polarization, but if we wish to describe circular or elliptic polarization, we would require
complex polarization vectors and concomitant modifications to the treatment herein.
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F'or A aligned with the ef direction in Fig. 5-2, B would be perpendicular to it (xr direction)
and E would be parallel. Note that an A in any direction in the plane orthogonal to k can be

constructed by a superposition of the e1p and ef stutes, and so our solution (5-33) is the most

general solution for AP.

5. 7.3 The Classical Blectromagnetic Lagrangian

Since we are dealing with electromagnetic fields, the Lagrangian density, rather than the

Lagrangian is relevant. There is actually more than one possible Lagrangian density that leads to a
correct classical theory of electromagnetism. The simplest of these, first proposed by Fermi, turns

out to be suitable for quantization (later in this chapter) and, is, for free fields (subscript 0 below),

r;,^ = -l(a,eo(r))(a,a, (")) .

(5-41) can be verified by inserting it into the Euler-Lagrange field equation

(s-41)

ForAinf
direction
polarization, B
in xl direction,

Eini
direction

e/m Lagrangian
density for
Lorenz gauge

Manvell's eqs

for classical
e/m wave apply
to individual
photon

Qn=AP;/=/n'/*, (s-42)

to get (5-32), The minus sign in (5-41) is not really needed here, but is the extant convention, since
in the development of QFT, things then turn out more conveniently. (5-41) works for the Lorcnz
gauge.

In Chap. 1l we will look at another possible Lagrangian (density) that yields Maxwell's
equations and proves more useful in interaction theory. For now, however, (5-41) works well for
free fields and is simpler to use while we begin to get our feet wet with QtT electromagnetic theory.

5.2 Relativistic Quantum Mechanics for Photons

5.2.7 Brief History of the Photon

Although Maxwell's equations were discovered in the mid 1800s, the solution form was

wavelike, and the entity that solution represented was considered to be a wave. So, at that time and

for some time thereafter, it was assumed it could not be particle-like. Howevero in 1899, Planck, and

then in 1905, Einstein, explained certain electromagnetic phenomena in terms of indivisible packets,

or quanta of electromagnetic energy, that came to be known as photons. In the ensuing years, the

concept of wave/particle duality gained acceptance, and today we know that photons, like all other

particles such as the electron, possess both wave and particle properties. This, of course, played a

major role in the development of quantum theory.

Knowing that electromagnetic quanta (photons) existed, researchers in the early 1900s soon

realized that each photon had an energy of tto and a 3-momentum of fr,k, and that they could be

treated like massless particles that obey special relativity.

The advent of the Pauli exclusion principle, with the realization that fermions and bosons differ,
led to the understanding that many bosons could coalesce into a macroscopic, classical field. The

electromagnetic fields classical researchers had worked with were each simply a collection of
photons.

So, if Maxwell's equations described a classical field, they had to also apply to each of the

individual photons making up that macroscopic field. The solution to Maxwell's equations Aplx;
could then be used as either a representation of a macroscopic classical field, or as a representation

of a 'oclassical", single photon. True, that this "classical" photon had some strange properties (e.9.,

wave/particle duality), but without invoking commutation relations (and thereby quantizing the

theory), the photon, and the theory surrounding it, were still essentially non-quantum.

5.2.2 1" Quantization and RQM for Photons

The top RHS of Fig. 5-3 illustrates the manner discussed above in which one can deduce a

(somewhat) classical, relativistic electromagnetic particle theory for photons from the classical,

relativistic theory of electromagnetic fields (Maxwell's theory.)

Y( 4_'']- r, =0, with
dr'IdQ',,) A0'
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Given that theory, ws could then follow the usual steps for I't quantization and a RQM theory of
photons. However, there is a quicker and easier way.

No Classical Non-
Relativistic e/m
Particle Theory

Can't quantize

No NRQM
photon theory

Classical
Relativistic e/m
Particle Theory

I

I

1st Quantization:
same H (or [) +

invoke commutators

Take field AFas single
classical photon of
energy ar,3-mom k

Take field AF as
single quantum state
+ invoke commutators

Classical
Relativistic e/m

Field Theory

2nd Quantization:
same H(or .C ) +

invoke commutators

t45

Ways from
classical e/m
theory- to RQM
and QFT

Simplest rottte to
RQM is diagonal
arrow above

l" quantization,

frrst step: Same
wave equation in
RQM as in
classical e/m

Circular
polarization is
not related
to spin

Polarization states,
not spin states,
used as photon
basis vectors

QFT theory
of photons

Figure 5-3. Quantizing the Electromagnetic Field

Recall that the Hamiltonian H, the Lagrangian L, and the governing wave equation are but
different forms for representing the same thing. From any one of these, we can deduce the other
two. We know that the governing equation for photons is Maxwell's equation (in the four-potential
lu(*) form), so we can simply use that equation for quantization instead of going to all the trouble
of finding H = JHd"x, or L= JX d ''x. That is, we follow the diagonal arrow in Fig.5-3 to quantize
our classical field theory into a quantum particle (RQM) theory of photons.

Before looking more closely at that, note, as represented on the LHS of Fig. 5-3, that because
electromagnetic fields/photons are relativistic, there can be no non-relativistic theory of them,
classical or quantum.

ROM Wave Equation for Photons

The first step in 1't quantization comprises taking the same elm
classically, (5-32), and thuJ, the same solution form for the state Lqp@))
(5-33), which we repeat below.

A,"aa A#o,,Q)=do}o lo')= o'

wave equation we had
as for the- classi cal AP(x),

loo)=I+ sf $)4(k)e-ir'* +I+ 4$)A,+(k)eik't t r,k lZvct4 ,,X rJ zv 4

(5-43)

(s-44)

Polarization. B. E Unrelated to Spin

When students learn of circular polanzation states, where the transverse E and B states rotate

around the k vector direction as the e/m wave propagates, they often confuse that rotation with
photon spin. The two are unrelated. Classical angular momentum increases with rotation rate, and

the rate of the rotation of A (and thus of E and B) increases with al5 in (5-39), i.e., with the energy
of the photon. But every photon, regardless of energy, has the same spin I value. Further, as we saw

on pg. 143, we can have linear polarization where the E and B do not rotate around the k vector, but
the photon still had spin 1.

Bottom line: Don't confuse circular polarization with spin. They are different.

Polarization. Not Spin. Slates are Basis States for Photons

In electromagnetism and the quantum theories derived from it, we formulate the theory with
polanzation states rather than spin states. Photon spin is always in the + or * k direction and

comprises only two possible states for given k. Polarization vectors have four possible states,

mutually orthogonal in 4D space, and thus can serve as basis states, whereas spin (for photons)

cannot.
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We compare and
Wholeness Chart 5-2.
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contrast spinor spin basis states with photon polarization basis states in

RQM Commutation Relations for Photons

The second step in l't quantization is taking Poisson brackets over into commutators (with the

factor of i.) Note, for example, what this means for 3-momentum and position and one of the

eigenstates from the first summation set in (5-a4).

["',u']=, + l*',0'llo')=,1 ool,=,#ef A,(t),-'* * 
"*,=-t+ 

(5-4s)

The commutation relations mean the dynamical variables in classical theory become operators in
quantum theory, as we have seen before. From (5-45),

* lo'l=-,#[ #'r +(u),-i(ax-n''))= 
#lo')

ploperator number

(s-46)

The Nonnenclature "Vector" for Spin 1 Particles

Note now, why the term "vector" is used for spin 1 bosons. Because AP (x), which represents that

bosono is a four vector.

5.2.3 Same Problems for RQM for Photons as Seen Before

It should come as little surprise that RQM for photons suffers from the same deficiencies we saw

before for RQM for scalar and spinor particles. By doing Prob. 7, you can see that, for example, we

have negative energies for half of our solutions (5-44).

And so, as before, in order to get a full and satisfactory relativistic theory, we need to move on to

the QFT of photons.

I't quantization,
second step:
Poisson brackets
to commutators

Photon RQM
problems like
those for scalars
and spinors'

Wholeness Chart 5-2. Comparing Spinor and Polarization Basis States

Dirac Particles Photons

Wave equation Dirac equation Maxwell equation in AP)

For simplicity Only consider c, solutions Only consider a,' solutions

Single eigensolution to
wave equation = basis
vector for general states

lr,,nl = ffi ,, (p)u, (p)e-iP*
I ^f- ) 

= h A, $)ef (u),-ib'

Basis vector (one for each r
value for given p or k)

In spinor space, ur(P) r = 7,2 In physical spacetim e, e ! (U) r = 0,1,2,3

r value related? Symbol r used in both cases, but has different meanings.

Are basis vectors spin
eigenstates?

Generally not.

Yes for p = 0 or in x' direction.

No.

Although ezq is,if aligned with k.

Other erP would not be.

What are basis vectors
related to?

Spin Photon polarization (direction of Al in space)
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5.3 The Maxwell Equation in Quantam Field Theory

5.3.1 Summary Chart
All that we will do in the remainder of this chapter is summanzedin Wholeness Chart 5-4 on

155 at the end of the chapter. As in prior chapters, I highly recommend following along, step
step, in that chart as we progress through eF f for photons.

5.3.2 From Classical Electromagnetism to eFf
The RHS of Fig. 5-3 shows the steps to QFT for photons via 2nd quantization. The first step is

taking the classical Lagrangian density (or Hamiltonian density or field equations) directly ou.i to
QF"f. The photon field A* (x) is real, so we don't have to convert our real classical field to a
complex field.

The classical Lagrangian density (5-41) equals the OFT Laerangian density. We repear ir here,
but change the superscript from *e/m" to "1", indicating a spin iuoron.

t47

Be sure to use
Pg. the summary
bY wholeness chart,

as you study
this chapter

Znd quantization,

first step:
Use classical
Lagrangian density

Same Lagrangian
yields same field
(wave) equation
as classically

(s-47)

From (5-47) and the Euler-Lagrange equation, one obtains the OFT field equation (which equals
(5-32)) of

doda4a(r)=o (s-48)

where ep @) is a quantum field, not a quantum state. The discrete plane waye solution of (5-48) is

A'(*)=T+ sf $)o,(u)e-i** +f -$ sf $)o,t 1k1rik*ft 'lzv^u fr'\"'u
AP+ 4A-

, (5-49) Plane wave
solutions to

field equation

where we change the coefficients from capital to lower case letters,
operators. we anticipate these coefficients, in eFf, will turn out
operators, as scalar and spinor field theory coefficients were.

which we are using to indicate
to be creation and destruction

The continuous plane wave solutions, which one can check by doing prob. 8, are

AP (*) =II
r,k

d3k
ef (kh,(u)'-'*.IJ d3k

ef (k)a,t (k\eik,,m zQd3
Ap+

.(s-s0)

for scalars
in that the

Lagrangian

Photon
relations very
similar to
scalars

5.3.3 The Parallel with Scalars
Note how (5-48), (5-49)n and (5-50) are virtually identical to the parallel relations

(massless scalars with p = 0 in this case). (See Chap.3,pgs.49-50.) They differ only
latter are not vectors and are complex, not real. (5-47) is identical to the scalar free
density, except for those differences and the factor of -y2..

These similarities will allow us to take many relations we spent much time deriving in scalar
(and spinor) theory directly over to vector theory, simply by changing Qto AP (x). you wiil probably
want to put a book marker in Chap. 3 in the QFf development pages there, as we will be ieferring
to, and simply lifting, many of those derived relations for use in thii chapter with photons.

5.3.4 Conjugate Momentum and Hamiltoni,an Density
From (5-47), the photon conjugate momentum is

ri = -*(a,Ao1"))(a"a, ("))
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*t -a4 -'oP - aA, 
- i(a,+,)(a'a') ]

no Ati-o-p, ou, ,J

Conjugate
momentum

for AP

Hamiltonian
density in terms

o.f AP

Particles that
are their own
anti-particles
have real, not
complex
solutions.
Photon is one

of these.

Znd quantization,
second step:
Poisson brackets
to commutators

Photon
cofficient
commutation
relations

(

#l -+(a*)e!
t 4' i1v

= -'l(# *)o'. 
" [# 0" 

)l - -Aa

t-"r -il)
If you don't see the gpv part above right away, do Prob. 9, in which I lead you through the

derivation. From (5-51), the Hamiltonian density is

7{3 =rLAo -4 =-ArAp +}eoea +l(a,er)(a'oo)=-+ AoAo +l(a,eo)htaa\

--r iArt-*(a,oo)(a,er)=-+(r,ooXr"or). 
P z, t"t\ 

''(s'sz)
- -T nt'

5.3.5 The Underlyins Reason Why Ap is Real

In Sect. 5.1.2 on pg. 141 we gave a heuristic reason why the solutions to the photon wave
equation (5-48) were real. The quantum reason is that photons are their own anti-particles.

Recall from Chap. 3, Sect. 3.9 on pg. 65, that if a particle is its own anti-particle, then its field
solution must be real, not complex. So AP is real. (A particle that is its own anti-particle must be

chargeless, but a chargeless particle, o.g., a neutrino, does not have to be its own antiparticle,)

We also showed, in Prob. 15 of Chap. 3, that in the mathematical treatment of real fields, a

factor of 7z arises in the Lagrangian density that is not in the Lagrangian density for complex fields.

5.4 Commutation Relations for Photon Fields

The second step in 2nd quantization comprises taking the Poisson brackets of classical field
theory over to commutators (with a factor of i) in QFT. In scalar theory, we showed these

commutators were

= Q'/T, - frrQ' = id'tr6'(x - y) , (5-s3)

and from these (in a 1t/zpage proof), we showed the coefficients in the solutions must then obey

[r(u),o* (r.')]=[r(u),at (r,')]= 4k,(discrete); = d(k -k') (continuous). (s-s4)

Rather than go through the tedium of a virtually identical proof, from the parallels between

scalar bosons and vector bosons, we will simply extrapolate from the above. Thus, from (5-53)

=i6pr6(x-y) -+ leaQ),n''trl] =isuu 6(x-v), (s-ss)

which leads (from (5-54)) to the photon coefficient commutationlelations

[o, 
(u),oJ (r.')] 

:r;,t;,T._k,)
(discrete) (o = -L,(t,z3 =l
(continuous)

All other commutators, such as [ar(k), ar(k)], equal zero for any r and s, as with scalars. The (,
part arises from th" gl'of (5-55), which was not present for scalars. This is zero except when F =v,
and then the spatial parts have - sign and the time part +. But an additional minus sign is introduced
into (5-55) and (5-56) by (5-51).

lQ' {*l),o, (v,r)J

lea 8,D,nl,(v,t)f

(s-s l )

(s-56)
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5.5 The QFT Hamiltonian for photons

5.5,7 The Free Photon Hamiltonian in Terms of the cofficients
-By 

inserting the field solutions (s-I?rinto the-expression for the Hamiltonian densit y Tiot 6-52)and integrating over all space we get r/sr, the full photon Hamiltonian, in terms of the coefficients.Again,thisisvinuallythesamethingwedidfo.'.@overthatresulttheretohere.

(s-57)

(5,s8)
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5,5,2 Zero Point Vacuum Energy Again
As you can see from (5-57), the photon energy expectation value for the vacuum includes asumming of % alt over every photon energy and polari zitionr to infinity, as we had for scalars (andsimilarly for spinors). All of the comments made with regard to this in prior chapters are equally

applicable here.

5..5.3 Positive Energy for photons in eFT
We do end up with positive energies for all real (meaning not virtual as opposed to a real vsc.omplex sense) photons from (5-57), though given the (0= _ 1-in the summation of (5-5g), it seemslike there could be photons with negative .nogy, so thi; is not obvious at this point. we resolve thisissue in Sect. 5.8.3.

5.6 Other Photon Operators in eFf
In similar fashion to what we did for scalars and spinors, we can derive all other operators.Again, to avoid the tedium, we simply state these as follows.

Photon creation and destruction operators

Hamiltonian
in terms of
number
operator

Photon number
operator

Photon vacuum
energy like that
for scalars

Photon QFT
avoids
problems of
RQM like
negative energy

Photon creation
(5-59) and destruction

operators

Other photon
operators

(s-61)

Photon 4-current
identically zero

So photon charge
operator
identically zero

(s-60)

Total particle number lowering and raising

Att+ particle lowering operator field (contains or(k))
*tt- particle raising operator field (contains ort (k)) .

Four-current operator

iF = -i(e"'at Ao - A;H 4at ) = o for photons since Ao,rf = Ao,p . (s-62)

If we were to take/ 0 of (5-62) as our probability operator, as early researchers expected it to be,
then we would have zero probability of ever finding u photon. But since the photon has zero charge,
and thus, zero charge density, those researcherr .on.lud ed (5-62) must be a charge density operator.
Charqe operator

The integral of .i 
o of (5-62) over all space to get charge is, of course, zero.The charge operatorfor photons is identically zero.

*(oo)= IN, (k)
k,r

HI =2r+(", (u).+)
k,r

o,t (r,)l ry,,) = ort (k)creates a

ar(k)destroys a1gll=. ) = J,'o,|,u,, - t)

photon with momentumk, polarization r

photon with momentumk,polarization r

Total photon particle number
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Three-momentum operator
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p = IkN, (k)
k,r

Spin operator not important for photons

Spin for photons is always aligned with the k direction and always of magnitude 1. It is therefore

not a key, unknown variable, like it was for spin Vz particles. So little attention is put on it in QFT,
and one typically does not use a photon spin operator in QFI calculations. For completeness,

however, we can state it as

S,, =;ftN,,t (k) lr,,* (r.)- *N, (t) ror k direction spin

lrr,t (k)= -N, (t) ror -k direction spin'

If we needed it, (5-64) would give us the total spin angular momentum of a collection of
photons.

Helicity operator not important for photons. either

Since spin for photons is always aligned with the k direction, and the helicity operator for a
single photon is simply the inner product of the unit vector in the k direction and spin S, the helicity
operator is simply

Helicityoperator y =ZNr,t (k)

3-momentum
(5-63) operator

Photon spin
magnitude
always = 7,

spin always in
+ k direction

(s-64)

k,r

One virtually never uses the helicity operator for photons, however, since they are always in helicity
eigenstates, and also since adding up helicities for a collection of photons, has no real meaning or
purpose.

5.7 The Photon Propagator

The photon propagator is derived in much the same fashion as the scalar propagator. We start by

defining the propagator as the time ordered operator like we did in Chaps. 3 (pS. 72) and 4
(pg. 1 l8),

r{ett (*)e'(y)} = AF (r)a" (y) for t,1t, (particle = photon) 
(5-66)

= Av (y) eo (*) for t * 1 t, (anti-particle = photon).

But for photons, the particle is its own anti-particle, and thus AF can either create or destroy a

photon. We also have four-vector components p and v, so we will expect the final form of the

photon propagator to have those components as well.

Following the same 5 steps as in Chap.3 (pgs.7l-77), and also Chap.4 (pgs. 118-121), we

arrive at the photon propagator

(5-6s)

(s-67)

(s-68)

Photon helicity
magnitude
always = I,
always in
lk direction

Photon
propagator
derivation like
that of scalars
and spinors

Photon
propagator

Lorenz gauge
Ieads to
tnconsistency
in the theory

D#, (*- y) = ffit #o'o in physicar space

Df' (k) = # 
in four-momentum space

5.8 More on Qua,ntization and Polarization

5.8.1 Problem with the Lorenz Gaage

We started all of the above by assuming we could simply use Maxwell's equations under the

Lorenz gauge (and hence use the corresponding Lagrangian as well) carried over directly to QFf.
That implies that |pAl of the l-nrenz gauge would be considered an operator in QFT that is
identically equal to zero. Unfortunately, that is not strictly true, because, as we are about to see, the

Lorenzcondiiion, employed in the direct way, is incompatible with the commutation relations.

Consider the commutator (the bottom line of all the algebra below to (5-71) is that the RHS ;* 0)
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Ifu{:4, A' (.v) l= E* ef (k) o, (k) e-ir* .nh ef $)o,t (r,,'* 
J*=0in

Lorenz gauge

['+m'x(r.,)o,(k,)e_ik,),-n#€},(k,)o,i(k,),,o')
_['Lei(k,)o,(k,1,_ir,,+I-L';(k,)o,,1l.,;,,u,l*

l?x, ,lzv ra, ' 
fr, Jzv q, u I

(n* ef (u) o, (r' ) e-i** .nh ef 0,) o,* (k ),'o' 
),

which due to commutators that equal zero becomes

s -ift, 
--lry(r.)el'(r.')[o, (r.),o] (k')] r-ikx+ik't

?k,[2v,4 Jwt+ ffiffi
-s ikp 

+rf $)rI (t')["] tu),o, (k')] ,ikx-ik's-'?kJzvqJ*r+, '\/r\ jg-

r51

ld rAo (*) ,t' (y ) l= Is---a.---J ,rrk,
=0in

Lorenz gauge

(5-6e)

. (s-70)

(s-71)

(s-73)

(s-74)

Larenz gauge
says something
should be zero,
but commutation
relations yield
non-zera

An alternative to
the Lorenz gauge
by Gupta-Bleuler

Expectation value

for Lorenz
condition should
match classical
value of zero

So that (5-69) and (5-70) finally become

lao! e) ,A, (y)l=I #(,t(r)'I {r;(u-'*t"-r) +"it(x-r))

=0in
Lorenz gauge

'n#(,4(r)'x (k)cos (t'(*- v))* o'

The LHS of (5-71) is zero if the Lorenz condition holds. But the RHS is not zero, according to
the rules for commutators we established earlier. Of different solutions to this problem, possibly the
best was found by Gupta and Bleuler, as described in the following section.

5.8.2 The Gupta-Bleuler Resolution

The Weak Lorenz Condition

Gupta and Bleulerr replaced the Lorenz condition (5-28) with the weaker condition

d uAo* (x)lv) = s , (s-72)

where the lY) represents a ket of any number of photons. The operator in the weak Lorenz condition
contains only destruction coefficient operators of form ar(k).The adjoint of (5-72) is

(vla oeu- (r) = o .

So, the expectation value of the Lorenz condition equals zeto, i.e.,

drAo (')= (vlarea (')lv)=(vlQ,Ao- (r)* doAr* ('))lv) =0.
---T- -o

Classically, when we make macroscopic measurements, we measure expectation values (to high
precision with large numbers of quanta, typically). So the Lorenz condition still holds classically

I 
K. Bleuler, Eine neue Methode zur Behancllung der longitudinalen und skalaren Photonen, Helvetica

Phys. Acta 23 (1950), 567-586. S.N. Gupta, Theory of longitudinal photons in quantum electrodynamics,
Proc. Phys. Soc. Sect.A. 63 (1950), 681-691.
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and the Maxwell's equation in terms of AP we have been using holds in this limit. Thus, predictions
from our theory should correspond to actual measurements in experiments.

Actually, using the full Lorenz condition (5-28) instead of (5-72) results in an expectation value

of the Lorcnz condition of zero as well. This is because the action of the Lorenz condition on the ket

must result in a ket different from the bra of the expectation value relation. That is,

,-ik (5-76)

doAo (r)= (vlaoea ("{)lv)=(vldoAr* (') lY) *(vl ?oA'- (x)lw) =0. (s-7s)

l;;ffipn"#) t6;ffit
orthogonal to lV) orthogonal to lV)

5.8.3 Meaning of the Weak Lorenz Condition

The Constraint on Scalar and Longitudinal Photons

To understand (5-72), substitute the solutions (5-49) for Ats 
* 

and consider the photon aligned

coordinate system of Fig. 5-1(d), where (5-34) and (5-37) hold.

(,'
drA,*(*) = Zaol f -- sf o,1r.;r-'* l= I + €f a,(u)dre-ik'

tt \rftJzva1 
-'''\' 

) ,F,prlzrq, ' '\ ' s*

-t_s .

k rtzvc4

doo 
(r.)or. * doo(k)h 

* fioo(k)h * 6oo(t<)t. 
+

=l -0 -0 -0 -0 -0

Co, 
(u)rr *do, (u)h* {o'(k)b *l*o,(t)t, +

=O -l =Q =Q -0 =Q

r = 2 row is zero as above for r = I +

d-or(r.)or. 
* tJor(k)h * 6_ot(k)h + ef a, (t) b-e -0 =s -0 =Q -1 

=_n

Expectation
value for Inrenz
condition in both
approaches is

zero. Both good

from that
perspective.

What does the
weak Lorenz
condition mean in
terms of operator
cofficients?

Relation between

scalar and
longitudinal
coefficients
operating on

a state

In the very last term of (5-76) we invoke the relativistic relation, in natural units, *' = E' - p' =
(r*)z - p2 = (rrp)z - (k3)z,where m =0. So /<3 = alk.- * fu. Then, for every k, (5-76) acting on lV)

becomes

d oAtt+ (x)lw)= o -+ (o, (x ) - oo(k ))lY) = 0, atl k . (s-77)

(5-77) is a constraint on the linear combinations of longitudinal and scalar photons for each

value of k that may be present in a state. It places no restriction on the transverse photons that may

be in that state.

For use in the next section, we re-write (5-77) and its adjoint as

adioint

(o, (r. )- oo(k))ly)= o + as (k)lv) = ao (k)lv) ; (vlrl (n)= (vl,J (n) . (5-78)

The Expectation Value of Energy of an Allowed State

We can see the effect of the constraint on the RHS of (5-77) (imposed by the weak Lorcnz

condition of the LHS of (5-77)) by calculating the expectation value of the energy of an allowed

state lY). From (5-57) and (5-58), where we ignore theVz quanta of the vacuum,

l3
4 =(vlallw) = (vll t^(ru, (r.))ly) =(ylI Ior. (t,d (t )o,, (k))lv) =

k r=0 k r=0 (5_79)

(vlI o\(-oo' (k)oo (k)lv) * art (k)r, (k)lv) * azI (k)or(k)lv) * al (k)o, (k)lY)).
k

We re-write this using (5-78)
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)lY)

k)lY

oo (k

o:(k

) or(

-(vldot (k)
\-------J

-(wlet(x)

*(Yl azr (k

(
HI =I"u 

Ikt
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= Iq. ((vlr,t (t )o, (k)ly)+(ylort (r.) az(k)lw))
k

,rl =Zr+it*t o,' (k)o,, (r.)lv) ,

*(vlo,t(L)a, (x)lw) 
I

I

)* (vlort (L)o, (k)lv)J (s-80)
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That relation leads
to scalar and
longitudinal terms
cancelling in the
Hamiltonian
expectation

And that leads to
a Hamiltonian
expectation that
effictit,ely sums

over only
transverse states

And other operator
expectations also
effectively sum

over only
transverse states

This matches
what we observe
classically, only
transverse states

Real scalar and
longitudinal states
not measurable,
but they play a
role in propagator
(as virtual particle
states)

Redefine Znd
quantization as

same but
cofficient
constraint as
additional
condition. It
works.

Or

(5-81)
k r=7

which means the only contribution to the energy expectation value is from transverse photons. The
scalar energy expectation value is negative, but it is always cancelled by a positive longitudinal
energy expectation value of the same magnitude.

A similar effect occurs, in parallel manner, for any observable, since each such observable (e.9.,
3-momentum P of (5-63)) incorporates the number operator Nlk) of (5-79) above. So the same
steps would be followed for the expectation value of any other operator as is done in (5-79) to
(s-8r).

This jibes with classical e/m theory, since we know that E and B in a classical electromagnetic
wave are always perpendicular to k. And from the definition of our potential Ap = (O, A) of either
(5-2) or (5-18), we know that E points in the same direction as A. Thus, classically, A is always
orthogonal to the wave propagation direction li/lkl.

We have never measured any real longitudinal photon states. Nor have we ever done so for
scalar (time-like) states. The Gupta-Bleuler approach, in the classical limit of expectation values,
yields what we observe in our universe, only transverse, observable photons. Very elegant, in my
humble opinion.

Comments on Scalar and Longitudinal Waves

Note that we have not proven that scalar and longitudinal photons do not exist, only that, if they
do, they cancel one another in finding expectation values for any classical entity. Expectation values
relate to real (not virtual) particles. We might then, still expect that scalar and longitudinal photon
states would play a role in the Feynman propagator, which represents a virtual, and unobservable,
particle. In fact, they do. In interaction theory, calculations of effects from particles mediating force
(like photons in quantum electrodynamics) must include all four polarization states.

Finally, we note a subtle point that you should not worry about too much at this time. That is, it
can be shown that the allowed mixtures of longitudinal and scalar photons is equivalent to a gauge

transformation between two potentials, both of which are in Lorenz gauges.

Comment on Lorenz Gauge

You may be wondering "if we got the simplest form of Maxwell's equations based on the
I-orenz condition holding for AF, but it isn't true, how can we do 2nd quantization and assume we
have the same wave equation (= same Lagrangian)?"

The simplest answer is that by doing so, the theory works. Predic,tions match experiment. From a
theoretical standpoint, we could just include this as part of 2no quantization, with the added

condition that, acting on a state, the scalar and longitudinal coefficient operators are related in such

a way as to cancel out their effects in finding expectation values.

5.8.4 Summary of Weak Lorenz Condition
Wholeness Chart 5-3 below summarizes the full vs weak Lorenz condition approaches.



Wholeness Chart 5-3. Gupta-Bleuler Weak Lorenz Condition Overview

Full Lorenz Condition Gupta-Blsuler Weak Lorenz Condition

The Constraint drAo(r)=o d oAo* (x)lw) = o

Expectation Value of
Larcnz Condition Given the
Constraint

(vp ,ea ("r)lv) = o
(vla oea (')lv) =

(v la, (or* (') * A/- ('))lY) = o

Either condition OK classically. Yields same macroscopic Lorenz gaage.

Theorv derived from
constraint + 2nd quantization

commutation relations, number operator,
observables oPerators

same commutators, number operator,
observables operators as at left

Problem with constraint?

Yes.

ldoA'(r),e' (y)l= v'(*-y\ +0
L-----'-J

- 0 numeric vector

Commutators from 2nd quantization in
above yield different result than constraint.

No. 
P pA: (t ,A' (y)l = v' (x*- v) * o

* o 
no*.lffi?.,o.

Commutators from 2nd quantization in
above yield same result as constraint.

Operator result of
constraint, in photon
aligned coordinate system

o: (t )lw)* ao (k)lY) a: (k)lv)= ao (k)lY)

Effect on observable
operators expectation value

32
(vlI N, (k)lY)# (wlIN, (k)lv)

r=0 r=l
(vlI N, (k)lY)= (vlIn, (r)lw)

r=0 r=L

2J

Result
longitudinal and scalar (timelike) photon

states no different from transverse -+
predict they are observed, but they aren't

longitudinal and scalar (timelike)
photon states always cancel ---

predict none observed and they aren't
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5.9 Photon Polarization Issues Similar to Spinor Spin Issaes

One might raise several issues relating to polarization states, some similar to what we saw for

spinors at the end of Chap. 4.

Other Cpordinate Systems for a Given k Direction

First, the treatment in Sect. 5.8 employed only the photon aligned coordinate system. In other

coordinate systems, the polarization vectors e{ would not be represented so simply, and the

analysis would have bee.r.r markedly more difficult and less transparent. In the most ggleral

.ooidinute system, tne e,! would then each have up to four non-zero components,. And e1F, for

example, would not by itself represent a pure transverse state. Any of the transverse, longitudinal, or

scalar states would be represented by a superposition of different amounts of each of the t -.

Though the analysis would be more complicated, the final result would remain the same. Only
transverse states, regardless of the coordinate system chosen to express them in, would remain

in the *1 und f
or in any other

Coordinate
systems other
than photon
aligned system

can work, but
more complicated

Non-eigen state

kets can be

handled. See

Chap. 4 for
details.

observable.

How to Handle Polarization States Not in rl or "r2 Directions

The treatment so far assumed we only had two transverse polatization states

directions. But what about a state where A is aligned at 45o between these axes,

direction? Such a state is a linear superposition of the two transverse states.

We will not enter into a detailed discussion of this here, but simply note that the answer parallels

that for "The First Issue" for spinors found in Chap. 4, p8. 116. In short, in experiments we

typically avelage over polarization states and not actually measure those states. This averaging uses

the xr and f direction polarization states as basis vectors, with each state within the ensemble of
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states having different amounts of each. The average of all such composite states is used in
predicting experimental results. For experiments that might monitor polarization states, the
expectation values for non-axis aligned polarization states can be calculated for such states in
similar ways to what we discussed for spinYz particles.

In the ket symbolism in this book, we will represent a photon state with polarization in an axis
direction aslyr,y) and a more general polarization state as l7p).

How to Handle Multiple Photons with Different k Directions

We have used a preferred coordinate system, the photon aligned coordinate system, where the x3
axis is aligned with the k vector of the photon. This makes interpretation and analysis much simpler.
But what happens when we have more than one photon, each with a different k direction? Then, at
most, we have simple expressions, like $ose we have seen in this chapter, for only one such photon
(the one with its k aligned with the lab x'.)

This question parallels "The Second Issue" of Chap. 4,p9. 117, and like the priorissue above,
we will not go into great detail on it here. In short, one can determine quantities for a given photon
in its photon aligned coordinate system then transform those quantities to the (different alignment)
lab system. In the process of the transformation, things like the expressions for, and interpretation
of,, e! get a lot more complicated. But one can still crank the math, typically tedious, and get those
expressions.

Expectation values in any coordinate system will turn out to be the same. So one can pick the
coordinate system one likes for a given photon (the photon aligned system is best, obviously) to
calculate an expectation value, then transform that value to lab coordinates.

5,70 Where to Next?
We have achieved a milestone in the study of QFT, the coverage of the fundamentals for the

three spin types. Knowing this well will serve us well in interaction theory, to come after we
investigate symmetry and its importance in QFT, in the next chapter.

5.17 Summary Chart
Chaps. 3,4, and 5 are summarized in Wholeness Chart 5-4 that follows.

r55

Multiple photorts,
all with dffirent
k directions, and
thus dffirent
photon aligned
systems, can be
handled via
coordinate
transformations.
See Chap. 4 for
details.

Knowledge offree
fields will serve us
well in study of
interacting fields
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QED/TIELD TIIEORY OVERVIEW: PART I

Wholeness Chart 5-4. From Field Equations to Propagators and Observables

Heisenberg Picture, Free Fields

Spin 0 Spin 7z Spin 1

Classical
Lagrangian
density, free

40 =x(aopaoo- uroo)
None. Macroscopic spinor fields not
observed.

4 = 4oo oo -ti;,,orXa"or)
\-a-J

It=0
for photons

2"d quantization,
Postulate #1

Bosons: Quantum field L (or equivalently, ?l) same as classical, fields are complex, and K =1.

Spinors: Dirac eq from RQM with states -* fields. Deduce .C from Dirac eq;T{ from Legendre transf.

QFI Lagrangian
density, free d =(r*QIa"o- arolo) 4" =VUa-dv &=fdo As above for classical.

,C I into the Euler-Lagrange equation yields J

Free field eqs

(^ or" * pz)Q - o

(^ or" * p')QI = o

(ifA"-m)V -0
Qa*Vf +m|)=g V =VITj

(ror" * p')AF =o photonp = s

API - AF for chargeless (photon)

Conjugate
momenta

nt=#=ir:o1r =ffi=a fit/z -iylt ; Et/Z =o lo = -A,

Hamiltonian
density

Hf = oBQ+ o3r it - 4
= (ait +Y Qt .v Q+ p2Lt Q)

Hot'' -rt/2v-4" Hot =n;rAo -4

Free field
solutions

0 =Q* +Q-
! l, t

Q' = Q'* + Q'-

.L

V= V' + Vl

-IW= V' + Vl

AF = 4/t+ I {lt- (photon)

Discrete
eigenstates

(Plane waves,
constrained to
volume I/)

QQ) -E6(a1k1e-ik*

+ br (k)eikx)

or (*)=Fp;6= (b(k)e-ikx

+ oI 1k1eib1

'=nffi(c'(P)u'(P)'-iP*
+ a! 6yv,(p)eiP*)

, =nffi(a,@)i,(P)e-i,*

+ r!1p1u,(ileiP*)

4a*

n@@f {$ar(k)'-ib

+ ef 1u1o! $)rik)

Continuous
eigenstates

(Plane waves,
no volume
constraint)

QG)-l+@(k)e-ik*' 1lz(zn)'04

+ bI (k)eib )

QI Q)=T Lb(k\e-ik
lzQo)'14

+ at (k)eikx)

w =Z ffi I #o 
(P)u' (P)'-iP*

+ aj 1p;v, (p)ri+*)

v =>' ffi I #@' 
(P)v' (P)e-iP'

+ r!1p1u,(p)uD*)

spinor indices afl Ltyt vr, and ty

suppressed. r = 1,2.

+lt -

It+ef(k)q (k)r-ik
, ' iz(zr)'a+

+ ef 1u1al0.)r'*
r =0,1,2,3 (4 polarization vectors
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2nd quanti zation
Postulate #2

Bosons: 
lQ' {*,r),o,(v,r)f -lQ'n,- n,Q'7=16' ,6(* -v) , Q' =any fietd, orher commutators = 0.

Spinors: Coefficient anti-commutation relations parallel coefficient commutation relations for bosons.

Bosons: using conjugate momenta expressions in I yields J

Equal time
commutators

(intermediate
step only)

lo$,,),QI (v,,)f = id(x - v) Not needed for spinor derivation. lea 6,t1,a'(y,r)]

= -igq' 6(x - y)

Bosons: Using free field solutions in I with 3D Dirac delta function (e.g., for discrete solutions,
1+

d(* - il -- * I (r-tkn'(*-v) * ,run'(x-v))), and matching rerms, yields the coefficienr commurators J.

Coefficient
commutators [r(u),ot (r')]= [r(u),bt (k')] [', (p),'J (n')]* =ld,(p),aJ (n')]* la,ft )'a,tr t')]

discrete = 4.k' = drrfrp' = ( r6rr4ru' (o = -l , (L2,3 = 7

continuous = d'(k * k') = 4rd(P -P') - (r6rr5(k -k',)
Other coeffs All other commutators = 0 All other anti-commutators = 0 All other commutators = 0

The Hamiltonian Operator

Substituting the free field solutions into the free Hamiltonian density 71s, integrating Hs - IUoa3x, and

using the coefficient commutators f in the result, yields |. Acting on states with I/s yields number operators.

Hs Zr+(*,tk )+++ N6(k )*+)
k

IEn (ry, (p) -$+n, (p)-*)
P,f

Lr+(", (u)**)
k,r

Number
operators

N,(k)=oI(r)a(t<)

na(k)=at(t)b(k)

N,(p)=cLt(p)r.(p)

n,(p )= d] (p)a. (p)
N,(k )= (ro,t (t )o, (t )

Creation and Destruction Operators

Evaluating N" (k) a(k) lnx) (similar for other particle types) with f and the coefficient commutators yields J

creation ot (k),bt (k) crt (p) ,d.rr (p) o,"t (k )

destruction o(k),b(k) t, (p) ,dr(p) o, (k)

Normaliz factors

lowering o (k ) I n1) = ,[rr t nr, -l) ', (p)l ,,,n])= ro)
as with scalars

ralslng ot (k) I n1,) = J"k +Iln1, +I) .l (p)to) = lr,,n) as with scalars

tot particle num N( Q )= I(n, (r)- n, (r))
k

N( vt = I(ry, (p)- n, (p))
P,t

*(or)= I N, (k)
k,r

tot particle num:

lowering 0= Q* + Q-
I

V=V'+W Ap+

rarslng oI _oI* +ot- -fV =V' +Vl +lt*
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Four Currents and Probability

Four currents
(operators)

f,p=o
jt' = (p, i) = -t(Q'' u 

Q - Q'o QI )
jP -(p,i) -VvPv

jF = -r(Oo,o t Ao - Ao,P Ard 
)

= o for photons (o; = eo)

Emphasis in field theory is usually on the number of particles (N(k) operator), and particle probability
densities are rarely used. For completeness, however, and to make the connection with quantum mechanics,

they are included below. (Antiparticles would have negative values of those below!)

Single particle
probability
density (not
operator)

P(x,t) *

(o $',t)l.ro (*, t ) I Q $',t)I
Note integration over x' , not x

For type a plane wave, e = +

As at left, but with DiracTo above. = 0 for chargeless particles.

Charge, not
probability

Scalar type b particle --+ negative p. Photons * p = 0.

L,ed to conclusion that7O is really proportional to charge probability density.

Observables

Observable operators like total energy, three momentum, and charge are found by integrating coffesponding
density operators over all 3-space. (For spin Vz, electrons assumed below with 4 ' - e)

H Po = I ,4(N,(t)* rua (k))
k

po = IEn (n, (p)* rs, (p))
p,r

Po = IrrkN, (k)
k,r

Pi =3'
momentum

p = Ik (n" (x)+ ru, (x))
k

P = Ip(n, (p)* n, (p))
9,r

p=IkN,(k)
k,r

u
s' q iP = q(p,i) n(io -(constant)) + dosP -o 0 for photons

O
!tod3*-

q}Q't"(t )-n, (k))
k

Jtod3t =

- rI(N, (p)- n, (p))
9'r

0 for photons

Spin operator
for RQM states

and QFT fields
N/A

tfo, 0l
E: Ei =;L o o,) i =t'2'3

oi =ZDPauli matrices

magnitude = I for photons,

Helicity operator
for RQM states

and QFT fields
N/A

E.p

Ti-
helicity eigenstates

Spin operator
for QFT states

N/A [vtxwat * magnitude = 1 for photons,

Helicity operator
for QFT states

N/A r'-lftr),n. helicity eigenstates
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Bosons, Fermions, and Commutators

Operations on states with creation, destruction, and number operators above yield ,fr, ffi
Properties of
states:

no(k) = 0,1,2,...,cx)

So spin 0 states bosonic.

nr(p) - 0,1 only

So spin Yz states fermionic.
nr(k) = 0,1,2,...,&
So spin I states bosonic.

Bosons can only
employ
commutators

Fermions can
only employ
anti-
commutators

If anti-commutators used
instead of commutators with
Klein-Gordon equation
solutions, then observable (not
counting vacuum energy)
Hamiltonian operator would
have form

11oo = 0 and noo t4t) = 0,i.e.,

all scalar particles would have
zero energy.

Hence, we cannot use
anticommutators with spin 0
bosons.

Commutators lead to 2 or more
identical particle states co-existing in
same multiparticle state. Anti-
commutators lead to only one given
single particle state per multi-particle
state.

Therefore, commutators cannot be
used with spinVz fermions.

This is further proof that we need
commutators with bosons.

Same as spin 0.

The Feynman Propagator

Creation and destruction of free particles (& antiparticles) and their propagation uiruuffi.l,oi

Feynman
diagrams

time * !ime,.-*

Yy
1..

x

a) trcty

/

x

b) t x< ty

time _ time+ +

v

xx
a) tr<ty b) t xtty

time time''-- > '--. -:::.':: .>

Yy
') r-Lr 

( -t(' ) \^\'-, (' )

''-l- .f
XX

a) tr<t, b) f x<fy

Step I

Time ordered
operator I

Ifty<tx,

lftr<t,,

r{OQ)OI t,)l=QQ)QI (y),i.a.othe Qt (y) operates first, and should be placed on the right.

r{00)At (l)} = QI (y)AU), i.e, the Q@) operates firsr, and should be ptaced on the right.

Note that Q(x) commutes with Qt (y) for x { y. [Fermion fields anti-commute.]

Transition
amplitude

(double density
in,r and y)

(ov{o7)oI (r)}ro; -iLr 1o v {w* 6)V p( y)} t o) - is pop pv{ea $)e' (r)}r ol *ipoav

The above vacuum expectation values (transition amplitudes) represent both
1) creation of a particle at y, destruction at x, and )
2) creation of an antiparticle at x, destruction at y j transition amplitude = Feynman propagator

Step 2

Propagator in
terms of two
commutators

By adding a term equal to zero to the Feynman propagator above, it can be expressed as
vacuum expectation values (vEVs ) of two commutators

iLp (x- y)=

(ol[p. u),QI-trl]lo)

(o 
I [p'. (v) ,Q- t,l]l o)

ty <t*

txlty

iSraf(t-y) =

(ollr'iQ),Vp(.n)].lo)

- (ollvh b) ,wi{,)]. lo)

ty <t*

tx<ty

iDrav (r - y) =

(ol [ar. (*), e'- t rl]lo)

(ol [o". (y), eo- t,l]l o)

ty 1t*

tr<t 
).
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5. 12 Appendix : Completeness Relations

Completeness Relations for Polarization Vectors

There are some relations between the polari zation vectors e ! that arc a little less transparent

than the orthogonality conditions (5-36), but which may be used at some points in QFT. Whereas

for the orthogonality conditions we sum on the spacetime index p, if instead, we sum on the spinor

index r, we get other relations called the completeness relations (which we state first, then describe

how to derive)

J

Z(,ef ei
r=0

Step 3

As 3-momentum
integrals

With the coefficient commutation relations, the above two commutators (for each spin

type) can be expressed as two integrals over 3-momentum space

Definition of
symbols for
commutators

lo. Q),01- (r)] = iA+ (x - v)

lo'. (il ,Q- (')] = iA- (x - v)

lwi{A,vp0)f.
-lvlb),vi(')].

-is\p (r - y)

- is;B (" - y)

loo* ("),a"- (y)]

lo'* (.n),a'- (')]

- iDPv+ (" - y)

= iDPv- (r- y)

= 
i/<( -r- r')

i1t= t 
= l'' 

' -'dtk
z(zr)5 t ax

(Y t m)r+in$-t)+ +l
lJ 

-

z(zr)'
,p

Ep iDP'! = -gF'ilx

^. 
r-, t** ,.pr.rrnt particler; A , S-, t'- represent anti-particles. Symbols S 

* - 5t of

Although fields such as Qare operators, because of their coefficient commutation relations, each integral

above is a number, not an operator. The expectation value of a number X is simply the same number X-

((0lXl0)=X(010)=X. So, the Feynman propagator will also be simply a number (no brackets needed.)

Step 4

As contour
integrals

Contour integral theory (integration in the complex plane) permits the above two integrals

(for each spin type) over real 3-momentum space to be expressed as contour integrals.

!iA'=
ik(x-v)+t 1 e .' '='tlak

Qnf lcx k' - P'

I.d -!,J=

+rI
Qnf Jgt

(/ * *)' i7!'-l) 
o+,

p2 -*'

iDpv* -
-4r 

--'-'o(*-!) ooo
(zo)o lcr Pz -g

Photon =0

Step 5

As one integral

Taking certain limits with contour integrals in the complex plane yields a single form for the

Feynman propagator that works for any time ordering and will prove more convenient.

in physical
space

Ar(t-v)=

(zo)o J k'-lt'+it

sr.,|(t-Y)=

+ ,(y' 
*-*)'--'o(*-') 

oo o
(zo)o J p'-m'2 +ie

Df' (*- v)=
uv -ik(x-y\-g' I t dak

(zo)^ J kz +ie

in momentum
space

1

ar(k)=v' k' -p" +ie
s rao (p) = -nPVDF',&)-#

k- *tE

=-gP' where (o=-l 6=(z=(z=7. (s-82)
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It is easiest to derive these using a coordinate system aligned with the e,l, such as those of Fig.
5-1(b) or (d), pg. 142, where (5-34) and (5-35) hold. Since (5-82) is a tensor equation (i.e., it has
two spacetime indices pand v), transformation to anotherl-orentz coordinate system (such as by
rotating the spatial axes) will leave the relation unchanged. ((5-82) is valid no matter how we
choose to align the axes.)

The completeness relations (5-82) can be proven by substitution of the values in (5-34) directly
into (5-82). Doing this for two or three sets of values for p andv, should convince you of its validity.

Note that it is not as easy to visualize the meaning of (5-82) as it is for the orthogonality
relations (5-36). Simply knowing that (5-82) is valid mathematically should suffice.

We also had completeness relations for spinors. (See Chap. 4,,p9. 123.)

5.73 Problems

1. From the Coulomb gauge defining equation V'A=0, and A of (5-14), show that A and the
wave momentum k are perpendicular. From (5-15) show how E and B are perpendicular to each
other and also to k.

2. Use (5-18) and (5-2) to show that F3l(")=-Fl3(r)= g'(r). If you feel you need to, also

show rhat F23 (")= -F32 (r)= B' (r) .

3. Use (5-18) and (5-2) to show thatF02 --F20 =82. If you feel you need to, also show that

F03 =-F30 =E3 .IsitobviousthatF00=Fll= F22 =F33 =0?

4. Show that for lt= i , (5-24) equals (5-3)(b).

5. Show that substitution of A'p(x) from (5-21) for Ap(x) in (5-24) will result in all terms in/
dropping out and give (5-24) in terms of AP(x) back again.

6. Show that AP (*) =n#ef A,(t)r-'o* .n#ef B,I (u)rt* is a solurion or the

wave equation in lp(x). Then show that if eP@) is real, i.e., Ap(x)= At4(x),then Brt must - Art.
Then note that the two terms in the solution are complex conjugates of one another. Does the
sum of a complex number and its complex conjugate always equal a rcal number?

7. Using the RQM Hamiltonian operator H = i0l0t, show that each of the eigensolutions of (5-44)
with coefficients Ar'(k) has negative energy.

8. Show that (5-50) solves (5-48).

g. Start with the four-vector wp= gpvw'and take the partial derivative OlOwv of both sides to

show that O wplAwv = gpv . wpcan, of course, be any four-vector, such as 4 .
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Chapter 6

Symmetry, Invariance, and Conservation

for Free Fields

"The time has come" , the walrus said, " to speak of many things,

of symmetries, ktgrangians, and changeless transformings. "

Re-rendering of Lewis Carroll
by R. Klauber

6.0 Preliminarie s
My apologies to kwis carroll for the liberties taken with his great work, but the Jabberwockian,

oxymoron-like phrase 'thangeless transforming" will come to have deep significance for us. We

will find it central to our understanding of symmetry in general, and more specifically, in our study

of quantum field theory.

6.0.1 Background
Symmetry is one of the most aesthetically captivating and philosophically meaningful concepts

known to mankind. Rooted originally in the arts, it has evolved and re-emerged in our modern age

as a unified and holistic structural basis for all of science'

But if so, what then, particularly in mathematical terms, is it? If in a work of art, it is a quality'

perhaps somewhat abstract and related closely to feeling and emotion, how does it relate to physics?

Can it be defined precisely?

We begin our answer to these questions after the chapter preview below.

6,0.2 Chtpter Ovemiew

First, an introduction to syfirmetry, A simple

where we will look at definition of

o a simple definition of symmetry without math, symmetr! with

r examples of symmetry, and ' examples

. a mathematical definition of symmetry.

Then, symmetry in classical physics, including
. laws of nature symmetric under Lorcntz transformation, i.e., laws are invariant in spacetime iK;:I 

*
(same for all inertial observers) mechanics

. symmetry in the Lagrangian L--+ a related quanfity is conserved

Then, symmetry in quantum field theory, including
r field e4uations symmetric under Irrentz transformation, i.e., they are invariant in spacetime Symmetry

(saini ror att"inertial observers) in QFT

. symmetry in the lagrangian density / "' a relatpd quantity is conserved

. symmetry, gauges, and gauge theories
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Free vs interacting fields
We will deal primarily with free particles and fields in this chapter, but the principles will apply

in general, as we shall see when we investigate interactions.

6.1 Introduction to Symmetry

6.7.1 Symmetry Simpffied
Each of us has some intuitive feel for what symmetry is, though most might, at least at first, have

some difficulty coming up with a very precise definition. Certainly snowflakes have symmetry, and
so do cylinders and beach balls. A map of New York probably does not. Just what exacrly is lt that
we sense about an object that causes us to deem it symmetric?

To see what that certain something is, imagine yourself looking at a real life version of the
cylinder depicted in the figure below. Then imagine closing your eyes for a moment, and during the
time you can't see, someone else rotates the cylinder about the vertical axis shown in the figure.
When you open your eyes is there any way you could tell that the rotation had taken placefThe
answer, of course, is no, but what does that mean?

It means that even though something changed (the rotational position of the cylinder), something
else remained unchanged. The form we perceive, the wholeness that is the cylinder, looks exactlt
the same. The act of moving or "transforming" the cylinder simultaneously exhibits the qualities of
both change (transformation) and non-change (invariance).

Figure 6-1. Symmetry of a Cylinder

So what then is symmetry? It is simply the propensity for non-change with change, for
invariance under transformation. In many cases, such as this one, it is a relationship between the
whole and the parts in which the whole can exhibit changelessness while the component parts
change. In virtually every case, it involves superficial change with more profound non-change.

Symmetry manifests to greater or lesser degrees. A sphere, for instance, has more symmetry than
a cylinder because it possesses innumerable (rather than only one) possible axes about which it
could be rotated and still appear the same. A snowflake has even less symmetry than a cylinder,
since there are only six discrete positions into which it could be rotated where no change could be
discerned. A baseball glove has no sxmmetry whatever. There are absolutely no *ayt1t could be
rotated (not counting multiples of 360" ) without looking distinctly different.

Symmetry extends beyond rotation. Consider an infinite length horizontal line. Translate it 10
meters to the right. It still looks the same. It has translational symmetry. Consider the human body
where the right half is reflected to the left, and the left half reflected to the right. It still looks the
same (to good approximation.) To high degree, our bodies have mirror, or reflection, symmetry.

There are continuous symmetries, like the cylinder of Fig. 6-1, a sphere, or the infinite straight
line discussed above. For these, transformation is continuous. And there are discrete symmetrGs,

*

?
Rotated

axis of

y,/w^metry+ttttlttt
\---,

I

Unrotated

163

Symmetry
principles apply
to free and
interacting cases,
but only free in
this chapter

Symmetry is the
propensity for
non-change with
change

Dffirent degrees
of non-change
with change mean
dffirent degrees
of symmetry

Dffirent kinds
of symmetry:
rotational,
translational,
reflection
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like the snowflake, an infinite picket fence, or any reflection symmetry. For these, the

transformation only maintains an invariant quality in certain discrete positions.

Extrapolating these ideas beyond mere geometry and rotation, we can begin to understand why

symmetry is considered so meaningful and fascinating. Non-change with change permeates many

diverse phenomena. In many works of visual art, such as those of Escher or Indian mandalas, this

principle is evident. In architecture, it has been pervasive throughout the ages. In music, the refrain,

iypicaity the essence of a song, remains the same, while other lyrics change. And that certain

sornething we sense in the work of a great master is typically there throughout all of his or her

individual pieces. We know that a Bach sonata, even if we have never heard it before, is by Bach.

We know a picasso painting, even if we have never seen it before, is by Picasso. We sense

symmetry.

6. 7.2 Symmetry MuthematicallY

In mathematical terms, the rotations, translations, and reflections we discussed in the previous

section are known as transformations. Any transformation, by definition, is a change of something.

If the transformation is symmetric, something else remains unchanged, or in math terms, invariant.

Not all transformations are symmetric, of course. We will look at some mathematical examples
'below, but first we need to note one more thing.

The transformation depicted in Fig. 6-1 can be understood either as a rotation of the cylinder in

one direction while we remain fixed (an active transformation, by name), or alternatively, as a

rotation of our viewing frame of reference in the other direction while the cylinder remains fixed (a

pgrssive transformation). The same thing is true for snowflakes, the translation of a straight line, and

more. Transformations typically involve a change of perspective, a change in the relationship

between the observer and the thing being observed.

Mathematically, when we change our position of observation, it is equivalent to using a new,

different reference frame and coordinate system, oriented differently from, and/or displaced relative

to, the original. So a transformation can be viewed simply as a change of coordinate system, and

this is often represented as a shifting from unprimed to primed coordinates. We will focus on this

(passive transformation) interpretation, the most common one in physics, and most relevant to QFT.

Example #1

So how about some simple examples? For starters, see Fig. 6-2, where on the left hand side we

show the function

r (''

Symmetries can
be continuous or
discrete

Symmetry plays
a major role in
the arts and
elsewhere

Mathematically,
symmetry
comprises
invariance under
transformation

Transformation
is change of
object with
obsen,er fi,xed
or vice versa.

Changing
observer =
changing
coordinate
system, most
useful
interpretation

, ,') =("t )' * (*')'
(6-1) Example of a

function
symmetric
under rotation
transformation

Original, Unrotated
Coordinate System

Figure 6-2. Example of a

New, Rotated
Coordinate System

Function Symmetric Under Coordinate Transformation

f (*r ,rz)

f (*1 ,*2) = ("1 )2 + (x2)2

f '(x'1 ,x'2)

.f '(x'1, x'2) = (1'l)2 + 1*'Z1Z
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We then change to a coordinate system rotated relative to the first, where our transformation
from the first set of coordinates to the second is

x'l = rl ,oro+ x2 sino

with the inverse transformation being

x'2 =-xl sin7+xz cos0 ,

*l = *'1 cos7- x'2 sin7 x2 = *'1 sin|+ x'2 cos7 .

In matrix form, these are

(6-2)

(6-3)

(6-5) Function has
same form in
original or
primed

r65

2D rotation
transformation

symmetric with
respect to change
of that coordinate

tr] 
=l:?:f,r:!,)tj] ["'t l

1"" ] 
' (6-4)[-':l=

L'" J

cos 0 - sin?

sin0 cos 0

T T-r=TT
where we designate the transformation by T, whose inverse is its own transpose.

Substituting (6-3) into (6-l) to express our function in the new system primed coordinates yields

r (r' ,*'\ = (*t)' + (*')' -
f' (*",*'')= ("'t cos 0- x'2 sint)' *(*^ strT+ x'2,o, e)'

= (r'' )' (ror' 0 + sinz e)+(*'2)t (ror' 0 + sin, e) -(*'1)' *(*,)' = , (r'' ,*'t).
The function has exactly the same form in both coordinaie systems, exactly the same form whether coordinates ---+ it
we express it in terms of the unprimed or primed coordinates. Given Fig. 6-2, this should not be is symmetk
much of a surprise. under the

The prime on/is used to indicate it has, in general, different functional form from J, which is ffansformatian
the case for non-symmetric functions. But since the firnction / here is symmetric under the
transformatioD, the functional form of/and/is the same, so we drop the prime. This can be more
easily understood with the following example.

Example lf2
Consider the function

s(",,2)=(")'. (6-6) ff#:*{,,
Express (6-6) in the primed coordinate system by substituting (6-3) into it, and we get synrnetric

,=(t')'=(xasinu+x'2core)z=(tnl2rin2e+(tol'"or'e+zx'tx'2sinecose+(t'')'.G-t) i*:;:#:r;
Thus, g has different form in the two systems and is t at symmetric under the transformation f.

s(,t ,*2)= g'(,^ ,''')+ s(*'' ,i') nt f (xt ,x2)= 7'(*'t ,,2)= t (''t ,*'2) . (6-s)

The transformed form of g, rep(esented by g/, has the same value at the same physical point, but
it is not the same form in terms of the primed coordinates as 8 was in terms of the unprimed
coordinat€s. But /, the transformed form ofl did have the same form in terms of both sets of
coordinates, and thus, we dropped the prime on/on the RHS of (6-8).

In spite of its non-symmetry under rotation, g is symmetric under a different kind of But same

transfo;ation, the translation to a coordinate systern-which is displaced relative to the first along function is

the xl axis, i.e., rt --' ./' = *t * "onar*r, 
oa - symmetric

[,',-l l,'l rr'l #i{,1,,,,| -l=l l+l I K =constant. (6-9)

;.'']-l.tl 
- LoJ \v-z) ffansformation

Substitution of (6-9) into (6-6) yields g'1"'l , *'21 = 1r'2;2, having the same form in both system s. If a coordinate is
missing from f,

Irssons from the Examoles thenf is

From Example #2, we can deduce the general rule that if a coordinate is missing in a given
function, that function is invariant under a transformation solely in the direction of that coordinate
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(and also under multiplication of the coordinate by a constant, which will be less important for us.)

The function is symmetric with respect to that transformation.

In both examples and in general, the value of a particular function at a given physical point in
space is the same under any transformation, symmetric or not. The new coordinates are simply a

new way to designate that particular point with different numbers, but it is the same point in space,

and hence must have the same numeric value for functional there. lt f or I were a physical entity,

like pressure, simply changing our coordinates would not change the value of the pressure at any

given point in space, even though the numbers describing that point's location are different.

So under any transformation of coordinate axes, the value at a physical point of every possible

scalar function is invariant. Under a symmetry transformation the form of the function also is
invariant. Under a non-symmetry transformation, the form of the function looks different in terms of
the new coordinates, and we represent that functional difference with a prime on the function label.

Scalars are Invariant. Vectors are Covariant

Consider a 2D position vector in physical space represented in the unprimed coordinate5 of
Example #l by ] :(;',;21. U;"r th; rotation transformation 7, this becomes x'i = (r'1 , x'2) *
(*' , *t). A different (i.e., non-invariant) set of coordinates represents the exact same vector. But it is
the same vector at the same physical location, and in fact, has the same length in each coordinate

system equal to

Value of a scalar

function at a
physical point stays

same under any
transformation

Form of a scalar

function stays

same under a
symmetry
tran.sformation

Vector
components
change under
transformatrion

But vector length
& direction in
physical space
unchanged for
any coord system

Vectors are
covariant under
coordinate
transformation

Vector
transformation
symmetric if
components
unchanged

All of above
true for 4D and
other spaces,

as well

l*l =1",1=fr'r+T=m = l""l'
(6-10)

So the scalar value at the point (equal to the length of the position vector at that point) is the

same in both systems, but the coordinate values are not.

It is generally true of every vector v, not just the position vector shown here, that its physical,

measurable length (a scalar value) remains unchanged under any coordinate transformation, but its
component values change. This is called covariance. Scalar values are invariant under coordinate

transformation; vector components are covariant. (Don't confuse this use of the word "covariant"
with our use of the terms covariant and contravariant coordinates.)

Parallel to scalars, if the vector components remain unchanged under a.given transformation,
then that transformation is a symmetry transformation, i.e., v' i (x" ) = vi @" ). One example is the

E field around a point charge, which points radially outward from the point, described in a

coordinate system with origin at the point. Rotating to a new coordinate system, we find the same

functional dependence of the E field on the new coordinates. See Prob. 7.

All of these conclusions are valid for any dimension space, and in particular for our purposes,

the 4D spacetime of relativity theory. They are also valid for systems of generalized coordinates, not

just Cartesian like those shown here, and for both particles and fields. Probs. 1 through 6 and

Wholeness Chart 6-1 can help you gain more comfort with these concepts.

Wholeness Chart 6-L. Symmetry Summary

Non-Symmetric Transformation Symmetric Transformation

Coordinate values change? Yes Yes

Scalar value at a physical point the same? Yes Yes

Form of function invariant? No Yes

Vector magnitude and direction at a
physical point the same?

Yes Yes

Vector components invariant? No Yes

Vector components vary covariantly? Yes No, invariant

General rule: If a function h is not a function of theTth coordinatl xJ , then h is symmetric under

the transformation xl '-* xJ + constant
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6.2 Symtnetry in Classical Mechanics

6.2.1 Invariance of the Laws of Nature
Symmetry turns out to play an exraordinary role in the physics of our creation. Albert Einstein,

in possibly the most far reaching of any scientific discovery, provided the first insight into the
universe's innate symmetry. He showed, via his theories of relativity, that even though the visible
world of changing objects appears different at different places, in different times, to different
observers, the physical laws of nature governing those objects remain invariant regardless of when,
where, or how they are perceived. The laws of physics, acting on a subtler, more holistic level of
creation, exhibit changelessness in the midst of change and are said to be symmefric throughout
spacetime.

We review this discovery by Einstein and the classical mechanics leading up to it below. This
should not be new material for most readers, but since it forms a good part of the foundation for
understanding the ramifications of symmetry in physics, I provide the following overview, which
many readers are probably well versed enough in to skim, or skip, over.

6.2.2 Brief History of Einstein's Insight into Symmetry

Newton's Laws: Invariant under Galilean Transformations

Newton's laws of motion are trivially symmetric under a rotation transformation because F=ma F=ma invariant
(from which the other two laws can be derived) is a vector equation, and as we showed above, any under rotation
vector maintains its magnitude and direction unchanged in physical space under a passive rotation and translation
transformation. So the F and a vectors will still be aligned with each other in any new coordinate
system and still have the same proportionality constant of m. There will be new coordinales for
each, but the same equation r€lating those coordinates will hold. rc F t = mat, then F/ t = mal t.

Similar results hold for a translation transformation, which you can show by doing Prob. 8.

Another type of transformation involves changing from one coordinate system to another where
the transformed system has a constant velocity relative to the first of v. Any fixed coordinate value
in the original system appears to move in the - v direction relative to the second. This, as most
readers should know, is called a Galilean transformation for the 3D plus time of classical mechanics
and is
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Einstein showed
laws of nature
symmetric
(invariant) in
spacetime

The (3D) Galilea.n
tran.sformation is
to coordinate
system having
constant velocity
relative to
original system

-u'rl
'tl

-r-, 
I

-rt,l
not chang

[r' I [r''l ["'
L' | -l *'' l=l *'

L,,l L,. l 1,,
In Newtonian/Galilean mechanics, time does
and thus labeled by r in both systems above.

Newton's second law is invariant under
derivative in xi. That is,

p1 -l1 - .ll).#[ lll -lll lll

or x-+x-vt. (6-1 1)

e from one system to the other. It is invariant

this transformation because of the second order time

Prior to Maxwell's appearance on the scene, it was generally assumed that all laws of nature
were i nvari ant under Galilean transformations.

Maxwell's Laws: Invariant under a Different Kind of Transformation

However, with the publication of Maxwell's equations in 1864, it was realized that his laws of
nature, in contrast, do not transform symmetrically under a Galilean transformation. If one invoked
(6-1 1) in the coordinates of Maxwell's equations, the result was a set of equations of different form,
quite unlike the behavior that we saw in (6-12). That exercise is fairly involved and would lead us
too far afield, so we won't get into it here.

It was, however, realized that Maxwell's equations were invariant under a different
transformation between coordinate systems in relative motion. This transformation is 4D with time

F=ma invariant
under Galilean

or F = ma -+F = ma. (6-12) 
transformation

Maxwells'eqs
NOT invariant
under Galilean
transformation
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and space transformations, rather than simply 3D spatial, and is called the Lorentz transformation,
f

after its discoverer. It is, where we lose no generality by restricting relative velocity to a single

coordinate direction (since Maxwell's laws are symmetric under rotation), and where we write out c
in non-natural units this one time,

r(,' - #,' )

v(*'-#/)
*2

1x"lll.Lll

r -Tt o

-Yi T o

001
,=ul. (6-13)

Maxwells'eqs
ARE invariant
under Lorentz
transformation

The (4D)
Lorentz
transformation

tjl

L;:] 
'=w

Again, because it would lead us away from our present tasks, we will not go through the lengthy
process of showing that Maxwell's equations retain the same form under (6-13). Note that we will
designate the Lorentz transformation with the symbol A.

Einstein's Resolution

Einstein and others wanted all equations of nature to display invariance under the same

transformation. There were two major sets of laws at the time, Newton's for mechanics and

Maxwell's for electromagnetism. But they didn't transform to moving coordinates in the same way.

Something had to give.

Einstein intuited that the speed of light must be the same for all observers, whether they are fixed
relative to one another or have relative constant velocity. This was quite a radical insight and turned

out to be true. Since the wave solution to Maxwell's equations yielded a speed of e/m waves (ligh|
of c, that meant those equations must yield the same result in any coordinate system that was not
accelerating (nor in a gravitational field). To do this, they must have the same form in all such

coordinate systems. The only transformation that did that was Lorentz's.

Einstein took that "to the bank". He knew it meant that in order for the equations of mechanics

to also be symmetric under the Lorentz transformation, they must be modified. Newton's laws were

not the exact truth, but only a very good approximation under normal human conditions to more

accurate and precise laws.

We won't write Einstein's law of mechanics here, but refer interested readers to any textbook on

relativityl. The point is that his reformulation of mechanics 1) is invariant in form under l-orentz
transformations, and 2) reduces to high accuracy, for objects moving at speeds much less than c, to
Newton's 2nd law.

We summartze these results in Wholeness Chart 6-2.

Wholeness Chart 6-2. Galilean vs Lorentz Transformations

Scientists wanted
all laws symmetric
under same

transformation

Ein.steinfigured
c = same for all
observers

This meant
Maxwell's eqs

same for all

So Lorentz transfn
must be correct one

for e/m and
mechanics laws

Einstein
reformulated
mechanics to be
invariant under
Lorentz transfn

That re.formulation
is special relativity

Special relativity
mechanics
become classical
mechanics at
v<<c (v<<l in
natural units)

Galilean transformation Lorentz transformation

Newton' s laws symmetric? Yes No

Maxwell' s laws symmetric? No Yes

Einstein law of mechanics symmetric? No Yes

Valid for any speed? No Yes

Valid at low speed? Yes, approximately Yes

t For example, Hartle, James 8., Gravity, Pearson (2003), Chap. 5
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Einstein carried this idea further in the development of his general theory of relativity. In very
general terms, the same concept holds. At any given point in spacetime, the laws of nature,
expressed as relationships between physical entities (like scalars, vectors, and tensors) are invariant
in form. However, the l-orentz transformation is specifically for differences in velocity in non-
accelerating, non-gravitational, systems. All of our work in this text will assume acceleration and
gravitational effects are zero or small enough to be ignored.

The bottom line: All laws of nature are symmetric (invariant) under I-nrentz transformationl.
They are the same for all observers in relative constant velocity motion.

6.2.3 More with Inrentz Transformations

Index notation for Lorentz transfbrmations

The relation (6-13) expressed in shorthand notation for the p..osition vector, and the

corresponding transformations for a four vector f and a 4D tensor TP' lfor those familiar with
tensors) can be written as

x'F = LF r*' v'o (* ) = tro rv' (t( o*F) r' o'(*'o) = Aran' rTo, (n" o*o) . fo-r+l

axP d*p

I I don't want to confuse readers, but most specialists in relativity would bring up caveats here. For one,

in systems with clock synchronization done under a different convention than Einstein's, the laws of
nature actually do take different form. The Lorentz transformation assumes Einstein synchronization. We
will stick with that, the simplest, most efficient, synchronization and with the most widely used

transformation of Lorentz. Our statements with regard to symmetries thereunder will hold true in general
for our work and are widely accepted as valid criteria, which good theories should meet.

However, a second caveat involves research being done at the time of this writing that questions
whether Lorentz symmetry needs to be upheld in certain very advanced theories of elementary particles.

Please do not worry about these things now. You can do so, when and if your work leads you into these

other areas.

Note that A-1, the inverse of A, can be obtained by taking v -+ *v in (6-13) since,each
coordinate system seems,go be going in the opposite direction with respect to the other. A-' will
transform x/ F back in:rl {.
Length of any four-vector invariant

Recall from (6-10) that the length of a vector in 3D is unchanged under a coordinate system
transformation, i.e., the length is a scalar and thus invariant. The same thing is true in 4D for four-
vectors. Recall further, from Chap. 2, particularly the appendix Sect. 2.9.3, pg. 35, that the length of
any four-vector, symbolize dby vl, is the square root of the 4D inner product, i.e., of

*p*F =w0w0 *w1wl *w2w2 +w3w3 =*0*0 -*l*l -*2.2 -*3rrf = scalar invariant (6-15)

and that this is the same for any observer in any inertial coordinate..system. This applies..to any
vector, be it a position vector like /r,the differential of positi,on df ,ih. four-u.to.iiy up of thl
Chap. 2 appendix, the four-potential Ar, the partial derivative {, or any other.

Do Prob. 9 to show that under a Lorentz transformation (6-15) is invariant and therefore is
Lorentz invariant. We often call such scalars in 4D world scalars or Lorentz scalars.

4D Laplacian derivative invariant

Similarly, just as xp/ it Lorentz invariant, so is the differential length squared dxpd/, as well

as its partial differential sibling d rdo Putting the latter into the denominator, we get the

coresponding 4D Laplacian derivati ve

a a 11u a a a a a a a a" 
=" = d ,,o. = 

-- 
- 

-- 
= scalar inyariant derivatiye. (6- 16)

axQ dxp - tt- 
axO axO axl axl axz axz ax3 Ex3

which, as noted, is Lorentz invariant itself. So, where X represents any quantity,

= a a + a a x= D L x.
dx'P dfp AxP dxp dx'P dt'p

(6-17)
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Our work special
relativity, not
general relativity

Laws of nature
symmetric
under Lorentz
transformation

Length of any 4D
vector invariant
under Lorentz
transformation

4D Laplacian
invariant under
Lorentz
transformation
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In general, any time we sum over pairs of indices, even if the factors in the summation are partial
derivatives, we get a scalar invariant as a result.

Most general transformation between 4D coordinates

The most general transformation we could have in spacetime would comprise 1) a 4D translation
(translating our coordinate axes in space, time, or both), 2) a rotation in space, and 3) a Lorentz
transformation to a frame with different relative velocity. (We ignore reflection.)

The rotation in 3D is the same as we should have seen in classical mechanics and thus, for our
purposes, is not of great interest. It does allow us to rotate our 3D axel, however, so that the relative
velocity between our original and transformed systems is along the x' axes of both. This lets us use

the Lorentz transformation in its simplest form, the A of (6-13). With this form we state the general

transformation between coordinate svstems. known as the PoincardIraLsforylatian as

x,F =nor(*, *"r) a'=constant four vector .

Our laws of nature invariably involve partial derivatives with respect to time and space, i.e, with
respect to infinitesimal differences in 4D position. These differences between coordinates in any

given coordinate system are unchanged by displacing the coordinates by any const ant av. So the

laws of nature will not be changed by a translation of the 4D coordinate system by o'. The laws are

the same at any place xi, and at any time x0.

Bottom line: Thus, you may hear it said sometimes that the laws of nature are invariant with
respect to Poincard transformations.

6,2.4 Other Kinds of Symmetry

There are other kinds of symmetry, other than that of Lorentz symmetry in spacetime. You
should have studied this, at least to some degree, in classical mechanics, but we will review the

essence of it here.

Svmmetry of the Lagrangian Implies a Conserved Ouantity
Consider the Euler-Lagrange equation for a particle in Newtonian mechanics

(6-18)

(6-1e)

PoincarQ
transformation

Laws of nature
symmetric under
Poincard
transformation

Other kinds of
symmetry exist

L*L(xilmeans
pi Conserved

L symmeffic in
generalized coord
q'means conjug

momentum p;

conserved

Similar effict
with
Lagrangian
density

a (ar\ aL- | -l l- -- =0 L=T-V
dt\a*' ) a*'

AL
Pr=N

If the Lagrangian t is not an explicit function of the spatial coordinate x', then 1L/Ox' = 0 on the

LHS above. Thus, the time derivative of p; is zero.

when r ,' t(xt) . (6-24)

Hence pi is constant and thus, conserved. This makes sense since the only source for spatial

dependence in L is the potential energy V.. The gradient of potential energy - )Vl1xt is force on the
pa.ti.le. If we have no 7 dependence on x', then there is no forc^e in the x' direction, and momentum
p; is constant. For example, if 7 is a function of xl, but not of x2 o, 

"', 
then p1 is not conserved, but

pz and p3 are.

Note this means the Lagrangian is symmetric. As we saw on pg. 166, whenever a function is not

dependent on a coordinate, it is symmetric in that coordinate. Changing the coordinate via a

translation to a new coordinate value makes no change in the function.

Bottom line: If the Lagrangian is symmetric in a coordinate, then the.conjugate momentum for
that coordinate is conserved. This is true not just for the coordinate$ /, but for any generalized
coordinat"r qt 1W. reviewed generalized coordinates in Chap. 2. q' = x' is just a special case).

This should be review for you, but if you feel you need more practice with symmetry of L and

conservation, do Probs. l0 and 11.

Svmmetry of the Laerangian Density

The prior section dealt with the Lagrangian of a particle, and similar effects arise for the

Lagrangian density L of classical field theory. We will not, however, delve into that here, but
simply move on to symmetries of .C in quantum field theory and what they imply there.

dt\ai' ) dt Ex'
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6.3 Transformations in Quantum Field Theory

6.3.1 Scalars, Vectors, and Tensors

We have discussed, in the classical mechanics section above, how scalars and vectors transform
under the Lorentz (and Poincar6) transformation. The same conclusions caffy over to the fields of
QFT. However, there are no spinors in classical theory, so we didn't discuss their transformation
properties there, but we need to in QFT.

6. 3.2 Spinor Transformation s

When we transform our coordinate system either by a Lorentz transformation (boost = change in
velocity) or a rotation of our coordinates (change in angle), we ask how a spinor field will
transform. We know world scalars maintain their same value at an event and vectors transform
according to (6-14). For spinors, we seek a matrix which is four by four in spinor space and which
represents what happens to a spinor under a Lorentz transformation and/or a rotation of coordinates.
That is, we seek D in
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Spinors only
in QM

Quantum scalars
vectors transform
in same way as

classical

Spinors have
their own
transformation

Spinor
transformation
isa
representation
of the Lorentz
group

.C symmetric

under Lorentz
transformation

(6-21)

Deriving D can take pages, is quite complicated, and would take us far afield from our present
direction, so I will just state it. Interested readers can find this derivation in certain texts or online'.
The spinor transformation under Lorentz and rotation transformations is

D="-\(L'@+M'Q) ti =-tuuolyi, @k =(er,tr,tt), Mk =if t', ek =(rt,v2,v3),<o-zzl

where @k ,"pr"rents rotation angles of the primed system with respect to the unprimed system; Q 
fr

is a three vector of the boost velocities; and t l' tt zero unless i,7,k are all different, 1 if their order is

1,2,3 ot 2,3,1 or 3,1 ,2, and - 1 for other orders.

It is probably not beneficial, at this point, to worry too much more about (6-22).If, at some time
in the future, your work takes you in a direction where you need to understand this transformation
better, then you can study it more extensively then.

Note that in formal mathematical language, the set of all possible Lorentz transformations (all
possible v) is known as the Lorentz group. When the Lorentz group acts on the coordinate system, it
changes what our spinors look like in the new system and this change is represented by D. So D is
called a representation of the Lorentz group. It "represents'o that group in spinor space.

We note, again without proof here due to complexities involved, that

W = world scatar Wv= transforms like four vector . (6-23) spinor objects
that transform

The frrst part of Wholeness Chart 6-3 summarizes I-orentz tfansformations for scalars, vectors, like world scal.ars

spinors and tensors (for those experienced with tensors). and vectors

6.4 Lorentz Symtnetry of the Lagrangian Density

As reviewed in Chap. 2, Sect. 2.5.t, point 11, pgs. 24-25, the Lagrangian density is a Lorentz
scalar, in the sense that it has the same value at any event (4D point) as seen from any inertial
coordinate system. But there is a deeper symmetry that ^C has as well. Its functional form, in terms
of the fields of which it is composed, is also the same in any inertial coordinate system. It is a

symmetri c function, in addition to being a symmetric value at every (4D) point.

We conclude this because of Einstein's postulate that the laws of nature (the field equation here)

are invariant in form under Lorentz transformation. The Euler-Lagrange equation for fields, which
is another form of the field equation, is a law of nature and must therefore be invariant in form as

well. But since .C is inserted into the invariant Euler-Lagrange equation to get the invariant field
equation, ^C itself must be invariant in functional form. 4 is the same function of the fields in any

inertial coordinate system.

' For example, David Tong's lecture http://www.damtp.cam.ac.uk/user/dt281/qftlfour.pdf, or Sidney

Coleman's notes www.quantumfieldtheory.info/Sydney-Coleman-QFT-lecture-notes.pdt pg. 125.
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This is summarized, with a concrete example from scalar field theorl, in the last three rows of
Wholeness Chart 6-3 below.

Note that, as discussed in the referenced page above, and the associated problem thereto, though

L rs a world scalar, L is not. Neither is the Hamiltonian H nor the Hamiltonian density tl. That is,

none af L, H, and 7{ have the same value when measured in coordinate systems having relative
velocity to one another.

6.5 Other Symmetries of the Lagrangian Density: Noether's Theorem

6.5.1 Example of a Dffirent Kind of Symmetry

There are other ways the Lagrangian density can be symmetric, other than under Lorentz
transformations. For example, consider the scalar Lagrangian (density)

A dffirent kind
of symmetry

.for ,Cd =(u,rra, Q - arOr Q)

where we introduce a transformation that changes the phase angle of the solution

Wholeness Chart 6-3. Summary of Effect of Lorentz Transformation on Fields

I system x'l system Comment

f + Lorentz transformation /\ 1 x'F
Shorthand symbols defined: x'F = ltxq

x'F andxl represent the same event

Scalar
field s (f)

S'(*'P ) = S (xl) alwaYs

s' (x'F ) = s (r'F ) if sym form
t If S is symmetric function under A,

S/has same functional form as S

Vector
field vo(*P)

Yr 
d 

1*r 
/t) 

= A v o (rP) always

yr a 
1*t 

F) = v o (*'') if sym

V'q V / a = V 
a V qinvanant, V 

a 
covariant

2 vectors, V'o W'o= V e lVainvariant

+-- If Vd cornponents sym under A

Tensor
field r"f (f )

7r 
qo 

7/ tt ) = ltt\Td| (l ) always

7r aF 
1y tt ) = Tofr (*rP; if sym

7&o 7'af = ra? raf invar, TN covar

Other invariants exist such as trace T 
a 
q

+- If ToP components sym under A

Spinor
field v(xP)

v'(x'!) = Dv@P)

W invariant
,/\

(vrw) -^o pvrPw

D =Lorentz group rep for spinors

W transfarms like world scalar

Vf V transforms like 4-vector

Law of
nature

(OoOo+ m) Q€ ) = 0 lArdA'a*m) Q'G'P) =0
Same form under A

Example is Klein-Gordon field equation

Euler-
Lagrange
equation

y( at ''l_g=o

E "[dQ',o) aQ'
Same form under A

Lagrangian
density

r @'(f ))

^c=doLta"o-ltzoto

f ' (0" (*''))= 
^C 

(Q" Q'P))

^c = d'oQ'I a'o Q' - p2O'I Q'

For Euler-Lagrange eq to be covariant

(same form under L), I must keep same

form under A, as well

Example is Klein-Gordon .C

(6-24)
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Q + 0'= Qs-ia (6-2s)
where a is a real constant (and has nothing to do with the Lorentz sub/superscript index a). No
change is made to f of which Qis a function.

What does such a transformation do to the Lagrangian? (We will start dropping the word
"densityo', as is common practice.) Note from (6-25) that Q = Q' e 'CI, and plugging that into (6-24)
we have

4 (O' ,Q)=(ar|ra'O - a'O1O) Q-+Q'=Qe-iq , 4' = Q, rya, g'r.i - p, Q'i r,-,o f,r.,o )
prapia6-26)

- (arp't a' Q' - p'Q'r Q') = ^c 3 (o', ,7').

So the Lagrangian is unchanged in form under the transformation. The transformed Lagrangian has
the same form whether in terms of Q or r//. Thus, the law of nature derived from the Lagrangian, the
Klein-Gordon equation in this case, also looks the same in terms of Q or Q/. And ro, ull predictions
for measu."."nis using either solution will be the same.

6.5.2 Internal vs External Symmetries
Poincar6 transformations (Lorentz plus 4D translation) and 3D rotations involve changes to our

physical coordinates I of our external world and are called external transformations.
Transformations like (6-25) have nothing to do with f , but instead function in hidden spaces,

behind the scene, like Hilbert or Fock space. They are called internal transformations.
In both cases, if something remains the same under the transformation, we have a symmetry

(external or internal).

Note that the transformation (6-25) amounts to a rotation in the complex plane, which is an
internal space. We will see repeatedly, as we delve further into QFT, that lnternal transformations
often amount to what can be visualized in some cases as akin to rotations, and in others, as
reflections, in non-physical, abstract spaces like Fock space.

6.5.3 Noether's Theorem

A general theorem to cover all types of transformations, but most useful for internal
transformations, was discovered by Emmy Noether and bears her name. It plays an extremely
important role in QFI, and in words, can be stated like this.
Noether's theorem (without math): A symmetry in the Lagrangian density implies an associated
quantity is conserved.

This is reminiscent of the symmetry in the Lagrangian Z of classical particle theory with respect
to the generalized coordinate qt (x' in a Cartesian system) (see pg. 170) implying ihe conjugate
momentum p; is conserved.

Proof of Noether's Theorem:

If C is symmetric in some parameter a, then it is unchanged when a changes, i.e., its derivative
with respect to ais zero.
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Under this
transformation,

.C is svmmetric

External vs

internal
symmetries

Internal
transformations
like rotations
and reflections in
abstract space

Noether's
theorem in
words

Proof of
Noether's
theorem

t=.c(O' ,O',0) ,y**.tric in d,then -+ Y -s - ar Y*ar a!',p 
rc-27\da 

.dQ' , da OQ'.p da \v -"
\-\-

useEuler-
Lagrange
equation

Using A,C /AQ'from the Euler-Lagrange field equation

a (at ) ar
-l 

I _ 

- 

- 
tl

E'IdQ',p) aQ'

in (6-27), yields

I

(6-28)
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The last two terms cancel, leaving
/\

-q-l !t= Yl=o -) dojp =o -+
0"' I dQ' ,p a" )---F*
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n=[u at)ao'+a^c aQ',/,_a(at gd-l _a^c a aQ'+d.c dQ',p.rc_2s)
-[a",dQ,,t,)a".dQ,,t'daD',[OQ,,pa")dQ,'pwdQ,,pda

Ad

I io dt * = Q' =constant in time . (6-30)

all
space

The first two expressions above are simply the continuity equation for the quantity ip. That
means the p= 0 component of jp is a density value that when integrated over all space is conserved.

End of proof.

=hv' ,,Q'' - a'ot o)=fu{ri ,,;*')=WQ'' + ar ,,W= Qt ,,s'F = Qt'F

6.5.4 Applying to Our Example

Lrt's use (6-31) with ourexample of Sect.6.5.l above. Our symmetry transformation is (6-25).

That is, we showed there that the scalar Lagrangian (6-24) is invariant in form under (6-25). But
now we want to know what exactly is conserved under this symmetry.

From (6-24), we find the terms for the first factor on the RHS of (6-31) (note that summation

over rin (6-31) has r = 1 for Qand r =2for Qt)

Noether's
theorem
mathematically

Applying
Noether's
theorem

a4
dQ,o

W=h(,.r,,Q'

o t32)

- u' oI o) = 
#r(QI,, 

Q'' r = Yn,' . 
W, 

QI, = 6f; 0'' = Q'F .

-b'-
We find the second factor on the RHS of (6-31) from the transformation relation (6-25)

Q -+ Or-io ,

d4lxq ,a) _LQ., )e-ia = _i1@ry 
) e-ia

da da

dLt=@'r,a) 
=LQ, @q)eid -iQt @ry)eid .

Da da

(6-33)

t Tha6 are subtleties to Noether's theorem, which are beyond the scope of our work, so we won't
discuss them here. Noether originally introduced two theorems and there is a related third one. See

Noether,8., Nachr. d. Konig. Gesellsch.,d. Wiss. zu Gottingen, Math-phys.Klasse (1918), 235-257

(English translation: Tavel, M. A.,'Noether's theorem', TransportTheory and Statistical Physics 1(3)
(1 971), lS3-207) and BradiilB, K., and Browil, H., arXiv:hep-th/0009058.

Noether's theorem (mathematically): If the Lagrangian density f (Q', Q' ,p) is symmetric in form

with respect to a transformation in Q' which is a function of paramete r d, i.e., Q' ({ ) - Q'(f ,a),

then the four current (using Q'(f ,q)

i'(o' ,Q',,)=hY (sum on r) (6-3 r )

has zero four-divergence, d oi'= 0. Thus its zeroth component 70 integrated over all space is

conserved, as is qiO integrated over all space, where q is aconstantl.
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Using (6-32) and (6-33) in (6-31) we find

jo(Q,,Q,,p)=h**-h#=_itW^Q(*,|),*io+twpt6a1eia
'P p+.It 1ft l ria O,P @4) e-id (6-34)

=,(O'P 6n )O+ @'? ) - Q''t' @q )QQq )).

This is identical to the scalar four-current, with zero four-divergence and conserved O'. (See

(6-30) as in Chap. 3 (3-21) and (3-23), pg. 46). In Chap. 3, we found this using the Klein-Gordon
equation. Here, we found it using Noether's theorem. (Richard Feynman once said that a good
physicist should be able to find the same result via different paths.)

From the ensuing discussion in Chap. 3, we learned that in RQM,7o .un be interpreted for a
particle as probability density and q j0 , where q is charge on a single particle, as charge density. So

in RQM, Iai0a3*-[t0d3*-qis conserved, as charge mustbe. Obviously, t at,ilt =0, then so

does Eo (nio)=dprr =0.

6.5.5 Charge Operator in QFT
As we learned in Chaps. 3, 4, and 5, in QFT entities like jP are a little different in the sense that

they are really operators that operate on stales. Indeed, if we follow the steps we did in Chap. 3 in
exactly the sime way (use <O-iq to find / 

0, plug that into the RHS of (6-30), and multiply by an

arbitrary constant q equal to the charge on one particle), we find

e = qe' = q! j' d3r = I r0 d3 * = qL(lro (r ) - N u(k))

What is really physically conserved is the charge of the multiparticle state, i.e.,

al"t\,Lh.h,...frr\,...) = qZQt ,(k ) - Nr (k ))|"tn,n2h.,...frrh,...)

- !(q+ rz + ..-ir -..)ln h,rrh,...irh,...).
conserved

Above, we simply stated the measured charge is conserved. To prove it, consider the following.

Proof that "conservation of an operator" derivation means conserved measured quantity

The state (ket) in (6-36) is an eigenstate of the charge operator Q, and in fact, every state with a

given number of particles is a charge eigenstate. That is, if we measure the total charge of a given
multiparticle state, we will get a certain number. If we imagined we had an exact duplicate of that
multiparticle state at the same moment in time, and then measured its charge, we would get the
same number again. Repeating this duplication and measurement, we would always get the same

number eigenvalue for total charge. That, of course, is the characteristic of an eigenstate. A general

state superposition of eigenstates would sometimes measure one eigenvalue and sometimes another.

The average of (imagined) repeated measurements of the same state at the same moment in time
is, of course, the expectation value of the quantity measured. For an eigenstate, then, this average,

the expectation value, is the same as the eigenvalue that is measured each time.

A = (rrh,nzh.,...firh, IOI 
nrh,n2h",...n A,...)

I hz,...frrh,...lnI(to (x)- Nu(k))l nth,nzh,...n A,..l= \'th'''zt 
k

(6-35)

(6-36)

(6-37)
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We get same four
current as we

found for charge
in Chap 3

When we say an
operator is
conserved, we
really mean the
associated
physical value is

Proof that
conserved
operator means
physical value
is conserved.

= ("rh,n2h,..nrh,...1a(", + tL2. + ..-fri - )1"rd,r12h.,...mrh,...)

= q(nt * nt * ..-,,,1-..)(nth,nzh,..q\,...llnil,nah,...n Qr,...l - q(nr * n2 * ..-i, - ..)
_1
-l

So, if we ask, how the expectation value of an eigenstate changes over time, we are asking how
the measured eigenvalue changes over time. We are asking if the time derivative of (6-37) is zero. If
itis, Q is conserved. Thus,
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* =(*P'^,nzh, "'n h, l)q ryA,nzh, "'n h, "')

* (n h, nzh, ...irh, ...1O(*V,^, nzh, .. .r,h, .) 

) 
= o .

= 0 in Heisenberg picture

* (n h,nzh,...n h, l#lnth,,tzh,...frrh*.)
5

la ,rt1-s means ff =o .

Saying an
operator is

(6-38) conserved
means its
expectation
value is

= 0 in Heisenberg picture

Note, from Chap. 2 Wholeness Chart 2-4, pg. 28, that states do not have time dependence in the
Heisenberg picture, the picture that we employ for QFI free fields. The middle line above is zero
because we showed in (6-30) that the operator Q is conserved (Q = qQ'), and thus its time derivative
is zero. So, the total time derivative of Q is zero. (The same conclusion would be reached in the

Schrddinger picture, but it would be a little more complicated to derive.)

End proof

Bottom line: The expectation value (expected measurement) of a conserved operator is conserved. If
the state measured is in an eigenstate, any measurement at any time will yield the same eigenvalue.

So when we cavalierly say in QFT that Q is conserved, remember that Q is really an operator,
which it is difficult to think of as being conserved, and that the real thing conserved is the numeric
result of operating on a ket with Q. Keep in mind, however, that in QFf, vinually everyone speaks
of the operator itself as being conserved.

As the particles represented by the ket of (6-36) move through the universe, each time we
operate on that ket with Q, we will get the same number eigenvalues, the same charge.

Similarly , f it also an operator and its zero  -divergence really means that the corresponding
component numeric values for the physical particles represented by the ket it would act on, have
zera 4-divergence. E.g,, the operation of lpf = 0 on that ket would always yield zero times the ket.

We have been dealing strictly with free particles, but we will soon find, and Noether's theorem
will help us to do it, that interacting particles conserve total charge as well. This is something we
know already is true in the physical world, of course, but our theory would hardly be worth anything
if we didn't find the same thing there.

6.5.6 More on Symmetry and Noether's Theorem

Spinors and Vectors

It should come as little surprise that spinor and vector four currents, giving rise to conserved
charge, such as we found in Chaps. 4 and 5, can be derived from Noether's theorem, as well. You
can prove that to yourself, if you really need to, by doing Probs. 12 and t3.

Other test for conservation: commuting with Hamiltonian

You may recall that in NRQM, a dynamical variable was conserved if its operator commuted
with the Hamiltonian. That is, for an operator O with dynamical variable numeric value (1,

For eigenstote oI
an operator,
expectation value

= eigenvalue

So eigenvalue is
conserved if
operator is
"conservgd"

Spinors and
vectors similar to
above example

for scalars

Does [H,Ql= 0
mean
conservation of
Q, as it did in
NRQM?

Number
operators
cotnmute

You may, at some point, have wondered why this wasn't used in the development of QFT. It is a
good question. So, does this test for conservation hold in QF f as well?

To answer, consider our scalar charge operator (6-35) and the scalar Hamiltonian operator from
Chap. 3 expressed in terms of number operators. Number operators commute, for example,

No (k)rua (r.')l nxh,,nu,kl = 
:"(n)rn,lr.h,nu,A;) 

= nkfrkl"u{,,ry,fu,l

= frk, nkl"*h,, no' fu') = N b( k') lro (n ) l 
ru lr., ry'&')'

(6-3e)

(6-40)

(6-41)lu,ol= 
[? 

q(No(k)- Na (r.)), qI(N, (r,)- n, (rr))] = o

So
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11 and Q commute. And charge 4 is conserved. We conclude that this means for determining
whether or not a quantity is conserved is valid in eFT, as it was in NReM.

We caution, however, that no one (at least in my experience) in QFT seems to use (6-39) to do
so, and no text I know of shows it. Noether's theorem comprises the standard in that regard to which
everyone generally adheres. But since one so often has the experience in learning QFT of
wondering where some basic principle of NRQM went to in this new and very differenl thiory, I
felt it good to provide this discussion of it.

The various ways to determine a conserved quantity are listed in Wholeness Chart 6-4.

Other uses

Noether's theorem is used repeatedly throughout QFT, and we will eventually see it can tell us
whether weak and strong charges are conserved, as well. There are still other uses for symmetry as
we will see when we get to interactions.
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Yes, fH,Ql= Q

means
conservation of
Q in QFT, too.

But lH,Ql= Q

almost never
used in QFT

Noether's theorem
has wide range of
applications

Wholeness Chart 6-4. Ways to Determine If a euantity is Conserved

I't Method 2"d Method 3'd Method

Steps
Manipulating wave equation and

its complex conjugate
Noether's theorem Operator Q'

commutation with Fj

Result
Four current with zero

divergenc e, lpf = Q

Four current with zero

divergenc e, Op jP = Q
fQ' ,Hl = 0

Meaning ! iods* -e' conserved !ioa3*=Q' conserved Q'conserved

Application Q = qQ'= electric charge (conserved)

Other
applications

Could be used for weak and
strong charge conservation, but

not common

Weak and strong charge
conservation, energy and 3
momentum conservation

As at left.

6.6 Symmetry, Gauges, and Gauge Theory

6.6.7 A Simple Example and Definitions
You have probably heard that quantum electromagnetic, weak, and strong force theories are

called gause theories. So are other theories you are already familiar with, such as the classical
gravitational and electromagnetic field theories. See Chap.5,pgs. 138-141. As a very simple
example, consider an electrostatic field potential Q(x) where E, the force on a particle per unit
charge, is

E = -VQ = -V(@ + c)= _Vo' @'=Q+C C=constant. (6-42)

Our measurable E is the same for Q or Q'. So E is symmetric under the transformation O---+e,. We
call @ (or Q') our gauge field; and Q-+ @' = O + C, the gauge transformation. Each different
configuration Q' is a different sauge of the gauge field. That is, for each different value of C, we
have a different gauge (for the same gauge field.)

In Chap. 5 this got more complicated for electrodynamics, where we also had a vector potential
(gauge vector field) A.

Definitions
Gauge invariance (or gauge symmetry) is the property of a field theory in which different

configurations of the underlying fundamental, but unobservable, field(s) result in identical
observable properties.

The unobservable field, often a potential field, is called the gau&e field.
A gauge transformation changes the gauge field from one configuration to another.
Each different configuration of the gauge field is a different gause.

A theory having gauge invariance (symmetry) is called a gauge tlreory.

Simple example
of a classical
gauge field
transformation

Definitions
related to
gauge theory
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6.6.2 Free Qaantum Field Theory and Gauges

Recall from Wholeness Chart 3-4 at the end of Chap. 3 (pg.79) that the fields such as Q, ry, and

AF arc themselves not observable. They cannot be measured directly. (We prove that they have zero

expectation value in Chap. 7.) But properties of the fields like energy, momentum, and charge are

measurable. Our dynamical varjable operators, which include number operators, reflect this. They

typically have non-zero expectation values.

Note that under the internal transformation (6-25), repeated below,

0-+0'=Oe-io (6-43)

the Lagrangian (6-26) remained invariant. Thus, the Klein-Gordon field equation derived from that

Lagrangian is invariant, i.e., /' solves the K-G equation as well as 0.All our dynamical variable

operators are ultimately derived from the Lagrangian, so they too will be the same for Q'. As one

eiample, see the 4-current of (6-34) in which we effectively substitute Q' for Q and get the same

result for f and Q.

The transformation (6-43) is a gauge transformation of the underlying, unobservable field /. The

theory of free scalar quantum fields is a gauge theory, because all measurable quantities are

unchanged under the gauge transformation. By doing Prob. 16, you can show the same thing is true

for free Dirac spinor fields.

Note that the (internal) gauge transformation (6-43) is simply a change in phase of the field. This

is similar to NRQM, where we may recall that we could change the phase of the wave function, but

observables like probability density, energy, and momentum remained unchanged. A solution to the

Schrodinger equation could have any constant phase factor and still be a solution predicting the

same measurable results.

Thus, gauge symmetries are internal symmetries. (See Sect. 6.5.2, pg. 173.)

More formal definition
We can also say that a gauee theory is a type of field theory in which the Lagrangian (density) is

invariant under a continuous (not discrete) transformation.

6.7 Chapter Summary

We have seen that for

Symmetry and transformations in general

o symmetry is the propensity for non-change with superficial change

o mathematically, symmetry is invariance under transformation

r Wholeness Chart 6-1 compares and contrasts symmetric and non-symmetric transformations

Scalar value at a point is always invariant. Scalar function form invariant only under

symmetry transformation

Vector components at a point vary co-variantly. Vector length and direction in physical

rpui. same under any transformation. Vector function form invariant only under

symmetry transformation

A scalar or vector function that is not a function of a coordinate x/ is symmetric with
respect to a displacement in theT coordinate direction.

Transformations in classical mechanics

o the laws of nature are symmetric under Lorentz transformation, i.e., invariant in spacetime

. symmetry of the classical L4grangian L under a translation transformation of a generalized- 
coordinate qJ loftrn *J-) ti.unr the conjugate momentum fi of that coordinate is
conserved

o similar effects for classical Lagrangian density ,C

Transformations in QFT (see Wholeness Chart 6-3)

. scalar and vector quantum fields transform like classical ones did; spinors do not exist

classically, but have their own form for QFT transformations

o symmetry of the QFI Lagrangian density .C under Lorentz transformation means field
equation (law of nature) is invariant in form for different inertial observers

Quantum
8au8e
theories

Scalar gauge

transformation

Free QFT is a
gauge theory,
because .C, and
thus measurables,
unchanged under
gauge transfm

Transfrn here is a
phase change
Observables
unchanged like
phase change in
NRQM

Gauge symmetry
is an internal
symmetry
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Noether's theorem: If f is symmetric under a change of a parameter, then there is an
associated quantity that is conserved

there are three ways to determine if a quantity is conserved (see Wholeness Chart 6-4), though
Noether's theorem method is the most useful and covers widest range of cases.

a gauge theory is a field theory for which the Lagrangian (and thus all measurables) remains
invariant under a transformation of the underlying unmeasurable gauge field

a gauge symmetry is an internal symmetry; a Lorentz symmetry is an external symmetry
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6.8 Problems

1 . Is the function F = Z(xt)' * (i)' symmetric under rotation in the ,t -r2 plane? Guess first, then

prove (or disprove) your answer by expressing F in terms of a rotated set of coordin ates / t -/',
i.eo as F' (/ t 

, /' ), where dis the angle of rotation between the two coordinate systems.

2. In Prob. 1, at the point (r' , *') = (I,2), F has the value 6. If we transform to the rotated

coordinate system I | -12 with g = 45o, what are the coordinates of that same physical point in
space in that coordinate system? Using your expression F'for f in terms of -/ 1 and;/2, show

that F/ ( / 1 

, / 21 
atthat physical point equals 6, as well.

3. Without doing any calculations, is the function G = (rr)2 * (*)2 + (*3)z symmetric under

rotation in 3D space? Is H = (*t)' + X*)2 + (x3)2 ?

4. Is the function J = (rr)2 * (*3)2.symme.tric gnderthe translation *' --* /2 =*2 * o,where a is
a constant? Is it symmetric under tr' * / t = xt + a ?

5. Is the differential equatio n O; xi = 3.,symmgtric qnder thp translation *' -. /2 = ,' * o,where a
is a constant? Is it symmetric under ,t 

--, / z 
= *2 + 1*212 ?

6. Consider the position vector (rt , *) - (3,4). This vector's length is 5, and for the xl axis
horizontal, its angle with the horizontal is 53o. What are this vector's position coordinates in the
/ ' -/ ' coordinate system of Prob. I ? What is its length? Calculate it. What is its angle with the
horizontal? What is its angle with respect to the -/ ' axis? Express your answer in terms of d.

7. On page 166 we briefly discussed the spherical symmetry of the electric field around a point
charge. It is easier mathematically to consider the symmetry of the simpler case of an infinitely
long line of uniformly distributed charge. This radiates an electric field E in a coordinate system
with x' axis aligned with the line of charge of components (where / below is the relevant
cylindrical coordinate system angle)

[r'l lcos6] l.rtrrl i"'l
I nt l= 

uo 
| ,ir'ol- uo 

| *2 / ,l= -to , I ,, I

L",l 'Lo I 'L o I (t)'*(*')'L'l
Express i unl"i ubou" in the primed coordinate system of Fig. 6-2 onpage 164 using (6-3) to
show that

Eo

and thus, that the vector field components d tn this case are symmetric under the rotation
transformation of Fig. 6-2. If you feel ambitious, repeat the analysis for the B field around a

point charge.

Show that Fi = nmi is symmetric under the transformation *t -* *' * o', where o' i, uconstant
for each i.

i,1
ol(*'')' *(*'')'

841

,'' l-
u'' )

8.
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g. Transform the components in (6-15) by the Lorentz transformation (6-13) and show thatwpvf
= wlpwil.

10. For a,particle attached to a spring confined to move in one dimension, the potential energy V =
Vz k (x')'. Use this to find the Lagrangian of this system. Is this Lagrangian symmetric with
respect to translations of xl? Is momentum conserved in the .rr directi,on? Find the equation of
motion for the system using the Lagrangian approach. What does the momentum equal? Is this
Lagrangian symmetric in x'? Is momentum conserved in the x' direction? Does this make sense

physically?

11. For a disk attached to a spting confined to rotate in the plane of the disk about an axis, the
potential energy is V= t/2ke", where dis the angle of rotation. 1is the mass moment of inertia
about.the axis. What is the Lagrangian of this system? Is this Lagrangian symmetric in 0? Is

angular momentum conserved? Find the equation of motion for the system using the Lagrangian
approach. What does the angular momentum equal? If there were no spring, would the
Lagrangian be symmetric in d? Would angular momentum be conserved?

12. Show that the Lagrangian density for free Dirac fermions (see Chap. 4 or Wholeness Chart 5-4

at the end of Chap. 5)) is symmetric under the transformation Vr --+ V r-to. Use Noether's

theorem and the same transformation to show that for Dirac particles, jP =(p,j)=VyPV
where }pf = O.

13. Show that for photons f = O. Assume temporarily that Ap is complex, so we can write the

Lagrangian as f ;'* =-+(dror("))t (a' eo (r)) . use Noether's theorem with the

transformation AF --- Att e -io, to obtain f with Ao f = 0. Then, show that by taking Ap as real,

we must have f - 0.

14. Show that the total (not density) 3-momentum ki for free scalars is conserved. Use our

knowledge that the conjugate momentum for xi is k;, the total (not density) 3-momentum

(expressed in covariant components), and it is conserved if L is symmetric (invariant) under the

coordinate translation transformation x' - x't = xt + d' , where at is a constant 3D vector. Then,

show the same result via commutation of the three-momentum operator of Chap. 3 (see

Wholeness Chart 5-4, pg. 158) with the Hamiltonian. (Solution is posted on book website. See

URL on pg.xvi, opposite pg. 1.)

15. Use the transformation 
"o 

* x'0 = *o * o for free scalars to show that energy ok is conserved.

Note that the conjugate momentum for time is energy. Is it immediately obvious that you will
get the same results from commutation of the energy operator with the Hamiltonian? (Tricky
wording here?)

16. Show that the Hamiltonian density for free Dirac fermions is symmetric under the same

transformation as in Prob. 12.

t7. Is Dirac's field theory a gauge theory? What is the gauge field? Give an example of one of its
gauges. What is the gauge transformation? Is this an external or internal symmetry?
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Part Two

Interecting Fields
"The mystery was, where did the electron come from when a nucleus suffired a beta

decay? Fermi's answer was that the electron .. is created in the ott-iy drroy,
through an interaction of the fietd of the electron with the fields of fother particles].
...QFf gave rise to a new view not only of particles but also of the forces among them.,,

Steven Weinberg
The Search for Unity: Notes for a History of eFT
MIT Press (1977)

Chapter 7 Interactions: The Underbins Theory

QED: Quantum Field Interaction
Theory Applied to Electromagnetism

Higher Order Corrections

Chapter I

Chapter 9
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Chapter 10 The Vacuum Revisited

Chapter I1 Symmetr!, Invariance, end
C ons ery ation for Interacting F ields
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Chapter 7

Interactions : The Ilnderlyins Theory

"Physics is very muddled again at the moment; it is mttch too hard

for me anyway, and I wish I were a movie comedian or something
Iike that and had never heard anything about physics!"

Wolfgang Pauli
In a letter to R. Kronig, 25 May 1925

" Like every other branch of learning, the study of the rainbow is a giant
onion. Each cook merely succeeds in removing another layer, and then,
after a short blush of satisfaction, some iconoclast points out that there
is at least one more layer to be removed before the core is attained."

Raymond L. Lee, Jr. and Alistair B. Fraser
The Rainbow Bridge: Rainbows in Art, Myth,
and Science (PSU Press, zffiI), p.276.

7.0 Preliminaries
Within a few decades, Pauli's 1925 consternation was well resolved by the development of QFT

and concomitant experimental discoveries. As Steven Weinberg noted in the quote on the prior
page, the new theory changed physicists' world view by providing a mathematical structure that
framed forces (interactions) not merely in terms of exchanges in energy and momentum between
particles, but also as the means by which particles are created, destroyed, and transmigrated from
one type to another. The layer of Nature troubling Pauli and others had been peeled back and

exposed.

7.0.1 Backgroand
However, even within that layer, there were sub-layers. There were different kinds of

interactions the standard model (SM) of QFT was eventually able to describe. These comprise the
electromagnetic, weak, and strong forces.

The first of these succumbed to theory by the 1940-50s in the form of quantum electrodynamics
(QED), the primary subject of the remainder of this volume. The weak and strong forces, the
subjects of what may one day, if I have the stamina, be a second volume following this one, came

later, but by the 1970s were fundamental, fairly well understood, facets of QFT.
Gravity, the fourth known interaction, seems to comprise, from a quantum perspective, a

substantial layer of knowledge all to itself. In some way, virtually everyone agrees, it must fall
under the umbrella of a theoretic structure encompassing it and the other three forces. However, at

the time of this writing, a few years from the 100th anniversary of Pauli's expression of frustration,
we still do not have a complete theory of quantum fields that includes all four interaction types.

7.0.2 Chapter Ovemiew

In this chapter, after first discussing fundamental aspects of electromagnetic interactions in
classical theory and RQM, we lay the general groundwork for interactions of all three interaction
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types in the SM of QF-t. In the next chapter, we will narrow that more general approach to
electromagnetism specifically and develop QED.

First, we review classical e/m with source terms (i.e. with interactions)
. Maxwell's equations in 3D + I formulation in E, B including sources pcharge, jcharge

r Maxwell's equations in 4D formulation rn AF including 4D source -el = (pchargr, irhargr)
o The classical interaction e/m Lagrangian (i.e., including -tf)

Then, we consider RQM for e/m interactions, specifically
r Photons represented by AF rn Maxwell's 4D equation including interaction term -rf
r The quantum interaction e/m Lagrangian (i.e., including -tfl
r The Dirac equation in V modified to include e/m interaction from AF
o An example: Interaction Dirac equation solves the relativistic hydrogen atom problem

And then, interactions in QFT, including
r The Interaction Picture (a third kind of picture beyond the S.P. and the H.P.)
o The S-matrix (scattering matrix) and the S (scattering) operator
. Dyson's expansion of the S operator
r Wick's theorem applied to Dyson's S operator expansion

Free vs interacting fields
In all prior chapters we have worked solely with free fields/particles. In the remainder of the

book we deal solely with interacting fields/particles.

7.1 Interactions in Relativistic Quantum Mechanics

7.7.1 Maxwell's Equations with Sources

In Chap. 5, Eq. (5-1), we showed the source free (no interactions) Maxwell field equations in a
vacuum, in naturalized Heaviside-Lorentz units. If we include the charge density gcharge and current
density jcharge, these equations, in 3D + time format, describe interactions for E and B with
electrically charged sources.

183

Classical e/m
interaction
theory

Relativity, e/m
and QM
combined in RQM
interaction theory

Interactions
in QFT

Interactin4, not

free,fields from
here on.

Maxwell's
equations with
source terms

By introducing the potentials @ and A, where

B=VxA,

one gets for (7-1Xa) and (b),

V'E = Pcharge

AE
VXB -E =jcharge

V'B=0

vxE+4 = o .

dt

E=-vQ-*,

-v2o -*to.A)= pchwse

#-v2A+v#+v(v'A) =jcharge, (u)

Scalar and vector
(7'2) potuntials

Maxwell's
equations in terms
of scalar and
vector potentials

Maxwell equation
in terms of 4
potential

(u)

(b)

(.)

(o)

(7- l)

(7-3)

(u)

and 0 = 0 for both of (7-1Xc) and (d).

Re-writing (7-3) in terms of the 4-potential Ap andthe 4-currefif , we can do Prob. I to show

OadoAt'(r)-uo(rra"(r)) =-, jp(*) with 4a -(*,o'\, -t jF =(p"n*r",j.n.g"). e-4)

If, as we did in the sourceless case, we employ the Lorenz gauge condition
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drA'(r)= o,

the Maxwell 4D interaction equation in terms of the four potential becomes

dddoAv (")= -e iP . Q-6)

For the f1.ee field case of Chap. 5, we had the same equation with the electric charge source 4-
current -ef =0.

7. 1.2 The Classical Electromagnetic Interaction l-agrangian

The full electromagnetic Lagrangian (density), including interactions, must give rise to (7-6)

when substituted into the Euler-Lagrange field equation

+f+''l-g=0, with Q, =Ao;r=.c,/,n.
d"uIdQ',r) a0"

By doing Prob. 2, one can prove that the full electromagnetic field classical Lagraneian is

7e/m =!,oo('))(a"ar Q)),-'ip (*)er(*) ,

#\---\+
7e/mu0 7 e/m

UT

where "0" and "I" subscripts denote the free and interaction parts, respectively, of the Lagrangian.

7. 7.3 Electromagnetic Interactions in Relativistic Quantum Mechanics

Relations (7-6) and (7-8) hold for classical electromagnetism where -rf is the classical electric
charge 4-current. In quantization, we assume the quantum form of the Lagrangian (density or total)
is the same as the classical, and thus, so would be the resulting wave equation. In RQM, we would
then consider Ap to represent the quantum photon state (ket, wave function). Thus, (7-8) represents

the RQM electromagnetic Lagrangian (density).

But then, quantum mechanically, how should one interpret - tf ? In Chap. 4 (eq. (4-34) to (4-

37) pg. 92), we saw that the probability 4-current for an electron in RQM, where Vsnte represents

the electron wave function state, is

jP -(P,j)=V*o,"TFV*.,, where dujP =o '

(7-s)

(7 -7)

(7-8)

(7-e)

(7-10)

(7-12)

Maxwell eqaation
in Lorenz gage

Euler-Lagrange
equation

Classical e/m

free plus

interaction.C

RQM elecffon
probability
density

RQM elecffon
charge density

RQM photon
interaction wave

equation

It seems natural to assume charge density varies directly with probability density (denser regions of
the particle itself would be regions of higher measured charge density). Thus, we can assume

-ejP =-€VstateTFVuor,

where the total charge of the electron would be (see Chap. 4, (4-37))

-rliod3x=-e. (7-11)

Using (7-6), (7-8), and (7-10), we can then represent the ROM interaction wave equation for a

photon as

dq d o A{,ote = - € V sror, ^{H V rro,,

with the coffesponding ROM e/m interaction Lagrangian for a photon as

1e/m --+(uro(,,,,1(a'e!,,,,)*rV,,o,"Tpv,nt,At,o,,. (7-t3)

f,;'* .c,"*

(7-12) governs the behavior of a photon (AFrrot) in the presence of an electron (Vrntr).

7,7,4 The Electromagnetic Interaction Dirac Equation

In Chap. 4, we studied the free Dirac equation, which described an electron not interacting with
any electromagnetic particle (i.e., photon). [n Chap. 5, we studied Maxwell's equation for a free

photon, not interacting with any electrons (or positrons), i.e., (7 -12) with the RHS = 0. In the prior
section we developed Maxwell's equation for a photon interacting with an electron, i.e., (7-12).

RQM photon .C
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What we need to develop, in order to complete the picture, is the full Dirac equation describing the
electron interacting with a photon.

The Full Quantum Electr.omagnetic Lagrangian

To this end, consider thatf,n/* of (7-13) represents the free photon part of the full e/m

Lagrangian. If we assume f,r"'n represents the e/m interaction part for both the photon and the

electron (since it contains factors of both), then we need only add the free electron contribution to
(7-13) to get a Lagransian containing all terms relevant to photons, electrons, and interactions
between them. From Chap. 4, (eq. (4-60), pg. 104), we know this term to be

4,, = V,tot, (ifa o - *\wstu*

Free electron

(7-14) term in ^C

(7-15) Fuil e/m

quantum t

Full (including
e/m interaction)

(7-16) Dirac equation

185

AP, tycommutators
not employed
above, so they are
states here, not
quantum operators

Early researchers
showedfull Dirac
equation worked
for H atom

Thus, the full e/m Lagraneian is

f,t/z't =-t(u,o(,",,)(a',+t,,,)*v,,o,,(,roro--)v,tat,*eV,*,"rrr,,o,,o(,o,"

rl_ re/m
"o -uo 4" rl/2,1_ re/m

"l *1'I

where we change superscript notation to reflect the spins of the particles in each term of (7-15).

The. Full Dirac Equation
To find the interaction form of the Dirac equation, we use

result (do Prob. 3) is
(7-15) in (7-7) with Qn=t =p . The

(if a o - *)v n*" = -e TF V state Ap

As an aside, using (7-15) in (7-7) with Qn=2 =V results in the adjoint full Dirac equation.

Clarification
Some readers may be concerned at this point that we have used the Lagrangian density

methodology, which is normally reserved for quantum and classical fields, to develop the full Dirac
equation for quantum states (corresponding to particles, not fields). One would expect to use the
total Lagrangian L (integration of L over all space) instead of L, since (7-16) is a wave equation for
interacting states, not fields. This may be a little confusing.

The presentation above is somewhat historical, as similar logic was used to deduce the
interaction Dirac equation, prior to the full development of QFT. Given that the classical e/m
equation in Ap is a field, not particle, equation, we, and early researchers, had little choice.

However, even in the context of l't (particle) and }nd (field) quantization as we have come to
understand them, the.issue is not such a big one. This is because we did not employ commutation
relations for fields AF and yt, analogous to Foisson bracket relations, in the above developrnent. It is
the adoption of commutation relations for those fields that turns them into creation and destruction
operators quantum mechanically. We did not do that, so AF and ty remain as states, not quantum
fields, in the above treatment. Of course, for RQM, we would still have commutation relations for
dynamical variable operators, such 

"s 
pxand X, though we would not have them for AF and ty.

7.7.5 The Relativistic Hydrogen Atom: Applying the Full Dirac Equation
We made one assumption in determining (7-15) and thus (7-16), and this was that

f,f "" = t,t'''t completely represented the interaction between A! and yt, for both, not simply one,

of them. If we apply (7-16) to a real world problem, and predict the measured results, we would
have good grounds to accept that assumption and (7-16) as valid.

Early researchers did exactly that by applying (7 -16) to the hydrogen atom and found excellent
agreement with experiment. They found it predicted relativistic effects not accounted for by the
non-relativistic Schrddinger equation. We do not repeat this rather extensive analysis, but outline
the basic steps involved and the final results below. Interested readers can find the full treatment in
Merzbacher, E., Quantum Mechanics, 2nd ed., Chap. 22 (Iohn Wiley, 1970) or Itzykson, C. and
Zuber, LB., Quantum Field Theory, Chap. 2 (McGraw-Hi1l, 1980).
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Fundamental Steps: Relativistic Hydrogen Atom Analysis

For the analysis of the relativistic hydrogen atom, there are two assumptions.

1) The full (interaction) Dirac equation (7-16) governs.

2) The e/m potential exerted by the proton nucleus and felt by the bound electron is solely a
Coulomb (static, no moving charge sources = ilo lTl?gnetic fields, so A=0) potential with 4-potential

A{,o,, = (o,o) e= zt 
,

4nr
(7-t7)

Steps for
relativistic H atom
analysis in RQM

Assume full Dirac
equation and
Coulomb potential

Solve full Dirac
equation in
spherical coords

Energy eigenvalues

found describe
relativistic fine
structure correctly

QFT e/m

interacting fields
equations

where Ze is the charge of the nucleus (Z = 7 for hydrogen) and r is the radial distance from the

assumed point nucleus.

Then, carry out the analysis.

3) Express the interaction Dirac equation (7-16) in spherical coordinates.

4) Solve (7-16) (the spinor space indices are hidden, so this is really a matrix equation) for 14*1u1t

using (7-ll).
5) Find the energy eigenvalues, i.e., the electron energy levels, of the eigenstate solutions Wtate.

With the result

6) The fine structure formula for electron energy levels found via the analysis correctly describes

the relativistic effects on the measured hydrogen atom spectral line distribution.

7.7.6 RQM Interactions Summary

Do Prob. 4 to construct a wholeness chart summarizing electromagnetic interactions in RQM.

7.2 Interactions in Quantum Field Theory

7.2.7 The QFT Electromagnetic Interaction Wave Equations

In Chaps. 3,4, and 5, we saw that for each spin type, the Schrodinger picture wave equation for
a state and the Heisenberg picture wave equation for the associated quantum field had the same

form. In the former case, the wave equation solution was a state, i.e., a particle wave function. In the

latter, the wave equation solution was a quantum field, i.e., an operator that created and destroyed

states. For free scalars, this equation was the Klein-Gordon equation; for spinors, it was the (no

interactions) Dirac equation; and for massless vectors (photons), it was Maxwell's equation

(sourceless, in terms of A/).
It would seem natural, therefore, to assume the same thing is true for interactions. (See lower

part of Fig. 7-1.) And thus, sur interacting spinor field and photon wave equations in the Heisenberg

picture should simply be (7-1 2) and (7 -16) for fields, i.e.,

dad oAtt - -eVyPW (7-18)

(1-re)

with the associated Lagransian (7-15) for the lar and A/ operator fields,

Alternatively, of course, we could go through the steps of 2"d quantization similar to what we did

in earlier chapters, only this time it would include interactions. (See RHS of Fig. 7-1.) This

approach would not be much different from what we did in Sects. 7.1.3 and 7.1.4 (adopting the

classical field L as the quantum field 4) except that we would also invoke field commutation

relations for the bosons and anti-commutation relations for the fermions. By either approach we

obtain (7-18) rhrough (7-20) with the fields Ap and ty being operators that create and destroy states.

(7-20)

QFT e/m
interacting
Lagrangian
density

Two routes
to QED

- *)w = -eTP ApV('r'a o
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Section 7.3 The Interaction Picture
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and anti-commutators
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Figure 7-1. Two Paths to Quantum Electrodynamics

7.2.2 The Naive vs Realistic Approaches to Solving Interaction Wave Equations
For the hydrogen atom, we saw in RQM that one could use (7-19) (in its (7-16) form for states)

with a simple Coulomb potential in the zeroth component of AF and readily obtain a good solution.
We could do the same thing in QFT, the only difference being that our solutions ry and I would
destroy and create electron states (which were the same H atom bound states found in RQM).

But in QF-f, we seek to do much more than this. We will need more general interactions between
electrons, positrons, and photons where AF cannot be represented so simply and where it is not
independent of WIn general, AP and rywill depend on one another. That makes (7-1S) and (7-19)
into non-linear coupled partial differential equations, which are notoriously difficult to solve.
Solving them in closed form, for all but the simplest cases like (7-17), is essentially impossible.

So, whereas, we might naTvely consider that, for any particular problem, all we need to do is
solve (7-18) and/or (7-19) for the given boundary and initial conditions, the reality is not quite so

simple. We must seek other, non-closed form, solution avenues.

Modern day computers can help in providing numerical solutions, but early researchers in QFT
did not have such things. Also, the route those researchers did take provides considerable insight
into the inner workings of the theory. That route, for the QFf e/m interaction theory known as

quantum electrodynamics (QED), was forged in large part by Richard Feynman, Freeman Dyson,
Julian Schwinger, and Sin-Itiro Tomonaga. It involves two things,

i) perturbation theory, and
ii) a trick known as the Interaction Picture.

The first of these, for QFT, is expressed in terms of the second, as described in the next section.

7.3 The Interaction Picture

7.3.1 Review of Heisenberg and Schrfidinger Pictures

Recall from Chap. 2, Sect. 2.6, pgs. 25-29 (summarized in Wholeness Chart 2-4, which is
repeated as the top half of Wholeness Chart 7-l below) that in the Schrodinger Picture (S.P.), states

are time dependent and operators are usually time independent. In the Heisenberg Picture (H.P.) it is
reversed. States are time independent and operators are often time dependent. The key equation in
the S.P. is the state equation of motion (top left block in NRQM is the Schrodinger equation, and in
spinor RQM, the Dirac equation), since the operator is usually unchanging. The key equation in the
H.P. is the operator equation of motion, since the state is unchanging (frozen in time, as it were).
Both pictures make the same predictions for measured values, e.g., expectation values.
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Wholeness Chart 7-1. Comparing Schriidinger, Heisenberg, and Interaction Pictures

Schrodinger vs. Interaction Pictures

Clarification
Distinguishing between the partial vs. total time derivative of an operator can sometimes be a bit

confusing. It is related to the explicit vs implicit time dependence of the operator.

For example, the potential energy Q of a charged particle near a capacitor depends on the charge
on the capacitor (and typically the distance from it.) That charge could be i) dependent solely on the
electrical dynamics of a freely oscillating circuit to which the capacitor is attached and not a direct
function of time per se, or ii) driven by a voltage source across the capacitor whose voltage varies
(typically sinusoidally) with time. In both cases, the charge (and thus the potential energy nearby)
changes in time. In the second case, it is an explicit function of time; in the first, it is implicit.

Distinguishing
between total
and partial time
derivative of an
operator

Schrddinger vs. Heisenberg Pictures (from Chap. 2 with lV) = generic state)

States Operators Expectation Values

Schriidinger
Picture

Time dependent

i*lg,=HlY)s
Usually time independent

dos a os:- - n
dt dr- usually

"',*f.#)r*r,
time; (?s usually const

#='Fl[-'I
llar)5 changes in

Transform via

(J = g-iHt

U

u* lv), =lY)" ut(2su =(2H invariant under the transformation
do
dt

Heisenberg
Picture

Time independent

alv)o _o
dt

Often time dependent

d(2H 
=_ if 0H. a-l+ ut d 0s u

dtL)dt
l--a---J

defined =aoo
Jr

usuallY =Q

Like S.P. above, but scripts S -+ /1

# =., (Y,(-,1"', +1. +) I 
v)n

lV )a const in time; d oftennot const

Hamiltonian HH = d = H $or free fields , H =F/s, but in general, F/ includes free plus interaction parts)

Key Relation
In S.P., the

state eq of motion
ln H.P., the

operator eq of motion
Expectation value and its eq of motion are
the same and equally key in both pictures

Schriidinger
Picture

Same as top row

Symbol defs d= Ho+Hrs (Ho=F/os) d=Hot+Hf
Transform via

IJ o = ,-iHst

u
UJ IY), =lv), u[rlsuo=01 dg

dt
invari ant under the transformation

Interaction
Picture

Time dependent on

interactionpar-Hf

t*lg,=HIIY>r

Time dependent on Hsl - Hs= Flos

#--,[ u',+]*utr{u,
H A \___r__;t 

o.nn ro=Y
usuallY =Q

Like S.P. above, but scripts S --+ 1

# =,t* t 

[-' lu', o' f*Y)Vl,
lV )7 and Olbothchange in time

Hamiltonian H0' =Ho = HoS H! =u[aluo*Hf ---+ HI=Ho+Hf

Key Relation Both state and operator eqs of motion important in I.P. Expectation value same as S.P., H.P.
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Mathematically, the potential, and the charge q, in each case can be expressed as 
If operator only

i) potential O,*q=q(n,t,C,i,i\ <D, implicit function of rime (i varies in time) iirictty dependent

ii)potential ae * q = q(t) = cv (t) o, explicit function of time, Q-21) on quantities (that
may vary in time),

where R and I are circuit resistance and inductance, C is capacitance, and i is cunent. Thus , thzn panial time

a6. )6. deivative = Oj) * = 0, though 49 often * 0 O; implicir function of rimedt - dt It operator directly

iil$*0, *dr"+ generauy *0 e" explicit runction of time. 
Q-22) 

i:*f::njT
(Di can change in time, because it depends on current i and that varies with time (i is the solution to of t)' then partial

the unforced RLC circuit), but is not explicitly tied to the passage of time r. time dprivative * 0

Of course, we could have a potential at a point in space due to both a time dependent voltage
source capacitor plus another capacitor in a freely oscillating circuit. In that case,

ili ) potential o n q = q(R,L,c,i,i,t) o explicit function of time .

The partial and total time derivative behaviors for (7-23) are rhe same as (7-22) ii).

(7 -23)

As an example, the S.P. Hamiltonian operator fid is comprised of K.E. plus P.E., where the latter
could be like @ above. O is, in the vast majority of real woJld situations, not an explicit function of
time, and since K.E. is not an explicit function of time, ld ir then not an explicitiunction of time
either. All S.P. operators in all cases considered in this book will not be explicit functions of time.

From the top row, operators column of Wholeness ChartT-l ? we note that S.P. operators only
change in time (lotal tigre derivative) if they are explicit functions of time. But, in this book, we wiil
always have tf + Cf Q), and so any (f we deal with will be constant in time. Its rotal time
derivative will be zero.

(? as a Dynamical Variable Operator

If our operator O is a dynamical variable^operator like 11, P, etc, then in all our cases in this
9-o"ok, 

since the S.P. total time derivative of C/ is zero, there is only a trivial equation of motion for
C in the S.P. In the H.P. (see 3'd row, operators column) the operator has a non-zero equation of
motion if the operator in the H.P. does not commute with H. It it commutes, the operator in the H.p.
is conserved.

(2 as a Ouantum Field
In the Appendix of Chap. 3, we showed that the operator equation of motion for free relativistic

scalar fields (d = Q) in the H.P. (3'd row, operators column) actually reduces to the Klein-Gordon
equation. It can be shown that the same general form reduces, for spinors, to the Dirac equation, and
for vectors, to the Maxwell equation.

Expectation Values for (2 as a Dynamical Variable_Operator
The expectation value of a dynamical variable operator is the same in the S.P. and the H.P., as

one can see (with lV) representing, generically, any particular state) via

ct -,(Ylo' lY), =s(Yl I(2s rlw), =.'(Yll !*{15),' =,n(vl o' lv)" . e-24)

"(vl sH lv)o
In similar fashion, the time derivative of the expectation value of such an operator can also be

seen to be the same in either picture. (Do Prob. 5 to show this.)

Expectation Values for (2 as a Ouantum Field
Note that the expectation value for the Klein-Gordon scalar field operator Q, for a particular state

of two scalar particles, each of 3-momentum k' is, in the Heisenberg picture (see Chap. 3,
relation (3-81), pg. 59, for coefficients arising from creation/destruction operators)

In most ceses,
quantum operators
not an explicit
function of time

In this book, all
partial time
derivatives of
operators = A

Operator can
be a dynamical
variable

Or it can be a
quantum field,
where H.P. eq of
motion is K-G,
Dirac, or Maxwell

Expectation value
of dynamical
variable same in
S.P. and H.P.

I
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Q =(2p,,lolzn) -(zhtl[??ffi a(u)e-ib.?;ft=b* (k )u'*)t a,,>

=o+o+ .ffiW+o+ +ffiPn,l+.,,a,l

where the zeros in the second row result from the effect of each a(k) destroying (making equal to

zero) any state not containing a scalar particle of 3-momentum k. When the a(k') operator acts, it
reduces the ket by one particle with resulting bracket equaling zero. Each of the creation operators

at(f) creates an antiparticle in the ket, so thJ bra and kei are othogonal, and the resulting bracket is
zero.

The result is zero expectation value for Q, and this would be true for whatever stateo including
the vacuum, that we choose. This effectively means that we would measure nothing if we tried to
measure the quantum field Q.The field itself is unmeasurable. Hence, the RH column of Wholeness

Chart 7-1 would be all zeros, as fields have no expectation values that could vary in time.

This contrasts with dynamical variable operators, such as energy, momentum, and charge, which
for any given state, do have expectation values and are indeed measurable. Thus, the RH column of
Wholeness Chart 7-l relates specifically to dynamical variables.

In general (do Prob. f for practice), the expectation value for any quantum field, including spinor
and vector fields, is zero'.

Pick the Easiest Picture to Do What We Want to Do

The S.P. was easier to use in NRQM and RQM. The H.P. was easier to use in QFT for free
particles, and that is what we employed in our development of QFT in Chaps. 3,4, and 5.

7.3.2 The Third Kind of Picture
It turns out that a third picture, the Intgraction Picture (I.P.) is easier to use for interactions in

QFf. For one reason, as we are soon to find out, it facilitates use of perturbation theory in place of
trying to solve the coupled, non-linear, partial differential equations (7-18) and (7-19).

Additionally, the I.P. allows us to analyze interacting fields using all the results of our free QFT
development from Chaps. 3, 4, and 5, so, we won't have to go through similar lengthy steps for
interacting fields. We get this huge benefit by breaking the Hamiltonian into two parts.

Breaking the Hamiltonian into Free and Interaction Parts

The Hamiltonian (total, not density) for e/m interactions in the S.P. can be expressed, from the

Lagrangian density (7-15) and the l.egendre transformation, as (with /' generically representing

any quantum field)

(7-2s)

(7-26)

Expectation value
of a quantum field
is zero

Expectation value
of dyn variable is
measurable; of
quantum field, not
measurable

Use the picture
that makes things
easiest

Easiest picture
to use for
interactions is
a 3rd kind, the
Interaction
Picture

Two parts of the

Hamiltonian; the

free part and the

interaction part- I rl"'' d'* 
'

L--*---1-*------

//f {int.ru.tion part)

where, for simplicity, we will take the symbol H as the S.P. HamiJtonian (as we did in the S.P. vs.

H.P. treatment) and H6 as the S.P. free purt of the Hamiltonian. Hf represents the interaction part of
the Hamiltonian in the S.P. Thus, (7-26) is simply

H=Ho+Hf.
Note, for future reference, that for all cases in this book,

Ht=-ft and Ht=-LI .

(7 -27)

(7-28)

I Exceptions to this exist in more advanced areas of QFT, but please do not wolry about them for now.
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Usin&_Only the Free Part of the Hamiltonian to Transform to the Interaction Picture

The transformation from the S.P. to the I.P. is similar to the transformation from the S.P. to the
H.P. (see Wholeness Chart J -1, znd row, LH column) except that we only use the free field part of
the full Hamiltonian without the interaction part. Thus, the transformation from the S.P. to the I.P. is

IJ 0 = e-iHot

where Uo is a unitary operator (see Box 2-3 of Chap. 2, pg. 27), where

uJ lY)., =lv),,

(7-2e)

(7-30) Transforming
states

191

Use only the lree
pafr to transform
to the LP.

The I.P.
transformation

and where subscripts "S" and ool" on generic states lY) indicate the S.P. and I.P., respectively. For
operators, where superscripts "S" and "I" represent the S.P. and I.P., respectively,

u[rlsuo=(21

Parts of the Hamiltonian Expressed in the I.P.

For the free part of the Hamiltonian operator Hs= F10s, we see that

Hi =U[U$Uo -U[HoUo - eiH" Hse-iHot - HseiHot r-iH'1t = H0,

because F/s commutes with itself. (See expansion of ,-iHt example in Box z-3.)Thus,

Ho=al -n[.

'to:- -r[ 0' ,HrJ + a/-
dt 

---0L../ "r0J ' df

=ot?Fu'oor.
where the last term, thoughout this book, is zeroo because we only deal with

aC nt = 0 (see first line of (7-36).

Thus, the equation of motion for operators in the I.P. depends only on

Transforming
(7 -31) oprr*orc

By doing Prob. 7, one can see that this equality generally does not hold for the interaction paft,

H! =u[af uo I (f ,

generally

and thus, we will represent the interaction picture Hamiltonian as

HI =no+n!.

7.3.3 Equations of Motion in the I.P.
The I.P. equation of motion for operators is

# =*P[u'"') =ffu'uo * rt$uo +u[0' # =

,"r-4

(7-32)

(7-33)

(7,34)

Expressing parts
(7-3s) of H in r.p.

(1-36)

Operator eq of
motion in LP.

a'r!,|" e; ,-iH,,t + ,iH,,, (2s +.Y - iH o {,,, o, ,-iHut ,- et,il oj {YiH o +Y ,dt dt 0t "'*T* g 
gt

(7-37)

operators for which

the free part of the
Hamiltonian.

The I.P. equation of motion for states is (found by doing Prob. 8, which every reader should do)

i*19,-Hllv), (7-38) State eq of
motion in I.P.

And hence, the equations of motion for states in the I.P. depends only on the interaction part of
the Hamiltonian.
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The I.P. equation of motion fer expectation values is (found by doing Prob. 9)

# =,r*t 
[-'[ 

(2t,H' ].+Jt *1,
Expectation value

(7-39) eq of motion

We can use all
operator results

fromfree field in
H.P. for
interacting fields
in I.P.

All quantum fields
are same in I.P. as

free case in H.P.
Same field
equations, same
solutions

Expectation values
same in I.P. as in
S.P. and H.P.

The I.P.

The I.P, und its
advantages, in a
nutshell

The above relations (7-27) to (7-38) are summanzed in the bottom half of Wholeness Chart 7-1.

7.3.4 Big Benefit from the I.P.
Note (from Wholeness Chart 7-l) that (7-37) has the same form as the operator equation of

motion in the H.P., except that we have iL16 in the I.P. and H in the H.P.

This means if we were working in the H.P. for the special case of free fields, where Il - H6, then
that H.P. special case equation of motion for an operator would be the same as the I.P. general case

equation of motion for the operator. Hence, we can take all results we obtained for operator
behavior in the H.P. free field development of Chaps. 3, 4, and 5 and use them, as iso in the I.P.
general case development for interacting fields.

For quantum field operators (such ut (i = Q, W or Ap1, Q-37) has identical form to the H.P.
equation of motion for fields where H = Ho. Thus from our note earlier on pg. 189 under"O as a

Quantum Field", (7-37) reduces to the Klein-Gordon equation for scalars, the free Dirac equation
for spinor fields, and the free Maxwell equation for photons. Quantum fields in the I.P. behave just
like the free quantum fields we have already studied.

If you are now saying 'ogreat" to yourself, then you recognize the value of the I.P.

7.3.5 Expectation Values in the I.P.
Expectation values remain the same in the I.P. as they were in the S.P. (and H.P.). This should

not be too hard to prove to yourself by doing Prob. 10. Measured values remain the same, but the
underlying math differs. A familiar refrain in studies of the quantum realm.

7.3.6 Visaalizing States in the I.P.
Consider a single particle scalar plane wave state expressed in the coordinate basis. In the S.P., it

looks like, where K is a normalization factor and sub/superscript meaning should be obvious,

lO) , = Q!*," = Ke-iEt+ik,'t = Ke-iqt-iEt+k.x . (740) ':#{"r;tr;:"
Note that Er is a number, a measured value if we were to measure, and thus is the same in any dependence out
picture. Transform the staie (7-40) to the LP., of states

U;IA)r-eiHrtpr,state=y riHotr-iErt*iErt+ik'x :ysiEote-iE0t*iElt+ik'x- yr-iE,t+ik'*=lQ),.t1-+t)
see Box 2-3 expansion

So we see that the state in the I.P. varies in time only with the interaction energy, in accord with
(7-3S). (Use (7-41) in (7-38)). The operator Ust takes out the Hs dependence of the ket.

7.3.7 Bottom Line for the I.P.
In the I.P.

. the state equation of motion depends on only the interaction Hamiltonian H7l,

. operator equations of motion depend on only the free Hamiltonian F/s, thus, importantly,

. the operator equations of motion in the I.P. are the same as the operator equations of motion
in the H.P. for free fields (i.e., for H H 

= F1g with HtH = 0), so all operator relations derived in
Chaps. 3,4, and 5 are valid in the I.P.,

o meaning the free field case Klein-Gordon, Dirac, and Maxwell equations (of motion) from
the H.P. are the same as those in the interacting case in the I.P., and so

. quantum fields Q, W and Ap in the I.P. (the solutions to the field equations of motion) are

the same asthefree quantum fields solutions in the H.P. developed in Chaps. 3,4, and 5.

So in the I.P.,

. we only need to solve the state equation of motion (7-38).
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Wholeness Chart 7-2 summanzes the above and provides examples from the three pictures for
states and operators.

7.3.8 A Subtle Point
I don't recommend that the newcomer get sidetracked thinking too much on the following at this

point in her/his studies. we include it here to be complete
Our commutation relations for fields involve the conjugate momentum (again, / 

t 
represents a

generic field)
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n, =d{: for free fields + o, =% .' atr I 
a(i'

wholeness chart 7 -2: Hxamples from the Three pictures

States Operators Expectation Values

Schriidinger
Picture

t*l\s=Hlv)s

Time dependent

Examples

Shrddinger eq in NRQM
Klein-Gordon, Dirac,
Maxwell eqs in RQM

d?s aos
=-- A

dt Dr

Always time indep in this book

No operator eq of motion to solve

#=r(vl -,lu',a]lv)s
Ity)s changes in time;

(2 s 
always const in this book

Heisenberg
Picture

lY)nr = constant

Time independent

Like frozen ripple on icy
pond.

No state eq of motion to
solve.

d(2H

dt = -iloH ,nf

Time dependen t it I(f , H * O

Examples

Interactins field eqs of QFT:
For fl= Q + Klein-Gord interact eq
For 0)= V..+ Dirac interact eq
For (f = AF -+ Maxwell interact eq,

Dyn variable opers , (f = P, F/, etc

#="(vl -,Iu,'//]lY)"

lV )a const in time;

(f oftenchanges in time

^d0Same .: as S.P.
dt

Key point ff Hf =0 (i.e., H =Hdthen above

equations are free field equations.

Interaction
Picture

t*lg,=nllv),

Time dependent if
Hl *0

d(21

_ - -if(21 ,Hof

Time dependen t ff ld, Hol * 0

Examples

Free field eqs of QFT (If H=Hs, d=d)
For (i,e 4) = O + Klein-Gord eq
For 0,1= 0l) = V..+ Dirac eq
For (J (= (J') = AF -+ Maxwell eq

Free field dyn variable opers of QFT

#=,(vl- tlu',H/]lv),

lY )r changes in time if
n! *0:

(y' changes in time if

Kj, aol + a

Same 
od 

urS.P. and H.p.
dt

Key points
In I.P. we have to solve
state equation of motion
(if there are interactions).

If we use I.P., we can use all operator relations from free field eIT
(Chaps. 3,4, and 5) in interacting field eFT.

(As an aside, I.P. is same as H.P. if there are no interactions, since H = Ho)

(7-42)
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In Chaps. 3,4, and 5 we dealt exclusively with free fields and thus, exclusively with the free part
of the Lagrangian Lo.In this chapter, we are dealing with the full Lagrangian, L = Lo + Lr. If Lt
contains no time derivatiygs of fields, then the RH and LH equations in (7-42) are the same. In

QED, this is true. See Lrrtz't of Q-2A).

Thus, all of the relations we developed earlier involving commutators (including creation and

destruction operator properties, number operators, Hamiltonian and charge operators in terms of
number operators, etc.) will still hold in QED.

For weak interactions, the interaction Lagrangian does contain derivatives, so the equality of the
RH and LH sides of (7 -42) does not hold. However, by making similar assumptions to those of this
chapter for weak interactions, one can obtain a viable theory.

7.3.9 Operator Relations We Can Use in the I.P.
Thus, if we stay in the I.P., we can use

1. free field operator solutions /, ty, and Ap of Part I for interactions

2. free field operator creation and destruction properties for interactions

3. free field number operators for interactions

4. free field observables operators for interactions

5. free field Feynman propagators for interactions

7.3.10 Notation Change

From now on, we will be working solely in the I.P., so we will tend to drgp the / superscripts (on

operators) and subscripts (on states) indicating the I.P., except for Hi andTli .

7.3.1I "Eigenstates" in QFT
The word eigenstate in QFT generally means a state of one or more particles for which each

particle has a specific, definite 3-momentum, and additionally, for each fermion, a specific, definite
spin state and for each photon, a specific, definite polarization. Such multiparticle states are

eigenstates of the 3-momentum operator and the Hamiltonian (since a given particle energy level is
readily deduced from its 3-momentum). In the I.P., these operators would be the free field operators
Ho and P6. Such eigenstates are also eigenstates of number and charge operators, as we have
developed them in Chaps. 3, 4, and 5. That is, each eigenstate has a definite number of each type of
particle and a definite charge (equal to the sum of charges on the individual particles).

7.3.72 Summary Wholeness Chart
Wholeness Chart 8-4 at the end of Chap. 8 summarizes the interaction picture results and all

material between here and the end of Chap. 8, i..e, from operators, states, and propagators in the I.P.

to Feynman Rules for QED interactions.

I strongly recommend keeping that chart by your side as you work through the rest of this, and

all of the next, chapters.

7.4 The S Operator and the S Matrix
In particle theory we have many different interactions that can occur. Many different incoming

particles can interact with one another. And for every set of incoming particles, there are multiple
final (and often different) sets of outgoing particles.

By way of exampleo one such set of incoming particles is the electron and positron of Fig. 1-1 in
Chap. 1, pg. 2. In that figure, the outgoing particles are a muon and an anti-muon. But another
possibility comprises the intermediary virtual photon mutating back into an outgoing electron and

positron. Or an outgoing tau (also called a tauon or tau lepton) and anti-tau.

As another example, we could have two incoming electrons that scatter off one another by
exchanging a virtual photon resulting in two outgoing electrons (with many different possible

individual momenta). Or an incoming electron and a photon scattering off one another (Compton
scattering) to result in an outgoing electron and photon (with different individual momenta).

These different interactions have different probabilities to occur. So how do we keep track of
each and every possible interaction, or more particularly, how do we keep track of the individual
probabilities for each to occur? The answer, at least in principle, is something called the S Matrix,

A subtle point
relevant to weak
and strong
interactions

Operator results

from free field
theory we can use

in interaction
theory if we use

the Interaction
Picture

Will generalty
drop "1" script
indicating I.P.

from here on

"Eigenstate" =
each particle in
state has definite
3-momentum

Eigenstate also
has definite total
energy, nurn of
particles, &
charge

Use Wholeness

Chart at end of
Chap. 8 as study
rest ofthis chapter
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shorthand for Scattering Matrix (since each of these interactions is considered a scattering process).

7.4.7 The S Matrix
Consider a column vector for which each component represents a different initial (incoming)

quantum eigenstate (typically multiparticle), as on the RH side of (7-43).

t 
rt ,o, 

,tf,, 
,p,

'r',p"tI,ot

'r',p'''*f ,ou
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We keep track
of probabilities
of dffirent
interactions via
the S Matrix

Each $ of S
Matrix is the
transition
amplitude
between an initial
eigenstate and a

final eigenstate

lSy;12 is probability
of transitionfrom
initial eigenstate
li) to final
eigenstate lfl

S Matrix
represents all
interactions and
has mostly zero
comps, with
diagonal comps

for lil = tfl

Review of
scattering
example from
Chap. I

Snn bbno operator
changes initial
eigenstate ket to

final eigenstate
ket

erl,pr,t),r,

ert,rt 'e) ,rl

'r',p'''I',o'

sr r srz srr su

szr szz szz szi

s:r szz s:s s:;

(7-43)
S/t Sf, S/, Sl

€12,F't

trt,pt'

€'t ')r-,p-

Trr,k,

€ r' ,p''

€r',p''

€t jy-,p-

Tr',kt

Eigenstates S Matrix

vector on the LH represents

al Eigenstates

Each component of the column a different final (outgoing)
eigenstate.

The square of the absolute value of each component of the S Matrix connecting a given initial
and final state equals the probability of that transition taking place. For example, the probability of
the first initial state above, of an electron and positron with particular spins and momenta,
interacting to become the second final state, of an electron and positron with somewhat different
particular spins and momenta, is

Sj,Sr, =lSz,12 = probability of 1st eigenstate transitioning to 2nd. (7-44)

Thus, if we recall the meaning of "transition amplitude" from Chap. 1, each component of the S

Matrix, Sn is a transition amplitude for a particular reaction (scattering event, transition, interaction)
between particles in particular eigenstates.

Our job from here on out: l,earn how to calculate Sp for any given interaction.

Note that i) the S Matrix is huge, infinite really, as it not only includes all possible types of
interactions, but all possible momenta magnitudes and directions for each type (all possible
eigenstates), ii) many (most) of the components of (7-43) equal zero, since many interactions (such

as e,T --- e,e+) are impossible (for the example, because charge is not conserved), and iii) the
diagonal components effectively represent no interaction taking place, i.e., we have the same exact
final state as the initial state. For example, lS33l' represents the probability that the particles in the
3'd (typically multiparticle) final eigenstite will be measured to be unchanged from the initial ones.

7.4.2 The S Operator
You should now go back and read pgs. 2-3 in Chap.l. Note that (1-6) is the transition

probability for the initial state of Fig. 1-1 to transition/scatter into the final state. It is the square of
the absolute value of the particular component of the S Matrix connecting those two states.

For simplicity at this point, consider having final e- e* in Fig. 1-1 instead of final p- p*.e- e*

-> e- e* is known as Bhabha scattering, and Fig. 1-1 with the above change represents one type of
Bhabha scattering. Note that we got to (1-6) from (1-1), which is similar to (7-45) below. In both,
operators act on a ket and step-by-step convert that initial ket state into the final ket state.

rrans amprit = (r* "- lff 
rc @/w) *,(v/v) rana*rl, "l = (,. ,-l t"f;:ti,:", l, ") Q-4s)

l--l
operators that convert
initial ket into final ket

= same state as bra

\....._/J

one operator
symbol=several

sub-operators
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In Chap. 1, we alluded to, but for simplicity effectively ignored, the integration shown in Q-a5).
(We will see how it comes in along with certain constants and subtleties not shown rn (7-45).) You
can begin to suspect that the tyandA operators shown in (7-45) are the fields we have been dealing
with for several chapters now. As in (1-1) to (1-6), these operators destroy the initial particles,
generate a virtual photon that propagates until it is destroyed, at which point the final particles are

created. The bra represents the final state. When, after all the operator fields in (7-45) have operated

on the ket, the ket has changed to match the bra, and there are no more operators left, only a number
sandwiched between the bra and ket, which we call Snnau6o. The bra and ket inner product =1, so we

are left with the number Sahobho as our transition amplitude (our associated S Matrix component).

Thus, where we express the spin and momenta explicitly,

Transamolit= (r*, t( I lr \

\- ,',P' t ,''o^l t"{#tifl' 
l'- 

",p' 
' 

",r')
comprised of
sub operators

(r* ,r,ot € ,4,p41 W lr* ,r,o, , ,o ,po) r 7-46)

number left
after opers act

s snoaho (r* ,. ,r, ,- ,o ,ooll, , , " ,^ f= s.ri for this interaction.

-lSo, for any interaction, we seek an operator Sorrrp that sandwiched between the initial state ket

and the final state bra, gives us a number that equals the transition amplitude (i.e., the relevant Sp .)

That is, for the operator Sopry,p

Scattering
transition
amplitude Snnotn,

foundfrom
operator Soprrato,

Bhabha

initial ket, and

final bra

Transition
amplitude Syi for
any given li) and
lfl found from
similar operator
acting on li)

St = (f lsrr",,nltl (no sum on i or /).
Note that, Sorn,fi takes the initial eigenstate into the final eigenstate.

sop,,,p l;) = s,l/) (no sum on I or /) .

(7-47)

(7-48)

7.4,3 General (Non-eigen) States

Beyond the single final eigenstate of (7-48), we seek a most general form of Srorn such that the We seek a single

same Sorrrwill give us the appropriate Sp regardless of the initial and final states. That is, one operator So'o
thnt includes all

single operator,soper that can be used for every possible initial ket and final bra of (7-47), but gives such operators,

us different (conect) 51 numbers for each different interaction. This is what we will soon determine . i'e', that is good

Note that a given initial state of certain particle types (such as an electron and positron) can for any li) or lfl

result in any of several possible final state particle types (electron and positron, muon and anti-
muon, or tau and anti-tau). Further each of these final particle combinations can have different
individual momenta from that of the initial particles (tlough the total momentum would be the same

as initially), and thus there are many possible final eigenstates even for the same final particle types.

So for any given li), there are many possible 1fl, each with a different probability of resulting
from the interaction. The final general state is a sum of eigenstates each having a certain probability
of being detected when the state is measured (when general state collapses to an eigenstate). Soper = surn of
Symbolically, where C/is the amplitude of the normalizedfh final eigenstate, operators, each of

lO =Ici l/)= Wli)=Zs**,rli)=(s,r"..',+s,*,,r,+'..)li) i:;:;?i:::,li;'|
eeleml / vields ./ c '

fi;al srat€ u'tt nna 'oPet
eigsratos AmPlitudz of each

=sorulilil+so*,.2,1i)+s,*,,r'l;)+....=sul1=t)+st,l1=z)+s3'l/=3)+"' (7-49) eisenstatun is
\-i-----jj !-:.-.---:, trAwition

lst final 2td final 3rd final
eigen$tate eigenstale eig€nstale amplitudc 56= S

= r sn 
r r) trh comp

f
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Section 7.5 Finding the S Operator

From comparison of the last line with the second part of the first line, we see that Str is the
amplitude of the normalized.fih final state, and thus we have the

probability of measuring final state l/) giu.n initial stile 
I 
i)=ClCf =tlS,o =ltrlt . (7-50)

(no sum on"f )

Since the total probability of finding some final eigenstate upon measuring is one, then

Iltrl' = t conservation of probability

197

As usual in
quantum theories,
square of amplitude
absolute value =
probability of
measuring
eigenstate

Conservation of
probability ->
sum of absolute
values squared of
amplitudes = 1,

i.e., sum of all
probabilities = 1

How to find any S

Matrix component

from the S
operator

We need to find
S operatorfrom
our theory

Using the state
equation of
motion in the I.P.

to find Sop'

(7-51)

f
(7-51) is called the conservation of probability relation, because our probability of measuring the
initial state before the interaction was l, and the probability of measuring some one of the final
states is 1. (We can't measure nothing after the interaction. We must, with a probability of 1,

measure something and all possibilities are included in the general final state.)

7.4.4 Finding the S Matrix from the S Operator
From (7 -49), we can find any given Sp component of the S Matrix, such as the/= 2 frnal state,

(f =zlln)=(y =2lIs'l/) -(7 -21(s,,lf =t)*szilt =z)*sr;lf =:;*..;
r (7-s2)

- (7 =2lSr,lf = z]l+ (many zero termr) = Sr = (1 = zlsor",lt|.

In general,

s.fi = (f ls"r,,1il., (7-s3)

7.5 Finding the S Operator
You may now be thinking that since we have the creation and destruction operators we need

already from our theory so far, we can simply use them in relations like (7-45). To some degree, you

may have a point, but there is a formal theory giving us the form of Soorr, and we shall develop it
here. For one reason, we would not know the appropriate constants to use in a relation like (7-45)
without the full theory. Additionally, there are subtler issues we have yet to bring up which that
theory addresses, but our simplified approach does not.

7.5.1 The S Operator from the State Equation of Motion

We can find the Sop* we seek from the state equation of motion, the only thing we haven't

already solved for in the I.P. formulation. In the I.P., our state equation of motion, where lY)

represents a generic state (multiparticle typically), is

t*lr(')), = Hllv(')),. (7-s4)

In terms of the notation in (7-54), and with subscripts i and / indicating initial and final,
respectively,

= sop",(r.r,,,)l*(t,)), = sop,,(tr,t,)ll , (7-ss)

where we note the Soo* must be a function of the initial and final times. Taking our final time 7 as

time r in (7 -54) (the state at time r is the final state in effect that has evolved by time r), we have

lr)= Irr lr)=l*(r )),
f

lv(r)), - soo,,(r,r,)lw(r, )), .

Using (7-56) in (7-54) yields

ift(s,*l*(r, )), )= H! (s"u",l*(r, )), )
This becomes

(7-s6)

(7-s7)
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= 0 as ket not
t'unction of r

and thus the differential equation for Soorrl*
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,Ytw(,, )), + isuo,, 
*,t*(,, )), = Hl soo,, lv(,, )),,

,y-alsopu,

-il', alat
Soprr= K e rti 

)

must
-l

-i(r ntdt -'!:! I af aar
Sopur=€ rti ' =e 

'v

(7-s8)

(7 -se)

This has the solution

Dffirential
equation

for Sor*

Solution = Sop*

If initial state
had unit norrn,

because Soo* is

unitary, final
general state

has unit norrn

Physical space
view of action of
So\r, ---+ one state

turns into another

where we note that K in front must equal unity, since, for / = t;in (7-60), Sopr, = K, but to agree

with (7-56) with t = ti, Sop* must - 1, the identity operator.

We caution the reader that we are being a bit cavalier mathematically here, since ^g/ is an

operator and not a c number. Doing it in this manner should help make things easier to understand at

this point, but after finishing Sect. 7.6, you should read Appendix B, to see precisely what we mean

by (7-60).

Our final form for S6p"1 with t=tf in (7-60) is (note the incorporation of the Hamiltonian density)

(7-60)

(7-61)

In principle (it isn't so simple practically, as we will see), if we know Hf , we know Soour, and

we can find the S matrix from (7-53)

(7-62)

i th eigen
state here

Importantly, note that because (7-61) is a unitary operator (see Box 2-3 of Chap. 2, pg. 27) the
norm ("length" in abstract Fock space) of lF) remains the same as that of ll). If li) was normalized to
unit norm, then so must lF) be, i.e.,

rr (il;)= r, then I = (,lrli)= (tlslo,,s"r,,lt) -(r'lr')= t . (7-63)

If each !fl ir normalized to have unit norm (which for us it always is), then from (7-62) and
(7 -49), (7 -51), the conservation of probability relation must hold.

7.5.2 Ways to Visualize the S Operator

There are two ways we can visualize the operation of Sop* on a state.

Phvsical Space Example

Consider our Chap. 1 example of an initial e* ande+ annihilating one another to become a virtual
photon, which in turn mutatei into a finat 1t- and p*. Each possible outgoing state could have

different momenta for the two particles (with same total momentum). Each such state would be a
different possible (multiparticle) final eigenstate. Each would, in general, have a different
probability of being measured from the other final eigenstates. Of course, we could also have final
states of fermion piirr ,- ,* o, T- T*, each with many different possible particle momenta. So,

l.r=zl

sr= (fls"o,,1i1 =qJ t*il=(rl ,-'l:{ [

1 eig lF \=sum
state t- t

01 erg states

l/=r)

z!aax

lv(', ))

electron-positron final states muon-antimuon final state

Sopu, converts the initial eigenstate into a final general state sum of eigenstates where the square

of the absolute magnitude of the coefficient of each final eigenstate, Sp, equals the probability of
measuring that final eigenstate.

electron-positron fi nal states
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Fock Space Example

In Fock space (see Chap. 3, Wholeness Chart 3-2, p9.68), where every eigenstate can be

visualized as a separate axis in an infinite (abstract) dimensional space, the Sor* can be visualized

as a sort of abstract "rotation" in that space. The initial state vector li) is "rotated" by the Sorrrinto a

new vector with components along the eigenstate basis axes.

In Fig. 7 -2, we illustrate this for a final general state composed of only two component
eigenstates (because we can't draw any more axes on a2-D sheet of paper).

This should seem reasonable, as (7-61) has the form of a function e-ig where dis the angle a
complex quantity (a phasor) in complex space is rotated through. Also, from (7 -63), we see the

norm (abstract "length" = 1) of the state vector is unchanged under the operation Soprr, i.e., we have

a different final vector but it has the same magnitude. This is what happens in rotation.

By close analogy, a complex number can be represent as z - RriQ with length R. Operating on e
-ie ' -i0 ,. = ,-'t Rr'Q = Rr-iQ 

*'/, 
wrrictr has the same length R, but is rotated through d.wrthe lse z

Fock space
(most dimensions suppressed)

?2 
Assumption: only two

final eigen states

li=l2 =lf=ls

Figure 7-2.The Action of the S Operator Visualized in Fock Space

7.5.3 What is Hl in the I.P. of QFT?
The interaction Hamiltonian Hf is different for different interaction types, i.e., different kinds of

forces. It is one thing for electromagnetic interactions, a different thing for weak interactions, and
yet another thing for strong interactions. Our present task is to identify it for electromagnetism.

From Fig.7-1, recall we seem to have discovered a general rule that the interaction Lagrangian
(or wave equation, or Hamiltonian) for states in the S.P. of RQM is the same as that for fields in the
I.P. of QFI. For free fields, the H.P. and I.P. are the same, so this is consistent with our prior work.

Using this rule fbr RQM e/m theory and QFI e/m theory (which is quantum elegtrodynamics or
I

OED), *r got (7-20).From that, we can find the e/m interaction HuroittfrGnJirfluiu

7{,t/2't - -/:,t/z't - -eVG)yp Ap(r)w|) senH! = I H,t/Z'td3 x ,

and for QED, this can be used in (7-61) and (7-62).

In the I.P., fields (operators) behave like free fields, as we have seen. Given this, we take the
fields V/, t[, and AF as free fields (even though they are part of the interaction Hamiltonian).

We leave further exploration of (7-65) and the development of QED to the next chapter.

7.5.4 Scattering Volutne V Same for All Particles and Taken = &
The question then arises as to what volume % and what times ti and ty, we are referring to when

we find a given ,Str from (7 -62). Won't the probability of an interaction rise if two initial particles
are together for a longer period of time? And will the volume over which a particle (wave) is spread

affect the probability of it interacting with another particle (wave)?

First, the volume V we integrate over in (7-65) and (7-62) is the same volume we use in the
normalization facto rs L / JrV r4 u"O ,[* t Vn, for the fields AF and ryin (7-65). (See Wholeness
Chart 5-4, pg. 156.) All particle-waves are assumed to occupy that same volume V and thus the
Hamiltonian density will be generally non-zero over all V.

Of course, almost every real world situation differs from this. Real world interacting particles do
not typically occupy the exact same volume. In scattering experiments, for example, target matter
may be a fixed object, but a stream of particles is directed toward it. A target particle wave is

(7-6s)
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i.e., QED
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essentially confined to the object, but the other particle wave is directed toward the object and
typically not only extends outside the object's surface, but only spends part of the time with any
portion of it passing through the object's volume.

Full resolution of this issue, which is often a source of significant consternation for students, is a
topic best discussed in Chap. 17 (Scattering), after we have learned more theory. For now, we need

to simply accept that the Sop* acts on a multiparticle state wherein all particles are confined to the

same volume V for the same time period. And the probability for any final multiparticle state to be

measured inside V at the end of the time period is lStrl2.

Further, it turns out, as we will see in Chap. 8 and beyond, that the mathematics involved in
finding Str are made enorrnously simpler, instead of being quite intractable, by taking V -> *. So, in
developing the theory, we will take V as extremely large. This again, does not seem to correlate with
the real world, as particles/fields do not extend to infinity, or even effectively to infinity. However,
we will find, again in Chap. 17, that results obtained by making this assumption can actually be

used to successfully predict real world experimental results.

7.5.5 Scattering Time Duration Taken = &
The probability of finding a particular final state inside a particular 3D region should change

with time. This is similar to particle decay. As time goes on, the probability of a decay being
measured increases. There generally are, of course, a number of different possible final states, with
different probabilities of being measured, at any given time.

Consider the situation for which ti - - o<., and tf - oo. In that case, we would have a sort of

equilibrium of final states, in the sense that Sou* would have had enough time to operate such that

each possible final eigenstate probability would be fixed, and no longer changing with time.

We would then have a certain probability for each particular final state to be measured. From
the initial multiparticle state U= 1), we would have probability lszr lz of measuring the 2nd final state,
lS3ll'of measuring the 3rd final state, etc. after infinite time had passed.

We will find that, similar to 3D volume, considering the integration time for the operation of
Sop* to be very large, effectively infinite, will be advantageous in developing the mathematics of
QFI. Fortunately, again as we will eventually see, the results using this assumption can be used to
accurately predict real world experimental outcomes.

Thus, we define an infinite spacetime S oprrby the symbol S as

'='l!3*U' 
t*'ti 1*)= u-il\ulaa* '

7.6 Expanding Soo.,

Soprrcanbeexpanded(inaTaylorseries likee* = 1 + ***U**313! +...) as

S opr, (, , ,, ,) = ,-'l! 
n ! (t)at

- $ (-i)' (r
4 nl Jti
n=u

(7-66)

Volume V:
i) same for all
fields,
ii) equals
integration vol,
iii) taken -+ oo

to simplify math

We wiII be able to
use results

assuming V-> *
to predict
experiment with
V.finite

Infinite time of
interaction yields
equilibrium of
final states

Taking integration
time (t1 - f) -+ ""
simplffies math
and can lead to
correct prediction

for experiment for
finite time duration

Ssp5afor infinite
4D spacetime
region = S
symbol

Sop.,. expanded in
Taylor series

* r -,1';,' ,! (tr)dt, -$r{(t, n! (,,)d,,)(!:,' n! (tr)"r)}.
(7-67)

f,' ,{rI U,)n! (,r)...a!(t, )] dt4tr...dtn .

ff the Hf above were numeric functions of time, it wouldn't really matter what order, with
respect to the tn, we carry out the integations in (7-67). However, since they are comprised of Earlier in time
operators (see (7-65), for example) that act on a ket state to their right, as in (7-55) and (7-62), we operators in
have to be sure that at each point in the integration, the time-wise earliest operators are acting first. that expansion
The operation of the operators must occur in the order they occur in nature, in time sequence. So, operate frrst
the earliest operator must operate on the ket first, i.e., it must be furthest to the right. The next
earliest to op€rate must be second from the right, etc.

. This means that at each point in the z dimensional space whgre each axis is a different tr, the
I1/ dependent on the earliest time of the tr should act first, the H1' dependent on the next earliest of
the rn should act next, eic. See Fig. 7-3 for a two dimensional illustration of this, where we are

integrating over the tl-t2 plane.
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Time ordering
is hard
mathematically;
normal ordering
is easier

Wick's theorem
can convert
Dyson time order
to normal order

t1

Figure 7-3. Time Ordering of Integrand in /, Space (All but two dimensions suppressed)

We indicate this ordering with the time ordering operator symbol ? (see Chap. 3, pg. 72) in the
integrands of (7-67). The order of the integrand operators is rearranged as we integrate over all t,,
dimensions, such that the operators are time ordered at every point (tt, tz, ... tr).

See Appendix B to clarify some subtle mathematical issues in (7-60), (7-61), and (7-67).

Taking our integration limits to infinity in both space and time, as in (7-66), turns (7-67) into the
time ordered infinite spacetime S onch i.e., the Dvson expansion of the S operator.

(7-68)

SPECIAL NOTE: (7-68) is the usual definition for the term "S_gperalgl" as used in QFT.
Infinite time and space, along with time ordering, are assumed for the more general case of arbitrary

time and space limits, in what we have been calling Soprr.So a big difference between Sopu, and S
is that time integration and volume of interaction for the latter are always infinite. From now on,
when we use the term "S operator", unless otherwise stated, we will mean (7-68).

2nd NOTE: Similarly, the S matrix elements Sp in the literature usually correspond to the values
for infinite time duration and infinite volume of the interaction. For us, they could represent either
case, of finite time/volume or infinite time/volume, but from here on, unless otherwise specified,
they will correspond to the infinite time/volume case.

Also note the symbols we can use for the terms in (7-68)

,(o)

7.7 Wi"ck's

= i r(') .12-oe)
n=0

s(2)

s= 1 -,J- al Q,)do*, -+L Lr{ol Q)zl $)laaxdo*r+......

,(r)

Theorem Applied to Dyson Expansion

7.7. 1 Backgroand for Wick's Theorem

Time ordering, as we have in (7-68) (or equivalently, (7-69)), is cumbersome to handle
mathematically, because we can't keep the same order of operators throughout the integration over
time. Fortunately, we can convert S into non-time ordered form, where the order of operators does
not change during integration, via a handy theorem developed by Gian-Carlo Wick.

Wick's theorem converts time ordered products of operators into normal ordered products of
operators (see Chap. 3, pgs. 60-61) and some things called "contractions".

Definition:
For generic fields A and B (either of which could be Q, W Ap, f , etc) where

, {ui (,J zl 6...21 ft)laa *rdo *r.,do *n'=:#l* I*
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A- d + t =Ad +A' B- B: + g: =Bd +B', (7-70)
oil'#' 'ff:',"" o:#' 'ff:l*

a contraction (note the square edged under bracket symbol) is defined here (we have chosen the

simplest of several equivalent ways to define the contraction) as

The plus sign subscript implies anti-commutation, which is used if both A and B are fermionic. The
+ in front of the relations on the 2nd row takes a plus sign for commutation. a minus for anti-
commutation.

Note that for fields, as we have seen from the beginning, all commutators/anti-commutators of
(7-71) are zero unless A = Qand B ' d , or A = tyuna n =V, etc. For the non-zero relations, let's
first review our derivation of the propagator.

Review of the Propagator

In Chap. 3, (3-144) and (3-145), p8.77, we summarized the scalar Feynman propagator

derivation first four steps as, for a particle (where x --+ xt and y - xz),

iAp (x1 * x)= lolr{/ Q)QI (', )}lo) = (ol aQ) /t ("2 )10) ir t2<4 (particle)

" Contraction"
deftned

(7 -71)

= (ol[p. (q ),pt- (', )]lo) = lo. Q),0'- Q)f= ,i1,9;::l
a number same number e- sYmbol for

= I 
1 
,-ik("-') 

o:p = - -, g __ 
r-ik('r*) 

a4k .-WJ-q w'- 
e3 1c*-*-p2

if t1<t2 (anti-particle)

Review of
propagator
derivation

for t2 < t1

Review of
propagator
derivation

.for t1 < t2

Review of
propagator
derivationfor
either time
order

Contractions are
zero except when
they equal a
Feynman
propaSator

(7-72)

(7-73)

(7 -74)

and for an anti-particle,

iL p (x1 - x)= (ol r {o 6) ot (*r)} I 
0) = (o 

I Qr (*r) / (", ) I 
o)

= (ol[ot. (", ),p- (q )]lo)= [i] to l,p- t" l] =:i 
,,1+;::-)

a number ruttt"ilu-tu.i e'-symbol for

r rrik(*r-k).^- i r ,*ik(x1-ml=#i?'u=fii,frdlk
The fifth and final derivation step combined the final parts of (7-72) and (7-73) into a single relation
(see (3-143),p9. 77)

i;'p (x1 - *z) - LT irY- d4k.--r \'-, -'.! 
eo)o Ln, _ p2 +ie

End of Propagator Review

Note that (7-71) has the same form as the middle term of the middle row for both (7-72) and
(7-73). Thus, whenever a contraction (7-71) of scalar fields is non-zero, it is a scalar Feynman
propagator. Similar results hold for spinor and photon fields.

Thus, special cases of contractions (the only non-zero cases) are

QG)ot 0r\ = or (*r)o\t) =iAr Qr- *r.)
t_ll-l

Vo(*r)Vpftr) =* Vp(*z)Wo(*t) = iSroB(n- *r)
tt

o' Arl o' (*r) = iD#'(', * t, ).
t---l

l--l
(7-7s)
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Review of Normal Ordering

Recall from our earlier work in Chap. 3 (Sect. 3.6.6, pgs. 60-61) that normal ordering consists
of placing all destruction operators to the right hand side inside a given term. I noted in that chapter
that I consider the application of normal ordering there to eliminate the lz quanta terms in the
vacuum ad hoc, but in the present application, it arises naturally as a part of the mathematics of
Wick's theorem, as we are about to see. Symbolically, we use the symbol N to indicate normal
ordering, i.e.,

N (ABCD...)= an destruction operators placed to right of all creation operators . (7-76)

As part of our definition of normal ordering, note that the switching places of two adjacent
fermionic fields gives rise to a sign change. This can be justified, in part, because fermionic fields
obey anti-commutation relations. For example', given [C,D]a = 0, CD = - DC.

Non-adjacent Contraction Operators

We will encounter terms like A(n)B(*z)C(rr), where an operator (B in this example) is
t_l

sandwiched between two operators that form a contraction. Because contractions are Feynman
propagators they are c-numbers and not operators (even though they can be expressed, as in the
LHS of (7-75), in terms of two operator fields.) Hence in a term they share with operator fields,
contractions can be placed anywhere without affecting the term. That is, contractions commute with
operators. For example,

A ("t ) B (*z) c (", ) = a ( 
"r ) 

c (*t) n (*r) = B (*t) A ( rt ) c (r, ) . (7-76) + |

t---tt--tl_l
However, in what is about to come, it will prove efficient for our symbolism if we define normal

ordering of terms including contractions so that the following holds true.

= tA (r, )c (xr) nd (xr)
t--l+

minus sign for C and, Bd
both fermionic (i -i6) + Z

= !.8' (*r) a(r, )c (r, )
t_-t
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In other words, normal ordered lerms with contractions in them will take on whatever sign
would occur if we treated the contraction as two operators rather than a c-number, and exchanged
operators to put creation operators on the LHS and destruction operators on the RHS of the
contraction.

This definition extends to terms with more than one operator (such as B above) and more than
one contraction. Simply make the successive exchanges needed to get all operators originally
sandwiched inside the contraction outside of it, and count the sign changes needed for those
exchanges. Only fermions exchanged with adjacent fermions entail a sign change.

Notation Modifrcation
We will henceforth use subscripts in place of parenthesis arguments for fields, i.e.,

A(q)-+,a. a(x,)r(q)c(q) -+(eoc),, v\)f ep(,)V1r,1-(,yf euV\,,.(7-77) t:::,I;:"*t

t One might wonder about the cases where we switch positions of particular adjacent fermion operator
fields whose anti-commutator does not equal zero. Things still work out if we follow the same procedure
for this case, as well, but it is more complicated. We address this issue in Sect. 7.8.
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7.7.2 Wick's Theorem

We only state Wick's theorem here and leave the justification of it for Sect. 7.8. The theorem

turns a time ordered product into a series of normal ordered terms and contractions, which, as we

noted, helps us in calculating interaction probabilities, because we can keep the operators in the

same order as we integrate over time.

Wick's Theorem is

r {( ar.,.)x1 ....... ( A8...) *,} = N {( a4...),, ....... ( ar...).o, }

*'{ 
11lgB)*z }*"{,i39'' }+ 

+N{ (o'):!j)'" 
}

* N j (ABC...)x1(ABC...)x2 ...1+ w 
trenc..),|(ABC...)'z 

...|+..,.

I r_r_r I I t r-r-r _r I
+ (all normal ordered terms with three non-equal times contractions)

+ etc.

(A8...)rr - Hl (', ) = -'(W eov) 
*,

The result will be QED.

7.8 Justifying Wick's Theorem

(A8..) *z * Hl (', ) = *r(Vro eow) , etc. (7 -7s)

(7-78)

Wick's theorem
--+ turning time
ordering into
normal ordering
plus contractions

Justification
to follow

No contractions

for operators
operating at
same time

Tltt - Dyson
expansion -->
Wick's theorem

Form of ?7rI

used in QED

BUT, with N and
T, how can we

simpry\ commute
(or anti-commute)
operators that
don't commute
(anti-commute)?

Because if we use

the full
commutation (anti-
commutation)
relations to re-order
we derive Wick's
theorem

Note that there are no contractions between operators operating at the same time. We say there

are no "equal times contractions" in Wick's theorem. We will discuss equal times contractions in
Sect. 7.8.4

Note on Time Ordering: Just as in normal ordering, if we switch positions of adjacent fermions in
time ordering, we get a sign changg as well.

As an aside, aren't you glad now that we derived the Feynman propagator in Chap 3 (and Chaps.

4 and 5), so we didn't have to detour here through all those pages of sticky math before getting to
(7-71), (7-75), and (7-78).

7.7.3 Wick's Theorem and QED
In QFT, we take a given H1t lfrome/m, weak, or strong theory) in Dyson's expansion (7-69),

then convert that via Wick's theorem (7-78) to manageable form. In the next chapter we will apply
that procedure to electromagnetism by using (7-78) to re-express the integrands of (7-69) where

7.8,1 A Key Issue

In both time ordering and normal ordering, the assumption is made that we can simply

interchange operator order (with a sign change for two fermions). This assumes commutation (two

bosons or a boson and a fermion) or anti-commutation (two fermions) always holds.

Yet, as I noted in Chap. 3, when normal ordering was discussed there, doing so flies in the face

of the very foundation of QFT itself, i.e., that certain operators don't commute (or for fermions,

anti-commute). In fact, even in this chapter, our definition of the contraction (7-71) implies non-
zero commutation/anti-commutation for certain fields. So, it may seem at first blush, that in the

customary approach using Wick's theorem (7-78), we blithely assume it is non-zero in some places

and zerc in others.

7.8.2 So What is Really Going On?

The Short Answer

If we start with any order of operators AtBzCtD+..., we can re-order them any way we like, as

long as, when we doo we are sure to use appropriate commutation and (fot two adjacent fermions)

anti-commutation relations, which can be non-zero in some cases. The result for any such procedure

equals the same thing as the originally ordered relation, i.e.,
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forisinal) = a,tr"G D^... _( Re-orderedtimewise 
) _ [ne-ordered, desrruc opers on ''1 

,? o,.,\
\ order ) t L J r 

[using com/anti-com relsj [rigttusing com/anti-com relsj ' \/-ov''

If we define the symbol T" to represent time ordering via substitution of appropriate
commutation (anti-commutation for fermions) relations, and the qygbo![" to represent an ordering
of operators with all destruction operators to the right of all .o*ttu.ti* op"*to., via the same
substitution of commutators/anti-commutators method, then we can express 17-80) as

ALB zC 3D 4... = Tc {ernrcrO 0.. J = N, le, nrC rO 0...} . (7-81)

(7-83)

= (7-94)
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We state (ustification to follow) that this reduces to Wick's theorem (7-78) with the rime
ordering operator ?n simply a time ordering of operators assuming all commuiators and anti-
commutators are zero (so switching positions of adjacent bosons is always OK, switching positions
of adjacent fermions always simply results in a sign change, and switching positions of a fermion
and boson is always OK, as well.) Similarly, the normal orderinq operator N entails the same
switching method to get destruction operators all to the right of ali **tr"" 

"p.t.tors. 
Thus, Wick's

theorem for operators A fizCzDa,... is

r {ArB2c3D4...} = ru{4 Bzc3D4..} +lr{a, BzC3D4...J +ru{e FzCzD+..}+ .....[r_r J tr'-r-'l
(7-82)

+ (all normal ordered terms with three contractions) + etc.

In other words, for Wick's theorem application, we assume for bosonic fields 41 and 82, that
AtBz = BAt, even if the two fields don't commute. Similarly, for two fermionic fields C3 aid Da,
we assume C3Da - -DzC+ even if the two don't anti-commute. The theorem is structured so that
the result is the same as one would get by using the method of (7-gl).

A, Boson Examole

To help make this clearetr consider the simple example of only two fields in (7-81) where we
juf" 1t ,y, ilyt) and Bz = Q'@). we choose these because *. i.no* rhey don't commure, i.e.,
lilx),IQz\ 10, since th.e operatorc a(k) and a+1k; (and b(k) ano at(x)ii*]"""rved, and they
don't commute. So, ("rp)Qte) * Q'@)ilxr), or with the original symbols, ABz# BzAr. so, onl
would presume, if the theory is consistent, that we can't simpiy make the exchaige A1B2 -, BzAt,
as if they did commute.

With this choice of fields, (7-81) becomes (see the first page of Wholeness Chart 5-4 at the end
of Chap. 5 and note that if you haven't locked it into your memory yet that superscript minus sign
on a field designates construction, and a positive sign designates destiuction, then it is time to Oo Jo)

ArBz = Q(xr) Qr (*r) = (0. (", ) * Q- (*ttXp-. (*r) * Ot- (d)
- Q* (*r)Qt. (*r)+ Q* (r)Ot- (', )* Q- (*t)Qr* (*r)* O- (*)Qt- (*r).

Thus, let's set this equal to both the right and left hand sides of an equation, as in (7-80), then re-
order the LHS with lower times further to the right and the RHS with destruction operators all on
the right. We use the commutation relations and do not assume, as in (7-82) that the fields simply
commute.

Tc {AtBz} = N. {ernr} -+ orJ

* "{ff' ?!: }* " {!!,:,'i }.

'{
(*,

r,{QQt)Qr (,rt} = 
". {o|o.)ot @)}

Qi- (rr)* O- (*)Qi* (*r)* O- (x)QI-Q* (*r)QI* (*r)+ Q* Qr)
re-order with earlier time on right using commutation relations

))

N. | !* Q,)QI* (*r) + Q* (*t)QI- (*r) + a- et)Qr* (*r) * Q- (*)Qr-(", ) Il^ i'..-:1.- \-----/---.-..-r g; '-:j 
L

I z clestruction operators only term without destruction destruction-operator 2 creation operators III operaror on right on right^ )
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Case I l2< t1

For t2 < t1, the LHS (2"d row) of (7-84) is already in time order. The only term in the RHS That relation

@ottom row) that doesn't have destruction operators on the right is the second term. Those two tor t2< t1

fields don't commute, i.e.,

Q* Gr)Qr- br)-Ot- (*)Q*(',)=lo. 6),Qr-("r)] :;^+(l -;z) *0,
n aside, don't wony

about for now

where we reference the middle row of (7-72) for the meaning of the lA+ symbol. Some readers
report it is easier to follow the derivation the first time through if one ignores the Feynman
propagator equivalence and focuses on the commutator form.

Finding Q* (*r)Qr- (*r)from (7-85) and using it for the Znd term in the bottom row of (7-84), we

find (7-84) becomes

(7-8s)

(7-86)

A contraction
term arises from

(7-87) this procedure

Result for this
case: a relation
in T and N plus a
contraction term

(* Q)Qt* (*)+ Q* (*)Qt- (*)+ Q- (*r)Qt* (*r)* Q- QJot- (*r) -

Q* e,)Q,* 0r) * Qr- (r)Q* (", )* lO. &),Qt- tr, )]
only term we changed

+ Q- Qr)oI* (rr)* Q- Q)Q'- Qr)
all non-contraction terms have destruction operators, if any, on the right,

re-ordered using non-zero commutati on relations

From (7 -72) again, and the top row of (7 -71),

tg""* Pt ""- ignore for now

I o. U,),Qr-(', )] =&--|,1=,Tm;il = Q(xr)Qt (*r)L -.J 
l_l

for tr<t,

(7-86) was obtained by holding fast to the commutation relations of QFT. Using (7-87), and noting
that a contraction is just a number, so normal ordering is not an issue, we can re-write (7-86) as

r{lt',)ot (*)l = N{lfu)aI @)} + lo.6),Qr- (,r)]\---------v"---- + +
time ordered assuming normal ordered assuming a number, no operatoni, so
all operators commute all operators commute essentially already normal ordered

= N{QQt)Qr (*r)}* p(q )ot Qr)
t_l

where the N normal ordering and Z time ordering in (7-88) means we assume for that ordering
process that all commutators are zero so we can simply switch orders of adjacent bosons.

Case 2 t11 t2
Now, take (7-84) where t1 1 t2. The RHS will remain the same and equals the last two lines of

(7-86). We do need, however, to re-express every term in the middle line of (7-84).

Q* (*r)Ot* (*r) + O* G)Q'- Q) * A- fu)Qt* (*r) * Q- Q)Ol
re-order with earlier time t, on right using commutation relations

I

I 
h 1\ (7-88)

r,lQ* U)Qr* ("r )* Q* (*r)Qt- Ur) * Q- Q)QI* (*r) * a- Ur)/t- (" )l =
( g---------1r- \-----\a----.---- \-----v----J \---rr- |
| 2 destruction need to use non-zero need to use non-zero 2 creation 

I

I operators commute commutation relation commutation relation operatoni commute J

x,{QG.)A'U)I

ffi

That same(7-89) rehtion

forfi<t2
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Note that for the first and last terms in the middle row, the fields commute. We can re-express
the 2nd term using (7-85). We note the fields in the 3'd term do not commute, i.e.,

Q- Qr)Qi* (*r) = Q'* (*)Q- ("t )- lo'* Qr),/- ('' )] . (7-e0)

Substitutine (7-90) and (7-85) into the middle row of (7-89) and the RHS of (7-88) into the lowest
row, we find (7-89) becomes
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(7-et)

(7-e3)

A contraction
term srises in
this case too

(7-e4)

(7-es)

Same result for
this case of
reverse time order

Same result for
two fermions

Same result for
one fermion and
one boson

r"{oh)o' $r)l= Q'. 6r)Q* (r, )* Qi* (*r)Q* 6,)*la. 6),Qt t", )]
2nd term

+QI* G)o- (",)-lo'* Qr),Q- Q,)f*o'- Q)o- Q')
3rd term

= N" {o!')ol (*r)} = n{o Q)Q'(.' )} *lo. Q),Qi- (" )]
The bracket commutators in the first and last rows cancel. The negative bracket in the middle

line can be moved to the RHS (the normal order side), yielding

Q'* (*r)0. Qt)* ot- (*r)Q* ("r )* Q|* (rr)o- Gt)* oI- (do' Qt)
(7-e2)

-lv{QQ)ot (*rt}*[ot. Q),Q- ('')] ror t1.-t'v.

So (where we use the middle line of (7-73) for the Feynman propagator equivalence that we are
ignoring on the first look at this derivation), from the bottom row of (7-71),

tg""*'$ 
""* ignore for now

lQ'* (*r)'o- (n)] = ;l- (*, - xz)='ia'p (x1- d = 
f 
U)r,t (', ) '

and (7-92) becomes

r{o&)o' G)l = x{01',)o' Q)l + Q$t)Q' Ur) ror t1 1t2.
r-----\----------, + l_l

time ordered assuming normal ordered a'ssuming
all operators commute all operators commute

Comparin S Q -9q and (7-88), we see that the same relation holds for either ordering.

A Fermion Example

By doing Probs. 12 and 13, you can prove to yourself that the same general relation

r{w6)V$r)} = N {wQr)V@)}*vQt)V(*r) ror \ 1tz and t2 <t1
l__-l

holds for two fermions as well.

One Boson and One Fermion Example

By doing Prob. 14, you can prove to yourself, knowing that the commutator of a boson and

fermion is always zero, that

(7-e6)r {0(4)V Qz)} = N {QQt)V Qr)l * QUt)V Qz) ror \ I tz and t2 I t1 .

t_l
u----v------.--J

-0
Other Combinations Same result for

Photon and scalar fields commute, as do neutrino and electron fields. So the general relation different type
(7-96) holds for all other combinations of fields, where the fields are of different types. bosons/fermians

Bottom Line
We have proven Wick's theorem for two fields of any types for any time order. For generic

fields Ar and Bz, it is
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T {AtB?} - N l,apzl + ArB, for any time order .

t_l

7.8.3 More Than Two Fields
Hopefully, we have gained some comfort with Wick's theorem by working through the

examples with only two fields. And perhaps, we can simply accept that the mathematicians have

proven Wick's theorem formally, for us. Much like integral tables, which we employ regularly
without proving each relation we use, we can simply accept Wick's theorem, apply it to our work at

hand, and move on.

Those wishing to dig deeper and understand a bit better can read Appendix A where we extend

the above type of analysis to three fields. In that appendix, we then use induction to justify Wick's
theorem for any number of fields.

For those who feel the need for a formal proof, see the original article "The Evaluation of the

Collision Matrix" by G. C. Wick (Phys. Rev. 80, 268, 1950), or any of "Notes on Wick's Theorem

in Many-Body Theory" by Luca Guido Molinari (wwwteor.mi.infn.iV-molinariA,lOTESAMick.pdf),

Quantum Field Theory for Mathematicians by R.Ticciati (Cambridge University Press L999, pg. 85-

87), and Field Quantizationby W. Greiner and J. Reinhardt (Springer, 1966,pg.231-233).

7.8.4 The Issue of Equal Time Operators

Turnins Our Different Times Relation into One with Some Egual Times

Readers may have noticed that (7-82) seemed to be stated for fields A$2C3D4... where times 11

of field At, tz of field Bz, h of C3, etc. are all different (none are the same time.) In contrast, our
statement of Wick's theorem (7-78) was more general in the sense that it has several fields at the
same time, such as AtBtCtDt... = (ABCD...\ all at the same time, and AzBzCzDz... =
(ABCD...)n all at the same, but different from /1, time.

We can generalize (7-52) by taking, for example, 11 = /2, so that A tBz + AtBt. That is, wherever
we have different fields in (7-82), we can just assume some have equal times. We should thus be

able to derive Wick's theorem (7-78) entailing more than one field at the same time from our
relation (7-82). We would find (7-82) then looks like

T{AtBpt..FzGz..} = ry {etntct..FzGz..}*lr |Arntq..FzG2..J*lr{At BPt....Fzcz..}+..- tr r J tr-r J

(7 -e7)

(7-e8)

Result: Wick's
theorem proven

for two fields

Three fields
treated, and
extended by
induction to more

fields, in
Appenclix A

Operators at same
time seemingly not
treated in above

But can generalize

by taking tz = t1,

for example

But then we get
equal times
contractions,
which are not in
Wick's theorem

Many treatments
resolve this by

assuming Hrt it
already normal
ordered

*t{ff' c' Ff,' }*tI^'',!,3,'}.
+ (all normal ordered terms with three contractions) + etc.,

which with slightly different notation looks a lot like Wicks' theorem (7-78).

The Fly in the Ointment

The one difference between (7-98) and Wicks'theorem (7-78) is that the latter (7-78) has no

equal times contractions, whereas the former (7-98) does. How do we resolve this?

Resolving the Fly in the Ointment

i) The Traditional Resolution: Normal Ordering in Interaction Hamiltonian

In traditional QFT, we apply Wick's theorem using \lf , which for QED takes the form (7-7g),
which we repeat below.

(atr...),, - Hl(r, ) = -r(v r' Aov) -, (t8...) *, = Hl Gr) = -r(v ro eov) 
", 

etc. (l-ss)

In that approach it is common to assume the fields in each of Ttf @r),711@il, etc ate already

normal ordered. That is,

z/ f *, ) = -eN {V ro erw} *, Hl ( *, ) = -eN {V r' Aovj r" etc. (7-100)

If that is so, then all equal time contractions on-the RHS of (7-98) are zero, since each is arrived
at by re-ordering the fields V,V,A, for eacn 7t1(x;) so they are normal ordered. But if they are

already normal ordered, no such re-6rdering is required, and we have no equal times contractions.
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But, as I've said before, normal ordering assumes all fields commute (or for fermions, anti-
commute), and since QFI is grounded in, and only exists because of, non-commutation (non-anti-
commutation) relations, there seems to be an inconsistency. So, I prefer the following resolution.

ii) Another Resolution without Invoking Normal Ordering in ]lf :

Consider three fields (like /, Ap,V ) operating at the same time that we will label AI,B;CI, eoch
composed of a construction plus a destruction operator. Superscripts cd imply construction and
destruction, respectively. With ourN" andT, reordering, one such component of Ar^BrC1 yields

N,{e;n{c,'}= e!n(c{ =n{ar"r(r(l = r,{e;a(c(l=Af B{c{ =r{ein(c(J 
(7_r0r)

r{et nl c{ }= ru {e; n( c( } - no equal time commutator (contraction) in wick theorem.

Another component, where we note that if all operators operate at the same time, we can time re-
order them any way we like (as long as we include the proper commutation relation), yields

209

But this may
contradict basic
postulates of QFT

Other resolution

for equal times
contractions = 0

For simplifying
choice for order of
equal time factors,
equal times
contractions
cancel out, and we

can leave them out
of Wick's theorem

If we included them
anyway, they would
lead to non-physical
situations

Summary of how
Wick theorem
arises from
commutator/anti-
commutator
relations

r,{o( qc(l-- n; e{ c( + lo( ,nflc{ = 
"{o/ 

nf c( }*[o,' ,affc(
r,{1 nf c(I = W + lei ,n:lci =r{Ee(c{I*[af ,nffc(

;illlff $:t"i.,".11111%h-,,Ioiu,o, =4{tii}
r{e( nic( }= "{o/ 

Bf c( } - no equal time commutator (contraction) in w

'l 

[nr*, rn"
f{ rquur

| [to "cono 
Q-102)

)

ick theorem.

Repeating for each component of AByC1, we can always choose the time order I we want, since
all operators operate at the same time. With the right choice, we get a commutation relation on one
side of the equation that cancels with one on the other. Parallel logic holds for fermions/anti-
commutators.

This choice of time ordering results in the simplest form for our theory (always the preferred
starting point in any theory development) and as we shall see, correctly predicts experiment.

Thus, N {etntCt}=T l4B9l -+ no equal time commutator (contraction) in Wick theorem. (7-103)

To those who might contend that the above is simply sleight-of-hand use of normal ordering, I
reply that equal-time commutators, if included anyway, lead to non-physical situations. For
example, conservation of 4-momentum in certain associated interactions would only be possible for
particles having zero energy, i.e., for particles that do not exist, and thus can be ignored. We will see

this in the appendix of Chap. 8.

The bottom line: Equal-time contractions don't play a role in Wick's theorem (7-78) for QFT.

7.8.5 Summary of Wick's Theorem

To get Wick's theorem, we start with a series of operator fields, operating in arbitrary order and

set it equal to itself, i..e, AlB2CzD+...= A$zCtD+...
On the LHS, we then re-arrange operator fields using commutation/anti-commutation relations

such that earlier times are to the right of later times. We herein use the symbol T, to represent this
re-ordering procedure. The final result of the LHS equals the original LHS expression, since at each

step, we simply substituted equivalent relations for the original pair of adjacent operators.

On the RHS, we re-arrange operator fields using commutation/anti-commutation relations such

that destruction operators are all to the right of creation operators. We herein use the symbol N" to
represent this re-ordering procedure. The final result of the RHS equals the original RHS
expression. Thus, the final RHS equals the final LHS.

The final result of these operations is the same as employing Wick's theorem (7-78).

In Wick's theorem, the time ordering operation T re-orders operators with earlier times to the
right of later times, but assumes we can switch orders of adjacent operators as if they commuted (or
for two fermions, anti-commuted). Similarly, the normal ordering N operator re-orders with
destruction operators all on the right, but assumes we can switch orders of adjacent operators as if
they commuted (or for two fermions, anti-commuted).

Using the T. and N" procedures, we find contractions arising in the final result. Using the T and

N operations, we insert those same contractions, as designated in Wick's theorem.
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7.8.6 Applying Wick's Theorem

In QFT, we use Wick's theorem to re-express the Dyson expansion (7-69) in a more suitable
form, more amenable to calculating S matrix values (and thus probabilities). In Dyson's expansion,
we assume the Z operator, not the T" procedure, re-orders the integrands.

7.9 Comment on Normal Ordering of the Hamiltonian Density

Many practitioners of QFf, and many textbooks, employ normal ordering of the Hamiltonian
density, both the free and interaction parts, as standard operating procedure. In carrying out such
ordering, it is assumed that all possible pairs of operator fields have zero commutation (or anti-
commutation) relations.

As I've noted in this chapter (interaction Hamiltonian) and in Chap. 3 (free Hamiltonian), I
consider this procedure to be inconsistent with the foundational basis of QFT, which postulates the
non-zero value of commutation (anti-commutation) of certain operator fields.

However, as a counter argument, it is possible that Nature has organized things such that the
Hamiltonian density is actually normal ordered, "out of the gate" as it were, on the micro level. On
the macro level, with many quantum fields forming a macroscopic field, the normal ordering issue
is not relevant, as macroscopic fields, to high order commute. This can be seen by re-writing a

typical commutation relation in non-natural units, e.g.,

(7-104)

In our day-to-day measurement systems, 6 is extremely small (1.055 x 10-34 joule-sec) and so

this commutator (7-104) is, from a macroscopic perspective, effectively zero. (7-104) is one of the
postulates of second quantization, from which all of our other non-zero commutation relations, such
as those for a(k) and a'(k;, are derived. Hidden in all of those relations, when expressed in natural
units, was the fact that, from a human sized point of view, the commutators are effectively zeto.

And thus for our macroscopic Hamiltonian density, we can have any order for the fields
involved. The usual such order, the one we assume has the same quantum form when we quantize,
is not normal ordered. But it could be, and we simply are unaware of it, because macroscopically
the normal ordered and non-normal ordering Hamiltonian densities are essentially the same thing.

Thus, I concede, though I am not comfortable with it, that Nature might indeed have normal
ordered Hamiltonian densities at the quantum level. As I have shown in the theoretical
developments in this book, however, such normal ordering is not required to develop a consistent
theory.

The one possible exception to this is the prediction of a virtually infinite number Vz quanta in the
vacuum as we discussed in Chap. 3. Normal ordering of the free Hamiltonian density there
eliminates those pesky things, which have yet to be unequivocally measured in experiment. In a

footnote in Chap. 3 (pg. 50), I referenced an article by me in which this issue may be resolved
without recourse to normal ordering.

Bottom line: QF't can be developed without imposing normal ordering on the fields in the
Hamiltonian density. It can be argued that such normal ordering is inconsistent with the
commutation relation postulates upon which QFI is founded. However, it is possible that Nature
may incorporate normal ordering at the quantum level, though our classical theories, from which we
induce QFT, are formulated without it.

7.10 Chapter Summary
In Prob. 4, you were asked to summanze the first part of this chapter on RQM interaction theory.

The theme of the remainder of the chapter, QFT interaction theory underlying principles, is
summarized in the first two pages or so of Wholeness Chart 8-4 at the end of Chap. 8. That
comprises an overview of the interaction picture, the S operator, the S matrix, Dyson's expansion of
the S operator, and Wick's theorem.

Note that the principles developed in this chapter are applicable to the electromagnetic, weak,
and strong interactions. For the rest of this volume, we apply these principles solely to
electromagnetism. That application gives us quantum electrodynamics (QED).

lO' $,r),o, (vl\) = Q' 77, - n,Q' - ih6',6 (x - v) .

7{rI in s of Dyson
expansion in
terms of T
operator -> S in
terms of N and
contractions in
Wick's theorem

Non-zero
commutators (anti-
commutators)
values are very
small, = 0 at
macroscopic scales

So from human
perspective, all
fields effectively
commute (anti-
commute)

So H could be
normal ordered a.t

micro scale, but
our classical theory

.formulation would
be blind to it &
have evolved in
non-normal
ordered form

But a viable QFT
can be developed
without recourse
to normal
ordering of the
Hamiltonian
density

This chapter
summary at end
of Chap. I

This chapter:
general principles
of interaction
theory applicable
to e/m, weak,
strong forces
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7.11 Appendix A: Justifying Wick's Theorem via Induction

7.77.7 Three Generic Fields

We used specific fields Q and V we are familiar with in Sect. 7 .8.2 in place of the more generic
notation Ar and 82. However, we now switch to the more general notation, so that we can do one
example with generic fields and the results will be applicable to any types of fields.

Consider three such fields 41, 82, and C3, where we reorder the RH and LH sides of the identity

!r*C, = !*c, i.e., -) T,{AtBzq} = N. {etnrct}. (7-105)

Re-orderedtimewise Re-ordered, destruc*';:h.,H,f;ff' 
:ffit"#iliji,l''.:i-

Case 1, e<t21t1
For this case, the LHS of (7-105) is in time order and doesn't need to be changed.

2tL

(7-106)

Justifying Wick's
theorem for
three fields

As with two fields,
re-order using
commutator (anti-
commutator)
relations

Start with a case

for a particular
time orderT"{ArBzCl = A1B2C3 .

The first term after the equal sign in (7-105) becomes

AtBzc3= Nc {e'nrcu}= Nc {(^f * 4 ) 
(u! * t)(r!. ct )}

= Nc {(oi n! * ef nS + ef n! + Af B;)(c! * ci )}
t

nl *5e *lof ,4)*+ ,4i Bl + .t Bi)ki * ci )l

+A( gS tBi tS +Af tjg +Af 85

lqiB{, tQiA(_ rgil/
+ln!,c;f, +[a/,c5]_ +ln!,c5 )*

(7-107)

= Nc {(uf

where we substituted the commutation/anti-commutation relation fur e( B$, with the minus sign in

the last row for anti-commutation (when both fields are fermions). Now multiply the C3 field on the

RHS of the last row of (7-107).

4Bzct= N" {e,arcr}= N. 
[e( 

n{c{ t nge( c! *lo( ,ui)*c{ * $ nlc{ + Af Bic!\
I L I

I acnumber I' (7-108)

+ N. 
[o( 

tlct t B5A{ ci +lo( ,BE)*q + Af Bgci + 4 B;ci) .

Il;;;*,)
The upper row of (7-108) already has destruction operators all on the right side. The lower row

needs re-ordering.

AtB2c3 = N" {erarcr} = e( nl c4 t n$a( c{ + Af Bg c4 * Af Bic{

Re-arranging (7- 109), with boxes numbering terms to keep track of them yields

Al;zc3= N. {e,nrcr}= fiHclx u;fr r!. offlr!. offlr{ *lo(,81 ,,*

*l e( ,Bif c{
LJ+

ci +lo( ,B1f*ci (7-1oe)

tg Bl

lol tcSai/

{or',c]-
E

+ A( I u! ,ri}LJ+
E

Re-grouping once again, we have

t ngcie( t ngle(,cf 
]* 
t efflni. of lflrtl.* oifrr;

tr tr

(7-110)
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8trtrtr
4Bzcz = ,4 nlc{ t age( c! + ef alc{ + ef n$c{

trtrEtr
tcie( n! t nScie( t eycgn! + Af Bici

Contractions arise,
as with two fields,
but more of them

Signs of various
terms depend on

fermiordfermion
exchanges needed
to get the terms

Those exchanges
(their sr,gns) taken
into account by
the N operation
symbol meaning

Result: Wick's
theoremfor three

fields, this time
order case

Same result for
all time orders =
Wick's theorem

for three fi.elds

A pattern emerges

for more fields.
That pattern is
Wick's theorem

_ tr_ E.Etr_ -[q n_
* 

[o,' ,ut)*ct+ 4lui,;f ]_ t ogle(,cf ]* *W ,rtl*ut .

!--.--J \----\---J L----vJ l---a-----/

A1B2 for t2<t, U,:l: ro, ,t.r, A1C3 for t3<4 A1Q for r3<4

where the signs in the last two terms depend on whether fermion switching has been involved to get

to each term. We can re-write the last two terms, where the sign changing under fermion switch will
be taken into account automatically by the N operator (see (7-76) + 2) as

(7 -111)

(7-112)*u;l!ci ]* r [a(,cf ]_ 
B! = *" I!:* if: B! ='{tT,}

l----a---/ !--a-----J

,41C3 for 4<t1 ArCt for 4<t,
t_l

So finally, where terms noted in under brackets refer to (7-1 I 1), and we use (7-112)

J lrnrc, re-arranged using full commutation relations J

r {ernrcr} - (7 -113)

{ /l1,trrtl 
* N{ AtB2q} + NtA BzCt } + N{ AtBzC3} for Q <ty <t1

t.,gGr- '{ , ..'-' '" '
lst term in last row Znd term in last row last 2 terms

Other caseq other than /3 1t21t1
For cases where t3 1t2 < /1 is not true, we would have the same result for the RHS of (7-105),

i.e., it would equal the RHS of (7-113). But the time ordered side would be ordered using the T,
operator (using the commutator/anti-commutator relations when switching field positions.) As with
the two field case, we would get commutator/anti-commutator relations on the time ordered side

that would cancel with identical relations on the N. ordered side. You can do Prob. 15 to prove the

case for t2 1e ( /1, ond then, if you wish, play around with other time sequences to prove it in
general. The final result is that (7-113) holds for any time sequence for any three fields.

T{AtBzq} =lr{arrrCtl+N{ AtBzC3}+N{At BzCz}+N{ AtBIC3} for any time order . (7-114)
t_t

7.11.2 Wick's Theorem via Induction

l_ll_l

Comparin g (7 -114) for three fields to (7 -97) for two fields, we can see a pattern emerging. If we

were to carry out one more example with four fields, we would see additional types of terms
entailing two contractions. This pattern would be fully reflected by (7-82), and thus by Wick's
theorem in full, (7-78).

7.12 Appendix B: Operators in Exponentials end Time Ordering

7.12.1 Math Reference

For what follows we recall (hopefully, you have seen this relation before) the Baker-Campbell-
Hausdorff formula, where, for A and B as operators,

(7-1 1s)

If A and B commute, or are c numbers, we get the familiar simple addition of exponents result.
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7.72.2 Solution of Dffirential Equation with Operator

Consider (7-59), which we repeat below for convenience,

. dSor*,T_Hlso,,,,
and consider what we might naively expect to be the solution, (7-60),

-il! nlar
SoP" = € "'t

Then, the LHS of (7-59) can be found via (with (7-65) in the last line below)

,dso':!(t'ti) =, ]#r*(sor",(t 
+ Lt,t,)- s,0,,(r,', ))

dt

= i tim t(r-'lio' a 1{r)a'' 
- r-'I,ai 

u)d{)

tt-+o Lt

= i tim L(r-'f,.^' n I (oat'-'!i,'! (t)d/ 
- r-'X,u 

! v\dt\
tt+o Lt
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where in eED, H!V)=1H,1/2'11r'173x and H,\/z'r G) --rVU')yPw6')lo\').
For Commutine Variables in the Exponent

If the first term in the 3'd line of (7-116) contained only c numbers or commuting operators in
Hl,thenwe would have, via (7-115),

,dsop,, (r,r) 
= i fim L(r-,!:.o' a1 tfla,, r-,!l,a 

! Vlar 
_ r-t(,H'i 

@dt)
I4 dt a/-+o Ot

times commute

_i tim L( ,-,!i.o'olv)d/ -,lr-t[ 
nlvtar

ar-+o Ar [ )

-i tim^l( r-'t:.o'u {r)a'' 
-rl sop,,(,,,,)-ni-o 

At [ )

--, 3\o*(r-nl(r)t -l(ni(itt)z + - ,)r*,,(,,,,)

= i(-in! G))sor,,(,,,,) - Hl (t) sor,,(,,t,),

(7 -5e)

(7-60)

(7-116)

(7-1t7\

which is the same as (7-59).

But, the first term in the 3'd line of (7-116) contains operators in Hf ,that do not commute at

different times (during the integration over time process), and so, it seems, due to (7-115), we

cannot conclude that (7-60) is a solution of (7-59).

However, we can still make (7-60) meaningful by attaching a particular interpretation to the

symbolism, as we show below.
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For Commutins or Non-commuting Variables in the Exponent
To find a viable solution to (7-59) that is good regardless of the implications of (7-115), we srarr

by noting that (7-59) can be solved with

though this assumes we know the form of S,our(t1, /;). But we can use (7-118) repeatedly to solve
(7-59) via iteration. That is, plug

sop,,(tr,,,)- 1- t['i ul (rr)sor,,(tr,t,)dt,

s opn, (t ,r,)- I - ,l'r,u ! (rr)s oo,, (tr,t,) dt, ,

sop,,(,,,0)- t - ,lirri fu)d,, +Gil| lirritr, {fi u! Qrlatr)a,,

I is rD region tor H!(tr)at,

I is t D integration region for

I 
Jt u!(t")at,

N ififi")li,',,1*,

The above relation re-written as

[ (fi H ! U,) n ! (,r1a,r)a,, where tz I trarways

The above relation re-written as

[:([: H! (t,) a! (,,1a,,)a,, where t,lt,arwavs

(7-1 18)

(7-tte)

into (7-1 I 8), then express 5,,p,,(t2, /;) in terms of integration over /3 using (7 -118), etc. The resulting
infinite series looks like

See LHS of Fig. 7-4

Q -t2A)

+ (-;)3 
I',,ritn t[1,1J H! (,,t(f; a! (t,)a,,)a,,)a,, * ..

where no assumption need be made about the commutation properties of factors in the integrands.
In this case, for the bottom line term above, we must integrate over /3 first, then t2,then 11. In the
term with an integration over tn, the order is tn, tn-t, ....t2, /r. The LHS of Fig. 7-4 is a graphic
representation of the integration regions involved in the double integral term in (7-120).

t2

t1

The above two relations are equal, 6ven lor operators in integrands, since RHS obtained by switching dummy variables tl e t2 in LHS.

ry+ #$ is integration resion ror I:rl:rH! (tr)nl ('r)dtrdt, = I:r1,,

Put HlQr) on RHS when /,<r, i

put H!Q,) on RHS when t, <r,

, {ri (,,) n ! (t,)la4at,
+

Time ordering

t" over integration

,' region, always
have f, < f,

t',= t,
over integration
region, always
have f, < f,

Figure 7-4. Regions of Integration Related to Double Integration Term in Sor,, Expansion
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Fig.7-4 should be relatively serf explanatory (a picture is worth
line in that figure, where we simply r*it.h dummy variables in the

f,rfr' {' i u,) n ! @} dtrdt, = f,,(t'; a'l u,) n ! (,,) atr)at,

a thousand words). From the last
last term of the first line below,

. ti,(t'; n! (t,)n! (',1a',)a,,

\< tz region

= (,U';n! (',) u! (',1a',)a,, (7-tzt)

tzltt region

.ti,(f; n! (,,)u! (,r1a,r)a,,

@|dtrdt,

tz<\ region

=rt,(f;rl U,) u! (t,)a4)*,

Thus, for the double integration term in (7- lz0), we can substitute

Ii,(f;a I (t,) n ! (',) a',)*, = )I,t,, {o'l U) n !

For the triple integration term in the bottom row of (7-lz0), we get

I:,I,I,'{o ! Q) u! (,,) a ! (t,)}at,at,at,

= Il,rlt',l[fi a! (t,)(ff ul U,y",)",)on

(7-122)

(7-123)

*[,

.l;

r' r[tiJ

* I',,r!(4 )[fi a! U,)(ff u! U,y*,)*,)*,

n I (t,t(tl n ! Q,)(f;, | (,,) d,,)*,)",

r I:,,r! u;(lin! (t,)(ff n! 0,1*,)*,)*,

a ! (t,)[ff n ! U;(y, I Q) at,)^)",

* I',,, lt', l[l,j u ! (t,)(ff n I U,1 *,)*,)0,,

= ull,r,l al (,,1(f; rl (tr)atr)o,r)a,,,

Q)latratrat,

t,, i('i)[t: n i (t,)[ff n ! u,1a,,)a,,)a,,

=*I,f,l:,'{'i u,) n!

tz<tr region

I

Q)nl
(7-124)
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Repeating the procedure for higher integration number terms, we end up with (7-67) (with /lthere
equal to r here).

Thus, we need to interpret the exponentials in (7-60), (7-61), (7-66), and (7-67) as being defined
by (7-67), i.e., as implying time ordering in the expansion. Only by doing this can we avoid the

issues that non-commutation would bring in via the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula, (7-115).

Note that some authors use the time ordering symbol Zto indicate this, as in

sou,,(rr,r,)=r;tl"{ 
a!(t)dt. 

( 7-tzs)

We don't do that in this book, but we need to keep in mind that by (7-61) we mean (7-61).

7.13 Problems

1 . Show by taking each valu e of p = 0,1,2,3, that (7 -4) is equivalent to (7-3)'

2. Use (7-8) in (7 -7) to set (7 -6).

3. Use the full e/m quantum Lagrangian (7-15) in the Euler-Lagrange equation (7-7) with

Qn=r =V to get the full pirac equition (7-16).

4. Create your own wholeness chart summarizing, in less than a page, Sect. 7.1 on Interactions in
RQM.

5. From the equation of motion for the expectation value of an operator in the S.P. (to-g row, RH

column of Wholeness Chart 7-1) derive the same equation of motion in the H.P. (3'" row, RH

column of Wholeness Chart 7-1.) (Hint: Simply insert I = UIJ' in appropriate places in the S.P.

equation of motion.)

6. Show that the vacuum expectation value (VEV) for the photon.field is zero, i.e., (Ola' lO) = O .

Pick any state you like and show that the expectation value of Ap for that state is zero.

7. Show that?- =UIAf Uo=Hf only if llrs commutes with ]16. The last part of Box 2-3 in

Chap. 2 (pe. 27) may help.

8. Start with the S.P. state equation of motion (top left box in Wholeness Chart 7-1) and use Us to

derive the LP. state equation of motion (7-38). lHint: Insert I = UoUot brforc the kets, express .F/

= d = H0 + Hrs,and pre-multiply the entire equation by Uot.)

g. Start with the S.P. expectation value equation of motion (top right box in Wholeness Chan 7-1)

and use Uo to derive the I.P. expectation value equation of motion (7 -39).

10. From the S.P. expectation value of an operator, show that it equals the I.P. expectation value,

i.e. show (using (7-24) as a guide) that

o - r(yl?t lv), = ,(vl?'lv),.
11. Show that a commutator relation between two operators in both the H.P. and the I.P. is the

same as the commutator relation between the same two operators expressed in the S.P., if that

commutator equals a constant.

12. Use the full anti-commutation relations to re-order W(rt)V\r) two ways, first with earlier

times on the right assuming t2 1 t1, then with destruction operators on the right. Each of these

relarions is equal to the original relation VQr)VUr), and therefore they are equal to each

other. Show that Wick's theorem (7-95) and (7-82) holds for t2 1 tl, where the two operator

fields are ordered using the T and N operators (which assume all fields commute/anti-commute.)

Hint: Near the end, use (4-145) of Chap. 4 and (7-75).



Section 7.13 Problems

1 3. Repeat Prob. 12 far t1 1 t2. Hint: Near the end, use (4- 146) of Chap. 4 and (7 -'7 5).

14. Repeat Probs. 12 and l3 for the two fields AUr)V Q) .

15. In a manner similar to what we did in (7-106) to (7-113) for three fields for the c?se /3 1t21
/1, show that the same relation (7 -113) holds for three fields for t2 I fi < /1. Remember that in
both cases, when we place destruction operators on the right using commutation/anti-
commutation relations, we must have the same RH side, as in (7-l11), since it is the same thing
regardless of time order.

2L3d
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Chapter I

QED: Quantum Field Interaction
Theory Applied to Electromagnetism

"At the Pocono Manor Inn that spring day in 1948, Feynman
introduced his diagrams ... By all indications, litl was aflop."

David Kaiser, Kenji Ito, and Karl Hall
Spreading the Tools of Theory
soc. stud. Sci. 3416,879-922

And so he felt that his lecture was a complete failure, " a hopeless presentation".
S. S. Schweber recalling taped interview
with Richard Feynman on Nov 13, 1980

8.0 Preliminaries
The Pocono Manor conference, a gathering of luminaries including Oppenheimer, Bohr, Dirac,

Wigner, Schwinger and others, was focused on the major problem of the day - how to handle those
notorious infinities that crept into the exact (not approximate, as in the present chapter) calculations
of transition amplitudes. (See Chaps. 9, 12, 13,14, and l5 herein.) As part of the demonstration of
his solution to the issue, Feynman introduced his now famous Feynman diagrarns, a simple,
symbolic, short-hand way to organize the complicated mathematical expressions involved, and also
his Feynman rules, which associated certain mathematical quantities with each aspect of a given
diagram.

No one understood him, and several were skeptical. Some even wondered whether Feynman,
himself, knew what he was doing. Yet, before too long after that conference, the utility of the
diagrams became apparent, and their usage spread far and wide.

The lecture Feynman gave that day used Feynman diagrams as a tool for a greater end,
elimination of the infinities that plagued the theory. And what he did that day worked. It worked so

well that it earned him a share (along with Schwinger and Tomonaga, who did the same thing in a

different way) of the Nobel Pnze in 1965. On that, he had this to say.

"The work I have done has, already, been adequately rewarded and recognized.
Imagination reaches out repeatedly trying to achieve some higher level of understanding,
until suddenly I find myself momentarily alone before one new corner of nature's pattern
of beauQ and true majesty revealed. That was mry reward."

Richard P. Feynman
Nobel banquet speech

8.0.7 Background
In the last chapter, we showed how the S operator transforms an initial state into a final state,

and how the transition amplitude Sp can be found from the S operator. We also solved for the form
of the S operator and then expanded that (via the Dyson expansion) into an infinite series of terms
involving time ordering of operators and integration over all of space and time. Finally, we saw how
Wick's theorem could convert the time ordering into more manageable normal ordered form.
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8.0.2 Chapter Overview

In this chapter, we will take the result of Wick's theorem and apply it to electromagnetism to
develop quantum electrodynamics (QED). Note that for this chapter, we will only find approximate
values for Sp. We will do this by noting that the higher order terms in the expansion of the S

operator for QED should be small, and so restrict our analysis here to second and lower order terms.

We will
r Use ttf tor QED in the Dyson-Wick's expansion of the S operator

. Examine only lower order terms s(0), s(1), s(2) in the expansion

o Show how s(0) implies no transition, and dt) ir not a real physical process and irrelevant

o Analy ze allpossible terms in S(2), the second order portion of the S operator

r Use Feynman diagrams to represent individual interactions

r Calculate transition amplitudes for typical QED (e.g.,Bhabha) scattering processes

o Detail the short cut method to find transition amplitudes, i.e., Feynman rules
o Examine mixed lepton (p and eparticles in addition to electrons/positrons) interactions

r Define inelastic vs. elastic scattering (interactions)

o Discuss how to add amplitudes
o Look at attraction and repulsion in light of QED

Note that from now on we will be dealing exclusively with QFT, and not RQM, because the
latter cannot handle the general case of mutation of particles from one type to another.

8.0.3 Summary Chart
All that we will do in this chapter is summarized in Wholeness Chart 8-4 at the end of the

chapter. As in prior chapters, I highly recommend following along, step by step, in that chart as we
progress through this chapter.

8.1 Dyson-Wick's Expansion for QED Hamiltonian Density

Recall from Chap. 7, pg. 201, (7-68) and (7-69), the Dyson expansion of the S operator

,s=/-tf- Hl f *r)da*r -+l* llr{rl (*t)zf (*2)laa*dorr+.....
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Steps in applying

QFT interaction
theory to e/m to
second order
approximation

Be sure to use the
summary wholeness
chart, as yoa study
this chapter

S operator
(8-1) generically

For the interaction Hamiltonian density in (8-1) we use the relation discovered to work for
RQM, because we have learned that Hamiltonians for RQM expressed in the Schrddinger Picture,
as a rule, take the same form for QFT expressed in the Heisenberg Picture. We are working in the
Interaction Picture, for which operators (such as the Hamiltonian density) take the same form in the
I.P. as in the H.P. So, for electromagnetic interactions between electrons, positrons, and photons, the
quantum Hamiltonian density takes the form, where, with AltTp = / lsimilar to d of * / ),

'7'r'I --rl = -evAtvpv= -eVlv- -e(V. *V-)(/. +,4-)(r. +v/-), (8-2)/LI

=is(,) .(8-3)
n=0

s(o) s(t) s(2)

Note that for each S('). we have a factor in front of e' . The fine structure constant a in the
Gaussian system is e2l4nFrc, dimensionless, and approximately equal to 1/137. Recall from our work
in Chap. 2 (Prob. 2 there) that a dimensionless quantity is dimensionless in any system of units, and
has the same value in any system of units. Thus, in natural units

And plugging (8-2) into (8-1) gives us

s = / +ir!**(vAv)-,d4*t-+" I:* J]r{ (v/v),,(VAv),,lAa*raa*,+....

Interaction
Hamiltonian
density for QED

S operatorfor
QED interaction
Hamiltonian
density - sum of
terms

charge e value in
natural unitso=L= | -)e=^7oo =.303.4tr 137 \l 137

(8-4)

Hence, in (8-3), each term has a dimensionless factor in front of approximately 343/n that of the
prior term (the ru comes from the factorial in the denominator of each tdrm). Thus, higher order
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In part, due tu ertra

lerms should be significantly smaller than lower order terms and, in principle, we can approximate facnr of e/n in each

(8-3) by taking onlt the firsifew terms. In this chapter, we only deal with ,f ), dl), and Ca. term in S e'pansion'

we can then use Wick's theorem from Chap. 7 to re-express each time ordered term of the S higher order terms

operator (8-3) in normal ordered plus contractions form. ' smaller

8,1.1 S$l Tertn

The first term in (8-3) needs no re-ananging, as it is solely the identity operator. ,t'o) = r. ;#33f;
8.1.2 S@ Term

The second term in (8-3) has factors operating all at the same time tl, and so can be considered
time ordered. Wick's theorem for this case r€duces to

r {Gn,)" } = ru{(ar...)", } .

So, in terms of normal ordering,

s(t) = ,'l: x {VAvr} *,do 
r, .

(8-s)

Ftrst order
(8-6) term S()

8.1.3 S@ Term

The third term in (8-3), with integrals over two events, is time ordered. For that, we use Wick's
theorem expressed for only two spacetime events, i.e.,

r {Gn...) *, ( A 8...),, } = Lr 
{ 

( a u .. ) xr Ga..) .r}

.r{,1u-1:l B )rz}."{,i"-,.,^i ),,}+

+ ru [1erC...)xr (ABC...)xrl + N 16nC...1*,(ABC...)xr l *.... 
(8-7)

I r-r-r r i i r-r--r r I

+ (all normal ordered terms with three non-equal times contractions) + etc.

We then re-express the n = 2termin (8-3) via (8-7) with A = V, B = t4, and C = V to yield
(2) 

= -*r' t[aa *1aa *2 x

w{@Av).,(vAd.,j

+ru{t Vr4w)*,(Vr1D*r}* t {tVlwtr,(Vr4vl", }* N {rVAw)*,(VAD,r\I r r J tr--t J I t-r )

+N{( Wr4D*,WA4*r}+ (ottrer terms where single contraction = 0)

L contraction=o )
+ ru [( wAw) *,(V,4vt *r] * ru f@ /w1,,{v,4v) rr'l * t ltV Aw> r,@,1D rr)1,,--l I t ,,-, I J 1, ,--, ,' J

+ (other terms where at least one of two contractions = 0)

. (r,(?t1y).r*(terms where contractions = 0).

tt_ll
t--l

Second order
term SQ) has

many sub-terms

(8-8)

8,1.4 Physical Interpretation of the S@ :fr:;;#r-r:
Recall the S operator transfonns an initial (multi-particle) eigenstate state li) into a general final transforming

state lF), which is a superposition of all the possible final eigenstates !f that the initial state could initial state to
transition into. The amplitude of the/th state in the summation of states composed by lF) is simply frnal state
(f llr) . m" square of the absolute magnitude of that amplitude is the probability of measuring |fl.
We bail that the transition amplitude for li) becoming l1). Mathematically, tlle transition amplitude is
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srt=$tr t=(f ls.aIl fl=Vlsl;) =(f l5(o) *r(t) *t(z) *...1;)=rf;'*s!'* s9'*..., (8-ry

f
so we have to evaluate the impact of each ,S(') on the initial state li). We have to determine what
states, with what amplitudes, each term in ,S turns a particular initial state into.

8.2 S(o) Physically

Consider the operation of the ,S(0) term in the S operator on a state, say an electron and a photon
in momentum eigenstates. We find.

rf; , = (r l 
r,o, 

I 
i) = (r I 

stor 
lri,,,zo,, ) = (r l,lr;,,, l,k,, ) = (rlr;,,, ru,,|

(8-10)

= I if (f l= (ri,,,rn,,l, o otherwise.

This is the contribution to Sp from the zeroth term in the S operator expansion for two particles
that don't interact. Each particle has the same final momentum and spin/polarization state that it had
originally. They passed by each other, but didn't interact. The identity matrix in the first line of
(8-10) simply reproduced the initial state. We can symbolize this by writing

t_ \ I \

lro,,'Tut ) -lrr,, 'Tu,s ) 
.

normal ordered

2t7

Thus, each term in
S produces a terrn
in the transition

amplitude S7;

SQ) yields zero
unless final state

= initial state,

then Str(o) - 1

s0) trr*,
expressed as
creation and
destruction field
operators, is
actually 8 sub-
terms

Examining one
of the I terms in
S(l) -- what it
is physically

Chugging
the math

(8-1 1 )

There are no virtual particles exchanged and no change in 4 momentum.

8.3 S$ Physically

Consider the operation of the ,S(l) term in the S operator on an initial state

s(')lr) = (-i) Ioo *,rrt-, V,lwI.,lr) =,1 da *1rv{'(V* +V-\(/. + A-)(r. +.t/-)}, l,). (s-12)

If we multiply out the factors in (8-12), we will have eight different sub-terms contributing to the

^S(l) ter* in S. We will label these sub-terms u* s(l)whereT = 1,2,...,8.

8.3.1 A Look at One of the Eight Sub-Terms

l,et us examine one of these where our initial state is an electron and positron of particular momenta
and spin states, i.e.,

t{') l6,n ,€+ p2,r2) = t,[ ao xrn {v* e;/"/t*l 
,, or,rr)(8-13)

Substituting the expressions for the photon and spinor fields (see Wholeness Chart 5-4 at the end
of Chap. 5), we find (8-13) becomes

rl') 
lr*,n ,e+ p2,r2l = ir[ao- 

[n ,ffitr,, 
(k)al (k)e'ftxr 

)(nrTt,,(p')i,,(p'1r'in'xt\ro 
,

'(nr*"'(p')u"(p'1s-iP'*'Jl*'',' ''*p,'',1' 
) (8-14)

Destruction operators dr, and cr,, will destroy the ket (i.e., make it equal to zero) for all terms in the
sum except when i) p'= p2 and rt = rz, and when ii) p" = p1 and rtt = rl. Those will reduce the ket
to the vacuum state by destroying the electron and positron we started out with. Thus, we have

d')1"; ,,,,,*o,,,,1=

i,[aax1 
{[nuffi",,(k)o] 

(k)eibr)#rmrr(pz),-'r,*,f u,,(p,),-'0,' ]tol 
' (8-rs)

)

Each term of the remaining sum in (8-15) creates a photon with different momentum and
polarization states. So, (8-15) becomes (note sum over all photon states)
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tft)lr*,n ,r*pr,,rl =

Figure 8-1. Single Vertex
Interaction Feynman Diagram

Suppose lTkt,rt) is our final state of a single photon. For this final state, note that

@Jt{t)lr*,n,r*nr,u )= tl,? = transition amplitude for Fevnman diagram of Fig.8-1, (8-17)

(rl l;)

and from (8-16) and (8-17), where all terms having different bra and ket states drop out,

tl} = re!aaxr{rffiro,,,rulrto'ff,ffi:u(pz)r-'o'"'roun@)r-*'\}(ru,,,, 
ljru,,,, )
-1

- iep ,r, (kr yvrr(pz)Tpunlprllei(\-pz-pr)xr d4r, (8-1g)
,lZV3 !ol,eo,'p, fi,rt' t'12\rL/' tl\rrlffi

-ir(zr)a u@) 1rr- pz- p)ffirWr@tr,,, (kr )i,,(pz)Tpr,i(p).

Since p2, pl, 12,lnd \ zte known, we can calculate (8-18) (though with all the gamma matrices and
spinors involved it would be tedious). When we do scattering cross section calculations near the end
of the book, we will integrate over momenta, so delta functions will come into play there.

First important note: The Dirac delta function arising
in our calculation (see (8-18)) ensures that the
outgoing 4-momentum of the final state photon
equals the incoming total 4-momentum of the two
initial state particles. This, we will see, is a general
principle that holds for all transition amplitudes,
throughout Qtrf. Outgoing 4-momentum for any
interaction vertex (three particles interacting at a

point in a Feynman diagram) equals incoming 4-
momentum.

And this conforms with what we know transpires
in our world. Total 3-momentum and total energy, in
a system without external forces acting on it, are

conserved.

Second important note: The interaction represented mathematically by (8-18), and pictorially by
Fig. 8-1, is not physically viable and does not occur. To understand why, see Box 8-1.

8.3.2 The Other Seven Sub-Terms
Probs. 1 and 2 look at two bf the other seven sub-terms in the S(1) trrrn of S (see RHS of (8-12)).

Doing those problems and Prob. 3, we see that each of those sub-terms represents a single vertex
Feynman diagram, that each conserves 4-momentum, and that each is not physically viable.
Interactions they represent are i) T- e-e*:ii) e-y-, e-; iii) fe-e+--- vacuum, and more. (Prob. 3.)

8.3.3 Each Sab-Term Yields Zero for All But One Case

Note that the sub-term Sz(1) of Prob. I applied to the incoming electron and positron state of Fig.
8-l yields zera.

tlt)lr. ,r,,e+p2,,21- it[aorrN{ V- A*v* }"t l"r, ,4,r*pr,,r)= o

Result of the
math: transition
amplitude
contribution
from this one

part of S0)

Dirac delta

function in
transition
amplitude ensures
outgoing 4-
momentum equals
incoming

Process
represented in
Fls. 8-l

This interaction
cannot occur
plrysically because

it is "off shell"

There are seven

other parts r/S(t),
representing
dffirent types of
vertices

Each part of SQ)

yields zero except
the one part where

field operators
match states

(8-1e)

because /+ destroys any state (turns it into zero) that does not have a photon in it. Similarly, all
sub-terms except 51(') will turn an incoming electron/positron state to zero. So, we get
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Box 8-1. "Off the Mass Shell" - Why a Single Vertex Interaction is Not Physical

Relativistic 4-Momentu!0 Relation

Recall that, for a single particle,

*2 = Ez -p2 = pP pp = o for photons . (88- r . 1)

For a system of particles (like our initial electron and positron state of Fig. 8-1), we determine an invariant mass msys

(which is the same for all observers) from (B8-1.2) (where 4r*is the sum of energies ofthe individual particles, and p,r"
is the sum of 3-momenta of those particles),

4r, -P3y, = ^?r,,
(88-1.2)

and this is non-zero for the initial multiparticle state (system) of Fig. 8-1. (Note that rn"r" can be different for systems
having the same particles (i.e., same sum ofindividual rest masses), where those particles have different energies.)

Applied to the Interaction of Fis. 8-1

From the delta function in (8-18), we know that the outgoing 4-momentum for the photon of Fig. 8-l equals the
incoming total 4-momentum of the electron and positron, i.e.,

pr -[ll3)=pf =tt 
)

From, (B8-1 .2) and (88-1.3), for the incoming state, we have

n{ nip=(4 + Er)' -(p, +pz)'(pr +pz) = m?y, *0 .

For the outgoing state, the photon, we have

pf p r u = lEr :e,r\t -(p, *pr)'(pr + pz) - m!r, +0'
qrl kl kr

(88-1.3)

(B 8- 1 .4)

(88-1.s)

A plot of (B8-1.2) looks like the figure showno

i.e., a shell upon which real particle energies and 3-
momenta values must lie.

The surface in the figure is called the mass
shell. Real particles must be "on the mass shell" (or
simply "on shell"). Virtual particles can be, and
generally are, "off the mass shell" (or simply "off
shell").

ffisys = 0 for photons, so the photon mass shell
touches the origin. The photon of Fig. 8-1 is off
shell for its own mass ttsys = m = 0 (because, due to
4-momentum conservation, it is on the mass shell
shown at left of the incoming particles state).

But (88-1.5) must equal zero for a photon. That it doesn't equal zero means we can't produce a real photon as shown in
Fig. 8-l and thus the reaction pictured there cannot take place. It is prohibited by the relativistic law of nature (B8-l.1).
Virnral Particles Not So Limited

We will soon see that virtual particles are not limited by (B8-l .l ) and (B8-1,2). They are never measured, but only
exist fleetingly. Thus, an interaction like e e'- T -, [e- (Bhabha scattering of Fig. 8-2, pg. 221) where 7is a virtual
photon and, as we will see, does not obey (B8-1.1) and (B8-1.2), is possible. Virtual particles have certain freedoms to
ignore some laws that real particles must obey. They do this so fleetingly that we can never measure this behavior.
However, the initial state and the final state 1e e'and e-e- in this example) can be measured and must obey (B8-1.2).

The photon of Fig. 8-t, contrary to the photon in Bhabha scattering, is not interacting again and so it is real. It is not
fleeting and virtual.
Off the Mass Shell

Eryr= P.ly'

PLry,

n2 --2 2t ,ryr - Pry, = tft ry,

l
Piys

P 3y, axis suppressed
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s, =(rlst'll;)=(rlsf')ls!l) *...*r{tll*,,n,€*p,,rl= g :l',1C,,' 
,e+p2,r2)=o (8-20)

-uttyi"iOr*ro --' 
;m;,tffi

because the only ket left is an off-shell photon with I = ptq + p2p, and that is a different state from,
and thus orthogonal to, any real final state photon, which cannot have this value for t{. Thus, the
transition amplitude.for Fig. 8-1 is zero. Similar logic for all single vertex interactions means we
can simply ignore,s(t) from here on.

8.3.4 Conclusions

S(l) gives rise to single vertex interactions, which are not physical, i.e., they do not occur.

We can represent all eight sub-terms (vertex interactions) of the S(l) term via

s(r) = re[ da xrl {Veut ov} ,, where

So we can

ignore S0)

,S(l) gives rise to
all possible
single vertex
interactions

None of these
can occur
physically

^(2\J' ', Srves r$e to
all possible
two vertex
interactions

So('), the first sub-

term in SQ) i, tik,
two separarc {t)
terms and thus
cannot occur

Sr(21 sub-term

i, {2) has a
photon
propagator and
creates/destroys
positrons and
electrons

- (2\J6 'CAn

represent
Bhabha
scattering

_J

V =W- + P- destroys spinor anti-particles and creates spinor particles

V =V+ +y/- destroys spinor particles and creates spinor anti-particles

lra - AF+ +Al- destroys photons and creates photons.

It is noteworthy that we have finally reached the point in QFT where we see the transmutation of
particles (e+ and e 

* 
into a photon in Fig. 8-1) first discussed in Chap. 1. More of this below.

8.4 SQ) Physicalty

.^.If you guessed that since S(0) hu, no vertices, and S(l) ,.pr"sented single vertex interactions, that
S(') will represent two vertex interactions (like the scattering of Fig. 1-l , pg.2), you guessed right.
l,et's see how that happens by examining (8-8) term by term.

8.4.7 The No Propagator Term Sn(zl

The first term in (8-8) is

sf;) = -*" ![aa *raa kN {(V/w) *,(VA,/r) kl. (8-22)

This represents two independent processes like S(l) (for example, Fig. 8-1). The two processes

do not interact with one another and each behaves as if the other did not exist. There is no virtual
particle (Feynman propagator) linking them. Think of two separate single vertex Feynman
diagrams, each being one of the.eight different types you found in Prob. 3. Neither of these can

occur, as seen in Sect. 8.3, so S4''' does not represent a real physical process and is ignored in QFT.

8.4.2 The Photon Propagator Term Su(21

Consider the second term in (8-8) acting on an initial state

(8-21)

(8-23)sf) 
I il --*,2|!aa*,ao*,N 

{rr(!!y,/,).,}1il
Remember the contraction is the Feynman propagator, so (8-23) represents an interaction having a

photon virtual particle. Also, the propagator is a number not an operator, so the only operators at
play in (8-23) are spin Yz creation and destruction operators. Thus, the only initial states (8-23) could
destroy would be electron/positron states; and the only final states it could create would be
electron/positron states. We call these types of interactions four external lepton interactions.

lrt's examine what (8-23) would do to an incoming state composed of one electron and one
positron with an outgoing state also composed of one electron and one positron. Note that we will
not write out symbols for e- and e- when it is obvious what the particles are. The time forward
arrow represents e- and the time backward arrow, its anti-particle e+.

In Fig. 8-2, both scenarios have the same incoming and outgoing particle states, which are all
that we can measure. The internal virtual particle interaction is not measurable, so there is no way
we can tell which of the two interactions in Fig. 8-2 gave us the Bhabha scattering. (As an aside, our
example in Chap. 1 (e' + e* -+ lt- + p*) only had a diagram like that on the left hand side of Fig. 8-
2. That case was chosen there to keep things simple.) Bhabha scattering actually entails both types
of interaction, i) an annihilation of e- with an e* follo*ed by a creation of the same two types of
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particles, and ii) one of the incoming particles emitting. a virtual photon which is then absorbed by
the other particle. In both cases, we can have the same initial and final particle states, i.e., the same
incoming momenta and spins for both and the same outgoing momenta and spins for both.
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Bhabha scattering
can occur in two
ways, represented
by two dffirent
aspects of SnQ)

Bhabha transition
amplitude is
sum of transition
amplitudes of the
two dffirent ways

Calculating the
transition
amplitudefor
the first way

region inside which we
cannot measure

time
€

Figure 8-2 Bhabha Scattering Can Occur in Two Ways

When we calculate the transition amplitude for Bhabha scattering, we have to add the
contributions from each way in which it can take place. Thus, for the Fig. 8lZ interactions,

s nhobbo = tt1) * sf) . (8-24)

Consider the first type of Bhabha scattering with the S operator acting on the incoming state,

tF'l ep,,n,r*o,,,,) = -* ,2 !!aa*rdo*rN {<v/w1.,(VAw)" }l'o, ,n,r*r,r,) . (8-2s)
I r.-r J'-"

Atx2,the ty+ paltof ty*rwoulddestroytheketelectron; the P+partof p*rwoulddestroythe
ket positron; and we would be left with the vacuum l0). The propagator would then create a virtual
photon at x2 and propagate it to x1 where it would be destroyed. Then , the ty- part of lzxl would
create a positron at xi and the V- part of Vxtwould create an electron there.

We find the transition amplitude for the first type of Bhabha scattering represented by S!21) via

tt1) = (ru,,;,r* r;,,;l 1fl Fi,,n,e+ p2,r2) = 1(A,n,,r* o;,,;l*
only opers for

[! aa *,aa r(,;ryruv* ) *,*' {r'. 
o,{ 

"yr- 
) xz}lt"r,n,"* 

o,,,,),(8-26)
\ l-_-__---l \ ))'

in which we can think of the second term above as annihilation at "xt and creation at x2 instead of the
other way around. Note that (B-26) drops terms in Sp(z) that correspond to the RH side of Fig. g-2.
When we normal order the second term, f (*t) is switched once wiifr p- (*r) ,introducing uirninu,
sign, then switched with ty- (x2), introducing a second minus sign and riutting in no iotal sign
change. The propagator is just a number, so it can be moved uny*hrr" without eifect (though care
has to be taken with keeping the correct spinor multiplication ordlr).

Carrying out similar switching for V* (*r) with V- (*z) and then ry (x2), we end up with

t!1) = *(qt,n',r*pi,,il[!aa*taar((v-/w-)*,(v*r4r+)xz+@*Aw-)*,(w*Av*)"ll6,n ,u*p,,,,1
\ r--._-r r r 

'' 
)t 

rt''' r

-- -r2 (r^,r,,r* r;,,;UIdo *rdo *r(V- r1v- ),,(V* ,4rl).vzlri,,,,,r* Or,r)'t_t
yrhere we simply exchanged dummy variables in the second term of the first line to get the second
line. Substituting the field equation solutions for the operators at x2 in (8-27),we have

(8-27)
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t!1) = -t' ('r,,l,r*p!,,,i.1[l aa *raa rr(v- vur-),,iDrp,(", - *)x

(Z W4'(p')4'(p 
'1s-iP'r2)f 

(nrffir,'1p\u,'(p'1s-iP'r2)lO ,, ,r*o,,u).tt-tt'
\'',p'

Note where the gamma matrices show up in (8-28) and that all terms where the destruction
operators don't match the ket particle types, momenta, and spins result in zero. The terms that do
match up turn the ket into the vacuum. So, (8-28) becomes

tt1) = -r' ('t,t,r* p',,,i1![ ao *rao *z(v- vpr-) *, iD r p,(r, - xz)x

V ffi:, (P)T' u, (p r)'-"'*z''inrxz la)'

Substituting the propagator relation we derived at the end of Chap. 5 and re-arranging, we find

t!1) = -t' (+;,,1,r* or,,;l! (V- row).,,

,t lo)

= t' (ti,,;,r* o,,,rll (v- rory-) 
*,iB ori,r(p)/ ,n(pr ) x

The delta relation that results above tells us that k = pt * p2, the virtual photon 4-momentum
equals the sum of the incoming particles 4-momenta. Again, we see conservation of energy and 3-
momentum at a vertex, a" consistently recurring theme. And again, we see that the photon virtual
particle is off-shell, i.e., k' + 0.

The delta relation picks the single value k = pt + pz out of the integration over ft. So now,

,!1)=,,(u',i,u*pi',ilv,ffi|r,-*V),#,*,')i8p,T,,(pz)y'un(nll|o).(8.31)
[' 

"' 
\Pz + Pt)' + ie )

Substituting the relations for the spinor creation field operators at x1 into (8-31) yields

.( -i( pr+ p,\x, , 
-s!1)=,,#,'ffi(,p,,,i,,*p.,^Uffi[x'm.i@l,,(p)eipr,)t"(8-32)

(nrffi ' f,' tP)"' (p) si n' r r 

)o 

o .')' r *'', @ ) f ' n(n r I I 
o)'

The creation operators wili turn the ket into a sum of eigenstates, but only the state in that sum

that matches the bra will provide a non-zero result (from the inner product of the bra and ket
equaling zero unless they are the same state.) Thus, (8-32) becomes

tfi ) = 

" 
(v)' ffi ,ffi (G,,v,'* o;,,;l(l e 

- i( p'* p') x''i( pi + p'2) 

^ 
ao *r\ *

i,,,(pi)f,,;rv:,sfti,,(pz)f,ntn,l|,o;,,.(,,*o,,,i).(8.33)' (pz+ pr)'+ie

The integral over x1 is another delta function telling us that p'z * p't = p2 * pr, the total outgoing
4-momentum equals the total incoming 4-momentum, which, as we discovered earlier, equals the 4-
momentum of the virtual photon propagator. Energy and 3-momentum are conserved at every
vertex. And the final, real particle state is on-shell.

The result of all this, where we note that the fraction factor in (8-33) with the ie as part of the

denominator is simply (up to a sign) the Feynman propagator in momentum,space, is

(8-2e)

-iprz ao *")ao')
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(g_34) amplitude for
the first way
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Feynman
amplitude is part
of transition
amplitude

Calculating the
transition
amplitude for
the second way

"(z) f;
3f- -\itn

transltron
amplirude

GT;
lw{v4-

=l

*(-rz)n,;{vi)Tpr,;Q)iDrp, (k = pr + pz)v,r(vz)/ un

+ pz - bi + p)) Resutt:
transition

o,,,;l?o)o 1t+) @t

(p' ).

Feynman amplitude Mfr)
You may wish to do Prob. 4 at this point, which asks you to compare the Chap. I transition

amplitude mock "calculation" (for final trt- trt* instead of e- e*1to the precise steps (8-25) to (8-34).

Note the definition of the Feynman amplitude for this interactio 
",./.4?) 

(don't confuse with the

transition amplitude of which it is a part). Using that, we compress (8-34) into
( allextf-ermions 

-\
rfi) =t T ,W)tzA^ d(o)(pr* pz-(pi* p,)).[? (8-35)

Bhabha scattering. That is, instead of (8-27), we have

tg) =(G,,i,r*r;,,;l I I'i,,r,€*p,,o )= 4(u,r',r*o1,,;l*
only opers for
RH of Fig 8-2

The Second Type of Bhabha Scattering

Note in Fig. 8-2, that on the RHS, either xz or "r1 could occur first, and our math takes care of
both cases automatically. We start with the same fundamental relation (8-25) we had for the first
type of Bhabha scattering,

$'l%,q,r*p,,,,)= -*ffd4x1dax2N{tvAv)-,(wAvr,,il";, ,,,,e*p,,,,1 , (8-36)

I t-r Jr --
but this time, we pick the creation and destruction operators corresponding to the second type of

(8-37)

[!aa*raarrrv {rV* 
Apypv- )",(V- Ary'w* ),r+1V- ApTPv* ),,(V* 4,/v- r,, }lr; ,,,,€*pr,,r),

I t-t I r )'
which, if we switch dummy integration variables again, the first and second terms above are
equivalent. That eliminates the Yz factor and leaves (where we now show spinor indices)

t!? = -r'(u,,i,r*pi,,il[[ao*raa*rw {tVLepr#pvB )r,(wa4,/d,tvi }, il". ,n,r*o,,,,) . (8-38)

I r-r -J'

This can be visualized as the incoming electron destroyed at x2 with the outgoing electron created at
x2 and a photon propagator starting at x2. The incoming positron is destroyed at xr with the outgoing
positron created at x1 and the photon propagator ending at xt. The reverse situation, where x1 and x2

are interchanged has been included by the factor of two enveloped in going from (8-37) to (8-38).

Normal ordering of (8-38), where we now see the value of writing out spinor indices, gives us

sg)=r'(ro1,,{,r*pi,,,illloooook((v;)r( eo*BwB)*,(v\),,(4,y'drywir,)lrr-,,,,,e+p2,,2).ta-:ol
\. r-t )'

Note carefully that we have to put (8-39) not simply in any normal order, but in the same normal
order as the bottom row of (8-27). That is, both transition sub amplitudes must have, in order from
the right side moving leftward, operators performing e- destruction, e* destructiofr, €* creation, and
e- creation. If we are to add transition amplitudes as in (8-24), the operations on the kets in each
case must be in the same order. As it turns out, doing this results in the necessary sign to give us the
correct total transition amplitudes, such as (8-24) for the present case of Bhabha scattering.

Inserting destruction field operator solutions and the propagator symbol into (8-39), we get

tg) = ,' (roi ,r, ,r* or rilll oo ,oo xz( V a) kQ{-B ),, iD r p, ( ,, - *) T#p x

EWr,'(p')i,',o(p'1s-in'")nr(,4.rffi','(p')',',,t(p'1s'in'*2)l"t,,'*n,,,,).(8-40)
l. r',p'
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= ,, (r{,,r,,r*

We carry out the remaining steps below with little comment. I have tried not to skip steps, so

hopefully you can follow them without too much difficulty.

tf) = rz (roi,,i, r* pir,,ilff oo -roa *r( V a ),r(v p ),, 4p,
( 

-, - -ik(x,-x.,\ ) (8-4 I )

lffiIffia^r)#]ffil,,q(Pz)/d,lu,,,7(P)e_infie_ipfi2|0)

(8-42)

*(ffiI#*r)rffi,,o(Pz){a,?u,,,7(P1)e_ir2\e*ipp2|0)

_,,#ffi(%i,,,,,,*o;,;lffdax2daqn,i,d$i),,oi*,,,;,p(p!)eip,q*B*

(-s*, u'-':.,:' rrol v,,,o(pz)frrun,4(p1)e-in2x1r-ip1x2lrr,,;,r*or,,;) *(gf:Ul) 
(8-o:l

l?r)o 
J k2 + ie ) '|) 't'+

=}#m(,,n,,e*p,,,,i||u,,,,tn1,,;)T,,,o(P)T(Bv,,,p@i)n,iilpi)/a,?,,'ry(pr)x

J ffffi[ (l eirne'ei*,e-ie",aaxr)#roo),'o;r,e-ip,r,''lr*", +0+0+.... (8-44)

[[ 
' (zn)a da\g-1pr-pi)) ) )

Note the delta function means the virtual photon four-momentum ft must equal the loss in four-
momentum from the electron labeled #1 in the RHS of Fig. 8-2. Continuing, we have

sg) = 

" # rffi,(v)rP, n@)i,{(p)y' un(pr ) x

And thus, finally,

"(r) - ro"
"'-[

(8-4s)

Result: transition
(8-46) amplitude for

the second *oy

(8-47)

Complete
transition
amplitude = sum
of those for
both ways

Soon we will see

how Feynman
rules cut all this
algebra

extfrnions 

m)nnf i+) (u, * pz-(pi+ p'zDru;l ,

where tu47) - ,2i,,(p)ypv,;1n11rD1tv Q, - p)u,{(pi)/ un(pr ) .

The Complete Bhabha Scattering Transition Amplitude

The total transition amplitude for 2nd order (n = 2) Bhabha scattering, with (8-46) and (8-35), is

ssnobbo= rtl) * sg)= ["".Tf'""'m)t A^d{o) ( pt+ pz-bi * pr))(r[t) * /,4?),<a-+si
\p

where we see that once again the incoming total 4-momentum equals the outgoing total 4-
momentum, and that from the intermediate steps, 4-momentum is conserved at every vertex.

"Whew...'o you are saying, with some justification, "that was a lot of algebra". And we haven't
even calculated the gamma matrices and spinor multiplications or the sums ovet p and v (which we
will do in calculating cross sections near the end of the book). Typically, each interaction we
determine the transition amplitude for involves at least this much algebra and calculation.

Feynman Rules to the Rescue

Fortunately, that is where Feynman rules, which you may have heard of, come in. They allow us,

with an associated Feynman diagram as a guide, to simply write out transition amplitudes like
(8-35) and (8-46), fairly straightforwardly, with much less work.
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Before looking at Feynman rules, however, it will strengthen our understanding if I do another
transition amplitude the long way for you here, and you do one for yourself as an exercise. My
example will be Compton scattering (next section), and yours will be Moller scattering (Fig. 8-4).

Moller Scattering. Another Application of Sn(2)

Note that Mgller scattering (to be analyzed in Sect. 8.4.4) entails two initial electrons and two
final electrons (four external fermions) with a photon virtual particle transmitting the force and so

will be described by (8-23), as well. Compton scattering (see Fig. 8-3), on the other hand, entails an

initial photon and an electron, a final photon and electron, and an electron propagator. That cannot
be handled with (8-23). But it can be handled by other terms in S''', as discussed in the next section.

8.4.3 The Fermion Propagator Term S.(21

Consider the third and fourth terms (second and third terms in 2"d row inside bracket) in (8-8)
acting on an initial state.

sF) 
I 
i) = -+.r2 [[ao r1do,r( * {,Vlv ),,( VAv }, } * 

x 
{r Vlv )r,( VAwt" })l;) (s-4e)

(. [r r J I r-, ))
The first term in (8-49) actually equals the second term as we can see from Box 8-2, and thus,

we can re-express (8-49) as
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SrQl has two
sub-terms which
have fermion
propagators and
can create/
destroy electrons
and photons

These two sub-
terms are
equivalent
mathematically
and can be

combined into one

expression

ssQ) ,o,
describe
Compton
scattering

We can only
measure incoming
and outgoing real
particles, not
virtuals

So interaction
could occur in
either of two
ways, and we

don't know which

s[?);r only s(:2)

term that will
describe Compton
scottering

(8-50)

The contraction here is a fermion propagator and the incoming particles that could be destroyed by
(8-50) could comprise an electron and a photon. Effectively, the electron and photon could scatter

off one another as in Fig. 8-3. This is called Compton scattering. Note from Fig. 8-3, that it can
occur in two different ways, i.e., have the same real particles in and out.

s[?) 
| 
i) = -,' ![ aa *1aa""f VlwtyAv )a],,,

^(21uct 
time

^(21Dcz

--.--|>

Figure 8-3. Compton Scattering Can Occur in Two Ways

Remember all we can measure are the incoming and outgoing particles. We cannot measure the

virtual particle, i.e., we cannot measure the actual interaction. So, that interaction could occur in

either of the ways we label above as tg) "r St'2J . That is, either i) an electron could absorb a

photon (equivalent to an electron and a photon being destroyed and a virtual electron being created

at x2), and later emit a photon (equivalent to the virtual electron being destroyed and both a real

electron and a real photon being created at "rl); or ii) an electron could emit a photon (equivalent to

an electron being destroyed and a real photon along with a virtual electron being created al x2), and

later absorb a photon (equivalent to the virtual electron and a real photon being destroyed while a

real electron is created at x).

Note that only the Sf ) terms of all the n= 2 terms will result in destruction of an initial electron

and photon ket, and then creation of a final electron and photon ket. The S matrix transition
amplitude for second order Compton scattering is thus (with incoming particles unprimed, outgoing
primed)



Box E-2. Showing the First Term in Sg(2) Equals the Second Term

Normal Ordered Commutator/Anti-commutator Equals Z€ro

Consider normal ordering the commutator of two boson fields which do not commute, such as

ulo. Q),at - (,21] = rv {0. (', )/tr (,r) - oF (d o' (\)} = ot 
- Q) o' (') - 01 

- (n\ f 6) = 0. (Bs-2. I )
g-Y4

+0

Similarly, as you can prove by doing Prob. 5 part a), the normal ordering of an arti-commutator of two fermion
fields, which do not anti-commute, equals zero as well.
Adiacent Boson or Fermion Fields Inside a Normal Ordered Product

Thus we can simply exchange order of adjacent bosons inside any normal odered pfoduct, evren if they do.n't
commute and even if they are part ofa contraction. Since this is true for the pafis A'. 0-,0'', nd Q'- of Qa[l|d Q' ,it
is true more generally for /and Q' . A parallel statement can be made for yand f . Thus, for example,

x {QQ,)Q' (*,)w@)vio).. } = * f( o' Q)0G,1 +loi,),Qr (*,)])rn(", )r(*- ) Ilt -ffir;.,": J I (88-2.2)

= u {ot (*) ll',)v &)v Q) -.1.

Similarly, we can exchange the order of adjacent fermion fields, along with a sign change, inside any normal
ordered product, as you can prove by doing Prob. 5, part b). Fermions and adjacent bosons always commute, as we
know.
The First Term in Sc(2)

With the above results, we can re-order factors in the first term of Sg@). Note there are two sign changes after the
first equal sign below (meaning no sign change) because fermion/fermion exchanges are made twice.

u l<V" eofiov pt xr(V a 4 /d,1v,) xrl = N {<V al, <V" Aofipv il,, (4, fs,tvrl nl =

w lVa4/d,)a(VoAp*pvp)yr(vr7)" )= x {rVd4,fd,)r2(V)r1W)r?Ar,*pvp)', }= (88-2.3)

t_ll_l

rv {r V a 4 rk *r!::V o A p *Bv p) 

" 
} = x {tV d 4, /r, MV o A p THpv B), }

In the integral of (8-49), the "r1 and x2 are dummy variables so we can make the exchanEe \ Q xz.
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sr"*,",=(slslil=(w,,,,ro,,.12t616,",r*,,)=(i,,',r'.,"'ls8\1";,,,ro,,1 
rransition

=(i.,',u.,,'11-"')!!a4',a4nN {(V,adr,@,a4r\16,,,r*.,1 
(s-sr) T;:;i#''

|. , , ') scattering

= -"'\w,n,r*',rl!laa x,aa xru{(y' +v-),,(/* * A-).," 
(8_s2)

(is, 1', - r))(A* * / -),,(v' * v- ),, )l,o-.", z*.,)

After the operators raise and lower the ket, only two terms in (8-52) remain (i.e., have identical
bra and ket). They are

sro*,, = -"' (r|.t,yk,.,,llld4 xtd4 x2NIV;/;(is ot 
": 

,t l) /iv', one part for each

*i[ ."rul in s!', ) t"r- waY ComPton

+ yrAius,(,r-:ri)ill6" o,l 
(8-53) scatterinscan

-_
will result in Stzr) term
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First type of Compton Scattering

Continuing with only the first term in_(8-53), we have (with Dirac indices explicitly shown)

(r; sgt l,) = ("r,, , ,Tk,,r,lr8' la, , ,o,,1 - (%,,n ,yk,,,,1(-8)!!aa *raa *rx
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Deriving
trqnsition
amplitude
contribution from
first way Compton
scattering can

r_ \ (8-54) occur

1"0,,' Tu,, )'

(8-s5)

The quantity to be normal ordered happens to already be normal ordered (all destruction
operators are on the RHS). And each term in the summations of the last two factors before the ket
will destroy the ket (leave zero), except for terms that match the ket particles' momenta and spins,
and those will leave the vacuum. So,

(r,n,ru','lsfq) 
I 
g,,,7*,,) = (",,,, ru,r,l!a)!! aa *raa 

"(n@'!".{p1u,.,o1n'sein'")x

I A rm' I, tp\i,., o (p\ ei 
p' *, 

)(il rW "f, . e o,,, 
(k' 1,i 

k " x, rt o)"

ffi t ra qis r pa b) r-iqt x1-x2 ) v

(,hrW"r-€v,rn(knyr-ik'x,rr)(,+ffi ,,-(p-)u,*,q@-)e-it"',)

(nrffi "1. 
r r,,. (k' 1,i 

k"" *t)# ! aa qt s, p 5 k) r-' 
qr xt - xz ) x

( [--t-- r,,, (k) e-ik, 
) n (W r,,,7 (p) e-ip.' 

) 
I 
o) .

\V zvrr.

Each term in the summations in the first and second rows above will create a particle in the ket,
and for each of these, only numbers sandwiched between the ket and bra will remain. The numbers
can be moved outside the respective bras and kets, and thus, the bra and ket in each case will form
an inner product multiplied by a number.

t - 
,,,n lt!1' lrn,,, ru,,) -- (r,n ,Tk,,r,l!t')lloo .,oo *r*\'v""'Tt

IT
t , ,r ts,p r,l(

(W,,, d (p' ) ei,'' 
)(6 

t r,,' (ko ) eik"' rto)"

6 t da qiS p 95 (q) r-iqr \-xz ) x

(rm r,,, (k) e- 
i tu, 

) 
fur(rfi,,,,1 @) e i e,,)

numbers

t_ \
l'o',r''Tx''r' )

(8-s6)

Pulling the numbers outside the bras and kets, we have

(r,n ,Tk',,'lt8' 
I 
g,,,Tu,,) = ; A. ?r',n 

,vu',rllr?,r ,* fF,,)[! aa *,aa *2x
i-,liW

(W,,, o (p') riP')(W t r,r. (k' ) eik' 
xl *o)"

1 t da qis o ps (q) r-iqr 
xt-xe ) (ffir,,,(k)e'ik z)n(ffir,,a@lr-iou).

Oo\o J

(8-57)
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= 0 + 0 + ... + (ei,,r,, T*,,,, l,ep,,d, Tu,,r,l (-&) [l aa *1aa *, x

-l

7*rn,o (p)rin'a rW, o,,, 
(k ) eik'\ dB ffi t ra qis r pa (q) r-iqt x1-x2 ) y (8-58)

{ uso'

,ffitr, (t<) e-ik' t, 
Wr,,ry 

(p) e-ip*' + 0 + 0 +....

Re-arranging factors in the above yields

(r ls$) l,) = (rr,, , ,Tk,,r,l r!l' l'*,, rurl =

?4(w)"' (h)"' (h)"' (ft)"' o n,o (p'), p,,, (u) fi:e," ( r< ) y'dryu,,q( p )* (8-se)

1c
d I da qis p ps (d{[ao *re-iq" ,iP'x. ,ik'x1 [ da ,r'ia*' e-ib' '-'0" I

Noting that

!da*rr'*'(p'+k'-q) tda*rr'kb-p-r) *1zrla do) ( p'+k'*q)(zo)o do, (n-(p*k)) , (s-60)

we see 4-momentum is conserved at every vertex, and incoming 4-momentum equals outgoing,

q= p+k= p'+k' .

The last line of (8-59), with (8-60), becomes

Qdo isrBdb+t).

(8-61)

(8-62)

(8-6s)

The resulting expression for (8-59) is

p - k,(ft)"' (ft)"' (#)"' (h)"' -,,r, (8.63)

where the Feynman amplitude is

Result for first
way of
Compton
scattering

Transition
amplitude
contribution from
second way for
Compton
scattering

Complete
transition
amplitude = sltm
of contributions

from both ways

,r4?) = -rzi r,,o (p') t o,r, &') fiOts, pt (q = p + k) €r,, (k) /sru ",ry 
(p) . (8-64)

Second Type of Compton Scattering

Similarly, for the second term in (8-53), one gets the same relation for (/ltlt]lr) as (8-63)

except nat /r/[!) is replaced with

fu|t) : -rz7,,,o (p') t p,, &) yfiois, pa (a - p - k') t,, r, (u') y'6,u,,,r (p )

The Complete Compton Scattering Transition Amplitude
Hence, the full second order Compton transition amplitude, including both cases of Fig. 8-3, is

compton', s, =(f l slilro*o=scomptou -(flsF)li)=(f ls8'l;)*(f lsfll;)

- 1zn)ado) ( p' + k' - p - r(ft)"' (ft)"' (;)"' (#)"' (r[? * ug ), 
(8-66)

or
/all external \ /all external \
I fermions ll boron* 

- 

I

sco*p,o,=l I WJt F rffi )Qo)o.t(o) 
( p' + k' - p- o)(rt?' * *r[i]).ta-ozr

\,. p'

Note the similarity with the Bhabha scattering transition amplitude (8-48), and once again, we
will soon learn to do this sort of thing in much shorter fashion using Feynman rules.
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8.4.4 Returning to the Photon Propagator Term Su(zl

After reading this section, you should do Prob. 6 to derive the transition amplitude for Moller
scattering (Fig. 8-4). Note that, similar to Compton and Bhabha scattering, there are two ways f".it
to occur in which the outgoing electrons have the same individual momenta (and spins). And since
we can only measure the incoming and outgoing particles, we have no way of knowing which of the
two may have occurred. We thus must add the two amplitudes to get the total amplitude.

In Fig. 8-4, we place time on the vertical, rather than horizontal, axis. Feynman diagrams can be
expressed in either fashion. Here we show the alternative, so you get used to both.

time ^ 
(2)

DB3

Figure 8-4. M6ller Scattering Can Occur in Two Ways

In finding the result, take care to note that either "{1 or x2 can occur first and this is already
accounted for in the Dyson time ordering converted, via Wick's theoremo to normal ordering

A separate issue is that in our expression for the transition amplitude, the p2 electron could be
destroyed at x2 instead of x1 (and vice versa for the p1 electron). If you work ihe math of Prob. 6,
you will see these are two different terms, each of which contributes to the amplitude. However,
they have the same form if we simply switch dummy integration variables 12 € ir in one of them.
Hence, we will get two equal terms for the LHS of Fig. 8-4, and two equal terms for the RHS. This
allows us to use only one of them for the LHS and one for the RHS, but multiply the transition
amplitude expressionby 2.This effectively eliminatestheVzin the factor -r'/2.

The final answer you should get for Prob. 6, the second order Moller scattering amplitude, is
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Returning to
s6(2)1o,

M0ller
scattering

SN

M^Iler
scattering
can occur
two ways

Result:
(8-68) ffansition

amplitude

for Mpller
(8-69) scattering

/allexternal \
I fermions 

- 
I

suot,,, =l T ,ffi)eo)o r(o) ( pi+ pL- pr- d(tw[!) * tu{?))

"M;4) = + r'i,i@i)yp rn(p)iD,o, (k - p, * pi)fr,;(pz)/ r,r$z)

,r4?) - - ,'i,;$:)yp ,n(p)iD r p, (k = p, - p)n{pi)f u,r(pz ).

The interaction probability is lS1ae71,,J2, so the overall sign or /./A? * ,W;?) is unimporrant for
determining it. The relative sign difference between them is important, because that will affect the
absolute magnitude of their sum. If one of (8-69) is positive, the other must be negative. Note that in
the process of finding ,r4?), we have to normal order. In so doing, we put the destruction operators

t@) and V/@) at the end. But they could be ordered there as /(pr) t@; or as V/@r)V/@r).
Either would be correct normal order, but the sign of the resulting amplitude would be different.
The key is that in finding ,rlfi), we have to normal order in the same order as we did fov4;?) .

Beyond these considerations, by convention, /4[?) is taken as positive, since (as we will see in
Chap. 16) this leads to the correct classical sign convention when we derive classical potential field
theory from QIT. Without noting it, we have already adopted the sign convention for Bhabha
scattering that will have similar ramifications for classical theory.
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The first two terms of the 4s line inside the brackets of (8-8) are

sg\ =-+"'zlld4xdaxr( wltv,1wl,,tVlvlr)+ultv,/v\",t7,1vlr)) . ta-zol sp?)comprises

I i,' ,,'i j rr rr 'il two tenns
Iti-t J I t-t ))
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In the manner detailed in Box 8-2, we can reorder either of these by switching adjacent fields (and

introducing a minus sign each time we switch fermions). Doing this to the first term makes it look
like the second term (an even number of fermion/fermion switches means no sign change), except
that the coordinates .rl and x2 are interchanged. But we know these are just dummy variables so we
can switch x2 e+ -r1 and the first term then looks just like the second. Thus (8-70) becomes

sf,) = -r' I da xlda x2x 
[rv /v) *,Qt, Aw)r, I ,

| ;'-' I J

which is represented by the Feynman diagram of Fig. 8-5.

(8-71)

These two terms
are equivalent
mathematically
and can be

combined into
one term

This one term can
describe both an
electron closed
loop and a
positron closed
loop

Closed loop
diagrams are
also called self-
enerSy

diagrams

4-momenta k and
q can vary in
closed loop as
Iong as they
sum to p

Deriving electron
closed loop
transition
amplitude

Figure 8-5. Electron Closed Loop (top) and Positron Closed Loop (bottom)

Note (8-71 ) can represent destruction of an electron, propagation of both electron and photon
virtual particles, and then the creation of another electron. It can also represent destruction of a
positron, propagation of both positron and photon virtual particles, then the creation of another
positron. We will focus on the electron case, since electrons are more common in our world and
since the results exactly parallel those for the positron case.

The closed loop diagrams are also called self-energy diagrams, for reasons which will become
apparent in Chaps. 9 and 12.

Note the following, soon to be seen, quite important fact about closed loops. In diagrams without
closed loops, all virtual particle 4-momenta are precisely pinned down at each vertex. See, for
example, Fig. 8-2 on pg. 221, where the virtual photon has 4-momentum equal to the sum of the
incoming 4-momenta, i.e., k = pt + pz.In Fig. 8-5, with closed loops, however, one of the virtual
particles' 4-momenta can be anything. That is, for any value of k (the virtual photon 4-momentum),
q (the virtual electron 4-momentum) simply takes on the value q = p - ft. The sum total of k and q
must equal p, but this does not determine k and q separately.

One might expect we would need to integrate the expression for the transition amplitude of Fig.
8-5 over all values of k, i.e., over all values of k" from - x-, to + oo, and all values of k from - oo to
+ oo along all three spatial directions. As we are about to see mathematically in the following steps
(presented without comment), that expectation would be correct.

xz (V- ApTP V) *,@,\/ v/* )., 
l 
r", 

)
ll-ll
I I (8-72)

s 
" 

toop= (",n 
I 
tf' 

1,",) = (r,nl- 
" 

lt aa *,aa

f tso(r, - *)y' (v*),,1C")= (rn ,,,1- t' ![ aa *raa x2iD y o, ( r, - *)(V- ) ,,
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= -r2 (rn,,, l!! ao *,ao x2iD p o,(", - 
" 

,(rA ,ffir," tp1rl. (p"),ir"')t "

iSp (;1 - xz)/ 
@rs(p)e-"r'z l0)

=-r2 (w,,'l1lao*raoxziDrpr(r, - -t)rWffir,'$)si/xry'isr(*, - *z)/u,(p)e-ip'21",,')

= -,2 [! aa *,aa "(ffi I # * r)f ffi:l (p,)yp x

(* I W 
r^ r)/ u, (p)eip, x,,-i px2

23t

(8-73)

(8-74)

(8-7s)

The result
integrates over all
k in loop keeping
q=p-k

Final expression
(8-77) for electron

closed loop
transition
amplitude

(8-78)

In the integration
over 4D k space,

al is not
constrained by k
because virtual
photon is off shell

s"(z) describes
(8-79) photon closed loop

Photon closed
loop also called
self energy loop
or vacuum
polarization loop

Re-arranging by moving factors into helpful positions with regard to the integration signs yields

s 
" 

to op = -'2 ![ aa qa a t'(*)@WW"
ffi pnf da)Q-@'-r)) lznf da)Q-@-*))

# ffio,, (p,)Tp #(ffi)r,^n,

all external
fermions

sn toop= 
-.l.l " 

,Weo)o do) e - p')ft, bop ,

p"

iSr.@)

WiththeDiracdeltafunctions,integrationoverqleavesp'-k-p-k,meaningp'=p,andthus,

s, toop =-e2du) (p - p' --l)ftloooiDpv(r)4,tpl y\isr b - n)f u,@). (8-76)

You can show that only the s' = s spin state in (8-76) survives by doing Prob. 7, or you can just
take my word for it. Thus, the electron loop transition amplitude is

where

And so, yes, as we conjectured, we do have to integrate over all values of k. Note that for this
integration, because th^e virtuat ppticles can be off shell, the energ y k0 = ar is not constrained by the
relativfstic relation tnt = a)t -k' (which, of course, equals zero for photons). So the integration
over ftO is independent of the integration over k.

8.4.6 The Photon Closed Loop Term Sut2l

Like the electron, the photon has a closed loop interaction, as well, which arises from the last
term in the fourth line inside the brackets of (8-8), i.e.,

-n2M, toop = 
ffi I d4kiDov(ft )4 (ilyq is r (p - t ) / u,(p) .

r!') = -*,' ft aa *,aa"r 

{, 

y:WT," 
}

,

I
I

t

r
3
t*
1

I

As represented by the Feynman diagram of Fig. 8-6, this has a real incoming and outgoing photon
connected by electron and positron virtual particles forming a closed loop. (The overbar symbol
denotes anti-particle.) The photon closed loop (or self-energy) diagram is also known as a vacuum
polarization loop diagram because, in it, the chargeless photon sitting in the vacuum is polarized,
i.e., it splits into a particle with plus (pole) charge and a particle with negative (pole) charge.
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Figure 8-6. Photon Closed LooP

Using the middle row of (7 -7 5) from Chap. 'l , we can re-express (8-79) as

s!?) = -*,'!!aa*raa*r(-rsrro(*r-', )) rfiors rou(", - *)/a,w{(^; * A;)- (d . 
" )", }

- *.r' !! aa *raa x2is pro $, - xr) fi4s, Bd Qt - x) /a,, *

((^;)" (oJ )o 
* (r) 

",(d )" 
.(+)" (d )" *(^,)" (" )", I

'-w-

I will go to zero will go to zeto )

((^;)" (d)o * Uo)"(o" ),,)lru,')

Re-expressing

s"(2)

(8-80)

The first and last terms above will go to zero when we sandwich them between single photon bra

ard ket states. We note again that the .rl and .r2 are dummy integration variables and can be

switched without changinf the result. Similady, p 
^nd 

v are dummy variab'les and so can be Deriving the

interchanged. Hen"", th! r]dd" t*o terms arc the same mathematically. Thus, we will find tansition
amplitude for

q =(r*',,,1sf,)1rn,,7={ru',,'lS"'llaoxldax2ispro(xr-n)faisrp51"t-')/anx photonctised'toop loop

(8-81)

= (Tk',,'lr2 !! aa *1da x2is pro (*r- xr ) rfiors, ,6u(", - *z) fn\i),,(4) rlyo,,)'
We can note a general rule, that we have seen over and over, that the factorials in the

denominators of terms in the S operator expansion disappear in the transition amplitude.

Substituting the field solution (Ay )" ,nro (8-S I ) leaves the vacuum state. (+) 
"racting 

on that is

sy = t2 ![aa xlda xvis p,lo(*r- xr ) *pis, r,u('t - *z)/d,rx
loop

ffirr,,.(k')eik"' W)ffi',,,(k)e-ib' 
(8-82)Ir

Lu"'r"

'^F)#B*

)
o^ n 

)/d,t€ 
p,i (k')€v,,(k)eik''t e-itu' .

(8-83)
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= # II oo rro rf# t.,'--i.:rr., r^ !)W #o :* lar *

t en)ado)b-(*'*v)))'ffi *W 
(s_84)

er,;(k')e, ,rurf#l ei(q-p)'=,e ik"da x
I

t eo)o d\ot(q - (r*B)) Part of the
transition
amplitude is a

(8-85) trace of a
spinor space

matrix
in spinor

Final result:
(8-86) tansition

amplitude for
photon closed
loop
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4-momentum for
virtual anti-
particle is ticky,
due to math
manipulations

Math
manipulations
simplified
expressions but
have ffict of
changing sign in
virtual anti-
particle 4-
momentum math

If p is physical 4-
momentum of
virtual anti-

fermion, then -p
is 4-momentum
used in Feynman
diagrams and
associated math

From the Dirac delta functions and the integration over q, k/ = ft, so

Zv cq, J . 
rrr 

r&,, , ,,

Our final result for the photon loop transition amplitude, with Tr indicating the trace
space, is

y'4T,p = ffi tn ! aa Vs, (il f s, ( p * r,) / I 
e r,,, (k)tv,, G )

loc

Point to Note: Closed loop diagrams invariably lead to integrations from - oo to + oo over all four
axes of 4-momentum space. We saw this already for the electron and photon closed loops.

8.4.7 Subtle, Important, and Confusing Point
If you look closely at Fig. 8-6, you will see that the 4-momenta don't seem to sum to zero at the

vertex, as we have seen in every prior example. Physically, they actually do, but because of some
wrinkles in our mathematics (about to be explained) we draw our Feynman diagrams so that
positive 4 momentum for virtual particles is interpreted in the direction of the arrows (which for
antiparticles go in the opposite direction of time.)

Note in (8-81) that, if we consider the LH vertex in Fig. 8-6 to be x2, and the RH vertex to be -r1,

then the inner contraction in (8-79) can be considered to create an electron at x2 and propagate it to
x1, where it is destroyed. The outer contraction in (8-79), on the other hand, would then create a

positron at xz and propagate it to,r1, where it is destroyed. However, the outer contraction (positron)
is expressed mathematically in the same form as the inner contraction (electron) except that the
argument of Sp is ("r2 - rr), rather than (xr - xil.In effect, the sense of this is that the electron travels
from x2to x1, whereas the positron travels fromxr to xz. This is not what happens physically, but
our mathematical shortcuts, which changed things to make the math simpler, makes the final math
expression look this way.

Hence, for the virtual positron, the math looks like the four momentum is carried from x1 to x2

(in the opposite direction of time). Thus, we end up with a delta function in (8-84) that tells us

Q=k+F, rather than q-k- p, which we might expect. The former is what we get via the math
and going in the direction of the arrows in the Feynman diagram. The latter is what is really
happening physically, going in the direction of time.

Another way to look at this is that the p used in Fig. 8-6 and in our mathematical expressions is

4 momentum traveling backward in time, so it has a built in minus sign. The physical value we
would measure in our world where time goes forward is -F .

This built in minus sign on 4-momenta for virtual antiparticle fermions does not hold true for i)
virtual or real photons nor ii) real antiparticle fermions. Recall our Bhabha scattering with an

incoming electron/positron pair of Fig. 8-2, pg. 221 with the virtual photon k = pt + p2 of (8-34).

The incoming positron momentum was positive in the direction of time and equal to pz. The virtual
photon momentum was ft and equal to the sum of the momenta of the electron and positron as we
would measure them with instruments (with time going forward).



Wholeness Chart 8-1. Keeping Four-momenta Signs Straight

Four Momenta

Real Particles
True, Physical

Value
Value in Transition

Amplitudes
Labeled in Feynman

Diagrams

electron Pe Pe Pe

posrtron Pp Pp Pp

photon k k k

Virtual Particles

electron Pe Pe Pe

positron Pp -Pp -Pp
photon k k k
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To make this clearer (hopefully), consider Compton scattering of a positron, as in Fig. 8-7.

,^(2) c.{31Sci Dc2

Figure 8-7. Positron Compton Scattering Feynman Diagrams

If you like, you can do Prob. 8 to show the transition amplitude for the LH diagram interaction is
(8-67) with Feynman amplitude

"4,4?) = eZT, a (p) t p,, &) yftois F Ba Q - * p - k) er,t (u) /s,,v,',, (p') . (8-87)

Note the real positrons have positive momenta, as in the real world, whereas the virtual positron, for
our Feynman diagram and our math, has momentum equal to the negative of its true value.

All of this is summarized in Wholeness Chart 8-1.

8.4.8 The Vacuum Bubbte Term SrQt

The final non-zero term in (8-8) is

s!') = -* r, ![ aa *raa *r(VAv) ,,(V,,4w) ,,
tll_tlt
lt_-_tt
l_l

An example:
positron
Compton
scattering

This strange sign
change applies
only to virtual
anti-particles, not
real anti-porticles

(8-S8) Sr(21 describes

vacuum bubble

By now, we should be able to guess right off that the Feynman diagram for (8-88) looks like Fig. 8-8.

p

p= p+k

Figure 8-8. Vacuum Bubble Feynman Diagram
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By doing Prob.9, you can show that (8-88) equals

tf3) = &!! aa*aa n s r,to7 * t')r#Bt, pu Q)rbrtoop, (k)'
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Transition
amplitude for
vacuum bubble

4-momentum
conserved at vertex

So, at least one
virtual particle in
bubble must have
nega.tive energy

And at least one
has p (ork)in
opposite direction
of its v

Vaccum bubbles
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(8-8e)

Note: The relation (8-89) implies conservation of 4-momentum at each vertex (when we realize that

F as shown really means -F = - p - ft physically, going forward in time.

The vacuum bubble means we start with zero 4-momentum in the vacuum, we end with zero
four momentum in the vacuum, and in between we have a sum total 4-momentum of zero for all the
virtual particles mediating the interaction.

Of course, this means either one or two of the virtual particles in Fig. 8-8 must have negative
energy, as well as 3-momentum going in the opposite direction of its travel (for time moving
forward). This, of course, is unheard of for real particles, but virtual particles, as we have seen with
off-shell analyses, do not obey all the laws of nature we are used to seeing for real particles.

Since vacuum bubbles do not interact with real particles, they make no change in the manifest
universe, and therefore, for all intents and purposes, they do not exist (at least phenomenologically.)

Similarly, negative energy pops up in other loop integrations, as well. For example, in the top
part of Fig. 8-5, pg.23O, for ft having large energy ito t 

-ro), 
no = p0 - ftO will be negative. And of

course, we integrate the loop over all energy values from k" = * nrc to + oo, anyway, so obviously,
virtual particles can have negative energies. Additionally, in similar fashion, a virtual particle can
have a 3-momenta vector of opposite direction to its direction of travel.

8.5 The Shortcut Method: Feynman Rules

You may have started noticing certain patterns arising in our transition amplitude calculations.
For one, there always seems to be a spinor of form ur(p) arising for every incoming electron, a

spinor rl, (p) for every incoming positron, a spinor 4 (p) for every outgoing electron, etc. There is
a propagator expressed in momentum space for every virtual particleo such as iDpsp(k) for each
virtual photon. For every second order interaction, there is a factor of e'. For every veftex there is a
f matrix. For first orderterms, there is always one vertex; for second order, there are always two.
And there always seems to be a delta function ensuring the incoming total momentum equals the
outgoing total momentum.

Well, in the late 1940s, Richard Feynman noticed these patterns, as well. And from them, he

devised a set of rules, Feynman rules, that allow us to simply write down the transition amplitude by
looking at the associated Feynman diagram. Given how much work we've seen it takes to determine
one transition amplitude, this is welcomed relief from all that tedium.

Although we do not show justificra\ion for it here, these rules apply to any order, not just second

order, i.e., not just to St", but to S""', where n is any number. We will not look at higher order
interactions until the next chapter.

8..5., Topologically Distinct F eynman Diagrams

The rules themselves apply to what are termed topologically different Feynman diagrams. These

are different frorn one another in ways other than simply changing of the labeling of vertices.

For example, in the LH diagram of Fig. 8-4 on pg.229, if we switch the vertex labeling such that
rr *) xz, the diagram is not topologically different. The two diagrams with different labeling are, for
the purposes of Feynman rules, one and the same. Similarly, if we interchange the vertex event
labels for the RH diagram of Fig. 8-4, i.e., x1 e x2, the new diagram is not topologically different.

However, the LH and RH diagrams of Fig. 8-4 are topologically distinct. In the LH diagram, the
final particle labeledp't shares a vertex with the initial particle labeled pt.ln the RH diagram, on
the other hand, the final particle labeled p'2 shares a vertex with the initial particle labeled pr. So,

the RH and LH diagrams are topologically different, and each makes its own contribution to the
total amplitude for the interaction (same incoming and outgoing individual particle properties.)

8.5.2 Feynman Rules

Feynman's rules, for electrons and positrons in QED (there are more evolved versions for weak
and strong interactions), are shown in Box 8-3.

Feynman's rules
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Box 8-3. Feynman Rules for QED

A. The S matrix element (the transition amplitude) for a given interaction is
( /allexternal \/allexternal \\
I I bosons ll fermions 

- 

I I

sy'= 6yi+leo)or{o) (pr-4,[ "fi" ffi)l 
'''fi"" ,W))- /,/=ta1tu) (B8-3.r)

\.

where P7 is the total 4-momentum of all final particles, P; is the total 4-momentum of all initial particles,
and the 

"contributi 
on M@) comes from the nth order perturbation term of the S operator, $').

B. The Feynman amplitude p1(n) is obtained from all of the topologically distinct, connected (i.e., all lines
connected to one another in a given diagram) Feynman diagrams which contain n vertices. The
contribution to each M@) is obtainid by the iollowing.

1. For each vertex, include a factor itTp.

2. For each internal photon line, labeled by 4-momentum k, include a factor iDppr(t)= ,#

3. For each internal fermion line, labeled by 4-momentum p, write a factor iSp = , ,/ 
*{

p'-m'+i€
4. For each external line, write one of the following spinor factors, where p and k indicate basis states of

colresponding 3-momenta, r represents spin state for fermions and polarization state for photons, fsee
(4-93) and (4-94), pg. I 1 1l

a) for each initial electron: ur(p)
b) for each final electron: ,, (p)
c) for each initial positron: ,, (p)
d) for each final positron: v, (p)
e) for each initial photon: tr,p(k)
f) for each final photon: sr,p(k)

5. The spinor factors (ymatrices, Sr functions, spinors) for each fermion line are ordered so that, reading
from right to left, they occur in the same sequence as following the fermion line in the direction of its
arrows through the vertex. (Order is important as it conveys spinor matrix multiplication order when we
do not show spinor indices.)

6. The four-momenta at each vertex are conserved (same total after as before).

7. For each closed loop of internal fermions only (without photons inside the loop itself, like what we call
a "photon loop" which internally has an electron and a positron), take the trace (in spinor space) of the
resulting matrix and multiply by a factor of (-l ).

8. For each 4-momentum 4 which is not fixed by 4-momentum conservation, carry out the integration
lr

+laoq One such integration for each closed loop (fermion/fermion or fermion/photon loop).

lzx)' '

9. Multiply the expression by (-l ) for each interchange of neighboring fermion operators (each associated
with a particular spinor factor) which would be required to place the expression in appropriate normal
order. "Appropriate", when we are adding sub amplitudes, means each sub amplitude must be in the
same, not just any, noffnal order of destruction and creation operators.

8.5.3 Applying Feynman Rules

Let's use these rules with some of the interactions we've already calculated transition amplitudes
for the long way.

Bhabha Scatterine (Second Order)

Using Fig.8-2 on pg. 227,let's apply Feynman rules to the LH diagram. Following the fermion
arrows for incoming particles, we place the electron spinor ur(p) on the far right. Then, to the left of
that, we place a ie/ matrix factor, representing the vertex on the left. Next, to the left of that, we
add the positron spinor 4 (p)

An example:
seeing how
Feynman rules
eliminate
mountains of
algebra
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i,r(pr1i, / un$r) <+ irro (pr)te /opurrp (pr) (8-e0)

The spinor indices are usually hidden, but on the RHS of (8-90), we have written them out for
clarity. This is why the order of placement of spinor quantities is important.

Then, following the LH diagram of Fig. 8-2, place the Feynman photon propagator in
momentum space to the left of (8-90) followed by the appropriate spinor for the final positron
(following the arrows), the vertex gamma matrix factor, and the spinor for the final electron.

,wl? =n,i(pi)ie f v,;1r)iD1tv (k = p, * pr)ir(pr)r, y rnb)
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The final step for the LH diagram simply comprises using the above with (88-3.1) of Box 8-3,

(8-el )

(8-e2)

/allexternal \
I fermions I

r!1, =[ T ]t)tzA^ r(o) ( pt+ pz-ei* p,))*

which equals (8-47). And

sf) = t!1) * ttr) =

(-r'rn,b1)ypr,;1nr)iDav (k = p, + p)i,r(pr)/ ,n(nr )),

Of course, we could have done all of this in one step, but we took several lines to make our first
use of Feynman rules clearer. Compare the work involved getting (8-92) to the two pages of algebra
we used getting the same relation (8-34). You don't need a PhD in physics to realize the advantages
of this approach over the earlier one.

For the RH diagram of Fig. 8-2, let's follow a similar procedure. The first venex (bottom of
figure) yields

il4@i)ie/ u,,(pr ) . (8-e3)

Then, we include the propagator and the second vertex terms to get (8-94). Note we had to include a

factor of (-1;3 in 1S-04) because the operator associated with the Tspinor would have to be moved

leftward past two other operators (spinors), followed by the operator associated with theil spinor
being moved rightward past one operator (spinor), to obtain the same operator (spinor) order as
(8-e1).

,r/#) - -irz(pz)ieyPv,l(pz)iDpv b, - o)u,i@i)ie/ u,,(pr ) , (8-e4)

Other Interactions

You should now do Probs. 10 to 14 to gain practice using Feynman rules to find transition
amplitudes.

Finishing those, you have achieved a major milestone in your personal history of studying
physics. Knowing how to use Feynman diagrams and apply Feynman rules comprises the very
essence of QFT. We have refinements and applications to add, surely, but you now own the core of
the theory.

8.6 Points to Be Aware of
The following points are things that have not been made clear yet, but that you should

understand. Some of them often confuse students (and longer term practitioners) of QFT, but
hopefully, this will not be the case for you after reading this section.

Comparing Typical Perturbation Theory with OED

QED is often called a perturbation theory, which it essentially is, although it differs in some
ways from the classic textbook type perturbation problem. To see the similarities and differences
between the two, look at Wholeness Chart 8-2 below, which should be fairly self-explanatory.



Wholeness Chart 8-2. Comparing Typical Perturbation Theory to QED

Tvpical Perturbation Problem OED

Governing equation

Readily solvable if it didn't have a
certain small term

Governin g equation (interaction picture)

t*19 - Hllv)where lv)= sor",li)

Solving governing equation

Separate into 2 equations

sopr, = r-'l:,nlai -s = "-'l: 
nlar 

-s(0) + s(t) + s(2) +.

lr) = s l;)

Solvable part:

Governing equation
minus small part that
makes it hard to solve

Perturbation part :

Small term part of
governing equation that
makes it hard to solve

Closed form solution to
solvable eg, fcbsed

Solution to perturbation

term eq, fpert generally
approximate, often a

power series

lfl r,,"= 5(o)l;)= ll;)

free state, closed part

lf) ,,n = (s(t) + s(t) + 
)t,l

perturbation part

Total (approx) solution f =faorrd t fprr, lr) = lf) r,," *lf) o,n = (r * s(r) + s(2) + s(3) + 
)trl

fprrthas 2nu, 3too etc order terms.
More terms = more accurate solution.

Using up to S(2) - 2od order solution as in this chapter.
More terms = more accurate solution.
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Each Interaction Term in ,C ---'Vertex (for a Spacetime Event)

Note by looking over our development of each term in (8-8) in Sects. 8.1 through 8.4.8, or better

by glancing through Wholeness Chart 8-4 at the end of this chapter (pg. 2a8), you can convince

yourself that each term in Hf , o, equivalently, in ^C/ (since Ll = * Hl ) results in a vertex

interaction comprising the particles generated by the particular fields occurring in that term. Here so

far, in QED, the only term in L/ i, Vr4V, so this gives rise to a vertex with two Dirac fermions

and a photon.

A first order term in S gives rise to one such vertex; a second order term in S gives rise to two

such vertices; etc. But the nature of each vertex is determined by the form of the term in the

Lagrangian (density). For example, we have no vertices with three Dirac fermions, or two Dirac

fermions and two photons, etc. We only have vertices where each has two spin Yz particles and one

photon. We can tell this right off, simply by examining the Lagrangian.

In more advanced theories (including the extension of QED of Sect. 8.7 below, as well as weak

and strong interaction theory) we will have other terms in the Lagrangian (which end up in the

Hamiltonian and thus in S). Just by looking at the form of these terms, we will know immediately
what types of vertex interactions that theory gives rise to. The Lagrangian, we will find over and

over, has a whole lot of information packed into it, and being able to read that information readily
can help us in many ways to be more efficient and save time.

Waves Not Particles --+ Not Lines in Spacetime

Feynman diagrams show particle tracks as lines in spacetime, and this implies they are point-like
objects. But in reality, as we know, particles are waves spread through space. So, keep in mind that

Feynman diagrams are a little deceptive in this regard. They are good tools, but only symbols of a

more complex reality.

If you like, you can think of the lines on a Feynman diagram representing incoming, outgoing,
and propagated waves that collapse at a point (a vertex) when interacting, much like the wave

function collapses in NRQM when measured. However, this, too, is not really accurateo and I will
probably be criticized for suggesting you think of it so, so don't take it literally.

Looking at .C1r,

one can tell what
vertices look like
because each
term represents a
vertex

Not a big deal
now, but in more
advanced theories
knowing this is a
big help

States in Feynman
diagrams look like
point particles
moving, but really
waves spread out
in space
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Volumes V in our Relations

In the S operator, H/ -V/4V/ is integrated over all space, to infinity in all directions, but the

volume V in the factor in front of each field solution ( for fermions, for example) is not

infinite. Yet when we integrated over all space (see the last line of (8-30), for example) to get our
transition amplitudes, we assumed each field extended to infinity. That gave us the delta functions
in the transition amplitudes. But that would mean the V in the field solution denominators would be
infinite, and thus the solutions themselves equal to zero.

What we are really doing, in effect, is to take V very large, but not actually infinite. In that case,
the integrals over V in our transition amplitude derivations (again see the last line of (8-30) are only
approximately equal to delta functions. But, if we take V large enough, which we do, the
approximation of each such integral is, for all intents and purposes, equal to a delta function.

Further, by taking the same V in our factors in front for all particles (positrons, electrons, and
photons), we are assuming that all particles (all waves) are spread equally throughout the same V.

These assumptions may seem limiting at this point, because we commonly deal with particle
waves that do not extend to infinity. In addition, it seems an elongated particle wave passing
through another localized (in a small region) particle wave would not share the same volume V, and
thus our analysis method would not work in this case. We will resolve these issues in Chap. 17,

where we show how to get meaningful real world answers using this methodology. For now, simply
think of all fields (and thus the particles they create and destroy) in a given calculation as occupying
the same, extremely large but not quite infinite, volume V.

Waves Interact Over Volume. Not at Vertex Point

Also, Feynman diagrams imply, for example, that an incoming particle sheds a virtual
propagator particle at a particular spacetime point (vertex). But recall that we integrate over all
spacetime to get a final transition amplitude relation in terms of momenta, with no spacetime
coordinates involved.

So a Feynman diagram simply represents a single differential event (at each vertex), which is
part of an integration over all spacetime. It represents one differential part of a transition amplitude
density (analogous to probability density), which in principle varies from event to event. By
integrating over all events (all spacetime) we get the total transition amplitude,

So what we really have, unlike the diagrams seem to show, is waves spread out over a region V
which can interact with one another. For example, for Bhabha scattering (first case of annihilation)
an electron wave and a positron wave simultaneously occupy the same V with some amplitude
density for making the transition, which is a function of "r1 and x2. We integrate over all x1 and x2lo
get the transition amplitude and take the square of the absolute value of that to get probability of the
i nteraction occurring.

Hence, physically, it can be visualized as the electron and positron wave collapsing with a

photon propagator wave emerging, then the virtual photon wave gives rise to an outgoing electron
wave and positron wave, which each fill the volume V precisely. The interaction is of waves over a
region, not of point-like objects at points.

Delta Functi on Clarification
One might wonder about the delta functions in our transition amplitudes, such as

d(o) ( pr + pz -Qi + p;))in (8-35), since they are either infinite or zero, and we are supposed to be

calculating probabilities between 0 and 1. Well, it turns out that, in scattering, we will integrate over
momenta, and when we do, the delta functions will pick out only the momenta where final total
value equals initial total. For now, just live with the delta function as part of our transition
amplitude.

Can Virtual Photons Travel Faster than Light?

If we think of virtual particles as appearing at x2 and disappearing at.r1, &s they appear in
Feynman diagrams, then since the physical locations of -r1 and x2 c&n be further apart than light can

travel in the time between the two events, one could conclude that virtual particles can travel faster
than light.
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However, if we consider virtual particles (and real particles) to be waves that interact over an

entire region, this interpretation may not be quite accurate. Nevertheless, in our transition amplitude
integrations over all spacetime, we do find contributions from events ,rl outside the light cone of
event x2. So, perhaps it is not so incorrect to say that interactions may occur, in part, at speed > c.

Recall that wave function collapse in NRQM happens instantaneously at all points. So events on
these waves that are outside one another's light cones somehow join the collapse, even though no
signal could travel fast enough to trigger them to do so.

We are verging on philosophy here. (Nothing wrong with that.) The bottom line, for our present
purposes, is that the math works. It predicts experiment.

New Terms Subtract Out of 1s on Diagonal of S operator

This is a subtle point that troubled me for years, so I include it here. Don't wolry about it too
much for now, but if it ever troubles you in the future, return and read the following.

Note that S(0) = / is a unitary operator. (Its matrix determinant is 1.) It has I s on the diagonal and

zeros elsewhere. With no interactions, the probability of an incoming state leaving as the exact same

state would be 1.

one might think that adding S(n 
) in S = ^So) * s{1) + s(2) ... terms would add to the off diagonal

components, while the original 1s remain on the diagonal. Thus, the probability for no interaction
for any initial state would remain 1, while we had non-zero values for interactions that left different
final states. And so the total probability of getting any of these final states (including the original
state unchanged) would be the sum of the individual probabilities, and this would be greater than 1.

However, the higher order contributions can add negative components to the S matrix diagonal,
thereby reducing the probability for the final state being the same as the initial state. And thus, the
total probability for finding any one of the many final states can equal l.

General. not Basis. Spin Particle States

Note that all of our transition amplitude calculations entailed specific spin basis states, such as

ul, u2, v2, etc. One could ask, what then, do we do for a particle general spin state, such as u = alul
+ a2u2?

The answer is this. First, we find the transition amplitude Spr for u and the transition amplitude

Spzfor u2.Then, we find the transition amplitude for the general state rz as

Sy' = alSp+a2Strz. (8-e6)

But really fields
transferring
energy and
momentum (1tet

for some regions
of interaction
still > c)

A subtle point,
not to spend too
much time on

now

Ftnding
transition
amplitudes for
general, not
basis, spin
states.

Total angular
momentum
conserved in
interactions.

Angular Momentum is Conserved

A final (generally, multiparticle) state will have the same total angular momentum (total spin in
our cases) as the incoming state, but individual particles within the state can have different spin
states than they came in with. We showed the conseryation of angular momentum principle in Prob.

7 for the special case single electron state of Fig. 8-5 (pg. 230). The 7f matnces help take care of
this automatically for us.

Switching ldentical Fermions Changes Transition Amplitude Sign

This too, is a subtle point that you may wish to hold off on until some time in the future. The
choice is yours.

Recall from NRQM, that for a multiparticle state, if we switched labels (switched positions in
physical space) of the fermions, the multiparticle wave function changed sign. A corresponding
thing happens in QFT.

Note in the Mpller scattering of Fig. 8-4 on pg. 229, the difference between the two ways the
scattering can occur boils down to the electron labeled p'1 being interchanged with the electron
labeled p'2. And note that the transition amplitudes for the two different ways have opposite signs.

This turns out to be a general rule in QFf. Interchanging labels on indistinguishable fermions
changes the sign of the resulting transition amplitude.

Attraction vs Repulsion in OED
After all this work getting to our present state of understanding of QFT, you may be wondering

(as I did at a similar stage), how the theory handles repulsion vs. attraction, how it handles like
charges vs unlike charges. In classical theory, the force law in the two cases had opposite signs. If

yP matrices help

the math work out.

Another subtle
point - switching

fermion labels
switches sign of
transition
amplitude
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QF-I is about forces (interactions), then surely it must be able to describe this trivial example, no?

One, somewhat evasive, answer is that in QFT we are usually not dealing with force laws, but
with probabilities of interactions occurring, o.9.., the chance of repulsion (or attraction) occurring
between two particles. We are typically not much concerned with whether it really is attraction or
repulsion. For either case, one gets a positive probability value.

However, in Sect. 8.10 we take a non-mathematical, descriptive look at how QF'f would
describe the interaction between two charged macroscopic objects. And in Chap. 16, we formally
deduce the Coulomb potential for repulsion and attraction from QFf.
Our Formalism Appropriate for Scattering. Not Bound States

The QFT formalism we are developing is not appropriate for bound states, but is well suited for
scattering. It handles probabilities for transient interactions well, but a different tack is needed for
quasi-stable states ruih ur the hydrogen atom.l Introductory Qm courses rarely address bound
states, and we will abide by this tradition. First things (and the most useful things), first.

8.7 Including Other Charged Leptons in QED
So far, we have dealt only with charged leptons of the electron/positron type. As physicists have

learned from experiment, there are two more families of,leptons, the muon/anti-muon (symbols pl
and p*) and the tau/anti-tau particle (symbols c- and r+) families. Electrons, muons, and taus all
have *1 charge. Positrons, anti-muons and anti-taus all have +1 charge. Electrons and positrons
have the same mass. Muons and anti-muons have the same mass, which is about 200 times the
electron mass. Taus and anti-taus have the same mass, which is about 170 times the muon mass.

Of course, muons and taus are extremely rare and not generally seen in our world. However,
they do turn up in high energy particle accelerators, so we need to be able to handle them in our
theory. One might guess we simply need to add extra terms to our Hamiltonian density (Lagrangian
density), similar in form to the electron/positron/photon term used so far, for each of the muon and

tau families. This guess would be correct, and the new interaction Hamiltonian that correctly
describes all three families is

24r

QFT concerned
with
probabilities of
interactions, but
in Chap. 17, we
derive Coulomb

force law.

Our approach
good for
scattering, not
bound states

Including muons
and taus in QED

The mixed lepton
(8-97) QED interaction

Hamiltonian

No vertices that
mix lepton

families allowed

A mixed lepton
interaction
example

-\+Vr 
J,

where the summation over / represents a separate Hamiltonian density for electrons/positrons (l =
1), muons/anti-muons (/ = 2), and taus/anti-taus (l = 3). (Quarks are also electrically charged, but
we don't consider quarks in this volume).

Note that with (8-97) we will now have vertices with fermions of the same family interacting
with a photon. Just as we have seen e-e*Ap, s*s-!p and the like vertices, we will now also have p -

Ir*AF,-p- p-Ap andthe like vertices, and r- t*AF, T- {AP and the like vertices.

Note that we don't have families mixing at a vertex. That is, we don't have e- 1t+4F or 1t- t-44
type vertex terms in (8-97), which means, for example, that in Fig. 8-9 we could not have a p- (or
e*) in place of the e on the LHS. No electron/positron along with a lt(or c) atthe same vertex.

8.7.7 An Interaction Involving More than One Lepton Family

In Fig. 8-9, we see the process of Chap. 1, pgs. 2-3, involving a muon/anti-muon pair being
produced by an electron and positron. This is like our Bhabha scattering, but with final muons
instead of electron/positron.

H,' = - tl = -,fvtApvpvt =-rf,J.f *v;)(/. + A-)(rf
l=l l=l

"-{ k pz, _tt+

s+- P2 P\

Figure 8-9. The Process e* + e ---+ lt* + lt-

t See Mandl & Shaw, Quantum Fietd Theory, 2nd ed (Wiley 2010), 187-191, S. Schweber, An
Introduction to Relativistic Quantum Field Theory Silvan (Dover 2005), 705-720 and Berestetskii et al,

Quantum Electrodynamics (Butterworth, 1 982), 101 , 343-3 47 , 371-37 6, 552-559.
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We could, if we wished, deduce the transition amplitude for Fig. 8-9 from basic principles.
However, it is much simpler to just take our result for Bhabha scattering (via first way of Fig. 8-2,
pg. 221), assuming creation operators for muons instead of those for electrons and positrons. That
is, from (8-35) and (8-34), we get

(dl external \
r oarticles 

- 

Is(2) =l 
' R ,ffi)Qo)o t(*)( 

pt+ pz-Qi+ p;))r:)-o-o.. (8-e8)
e-e'-+1t- p' 

l.

*in "tu/?). ..-.,+ - -r'i,i uz(pi)Ttsr,;r=z1p:)iD1tv (k - p, + pz\ur2 t=t(pr)y' u,,,=,(p, ) . (s-99)
e-e- -+p- p

Note that there is no contribution to the amplitude here like the 2nd way for Bhabha scattering to
occur, as shown on the RHS of Fig. 8-2. We chose this example in Chap. 1 because it is simpler.

8.7.2 Feynman Rules for Multiple Families
From the example above, we can glean that our Feynman rules can be generalized for three

families of leptons as follows.
1) Obtain the Feynman amplitude assuming all leptons are electrons/positrons.

2) For lines representing other lepton "flavorso' (another word for "family") replace spinors
and/or propagators with those representing the other flavors.

Note that the only difference in the form of the result will be the masses.

8.7.3 Elastic vs Inelastic Scattering
The term inelastic scattering (or inelastic interaction) refers to the particles involved changing

into different types of particles with different masses (recall we mean "rest mass" by the term
"mass"), such as the scattering shown in Fig. 8-9. The outgoing particles are different than the
incoming particles, and hence some kinetic energy must be converted into mass (or vice versa
depending on the particular interaction).

The total amount of energy (in the form of mass plus kinetic energy) must stay the same. But if
the total mass changes, then that change must be compensated for by an equivalent opposite change
in kinetic energy.

Elastic scattering (or elastic interaction), on the other hand, implies we have the same type final
particles (with the same masses) as the initial particles. (See Figs. 8-2 and 8-4 on pgs 221 and 229,
for examples.) No mass is created out of', or destroyed to yield, kinetic energy. All energy exchange
is purely kinetic, and this is a characteristic of classical elastic interactions, hence the name.

8.7.4 Meaning of the Word "Force" Changes a Bit
Prior to QFT, the meaning of the word "force" was limited to that of a "push or pull" exerted by

one body on another body. This is depicted in the RH diagram in Fig. 8-2, pg. 221 where the
electron and positron exert force on one another, and neither particle changes its identity. In that
diagram, the force is mediated by the virtual photon, which carries energy and momentum from one
particle to the other, thereby changing the motion of each.

However, in QFT, 
ooforce" is extended to include the action of the virtual particle in the LH

diagram of Fig. 8-2, as well. There, in addition to being the carrier of energy and momentum, the
virtual particle mediates a transmutation of particle types. The electron and positron turn into a

vinual photon. This, like the RH diagram, represents elastic scattering because the final particle
types are the same as the initial.

In Fig. 8-9 above, however, the electromagnetic force (mediated by the virtual photon) changes
the initial particle types into different ones, i.e., results in inelastic scattering. The point is we now
use the term o'force" in a more general way, to involve any type, elastic or inelastic, of interaction.

8.8 When to Add Amplitudes and When to Add Probabilities

For two different Feynman diagrams, given the same initial state in each, when the final particles
are also in the same state (not just particle type, but also same momenta and spins) in each, we add
the amplitudes from the diagrams and take the square of the absolute value of that sum to get total
probability of finding the state with those final particle states.

Transition
amplitude for our
mixed lepton
interaction
example

Feynman rules

for mixed
lepton
interactions

Inelastic scatter =
particle masses

change

Elastic scatter =
same particles
out as in, masses
unchanged, only
K.E. transferred

The term "force'
extends to include
particle
transmutation
interactions

Add amplitudes
when incoming
and outgoing
states are the
same, but
dffirent ways
exist.for it to
occur
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We can't distinguish between the two processes because we can't measure what is happening
with the virtual particles involved. So the total amplitude is the sum of the amplitudes 

-ot 
tnI

indistinguishable interactions. The probability is the squar. of the absolute value of that.
when the final states from two different Feynman diagrams (havine the same initial state) are

different (as with ,-r* - e-e* and r-r* - p t,or r-r* \ n-ri und, i-rl----;;r;;;;;;i;;;
indicate different momenta), then we take the square of the absolute value of each individual
amplitude to get the probability of each final state occurring. The probability of an interaction
occurring at all that would yield any one of the final states is the rurn of these probubiliti.r.

In this case, we can distinguish between the two processes, since the final measurable results are
distinguishable. So each has its probability of occurring independent of the other. The total
probability of any of the different final states being found is the sum of the probabilities of the
different final states.

8.9 Wave Packets and Complex Sinusoids
Particles are typically of wave packet form, as in the LH side of Fig. 8-10. yet in our analyses,

they parallel the form of the field operators that create and destroy them, i.e., complex sinusoids
e'p', as in the RH side of Fig. 8-10. (Fig. 8-10 shows only the real components of complex waves.)

classicalview
of particles

quantum view
of particles

ts
o

_>

o
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When outgoing
states are
dffirent, add
probabilities of
each way for
total probabiliW
of observing any
one emong the

final states

Particles really
wave packets, but
our analysis
simplffies to k
eigenstates

For wave packets
ork eigenstates,
Hamiltonian only
non-zero where
all particle waves
non-zero

Heuristic look
at attraction
and repulsion
in QED

Both particles share
same V= volume of
interaction where 711 l0
Simplified Analysis of
Most QFT Texts with
Complex Sinusoids

Figure 8'10. The Complicated Wave Packet vs Simpifi 
"d 

,itu Solution Form Analyses

Obviously, wave packets are more complicated to deal with and analyzethan sinusoids. But, as
it turns out, we can make excellent predictions for scattering and decay ph.no*.na with the simpler
complex sinusoids, and vinually all introductory QF f texts deal exclusively with them.

Keep in mind that in our analyses, all incoming and outgoing particles occupy the same volume.
Their field operators all have the same V in their normalization factors. See ltt. RH of Fig. 8-10.
However, two particles approaching each other from opposite directions, as in the LH of Fig. 8-10,
are more accurately modeled as wave packets.

Our interaction Hamiltonian H1t -- eVAltTltV is only non-zero where the fields p,ty and Ap
are all non-zero (or effectively so). For the wave packet model of those fields, this only becomes
significantly different from zero where the wave packets of the particles overlap. Of iourse, the
wave packets actually extend to infinity, but outside of a certain region they are r-o di.inished that
one can consider them zero.

In contrast, for the complex sinusoid model, all fields are uniformly distributed throughout the
same volume V (which we take as very large) and zero elsewhere. Again, this model works for the
most significant experiments, and after the discussion of Sect. 8.10 beiow, we will henceforth in this
book confine our attention to the mathematically far simpler model of the RH side of Fig. 8- 10.

8.70 Looking Closer at Attraction and Repulsion

8.70.7 Two Elementary Particles Attracting or Repetling
As promised, we now look at a more or less heuristic overview of repulsion and attraction, given

what we have learned about QF-t.

Region of significant overlap of
wave packets = effective volume
of interaction where 7ll l0

Complicated Analysis
with Wave Packets
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Repulsion

Consider two like charged particles approaching one another, such as the electrons in the left
side of Fig. 8-11. If they are going to repel one another, as we know they do, the virtual particles
transmitting the electromagnetic force must have certain properties.

For the electron coming in from the left (with velocity toward the upper right) the virtual photon,
as it leaves that real particle, must kick that particle back so its velocity has a component in the
negative horizontal direction. In order to do that, the virtual photon must eaffy 3-momentum k in its
own direction of travel. When the electron coming in from the right accepts that virtual photon 3-
momentum, its velocity must receive a kick in the positive horizontal direction. Hence, the two
electrons appear to repel one another.

Particle wave packets shown as spheres

In repulsion case,
virtual particle k is
in same direction
as its velocity v

How 3-momentum
behaves in virtual
particles in
repulsion and
attraction of real
particles

In attraction case,

virtual particle k
is in opposite
direction of v

Again, virtual
particles disobey
some traditional
laws for real
particles

\o,o/
v

+\o ^n/ \\ ---+ C\k\-

I/o o\

after virtual pholol-, /O 
61\absorbed by RH particle

/o Sa
o\ 16

Attraction

after virtual photon
has left LH pafticle

initially
time

Repulsion

Figure 8-11. Virtual Particle Momenta for Real Particle Repulsion and Attraction

Attraction
For attraction, as in the right side of Fig. 8-1 1, things are not quite so intuitive. If the electron on

the LH moving away is to be attracted, it must pick up a momentum (velocity) component in the
positive horizontal direction. The only way it can do that, upon shedding a virtual photon, is if that
virtual photon has 3-momentum pointing to the left. That is, the virtual photon in this case carries 3-
momentum in the opposite direction of its velocity. This certainly seems strange from a classical
mechanics perspective, but it is the only way for attraction to occur.

When the positron on the RH moving away absorbs the virtual photon, it picks up 3-momentum
in the negative horizontal direction. Hence, it picks up an additional velocity component in that
direction, too. The electron and positron are pulled closer together.

Summary of Two Particle Attraction and Repulsion

Once again we see that virtual particles disobey some basic physical laws with which we have
grown familiar. For them, 3-momentum can actually be in the opposite direction of velocity. In fact,
for attraction, this sort of behavior is essential. More generally, 3-momentum in other cases can be
in other directions not parallel to virtual particle velocity (where we define that velocity in terms of
the length vector between emission and absorption events divided by the time between them.)

Of course, in reality, we are looking at particles which are field-like, in the sense that they are
spread out in space. An interaction is more like an interaction of one particle field with another, and
during this interaction, 3-momentum of appropriate direction is transferred. Again, the Feynman
diagrams tend to make us think of point-like particles, rather than field-like particles.

In all cases, however, we do find total 3-momentum and total energy, including all real and
virtual particles, are conserved. These conservation laws still hold.

8.10.2 Charged Approaching Macroscopic Obiects Attracting and Repelling Charged ma*o
Now consider two macroscopic charged objects approaching one another along the same line of bodics

action. Arrows for virtual particles in Fig. 8-12 represent velocity v (not 3-momentum k). yir#!#:
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section 8.10 Looking closer at Attraction and Repulsion

Repulsion

On the left side of Fig. 8-12, both objects are negatively charged. Many virtual photons are
emitted and absorbed by the many charged parlicles on each *u.ror.opic body. These virtuals have
3-momentum in the direction of their motion. As the bodies get closer iogethei, the wave packets of
the real parlicles in each macroscopic body overlap more ind more, resulting in more and more
virtuals being emitted and absorbed. The result is stronger repulsive force felt b| each body.

lndividual virtuals have k in direction
of v and positive energy

Repulsion

-->.+_--

lndividual virtuals have k in opposite
direction of v and negative energy
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Like charges
approaching:
virtual3-
momentum k
in v direction

The closer they get,
the more the real
wave packets of
the objects overlap
--+ the more
virtuals exchanged

-+ the stronger
the force

Like charges
approaching,
virtual particles
have positive
energy

Opposite charges:
virtual k opposite
direction of v

-->

.--7ff
1(::);r \/ O-r@

Attraction

Figure 8'12. Virtual Particle 3-Momenta and Energy for Macro Repulsion and Attraction

Note that the macroscopic bodies lose speed as they approach one another, and thereby their
respective energies decrease. Classically we interpret this lost energy as a gain in the classical
electric field energy between the particles. The field potential is of form

Vclassical nQ\QZ 
'o,repulsion r

so that the total energy, where KE is kinetic energy and subscripts indicate the bodies, is

Etrtot = KEI *Vclassica, + KE2 =constant .

repulsion

As r gets smaller, KE of the macro bodies decreases, but the electric field potential energy increases.
In QFT, we would say the kinetic energies of the macro bodies plus all the energy of the virtuals

is conserved,

Etotat '= KEt * Evirtuats + KE, =constant . (g_102)

And so, we can see that what is interpreted classically as classical field energy, is, in the quantum
realm, energy of virtual particles,

Vclassical = Eriryuol, ) 0'
repulsion

(8-103)

In similar fashion, 3-momentum of the macro bodies plus all the virtuals is conserved.

Attraction

Similar to what we saw in Fig. 8-11, in Fig. 8-12 attraction involves virtual particles with 3-
momenta in the opposite directions of their velocities. This conserves total 3-momentum and
provides attractive behavior, where the objects' speeds towards one another increase.

Similar to repulsion, the classical energy relation for attraction (see right side of Fig. 8-12) is

Etotat = KEt *Vclassicot + KEZ =constant ,
attraction

where the attraction field potential energy is negative

Vctassicat nQtQz tg '
attraction f

(8-105)

As the macro objects approach each other, they speed up, so their kinetic energy increases. But
the classical field energy decreases (becomes more negative) to compensate and iiep total energy
constant.

(8-100)

(8-101)

(8-r04)
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Given that we must have the same energy relation, in terms of virtual parlicles, as (8-102), this Opposite charges
must mean that the virtual particles energy must be negative. approaching,

vclassical = Evimuts 10 ' (s-106) virtual particles

anracrion have negative

Strange, but necessary. Virtual particles involved in attraction between approaching bodies must
have negative energies and 3-momenta in the opposite direction of their motion.

Summary of Attraction and Repulsion for Approaching Objects

The classical field energy equals the virtual particle total energy. As the bodies get closer, the
number of virtuals exchanged increases, making the macroscopic force seem greater. The virtual
particle energies and 3-momenta are what is required to yield this behavior in the large.

8.70.3 Negative Energies Again?
It is interesting to note that we seem to have found our way back to negative energy. Recall, that

finding negative energies in RQM was one of the driving forces to develop Qtrt. Ironically, after all
that development, it turns up anew.

However, the key difference is that now it is only virtual particles which can have negative
energies. It is still prohibited for real particles, the ones we can measure, and therefore does not
contradict our classical reality, as RQM seemed to do.

8.10.4 Charged Objects Receding from One Another
Do Prob. l7 to prove to yourself that charged objects receding from one another along lhe same

line of action exchange virtual photons with the same energy and 3-momentum characteristics as

those of approaching objects.

Wholeness Chart 8-3. Summary of Virtual Photon Properties for lD Attraction and Repulsion

Yirtual Particles in Renulsion Virtual Particles in Attraction

3-momentum Energy 3-momentum Energy

Apnroachine and
Recedine Obiects

v direction positive - v direction negative

There are additional subtleties in the above that we will discuss later in Chap. 17.

energy

Negative energy
not a big concern
because virtual,
not real, particles
po.ssess it

For receding
objects, virtual
particles same
characteristics
as opproaching
objects

Propagator
contribution
greater, the closer
virtual particle is
to on-shell

8.17 The Degree of the Propagator Contribution to the Transition Amplitude
Note the form of the momentum space photon propagator,

iDrpr(r) = *i -\py-, (8-107)
k'+it

which appears in any transition amplitude having a virtual photon. Remember that the virtual
photon is off shell, so the value of x* does not have to be zero, as with a real photon.

For values of lftl --- 0, this takes on a higher value than for larger lftl. (kl is the length in 4D of

the photon four-momentum vector, i.e., lftl =Jt' = rfrr* -* ) So, the closer a virtual photon is to

being on shell, the greater its contribution is to the transition amplitude, and thus, the higher the
probability of that particular interaction where that value of 4-momentum is transferred from one
real particle to another. This does not necessarily mean less strong interactions (smaller changes in
4-momentum of the real particles involved) are more likely, because k2 canbe small when both r*
and k2 are high. If the latter are higher, the interaction is stronger.
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8,12 Summary of Where We Have Been: Chnps. 7 and 8

Wholeness Chart 8-4 on the next four pages summarizes all of interaction theory to here, i.e., Ovemiew of
Chaps. 7 and 8. However, the following is a briefer summary of how we got to this point. our progless

Summarv of the Ground We Have Covered

Free field theory via I/o --+ Interaction Picture "--) State evolution via lO (t )) = sro,.l l) (we seek Sao"r)

IJ,J
Free fields Stale eq of motion via Hi '--, use lO) above in state eq

(Ht' in terms of free fields)

"- solution Srp", (r) in terms of fl/, time ordered ---+ $ = $ro"r(t= oo) ---+ Wick's theorem

-+ snormarordere'."""T';::;;T::i::T=#= (rlsl;) -* argebra - sr

Or the Shortcut (Based on the Above) Instead

Feynman rules - Sl - lsl 12

8,13 Appenilix: Returning to Equal-Times-Commutalors and Wick's Theorem

Recall that at the end of Sect. 7.8.4 on pg. 209, we noted that had we included equal-times
contractions in Wick's theorem, it would have given rise to non-physical situations. Now that we
have digested the curent chapter, we can investigate just what that means.

Consider if the following term, containing an equal-times contraction, were in the S operator.

(8-108) represents, in one case, an initial real electron and positron atx2 annihilated into a virtual
photon that then travels to x1. There it becomes a very strange virtual fermion, one that begins and

ends at the same spacetime point, and thus can hardly be said to exist. Essentially, there are no real
final particles, i.e., the incoming particles disappear.

We could plug all the mathematical expressions for the fields and propagators into (8-108), in
the same manner we have done repeatedly in this chapter to evaluate the transition amplitude

s aqri^= (oltf ) 

1r,,,,,r* p,r,) .

We get the same results via the Feynman rules short cut, so (8-109) becomes

sEqri,n= W@,cnf 
a1+) (pr* pz)tulEqri^'

(8-108)

(8-r0e)

(8- r 10)

From the delta function, we see that the only time the transition amplitude is non-zero is when the
energies of the two incoming fermions total zero. That means each incoming fermion must have
zero energy, i.e., neither can exist and the interaction doesn't happen.

Similar kinds of issues result for other interactions with equal-times contractions.

Thus, we can conclude, as stated in Chap. 7, that equal-times contractions, if included in our
theory, would give rise to non-physical situations. Physical reality and our theory match if equal-
times contractions are not part of the application of Wick's theorem to QFT, which we justified by
other means in Chap. 7.
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QED/FIBLD THEORY OVERVIEW: PART 2

Wholeness Chart 8-4. From Operators and Propagators to Feynman Rules

+ TNTERAcTTNG FTELDs S

In theory, the non-linear coupled partial differential interaction fields equations can be solved
simultaneously to get interacting fields solutions and hence complete descriptions of all interactions.
In practice this has not been possible and the following perturbation scheme has been developed.

Interaction Picture Approach

Interaction
Picture

HI=n[+n!

Motionofstaresgovernedbv al: i*l*>,=nllv),

Motion of operators governed bv al = H0 # = -ilo',"']

Q, W AF are operators, so depend on lls only. Further, for them the above operator equation reduces
to the free field equations on the first page of Part I of this chart. (See end of Chap. 5.)

Results of
Interaction
Picture

For interactions, if employ I.P., we can use

1. free field operator solutions Q, V, Aoof Part 1 as I.P. fields solutions
2. free field operator creation and destruction properties
3. free field number operators
4. free field observables operators
5. free field Feynman propagators

6. state equations of motion in H! to determine change in state in time (i.e., interactions)

H!
Spatial integral of Hf =-.C,' (with operators taken as free field solutions) = H!

e.g., for QED H! = [Zl a3* with Hf =-eVypVAp

New notation Drop script "f'o on states and operators other tttan1.71 and Hf .

S matrix

1
lSll' is probability of ith eigenstate (often multiparticle) transitioning to/th eigenstate

Sp is transition amplitude.

Sop",
General scattered srate: l*t rt )l = sor,,lvf t; ) (lr) = sop,,ll) typically)

lt) = un initial eigenstate lf )= a final eigenstate. lY(/)) = ln = sum of eigenstates usually

Finding S matrix
from Sop*

sfi=(fls"r,,l,) =(/ lv(tr )l so l*r,r,) =?l f)sn

Conservation of probability (not particles) tr 
?' 

S p12 =1

Sop", equation
of motion

I.P. state eq of motion at top for lY(r))= Sop", lV (41) yields idSr?p" = HIr Sopu,tJ 
dt

Solution to Soou,

equation of
motion

7{f aa x
(time ordered), so

illr ula, 
=r''l{ ISoP,,=€ 

Jti ' l*t,l) = sopu,l*(r, )) = r-tl:,aiat ,v(ri ))

Sop* for all
space and time

=$
S = Soou, (t 1 -+ *,t,

V*)-
'y -i l*^^zf aa*

-+ -"o)- e J€ S = "S operator'o terminology in QFf typically
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S matrix for S
operator

Foroo spaceandtime, Sfr=(f lsli)=(f lv(t -*)) so lvf ,-""))=Il f)sn

Dyson expansion Below is Dyson expansion of S solution above

exact:

2nd order:

-tJ- Hl U,)do*, -+J-.*S=.I = i s(')
n=0

11, {r,' (", ) H/ (*r)l aa *,aa xz * ......

s(2)

=n+l* I* daqd'ax2"'dax,r{Hf Q,)zi ur) zi(',)}

To this point treatment is exact. Perturbation arises from using fewer than oo terms in the above.

^s=/ + (-i)[:daqzf (x,) + +[]*aa*raa*rr{zl Q)21('r)}

s(o) ,(')

Contractions of
operators

+_u, 
=(olr{er}lo) = Feynman propagators if A and B are certain fields.

Q( *t )Qr ( xz ) - Qr ( xz )N xr ) = iLp (4- xz)

Definition:

l_t tt
Special (only non-zero) cases: wa( xt )Vp( xz ) = - Vp( xz )Va( x1 ) =is rafr(*t - *r)

t_l l_t
AF( xr )Av ( xz ) = iDFv (*, - *r).
l_l

Wick's Theorem

r {(en...),,

*"{

.'....,Gn...)r, ] = lr{(ar...,", ......'( AB..)*,J

,ir ls B )*z l.'{11}rar1,, }.(ffi'ffffi"JffifJfered 
non

*N [ (ABC )*,(ABC. )*2 I.(1ffi',TilTtri,:'i:;:Lffi",)i rr rr i
[-r--r )

+ (all normal ordered non equal time triple contractions)

+ etc.

QED
interactions

Above basic principles of interaction theory applied to QED below

H1t forQED H,'=-f,'= -eVf ApV= - 
) tfor electrons and positrons)-'(v* +t-)(1. +,4-)(v. *v

Dyson expansion
for QED

Using above in Dyson expansion of S operator along with the extended Wick's theorem to turn the
time ordered integrand into a normal ordered integrand yields the QED S operator

s = i5(n) -r(o) *s(1) +r(z) *s(3) + [^-1:t"1::-") *lrrr,5(0),5(r),,$2),ho*nbelow
n=0 \or0er terms/

Operator Matrix Elements

s(o) _T_T

no transition of particles lf ) = li)
tf;' = (r I 

s(o) l;;
typical process: ln ,rl -lt- ,rl
no virtual particles, no 4-momentum
change
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s 
(l)

= (-;) I oo *rr {-rV y'Arv} 
,., tx7

= all three external particles interaction terms

= 8 terms in all, but these processes are not real physical
proce$ses (because resultant particle(s) off shell)

^T
\/ \7

Typical non-physical process:
:ta e

Two processes like S(l) above going

on independently.

sg =(rlsu(')1i;
typical process (Bhabha scattering):

ln ,,!.1'l'- ,'+)

sgi =(r lsr(') ;;;
typical process (Compton scattering):

l,) = 
| 
,- ,T) * l/) =l'- ,r)

with virtual electron mediating
scatter.

t(3) =(r lsr(2) 1;;

s 
(2)

Sa

Sn

(2)

(2)

= + ! da xrda xrN 
{@ 

/w) .,(v ld,,i
No real physical processes.

= + | da *,da xru 
{(v Aw) -,(v /w),r\

2t' r I 
t r-r J

= all four external leptons interaction terms

= + [ da qda *r'u 
{@'< W 

o 

"'l.-{ryo^.p:yr,l

= -r2 [ da *,da xrN 

{(v 

AW orr,r\

= all two external leptons, two external photons interaction
terms.

= -r2 !,ta *,da *r- 
{(, 

O,y) _,(V/v) _r}

I t-t J

= two external leptons terms (lepton self energy)

= * I da xlda x2- 
{ryAy) 

-,t1,4D,,1

Ir 
- 

r )

= two external photons term (photon self energy)

=*loaxpa*2Nlyy)fyy"I

| --i J

= no external particles term

e-

g*

sr(2)

srQ)

sr(21 tg) =(rlsu
photon loop

tzrli)

T

(2) sn =(rlso(2r1;1

vacuum bubble

Sr

electron and positron loops

s(3), s(4), etc. Higher order terms. Ignored for now.
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Sample
probability
determination

Compton scattering, two ways: (Assumption: Particles are plane waves in box of volume V.)
kb

^(2)Dcr sl'l
See Chap. 8, Sect. 8.4.3, pg.225 for derivation of the following

Compton', s, = sco*pto, - (f lsli) r"*r= (f lsr,(t) + srr(2) l;)

where,u[?) 
- -rzir,,o(p')tp,t 0<') yfrors,pa e = p + k) €r,,(x) /5rur,o (n)

,u[t) = - rzi,,,o (p'), p,, &) frois, Bd 
(q - p - k') er,,, (k') y'd,,u,,, 1r1

Probability of Compron scattering - l(f 1t lr)r"*ol'

Adding
amplitudes

When two or more diagrams have the same external states in and out, add amplitudes for each
contributing diagram, then square the absolute value of the result to get probability.
For probability that any of two or more outcomes (different external states out) may occur from the
same external states in, square absolute value of individual amplitudes first and then add.

2 ways to
calculate
probability

1) Go through tedious derivation like Chap. 8, Sect. 8.4.3 for each interaction
2) Use short cut of Feynman rules (listed in Box 8-3, pg. 236.)

All three lepton types treated below.

Mixed lepton

H,,
H,, __rl

t-/ l -,|(vf *v;)(A. + A-)(ri *wt)
I

* - tlv/r4flPvt =
I

Mixed lepton S
operator

Each VAW term in S expression above for single lepton type replaced by ZV,AV, term.
I

s = i Ge)n f*".....f- d4x1...daxni i r{(v,,/v,,)*,...(v,,,Avr,)_,1u^ nl. J-o
n=U \=l ln=l L'

=,.'lrttl," n*"rous block": ";*r* *
'( (( tt taus +

terms mixing lepton types (but not mixed at a vertex).

Typical
interaction

I.Le *e'+p +p' (with photon mediating.)

Mixed lepton
summary

1) Obtain the Feynman amplitude assuming all leptons are electrons/positrons.
2) For lines in the Feynman diagram representing other lepton flavors, replace
propagators with those representing the other flavors.

spinors and/or
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8.74 Problems

1. Show that the sub-term Srt) = fe[dax11V{V-/.V*}* ,.presents destruction of an initialtxl

electron and an initial photon, followed by creation of another electron. Draw the Feynman
diagram for this process. Evaluate the integral to the point where you can show that outgoing 4-
momentum for the final electron equals incoming 4-momentum of the initial multi-particle state.

2. Show that the sub-term Sjt) = felaax1lV{V-/.V-l- represents destruction of an initial
tx7

photon followed by creation of an electron and a positron. Draw the Feynman diagram for this
process. Evaluate the integral to the point where you can show that outgoing 4-momentum for
the multi-particle final state equals incoming 4-momentum of the initial photon.

Is this a real physical process that could actually occur? Prove your answer using the
mathematics of the mass shell.

Show that sub-terr S3(l) applied to the incoming state of Fig. 8-l results in zero.

3. Draw Feynman diagrams for all eight possible sub-terms of S(l). Lubrl each with the related
mathematical expression of the sub-term represented. (You don't have to evaluate the integrals.)

4. Compare the mathematical steps of this chapter (8-25) to (8-34) for calculating Ss1, the
transition amplitude for the annihilation type of Bhabha scatterjng, to the heuristic steps for the
transition amplitude of the interaction on pgs 2-3 of Chap. 1. (Note that we used pf and 1f as the
final particles there instead of e- e 

*, 
so that we would have only one relevant Feynman diagram,

i. e., the LHS of Fig. 8-2. The RHS of the figure would not exist for e- e* -) lt p*, since the
final particles are different particles from the initial particles.) Identify which factors in the
treatment in this chapter coffespond to the factors K, Kz, Ky and Kr in Chap. 1. What did we
leave out of the Chap. 1 treatment (to make it simple)?

'rlr. 
(r,),v- Uz)].]=0, even though the anti-commutator shown does not equals. a) Show Nl

zera.

b) Using a), show tnat N{QQ)QI (*)vQr)VQo)..} = N{-O&)QI (*r)VQq)r(', ). .} .

6. Derive the transition amplitude for Mpller scattering (see Fig. 8-4, pg. 229), which equals
(8-68) with (8-69). Do this the long way, i.o., without Feynman rules. Note that to get correct
signs one has to normal order both sub amplitudes in the same normal order. "Same" here refers
to the momentum/spinor values of the operatorso not their -r1 and x2 dependency. Note also that
this is a fairly lengthy problem. (See comments in the two paragraphs following (8-69).)

7. prove rhat s,=s in (8-76). Recall that rsr ( p-kl=lo" ,!{)f):, and from Chap. 4
(p-k)'-m'+ie

Appendix A (pg. 122), that

a (p) TFur(p)= 
o' 6rr. (Hint: Start with the integrand of (8-76) and use the gamma matrices
m

anti-commutation relations to switch the order of To and y'. Then use the relation after that
above to get certain terms to drop out.)

8. Derive the transition amplitude for positron Compton scattering of the LHS Fig. 8-7, p9.234.
Do this the long way, without Feynman rules.

9. Find the transition amplitude relation, in terms of propagators, for the vacuum bubble diagram
of Fig. 8-8, pg. 234.Do this the long way, without Feynman rules.

lf ,/1.-2so',,(/-*)u,(p)=0, spvyt'/ =Tr/ =4, and
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10. Use Feynman rules (pg. 236) to find the transition amplitude (8-67) for Compton scattering of
electrons.

I 1. Use Feynman rules to find the transition amplitude (8-68) for Moller scattering of electrons.

12. Use Feynman rules to find the transition amplitude (8-77) for the electron/photon closed loop
of an electron.

13. Use Feynman rules to find the transition amplitude (8-86) for the photon closed loop.

14. Use Feynman rules to find the transition amplitude (8-89) for an electron/positron/photon
vacuum bubble.

15. Draw the two Feynman diagrams for the interaction e* e* I Tt4 Using Feynman's rules,
write out the amplitude for one of the diagrams.

16. Draw the two Feynman diagram for the interaction yT -+ e* e -. Using Feynman's rules, write
out the amplitude for one of the diagrams.

17. Carry out an analysis parallel to that of Sect. 8.10.2 for two macroscopic charged bodies
receding from one another along the same line of action. Prove to yourself that for repulsion the
virtual particles have positive energy; and that for attraction, the virtual particles have negative
energy.
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Chapter 9

Higher Order Corrections

" "The last function of reason is to recognize that there

are an infiniry of things which surpass it."
Blaise Pascal

9.0 Background

In Chap. 8, we investigated the role of the second order term S(2) in the S operator expansion

(where S - S(0) + S(l) *,$') + S(3) + ... ), and how using only that term in the state equation of
evolution !fl =S ll) should give us a good approximation to the transition amplitude for a given

interaction. That is, Sp = (f lS li) = 6lS(2) U;. This is because S(0) and S(1) don't give rise to real

changes in particles, and because, the reasoning goes, higher order terms are significantly smaller

than s(2).

When we add in these higher order terms, the additional terms in the transition amplitude are

called hisher order corrections to the transition amplitude.

9.0.1 Higher Order Conections

As we are about to find out, higher order corrections are problematic in two ways. For one, they
significantly complicate the analysis. That, however, is a minor problem relative to the second.

In a fashion quite unexpected from a mathematically naive perspective, higher order corrections,

as we will see, turn our nice, neato tinite transition amplitudes of Chap. 8 into monstrous, difficult-
to-tame infinite numbers, about which you have no doubt heard. For instance, using higher order

terms in our Compton scattering calculation results in a transition amplitude of infinity. Since the

square of the absolute value of the transition amplitude is the probability of the interaction
occurring, and since probability must lie between zero and one, "Houston, we have a problem."

9.0.2 Loop Diagrams

Actually, as I have purposely refrained from mentioning prior to here, infinities crop up even in
some second order transition amplitudes. These are specifically from the loop diagrams we saw in

Fig. 8-5 pg. 230 (electron closed loop) and Fig. 8-6 pg. 232 (photon closed loop), and also a loop
associated with each vefiex. More on this later.

Non-loop second order terms (such as those associated with the diagrams we examined in Chap.

8 for Bhabha, Compton, and Mpller scattering ) are free from the infinity problem, fortunately.

9.0.3 Chapter Overview

The main topic we want to cover in this chapter is

o higher order corrections due to terms 5(3), 5(a), s(s), ... in the S operator expansion

In doing so, we will see that

r diagrams with loops have infinite transition amplitudes,

. loops are common components of higher order Feynman diagrams.

F'urther, we will note

. the mathematics for why terms that should be finite are infinite, and

. that we will not show the infinity problem solution (renormalization) until Part Three.

{2) drrrloped
in Chap. 8

S@) 7or n>2
developed in
this chapter

Problem: parts
of these higher
order terms are
infinite

We will see

loop diagrams
of Chap 8 have

infinite
amplitudes

We'll examine
higher order
corrections
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9.1 Higher Order Correction Terms

In Chap. 8, we showed the 
^S 

operator for QED as (see (8-3) pg. 215)

s=is(n) =
rz=0

r +ir[(V,4w),,,
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da x1-ge, IIr{(v/w),,(vAw) _,laa *raa

s(o) s(') s(2)

- 6 "' JIJ 
r 

{@ / w) .,(v A v,) ., (v,4 w),,1 oo

xz*
Dyson
expansion of S,

including

(9-l) higher order
terms

Wick's theorem
re-expresses
any term in S
as normal
ordered terms
& contractions

4da x2tl4rr *....

s(3)

We evaluated the 5(0), 5(l), and S(2) terms of this in Chap. 8 using Wick's theorem to express each

term as normal ordgring opgrators with contractions rather than time ordering, as in (9-1).We will
now evaluate the S(') and ,$*) terms, and draw general conclusions about terms of even higher order.

Note that S(3) is a third order term with respect to e, the electron charge, and in that context S(a)

is fourth order. We will use this nomenclature for the time being, but refine it later to reflect more
common usage employed in the literature.

g.IJ Third Order in e Correction Terms

We will use Wick's theorem (g-z)below to re-expres S(3) of (9-1).

r{(ar...) r, ...(A8...)," } = ru{(ar...),, ...(An...), }

*'{ nytB ),2 }*"t,i3g ).2 }+ 
+N{.ro..t*r,,\

+ N I (ABC...)x1(ABC ..),2...1 + N lWac..),y(ABC...),, ....l + .... (9-2)

t'_---1 I t_r_i i
+ (all normal ordered terms with three non-equal times contractions) + etc.

Using (g-Z) fo. S(3) of (9-l ), we find

r(r) - -ir'lll r{@/v) -,(vAv'),,(vAv')..lao *,a4 x2da x3

= -*,'lll (r {tv,<r) ",(v 
Av),,(v,<d,l *

+ N 

t( Y 2{ o D ., (v,,4 r, 
"l+ 

n 
ir Y ^ 

r!, ( v/) ., (v A r) 
"}

Most of the terms in (9-3) are zero. For example, for the single contraction terms, the first two
shown are zero because, recall, contractions of a field with itself are zero, as are its contractions
with a different field type (such as lepton with boson). So we can immediately drop out all terms in
(9-3) except those comprising contractions of a field with its own complex conjugate (the adjoint for
fermions; the field itself for photons, as the photon field is real, so it is its own complex conjugate).
Each of the many terms left represents its own interaction reflected in its own Feynman diagram.

Of the remaining terms, let's look at the third single contraction term of (9-3), with integrand

+ ru {t v r4w) *,(v /v) -, (v r4w) ..}+ ...

I r-r *'J

+ n 
ir V 14 v) *, ( V A D,, (V,4,r),,1 * t | <V.< vl,, (V A w), (V / w),,
I r-r-r r f I r-t-t I

[-r-t ) [ t---r
+ (all normal ordered terms with three non-equal times contractions) +

r 
{'Yo'!y)"(v'4v')"}'

(e-3)

Using Wick
theorem o, St)
term

Most terms in
{3) are zero

Remaining terms
represent dffirent
Feynman diagrams

Looking at one
term with single
contraction

l.
I

etc. )darrdax2do*,

(e-4)

which is not zero via the above reasoning. One of the Feynman diagrams for this would look like
Fig.9-1. (This is an unconnected diagram, as we discussed in Chap.8. That is, not all lines are

connected to one another in a single network.)
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Figure 9-1. Feynman Diagram for One of the Single Contraction Terms of S(3)

Note that in Fig. 9-l we have a single vertex interaction, acting alone, which we learned in
Chap.8 is not physically possible, because it has at least one real (not virtual) particle off shell. We

conclude that any possible term in S(3) that has a vertex factor (V lWl - alone, unconnected to a, tXi

contraction, is not physical and can be ignored.

This further reduces the total number of terms we need to be concerned about in (9-3)

considerably. Let's look at one of these, the three contraction term with integrand

Feynman diagram

for this term is
unconnected with
single vertex alone

Single vertex
diagram is not
physical, so any
term with one

can be ignored

A typical term
with three
contractions

w 
ItV 

/v),,(VAv),, (V A,rr)", I 
.

t'-=1-- l J

A typical Feynman diagram for this looks like Fig. 9-2.

(e-s)

Feynman
diagramfor this
3'd order tenn

Figure 9-2. Feynman Diagram for One of the Three Contraction Terms of S(3)

Note that the net result of Fig. 9-2 is similar to what we saw in Fig. 8-1, pg. 218, repeated below
as Fig. 9-3, where a real electron and a real positron transmute into a single off shell photon.

Figure 9-3. Feynman Diagram with Equivalent Incoming
and Outgoing 4-Momenta as in Fig. 9'2

In both the Fig. 9-2 and 9-3 cases, we have conservation of energy and 3-momentum at each

vertex. So, for the same incoming electron/positron state, we will get the same off shell photon.

Hence the process of Fig.9-2 is not real, and (9-5) can be ignored.

An aside: We reiterate what we said in Sect. 8.3.3, pgs.219-220, about non-physical states.

Mathematically, the operators involved in Fig. 9-3 create an off shell photon ket, which has

different 4-momentum than an on shell (real world) single photon bra can ever have. The bra and

ket don't match, so their inner product yields zero. Hence, the mathematics behind Fig. 9-3 will
always yield a zero transition amplitude value, and we can simply ignore that process. End of aside.

In similar fashion, we can show that every term in (9-3) is un-physical and contributes zero to

the transition amplitude. As another example, by doing Prob. 1, you can prove to yourself that four
contraction terms in (9-3) are not physical.

Conclusion #1: ,$3) pluyt no role in QED and can be ignored.

Note that all Fevnman diasrams for,S(3) have three. vertices. And recall that all such diagrams for
Settt.J *" 

"rni..rt-S(]].ftrionty 
one vertex; and S(0) hud none. Vertices represent .utnit xn and,

we had three events in S('/. (See (9-1).)

This and above
diagram have
same in and out
states

So Fig.9-2 has

off-shell photon, if
Fig.9-3 does, and
is non-physical,
as well

Non-physical final
ket has no real
world matching
bra (final state),

so inner
product = A

Similarly, all
terms in {3) are
non-physical
and can be

ignored.
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Further, S(3) represented a// possible Feynman diagrams with three vertices, without missing
any. As we saw, lhgre are many of these (which are all, in this case, either zero or non-physical.)
Conclqsion #2: S(n) represents all possible Feynman diagrams with exactly n vertices.

Rather than going to all the trouble of expanding S(3).1ia Wick's theorem and examining each
possible termo we could instead have simply noted that S('/ had three vertices and drawn all of the
three vertex Feynman diagrams. Then we could simply apply Feynman's rules to each of those
diagrams, without worrying about the math of contractions and all the rest. This general approach
holds true for any order term, i.e., for any number of vertices/events.

Conclusion #3: We can simplify the process of finding transition amplitudes for terms in any S(t') by
just drawing all possible Feynman diagrams with n vertices and applying Feynman's rules to each.

From Box 9-1, we see that for S(3), *" will get 3! = 6 identical terms corresponding to six
diagrams that are topologically similar (i.e., from Chap. 8, Sect. 8.5.1 , pg. 235, those which look
the same when we exchange any two event labels with each otherr^such as x1 for x3.) Thus, when
these six terms are added together, the 3 ! in the denominator of S(') cancels out. This has already
been taken into account in Feynman's rules, so we don't have to even woffy about the factorial
factor.

Similar logic holds for any S(') *here n! identical terms will arise from topologically similar
diagrams, yielding a single term without n! in the denominator representing a single topologically
distinct diagram. And again, Feynman's ruleso which apply to each topologically different diagram,
already take this into account.

Conclusion #4: Feynman's rules ignore the factorial in the denominator of each term in (9-l)
because those rules are applied to each topologically distinct diagram.

9.7.2 Fourth Order in e Correction Terms

We are going to use Conclusion #3 above (keeping in mind Conclusion #4) to evaluate

s'(a) = +/ tl lrltv,tw) *,(v/v) *z@/v).r(vAw) *oJaa *raa *2da 4da xa (e-6)u -41

of (9-1). That is, we can simply draw all connected (no vertices sitting alone, but all lines and
vertices in the same network) Feynman diagrams with four vertices. These will be many. But they
will fall into groups, where all diagrams in a group have the same incoming and outgoing particles.
Let's look at some examples. (We'll ignore muons and taus for the time being.)

Bhabha Scattering Group of Contributions Comine from S(a)

Consider the S!1) contribution to the Bhabha scattering transition amplitude of the LH of Fig. 8-

2, pg. 221. lt represents the contribution from an electron/positron pair incoming and annihilating,
and an electron/positron pair outgoing, where there are 2 vertices. (Mathematically, the lowest order
term of significance for this interaction.)

From (9-6), we get the next highest order contribution to the Bhabha scattering transition

amplitude, Sf1) . It is represented by all four-vertex topologically distinct Feynman diagrams with

the same incoming and outgoing states. These are shown as the last I 1 diagrams of Figure 9-4.

Our program amounts to finding the transition amplitudes for every diagram of Fig. 9-4 and
adding them together to get the total transition amplitude for the interaction with 4h order in e

accuracy. Note that the first diagram in Fig. 9-4 is 2no order, 3'o order terms are all zero (as we
showed earlier), and all the remaining diagrams in the figure are 4th order.

Other Types of Scattering

For Compton, Moller and other types of scattering, we would caffy out similar steps. We would
draw all connected Feynman diagrams with two and four vertices having the same incoming and
outgoing states. We use Feynman rules to determine and calculate the transition amplitude for each
of these, add them, and take the square of the absolute value of the result to determine the
probability of that particular type of r.itt.ring occurring 1to 4'l' order in e accuracy.)
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Box 9-1.. Where the z! Goes in Feynman Rules

Using Wick's theorem for ,$3) of (9-3), we found one term in the integrand was (9-5), repeated below and

reflected in Fig. 9-2, wherc the vertices are labeled x3, xz, x1 going from left to right in the figure, but from right
to left in the integrand,

(Be-1.1)

There is another term of the form

(Be-1.2)

Recall from Box 8-2, pg. 226, that inside normal ordered terms, we can simply exchange adjacent bosons and

have the same result, whether the bosons are part of a contraction or not. We can do the same thing with fermions
except that we have to multiply by -l when we switch positions of adjacent fermion fields. A boson and fermion
that are adjacent can simply be switched.

Thus we can re-order (89-1.2) (noting that fermion switches occur twice for each fermion, so the net result is
no sign change), as

x 
IrV 

Aw).,(V Awt., (V Aw),, IIr-r-t-t-ttl[ -r-r- r__r J

(no-r .2) = ru 
lV Aw> -,(V,4w) -, (V Avt)"" 

1 
.

lt_t_t_t_ttl[ -r-r-r_r J

(Be-1.3)

But, since (89-1.1) and (89*1.3) are integrands in an integration over xt,xz, andx3, which are dummy variables,
then they result in the same thing after being integrated. And thus, we can switch xz with x3 without changing that

result. So, (89-1.3) is equal to (89-1.1), meaning (89-1.2) is equal to (89-1.1).

Effectively, we have shown that i) switching dummy event variables x2 and 13 has no effect on the final result,

and ii) switching dummy event variables turns one term in the Wick's expansion, (89-1.1), into another

equivalent term, (89-1.2). That is, (89-1.1) = (89-1 .2) = (B9-1.3).

In similar fashion, we can get additional terms in the Wick's expansion by simply permuting the event

variables. From the order of (B9- 1 . 1 ) of xtxzx3, we got xtnxz representing (B9- 1 .2). Four other terms will result

from event orders xzx3xt, xzxlx3, x3xzxt, and x3x1x2, resulting in 6 = 3! terms. These six terms can be added

together as one term times 6, which cancels the 3 ! in the denominator of (9-3). (If you do Prob. 2, you can find
another one of those six terms.)

As we have learned, switching dummy variables in a Feynman diagram yields what is termed a topologicallv
sindlaf diagram. Hence, if we use the diagram of Fig. 9-2, without labeling the vertices, it can represent all 6
terms. Thus, Fig.9-2 represents all topologically similar diagrams, and Feynman rules apply to it, without a 3!.

In general then, for any order n, Feynman rules are applied to each topologically distinct diagram. They are

not applied separately to topologically similar diagrams.
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Figure 9-4. ez and ea Order Contributions to First Kind of Bhabha Scattering

9.1.3 THE Problem

Everything seems great to this point. And this is what early researchers in the field must have
felt. A few calculations (simple in concept, but extensive and algebra intensive when you get down
to it) and voila, we have our probability of the interaction occurring.

Unfortunately, some of the terms in our example of Fig. 9-4 (and in fact, for any e4 order
transition amplitude contribution for any interaction) turn out, when calculated, to be infinite! This
is the famous, infamous problem that we discussed at the beginning of this chapter and Chap. 8.

lrt's look at one example to see how the infinity arises.

The Photon Loop Diagram
The second diagram in the top row of Fig. 9-4 has a photon loop (made up of a virtual electron

and a virtual positron). We show it in Fig. 9-5 with the momenta labeled, as well as the spacetime
index at each vertex (to help keep track when using Feynman's rules).

p1 p-k Pz

Figure 9-5. The tt1l, Term Feynman Diagram for Bhabha Scattering

By doing Prob. 3, you can show that the Feynman amplitude for this is

Mlf),=
/.

#o * (pi) rp r,; (p:r) o, p" ( r ) {r'J so ( p ) t' s, ( p - t ) f ao

Note from our analysis in Chap. 8 (see Fig. 8-6 and accompanying text on pgs. 231-233) that
there are two equivalent ways to evaluate the loop integral of Fig. 9-5. In Chap. 8 we took the
fermion leg in the loop 

^s 7+k instead of p, the anti-fermion leg as F instead of p - k, and we
integrated over 1 instead of p.Both integrals equal the same thing, merely differing in choice of
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dummy variables. While we may use one or the other, to keep things as easy as possible for new
learnerso we will try to use the representation of (9-7) and Fig. 9-5 exclusively from now on.

Every momentum value in (9-7) is fixed except p, which must be integrated over 4D momentum
space from + oo to - oo along all four axes. And we know all of the factors are finite except for the

integral, which we don't know yet. Let's estimate the integral value by assuming parts of the

integral where any component ditlarge could be the problernatic portiont, if th"." ut. iny. That is,

*r'il specificaltyinvesiigate whether the integral blows up for large values of 1.
The integral of (9-7) is (top row below), and is estimated by (bottom row below),

,/-/+* flaop

ignoring 7 matrices ,4 (9-8)

ffi = I?/ rr n 
?o^ 

rffi I#do p = If
To evaluate the last part of (9-8), consider that when integrating over a 2D surface, 3D volume,

or 4D region, the following hold true for radial coordinate r, whire d'r represents the region of
integration for an n dimensional spacel.

Iro ( ilvpsr(p-r,)f ao p =l#!
p- -m- *E (p-k)2 -m2 +ie

Approximating
the integral for
large p

Evaluation trick:
re-express
integ'ral oru tp
as over dp

Integral
estimated to
dtverge with p2

at high p

Any term with
photon loop will
have divergent
integral

Power counttng
only indicates
max degree of
divergence

Photon loop max
divergence with
p', fo, large p

Lepton loops
have divergent
i,ntegrals

Applying the last expression in (9-9) with r-+ p to the last part of (9-8), (9-8) becomes

f_#=f z#\ap=Znzli nan-nzp2tt ,

d.A - dz r = Znr dr d.V = d3r = 4rr2 dr
\-"\aJ \---/--l

lD circumf 2D surf of
of circle in sPhere in
2D space 3D sPace

dRqn=d4r= gI dr. (9-9)

3D vol=
hypersurface of
4D hypersphere

in 4D space

(e-r0)

which diverges with the square of p as p gets large, and is called quadratically divergent.

Note the photon loop portion of Fig. 9-5 results in the divergent integral. The calculation we did
was independent of the rest of the diagram (rest of the transition amplitude calculation).

This procedure of estimating the degree of divergence is called power counting, naive power
counting, or superficial power counting. It is called naive/superficial because, as we will see in later
chapters, the actual degree of divergence can be less than this estimate. Power counting tells us the

maximum degree of divergence an integral may have. For example, the photon loop actually

diverges with the log of p at high p. More on this later.

Conclusion: Whenever we have a photon loop, in any scattering case, we will get a factor of infinity
in our transition amplitude. Naive power counting indicates the divergence may be proportional to

p', for large p.

9.1.4 Other Diagrarns

Other diagrams in Fig. 9-4 also lead to infinite transition amplitudes. Each of the terms Sfil, to

t!1L, has a lepton loop, and each, as we show below, results in a factor of infinity.

l,epton Loop Diagrams
(d\

Consider Sf"il_,, for example. All factors in the Feynman amplitude that do not involve an

integration will be finite. The loop has a photon propagator and a fermion propagator, so we can do

a quick estimate of its potential for divergence, similar to what we did above for the photon loop.

t To be precise, we should do something called a Wick rotation transformation here first, which converts

our relations from Minkowski space to Euclidean 4D space. Readers seeing this material for the first time

should not worry too much about this, as the final estimates and conclusions we draw are valid in both

cases. Wick rotation takes gpv4 -Srrwithxo-+ #. Multiplying by i in complex space is like rotating by

90o, hence the "rotation" part of the nomenclature. We cover Wick rotation in Chap. 15.
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For k as the vinual photon 4-momentum in the loop, and py for the incoming electron, the virtual
electron will have 4-momentum p1 - &. Thus, the loop contribution to the transition amplitude can
be estimated to diverge via

[r,- ( pt - k) Drr, (4d4k = t$-fu- ao r,

(Pr - k)'-*2 +ie kz +ie
ignoringTmatrices , < (9-11)

tarse ft , _6 9-s-r-ffife;i;-tty- , = I Laok =2n21If at _z#kl1 .u'"onHi*oJ,K?H'?Ti;" J k* J k' \'

Power counting for the lepton loop indicates it diverges with the first power of ft as ft + oo. We
call this linear divergence. Again, the actual degree of divergence might be less.

Vertex Loop Diagrams

Do Prob. 4 to prove to yourself that the vertex loop on the LH side of the St1l6 diagram (in this

book, we deem a vertex with two lepton propagators and a photon propagator as shown, a vertex
loop, though that terminology is not common elsewhere) may diverge with the natural log of k. That
is, you will find
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,f I; + =zn2 rnktff .

Power counting indicates the vertex loop has a logarithmic divergence as k gets large.

Note that we are not really considering the origin (k = 0) part of (9-12) because the denominator
in the integral really has extra terms (m, k,ie) that we dropped early on because we were focused on
large ft values. For small ft values, the k = 0 part of (9-12) is not a valid estimate, and we will discuss
this more in later chapters.

Other Diagrams

Consider the S!1)-8 diagram in Fig. 9-4, which we show below with appropriate momenta and

spacetime labels. Note there are no simple loops (i.e., photon loop, fermion loop, or vertex loop as

shown above) in Fig. 9-6, though there is what we might call a "loop'n. However, the term loop in
QFf, generally, and in this book, always, refers only to one of the three simple loops shown above.

p't pi

Figure 9-6. The t!1)_- Term Feynman Diagram for Bhabha Scattering

By doing Prob. 5, you can use Feynman's rules to find the Feynman amplitude for Fig. 9-6,

,r/Ai)r-r4ld4ni,,(pi)ypsoii-k)fr,,(pi)r 
(e-13)

Dr,ro(p, * pz - k) Do pr(t,)r, (pr)y' s o Fp, + k)TP u,(p, ).
Once again, to determine the maximum degree of divergence of the integral in (9- I 3) for large k,

we can ignore the gamma matrices, the summations on spacetime indices inside the fermion
propagators, and the mass ru inside those propagators, as well. Thus, (9-13), for k -+ oo becomes

u[!)r - It, ( pi-k)Dr(p,* pz-k)Dr(t)so ?pr+*)a4n

r ./l-I+* 1 1=l1r'-oy-;*offim
(-pr+k)'-mz +ie

-,y'2+k+m d4k (9-14)

for larse k, 
= [1ll !aor =2r2 lL*tar =-trl -1' Jlrk2krk Jk6 Uforlargeft'

So, this Feynman amplitude integral converges in the large ft region of the integration.

(e-12)

Power counting

-+ max lepton
loop integral
divergence with
p, for large p

Power counting
l vertex loop
max divergence
with ln k, for
large k

Another term
in Sa)

Feynman
amplitude

.for this term

The integral
in this terun

converSes

for large k

+k p't+ pz- k p'r- k
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For k -+ 0, the middle line of (9-14) reduces to

tu*i), forsmallk rt&
' pi'-nf +ie (p, * pr)' +ie k2 +is p22 -m2 +ie

I -/2+ m d4k And alsofor

(9-r5) k -+ o

In similar
fashion the
other terms

for Fig.9-4
are finite

= J(const unl) aak = zn2 I$,: * = n2k2 for smatl k.

Hence, the integral in (9-13) is finite.
In similar fashion, the amplitudes for the last three diagrams of Fig. 9-4 are finite, as well. Prob.

6 will give you some practice in proving this.

9. 1. 5 E xtrap olation s, Ge neralizations, and C omme nts

We have seen, with particular examples, how integrals arising in our transition amplitudes can
diverge and lead to non-finite values for those amplitudes. We need to extrapolate and generalize
these results.

The Other Part of the Bhabha Scattering Amplitude
All of the above pertained only to the LH side of Fig. 8-2, pg. 221. We would have to do similar

analysis of the RH side of that figure to include the other way Bhabha scattering can occur. We
would then add all of the amplitudes for all of the diagrams (all of those in Fig. 9-4 plus all of those
of 2"d and 4th order for the RH side of Fig. 8-2) to get the total amplitude lteaving aside for the
moment the issue of many of those terms being infinite).

Other Kinds of Scattering

For Compton, Mgller and other kinds of scattering, we would have to follow parallel steps. Draw
all of the appropriate Feynman diagrams for each, corresponding to terms of order ez and ea, write
down, using Feynman's rules, the amplitudes for each, and evaluate the integrals inside each of
those separate relations. In principle, the sum of all those separate amplitudes for one type of
scattering (e.g. Compton ) would be added to get the total amplitude for that type of scattering (to
fourth order in e accuracy.) See Prob. 7.

However, just as we found above for Bhabha scattering, we would find that in each case, the
photon, the electron, and vertex loops would all lead to factors of infinity in the transition
amplitude. And each would have the same type of divergence at high 4-momentum in their
integrals. See Prob. 8.

All other terms would be finitel. Only the loop factors are unbounded.

Higher Order Terms

It turns out (we won't show it, but you can probably intuit it from our earlier work), that all
higher order terms in en,where n is odd, 

-drop 
out.-

The remaining terms, where n is even, must be considered. In doing so (we won't do it here),
one would find that again, the only infinite factors in any diagram come from the 3 (simple) loops.

Common Nomenclature

Since we only have terms with factors of e to an even power, and since the fine structure
constant (in natural units) is

)
a =#, (9-16)

we can replace ou, u' and ea factors in our amplitudes with 4ns and (4il2 d, respectively.

What we have been calling 2nd order in e, is typically called I't order in a.4th order in e is called
2nd order in u. Particle physiiists seem to prefer using a ta e in this context, though both can be
found in the literature.

Also, high momentum divergences are referred to as ultraviolet divergences (ultraviolet waves
have higher energy). We will also encounter (in later chapters) divergences as ft -+ 0, which are
commonly called infrared divergences.

I Actually, there are cases, such as a Compton diagram with three fermion propagators as edges of a

"triangle", that diverge. But, in such cases, there are two such diagrams with integrals of equal magnitude
and opposite sign. So, they cancel and do not together contribute an infinite value to the total amplitude.

For complete
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amplitude, need
to add in other
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Mpller, other
scattering Upes

In all cases,
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4 done in similar
fashion & loops

yield q there too
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consider $2) 1'n

order in a, S@)

2nd order in a

Ultraviolet (high
energy) and infrared
(low energy)
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Why Only the Loops Cause Problems?

The loops cause us problems because they are simple, in the sense that they typically have a
small number of propagators (two for photon and fermion loops, three for a vertex loop). The
propagators all have 4-momentum factors in their denominators. Photon propagators have f in the
drrro*inutor; fermions effectively have k (kin numerator, k2 in denominator).-(In some cases, the
integration variable is p instead of k.)

When we multiply the propagators together, at high ft, we get approximately llkn in the
integrand, i.e.,
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-) oo at ea order

For n > 4, the integral is bounded for high ft. But the number n depends on the number and type of
propagators involved. Photon propagators have an effective extra ft in the denominator compared to
fermion propagators. And the more propagators in general, the higher n.

Look at the last four diagrams of Fig. 9-4.Each has four propagators with the dummy variable ft
appearing in each propagator. So we would expect alarger value for n than, say, the second diagram
in Fig. 9-4, which has fewer propagators carrying the dummy integration variable k.

In general, we can conclude that when a sufficient number of propagators are part of a single
integration (all propagators carry the same dummy integration variable k [or p]), the integral will
converge at high ft.

9.1.6 The Solution to the Infinity Problem

As you are aware from the beginning remarks of Chap. 8, the problem of the infinities in QED
was solved in the late 1940s by Feynman, Schwinger, and Tomonaga. We will explore that solution
in Chaps. 12to 15.

For now, we note that the solution entails a redefining of e and m such that the infinite values are
enveloped in those symbols and thus removed from our calculations. That results in finite transition
amplitudes. If this sounds complicated, it is. That is why we save it for later on.

The procedure for removing the infinities in this way is called renormalization. In effect, we
"renormalize" (redefine) values of certain quantities to give us finite answers.

You may find it heartening that after renormalization, we can simply use our 2nd order in e (l't
order in a) results from Chap. 8 to get real world answers. Renormalization is not easy to
understand, but the net result makes our physics much easier in the long run. We can do it with what
we've learned already.

9.1.7 Is Something "Rotten in Denmark" Mathematically?
One thing is fishy in all of this infinity business. Recall that in Chap. 7, in our development of

the S operator, we found that Soorrwas a unitary operator. That is,

Ilnro =2n2lS,:* =2tT2 !*3-"an .

-it't nldt -,1:! l Hf aax

Sor"r=s'Jt1 
"I-" =€ 

-'t i (timeorderedinexpansion).

The operation of S,7"'on an initial state turned that state into a final state, i.e.,

It =Icrlf)=sop,,l;) =Is,n O
general i / frf

final state eigstates

(e-r7)

(e-18)

(e-r e)

(e-20)

li) is defined as having unit norm.If Sop* is a unitary operator, then it merely "rotates" in Fock
space the initial state li) into the final general state 14. That means the magnitude of lF) is the same

as that of li)
(;li)=t=(nlr)

The final eigenstates !fl all are defined as having unit noffns. Thus, the sum of the squares of the
absolute values of the coefficients in (9-19) must equal unity.

Iltrl' = t conservation of probability under action of Sorr,.

f
(e-2r)
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We made a big deal of this propefty back in Chap. 7. But, as we've found out in this chapter,
some SJ are infinite. So obviously the sum in (9-21) can't be correct. What have we done wrong?

Haas's Theorem

A theorem by Haagl states that a unitary operator U(ty, t;) actingbetween finite times tt and t! Haag's theorem
will no longer remain unitary in the limit of 4 --r - oo or t/ -+ oo. In fact, it becomes very badly says a unimry
behaved. operator

ln the development of interaction theory, one takes, as we did, the integration limits in (9-18) to becomes non-
infinity. We defined the symbol S to rcpresent S,/,e,. in this limit. unitary for

s = soo", (r1 -r -,r, -+..."")=s -illzlaax o-22) 
infinite times

V+6
S, via Haag's theorem, is not unitary, as S,ru, is. So our S matrix elements for s in And our S is So'"'

at infinite times

lr) = lc,lf)= sl4 = Is,o lf) (s3 here are for s = s,*, in ""tirnit case) e-x')
ff

cannot be expected to satisfy (9-21). And they don't. Many ofthe S, are infinite.
In visualizing the action ofS on the initial state (see Fig. 7-2, pg. 199), the magnitude ("length")

of the state vector is not maintained equal to I as S "rotates" the initial state in Fock space. The state
vector can be visualized as stretched in length (to infinity). Its magnitude is no longer finite, since
some of its components have magnitudes 156l' that are unbounded.

What Does This Mean?

Mathematicians and philosophers of science (and some physicists) have had, and continue to
have, significant debates over the impact of Haag's theorem on QFT. Some consider it makes the Some worry
foundation ofthe theory shaky, and thus, the entire theory suspect. about this, but in

The bottom line is that QFf, despite some seeming rough edges for the mathematical purists, practice QFT
predicts reality with extraordinary precision. The theory works. To most who use it, that is extraord.inarily
validation enough. successlul

It all works, of course, because there ultimately is a solution to the infinity problem, as we will
see in Chaps. 12 to 15.

9.1.8 Chapter Summary: QED Higher Order Con'ections
r Higher.,order corrections to a given interaction transition amplitude comprise adding the ovemiew of

s(n) terms for z > 2 to ,$2iand finding i::f:"::"fr'
sr =r, +sl +s!)+sf)+f +...=(rll+s(') +s(') *s(') *s(o)*...1i)

o All terms with odd n yield zero and can be ignored

o Simple photon, fermion, and vertex loops lead to unbounded transition amplitudes

o All else in transition amplitude calculations are finile
o There is a solution to the infrnite amplitude problem, which we will soon study

. Short cut to find an nth order correction for a given interaction (e.g. Compton ):
i) Draw all possible topologically distinct, connected Feynman diagrams with n vertices
ii) Use Feynman's rules to calculate the transition amplitude for each diagram

iii) Add all of the transition amplitudes found to get the total Sf;) for the interaction

' See P. Teller, An Interpretive Introduction to Quantum Fietd Theory, Princeton (1995), 115-1 16, 122-
124 and R. Ticciati, Quanturn Field Theory for Mathematicians, Cambridge, (1999), 84.



Section 9.2 Problems

Whoteness Chart 9-1. Loop Corrections

9.2 Problems

1. Write down one of the terms with four contractions in (9-3), then prove to yourself that it is not
physical. From what you did, is it apparent that any four contraction term in (9-3) is non-
physical?

2. Write down one of the three contraction terms in (9-3), other than (89-1.1) and (89-1 .2) ot
Box 9-1 on pg. 258, that has two fermion contractions and one photon contraction. Re-arrange it
by commuting/anti-commuting fields until it looks like (89-1.1), except with event labels xi nta
in different order. In an integral over all three xi, clo we just change the variable labels to look
identical to (89-1.1)?

3. Find the Feynman amplitude (9-7) for Fig. 9-5 on pg.259 using Feynman's rules.

4. Prove, using the power counting method, that the vertex loop integral on the LH side of the

Sfil. diagram in Fig. 9-4 on pg.Zilgpotentially diverges with the natural log of ft for large k. Do
you think virtually the same analysis would show the vertex loop integral on the RH side of

t!11, in Fig. 9-4 potentially diverges with ln k for large k?

5. Use Feynman's rules to show the Feynman amplitude for Fig.9-6 on pg. 26L equals (9-13).

6. Prove that, for high k, diagram t!11,0 of Fig. 9-4 on pg. 259 results in a finite Feynman

amplitude.
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Draw all the topologically distinct Feynman diagrams for Compton scattering for Znd and 4il'
order in e. See Fig. 8-3 on pg. 225.You should have 20 in all, two 2od order and l8 4ft order.
(Hint: For each side of fig. &3 one obtains seven 4th order diagrams by insertilg photon loops,
fermion loops, and vertex loop corrections. For each side there is another 4m order diagram
having virtual photons passing from the incoming fermion to the outgoing fermion. That totals
16 4th order diagrams. There are two more that each have an internal fermion triangle with the
two external photons and one virtual photon, each such photon at one of the three vertices of the
triangle.)

For Prob. 7, pick one of the diagrams with a fermion loop for the incoming electron and show
that the loop integral potentially diverges linearly with & for large k, where ft is the four
momentum of the photon propagator inside the loop.

8.



Section 10.0 Background

Chapter l0

The Vacuum Revisited

"There might be more than you can see."
It's Not My Time
Three Doors Down

70.0 Background

I 0.0. 7 Vacuum " Fluctuations,
The term "vacuum fluctuations" has several meanings in the literature, one of which is related to

the higher order corrections of the last chapter. Other uses of it have little to do with them.
In my experience, although passed off as a seemingly simple concept in articles written for lay

audiences, the term "vacuum fluctuations" is not only commonly misused in those articles, but from
anything but a superficial perspective, invariably and inordinately confusing. At least it can be so
for someone just getting grounded in QFT, who tries to relate such renditions of the term to the
fundamentals of that theory.

I also feel obliged to pass on that I have found a number of established physicists seemingly at a
loss to explain the so-called vacuum fluctuations to me in terms of those funiamentals. I writi this
chapter in hopes of clarifying this issue, as best I can, for newcomers and perhaps, for others.

70.0.2 Chapter Overview
We will see how the term 'ovacuum fluctuations" can refer to any of the distinctly different

' evanescent particle pair creation and destruction of lay literature fame,

' Yz quanta expectation value for the vacuum state l0) (as in Chaps. 3, 4,5),

' vacuum bubbles with three virtual particles (as in Chap. 8), and
. higher order correction virtual particles (as in Chap. 9).

Then, we will
. compare the above four cases theoretically, and

. compare them to experiment.

Following that, we will

' review the uncertainty principle as applied to the first two cases, and
o analyze how wave packet theory in QFT relates to those cases.

10.1 Vacaum Fluctuations: The Theory
In discussing the theoretical side of vacuum fluctuations, we begin with "the stor!", the much

circulated description of the vacuum, of which you have no doubt heard. We then review relevant
parts of QFT, which we studied in earlier chapters, and compare those to the story.

10.1.1 The Story
A vacuum fluctuation is typically described as particle pair creation and destruction in the

vacuum. A particle and its anti-particle pop into existence out of the vacuum, as shown in Fig. l0-1,
and then, quickly (presumably before they can be measured) annihilate one another. Total cf,arge is
conserved since there was zero charge before the pair was created, total charge zero when both
exist, and then zero charge once again after they mutually destruct.

Energy for the pair, which are both typically considered to have positive energy, is "borrowed"
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from the vacuum according to the uncertainty principle for energy and time. Similarly, 3-momenta
of the two particles do not have to cancel one another, as total 3-momentum is also borrowed from
the vacuum via the uncertainty principle for 3-momentum and space.l

Figure 10-1. Pair Production Vacuum Fluctuation via "The Storyo'

The fluctuation does not exist long enough to be measured, so we never can detect it using our
instruments. That is, for energy variation LE away from zero of signiticant enough magnitude to be

measured, the duration of the existence of that energy (the time variation Ar) is unimaginably small,
since ft, is so small (in everyday measuring units ft, = L0546 x 10-34 joule-sec). This is the impact of
the uncertainty relation for energy and time, the LH relation below.

nn/f >L'2
Similarly, for 3-momentum variation of appreciable magnitude (RH relation above), the variation
from zero of the length measurement of the particle in the direction of the 3-momentum is
extremely small and typically below the threshold of detection via instruments. Also, a large 3-
momentum variation entails a large energy variation, and thus an extremely short time interval for
the existence of that variation, meaning it goes undetected. Because the particle/anti-particle pairs
are not detectable, they are considered to be virtual, not real, particles.

Particle/anti-particle pairs of very high energy (and 3-momenta) exist for extremely fleeting
moments of time (in regions of extremely tiny size). The vacuum is everywhere presumed to be a
boiling cauldron of particle/anti-particle pairs, of all possible energies and momenta, popping
continuously in and out of existence.

If this were true, then at very small time and distance scales, energy and 3-momenta values for
the pairs would become so large as to exceed the mass-energy density needed to create black holes.
Thus, microscopic black holes would be continually appearing and disappearing in the vacuum as a
result of the creation and destruction of the most energetic" pairs. One could imagine this as being
like bubbling foam, and the phrase coined by John Wheeler', "qg$ggq&@", has caught on.

The dimensions and energy levels of the quantum foam bubbles are those corresponding to
mass-energy, time, and distance scales at which microscopic black holes would form. This scale is
called the Planck scale, i.e., approximately

tp = 5.39 x 1O-aa sec fttp = 2.18 x 10-8 kg lp = 1.62 x 10-3s m.

Renditions of the pair production/quantum foam story are often accompanied with comments
that all of this is a result of QFT. So, let's review what we have learned so far in QFT about particle
creation and destruction, and the properties of the vacuum.

70.7.2 Quantum Field Theory Phenomena thet May be Relevant

The question we would like to answer is "where in QFT, if anywhere, can the vacuum
fluctuation pair production phenomenon be found?" To start our quest for that answer, let's
delineate the phenomena we have learned about that relate either to the vacuum or to virtual particle
creation and destruction.

Free Fields Half Quanta in the Vacuum

In Chap. 3, Sects. 3.4.1 to 3.4.3 on pgs. 53-55, we found our theory predicts that for scalar
fields, the vacuum is filled with free scalar particles and antiparticles, one for each possible energy
level. Each particle's energy level is t/zh,rth G Vzcry in natural units), i.e., they are half quanta in the

t This process is not to be confused with strong field pair procluction, which is not a purely vacuum
process, but entails a virtual photon from a strong e/m field turning into an electron/positron pair.
t J.A. Wheeler, On the Nature of Quantum Geometrodynamics, Annal. Phys. 2, 604-614 (1957). For a lay
person rendition, see J.A. Wheeler, Geons, Black Holes, and Quantum Foam, Norton (1998).

A,nLLxL rh ., -2 (10-1 )
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Section 10.1 Vacuum Fluctuations: The Theory

sense of what we normally consider a quanta to be. In principle, the fields range in energy from zero
to infinity, although most consider the Planck energy to be a realistic upper timit cutoff. The energy
from these half quanta is commonly called "zero point energy" (zpB).

In Chap. 4,we saw similarVzquanta forfermions, but those had negative energies. In Chap. 5,
we obtained similar results for photons as for scalars, i.e.o an energy of Vzfac4 fbr each k and r
polarization state. These fermion and photon energies are also encompassed by the term ZpE.
Interacting Fields Vacuum Bubbles

In Chap. 8, we saw how the interaction part of the theory predicts vacuum bubbles of a lepton,
anti-lepton, and photon, such as that in Fig. 8-8, repeated below as Fig. l0-2.

Figure l0-2. Vacuum Bubble for Interacting Fields

Interacting Fields virtual Particle Higher order corrections
Any interaction has a simple, first order tn d, version, and higher order corrections. For example,

in Fig. 9-4, pg. 259,, we^show Feynman diagrams for the lowest order term (upper left, aorder) and
eleven second order (d order) terms. In the second order diagrams, the extra virtual particles are
sometimes called vacuum fluctuations. For examples, the photon loop (or closed fermion loop) in
the middle of the st1l, diagram, the positron loop (virtual positron and virtual photonl or 5!112,

and the longer virtual photon in Stil,, would all, in this context, be considered vacuum
fluctuations. Higher order (d, o0,..) corrections would result in a plethora of such virtual particles.
Use of the Term "Vacuum Fluctuations"

The term "vacuum fluctuations" can be used to describe each of the above phenomena. That is, it
can mean i) the story of pair production/annihilation and quantum foam, ii) half quanta fields, iii)
three virtual particles vacuum bubbles, and iv) virtual particles in interactions. Our overriding
question is whether i) is the same as any of ii), iii), or iv).
Comparine Each OFT Phenomenon with The Storv

We will now take a separate section to compare each of the above phenomena found in QFT to
the story and determine which, if any, of them coffesponds to the vacuum pair production scenario
of Sect. 10.1 .l .

Please note carefully that I have not seen elsewhere the material presented below in Sects. 10.1.3
to 10.1.6. Neither have I seen a complete summary of related experimental evidence as shown in
Sect.l0.2. The conclusions drawn in these sections are my own, arrived at after many years of
pondering the vacuum fluctuation issue and searching for relevant analyses/reviews.

Given this, I ask two things. 1) Please consider that the views expressed are not embraced by
many physicists (I don't believe they have been considered by many), and you must formulate your
own position on the matter. 2) If any reader knows of other suitable summaries of this material,
either agreeing or disagreeing with the material/position presented herein, please notify me via the
website for this book. (See URL on pg. xvi, opposite pg. l.)

10.7.3 Free Field Half Quanta (ZPE)

The reader should now re-read Sect. 3.4.3Zero Point (Vacuum) Energy, pgs. 55-56, and Sect.
3.6.6 Normal Ordering, pgs. 60-61, to review key concepts regarding the free field%quanta.

First, we note that the ZPE quanta are derived from free field theory and therefore no
interactions are involved. In the story of Fig. l0-1, however, aparticle and antiparticle are created
via a vertex interaction and then destroyed via an interaction at a second vertex. It does not seem,
therefore, that the free ZPE fields can form particle/anti-particle vacuum bubbles because they don't
interact with on6 another. They are free, not interacting, particles.
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Second, we re-iterate what was noted in SecL. 3.4.3. In the QF-f derivation of half quanta

vacuum energy, those half quanta appear to simply be steadily "sitting" in the vacuum, and not
"popping in and out" of it. There is no apparent mechanism whereby they exist part of the time, but

not all of the time. In fact, the free Hamiltonian operating on the vacuum state (see (3-61), pg. 55)

shows that the vacuum quanta are eigenstates of energy. Energy eigenstates have the same energy

no matter when they are measured. They exist continually.

Third, ZPE is not borrowed according to QFT, it just exists in the vacuum.

Fourth, fermions have negative energy vacuum r/z quanta, as we saw in Chap. 4. There is no

uncertainty principle for negative energy (although one could probably consider postulating one).

And how would mini black holes form from negative energy? And if one posits (see pg. 61) we can

simply use the infinite vacuum energy as a baseline and deal with L,E = E - @, then in interactions,

we have one baseline (+co) for bosons and another (-o) for fermions'. Do.t that make sense?

Finally, there are more known fermions than bosons in nature, so according to QFT, the total

ZPE should be negative, the opposite of that promoted in the pair popping story. In this light, tales

of a vacuum filled with (positive) energy seem, to put it kindly, strange.

10.1.4 Interacting Fields Vacuum Bubbles

In QED we only have vertices with three particles. There are no two particle vertices as

proposed in the pair production scenario of Fig. 10-1.

The pair production scenario entails a temporary "borrowing" of energy (and momentum) from
the vacuum via the uncertainty principle, meaning a net non-zero sum of the virtual pair particles'

energies. But we learned in interaction theory that the sum of all incoming energy (and 3-

momentum) at any vertex equals the total outgoing energy (and 3-momentum). In Fig. 10-1 there is

zero incoming 4-momentum, so the total 4-momentum of the pair must also be zero. Thus, the story

of vacuum pair production appears to be in conflict with QF f .

Quantum foam presumably results from large energies being found over short time and distance

scales, resulting in the formation of myriads of tiny black holes. But, via QF-I vertex conservation,

there must be no net energy resulting from the pair production of Fig. 10-1, and so it does not seem

it could be a source of the energy needed to form the black holes.

Further, the three particle vertices of Fig. l0-2 result in no net energy for the three virtual
particles, so they can not result in tiny black holes.

Thus, the vacuum bubbles of Fig. 10-2 cannot, via standard model QFT, play a role in the pair

production from the vacuum story.

10.1.5 Interacting Fields Virtual Particles

The vinual particles in higher order contributions to interactions, such as depicted in Fig. 9-4,

pg. 259,have nothing to do with the vacuum per se, but with the particles (both real and virtual) off
of which they "hang". They are manifestations springing from entities other than the vacuum.

Nevertheless, agreement between certain experiments (see below) and QFT predictions using

higher order corrections (also called "radiative corrections") are sometimes cited as demonstrative

of vacuum fluctuations. This would not seem appropriate.

By any measure, virtual particles participating in interactions between real particles cannot be

considered the mechanism for vacuum fluctuation pair production.

10.1.6 Conclusion: Theory and Vacuum Fluctuations

The story of vacuum pair production/destruction commonly called "vacuum fluctuations" is not

consonant with the fundamental theory of QFT/QED, in particular, not with ZPE quanta, vacuum

bubbles, nor higher order correction virtual particles.

Via theory, ZPE
seem steady and
not "popping" in
and out

ZPE not borrowed,
but simply "there"

Negative ZPE: no
uncertainty
principle and
total vacuum
energy < 0

2'd: vac bubbles
vs Pair Popping

No two particle
vertices in
standard QFT

Vertex energy

conservation -+
zero total energy
in pair scenario,
no borrowing

Zero total energy
per pair + no
mini black holes

Nor can there be
mini black holes

from three
particle bubbles

3"d: Higher order
virtual particle vs

Pair Popping

Higher order
correction virtual
particles not

found alone in
vacuum, but with
real particles

There are no pair
creation/
destruction
Feynman diagrams

Bottom line: In QFT, there are no man diaerams like Fie. l0-1.

10.2 Vacuwn Fl:uctuations anil Experiment Vacuum pair

In this section, we describe certain experiments that are used to justify the existence of vacuum production story

fluctuations and how they relate to the theoretical side of QFT, as we undirstand it. vs experiment

t Pointed out to the author in 2015 by Anna Pearson, then an Oxford University PhD candidate.



Section 10.2 Vacuum Fluctuations and Experiment

70.2.1 Casimir Plates

Two flat plates brought close together experience a small attractive force at very small
separation distances. This effect was first predicted by Dutch physicists Hendrik B. G. Casimir and
Dirk Polder in 1948. The attractive force has been attributed toZPE, in heuristic and very simple
terms, because the vacuum quantum waves outside the plates presumably exert greater force than
the vacuum quantum waves between the plates. However, there are other interpretations.

... the Casimir ffict is often invoked as decisive evidence that the zero point
energies of quantum fields are " real". On the contary, Casimir effects can be

formulated and Casimir forces can be coruputed without reference to zero point
energies.... The Casimir force is simply the (relativistic, retarded) van der Waals
force between the metal plates.... So the concept of zero point fluctuations is a
heuristic and calculational aid in the description of the Casimir effect, but not a
necessity.... No known phenomeno,n, including the Casimir ffict, demonstrates
that zero point energies ere "real".l

There are two key things to note.

1) While the Casimir effect can be calculated by assumingZPE half quanta, the same result can
also be calculated another way without using them at all. It thus does not prove their
existence, contrary to what is often claimed.

2) In the Casimir calculation that does employ ZPE, the quanta are assumed to be continuously
existing standing waves, not particle pairs popping in and out of existence.

Conclusions: Casimir plate experiments do not provide proof of the existence of ZPE Vz quanta in
any form. Even if one were, nevertheless, to consider such quanta responsible for the Casimir
effect, there is no evidence those quanta are paired and evanescent (pop in and out of existence).

10.2.2 l-amb Shift
The Lamb. shift is a small difference between the two energy levels 2Sy2 

and 2Py2 of the
hydrogen atom, which according to RQM, should have the same energies. QFT, in its QED form,
predicts this shift, and that prediction was one of the great early successes of the theory.

The Lamb shift calculation is long and difficult2. It is often described as taking vacuum
fluctuations into account in order to obtain the correct result. However, in actuality, these 'ovacuum
fluctuations" are really the radiative, or higher order, corrections (extra virtual particles in Feynman
diagrams) of Sect. 10.1.5. These corrections to the Coulomb potential of the hydrogen atom (in
diagrams, extra virtual photons, electrons, and positrons) yield the correct energy levels.

Conclusion: The Lamb shift does not prove vacuum pair production/destruction.

70.2.3 Anomalous Magnetic Moment of the Electron
The Dirac equation in RQM leads to a prediction of the magnetic dipole moment of the electron

that is slightly different from that measured in experiment. The measured value was called the
anomalous magnetic moment.

Using pED with radiative corrections, the anomalous magnetic moment value was accurately
calculated'. This, too, is sometimes attributed to vacuum fluctuations. However, here again, it is
higher order (radiative) corrections having nothing to do with the vacuum that are invoked.
Conclusion: The anomalous magnetic moment does not prove vacuum pair production/destruction.

10.2.4 The Fulling-Davies-Unruh Effict
If the vacuum is filled with ZPE, then as Stephen Fulling (1973), Paul Davies (1975) and Bill

Unruh (1976) described an accelerating observer would find the ZPE to look like black-body

' R. L. Jaffe, "Casimir Effect and the Quantum Vacuum", Phys. Rev. D72 021301(R) (2005)
http ://arxiv.org/abslhep-th/0503 1 5 8 .

2 C. Itzykson and J.B. Zuber, Quantum Field Theory (McGraw-Hill 1985). Sect. 7-3-2,358-365.

' See Chap. 16 of this book.
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radiation, whereas the non-accelerating observer would notr. This effect became commonly known
as the Unruh effect, though it is more appropriate to use all three names when referring to it.

Some experimenters believe they have detected the Fulline*Davies-Unruh effect, but as of the

date of this book, the claimed observations are controversial and under dispute. (See cited
Wikipedia URL for the latest on this controversy.)

Conclusisrns: There is no incontrovertible proof that Fulling-Davies-Unruh radiation exists. Even if
it is confirmed and considered to confirm the existence of ZPE, it would not prove that the ZPE

quanta exist fleetingly as in the vacuum pair production/destruction scenario.

70.2.5 Measured Vacuum Energy

As noted in Chap. 3, ZPE calculations2, assuming a Planck scale maximum allowable value

(rather than infinity) fbr the Vz quanta, predict a positive vacuum energy density for bosons on the

order of t07a GeVa (natural units), whereas the observed value is ( 1Oat GrV. (Appendix A shows

this energy density calculation.) This is the famous largest discrepancy between theory and

experiment in the history of science, and has caused considerable consternation among theorists.

Usually going unmentioned in such discussions is that the total vacuum energy for all known
bosons and fermions would be negative and of this order, as discussed at the end of Sect. 10.1.3

Conclusion: The observed vacuum energy density does not support the existence of ZPE or any

other form of vacuum fluctuations.

7 0.2. 6 Exp erimental Evidenc e C onclusion

At the time of this writing, there is no experimental evidence irrefutably demonstrating the

existence of virtual particle/anti-particle pairs popping in and out of existence in the vacuum and

unrelated to interactions between real particles. Further, there is no such irrefutable evidence for
ZPEV2quanta in any form, including continuously existing waves.

Bottomline:NoknownexperimentproveSVacuumpartic1e/qn!:pq@on'

IL.i Further Considerations of Uncertainty Principle

70.3.1 (Jncertainty Principle and Commutation Relations

Non-relati vistic Ouantum Mechanics

Recall from NRQM that the uncertainty principle is a direct result of non-commutation of certain

operator pairs. In short, most elementary quantum mechanics courses prove that for any operators P

and Q, the relation (10-2) below, where the < > brackets indicate expectation value and A indicates

standard deviation, holds. Note that AP and LQ are not operators, so we can switch their order.

(lr) (^o\=*1,([",0])l
For position and momentum, we know that

| *, . oi7= inau -+ lot ,'' ]= -ihdij. (10-3)

Taking e = *i and p = pi,lr0-r, into ( rc-D yields the uncertainty principle for position and

momentum,

(outX*' ).*uu equivarent to (.') (out)r|u,

(10-2)
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Unruh effict has
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Even if so, proof
of ZPE but not
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aifti by >10120

(for bosons)

For both bosons

andfermions,
theoretic total
ZPE is negative
of this order

No experimental
evidence proving
ZPE, let alone
pair "popping"

Brief review
of how non-
commutation
results in
uncertainty

(10-4)

So non-commutation of operators means an uncertainty principle exists for those operators.

The LHS of (10-4) is generally equal to, or only a little larger than, the RHS. For Gaussian wave

packets, for example, the RHS equals the LHS.

Relativistic Ouantum Mechanics

Similar logic results in a similar relation as (10-4) for RQM.

t 
S ee http : //e n, wi kipedi a. org/w i ki/Unruh-effect.

' S. W.inberg, "The Cosmological Constant Problem",
1989). See also, Appendix A of this chapter.

Reviews of Modern Physics, 61, 1, l-23 (Jan
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Ouantum Field Theory

For l't quantization (particles), we used (10-3). (See Chap. l,pg.4.) For 2nd quantization
(fields), we used

(10-s)

Substituting
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lQ, $,t),o, (Y,t))- nt6rs6(x - Y) ,

Where Qrrepresents a (bosonic) field, and n represents the field conjugate momentum.

Q = Q, and P = Ttsin (10-2), we get

(nQ,(",,)) (no,(v,r)) ,-f,a,,a (x - y) , (10-6)

an uncertainty principle for fields.

Recall from Chap. 3 (or the Wholeness Chart at the end of Chap. 5) that (10-5) gives rise to the

commutation relations for creation and destruction operators, such as [a(k),at(t')] = &k,. Those
commutation relations are used in the derivation of Hsin terms of number operators (Chap. 3, (3-
54) to (3-56), pgs. 54-55) and in so doing, give rise to the Vz quanta energy terms in H6.

So, in QFT, the commutation relation (10-5) gives rise to i) the uncertainty principle for fields
(10-6) and also to ii) theVz quanta in the vacuum. This is why the Vzquanta are often said to be the
result of the quantum uncertainty principle.

70,3.2 Uncertainty Principle for Fields and Measurement

As we noted at the end of Chap. 3 in Wholeness Chart 3-4, pg. 79 and also showed in Chap. 7
pgs. 189-190, fields are not observable. They have zero expectation values. The same is true of their
conjugate momenta. This might lead us to believe that (10-6) is essentially meaningless with regard
to measurement in the real world, since we can't measure the quantities it describes.

10.3.3 Uncertainty Principle for Particles and Measarement

Almost the entirety of this book, like almost all introductory texts on QFT, deals with particles
in pure momentum eigenstates, represented by k or p. Recall we have noted that the 3-momentum
eigenstates are good enough approximations to real particles (which are invariably wave packets
and not momentum eigenstates) to yield highly accurate answers for scattering problems.

Pure k (or p) particle states extend across the entire region of 3D space in which measurements
could take place (which could be the entire universe). Whenever a given such particle momentum
(or energy) is measured, it will have the same value each time. That is, there is no variation in
momentum (or energy).

This applies not simply to real particles, but also to the presumed Yz quanta of the vacuum. Each
such quantum has definite k value and is an eigenstate, not a general state (not a superposition of
eigenstates.) Thus, there would be no variation in its energy or momentum upon measurement
(assuming it could ever be measured.)

Fufther, both large and small lkl values would be comprised by waves that extend spatially to
infinity. Each would have definite momentum and completely indefinite location. But microscopic
black holes need highly energetic particles to be packed into small regions. The Vz quanta do not
seem to satisfy this requirement.

10.3.4 Uncertainty Principle end Ground States

In NRQM, you probably saw how the ground state of a system such as the hydrogen atom, or the
harmonic oscillatoi, could be deduced, approximately, from the uncertainty principle.l In such
cases, the estimated ground state energy (lowest possible energy state of the system) was found to
be non-zero. This seems to be the source for referencing the uncertainty principle in the pair
popping and the vacuum Vz quanta cases.

However, the hydrogen atom and harmonic oscillator are bound state systemso i.e.o particles
experience a force via a potential. They are not free systems. Free systems in NRQM do not have to
have a non-zero energy ground state. Free particle energy ground states can be zero (for zero

t 
See, for examples, R.C. Winter, Quantum Physics (Wadsworth, 1979), pgs. 18-19, or S. Gasiororwicz,

Quantum Physics (Wiley, 1974), pgs. 37-40.
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velgcity, where we ignore the mass-energy equivalence in NRQM, and have wave functions of form
€ -'*, which have Ax -+ oo). That is, the lowest energy eigenstate for free particles has zero energy.

Both the pair popping of lay literature and the Yz quanta of QFT represent free systems. If the
uncertainty principle does not lead to a specific, discrete non-zero ground state for free systems of
energy eigenstate particles in NRQM, then how can one use that particular argument to support non-
zero ground state free particles in QFt?t

ln fact, the usual treatment of uncertainty in state energy and momentum to determine ground
state gives one a zero ground state for free particles in any quantum theory, including QFT.
Significantly, the vacuum states in NRQM and RQM have zero energy.

For a free particle wave packet (see Sect. 10.4 below for more), the uncertainty principle implies
that any of a range of values for energy could be found upon measurement. But this range is
continuous. That is, there is no specific, discrete ground state energy, such asVzft14, for free wave
packets. So, again, why should we expect the uncertainty principle to provide one in the pair
popping scenario or QFT, if it doesn't in NRQM or RQM? Its use in the latter two theories is the
supposed justification for applying it in the former one.

Specifically, the vacuum has Art -> oo. (t*\(np,)r lilL, so we can have Lp'- 0, and p'=
exactly 0. One might surmise from this that a zero energy vacuum does not violate uncertainty.

10.3. 5 Uncertainty Principle Conclusions

Bottom line: In standard QFT, particularly with particles in k eigenstates, vacuum
fluctuations do not appear to arise from an uncertainty principle for fields or particles.

70.4 Wave Packets

One could counter much of the foregoing Sect. 10.3 with the argument that definite k states are
not precise representatives of real world particles, which are really wave packets, and so our entire
development of QFI is simply an approximation. That is, the Yz quanta are more probably wave
packets of indefinite k, with an expectation (mean) value for k of k and a standard deviation Ak
about that mean. Then, all this talk of uncertainty in k and x would start to have meaning.

To examine this, we would need to re-develop our entire theory for the continuous solutions,
rather than discrete solutions, to the QFT wave equations. (See Chap. 3, (3-36) and (3-37) on
pg. 50.) This would take an entire chapter, or more, all to itself and would lead us astray from more
immediate goals. However, in Appendix C, I summarize important steps in this development. I do
not recommend study of that appendix on one's first sojourn into QFt. I do recommend it once one
has gained a solid footing in the theory of the discrete eigen solutions, which comprise almost the
entire book.

The Hamiltonian operator for discrete solutions of the scalar field is

Ht =Ir+ (", (u) *t*Nr (k)**)
k

No (k),rur., (t )= number of real particle states, dimensionless

* = nu*ber of vacuum particle states, dimensionless.

The corresponding Hamiltonian operator for continuous solutions of the scalar field (where we write

II|Oto[which is the same urJrn ] ur IOto to save space yet make clear we mean triple

integration over momentum space) is

H3 = I q(u,(r.)* t* ,ru(n)* t)o'u
.rv"(k),/fu(t) = (number of real particle states) / unit vol in k space, dimension s 1 / M3 (10-8)

j = (number of vacuum particle states) / unit vol in k space, dimensions | / M3 .

t Those wishing to counter with the argument that free states in QFT are harmonic oscillators should see

Chap.3, Sect. 3.72, pgs. 69-70.

(10-7)
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Section 10.4 Wave Packets

The units in (10-8) are natural units with momentum cubed in the denominator. Momentum, in
natural units, has the dimension of mass, since velocity in those units is dimensionless. fi ft) and

M @for the continuous solutions are number density operators, rather than just number operators
as in the discrete case.

The mathematical form in position space of a scalar wave packet ket of a particle (not anti-
particle) in QFT is
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( r0-e)

Where,A(k') is a cofficient (not an operator) that defines the shape of the wave packet. Typically,

lA(k')l has a Gaussian shape as in Fig. 10-3a

lA(k';;z lA(k)12

a) Typical shape of lA(k')12 for particle wave b) Shape of lA(k)12 for vacuum

Figure 10-3. Shape of lA(k')12 Co.fii.ient in k Space

lA(k')12 represents the wave packet density (per unit volume in k' space) at a given k' for a single
particle wave packet. By doing Prob. 1, you can show that for l/) having unit norm, then

Ilo(u')l' d3k' =t . (10-10)

Wholeness Chart 10-2 in Appendix C, by comparison with discrete solutions, may make this a bit
clearer.

When (10-8) acts on (10-9), we get
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At each k' inside the ket, the number operator /%(k) will pick up the number density of particles
at that value of k = k'. Had our ket state comprised two wave packet particles of exactly the same
particle state (same A(k') distribution function), we would have obtained

(r0-11)

(10-r2)

Cofficient
property for
unit norm state

Continuous field
Hamiltonian
acting on single
particle wave
packet state

Continuous field
Hamiltonian
acting on two
particle wave
packet state

oto'l

However, for simplicity, we are not going to consider multiparticle states anymore, just single
particle ones.

We now ask "what is the expectation value of energy for the single particle wave packet state of
(10-11)?" The answer is
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* !+(lotu)l' ** +|)a3n =

(10-14)

E = (OlHSlal) = Ilotu )l' ^na'n
real particle

expectation energy - d

The vacuum contribution, for wave packet t/z quanta, would look like the RHS of (10-15), rather

than the RHS of the last row of (10-13). Perhaps the summation in (10-15) could be an integration
over [ , though this would have no effect on our conclusion. If we have Vz quanta wave packets in
the vacuum, then each such 7z quantum needs a wave packet form, and that means an envelope

Alt l # constant for all k. It would need Aj(k) obeying (10-10).

.i
j

(10-r 3)

Ilotu \l' ,.+au* + tlo+a'n + tl,+a'*
t----v---J \--1/-J \---:--.-J

real particle expectation vacuum. patticle vacuum anti-particle
energ! = fr expectation energy expectation energy

We get two parts to our answer. One is the expectation value of the wave packet particle energy a .

The other is the energy of the vacuum, infinite and reminiscent of the discrete solutions states

summation, which we repeat below for a single particle state for comparison.

E -(tu lafl A;) -(h,llq. (t, (u)*** Na (k).+)l h;l -(tu104; *Ior. (t*t)ln)
kk

W r' r'lr o+(r"(r.) * t * ru(r.) * t) o' oV W t' o)

"r)

r\
-l q, + | ,4(+* *) l(a,llor.,) = cL\, + tZa\ + t2'+\ u ) E-*#

P_ylt_" parricle anti-particleenergY .n.rgy energy

70.4.7 The Important Point
Note in (10-13) that the particle state, being a wave packet, has an envelope A(k), which is

effectively only non-zero over a limited range of k values. And the integral (10-10) means its
amplitude even over that range is finite.

On the other hand, the two vacuum energy contributions of (10-13) (last two terms) have no
su.cLlimiting envelope. In fact, the amplitude of the effective coefficie4! for each of those terms is

tl{z, overitte entir. range of k. Fo1th, uu.uu*, we have A."(k) = | Jt in the next to last term of
tiO-f 3), and coefficient 4""(k) = tf Ji in the last term. See Fig. 10-3b.

So, we can think of the vacuum in two possible ways. Ong, like two single particle wave packets
(particle and anti-particle), each with constant amplitude = llJZ over all k in k space. Or two, like
having a separate discrete particle wave of eigen energy a4l2 existing at every single k value along

a continuum of k plus a similar separate discrete anti-particle wave at every k value.

In other words, there is no interpretation whereby the vacuum is comprised of a near infinite
number of individual wave packet particle states. Without wave packet states, we have no

uncertainty principle, no greater energy/momentum expectation value fbr shorter time and distance

scales.

70.4.2 If the Vacuum Had Wave Packet 1/z Quanta

If the vacuum were filled withVz quanta wave packets having a+.12 energy expectation values,

then each such wave packet would need its own envelope A;(k), where 7 labels the wave packet. In

other words, our expected energy would, instead of (10-14), Iook like

tile,g)|'z o+a3n .l tlle,g)\'zaka3n . (r0-rs)

vacuum expectation energy ' vacuum expectation energy
6ti/2for7'th particle dt1/Zfor7th anti-particle
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Section 10.5 Further Considerations

70.4.3 Wave Packet Conclusions:
1. QFT does not appear to predict separate wave packets in the vacuum, but a seeming single

particle packet of envelope A;(k) = ll"l2 and a similar single anti-particle packet.

2. Thus, the uncertainty principles for energy/time and momentum/position do not appear
applicable to the vacuum as deseribed by standard QFI.

Bottom line: Wave packet analysis in QFT does not imply the existence of vacuum fluctuations.

1 0. 5 F urther C onsiderations

10.5.7 Vacuum Fluctuations May Yet Exist

Of course, all of the above does not mean that vacuum fluctuations do not exist. The uncertainty
principle leads one to think that they may well proliferate in the vacuum. Many of the world's top
physicists are, in fact, convinced that they do in some form. But, the precise mechanism by which it
would occur, if it does, is not obvious in standard QFT.

70.5.2 More Advanced Theories

As of the date of this text, we have no viable theory of quantum gravity. Perhaps, in that theory,
when it is finally developed, there will be vacuum fluctuations, driven by the uncertainty principle.
Further, superstring (more properly M-theory) theorists regularly consider vacuum fluctuations of
the strings. The competing theory of loop quantum gravity considers spacetime comprised of small
"quanta" of geometry linked in ways that lead to microscopic behavior similar to that of spacetime
foam. So, perhaps one of these theories, or a third known as 'otwistor theory", will one day put a

firm foundation under vacuum fluctuations.

27'1
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part of
advanced
theories

ine: It is possible more advanced theories can prescribe vacuum fluctuations.

10.6 Chapter Summary

Wholeness Chart 10-1, along with
present chapter.

the bottom line statement following it, summarizes the

70.7 Addenda

70.7.7 Hidden in the Theory is a Way for lz Quanta to Disappear

I noted in Chap. 3 (footnote on pg. 50) that there are little recognized additional solutions to the

QFI field equations that are not included in the standard renditions of the theory. The traditional
solutions have the familiar t i (a\r - k.x) form in the exponent. The additional solutions to the

field equations have form t i(aryt + k.x). I call these supplemental solutions.

When the supplemental solutions are included in the theory (see footnote citation), one finds
boson energy terms -(iklT arising in the vacuum that cancel the contributions from the traditional
solutions, leaving a net vacuum expectation energy of zero. A similar cancellation effect occurs for
fermions. This, of course, is closer to the observed value.

70.7.2 Caveats Again
As I said earlier, much in this chapter comprises my own ruminations on the vacuum

fluctuations subject. The reader should consider this in drawing her/his own conclusions.

Author's research:
If include other
valid solutions to

field equations in

QFT, ZPE
disappear



Wholeness Chart 10-1. Comparison of Vacuum Fluctuation Scenarios

Pair Production
% Quanta, Zero

Point Energy (ZPE) Yirtual Bubbles
Radiative

Corrections

Basic Description

Particle and anti-
particle pairs

continually popping
in and out of vacuum

Quanta of Vza\
sitting in vacuum
particles and anti]

particles

Three virtual
particles arise from

and dissolve into
vacuum

Higher order virtual
particle corrections

to lowest order
interaction

Chapter in this book This chapter. Chaps. 3,4,,5 Chap. 8 Chap. 9

How Proposed to Arise?
Uncertainty

principle for states
2nd quantization

Interaction terms rn
Hamiltonian

Interaction terms in
Hamiltonian

Typical Feynman
diagram

None

Does such a Feynman
diagram exist in QFT?

No N/A Yes Yes

Free or Interaction
Theory?

Not in QF f, free or
interacting

Free Interacting Interacting

Interacts with rest of
universe?

Yes, it is claimed
No

(patr of free theory)
No Yes

Positive, negative, or
zero Yacuum energy?

Positive, borrowed
via uncertainty

principle

Bosons positive,
fermions negative,

total negative

Zero. Negative
virtual energy

cancels positive

No contribution to
vacuum energy

Mathematics behind it
Non-commutation p*
and x + uncertainty

in p* and x

Non-commutation a
and Q + t/za4in

vacuum for all k

Interaction term

etyyP AoVr inTl Same as at left

Uncertainty? Measure? Can measure p*, x in
principle

Can't measure 4 Q
even in principle

Can't measure Measure indirectly

Exist continually or
evanescently?

Evanescent
Continually exist

(no mechanism for
otherwise)

Evanescent Evanescent

Arise in vacuum alone? Yes Yes Yes No

Experiments prove?

Casimir plates No, despite claims No No Possibly

Lamb shift No No No Yes

Anomalous magnetic
moment

No No No Yes

Fulling-Davis-Unruh No Inconclusive No No

Yields known vacuum
energy?

No No Close, at the least N/A

Wave packet theory
supports?

No
One wave with ""

energy. Not separate
packets. Ill-defined.

Yes Yes
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Section 10.8 Appendix A: Theoretical Value for Vacuum Energy Density

Bottom line for this chapter: According to standard QFf, only three particle virtual
bubbles can truly be called "vacuum fluctuations", and they have zero net energy
so cannot contribute to vacuum energy.

10.8 Appendix A: Theoretical Value for Vacuum Energy Density

Given (10-14), the vacuum energy density of the ZPE in a rectangular solid shape volume V is

E,,
F, =? =|totH3l0) =f{oll"r. (+.+)lo) =+I"r. =h1o+ -+fu (r0-r6)

k

Where /i is the length of the ith side of volume V inside of which the particle/waves are found, and
we have used slightly different labeling in the last expression to suit our immediate needs. Boundary
conditions on 7 give the wavelength of the nth wave (n = l, 2,..) in the ,rl direction as ln I = h/n,
with similar relations for the other two directions. So, the wave number kr 1 of the nth wave is

279

Only vacuum
bubbles are
truly vacuum

fluctuations, but
their energy = Q

[,

t. _2r _Znnent-T-T

Defining Akl = k(n+t) t - kr 1 we have, from (10-17),

2n(n+1) 2nn_2n .1 . I Lkl
Aft1 = ,, - 

h 
=T so that 

h=;
Similarresults hold for 12and /3. Thus, (10-16) (with the relativistic expression for energy
the last step below) is

F.=+fu=+^,+**=+ Lk1 Lkz Lk3

2n 2n 2n

(1 0-1 7)

(10-1 8)

used in

(10-1e)

and /3. In the

(10-20)

(10-21)

(10-24)

For /1 very large, from (10-18), Ak1 -+ dkt, with similar expressions for large 12

limit of large li (large volume 14, (10-19) becomes

foo

Pr=l
J€

dkt dkz dkt _ f* I

n n n_l*erf
Using (9-9) on pg. 260,we find this becomes

r€1
P, = l, ,ry "[n] 

* r? *'a* .
lr-

I- r;lo
This is obviously infinite, unless we take an upper limit cutoff, typically considered the Planck scale
mass (energy). This is because a particle with energy of the Planck mass is assumed to have an

associated Compton wavelength (size of the particle) so small that its associated mass-energy forms
a microscopic black hole. Such particles would instantaneously collapse, so smaller size (larger
energy) particles may not be able to exist in our universe. Given such logic, with A = Planck mass
>> m, we find (10-21) is

F,=#l:J,* **r,2dk=#fff an=# (to'22)

In natural units, the Planck mass = l.22xlOle GeV. Thus, the theoretical value for energy density
of the vacuum is

F,= GeVa = 2.80 x 107a Geva (10-23)

measured in GeVa.Note length in natural units is GeV-I, so an energy per unit volume would be
The experimental value for the upper limit on energy density of the vacuum is

F, sLo47 Gev4,

a discrepancy between theory and experiment by a factor of more than 10120. Yik"r.
Note that in this scenario, the vacuum particles are complex sinusoidal waves extending across

the universe from one end to the other (ust like the real particles in this scenario).

l.zz* to'n 
)o

8nz

$in*
:l

b

m2 +k,

m2 +k2 +k2 d3k

,r2 + k2 4xkzdk
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10.9 Append,ix B: Symmetry Breaking, Mass Terms, and Vacaum Pairs

This appendix is not for newcomers to QIIT, but for veterans familiar with electroweak
interactions and symmetry breaking.

In QED, mass terms are part of the free Hamiltonian. So their effect shows up when we
determine the energy expectation value for the Hamiltonian for any given state, including the
vacuum state (VEV of the Hamiltonian). Thus, the mass terms end up contributing to theVz energy
quanta of the vacuum and, as we saw, do not have Feynman diagram type interactions.

In electro-weak theory with symmetry breaking, however, mass terms arise from coupling of the
Bose and Fermi fields with the Higgs field. When the Higgs field symmetry breaks, the Higgs field
gets a VEV, and massless fields get masses. Since these mass terms, such as

mlty ( 10-25)

arise in the interaction (not the free) part of 7{ and L, they result in interactions of the type shown in
the Feynman diagrams of Fig. l0-4.

#
a) Fermion to fermion b) Creation of real fermion

and anti-fermion
c) Virtual fermion and

anti-fermion bubble

Figure 10-4. Three Types of Interactions from Symmetry Breaking Mass Terms

For Fig. 10-4b

One could then posit that we do indeed have pairs of particles "popping out" of the vacuum, as

in Fig, 10-4b, which represents the first order term in the amplitude. Similarly, there would be

destructions of fermion and anti-fermion pairs as well (not shown). Key points to be made in this
regard are

o The energies and momenta of the particles in Fig. l0-4b must still sum to zero, so there is no

vacuum energy contribution.

o The pairs of Fig. 10-4b arereal,, not virtual. Real particles cannot have negative energy. But
since total energy should sum to zero, one of the particles must have negative energy. Hence, we

can conclude that Fig. 1 0-4b does not represent a real physical process and cannot occur.

o The particle pairs so produced presumably would not yield the Casimir plate quantitative
result. The r/z quanta generating that result had different mathematical factors than would result
from the particles of Fig. 10-4b.

r The pairs do not arise in the vacuum alone, but as a result of the Higgs field. In essence, Fig.
10-4b really has a Higgs field source (which might be visualized as a pre-symmetry breaking
Higgs particle coming in from the left.) These pairs are not pure vacuum pairs.

o At high energy, particles are massless and terms of form (10-25) do not exist. That is, they are

replaced by a Higgs field interacting with the fermion and anti-fermion as discussed in the prior
point. In other words, there are no interactions like that of Fig. l0-4b at high energy, so no tiny
black holes (posited to result from high energy vacuum particles) could form.

r The probability of interaction occurring (pair formation) is not a function of e/m coupling cr,

nor weak coupling, nor strong coupling, but of the Higgs coupling.

For Fig. 10-4c

Using the Dyson-Wick expansion for the amplitude, we would find second order terms of form

*2 [ aa *rao rr* {tyfl,, 
(Vv\,r\

L t -r 
)

(r0-26)
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Section 10.10 Appendix C: Comparison of QFT for Discrete vs Continuous Solutions

represented by Fig. 10-4c.

I The energies and momenta of the particles in Fig. 10-4c must stilt sum to zero, so the total
loop energy is zera, and there is no vacuum energy contribution.
I One of the virtual particles must have negative energy. If one insisted on applying an

uncertainty principle, then it must be applied for negative energy as well. Hence, any "borrowed
energy" fluctuations about zero employed to produce Fig. 10-4c must be both positive and
negative. The sum of all such fluctuations must be zero, and that means zero vacuum energy.

r The last four bullets for Fig. l0-4b apply here as well.

These points lead to the conclusions that neither of the pair productions of Fig. 10-4b and c is the
vacuum pair popping production commonly referred to in the literature, and they make no
contribution to vacuum energy.

For Higgs Vacuum Enerey Remnant

To be complete in our discussion of vacuum energy, we need to consider the vacuum energy
generated by the spontaneous breaking of the electroweak symmetry via the Higgs mechanism. That
process leaves an energy density remnant in the vacuum.

But the Higgs remnant energy simply sits (essentially statically) in the vacuum unconnected to
other particles. It is not related to particle-antiparticle pair popping in and out of existence via the
uncertainty principle.

10.10 Appendix C: Comparison of QFT for Discrete vs Continuous Solutions
The overview in Wholeness Chart 10-2 (below and on the following pages) is presented without

explanatory text (which can be found at the website for this book listed on pg. xvi, opposite pg. I ).
Extensive study of it may be warranted for QF t veterans, but is not recommended for newcomers.

Wholeness Chart 10-2. Discrete vs Continuous Versions of QFT

28r

(Only Scalars Shown)

Discrete Continuous

Field
Equations
Solutions

QG) -f + @(k)e-ib +bt (k)eikx)
T rlzva4

Q, G)= >+ @k)e-ib + at (k)eikx)
T ,,!zv aa

d3k
QQ) (ag<;e-'k' + bt (k)eikx )

(b(u)e-ik* + at 1kyeitu)
z(zx\3

Coefficient
commutators ["(u),ot (x')]= [r(u),bt (k')] = 4,., [, (u ),o* (r.')] = [, (u ),b* (k')] = d(k - k')

Hf n\fi + ,3' Q' - [: = (OO' +v Qt .Y 
Q + a'Q' Q) as at left

H3
Zo+(t" (u)* * + Nu(k)* +)
k

NoG) = at(k) a(k), NrG) = at(t) a(t)

Io+(r"(r.)* ** ru(r,)* t)ato

.M(k) = a1(k) a(k), ffurul = aro<) a(k)

Operator
Units

No(k), number of real particles, unitless, M0

Vz , number of vacuum particles, unitless

a(k), ai(k), unitless

Similar for N6ft), b(k), bt(k),

/Vo(k), (num real particles)/(k space vol), M -3

r/z , (num vacuum particles)/(k space vol), M -3

a(k), ai(k), M -3t2

Similar tor tlt|1lk), b(k), b*(k),
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Sinsle Particle (No Anti-particle) State Relations

Eigenstate
Creation

oi(k)t')=tru)=l#)

Eigenstate at one point in k space, spread over
volume Vin x space.

l-,*\
o'(k)lo)=lo(r))=l+)r'\ rt 

lloat l
Eigenstate at one point in k space, spread over

universe in x space. V -t ""

General State
Creationo

C is General
State Creation
Operator

lo) = clo)= 
T 

z"o'' (k)lo)

= 
l#t^,,-'o'* 

* 4,, ik2x. 
)) = 

lT "#l
Coefficient At unitless.

State units l-3t2 - M3t2

lO) =clo) - !e(n)o'(k)d3lclo)
| -,0., \

=llonfuo'o)

Coefficient A(k) units l3t2 - M -3t2.

State units I-3t2 - M3t2

Creation
Operator C

c = I,\or (x)
k

c=JA(k)ot(k)a'n

State Norms (olo) =t (olol = r

Coefficient
Properties Ila- l' =,

k Jlo to )l' a'n -t
For an
Eigenstate

Only one 46, with lAll = 1. l+lt Ji *t t JV Not very meaningful.

N" (k) Acting
on General
State

N,(k,lF^,#l

-L*,l'tu, lI 
au, #)= l,qn,' 

lF 
- #)

,v"(kll^ $)ffi.'o')

Eigenstate
Energy
Expectation
Value

E -(tu lIrr. (", (u)*** Na (k)**)lpu,)
k

(\
=l o+, *+I e++tZt+ l@;ll4,')

\kk)
-cak,*Iot

k

s =(p(k')ljat ev"(u)**
+ A/u(r. ) * |la3 nl O{r.,))

- [ru(a(u - r<') * ** +)o'o(a1llOl

-c+,+[r+a3t

General State
Energy
Expectation
Value

u=(F 4#lr,r.(N.(k)**

+Nu(x)**,lp "#l
(\

= 
[F 

a4; 4,Ak4*, * *? * * +I'+ 
){010)

=?l^l'^*Ior. *-CI+Iot

I -ik'r I

t = 

\J 

o(u')ffi o' o'll'+rr"(k ) * +

+ ffo(r ) * t>a, olt ^*,r5 r r)

= [,+(;o tu')|"(k - k') * ] + ])a3 n (ollol

= Jlo(k)lt (4d3k + [+a3r = -o+ 
Io+att
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i
tI!

Multi Eigen
Particles
Creation

o* (k, )o, (t r)...10) =!fu,,hr,..1 ot (k, )o, (kr).. lo) =lQ$,),/(k, ),.)

Multi General
Particles
Creation,

Co is qth
Particle
Creation
Operator

10n,0,,...)= (rnr,

=h Anyat,-,)h A,ka

=lT o,.#,?o,u

= (Jon (

=ltn

lQ*Q,,...)= (,nr, )lo)

k ) ot (u) a3 r)( I +(r. ) ot (u) a3 r

n#o'.,[A,(k)ffi,
)( )lo)

'0,..)

Normalized
Creation
Operator Co

cq =I Aqkat (k )
k

cq =fon (u)ot (r. )atn

(on, Q,,...\Qn, Q,.,...) = | (oo, Q,,...\Qn, Q,,...) = 1

Ilonul' = 1, Ilo,ult =,, etc.
kk Jlo, (u)l' d3k =t, Il+ tr.llt d3k=r, erc.

N, (k) Acting
on Multi
General
Particles State

N, (k )l4n,zQ,,..)

=No,-,lF o*,#l1o,u,

= (ln u,l' 4u, + zle,,.,lt 4*' . 
)t 

Q,,2Q,,..)

=(lo,ul'* ,lo,ul'. 
)t 

Q,,2Q,,..1

,-ik'x':
Jv

.rV" (k)l On,zQ,,..) = /Vo(r. ),
I- ^-ik'xo -ikx- \

ll 
n $')ffi d3 k',rl o,t*')ffi o' o', 

)
=(lAn(k')l' r(k - k,)

+ zle,(r.')l' d(k - k') + )1Q,,2Q,,..)

Multi Eigen
Particles
Energy
Expectation
Value

E = (h,,2h,2, l; cq,(N o(r)+ j+

Na (kl.*ll tu,,zhr,.,)
- 14r + 2a4, + ..

. +| ak ++? Q (tu,,2h.2,..'.tu,,2h', )
= 4r * \a\z+ ... + I "f.

E =(Q$r),zo(ur),..1I ot er"(k)++
+ tt/u(r. ) + t>at nlO $r),z4$r),..)

= 14.r + ze,z+ ... + t! o+atn *

t I ^oat 
r) (/ ( k r ), zQ 0r r), .. 

| / { 
r., ), zQ $ r),..)

= 4, * ze'+ ... + [ ,+att

Multi General
Particles
Energy
Expectation
Value

E = (Qn,zO,,..lZr+(N, (k ) + +
k

+ Nu(x)* lllL*zp,

= rf lanr.l'^ *r?ln- l'^ *...

* +>, 0+ + tZ e (A.,ZQ,,..l4n
kk

=dq*26r+..*?*

E = (Qn,zQ,",..ll a*.UVo(r. ) * *
+ "a/u(x ) * |V3 lLn,zL,,..)

= tlq lon 
(u )l' a'n +z!+l+ (r)l' d3k +...

. 
+ I cakd3 k . + I c+a3 D (Qn,rQ,,..l4n,zQ,,..)

= 6q t 27., +... + 
J 

a+d} k
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1A.11 Appendix D: Free Fields and "Pair Popping" Re-visited

One possible issue some might raise with this chapter needs to be addressed. That is, by using
the Interaction Picture (I.P.), where operator fields are free and particle behavior is described by the
interaction Hamiltonian, are we somehow obscuring some physics? Recall we derived Feynman
diagrams from only the interaction term in the Hamiltonian. If we included the free Hamiltonian in
such a derivation, would we possibly find Feynman diagrams producing and destroying
particl e/antiparti cle pairs ?

Specifically, H,, has creation and destruction operators paired together in the same terms. For
scalar fields, in the Heisenberg Picture (H.P.), we found

Hf = o\Q+ rli ot - 4 = (661 +yQt .v o+ p2Q' Q)=(r3r oB +v Qr .v Q+ p'Qr o) 00-27)

So, we would end up with creation (a+(k), b'(k)) and destruction operators (a(lr), b(k)) in the same

terms in F1s". In particular, if we had terms containing factors of a'(k)b'(k) or a'(k)b'(-k), we might
expect creation of a particle and an antiparticle at the same event in the vacuum.

To see how states might change, let's use the Schrodinger picture (S.P.), in which operators do
not change in time, but states do. In the S.P. for free fields, scalar states are governed by

with aik) = I+ (a(k)e-ik +br (k)eik*) .

n ,lzv q,

t*lat= r/Slo) ,

(10-28)

(10-2e)

where l@) is in general a multi-scalar pa{ticle state and HsO is the same in the H.P. as the S.P. (See

Wholeness Chart 2-4,pg.28.) Using Ho', specifically the RHS of (10-27), along with (10-28) and
its associated quantities, we can follow the same steps as we did in Chap. 8 to determine the
evolution of the state l@). (See Wholeness Chart 8-4, pgs. 248-251.) This leads us to

l*r,r))=rlo(,,))=r-'i: 
H\d{lo(r,)) 

sy' =(*r,rllslo1r,))=(/lsl;). (10-30)

With the Dyson expansion, we find

-,1* Hou (x,)do x, -+J_ I^,lr: e)H,l Qr)] d,o x,do x,+...... . (10-31)

s(')

For the ,$t) t"r., the integration over all space was carried out in Chaq. 3, Sect. 3.4.1, pgs. 53-
54. ln that derivation, we saw all terms containing factors ot(t )br(-k;, a+1k;b*(k), o(k)b(lk), and
a(k)b(k) dropped out. That is, no terms remain that create a particle/anti-particle pair at the same
event in the vacuum. Ditto for destruction of such a pair.

For the ^S2) rc.*, at^any given ppint in time, we can integrate Ho0(rr) over cl3x1 without regard
to the integration of //ou(xz) over d 

t*2. For that integration. we would get the same result as for $r),
i.e., no ter;qs with factors creating or destroying a particlelanti-pafiicle pair. The same result would
hold for s(') fo, any n.

The transition amplitude Sp would, therefore, not contain any terms creating/destroying such

pairs. And so, we would have no Feynman diagrams representing such a thing.

Further, by reviewing the above cited section of Chap. 3, one can see that the Vz quanta terms,
commonly considered 'ovacuum fluctuations" come from the a(k)a'l(k) and b(k)bt(k) terms and the

s(')

S= 1

r(o)

Note

In the energy expectation derivation for the
continuous case, one finds a delta function
squared in the vacuum energy part. This is
undefined mathematically. By some perspectives,
its evaluation leaves a vacuum term of energy
a{k=O) which equals p (one particle mass). An
alternative perspective is shown above.



Section 10.12 Appendix E: Considerations for Finite Volume Interactions

coefficient commutation relations. Even if we chose to use these terms directly, without employing
the commutation relations, the a(k)at(k) t"rrn is not coupled to the b(k)rtft)term so both terms
together would not represent a vertex in a Feynman diagram. In that interpretation, one might think
of the a(k)at(k) as representing creation of a particle and destruction of the same particle at the
same event, i.e., nothing would happen as time evolves. No evanescence. No pair popping.

In summary, for free fields
. Terms in the free Hamiltonian density containing two creation operators that might create a

particle/antiparticle pair at an event drop out of the full (not density) Hamiltonian.

r The only terms surviving in the full Hamiltonian have creation and destruction operators
paired. These would create and destroy the same particle at the same event, i.e., nothing would
effectively happen.

We conclude that the free field components of the Hamiltonian do not lead to
particle/antiparticle pairs popping in and out of the vacuum.

10.12 Appendix E: Considerations for Finite Volume Interactions
All of the foregoing material in this chapter related to "standard" QFT, in which fields/particles

are considered to extend over infinite volume V and infinite time T. That assumption, as we will see

in Part 4 of this book, leads to accurate real world predictions for real world fields/particles of finite
extensions in V and 7*

In developing our theory, this assumption gave rise to delta functions (see (8-30), pg. 222)
because we integrated over unbounded space and time. These delta functions, arising in each
transition amplitude, led to strict conservation of 4-momentum at every vertex. Had V and T been
finite instead of unbounded, integration would not have led to delta functions, and so one might
question if, with finite V and I, the resulting relation would lead to uncertainty in outgoing 4-
momentum. Presumably, for large V and T, the relation would approximate a delta function
implying approximate, but not exact, conservation of 4-momenta. And thus, smaller V and Z would
mean  -momenta would be less constrained to be conserved.

This would give rise to an uncertainty in outgoing 4-momentum at any vertex for which the
fields did not have infinite extension in V and L Smaller V and I means greater uncertainty, and this
correlates with the familiar uncertainty principle.

To examine this more closely, consider the delta function shown in (8-30), pg. 222, where k - Pf
is the 4-momentum leaving the vertex and P; = pt * p2 is the incoming 4-momentum,

(zr)o 5r, (P,- 4 ) = I1r\"-4)k do *,.
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Now consider the RHS of (10-32) integrated over finite, instead of infinite, V and Z, where, to
keep things simple, we use the 1D correlate of the 4D integral, and represent that with the symbol /,

l,','j,,,='

(10-32)

(r0-33)

.(10-34)

[:,_rri(rt*4)x, do *, to , t!:rr'(',-P')', dxz = r (pr - 4 )

The integral is easy to evaluate, and l is found to be

,n(?r-4)i)
cos(ey -4)xz+isin(P, - P,)*,

i(4-4) ?r-n)
In the development of NRQM, RQM, and QFT (see (3-24) to (3-25), pg 46 and Sect. 3.4.1, pgs.

53-54), we typically assume

o _2nni D _Znny
'LLy

2z(n, -n,l-+ Pf - 4 =t ni,tx1 integers, (10-35)

because (10-35) results in ofthogonal functions of ,iP* and zero values for quantities like probability
density in NRQM for particles at LlZ and - U2, as well as certain terms in the probability of RQM
and in the Hamiltonian of QFT that must be zero. (See above references.)
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n;ilnd r?f as intesers

For (10-35) in (10-34), we find

r(pr - 4)=,
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. ( zo(", - r, ) r)
Jii?r 

-- 

r

I t ')_,@
L

'in(n(r y - r, ))

'('r - n,)
( r 0-36)

(10-37)

Due to the numerator, this is zero except for ny = ni. Then

= timl,""(:,(" 
-"-')))=,o(" -'') -,

,r+ry1 ,W)='r1,-4="I (Pr - 4) nr=n,

So, 1is zero, except when ny = fti, i.e., when Pf = Pi.That behaves like a delta function for

argument Pf * P;. However when Pf = Pi.,1is not oo, os a delta function is, as long as L is finite.

Looking again at our transition amplitude calculation in (8-30), pg. 222, we see that the finite 1.

(V there for 3D case; V and I, for 4D) will still leave us with a zero value unless Pf = Pi (k = p1 + p2

there.) The value of the transition amplitude will change because we now have L (V for 3D, VT for

4D) as finite when P; = Pi, but other values for Py are prohibited (have zero probability of
occurring.)l

Bottom line: For ny and ni as integers, and finite volume and time, we still must have strict 4-

momentum conservation at a vertex. That is, there is no uncertainty principle at play giving rise to
evanescent energy and 3-momentum "popping in and out" of the vacuum.

41 gn!_4i as non-integers
-ffi

If, however, nf and ni could be non-integers, then / of (10-36) can have non zero values when ny

{ ni @nd thus when Py * P;). Analogous results hold for 4D, so for finite V and T, we could have

non-zero probability (due to a non-zero value in the RHS of (10-32)) for Py * Pi and not have strict

conservati on of 4-momentum2.

Bottom line: For ny and ni ds non-integers, and finite volume and time, we do not have strict 4-
momentu.m conservation at a vertex. That is, there would be an uncertainty principle of sorts at play,

which could give rise to evanescent energy and 3-momentum "popping in and out" of the vacuum.

For infinite volume and time, strict conservation exists.

of nrand n; as non- kinds of oov

If non-integer values for ny and ni manifest in nature, then the following may be surmised for
each type of o'vacuum fluctuation" in QFf.

"Pair Popping"

The functional form of the transition amplitude and thus questions involving the delta function
found therein are not relevant to the pair popping story, as there are no transition amplitudes having
vertices with only two (not three, as for vacuum bubbles) particles. (See "Virtual Bubbles" section
below.)

I In the limit where L -+ "", (10-37) becomes 2tr6(Pf = P;.). When V -) *, we get the the 3D delta

function, and for T, V -> oo, the 4D relation.

t Additional analysis, which we mention but not do here, leads to the conclusion that for ni znd n18S lror-
integers, we do get a delta function in (10-33) (and (10-32) as I + "" (y,Z-+ "").
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Zero Point Energy

The non-integer n7 and n; condition would not modify anything we have said herein about the
ZPEV2 quanta, as they represent free fields, with no vertices, i.e., no interactions. However, it does
relate to virtual vacuum bubbles and radiative corrections, which are manifestations of interacting
fields. (See Wholeness Chart 10-1, pg.278, and below.)

Virtual Bubbles

A 3-panicle virtual bubble has zero initial 4-momentum, but as noted above for finite V and T, it
could then, after the first vertex, have a non-zero total 4-momentum (solely for non-integ er ny and

n;). And this then starts to look like the pair popping scenario (even though there are three, not two
particles.)

However, we have seen that negative energy virtual particles are as likely as positive energy
ones. So, the sum total energy of the bubble could be positive or negative. The sum over large
numbers of such bubbles would be effectively zero energy. In other words, even for small values of
V and Z, there would be no net global contribution to the energy of the vacuum from virtual
bubbles. It is conceivable, however, that tiny black holes could exist for positive energy bubbles,
and possibly "white holes", we could call them, for the negative ones. We could have quantum
foam, but zero total vacuum energy.

Radiative Corrections

As noted, radiative corrections do not arise alone in the vacuum and make no direct contribution
to vacuum energy. This is true for finite, or infinite, V and Z. Additionally, variations in energy from
uncertainty at each vertex would go in both directions (positive and negative) and cancel globally,
over many interactions.

BUT remember

Integer values for nyandni in (10-35) seem to be required by nature. If this were not true, we
would not have orthogonal functions as our solutions to the RQM/QFT wave equations and certain
of our derivations, such as that for the number operator form of the Hamiltonian, would no longer
be valid.

Bottom line:

Thus, vacuum energy, carried by particles popping in and out of the vacuum (for virtual 3
particle bubbles), appears inconsistent with the rest of our theory. To my knowledge, this issue

(regarding non-integer nf andni in transition amplitudes) has notbeen explored in great depth and
might make a good research topic for someone. If any reader does pursue this, please apprise me of
the results (via the website for this book, the address of which is found on pg. xvi, opposite pg. 1.)

10.13 Problem

1. Show that for the single parricle starc l/)
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(QIQ) =t ,thar IIA(k')l' d3k' =t . Hint: rhe bra is (ol= (f' V')lrnr arrl, the norm

\' 'l{zo)' I

implies integration of the bra times rhe ket over x, and 
J ,l(k"*k')'x d3 x = (zo)t d{') (k'- k') .
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Chapter lI
Symmetry, Invarianc e, end Cons erv&tion

for Interacting Fields

Bmhma

If the red slaYer think he sl'aYs,

Or if the slain think he is slain,
They know not well the subtle ways

I keep, and pass, and tum again.

Far orforgot to nE is neor;
Sha.dow and sunlight are the same;

The vanished gods to me o.ppear;
And one to me are shame and fame,

They reckon ill who leave me out;
When me they fly, I am the wings;

I am the doubter and the doubt.
And I the hymn the Brahmin sings.

The strong gods pine for my abode,

And pine in vain the sacred Seven;
But thou, meek lover of the good!

Find me, and turn thy back on heaven.
A poem about symmetry
by Ralph Waldo Emerson

11.0 Pre:liminaries

I was tempted to say nothing about the above poem. I was also tempted to give readers a
problem challenging them to find the symmetry in it. I decided to leave it with the following.

The word "keep" in the last line of the first stanza can mean maintain, or stay the same. "pass" is
equivalent to translate, and 'tum", to rotate. Something more profound stays the same, while
something more superficial is translated and/or rotated. Sound familiar?

There is yet more symmetry in the poem, but poems lend to be less effective with detailed
explanation, so I leave it at that.

11.0.1 Backgrounil
We saw the relevance of symmetry for free frelds in Chap. 6. In the present chapter, we will

explore its relevance for interacting fields. We will frnd that the same conservation principles and
laws we derived earlier for free fields also hold for interactions. In addition, we will find a new kind
of symmetry relevant to interactions, which is laden with profundity for QFT.

11.0.2 Review

Recall that symmetry is the propensity for non-change with superficial change. Mathematically, Symmetry =
it entails a change in perspective (coordinates by which the observer measures), while the thing invariance und.er

being observed remains the same. It is invariance under transformation (under coordinate change). transformation
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A scalar function./ is symmetric if it has the same form in terms of coordinates of different
systems, i.e., where x'and x" represent two different coordinate systems,

/ ("t ,x2 ,x3)= f (*'t ,*'' ,*'u). (1r-r)

We saw a real world example where the laws of nature for free particles/fields (such as the
Klein-Gordon equation) arc symmetric under a Poincar6 (Lorentz plus 4D translation)
transformation. They have the same form under a spatial translation, a translation in time, a rotation,
and/or a boost.

We saw further, that for free fields/particles, symmetries are related to conservation laws. For
example, via Noether's theorem, we showed that a symmetry in the free field Lagrangian (density)
meant that an associated quantity (charge in our example in Chap. 6) is conserved.

Symmetry of the first example is external symmetry, because it entails transformation of
spacetime coordinates (i.e., coordinates of the physical, external world). That of the second, leading
to charge conservation, is internal symmetry, because it entails a transformation in an abstract, non-
physicat space (complex space of e'o for charge).

You may wish to read over Chap. 6 at this point to refresh your memory on these things.

I 7.0,3 Chapter Overview

We will first look at

. a slightly different, alternative form for the Lagrangian, which will prove beneficial to our
discussion of symmetry in this chapter.

Then, we will look at symmetry in QFT when interactions are involved, specifically
. field equations symmetric under Lorentz transformation, i.e., they are invariant in spacetime

(same for all inertial observers)
. symmetry in the full Lagrangian density (including interaction terms) f --+ a related quantity

is conserved (via global symmetry, which is what we have used up to here)

. symmetry, gauges, and interactions related to local symmetry, which we will define

Free vs interacting fields

We will deal primarily with interacting particles and fields in this chapter.

l7.I A Helpful Modification to the Lagrangian

71.1.1 The Lagrangian We Have Been Using

Recali the QED full Lagrangian we have been using has form

f, t/2't 
= -t ,er)(a' ep) + V(iypa o _ 

m)v * 3, (y,oo
T- 4" t't/z'r

When (lI-2) is used in the Euler-Lagrange equation

a (ar ) art_ 

- 

- tl
DroIdQ',p) a0'
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Symmetric scalar

function

Free field laws of
nature symmetric
(invariant)

Noether's theorem:

symmetry in ,Co +
conserved quantity

External vs

internal symmetry

A helpful

modffication to .C

Symmetry in QFT
interactions

Symmetry
principles applied
to interacting
cases in this
chapter

(11-2) The form of the
Lagrangi&n we

have been using

with L - Ltt2't and Qr =V , we obtain the QED field equation governing interactions of the Dirac
fermion field with the electromagnetic field, i.e.,

(ifao-*)v --eTFvAp

(r 1-3)

( 1 1-s)

(11-4)

With Q' = Ap in (11-3), we obtain the governing equation for the electromagnetic field
interacting with the Dirac field, i.e.,

da\oAtt =-eVfV
The terms on the RHS of both (11-4) and (11-5) are source terms reflecting the interaction. (Zero on
the RHS yields the free field equation in each case.)
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17.7.2 An Alternative l-agrangian that Also Works

There is some latitude in the form we choose for the Lagrangian. As a trivial example, we can

add a constant to it and still get the same field equations (11-4) and (11-5). We can construct a less

trivial, and more useful, Lagrangian with the aid of the definition in Chap. 5 of F#v, repeated below.

Now, if we redefine our QED Lagrangian by changing only the first term in (11-2), we get

f, t/2,1 
= -+ Fpv Ftr v +y(iypd , - *)v + eV ypvAp

= -+(a' eo -dp A')(u, oo -a pau )+ V(if a, - *)v + eV yqvAp

- - +( a' op d, Ap - dv Apd p A, -)tt n' d, A p + dp A' d pa" ) + V (i ru a, - *)v + e V yp v Ap.
i-V---.-f-,'

[ =2nd term =lst term )
Or, finally,

f t/2,1 
-* - +(a' op d r Ap - d' APO p er 

) 
+ V (rra a r - *)v + e V yp v Ap .

A second,
alternative

(1 l -7) formfor the

Lagrangian

(11-6)

(1 l-8)

(11-e)

We will, for the Lorenz gauge condition (which we have assumed throughoutr), obtain the same

interaction field equations (11-4) and (11-5). You should now do Probs. I and 2 to prove this to
yourself.

Conclusion: We can use either form (11-2) or (11-8) for our Lagrangian and have the same

interaction field theory results. We will shortly find that (11-8) serves our purposes better in this

chapter.

So, why did I stick to form (11-2) throughout the book up to this point? Because it is easier to

understand at first, and I didn't want to complicate things for you at an early learning stage. Also,
you could not appreciate the advantages of using the second, more complicated form (11-8) until we

got to this chapter. Additionally, you will become more adept at the theory by spending time with
both formulations, which we do in this book.

Note, in passing, that in the alternative form of (11-8), we have, in terms of the electric and

magnetic fields,

Bothforms
work, but 2"d is

advantageous
in this chapter

-I ro' ro, = -t(-u' * ut 
) 

.

77.7.3 New Symbolism

From here on out, we will use the streamlined symbol L for the full QED Lagrangian, which we

have until here designate d by Lttz't. W" will use Lo for the free part of the full QED L; and Lr for
the interaction part.

I And which, for these purposes, is effectively the same as the Gupta-Bleuler weak Lorenz condition of
Chap. 5.

Hereafter,

symbol .C
nll2 -lmeans L
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II.2 External Symmetry for Interacting Fields

lI.2.I Lorentz Symmetry of Full ,C

Note that both of the full QED Lagrangian forms above are invariant under a Lorentz
transformation. We can see this the short-hand way by just recalling from Chap. 6 that
VfWbehaves under l-orentz transformation like a 4-vector. Hence every term in eitheritt-Z) ot
(11-8) is a Lorentz scalar (world scalar), since a contraction of two 4-vectors is aLorentz scalar.
Such scalars are invariant in form under Lorentz transformations, and so (where primes indicate
another coordinate system obtained from the first system via Lorentz transformation and x is
shorthand for 4D position [usually "rt)

r (V{x),w@),Ap(r)) = t (V'{x'),r{'(x'),4o(r')) .

,C is symmetric underLorentz transformation. It has external symmetry.

(t l-10)
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Full Lagrangian

,C is Lorentz

invariant

So, interaction
laws of nature
(field equations)
are Lorentz
invariant

Interaction
probability is
Lorentz
invariant

Why probability
is Lorentz
invariant

If you want to spend the time, you can prove this the long way by applying the same Lorentz
transformation to every factor of each term in ( 11-8) (or (1 1-2)) that has a coordinate p ot v.

17.2.2 Lorentz Symmetry of l^aws of Nature for Interactions
Using the primed form of (11-10) in the Euler-Lagrange equation (11-3) having primed fields

and spacetime coordinates, we would obtain the same field equations (11-4) and (11-5), exceptthat
all fields and coordinates would be primed. Hence, the interaction field equations (the laws of nature
for interactions) would take the same form in any two coordinate systems obtained from one another
via Lorentz transformation.

The interaction field equations, like the Lagrangian, have external symmetry.

11.2.3 External Symmetry of the Interaction Probability
In a good theory, the probability of an interaction occurring should not vary with the observer

measuring it. That is, the transition amplitude (whose absolute value squared is the probability)
should remain invariant under Lorentz transformation.

Note that like every term in (11-8) (and (ll-2)),,Cr (which is the same in both (ll-2) and (11-8))

is itself invariant under Lorentz transformation. It takes the same form with fields and coordinates
primed, as with them unprimed. Thus, Hr = -h is also invariant. The S operator is a function of 71r ,

i.e., ,S - r-tLHf aax, 
so S is also invariant (dax tsa Lorentz scalar). Thus, where primes on states

indicate the same initial and final states as in the unprimed frame but seen in the primed frame
(though the same state will be seen with different energy and 3-momenta from a different Lorentz
frame), and A indicates a generic Lorentz transformation representation,

s.n = (rlsl;) = (rlsr lr) = sy' (flf)
sr = (/ l{bs {bl i) = \fl n-1 nsn-t nl ;) = (f 'ls y, rl f) = s 1, r (f'l f')= s r, i . 

(1 1-1 1)

I I S,=S

In the above, S'= S means the operator S'has the same form in terms of primed fields as S has for
unprimed fields. Thus ,S'creates and destroys the same particle states in the ket as S does. Each such
particle state simply looks different (different 3-momentum and energy) in the primed and unprimed
systems.

So, the transition amplitude S7i for a particular initial multi-particle state scattering into a
particular final multi-particle state is the same as seen from two different Lorentz frames. Thus, lSpl2

is the same as well. The probability is invariant under l,orentz transformation. It has external
symmetry.

In summary,

4l slm -+ ll7 sym -+ S sym -+ Sp slm -+ lS7;12 sym.
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11,3 Intemal Symmetry and Consenation for Interadions

11.3.1 Revicw of Noether's Theorem Applied to Free Fields

For Free Scalar Field Review of
Recall from Chap. 6, that the free scalar Lagrangian was invariant under a tmnsformation in Noether's

phase. That is, for thi transformation theoremfor

Q'+Q'=e-tuQ (implies also d -: fI =;.l"io) (11-12) free fields

where ais a real constant, the Lagrangian (with p 2 completely different from the index p) 
For scalars

t3(o',o,or 'r'o'')=0r,ot'o -p'oro (11-13)

remains the same function of primed fields as it was of unprimed fields,

rf (o',0,d n,o'o)=4V 't'fr't'). (r1-14)

We proved this in Chap. 6, but it should be relatively easy for you to do it again here. So the
Lagrangian (1 I -13) is symmetric under the transformation (11-12).

We then used N94b9{!..1!b9p!9!8, re-stated below for convenience.

If the Lagrangian d ensity ,C(Q' , Q' ,) is symmetric in form with re8pect to a transformation in //
that is a function of a parameter a, i.e . Q' 1"1 7 '- Q'@q d),lhenthe four current

io (O' 'O' .,1= -!4-Y (sum on r) (l l-15), .. "t 6pr,, da

(using O'(xn ,A) has zero four-dive rgence, d p jP = 0 . Thus its zeroth component/ integrated over

all space is conserved, as is qpl integrated over all space, where qp is a constant, which can be

taken as the charge on a single scalar particle.

Applying Noether's theorem with @=t =Qandp'=2=pttoltl-tZ;ana111-13),wefound

i{(O',0''o)=i(O'a@tpt6ny-pt'ttet)O@'\) totalcharseq=qr!i0a3, conserved.(11-16)

For Free Dirac Fermion Fields

In Chap. 6, if you did Prob, 12, you showed tlat under the transformation For Dirac

vt +v/ ="-iov (implies also y -+/ =feia1, (11-17) spinorfields

the free Dirac Lagrangian is symmetric, i.e.,

4]/2 =y(ia-m)ry:/(ia-m)y/, (ll-ls)

and thus, via Noether's theorem with Qot = V , Q'=2 = V , and - e the charge on an ele{tron,

irq =(p,i)=VfVr total charge conserved' s ince Q*=-et io73r conserved. (ll-19)

For Free Photon Fields

In Chap. 6, if you did Prob. 13, you showed that under tle transformation For photons

Ao -+ e'o = e-io Ap , (l 1-20)

the free elecffomagnetic Lagrangian of Chap. 6,

Q =-l(a,t)(a'na\ 01-21)

is not symmetric, and there is no 4-current for photons, i.e.,

if;r=o -+ total chatge QAtt =0 conserved ' (11-22)

Similar results can be shown for the free e/m Lagrangian in (11-8). (See Prob. 3')
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Aside: Comment on Gauges

Note that the internal transformations (11-12) and (11-17) are gauge transformations because we
transformed the fields, yet all the things we can measure remain the same. We can't measure the
actual field, as we've noted earlier (Chap. 3, p9.79, and Chap.7, pgs. 189-190). The field
equations, the Lagrangian, and the Hamiltonian don't change, and thus the number, energy, 3-
momentum, charge operators we derive from them don't change under the transformation either.
The latter operators are observables. They have expectation values for any given (multi-particle, in
general) state.

The fields Q,WA11are gauge fields. Each different awe choose for Qor t[is a different gauge,

and recall, we can use different gauges for Ar1, too (though we are working in the Lorenz gauge

throughout this book.) Thus, we have gauge invariance, or gauge symmetry.

17,3.2 Noether's Theorem Applied to Interactions
Deriving the Interaction Four-Current and Conserved Ouantitv

The derivation in Chap.6 of Noether's theorem (11-15) was for a very general case, and not
restricted solely to free fields. Thus, we can apply it to the QED (full) Lagrangian, including both
free and interacting terms for Dirac spinor fields and photon fields.

We start with the transformation (11-17) and the QED L (11-2), or (alternatively) ( I 1-8),

.c = .ct/,'t - -t?,Ar)(a' eo)*v(,roa lt - *)v + ev TPvAp

or = -*(a' At'd,A, -d' Apd pq )* V(trua o - *)v + eV ypvAp.

tnpv Fpv

By doing Prob.4, you can show that (11-23) (both versions) is symmetric under (11-17). (This
should be relatively easy, because the transformation (1 l-17) does not affect any factors of AOor its
derivatives in ( 1 l-23).)

Now, we need only apply Noether's theorem (11-15), with Q'=l= W Q'=2 =f , and Q'=' = A'
to find a conserved quantity. So, our conserved four-current is
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jp =af dty , d^C aV , M dA'

aWa"* W*-W aa'
and with (11-23), and (t l-17),

?t =vif Y=-iw L -o S=0.dv,p dd dv,p da

jP =Vfv Q'=-tl jodt' conserved,

(tr-23)

(t1-24)

(1 1-25)

(1t-26)

Internal
symmetries
are gouge
symmetries

Noether's
theorem also
applies to
interactions

Full Lagrangian
is symmetric
under internal
transformation

So there is a
conserved
current

That current, and
its associated
charge are the
same as in free
field theory

Interacting

fields, like free
fields, are gauge

fields

Charge operator

Q same as infree
theory

the same result as we had for the free Dirac field (11-19). This should not be too surprising as any
interactions Dirac particles have are with chargeless photons, which cannot possibly change the
total charge.

Gause Symmetry for Interactions

Just as noted above for free fields, we have a gauge symmetry here for interacting fields. ty and

Apare the gauge fields. Different drepresent different gauges. The QED Lagrangian is symmetric
under the gauge transformation and thus so are the Hamiltonian, the field equations, and all the
operators derived from them.

The Charge Operator in Terms of Number Operators

Q' in (11-26) is an operator of the same form as we had in the free field theory of Dirac particles.
In the interaction picture we use free fields, so we will derive the same final result for the charge
operator, in terms of number operators, as we had in Chap. 4. (See (4-104), pg. 113.) This is

e --rI(N, (p)- rs,, (p)),
p,r

which is constant in time due to (11-26).

(1r-27)
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How the O Operator Works During Interactions

Many QFf courses/texts get to (11-26) and conclude that because of it, charge is conserved in
interactions. However, what is measured in interactions is a function not only of the charge
operator, but of the states, as well. We need to be concerned with the change in time of the total
charge eigenvalue of a (generally multi-particle) state, which is what one would measure.

Similar to what we discussed in Chap. 6 (Sect. 6.5.5, pg. 175), when we say charge is
conserved, it really means the multi-particle state that we begin with keeps the same total charge as

time evolves. The individual particles themselves may mutate into other types of particles, but the
total charge of all the particles remains the same.

Thus, we ask how the eigenvalue of Q changes as a state evolves (i.e., as particles change from
those in ll ) to those in !/)). That is, for the transition

Oli) = ur,o,li)
state transition 0lf)-esli)=ayrctlr) , (r 1-28)

does 4; tot= clf tot?

The answer lies in the Q Sli ) expression above. We know first, that the operator Q doesn't
change during the transition because it is conserved. If Q commutes with ,S, then

Olf])=Qyntlf)=0s1,)=s0l i)=sq,,o,li)=Qitotsli)=oi*lfl -) Qytot =eitot, Qt-29)

and total charge remains unchanged during the transition.

It is not immediately obvious that Q and,S commute. The proof is fairly extensive. We show
they do commute in the Appendix, and thus, total charge is conserved.

Of course, we already know, from our experience with Feynman diagrams in earlier chapters,
that charge is conserved during interactions. In all vertices in Feynman diagrams, the events where
particles mutate into other particles, we saw that particles only evolve into other particles in ways
that conserve charge. That is, we didn't have any vertices where charge is not conserved, such as

two electrons being created from an incoming photon, or a positron and a photon being created from
an incoming photon. None of these, or similar charge conservation violating, vertices resulted from
our theory. But in (1 1-29), we prove it explicitly.

If you really want to reinforce your appreciation of this point, do Prob. 5, which asks you to
show the time rate of change of the expectation value for charge Q is zero.

77.4 Global vs Local Transformations and Symmetries

Up to this point in this book, we have dealt exclusively with simpler kinds of symmetries in
which any change introduced to a field via a transformation in the field entailed the same change
everywheie in spacetime. For example, the internal transformation (11-17) changed the field by the
phase angle a, and such change in phase was the same for the field everywhere in space, for all
time. As another example, the external Lorentz transformation transformed the field by the same

boost velocity everywhere at all points in space, for all time. Such symmetries are called global
symmetries.

In contrasto we could have an internal transformation where d: d(l4, where the phase angle
change is not constant but a function of 3D position and time,

Vl -) V' - e-ia(*"ry, . (l 1-30)

If the Lagrangian is invariant under such a transformation, we say it has local svmmetry. The (local)
transformation has symmetry at local points everywhere, but it is not the same transformation at

every point.

Similarly, for the external Lorentz transformation, one could imagine it being different at various
points in a fluid, where we want to transform to the rest coordinate system at every point in the
fluid. The velocity at different points of the fluid would be different, so our transformation to the
local rest frame would have a different boost velocity at each such point. This would be an example

of an external local transformation. We will not deal further in this book with external (Lorentz)
local transformations.

Recall that if the Lagrangian is symmetric under a given transformation, the transformation can

be referred to as a gauge transformation, because nothing we measure will change, even though the
representation of the underlying (gauge) field changes.

Q acting on
initial and final
states yields
same charge

So measured
charge is
conserved during
interactions

We alrea"dy knew
this from
Feynman
diagrams, but
here formally
proven

Global
transformation

= same change
everywhere in
spacetime

Local
transformation

= different
change at
dffirent points
in spacetime

Local or global
change can be
internal or
external

If .C invariant

under any of these,

it is symmetric,
and we have a
gauge theory
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, We are about to investigate what it means for the Lagrangian to be symmetric under a local
' symmetry. We will find it plays a profound role in interaction QFT, i.e., in the gauge theory of
o' interacting quantum fields.

Wholeness Chart 11-1. Types of Transformations

External Transformadon blenoal fransforuation
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Global Local Global Local

Where in this
book

All external
transformations up

to this section
Not treated

All internal
transformations up

to this section

Material
following this

section

Characterized
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I-orentz, same boost

at al| /
Lorentz, different boost

at different -/
Change in field,

same at all /
Change in field,

different at different,/

Example Av+ A'v= L4 rArt A v4 A' v = ttn , 1f1e, Vl+V/'=e-'ov Yl -) {' = s*ia(*P)W

Symmetric
under above?

If ^C invariant If 4 invariant If .C invariant If .C invariant

11.5 Local Symmetry and Interaction Theory

11.5,1 Local Transformation of the Ingranginn
We saw in Chap. 6 that the QED Lagrangian was symmetric under the global intemal

transformation (11-17) (next to last column example of Wholeness Chart I l-t) with d= constant. Investigating if
This was true for the free Lagrangian,Co Gee (ll-t8)) and the full (including interactions) local intemal
Lagrangian Z (see (11-23), which is repeated below), as we saw in Prob. 4. nansformations

t = f,r/2,t =-+(a,nr)(a" er')_+V(i/a, -m)vr+:VU4, ';!,:;,ff""
44

or=-*(a,epa"to -a"Naol-)+y(i/a,--)v+"V/w4,. 
(lt-31)

\Ft 
, Fpv

Ouestion: Under the local intemal transformation (11-30) (last column example in Wholeness Chart
1 l -1) is the Lagrangian symmetric?

Part l: For 4o?

Looking at just the free Lagrangian part of (1 l-31), both choices for the free photon pafi have no

lrlfield components, so those parts are unchanged under (11-30). So let's look at the fermionic part.

t;,, -V(iy'a, -*), r/r-+e-ia(*F)rtt , fsia{xa, Fy'r, -*)y,rr-ia(x.)

=piria@!)ry, (arv)e-ia{xu) *fria@a)i/,l1rr-ia(xP) -frriutxp)*rr-ia@a) O'-3Z) 
U:!::rYt 

"e '*\n tly ,.free

= V(iya, - *)w + Wvtd,a(*P) * 4". Lagrangian not
symmetric

4','
The free Lagrangian ,Co is not symmetric under this local transformation.

Part2: How about for L' Lo + L1?

Let's look at the full Lagrangian (11-31) for the same transformation. Again, we know the
photon part in the .Cs part of ^C is invariant because it contains no components of 14 So, we will look
at the other parts of L. We can use our results from (1 I -32) directly as part of the relation below.
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4" * f7 =V(t/a, -*)v+eV/v4 ' ' -ia(x/t), 
,

v(iya, -*)w+Wvnua@p1+eryeid(*o) {e-iq(*P)v+ (r 1-33) 
UIJ[rYi,rr,

=V(i/a, -*)v/+Wva,c(xq1+l7y',w4 * 4" + rr. Lagrangian not
symmetric

,CI

The full Lagrangian ^C is not symmetric under this local transformation, either.

Ouestion: Can we, in addition to the transformation on W also transform A11in some way such that
under both transformations, the full Lagrangian is symmetric?

{4gg91: Yes. If we take a clue from classical theory and transform the photon field in the manner V/-+ e-id(x!)V
we did there (Wholeness Chart 5-1, pg. 141), where Maxwell's equations (and thus the classical 4)
were symmetric under A, -+ A, +'a;i d4.'ii;;-"i;lit"i g*g"' *^r"t 

"tion 
with the specific and Av -+ Av -

form./- -a le,then

A, + 4 -,4, -!ara6a1, (11-34)

and as we will see, ( ll-34) will make one of our two alternative forms for L symmetric.

Proof:

Taking our full Lagrangian with the first form of the free photon Lagrangian of (1 1-31), we find
(changing our dummy indices to avoid confusion with the pindexin a(f))

t = 4 * f;" *.c1 =-t|: BA)(aF e')*V(,f a, -*)v+eV/v+

ffi7f:i@p+")(ape,)++(apa'd({))aoa,+{(aB4)(ana,"(*))i#;ifri,'n^,
. 4 .l-35) La9rangian not

-+(a oao(*))(a|a'"(',))*V(i/a, - n)v +Vlva,atxp) \r I-JJ,, 
svmmetric

---;;i,
+"V/V4, -WvAva(xF)+ /.

\.-.--v--_fJ

4 cancels

So, the first form of our Lagrangian is not symmetric.

But, if we take our full Lagrangian with the second form of the free photon !4g44g!94 of
(l I -31), we find

a = zl + Q/2 + 4 =-t(a ue,ap {,-a,epal e')+p(i7ta, -m)y+eVfwg,

-!r*r'a=4

,vjn'"|!'y,,, , -!(are"ale, -a,4af {)A.-+A- I?,,alx! | z\'1 'a e-r- t ------4-- (rnder both,

*4(aua,"(,,))aa e, 
.+{(aue,)(rt 

,"(4:t!rr,f,a)\(ana"a(,r')) <tt"ur 'tr;#,{:#ri["
!.--.--.----....---.-v.-

cancels J caacels J cancels I is synmelric

- *L(a,ao"1"n\\aa e" -|(a,n)(a1a, a(*)\+#p,a u"pol)pqa, "(,,7)
+y(iyta, -m)v + Yt/vnra@Pl +",y{,v\,- VlvarAn = t.*--4r* 

cancels tenir after next { cancels term b€forc prior

Bottom line: By carrying out the set of local transformalions 3/-t ,r - "-ia\'t), and Ay -+

A'v= Av - (le)dyd,!), and using^{ =-jrryF'f for the free photon field lagrangian (second

form above), the full QED Lagrangian 4 remains invariant.

How about both

(l/e)}vdf) ?
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Section 11.5 Local Symmetry and Interaction Theory

This is a primary reason for preferring the second form (11-8) for the interaction Lagrangian. It
gives us a symmetric interaction theory, which has great significance in QED (as we see in the next
section) and further important ramifications for more advanced areas of QFT, such as weak and
strong interactions.

11.5.2 The Meaning of Local Symmetry for Interaction Theory

The Free Lagrangian and the Set of Both Locdfransformati.ons
Note that using the set of local transformations W+ {'=s-ia1ta)Vand Ay + A'v = Av -

(1le)drfuf), while leaving the second form of the full QED Lagrangian X invariant, does not do so

for the free Lagrangian. To see this for the second form of the Lagrangian, drop the interaction
terms in (11-36), and we get

4 - Q + 4" '7'-'iY'Y ,,, ,'-u 
Ar+4,- *drd,*P )

-tF Bo,aF A' -d,4a7o" )* V(iya, - *)w +Wvd,d(x\)* 4. (1 1-37)

g-\---J

,'l/2h
By doing P.rob. 0, you can show that the first form of the Lagrangian with

4 = -tQ BA)pn e')is atso not symmetric under the local transformation set.

Summary

Wholeness Chart tl-z. Summary of Global and Local Internal Symmetry for L and Eq

I't Form of ,4or 2nd Form of .4ol

Ls L Lo c

Global transformation Vl +W'= r-iatlt

Symmetric? Yes Yes Yes Yes

Local transformation W +V' = e-id(tP)t/

Symmetric? No No No No

Lbcal transformation set Vl +t/' - r-ia('p)V and Av 1Av- Ole)drd,f)

Symmetric? No No No Yes

Note: For global transformation sat, a= constant in "Local transformation set" above,

and we get the same as "Global transformation" row above

Significance of Local Symmetry

It turns out that the only way we can have a locally symmetric theory is if that theory includes all
of the criteria of the last block in the RH column above. In particular, it must use the particular
transformations shown, and no others. There appears to be no other way.

Thus, if we require our theory to have local symmetry, it must

1) use the second form for our Lagrangian with the FpvFPu t"t* for free photons,

2) use the particular local transformation set for tyand A u shown above, and

3) use the full Lagrangian, including the specific interaction term of form eVy'V4 .

This has led to the following general rule for QFT.

General rule for OFT: If we start with the free Lagrangian and require it to be locally symmetric,
then it can only be so if we add to it the particular interaction term(s) that actually describe(s)
interactions in the real world.

295

A good reason,
as we will see, to
prefer the second

form of f,

Under both,
neitherform of
free Lagrangian
is symmetic

Summary of all
this to help keep

it straight

If we require
Iocal symmetry,
it forces us to
add a particular
interaction term

to f,o

That particular
interaction term
is exactly what is
needed for a
correct theory of
interactions

i
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This is a general rule that can be used not only in QED, but in more advanced theories. For
examples, in weak and strong interaction quantum field theories, one can insist on local symmetry
and then deduce the particular form the interaction terms in 4 must have to yield that symmetry.
This can be a guide for developing conect theories of nature.

Alternative Way to View Significance of Local Symmetry

In the above sub-section, we concluded that imposing local symmetry on our theory forces us to
insert the correct interaction term into the Lagrangian. Conversely, we can look at it in reverse.

We found a correct interaction theory that describes nature in earlier chapters (plus the next four
chapters on renormalization). When we investigated that theory, we found it was symmetric (under
the local transformations (11-30) and (11-34)). We then must conclude that nature herself is

symmetric. It is her "nature", so to speak.

Alternative general rule: Nature just seems to love symmetry. Without looking for it, symmetry
arises naturally in every theory we have.

Second Form for the Lagrangian Used Henceforth

Since the second form of the Lagrangian using the FlwFpu t"r* works for local symmetry, but
the first form doesn't, we will henceforth use only that second form.

71.5.3 Things to Be Aware of
Note the following.
. Global symmetry is a special case of local symmetry where d= constant.

. Noether's theorem applies locally, as well as globally, as nothing in our derivation of it
restricted our symmetry transformation to global cases.

. Thus, we can derive a conserved current (the same conserved current) from global
symmetry or local symmetry using the second form of the full Lagrangian.

. Symmetry under transformation of one or more fields means the fields are gauge fields
(different ainthe QED case, means different gauges).

. You may hear the term Lie group in this context. A Lie group is the set of all possible

continuous transformations of the fields in a gauge theory. In our case, for the field ty, it is the

set of ,-ia(xp) for all possible q/1. This group is called a U(l) group, where the U means

unitary and the I means it is a 1Xl matrix transformation. (U(n) would entail an nXn matrix.)

r QED is generally regarded as the first, and simplest, physical gauge theory.

. The interaction term in the Lagrangian is often written in other texts as the RHS below

tV/V4,-ej'4--t'4,. (1 r -38)

Conversely, we

could say instead
that nature loves
symmetry, because
it arises naturally
in all our theories

From here on, we
use the 2"d form of
f exclusively

Things to keep

in mind

Noether good for
Iocal symrnetries,
too, and yields
same current

Lie groups

Interaction term
commonly
written in terms
of  -curcent

Photon mass
term not
symmetric under
local
transformation

Requiring local
symmetry of I
means photon
must be massless

. We will see in Chaps. 13, 14, and l5 that local symmetry is essential to renormalization.
Without gauge invariance, we don't have a viable, finite theory. Symmetry is not just beautiful,
appealing, and philosophically elegant. It is essential.

11.5.4 Local Symmetry Requires Massless Photon

Note that if the photon had mass, we would have a term in the Lagrangian like *2 A' 4,. The

rest of the Lagrangian is symmetric under the local transformation shown in Wholeness Chart 11-2,

pg.295. So for the L to be symmetric if the photon had mass, the photon mass term alone would

have to be symmetric. But it is not, as we can see from (11-39) below.

*2 A' ,qu ,i?'1rY!*, , *2 A' ,4u -| e'd,aGt) +4d' a(*a)ara(*P) + *2 A' ,4,. ( I l-3e)' Ar-+4,- ldra\a)
So if we insist on a symmetric Lagrangian (i.e., on gauge invariance), then the photon must be

massless. We emphasize this here because the concept plays a major role in advanced QF-f.

Gauge invariance of L means the photon is massless.

Conversely: If photon had mass, L not gauge invariant.
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11.5.5 Local Symmetry Also Yields Charge Conservation

By doing Prob.7, you can show that under the full local transformation (11-30) and (11-34),
Noether's theorem gives us the same result as (11-26). We obtained (lL-26) via a global
transformation on the full (free plus interaction) Lagrangian. Doing Prob. 7 illustrates that the full
local symmetry transformation on the full Lagrangian yields the same conservation relation. Thus,
by either the global or the local symmetry approach, we get the same conserved quantity (charge).

1 1.6 Minimal Substitution
Note that if we define something called the sause covariant derivativel as

D, =d, - ieA, ,

297

Gauge covariant
derivative defined

Minimal
substitutioft =
substituting gauge
covariant
derivative into

.Cs to get .C

then we can find the interaction Lagrangian by substituting (11-40) for Eyinto the free Lagrangian.
Specifically,

/6 = Q + 4" = -*(a B4aF ev -a,Apal o')* V(iy'a, - *)w

-lrronvQ -1
dr-+Dr=dr-ieA, ,-t|u.B+Df A, - DTApDB Ar)+y(i/ o, - *)W

= - *(a B ArdF Av - d, epdf eu 
)

+ S aphdq e' + Sa pq,Af A' - 5 ArApaF A' -td,ABA1 A'

;3tr'l?iJf, i#H'i:#l

-1 ou+,Af A' *$ ertltAf A' +y(i/a, - *\v + eWvq
cancels with

next term

= 4t* lt = f,
This process of substituting the gauge covariant derivative for the usual derivative in the free

Lagrangian is called minimal substitution.

By doing Prob. 8, you can show that carrying out minimal substitution on the first form of our
free Lagrangian does not yield the correct interaction Lagrangian. This is yet another reason why
the second form is prefered.

The chapter summary begins on the next page, in order to keep it on a single page.

t The term "gauge covariant derivative" is different fromo and should not be confused with, the
"covariant derivative" of general relativity (and more generally, tensor analysis). It is unfortunate that
similar nomenclature is used for the two cases. In the QFT we are studying, spacetime is flat (Minkowski
space) and we use a Lorentz metric, so the covariant derivative of GR has Christoffel symbol of zero.

This is made more confusing by the common dropping of the word "gauge" in QFT when referring to the

gauge covariant derivative. You often have to glean the meaning from context.

(11-40)

(11-41)
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77.7 Chapter Summary
We have seen the following.
. An alternative form for the Lagrangian that is more suitable for interactions

f = -+ Fpv Fltv + y(iyaa , - *)v + eV ypvAp

. The (external) Lorentz symmetry of the full Lagrangian (including interaction term)

. The external symmetry of interaction probability (same probability for all observers)
o Charge conservation in interactions as a result of Noether's theorem
. Global and local symmetries for internal and external transformations

See Wholeness Chart I 1-l summary, p9.293
. Local symmetry applied to interaction theory

See Wholeness Chart l1-2 summary,pg.295
. From the above, we have two perspectives, depending on whether we want to consider the

chicken or the egg to come first.
1't perspective: Requiring local symmetry for the Lagrangian means we must add a term to
the free Lagrangian (only second form works) that turns out to be the correct form for the
interaction term in the full Lagrangian. Local symmetry dictates the form of the interaction.
2nd perspective: After deriving the corect interaction theory from other principles unrelated
to symmetry, we find the theory is locally symmetric. Nature seems to love symmetry.

. Requiring the QED Lagrangian to be gauge invariant restricts the photon to being massless.

r Local gauge invariance is essential for renormalizing our theory. (To be seen in future
chapters.)

. Substituting the gauge covariant derivative Eu + Dr=dr-ieA, into the free Lagrangian

(only second form works) is called minimal substitution and results in the correct form of
the interaction Lagrangian.

II.8 Appendix: Showing [QS] = 0

Note from our definition of the S operator,

g = ,-il;uf aa* with Hl = rV f VAp (with rime ordering in expansion) , (11-42)

that any operator such as Q will commute with ,S, if it commutes with Hf (Aecause the expansion of
S is a time ordered series having factors of ttl in each term of that series). Thus, we need to show
that

Q --'I(ru, (p) - rv, (p)) --'l ('; (o)', (p) - a, (p)a, (p))
P,f

commutes with

Wholeness Chart L1-3. Summary of Symmetry Effects for Interactions

External Svmmetrv in Full .C Internal Svmmetrv in Full 4

Type Global Local Global Local

Result

Laws of nature
(field equations)
invariant (same

for all observers)

Not treated
herein.

Conserved
charge exists

i) Must add correct interaction term
ta Loto make 4 symmetric ->
coffect theory arises

ii) Conserved charge exists

D,T

(11-43)
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H/ = ev rqvAp ='nffi(a,@)i,(p)r-iP* *,!{p)i,1n1,in*1x

n 
n, W (c'' (p' )t"' (p' )'- i p' * + dr; {p' ) v'' 1n' |'in'' 1 A o'

In (1I-44) we have not shown the explicit form for Ap because all the creation and destruction

operators within it, ats(k) and ar(k). commute with all the creation and destruction operators on the

RHS of (1 1-43). So, those factors of Ao in the commutation [Q, Zl] witt all commute and we don't

have to worry about them.

To streamline everything, let's just look at one term in IQ,Hfl, where all factors have the same p
and r in all the summations of (11-43) and (1 l-44). Other terms will follow in parallel, or more
trivial, fashion. To streamline even further, let's drop the e, square root factors, and Apfactot, as

they play no role in determining whether Sg,f{fi= 0, or not. Thus, with no summation on repeated r
here,
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(tr-44)

ln,rf
one term of summations

no sum on r

relevant parts oflZ

f (c,g)u,(p)e-ipx + dl$)r,(p)rip* ) t11-45)
trtrffi

- (a,@)v,(p)e-'P: r 4 tfy, fO ,'!* )x
,.1"nffi

f (r,o)rz, (p)r-ip* + a){, i,v,(p)rip*)(r, (p)r, (p) - a)(p)a,, (p)).--T6- --m;6-
Before canying out the multiplication of (1 1-45), recall that

(11-46)

(1t-47)

Now let's expand the 2nd and 3'd rows part of (11-45) using X symbols to represent pure numbers
(which have no effect on commutation or anti-commutation). For the Nr(p) part of that,

rl (p)r, (p)(a,(p)c,(p)4 $)f u,1p1e-iPxe-ip* + d,@al(p)4 (ilf v,(p)e-iP'sin"

xd, Xr
ddl

+rj1p;r, (p)(,(p)f u,(p)_eip'e-ip* +tl@>al(p)4 $)f v,(pleiPxsinx,) (11-48)

T T
=cl (p)c, (p) (a,@)t,(p)xa" + d,(fidj(p)x aat +r]1py',(p)X,t. + r!6;aj1p)X.t7t ).

Our objective is to move the ,I b)t, (p) = lf, (p) factor to the right hand side of the above

using the anti-commutation relations (1 l-46).If we do that, we will be able to show the 2nd and 3'd

rows of (11-45) (i.e., (l l-48)) cancel with the 4th and 5th rows of (11-45), and thus, that Q and Hf
commute.

We are now going to drop all p and r notation to save space, and hopefully, make things easier
to follow, and not harder.

N,(P) ,v'(P)

[+ (n),,1(p)]* = t [', {n),,, (n)]* =[,i (p),.1(n)]* = o

[', {n),a, (n)]* =['l (p),aJ (n)]. =1,,(p),aJ (r)]. =['i (p),a,(n)]* = o.

From the RHS of the top row of (1 I -46), as we saw in Chap. 4 ((4-84) and (4-85), pg. 109),

t, (p).,. (p)= o tl (p)tl (p)= o (no sum on r)'
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The last row of (11-48) (2'd and 3'd rows of (11-45) for N - cI c) then becomes

+ 
,ct 

cdd' X oo, * ci cc+ cX ,r, + 
. 
c' cc! dt X 

,, or )- crcdc X4,

_rt d Eg
=$

-c'dcd'
J.L

=c'ddt c

=c'dt cc'

="tAt(r-.t.)

= rl ddT, x aa, +cl ccf cx J, - cl dI cI cx id, * rI di x rro,

= ddI ct c x aa, + cI ccr cx.r. * ct ct 
.dr 

cx ,i di * ,t di x 
,, o,

=-
-(aa' x adr +c+ cx ,rr).*. + ,r dt x 

,r d, .

rhe ras'['- 

::: i tr#:";;';; ::tr.: :' ffi'T;:
=S -0 dI ci cd -4i "t 

441:

c|(-aI a)

, -ct cdl dx i, * d+ cr x rror - O'=;:r.'o x ,rdI
-r4o

- *cl cX,r rdI cl + dt ct X,t d, .

Adding (1 I -49) and (1 l-50), we get the total of the 2nd and 3'd rows of ( I I -45),

= (aa! x ddr + cI cx 
,r ,)rur - c+ cx 

,r rdr d .

The 4th and 5ft rows of ( 1 1-45) for N = c't c are

--dc * *0"-ddlctcxd{ -cicctcxrtr- .c+d)cI cxrrdl

(rr-4e)

(1 1-s0)

-c\ ct dt =0

'= -dcx dc + d cc ct x a, - ddt ci cx oot - cT ccl cx 
"r " 

= -dcx 4, - (aaI x 
oo,

The 4th and 5th rows of (11-45) for N = dr d are

=*dc &xo, +aatlt ax df +ctcdidxrtr+ct d'tgl.d'x rro,
l_.ddt =Q -o

= dcX a. - dcddt , X a, * ct cdT dX ,t, = dcX o, + ct cX rrrdt tl.uc 
-ffi=o

The total of 4ft and 5th rows of (1 1-45) is ( I 1-52) plus (1 1-53), or

--(aatxddr +ctcxrrr).f.+ clcx.rrd+d . (11-54)

The total forthe 2nd to 5ft rows of (1 1-45),which is proportional to one termin [Q,H,t|is (11-51)
plus (1 l-54), and this equals zero. Thus,

ln,rl

l-cci

(11-s1)

(11-s3)

( r 1-s2)
+ cI cx 

,r r).tr.

one term of summations -0. ( 1 1-s5)

(11-s6)

(11-s7)

All other terms follow in similar, or more trivial, fashion, yielding

ln'oll=o
And thus, since S is a function of 7{f , then

[0,s1 = s Q.E.D.
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I1.9 Problems

1. Similar to Prob. 9 at the end of Chap. 5, show that for any 4-vector Ao,

dna'F / dAp,v - goq gf' . (Hint: start with Ad'P - goP gfr' Ap,v ) Then show that

dAo'f / dAP'v = 6o p6F r. (Hint: start with Ad'f = 6o pdf ,AF''.) You should then also be able

to just accept that dAo,p / dAp,v - 6F o6' p and dAo,p / dAP'v = galtg Bv, but if not, prove them.

2. Use the results from Prob. 1, the Lorenz gauge condition drA' = 0 , and the Lagrangian (1 l-8)
to show that (11-8) yields the interaction field equations (11-4) and (11-5). Hint: For (11-5), the

bookkeeping can be easier if you start by changing the dummy indices in (1 1-8) from p and vto
a and B, then,use the Euler-Lagrange equation (1 1-3) with dummy index p + v and Q' - Oo .

3. Show the free electromagnetic part of the Lagrangian of (11-8) is not symmetric under the
transformation ( 1 1 -20).

4. Show that both versions of Lin (11-23) are symmetric under transformation (1 1-17).

5. Show that the time rate of change of the expectation value for charge Q is zero. Use Wholeness
Chart 7-2, pg. 193 as a guide. From the Interaction Picture row, middle column, note that
because dQ/dt = 0 (from Noether's theorem), then [Q, Ho] = 0. Then use the last column, same
row, relation to determine the time rate of change of the expectation value of Q is zero. Note I/ 1

= Ho + H/. Note also that if,.as we proved in the Appendix, and used in (11-29), [0,,S] = 0, then
because Sis a function of Hf ,we must also have lQ, Hll=0.

6. Show that under the local transformation set V/-+ V'=e-iaGlty and Ay + A'v= Av*

(t/e)drq/), 4 --tipBA)(aqe')*V(,fA,-*)W, the first form of rhe free QED

Lagrangian, is not symmetric. (Short cut: Just delete the interaction terms from (1 1-35).

Using Noether's theorem, derive the conserved current for the full QED Lagrangian (second
form) under the continuous,.'local transformation set of Prob. 6. (Hint: It will save you a lot of
time if you realize that dA'lda = 0, since the transformation for Ay, while it contains dya,
contains no a.) Is this the same as we derived for the full Lagrangian under the global
transformation where A= constant?

Use the first form of the free Lagrangian as shown in Prob. 6 and minimal substitution of the

gauge covariant derivative Dv =d, -ie4 to show that the result is not the correct form for the

full Lagrangian (free plus interaction).

Show that the gauge covariant derivative Dr=dr-ieA, acting on l4transforms under the

local internal transformation set tl/ -+V' - ,-ia('r{)ty and A, 1 A'v=Av- Ole)drfuf\ as if it

were a fermion field. That is, show DrV + D'rV' - ,-ia1xtt1DuV. Note that D', - av - it{ .

10. Show that under the transformations of Prob.9, the field equations (11-4) and (11-5), which

are respectively (,/U, - *)V =*e/W,\, and da\oAv =-eP/W ,hold for yt and A'* Hint:

Both AyandAtymust satisfy the Lorenz condition drAu =drA'' =0 in order for the second

field equation (1 I -5) to hold for both, so therefore we must have dyd'a= 0.
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Chapter 12

Renormalization
makes infinity
finite

Nobel prizes for
renormalization

For QED,
weak, and
strong theories

Ov erview of Renormalization

"To infiniQ and beyond."
Buzz Lightyear

12.0 Preliminaries
The quote from Toy Story- cartoon character Buzz may seem humorous, but it is a fairly accurate

description of the renormalization procedure in QFT. In Chap. 9, we saw how including higher
order terms in our interaction calculations led to infinite transition amplitudes. In this and the

subsequent chapters of Part Three, we will see how we can go beyond such infinities to obtain
meaningful, finite transition amplitudes.

Renormalization is probably the rnost difficult aspect of QFT to understand. Given the

complexities of the theory, this is a strong statement. The Dirac equation and the Feynman
propagator are difficult to master, but renormalization beats those, at least in my opinion. I will try
herein to make it as easy to comprehend and as transparent as possible.

12.0J Background
Renormalization is an extensive study, and one can make a career out of it. Certainly, careers,

and great reputations, have been made by finding ways to do it. More than one Nobel Prize has been

awarded for it.

Historv of Renormalization

As noted in the introduction to Chap. 8, the transition amplitude infinities problem was the

hottest topic in physics in the late 1940s. Three people, Feynman, Schwinger, and Tomonaga,

independently solved the problem and jointly received the Nobel Prize for it in 1965. Some feel

Freeman Dyson should have been included, as he put a sound mathematical foundation under the

procedures developed by the other three. These procedures comprised renormalization for QED.

History repeated itself for weak interaction theory, which was plagued by the same, though even

more complicated, type of problem. In the 1970s, Gerardus 't Hooft and Martinus Veltman found a

way to remove the infinites, a way to renormalize electroweak interactions. They were awarded the

Nobel Pnze for this in 1999.

In 1982, Ken Wilson won the prize for what is called lattice gauge theory, a means for taming
the infinities in non-perturbative QF f, such as those found in strong interactions. By contrast, the

approaches of Feynman, Schwinger, Tomonaga,'tHooft, and Veltman were all perturbative.

David Gross, H. David Politzer, and Frank Wilczek, with the help of Wilson's work, solved a

problem rooted in (non-perturbative) strong interaction renorTnalization called quark asymptotic

freedom and received the Nobel Prize for that in 2004.

For quantum $avity, the first things tried were renormalization techniques similar to what

worked for e/m and weak theories. Despite massive effods by many within the particle theorist Renomnliution
community, no one has been able to make those viable. Those approaches seem dramatically unable major block to
to remove the infinities cropping up in the glavitational transition amplitudes. consistent

Gravity, in the usual QFT sense, has simply been non-renormalizable. Alternative approaches, quantum gravity
ffanscending the raditional one, include super-string theory (more conecdy M-theory), loop theory
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quantum gravity, and twistor theory. These have had varying degrees of success, though, and as of
this writing, the jury is still out on them.

Renormalization' s Present Status

Despite its considerable success with standard QFT (sans gravity), not everyone has been happy
with renormalization, including some people, like Richard Feynman, who played major roles in its
development. Some consider the underlying mathematics suspect and posit that there must be a
better way.

The fact remains that renormalization broke a once seemingly intractable impasse, and allowed
QFf to move forward and make extraordinarily accurate predictions of experimental results.
Understanding it is essential for anyone wishing to become a field theorist.

72.0.2 Chapter Overview

In this chapter, we will take the simplest possible look at renormalization. We will crystallize the
essence of it all, hopefully in a transparent way, before diving into the extensive mathematics of the
process in the next three chapters.

For renormalization, we will
r explain the root of the term,
o briefly describe a mathematical process we will use called "regularizationo',
. use the example of Bhabha scattering to illustrate the fundamental issues involved,
. see how higher order terms lead to factors that modify the, charge, mass, propagators, and

vertices (we'll use sub/superscript "Mod" on iDp, iSr-, f as shorthand for the latter),
. express the redefinition of charge e and mass m that underlies renormalization,
. show how a = ,214n, our QED coupling constant, is not really constant, but varies with the

energy level of our interaction, and

r derive expressions for finding a as a function of one energy level, given another.

72.7 Whence the Term "Renorrnalization"?
Recall that in Chap. 7 we started with an initial multi-particle state li ) and viaSorrrtransformed

that state into a final general state lY(f )) comprised of a set of possible final eigenstates !/). (See

Wholeness Chart 8-4 at the end of Chap. 8.) That is,

where each

amplitude to

possible final multi-particle eigenstate l/ ) has an amplitude ^Sp (= the

that state), and l,Spl2 is the probability of measuring that final eigenstate.

(t2-t)

transition

The last

relation in (12-l) expresses the fact that lY(y)) is normalized.

However, when we took the limits

S = Soor, (tt * oo,ti 4-""),
V -+*

and evaluated our result at higher orders, we found

lS y,i12 -+*, I Sy,il2 -+*, etc., and If S,n 12 +*.
f

In other words, via the last relation in (12-3), our final general state lY(ry') is no longer normalized.

The process we are about to undertake will change our mathematics back so the individual

amplitudes are finite, the last relation of (12-l) holds once again, and thus lY(t/) will be normalized
again. We will have renormalized our final result, hence the name "renormalization".

12.2 A Brief Mathematical Interlude: Regularization

As we saw in Chap. 9, internal loops in propagators and vertices can result in integrals that do
not converge. In the process of renormalization, we will need to recast these integrals in a

sop",lr)=lvF|)=;t r)sn sfr=(rls"u,,li:l 
l,tnt2 

=1,
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(12-3)
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manageable form (one that is not infinite), at least during part of our renormalization process.
During the renormalization process, we can then play some tricks that cause the troublesome
integrals to "drop out" of the final result. We can then, at the end, restore them to their rightful,
infinite value, but our final result will no longer diverge.

This process of temporarily rendering the infinite integrals as finite is called regularization. We
illustrate the simplest way to regularize with the following example.

Consider the divergent integral

ffi)).

Il**'a*= +r'f- -)oo. (12-4)

(r2-s)

One way to
regularize
divergent
integrals

Diagrams of
order e2 are tree
diagrams and
have two vertices

Energy of an
interaction =
sum of incoming
particle energies

kandp=four-
momentum in
diagrams, but
sometimes =
interaction
enerSy

Transition
amplitude to
all orders

Same initial and

final states flr
each term in sum

In en ond tuln),
n is number of
vertices in a
diagram

We can regularize (12-4), as follows

Iln*' a*= 
+ 
/ l]^ - 3 A' later take A -> oo

Now imagine that (12-4) occurs in some analysis we are doing. We express it tempgrarily as the

LHS of (12-5). Imagine further that in this analysis we have (12-4) multiplied by 1/A-'. We would
find the A factors cancel, leaving a finite number result. At that point, we could take the limit of A
{ oo and restore the original physics of our analysis. But at that point, it doesn't matter, because

there no longer is a A in our equations, and we have a finite final result.

The process of renormalization is not quite so simple, but it is analogous. During
renormalization, as we will see, we do a similar thing with our divergent loop integrals as we have

. done here. That is, we regularize the troublesome integrals, employ a clever trick, and then find the
final result no longer diverges even when we take A -+ *.

12.3 A Renormalization Example: Bhabha Scattering

72.3.1 Setting (Ip the Total Amplitud.e Calculation to Order t
Fig. 12-1 is a duplicate of Fig. 9-4. which we have already seen in Chap. 9. It represents all of

the possible first order and second order (in a) Feynman diagrams for the first kind of Bhabha
scattering. The second kind of Bhabha scattering is not shown. (Fig. 8-2, pg. 221 shows both
kinds.) The first order in a (second order in e) diagram (the upper left one in Fig. I2-l) is called a

tree diasram. (In mathematics the term is used to refer to a diagram in which lines branch out from
points without forming any closed loops.)

Note that the energy involved in the interaction of Fig. 12-1 is ftO, the energy of the virtual
photon in the tree diagram, which equals the sum of the energies of the incoming particles. This
number, the energy level of a given interaction, is generally represented by the syrnbol ft (or p for p"
for leptons) in renormalization mathematics, even though ft (and p) generally represents 4-momenta

in Feynman diagrams and loop integrals. Often, the incoming particles are approaching one another

from opposite directions, so 3-momenta effectively cancel leaving the virtual photon with lots of
energy, but not much 3-momentum. (Remember it is off-shell, so this can happen.) In fact, in the

center of mass frame, which is commonly used in QFT, total 3-momentum is always zero. (See

Prob. 1.) Hence, using /< to represent ftO is not so far from reality. (See Prob. 2.)

Recall the transition amplitude for a given interaction, to all orders n, is

s rr = 6n *lO^^ do) (pr-, )[

allexternal \/allexternal
bosons ll ferrnionsr l+'-)l n tul=f,aafu) 02-6)

Everything in ( l2-6)except the Feynman amplitude M and the component amplitud., M('), i,
the same for the same incoming and outgoing particles. As evidenced by Fig. 12-I, there can be

many such diagrams with the same incoming and outgoing particles, i.e., many diagrams for the
same interaction type (Bhabha scattering in this case).

For the Feynman amplitude of a given interaction type, M\') is the sum of the amplitudes from
all diagra-, of order n.1f , is the oid*, to which e is raised (that is, ,n i, found in the amplitude),
then all diagrams of order ru would have n vertices.
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i

t

If we calculated the transition amplitudes for gach diagram in Fig. l2-1, we would then have to
add them to get the total amplitude (to order e*, i.e., to order o'; for the first type of Bhabha
scattering. We would also have to add in all such contributions from the second type of Bhabha
scattering. That is,

'ul?.i.#), ,w[:r). i trl]) ,

Section 12.3 ARenormalization Example: Bhabha Scattering

IA\
SAi-rxx

<H<sA'i* S5oi.u SA1).'

S51).'o 5611,'

Figure l2-1. e2 ande4 Contributions to First Kind of Bhabha Scattering

lrl/'IBhabha -
total to
ordet e4

i=l j=I
lst type of Bh{rha.scartering, zn@ng,

shown in Fig. l2-1 noiihown in FiE. iifi
As you might expect, given the dastardly unwieldy integrals involved for each separate diagram,

evaluating (12-7) is an enormous, and very complicated, amount of work. The next three chapters
are devoted to doing just that. For now, we will simply state the end result of all that work.
However, before doing so, we need to introduce a change in our symbols.

It turns out that whe^n we include higher than tree level amplitudes in our transition amplitude,
the effective coupl rng ,2 (or equivalently, a) changes. That is, e 1or a) appears to have a different
value, according to whether or not we include the higher order parts of the amplitude. A similar
thing occurs for the mass m in the lepton propagators.

Because of this, we will want to take the symbols e and m to represent what we would actually
measure in experiment (for which nature would automatically include all the higher order
contributions). Thus, we will redefine the symbols e and m that we have been using throughout the
book so far as e0 and ms. Those latter symbols will represent charge and mass as they would be
found if only tree level diagrams played any role in nature. We will call these the bare charge and
bare mass, respectively, since they are not "dressed up" with contributions from additional Feynman
diagrams beyond the tree level diagrams.

In practice, we can never measure bare charge or bare masso because nature always includes the
higher order corrections in real world interactions. But the concept of such bare quantities will serve
us well in our analyses.

Important Svmbol Chanses

e in all prior work will from henceforth be re-labeled as ee (bare charge)

ain all prior work will from henceforth be re-labeled as a6 (bare coupling constant)

m in all prior work will from henceforth be re-labeled as ms (bare mass)

(12-7)
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Thus, our tree level calculation in Chap. 8 (8-34), pg. 223, of the Feynman amplitude for the
first diagram of Fig. 12-1 now looks the same except for these changes in notation, i.e.,

"M[? = - fin,i (pi) Tp v,; (p)) iD r p, (rr) i,, (p z) { u n( 
p, ) . (12-8)

Similarly, the Feynmar amplitude for the top RH diagram in Fig. 12-1, which we found in Chap.
9 (9-7),pg.259,is

hli!,=
4

-ffir,,{oi)ro,,;(ni)or^1t11rr!!oQ)f :oQ-t)flaap)ooo,(rc)vr1n'\Vunt ).(t'-')\ztrt 
with { not zr

That is, in every amplitude calculation at every level, we use e0 inslead of e, and mo instead of
m. All of our work assumed the same values for these quantities at every order. We then add all of
these together as in (12-7). Regularization:

Further, in a manner similar to that discussed in Sect. 12.2, we will want to regularize any integrals to *
integrals that do not converge when integrated to infinity. In effect, integrate them to some finite will temporarily
value, which we will call A, instead of infinity. After carrying out all the algebra and calculus using depend on
A, we then will tale A -+ - and see if we get a meaningful answer. The hope, which we will see is parameter A,
reatzed, is that we can do that in such a way that our answer is meaningful, i.e., our transition which eventually
amplitude remains finite and is correct. will go to -

12.3.2 Result of the Calculation
As stated earlier, frnding (12-7) takes many pages, and we will do that in Chaps. 13, 14,and15. Fornow'we

For now, we will show how the adiition goesjthen- sirnply state the finat result, show tle metho!

Note that in adding (12-8) to (12-9), the spinors and gamma matrices stay the same. They 2l::#i"tr|:r::'
represent the same incoming (destroyed) and outgoing (created) particles, which will be same for all
diagrams to any order in G nnaUUi scattering ofng. tZ-t. So, adding (12-8) and (12-9) gives us mlegra$

(where we remind the reader that the trace is on spinor indices, which are hidden)

Llshubh" =- fia4o)yPr,;(p:;{io, o, Q,)
lst type
2 terms only

+ eA D F prt ( k ) * (r'l so ( p ) yp s r Q - rr) f ao p ) D, p,(k ) l i,, (pr1 / u n b)\Ztr) @
call rhis ;ynQ(*,L) with
integration to A, not oo

=-4n,i(pi)TPv,;(pi){ iDrp,@) +iorort&)dxro (t,n) Drp,trl} i,,(pr)/ u,r(p, ),

tEffi*
where the big job in (12-10) would be to evaluate XryP(k,L). When we evaluate that, we find (see

Chap. 14) the photon self energy diagram term ends up making two changes to the amplitude as

compared to the original tree diagram amplitude. (See (12-ll) below.) That is, we get first a term
that is a function of e0', k, and A, and second, a modified form for the photon propagator. This
modified propagator (modified to 2nd order in a) is only a function of k, but a different function of ft
than the original, non-loop, propagator.

Mod

.ipyfv &) i,,(vz)/ un(p, ). ( 12- t 1 )

from photon
self energy term

( l2-10) Example of
adding tree

level (ez order)
diagram to one

fu/rlhuahu =
lst type
2 terms only from photon

self energy term

- &ofi*(runction ot 4, k, n) \ n,;rvi)yp r,;(pz)

4e order
diagram

Example of
adding tree

level and all ea

order diagrams

The process of (12-10) and (12-11) is, however, only the beginning. We need to add in the other
l0 diagrams of Fig. l2-1. Carrying out the exceptionally unwieldy integrations involved (see Chap.

15), we would find, where bnis a "constant" we will discuss shortly, F&\ is a finite valued

function of t?,G'(pr,pz)isafinite valuedfunction of ptandp2,andk =pt + pz=p't*p'2,



/Ly'snuuhu
lst type
total to ea
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,21k,1t1

iDrp,(ft)tr - o (o')1" ou b){/ + Gv (pr, pr)}rn (n, )
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Yields finite
modffied
propagator and
vertices plus

unbounded e2

Butfor this
redefinition,
we must have

eo=0

e is afunction
of k, interaction
energy level

Tffioa
2nd

*p ,n(pi) ril"q (pi, pr)v,;(pz) i DTl, &) n,,(pr) /*,0 ( pr, pr;un (nr ).

Mod

4tf,tnt
/ttoa

2nd

(12-12)

(12-13)

Mod

\---1-J

finite
unboundedfor
eg*0, A-+"" finite

The quantity ez(k,L) is dependent on k, the energy level of the interaction. For e0 a non-zero
constant and A = oo, € is unbounded. All other terms are finite.

Note that the last line of (12-12) is identical with our tree level relation (12-8), except that

€o ) e(k,L), iDppr(r) - iD\f, Ur), y' + y'uoa (pr, pz), and Tp + ffi"obi, p't) .

2nd 2nd

Finding the modified propagator and vertex relations entails calculating the functions F and Gp,

which is anything but simple, and which we hold off on for now.

12.3.3 Renormalizing the Infinity Problem to e4 Order Only

Note though that we still haven't resolved the infinity problem, since via

u2 (k,A)= ,&(t.&zb,k*. u(ril),

for A -+ oo, ]QO - - *, and thus our amplitude (12-12) -r *. This is where something radical is
required, i.e., renormalization. Instead of e'(k; going to negative infinity in the limit, we assume that We redeline e
the right side of"( 12-13) in the limit of A -+ co corresponds to tbe (finiie) value of the measured tu be the finite,
charge squared e'(k) at energy level k. That is, we assume measured value

limite2 (&,4) = finite value equal to (measured charge)2 at energy level L . (12-14)
A-+-

or rimitefr (t*,\zb,tnl* rt(,t)l= nl"3 * Ii,j izu,mL+Xg "6)A__+_ \ n , ,/ $-: 1 (12-15)

- ez (k) =."urur.o .;; squared.

Now the only way to obtain a finite value for the measured charge squared e2&) is to somehow

cancel the minus infinity from the natural logarithm in the second term on the right side. This can

only be done by having e6 equal to zero, but in such a way that when we restore our theory to what
it really is by taking A -+ oo, wo get the bottom row of (12-15).

Taking our bare charge as zero, no doubt, seems strange. Essentially, it means fermions have no
inherent charge, but that all charge is a result of higher order interactions. This may appear weird,
but it has one major benefit. It works.

It also means (done precisely in Sect. 12.8) that measured charge varies with energy level ft, and

if we use the measured value of charge at energy level &, then we can compute our amplitude
(12-.12), including all contributions up to ,u order, just from that relation alone. We need to know
F(k') and G" (pr, pz), in addition to e(k), of course, and that is not simple. But it can be done.

In essence, though, given the specific calculations we have yet to carry out, we have

renormalized our infinite amplitude so that now it is finite.

Bottom line: If we use our tree level amplitude relation (12-8) for the first type of Bhabha

scattering, but instead of using the bare charge €s, we use the measured charge at the energy level of
the interaction e(k), and we use the moditied propagator and vertex relations, we will get the

correct, finite amplitude (correct to order e", ot equivalently a', here.)
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72.3.4 The Second Type of Bhabha Scattering to ea Order
It turns out that if we did a similar analysis for all diagrams of the 2nd type Bhabha scattering

(Fig. 8-2, pg. 221), we would end up with a parallel result. We would find the same amplitude
algebraically as our tree level 2nd type amplitude, but with the same form e(k,/t) of (12-13) in place

of es, the same form ,ryiir(f ) in place of iDprr(ft) , and the same form T#"ain place ot f .

2nd

That is, where you may wish to look at (8-47) pg. 224 for comparison, and where now k = pr -
P'r = P'z* Pz,

ty'snuanu = -4 {t.Uzb,k** 
o (4t}, rnz ){ yp + G, (pr, n))x ( 12,16)

2nd type
total to e4

v,;(p'z)iDrp,(k){1 - r(o')lnaoi>{t *G' (pi,a )},n or)

^2 ( r-\- /- t^,il t ^ -/ \.. ,*, tr, 
*oO

= -r'' (k)n,,$)*t"a (pr, pL)r,6@r)iD7'1, $)n,;@i)/uoa (pi, pr)zn (nr ).
Znd Znd

So, by making the same assumptions of (12-15), we can again use the measured value for charge
at the energy level of the interaction along with the modified propagator and vertices, and just go
with the same form as our tree level amplitude relation.

72.3.5 Total Bhabha Scattering to ea Order
The total (for both types) Bhabha scattering to ea order is the sum of (12-12) and (12-16),

+ /,/shu6tna = furl? + /r[1)ly'ghubnu = /Ly'Bhubhu
total I st type
total to ea total to e4

mod,Znd mod,Znd

Repeating the
process for the
2'd type of
Bhabha
scattering

We get the same
results for e(k)
and modified
propagator and
vertices

Total Bhabha

to e4 order
adds l" and
Znu typt
amplitudes to
ea order

Bhabha
scattering to all
orders: add all
relevant
diagrams of all
numbers of
vertices

(12-17)
2nd type
total to c4

tree level but with e6 -+ e(k),
Mod

Drpr+ D?I,i, , ,u - U:!
Mod

Bottom line: The substitution of e(k) fbr es, iDlfr(t) for iDrpu(k), and Tfr,o(pr,pr)rct f in
2nd

our tree level total amplitude, including both types of Bhabha scattering, yields the correct, finite
Bhabha scattering amplitude (to order e* here).

72.4 Higher Order Contributi.ons in Bhabha Scattering

12.4.1 Adding All Bhabha Amplitudes to All Orders

It turns out that if we add all relevant diagrams (an infinite number) to all order u", fo, n I 6
(see Fig. 12-2), we get a total Bhabha amplitude relation of form (12-18).

+ many more 6 vertex diagrams

+ many more 8 vertex diagrams

S5'l'

+ many more 10 and higher vertex diagrams

Figure l2-2,e6 and Higher Contributions to First Kind of Bhabha Scattering

^ 
(6)

bBl-1

^ 
(6)

DBl-3
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fu/gbuanu= /./g1.,u6yru * fu/gnubnu
total lst type Zndtype

all orders all orders

--{{r*{zbnhL.(4 [, \rrr., \ Ofdef /J

fi:nite = yf;rr4
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propagators and
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Re-expressing

e2&) as a(k)
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"running
coupling
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iDrp,(p,* nr){r- o(or)-(i',*T)}ou tn, \r .G, (p,,pz)+(i',-*:')},n (n,)

finite = O\fi(,&=pr+p) finite = y'yn,

-,t {r*d zb, k *. (dt..* 
) 

+ ... } v u 
(p zr{O . G 

p 
( p z, p;) +( i'f*.J )}, r1 @ ) x

(12-18)

e"lk,/t) finite = yfroo

iDpp,(p,- n;)l- o(0,)-(T.1x"J))A,'; ,{f *G, (pi,p)+(T,*f)},n (nr)

Where we use the symbols for t', Dyfr{), and T#oa without the "znd" script to note that these

include all higher order terms that were not present in the symbols for the ,4 ,ur"of Sect. lZ.Z.

12.4.2 Renormalizing e2 to All Orders in Bhabha Scattering
We can then renormalize ,'1k,,\1 of (12-18) in a similar way as we did in (12-l 4), i.e.,

,2 (k)=?r[t*t 2b,k**(4term) .(4t...). l= (charge measured)2 at ener sy k . (rz-ts)

We again have €s, our bare charge, equal to zero,but in such a way that (with ,o' =0 in ( l2-lg\\

[T*,3 (t*,t zb,k**(,tt.,.)* (,3 t",*). 
) 
-,' (k) .

Modffied tz(t )
again, but dffirent
than e21k)for ea

order diagrams

New symbols
include higher
order terms,
not present at
e4 order

Renonnattze ez(k)
in similar way as

e4 order relation

(t2-20)

72.4.3 Total Bhabha Scattering to All Orders

Thus, we can express (12-18) as

/Ly'anu1nu= fulsnubn^ * klshubnutotar 
lif m:,- 3il'"113:-

=-r2(k)n\'$i)ffi"obi,pr)r,;(pr)io{;X(pr*p)n,,(pr)/r,a(pr,pz)an(nr) tr2-21)

- rz (k)i,,(pz)ffi* (pr,p'r)r,;(pr) inf;( (p, - o)a,;@i)/u"a bi,pr)zn Or ).

Bottom line: We can use our tree diagrams (both types) and simply substitute the measured charge

e(k) for es, D{fl{ for iDpo, and T#oa tor f to get the finite, correct total amplitude for Bhabha

scattering (to all orders here).

72.4.4 Running QED Coapling "Constant"
We can of course, with e02 = 4naq, re-express ( 12-20) as

(12-22)

and that is how theorists tend to prefer it, actually. The fine structure "constant" a is more
commonly referred to in QFT, as the electromagnetic coupling "constant".

Note the word "constant" is now a bit of a misnomer, as we are finding both a and e are not
really constants, but functions of k. In fact, since they "run" with k, a is often called the running
coupling constant.

[T*"0 (t+ aornu,ml+(4 r",*).(dt,,*). 
) 
- a(k),

,21t ,tt1

e2(*,t.')

finite = offl{,(n=pz- pz) finite = 7/rro
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12.5 Same Result for Any Interaction

12.5.1 The Great Blessing
As we will see in forthcoming chapters, by analyzing different interactions, we can show that the

same relation (12-19) holds for every type of interaction, and that the same modifications for the
propagator and the vertex relations do as well. That is a great blessing. We can simply take tree
level diagrams, find the amplitude for those, but use the measured charge e(k) instead of the bare
charge es and the modified propagators and vertex instead of the bare propagators and bare vertex.

12.5.2 But We'll Need to Calculate Some Things

Thus, renormali zatian makes calculation of interaction probabilities both finite and correct. That
Mod

is great. The not so great part is deducing the mathematical forms such as iDTl, Ur) ,, yfr* (pr,pr)
2nd

and e(ft), which proves that it works.
Of particular interest to theorists is e(k) and how it varies with ft, the energy of the interaction.

Knowing this variation, we can calculate what charge (or equivalently, what coupling "constant")
we would measure at any energy level. We evaluate e(k) in Sect. 12.8.

The evaluation of the modified propagator and vertex relations we save for the next three
chapters.

12.6 We Also Need to Renormalize Mass

There is one more wrinkle to the renormalization business. Just as the bare charge we have been
using led to infinite amplitudes, so does lepton mass. And just as we had to renormalize the charge,
so we will also have to do with mass.

In Sects. 12.2 to 12,5, we dealt with Bhabha scattering, where the tree level propagator was a
photon, having zero mass, and to make things easier in that discussion, we ignored any
renormalization effect on lepton mass in the second order fermion loop. But now that we have a
rudimentary understanding, we need to refine that approach to make it completely correct.

For example, in Compton scattering, we have a tree level fermion propagator, where the mass is
non-zero. The presence of fermion propagators in amplitude calculations leads to additional infinite
terms, which we need to address.

To begin this, recall the momentum space fermion propagator has form (see Prob. 4 for RHS)

Fortunately, all
our modified
relations are the
same for any
interaction

We'll still need to
actually determine
the modified
quantities

We also have
to renormalize
MASS

Fermion
propagator in
terms of mo

Redefine

m=m0+ 6m
as measured
(rest) mass

sr (p) =-L/ 
+ N-= I

p- -m6+i€ /-"n+i€'
where we are using our new notation mgfor mass.

72.6.1 Renormalized Mass m vs Bare Mass ffi,0 to Order ea

(t2-23)

When we add all possible interactions, with all possible Feynman amplitudes to order ea, we find
that we can extend our trick of using the tree level amplitudes with modified charge, propagators,
and venices as long as we also modify mass. Specifically, when we include all four vertex diagrams
(all up to order e"1in our amplitude calculation for a given interaction like Compton scatteringo and
we limit loop integrations to a very large energy A, rather than infinity, we find the propagator part
of the amplitude takes on the formo with the function H(p) a finite function of energy p,

Mod

/-oro-6m+itl ,, ""'{
0- a (p))= s?o

rinite

0 (1) indicates unit order. The 6m term and the (1 - H(p)) factor arise from the additional diagrams
of order e-. We can then define our propagator using

(p) 6m=44*L+o (r).rr z-24) T':.* 5m is
" 8x' tn infinite for

A-+o"

Mod

t';i (p)= #(r-a(p)) m=mo+dm,
! -l

(r2-2s)
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where now we consider m ovr observed mass. The bare mass mg,like the bare charge eg, is never
observed, since we never observe an interaction composed solely of a tree level contribution.

Note from (12-24), as we take A J oo to restore the actual theory as it is, 6m + "o. If rz is the
finite mass we observe, then we must have the bare mass fftg = * a. The difference between the
positive infinity of 6m and the negative infinity of ms leaves the finite quantity we measure, m.

lllX = -e

limitn = limit m{ +limit 6m = mn +ltmit 6m= -oo * a = m.A-+- A-+- - A-+- * A-+-
Surely, this sounds strange. Stranger even than assuming our bare charge is zero. Yet, it works.

This is yet one more example of the weirdness of the quantum realm. We can make calculations that
reflect the physical world, but interpreting the underlying reality leaves us scratching our heads.

12.6.2 Renormalized Mass To All Orders
If we were to sum all the higher order diagrams, the effect we would find would be similar to

(12-25), except that 6m would include higher order terms. That is

sy"o (p)= +( ,-r(p)-(:"?xT)) m=nh+6m' \" / -m*rt| 
o;r[

dm=4#mL+oO*(t"r-, in ef ,n)+(higher order)

tlts = *a 
X31! 

6m = * m = finite, measured mass.

12.6.3 Il/o Energy Dependence in Renormalized Mass
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(12-26)

(12-27)

This makes

fermion
propagator

finite

Renormalize
mass to all
orders in
same manner

Untike ez(k),
renormalized
mass not
dependent on k

Summary of
steps for
renormalization

We can use p, lt,
or other symbol

.for interaction
energy

Note that renormalized mass rn is not a function of the energy level of the interaction, whereas
renormali zed charge e (k) is a function of energy level, ft (symbol p also used for this energy).

12.7 The Total Renormalization Scheme

To find the correct, finite transition amplitude, the absolute value of which squared equals the
true probability of a particular interaction occurring, follow these steps.

1. Write down the tree level amplitude with bare quantities es and, m6

2. Replace es and mswith renormalized values e(k) andm, where ft is the energy level of the
interaction. m is the measured particle (rest) mass. e(ft) is measured charge at energy Ievel ft.

3. Replace propagators with modified propagators.

4. Replace the vertex relations with modified vertex relations.

5. If you need to find e(ft) (perhaps because the interaction is at some energy level for which
we don't have experimental values for charge), see Sect. 12.8.

6. For the form of the modified propagators and vertices, see the next three chapters.

12.8 Express e(k) as e(p) or Other Symbolfor Energy
Note that instead of expressing renormalized charge e as a function of the symbol /<, it is more

common to use the symbol p. That is, you are more likely to see e (p) in the literature than e (k).
Also, it is common to use yet other symbols for interaction energy level, such as p, with charge
expressed as e(7t).In any case, whatever symbol is used for the argument for e, we understand that
symbol represents energy level.

12.8.1 The Number bo

Deducing the Form of bn

Taking k -+ p in (12-19), and using the expansion relation .',G Z" = 1+ r + (higher order in x) ,
where x = all terms except the first in (12-19), we have

,(p) - ,o(r*4u, 
^*.+ 

(higher order t" rA )) , (12'28) 
Dercnnining bn
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where we need to know what b, stands for.
The first thing we have to know about e(p) is that, as we will see eventually, it turns out to

depend only on the photon propagator contribution. We will show in Chap. 14 that e(p)is affected
by all relevant diagrams for a given interaction, but contributions from all but the photon propagator
cancel out.

For example, for the first type of Bhabha scattering in Fig. l2-1, pg. 307 , all the contributions
that would affect e (p) from all diagrams except the upper right hand one cancel out. In that figure,

the effect on e (p\ of diagramr sfil, und st1l, cancels with the effect from diagram t!11, . we
will see how this works later on. For now, just accept it. Similarly, the effect on e(p) from other
diagrams in Fig. l2-1 cancels with their sibling diagrams, and when all is said and done, we are left
with an eQt) th:at is solely dependent on the photon propagator. (Note that the modified propagators
and vertex relations do not have this kind of cancellation effect, only e(p) does.)

So,giventhat(12-25)arisesfromthephotonpropagatorof ttt. S!11, diagramof Fig. l2-1,we

might guess that the second term in that relation has a lot to do with the photon self energy (also
called the photon loop or the closed fermion loop). It does.

Consider, however, that we also can have additional diagrams like those "f S!1L,, except that

our closed fermion loop could be made of a muon/anti-muon pair instead of an electron/positron
pair. Or it could be a tau/anti-tau pair. It could even be a quark/anti-quark pair (which we won't
study in this book, but which are governed by the e/m force in addition to the weak and strong
forces.) Examples of quark/anti-quark pairs are up quark/anti-up quark, down quark/anti-down
quark, charmed quark/anti-charmed quark, etc.

Still further, the closed loop could actually be the charged boson/anti-boson pair W* and l4z- of
weak interactions. These other particle types need to be taken into account in our analysisl.

Each of these different particle type pairs makes its own contribution to e(p) in (12-28). Each is

actually an additional Feynman diagram that must be added in. This is what b,rtakes into account. It
adds in these extra diagrams. In deriving (12-28), we find

b.^ = f --L= 1,"fi la =fiumber of possible pair types , Qo=charge in units of es . (12-29)"n - ./_t l2n2
a=L

For a = 1, we would have parttcle/anti-particle pairs of electron/positron, muon/anti-muon,
tau/anti-tau, each having associated particle charge Qt = 1 (1 unit of es per particle), and h = 3 (3

families qf particles). For quarks of charge magnitude (2/3)es, we would take a = 2 with Qz = 213

and )a = 9, because there are three such quarks (up, charmed, and top, each having an associated
anti-quark), each of which comes in three different colors, making a total of nine such pairs. For
quarks of charge magnitude e{3 (down, strange, and bottom quarks, each having an associated anti-
quark), we would have Qt = ll3 and h = 9, each coming in three different possible colors, making
a total of nine such pairs. For !7* and its anti-particle W-, Q+ = 1, and h+ = l.

Thus, for all known charged particles, (12-29) would be

Only photon
propagator
contributes
to e2(7)

Other effects
cancel one

another

Each dffirent
charged particle
type contributes
a loop to photon
self energy

bn takes dffirent
particle loop

Apes into account

b,=#{. rj')' # 314) +3 3(+) .JI | =#s-.+.
reptons .1il?i3,, "[lifr,?y, wn ,w -

(12-30) b, including all
charged
particle types

The Dependence of bu on Energy Level

One thing to be cautious about is that a given particlelanti-particle pair can only arise if the
energy of the interaction (incoming particles) is sufficient to create a given pair. For example, the
tau has a mass of 1.78 GeV. If our interaction energy k in Fig. l2-3 were only 1 GeV, we would not
be able to create tau/anti-tau pairs (needing two times 1.78 GeV). So we would have to leave them

I We have not, of course, studied quarks, W bosons, and their distinguishing characteristics, though you
may have heard of thern elsewhere. For now, simply accept the charge and k numbers we use.
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out of the ( 12-29) relation. Thus, the lepton pair number ).1would equal 2, because we could still
create electron/positron pairs (.511 MeV each) and muorlanti-muon pairs (.106 GeV each). Similar
logic applies to each quark pair and the weak bosons W* and VIz-. (See Prob. 5.)

ko > 2m,
p1 p_k p2

anti-fermion mass ru,

Figure l2-3. Bhabha Scattering Photon Propagator Self Energy
from One Particular Fermion at e" Order

We need an incoming energy equal too or greater than, twice the mass of the particular particle
type in the loop, or we will never have that loopr. So (12-30) was really for high rn.rgy interactions,
specifically those with total incoming energy greater than twice the top quirk *u* (the heaviest
known charged elementary particle.)

For future reference, see the table of charged particle masses below. Note that for quarks bound
inside hadrons, like protons and neutrons, the large binding energy involved manifests as effective
extra mass.

Table of Electrically Charged Particle Masses

72.8.2 Deriving e (p) , Given e (p)
Evaluatin S (12-28), re-written below as ( 1 2-31 ), is problematic if we consider that, in reality, A

-+ oo. But what we can do is evaluate e (p) given a reference measurement at another energy level 1t,
that is, given e (p). To see this, consider

,(p) = ro(t*4b,tnfr+ (nigrr., order t" 
"o2 ))

,(p) = ,o(t*4u,**.+ (nign* order ," 
"3 ))

Dividing (12-31) by (12-32) we find
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Loop only occurs
tffor given
particle i,

total loop
energy > 2*i

Table of charged
particle masses

Evaluating e(p),
tf e(p) known at
other energy
level p

(12-31)

(t2-32)

t There may not seem to be a theoretical imperative for this assumption, since a virtual particle in a loop
Ieg can have negative energy, which would thus be less than ru. However, experiment supports th;
assumption, and an extensive evaluation of the loop integral for Fig. 12-3 (which would be unwieldy to
say the least, given divergence/renormalization issues involved) should support it.

fermion ff;aSS m.s

Lepton Qo Mass Ouark Q,U
Mass for

virtual loops
Effective,
in proton

Boson Mass

e- -1 .511 MeV up +213 3+2MeV .336 GeV w*,w- 80.39 + .02 GeV
tr *l . 106 GeV down - 1t3 6+2MeV .336 GeV
^c -1 1.777 GeV charmed +213 1.25 +.1 GeV

strange - 1t3 100 + 20 MeV
top +213 172.5 + 1 GeV

bottom - 1t3 4.25 +.1 GeV
I eV= 1 ,60X10-r2erg= 1.7t
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,(p) _ro(r*4u,h**(nien", 
ora", ird)) 

_

'ut) ,o(wgu, mLn+(higr,", order ," 
"a )) 

= t+ilbn mLn- 4b'**'* (tt-|i:;"'o*)

= 1+4bn tn p - ?ou, t, tr - t|u, ln 1t + $u, t, tt * (nign"r order t" 4) e2-33)

- t+fobu mfi +(higt"r order t" 4).

Now, from (12-32), we have

,o==,(il(t_4u,mL+(nign,,order'",3)).(l2-34)" 
t+$u,mft+(rtigtr.r order in rs2 

)

Squaring (12-34) and putting it into the last line of (12-33) yields

H= *(,'t,r)(r - z4u, mft*(r,rgt 
". 

order t' 
"a )))a *t*(higr,.. order,, 4)

= 1 + ,2 (p)b, p!- - '2 fu\zdt , *#u. mf,*(nign.' order t" 4) (12-3s)

= 1+ ,2 (p)b,,mfi*(higtr"r order in$,rz fu)).

Finally, we end up with

,(p) - ,(p)(, * ,' (p)u, tn!- +(trigtrer oro"r)) .

So, if we know e (lt) from experiment, we can calculate (to high accuracy if higher order terms are
small, which they are) e (p). We never have to take A + "".

Of course, we will have to take care with bn, as it might change over the region between energy
p andp. For such a transition, when a new fermion type of mass mywould come into play, we could
calculate e(p) from (12-36) at the energy level p' = Zmf, from our base of p. Then take into account
the added fermion loop by changing b,,to include the extra loop. Then calculate e Qt) fram our new
base p', where p is above p' = 2my,but below the level where the next loop would come into play.

In terrns of the running coupling constant, we can re-write (12-36) as

(12-36)

Expressionfor
e(p) in terms

of e(p)

Expressionfor
a(p) in terms

of arU). (12-37)

Fig. l2-4 illustrates how the coupling constant changes as a function of p (the log of p, actually).
Note the slope change at each point where the energy is great enough to create a new type of
particle pair. The theoretical value predicted by ( I 2-37) at 100 GeV matches what has been found in
experiment.

*l
a(p)

1

't37

/l h(p)
p=2m' p=Zm, p=2ma p=Zmp p=100 GeV

(n\

a( p) = o(p)l t * 
"1p18nbu 

hL +(nigner order) 
|\p./

Figure l2-4. QED Coupling Constant Dependence on Log of Interaction Energy

Graph of a(p)
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Note that because of the deBroglie relation, where 3-momentum is proportional to the inverse of
wavelength, we have an effective inverse relation between particle .n"rgy (which depends on 3-
momentum) and distance (i.e., particle wavelength). Higher energy particles havi higher 3-
momentum and shorter wavelengthsl. Thus, our horizontal scale above could also be expressed as a
distance scale, with lower values on the right end and higher values on the left. you wilf often see it
expressed this way in the literature.

For all distances larger than sub-atomic, we can take d= da = 1fi37.

72.8.3 Renormalization Group Equation
Using (12-37), one can derive a differential equation for the behavior of the running eED

coupling constant. First take the partial derivative of (12-37) with respect to trt and ignire the
negligible contributions from higher order.

lor ot -LoU4*(*. (A)tru,,*fr- az @)Bnbn**r+az (p)anb,fitn n (12-38)dp \'/ dp
' \-Joipo

(12-3e)
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Now evaluate (12-38) at lt= p.

o =(*",r,) 
o= o.l(*", {A)r,r,,,5] (o, tu)8nbn i) o= o

ffio)t=p
This gives us

(,*"ror) 
r=,-(o' 

(p)tnu,) 
o=o

(12-40)

or finally, what is called the renorfnalization group equation (RGE) (12-41) for the eED coupling
constant, where the RH,S is called the beta function.

This is a differential equation expression for the evolution of the QED coupling constant with
energy level p. By integrating it numerically or otherwise, one can find d at any en.rgy level. From
Fig. 12-4, we see the partial derivative in (12-41) is positive, and thus the beta function is positive.
If the beta function were zero, then the QED coupling constant, and the theory itself, would be
(energy) scale invariant. As an aside, the beta function in weak and strong interactions is negative.

It may seem like a lot of work to use the differential form (12-41) and integrate, when we have
the algebraic form (12-37) we can just use directly. However, in more advanced theories of quantum
fields, RGEs play an important role, so we provide an introduction to them here.

By doing Prob. 8, you can prove the corresponding RGE for e(p) to yourself.

p+ aG) = d2 (p)tru, = f (p,bn)
op

e*'b)-e3(ilb,.

(t2-41) RGE for a(p)

(t2-42) RGE for e(p)

12.9 Things You May Run Into
Screening

What Fig. 12-4 is telling us is that as we probe closer to a charged particle like an electron
(meaning higher energy, shorter wavelength, probing particles), the effectivi coupling constant (and
thus, the charge) increases. This is a direct result of the mathematics of the theory, but it is often
represented heuristically as a screening effect.

I This, of course, assumes particles are wave packets where a shorter packet means higher energy and
momentum. In practice, particles in interactions are wave packets and not pure 3-momentum eigenitates
as we assume during most of our QFT calculations. This actually all works out, without inconsistencies,
as we hopefully will understand a bit better in part 4 of this book.

I
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In screening, a real electron emanates virtual photons, which mediate the e/m force and
continually form higher order particle/anti-particle virtual loops. These loops have a positively
charged particle leg and a negatively charged particle leg. The positively charged leg is attracted
toward the real electron, while the negatively charged leg is repelled. Presumably a probe test
particle is o'screened" from "seeingo' the full effect of the real electron charge by the particle/anti-
particle loops. When the test particle is closer, there are fewer loops to screen it, so it sees a greater
charge on the real electron.

I have thought to fair depth about this description and been unable to make the presumed
principle work in a satisfactory manner, so I am not a fan of it. For me, the coupling constant
dependence on energy/distance is simply something that falls out of the math and does not seem
readily visualized via the screening scenario or any other I am aware of. I mention screening here
because you, the reader, will probably run across it at some point.

Landau Pole

The QED coupling constant appears to go to infinity as p -) o". See Fig. 12-4. This is different
from the infinity cropping up from higher order contributions. Lev Landau pointed this out, and the
behavior is named after him, i.€., a is said to be infinite at the Landau pole. (Recall a pole is a

number that causes a relation to go unbounded.) At energy levels above the Planck scale, however,
everyone expects physics to be different, so the Landau pole is not a big concern.

"Bare Charge" Terminology

We have taken the term bare charge for our symbol es, but note that that term is often used to
mean the charge one would measure by getting infinitesimally close to a charged fermion. (For the
screening viewpoint, this would correspond to being inside the screening virtual loops, and thus be
the "bare", unscreened charge. In renormalization, on the other hand, es is the charge one would
have with only the lowest order contribution to the interaction.) Such smaller distance scales
approaching zero coffespond in Fig. l2-4 to momentum (and thus energy) levels approaching
infinity. At such scales, a, and thus e, approach infinity. Hence, it is commonly said that bare
charge of an electron is infinite (and this might imply a contradiction with what was said after
(12-15).) It really depends on which of two ways you wish to use the label "bare charge".

1 2. 1 0 Adiabatic Hypothesis
Prior to interaction, particles are not truly free of interactions, since they can have self energy

interactions like the incoming leptons do for tf1l, to Sf1l, of Fig. 12-1, pg.307.That is, there is

really no time that interaction is not occurring. That is, there are no o'bareo' particles. All real
particles are always "dressed" with loops like those in the cited diagrams.

However, when we compute amplitudes, we consider the incoming particles (i.e., the ket li )) to
be "bare", which one can visualize, in a sense that isn't really true, as the incoming lines in the cited
diagrams prior to the loops forming. So mathematically, we think in terms of "bare" incoming
particles that acquire 'odressing" as they enter the interaction arena. In Fig. 12-1, we can think of the
incoming particles as i) first, bare, then ii) adding self-energy loops, then iii) interacting with the
exchange of a virtual photon (plus the higher order activity).

In doing this, we are using what is called the adiabatic hypothesis. "Adiabatic" in
thermodynamics means a system does not exchange heat with the environment. Radiation is a form
of heat. So, by assuming there are no self-energy radiative loops, we assume an adiabatic situation
exists prior to the forming of the loops. For this, we must assume the coupling constant a (or
equivalently, e) is turned off, so particles cannot self interact. That is, we consider its effect on our
interactions modified by a function of time, e (p) + f (t)e(p), where/(r) is shown in Fig. I2-5.

Prior to -Z, the particles are bare (i.e., as li )). After -2, they become "dressed" due to self
interaction, but are not close enough yet to interact with one another. At t = -t, they become close
enough to interact with one another, which continues until e The dressed particles then move apart
and cease interacting, but remain dressed until 7- At T, self interaction ceases leaving the outgoing
particles as bare, once again (i.e., as l/)).

This is all fiction, of course, due in part to the fact that bare particles are never seen in the
physical world and can never be measured. But it allows us to use our mathematical expressions
which take lr ) and !f ) to be bare particles. After all our calculations are done, we take *T + - * and
Z -+ oo, to restore our fiction to reality, ond obtain correct answers from our theory.
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{--->
particles interacting

with one another

real physical particles

Figure l2-5. The Adiabatic Hypothesis

Some readers may be concerned that the time of particles interacting with one another, -T< t <7' was taken in earlier work with the S operator to be of infinite duration. In the adiabatic
hypothesis, we can take r to infinity, as well, but still much less than r.

In practice, we won't need to think about the adiabatic hypothesis, again. It simply provides
justification for the manner in which we caffy out our mathematiis, which due to the pr.sen-e of the
bare initial and final particles might otherwise cause some concern.

12. 1 1 Regularization Revisited
As discussed briefly in Sect. 12.2, a process by which unbounded integral relations are tamed to

yield finite results is called reeularization. Typically, the regularization process yields a finite result
as long as we take a given parameter A as finite, even though in realiiy it is infinite. That is, the
result becomes infinite when A -+ *. To solve this, one redefines quantities (as we did for e and m)
such that when we take A + oo, w€ get a finite, final result.

There are a number of ways by which one can regularize the unbounded relations involving
integrals that arise when we include higher order corrections in our amplitudes. We looked at one
such way in Sect. 12.2. We will study others in Chap. 15.

In this chapter, we simply assumed we had already used a regularization process to get our
amplitude in terms of a parameter A. (See ( 12-12), for example.) The regularizatibn gave us
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(12-43)

as a factor in our amplitude(s). We then re-defined €o = 0, but such that when A + *, e(p) became
the physical (measured in experiment) electric charge "constant" at energy level p.

The process of regularization is applied to the full propagator integral, and in so doing, also
gives us the forms of the modified propagators and vertices. But those are finite and less
problematic. Thus, regularizing the propagator integrals gave us unbounded parts (for A -+ -) as in
(12-43) and also finite parts, as in the modified propagators and vertices.

$ummarv: Regularization of an unbounded integral typically yields a finite part and another part
that goes to infinity as a parameter A -+ *. Since the theory calls for A to be infinite, we find a
trick, such as redefining quantities, so that the latter part becomes finite when A -> oo.

12.12 Where We Stand

12,72.1 Can You Do Renormalization Problems?
If you understand the principles of this chapter, you can, in essence, do QFI, including the

effects of higher order diagrams. However, to do this (to second order for example), you would need

someone else to provide you with the relations for T#oa,znd o{fr|'z'd ana S{od 'zna (see ( l2-IZ)),
which we have not yet derived. You would also have to assume our relations for e (p) and m of
(12-31) and (12-27) are correct, which we also have yet to derive.

,2 (p,^)= 4{t+gzu,mfr+ 
"@)}

No need to think
about adiabatic
hypothesis after
this. Just calculate.

Regularization
helps tame infinite
integrals. Gives
result in terms of
A, instead of *.

Several ways
to do it

We then redefine
quantities so when
take A, q a, w€
get valid results

Regularization can
give us finite and
infinite (for A,->*)
terms. We need a
trick, like
redefinition of
quantities, to take
care of the infinity.

You can now
solve scattering
problems to any
order, but need
to use relations
we haven't
derived yet

)

incoming bare
pafticles
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So, yes, you can do scattering problems to higher order, simply by using tree level amplitudes
and substituting physical charge e(p) of (12-36) for €0, physical mass m for ffiy, modified
propagators for bare propagators, and modified vertex relations for bare vertex ones.

72.72.2 Where Do We Go From Here?
In this chapter, we have laid out an overview of renormalization, which should be a solid

foundation upon which to build. In Chaps. 13, 14, and 15 we get down to the mathematics
underlying it all. This, as anyone who has studied it will attest, is messy, and that may be the
understatement of the month for you. If you keep the fundamentals of this chapter in mind, as we
progress through the coming mathematics, then hopefully, it will be easier going than it otherwise
would have been.

12.73 Chapter Summary
12. I 3. 1 The Renormelization Procedure

The process of renormali zationto a given order n in a (i.e., in ezl comprises the following.

1. Draw all relevant Feynman diagrams with 2 to 2n vertices.

2. Add all the related Feynman amplitudes.

3. Evaluate all the propagator integrals in the amplitudes via regulanzation, yielding quantities e
and m dependent on e6 and mg respectively, and a parameter A, wherein e and m become infinite
when A -+ o". Other quantities will be obtained that are finite and not dependent on A. These
other quantities modify propagators and vertex relations.

4. Redefifla es and mg such that, as A -+ oo, e afid m equal the finite, physical values for the QED
charge constant and fermion particle (rest) mass. e is dependent on interaction energy level p and
is expressed as e(p).

12.13.2 Solving Scattering Problems to Order n
To find a transition amplitude for a given interaction, do the following (a recap of Sect. 12.7).

1. Write down the tree level amplitude with bare quantities e0 and m0.

2. Replace e6 and ms with renormalized values e (p) and m, where p is the energy level of the
interaction, m is the measured particle (rest) mass, and e(p) is measured charge at energy level p.

3. Replace propagators with modified propagators.

4. Replace the vertex relations with modified vertex relations.

12.13.3 Relations for d(p), e(p) and m
Algebraic Relations

(,.,\
a( p) - u(p)l r + a(p)8nbn hL +(nigner order) l.\p)

,(p)=e(ri(r*,' (p)u,*fi.(higher oro.,)) u,=f^#,l,e: (tz-44)

4 = nu^ber of possible particle pair types , Qo = charge in units of e6

Expression

(12-45) for m

We'll derive
those relations
in the next three
chapters

Summary of how
we renormalize

Summary of how
to solve problems
given our
renormalization

Expressions for
e@) and a(p),
given e(trt) and
a(p)

Dffirential
expressions for
e(p) and a(p) at
energy point p

m= rfto + 6m 6m = 4 +hA *...
81t' m

tltn = -oo Xg* 
6m = * m = frnite, measured mass.

Differenti al Relations : Renormalizati on Group Equation s

,*ab\ - a2 (p)tnu,

a,\p*'(p)= e3 (p)b,,
dp

(12-46)

(12-47)
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12.14 Problems

1. [n case your freshman physics is a little hazy, find the center of mass xm of two masses ml and
m2, located respectively at -r1 and J2. Then take the time derivative of (m1 + m2furto get the total
3-momentum of the system. If we are in another, primed, coordinate frame that is fixed to the
COM of the system of particles, what is the velocity of the COM of the system in that primed
coordinale frame? What is the total system 3-momentum as measured in the prirned coordinate
frame, i.e., in the COM frarne?

2. Show that for Bhabha scattering of the type in top rwo figures of Fig. t2-1, where l0 is the
energy of the virtual photon, and k is its 3-momentum, that (ft0)2 > k2. lHint: Use the relation

(88-1.2) ofBox 8-1, pg. 219, i.e., for a system of particles Efr, -n2ry, = ^2r", 
where mrr is

generally not the total sysiem mass, but an invariant quantity we determine knowing the total
system energy and 3-momentum. tsyr and pr$ are the same both before and afler the vertex
interaction where the electron-positron pair mutate into a photon.)

Note that if the photon were on shell, we would have (k0)2 = l? . If we were in the COM frame,
we must have k = 0.

3. Does it make sense to you that for our mass renormalization, we can have

]i1it 
dz = (constan nyy12?o n|=* and, $ =g, whereas in our charge renormalization, we

have (different constanr)Ii*rf ,n*= "'(t )= finite

4,FromtheformofthefermionpropagatorSF(p)=#-,derivetheequivalentform

and $ = 0 ? Why?

W)' = ,fy' = pof p,y' = yP/ pop, =

+(f / pppv +/ Tp prro)=+lt,/f.p1tpv = sF' ppp, = p2 from chap. 4 Appendix A.

When you are all through, note that we have carried a 4X4 identity matrix through at every step.
That is, when we multiply two gamma matrices together (in spinor space) we get a 4X4 matrix
result. In terms of the Chap. 4 relation cited, with spinor matrices written out, it looks like

W)'= ppTftBpv/Bu= pzloa. The first two terms in the denominatorof the second relation for

the propagator then are actually / - *o = pp*a * nhl oE .

5. From the Table of lermion Masses on pg. 315, determine brfor a scattering experiment at.9
GeV. (Answer: tt(3n2).)Determin e bnfoi an experiment at 1.4"GeV. (Hint: This takes no work.)
Determine bnfor an experiment at 100 GeV. (Answer: 5l(9n').)

6. Use ( 12-37) to calculate the QED coupling constant at 5.5 MeV. Assume the up quark mass is
exactly 3 MeV and the down quark mass is exactly 6 MeV. Use 1 ll37 for a(F=2*r).

7. Determine what the QED coupling constant will be at 6.0 MeV. (You need to assume the
evaluation is at a virtually immeasurable amount less than 6.0 MeV.) Then determine what the
coupling constant is at 12.0 MeV (i.e., immeasurably below 12.0). Use the same assumptions as
Prob.6.

8. Following similar steps to what we did to find (12-41), derive (12-42).

1

Sr (p) Hint: You need use

/-mn+ie
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Chapter 13

Re normalizatio n T o olkit

My mind to me a kingdom is,
Such present joys therein I find

That it excels all other bliss
That earth affords or grows by kind.

Sir Edward Dyer

73,0 Preliminaries

73.0.1 Our Approach

In the last chapter we saw an overview perspective of renormalization. In this chapter, we will
provide some basic, mostly background, tools one needs in order to do renormalization. These
include certain mathematical relations, fundamental QFT identities, and the like. With this toolkit,
in the next chapter we will then (finally) dive directly into the process of renormalization itself.
Throughout this and the next chapter, we will not, however, evaluate any of the troublesome
unbounded integrals discussed earlier. We save that for the chapter after next, which is devoted to
regularization (taming infinite integrals by making them temporarily finite.)

In summary,

Chap. 12: Overview of renormalization in simplest possible terms, with limited math.

Chap. l3: Assembling the tools we'll need to undertake renormalization.

Chap. l4: Putting it all together, i.e., actually renormalizing QED (using symbols for the
infinite integrals evaluated via methods of Chap. 15).

Chap. 15: Regularization, expressing unbounded integrals in a form suitable for
renormalization.

13.4.2 Chapter Overview

In this chapter, we will
. define shorthand symbols for the three divergent integrals,

. explore certain math relations and QFT identities needed for renormalization,

. detail the dependence of renormalization on gauge invariance,

r note changes to C and Feynman diagrams by replacing bare mass mswith physical mass /n,

. see how part of one divergent integral equals part of another divergent integral, and

. express the propagators, vertex, and external particle relations to 2nd order in terms of the
divergent integrals shorthand symbols.

13.7 The Three Key Integrals

73,1.7 Shorthand Expression of the Integrals
In Chap. 9 we saw how the problematic parts of the second order in a amplitude corrections

comprised photon self energy, electron self energy, and vertex loop integrals, which all diverged to
infinity. As noted in that chapter, and as we shall see further, in calculating radiative corrections to
lowest order of any process, these same three divergent integrals occur and no others. Consequently,

Renormalization
chapters' content
summary

This chapter I
building the

foundationfor
renormalization
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with these integrals, we can calculate second order

p-p'
(in a) corrections
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Memorization
tricks

Regularize (see

Chap. l5) to
express integrals
in terms of finite
4,, then A -+ o"

Symbols to
express various
terms obtained
when regularize

*p /\ p
L - L s L

p-k.
p-k

L_____J

np, (k)

p-k
\___y-_-J

L (p)

j u*'u.'

p'

Three key
corrections in
renormalization

The divergent(13-1) integrals
associated with
those three key
corrections

(13-2)

Figure L3'1. Photon Self Energy, Fermion Self Energyn and Vertex Loop Correction

To aid us in the.future, we will represent those integrals, respectively, by the symbols nlvllc; ,
E(p), ana r(g, p').1

The 2nd order photon self energy integral

nP' (k) = 
ffi"J;sr 

(p)r,is, (p - t ) / ao p

The 2nd order fermion self energy intesral

r(p) = 
ffi I iD raf Q<) f is o ( p - n) yf d4 k

The 2od order vertex loop correction integral

Lo ( p, p') = 
# I,o F aB (k) f ts, ( p' - *) ya rs, ( p - rr) yf ao t (13-3)

The followingrUrnemonics may help you keep these symbols straight. fI and phoron both begin
with "p", and fI-' represents photon self energy. X represents fe;mion self energy, and Sigira
begins with "S", the label we use for the fermion propagator -Sio'. Al has an invertJ V shape-and
represents the vertex correction, which begins with "v". Additionally, two-thirds of a vertex
diagram even has a v shape when viewed at the appropriate angle.

As alluded to before, these integrals are evaluated by regularizing them. Regularization entails
making otherwise divergent integrals temporarily convergent via judicious use of a Erameter,which we represent by A (not to be confused with Ap of (13-3)). Use of A allows the intrgrut to U"
evaluated, with the final result expressed in terms of A. Then, in the final result at the end, bne 1akes
the limit of A (in the simplest way to regularize, A -+ oo) to obtain the real world expression of the
divergent integral.

When one carries out such regularization on (13-1) to (13-3), in each case, one finds a result
with at least one term that is finite and at least one other that is finite for finite A, but infinite when
we take the limit of A (where again, for the simplest kind of regularization, A -+ -). We represent
these different terms by the symbols shown in the relations below.

nP' (k) = - gP' k2 A' (ft, n ) - gF' k2nr&2 )

-r;G; - fi"trr*
x(p) = A(^,m), *(y-*)B(^) *(/*m)L"(y-*)

** for A-+ "" oo for A-l - finite

A' (p, p')= !(L")y, + !\t b,p')
o" for A-> "" finite

(t3-4)

(13-s)

(r 3-6)

t Different authors use different symbols for these integrals. Peskin and Schroeder, for example, add a
subscript'02" to indicate second order (no higher loops in each drawing of Fig. 13-l) and use the symbol
we have to include all orders. Mandl and Shaw, on the other hand, use these symbols as we do.
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Note the subscript "c" represents the convergent part of the integral. Note also that we have taken
some latitude in using the physical mass m in (13-5). We should, in principle, use the bare fil&sS r??s,

but doing so makes the subsequent analysis far more difficult. With foresight (which you don't have
yet), one knows that expressing (13-5) as we have shown it is valid.

The Zr(/-*)in (13-5) actually stands for a series of terms, summed over i, of form

t<i(/ - *)t. So, we can actually think of the expression for I,(p) as a Taylor expansion in terms of

(y --). Note that we could instead expand around (y - *o) .With foresight, we choose the

former, and things eventually will work out easier that way. Realizing this will help us in a

derivation to come. (13-4) and (13-6) can be considered as Taylor expansions, as well.

73.7.2 Full Expression of the Integrals
Evaluating (13-1) to (13-3) takes many pages of unwieldy mathematics and comprises most of

the usual development of the renormalization process. In the process of doing this, most students get
quite lost for long periods, and many never really gain a sound understanding of the underlying
essence of renormalization.

In an attempt to ameliorate this experience for you the reader, we will in this chapter simply
assume that we have integral tables available that we can use to readily express ( 1 3- l ) to ( 13-3), or
equivalently, (13-4) to (13-6). We can then, in relatively short order, get to the bottom of all this
renormalization business. With that under our belts, in Chap. 15, we can return to show how those
integrals are actually evaluated using regularization.

Thus,

L(p), nq'(k),

ana r(6,p) can
be considered as
Taylor
expansions.

Explicitty
expressing some
of the terms

found after
regularization

For now, we will
explore the theory
of renonnalization
by using symbols

for tough integrals

We will.find
terms with B
and L drop out

Actual divergence
< superficial
power counting
estimate

np' (k) - sp'kz zb,k* * s4'kz #t:20_ z)m(20- ,)- *' r *)az.

4F;l
r(p) =-#** *U-Q)nt + (y-*)L,(y-*)

A(L,m) B(A) too complicated to express here

Lo (p,p,)=W::: + 
,i,t@,p,)

r(rr) rp 1""",._?H,l'.#%o

(t3-7)

( r 3-8)

(13-e)

If your first response is angst at looking at the finite integrals, the rightmost terms of (13-7)to
(13-9), remember that we are actually cutting to the chase and taking the simplest approach. Going
through the steps of actually deriving these expressions can raise one's angst to some power
significantly greater than one.

There are ways to evaluate the finite integrals, but that does not concern us for the present. We
will simply use the symbols fI" (ft) , X , ( ./ -h), and A,!1p, p') in what follows.

Although we can see from the above that B=L, we will soon show from general principles that
the two are equal and that because of this, they end up cancelling one another in any amplitude
calculation one would make for any possible interaction. This is actually an amazing blessing, for if
it were not true, renormalization would be even more difficult, perhaps impossible, and we might
not to this day have been able to renormalize the theory. More on this shortly.

Note that the estimates of the integrals (13-7) to (13-9) we found via power counting in Chap. 9
were actually conservative and naive. (See Wholeness Chart 9-1, pg. 265.) From those estimates,
we expected (13-l)to diverge quadratically, but in actuality it is logarithmically divergent. (A here
coffesponds with our integration variable p limit in the photon loop of Chap. 9. A is an energy level,
as was p there.)

In general, when we estimate an integral's degree of divergence via naive power counting, the
actual degree of divergence will be that of our estimate or less.
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73.2 Relations We'll Need

I 3.2. I Auxiliary Relntions
As we saw in Appendix A of Chap. 4,

(/ o, - *)a, (P) = o r, (P)(/ u, - *) = o

It,ff*=rof +f f -zsl' ,

( l3-l 1) is used in the lasr srep of (13-12) below.

rP / = +[r', T'f**lro,/)) = s,v * llro,/f
ForA and B any two operators, which need not commute (proof follows),

m=f* *t**jnln++
Proof

Post multiply (13-13) by A - B.

t = h@- n) = *@- B)+ 1oa$te- B)+ *u*u*(a -r)+...

#** -#*.*+-**+.**++o+
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=Q =Q

Some relations
(13-10) we'll need

(13-1 1)

(13-t2)

(13-13)

(1 3-14)

Deriving
Gordon's
identity

End of proof

1 3.2.2 Gordon's ldentity
Consider relations like (13-10) for a different momentum p'and spin state r,,

(rn;-*)u,'(p')=0 i,'(p')(tn;-*)-0. (13-1s)

Multiply.the first of (13-10) by i,,(p')TFon the left; then multiply the second of (13-15) by
TF u, (p) on the right; then addihe two, to get

Zmi ,, (p') yP ,, (p) - , ,, (p')(fo f' n, + / f p'r) ,, (p ) .

Using (13-12) in (13-16), we find

2mi,, (p') yp u, (p) = u,, (p')(0, (to' * *lro, r' )) * p', (s'o . +l/,rol))r, {v)

- i,, (p')(r, (r o' * *lro, / 1) 
* p', (s o, - +lrr, / l)),, (p).(t3-17)

Re-arranging and dividing by 2m, we have Gordon's Identity (important, but don't memorize)

,,,(p')TF u,(p)= 
":+i,,(p')r,(p)*o', 

u'' 
n, ,b)lf ,/fu,b)^ 

--r \r l--f \rlzm +m

13.2.3 A Key ldentity
A crucial ingredient in renormalization is a relationship between the electron self energy integral

I,(p) and the vertex loop integral for the special case where p = p'o t(g, p), which we will first
state, then prove. It is called by some the Ward identity, but we will call it (for reasons to become
obvious) the original Ward identity. It is

W=r\F 
(P'P)

(r 3-16)

(r3-18)

(1 3-1e)
Original Ward
identity

, Iou might think the proof could simply be done by taking the derivative of X(p) with respecr to
p' , but that entails taking derivatives of matrix relations in ,Srr and ends up with matrix
multiplications where the ordering of those is ambiguous. We get around that issue ty first finding
the derivative of ,sr a different way, as in steps (13-20) to (13-22) below.
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Prgof of the original Ward identijy

From (s"(p))-t-y'-m

'# =#(t" (p)xs" (p))-' 
) 

= #((" 
( p))(y - *))we find O =;

=WU - *)* t, olh/ - *) =W(s, (o))-' + sr (df

Proof of
(13-20) original

Ward identity

(13-21)

(13-22)
Eso (p) d--rp (p)fsr(p).

opn

Taking p 
ry + p 

ry - kry, Q3-22) becomes

asf (e-,t\ --sr e-r,)f so(p-r,).
a(p, -kr) 

-r \r (13-23)

Then, with (13-23) used in the second line below, we have

ar(P) 
=E , [;n- ^(r,\tF;q-(,,-b\uLaadpp ar, pr l'"ooQ<)f is' (P - t'\YF aon

=ffiIiDroF$)f'ffiwfaot,=ffiI,o,oo&)fi(_,ob_n)rpS,(p_t,))rpaot,

-6t
= 
fr IiDraF 

g)f is, (p - t)yp ts, (p - x)yf aot = r\F (p, p).

End of proof

13.2.4 The Ward ldentities
Ward's name is associated with an additional set of identities, which play a key role in

renormalization, and also in scattering calculations. They are called Ward identities, but to
distinguish them from (13-19), we called the earlier relation the "original Ward identity". We derive
the Ward identities in this section, but before that, we need a bit of background information.

Gauge Inyariance Means Amplitude Invariance

Local gauge invariance means our Lagrangian .C is symmetric in form under the transformations

vl +t{' - e-iatx), A, ) 4/ - ,\, -!ara1r1 , (t3-2s)

where the numeric (not operator) field a(;) is our gauge (and is not the QED coupling constant).
Since L (= Lo+ L), is unchanged in form, then each of Q and ^Cs retains the same functional form,
as well. (See (1 1-36), pg.294.) That is, under a symmetry transformation of the full ,C, even though
L1 alane is not symmetric in its own right, in combination with ^Co, the transformation yields two
terms Lr and Lothat are identical in form to the pre-transformation terms L7 and Lg.

And thus, our transition amplitude must also be the same in form, as depicted symbolically in

^Csym -+ Lrunchanged -+ Tfiunchanged-+ Sunchanged + ^spunchanged -+ lSpl2 unchanged.

Effectively, we can say that if ^C is symmetric under (13-25), then so is the amplitude Sp. For the
S operator,

S(W,Ao)=S(V',to), (13-25)+1

i.e., it has the same functional form in terms of unprimed or primed (transformed) fields.

With M, our Feynman amplitude, the transition amplitude, as we found in Chap. 8, is

(t3-24)

,4,/=traa@). (1 3-26)

Ward identities
distinguished

from original
Ward identity

Transition
amplitude and
probabiliryn are
gauge invariant

))-

( ( ailext \/ allext

s, = 6t,+l1zr)o dq (r, - 4 )l 
bosons ll rermionsr. rn,lh)l n mtw n=L
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Under the gauge transformation, the incoming and outgoing four-momenta Pi and Pyare unchanged,
as are the volume V and the external particle energies, atand E. Thus, M is gauge invariant if Sp is.

Note that the gauge invariance applies to the total Feynman amplitude for all diagrams for given
incoming and outgoing states. For example, in Bhabha scattering there are two ways for it to occur.

(See Chap. 8, Fig. 8-2, pg. 221.) That is, for a given order in esn, ,44fu) = fu41 * .M[;), where

/4;! and ,UI;) each have many sub diagrams for n > 2. The point is that ,tu) is gauge

invariant, but the individual ,V[i) ana Uli) n"ed not be.

Recognize that if C is gauge invariant, thenHr remains the same under any such gauge, and each

term in our S operator expansion (each term contains n factors of 7t) does also. Thus, for each order

of interaction n, S 
(') 

i, effectively gauge invariant. Hence, so are Sf;) una M@).

An Example

Consider the initial photon of the LHS of Fig. 13-1 to be a real photon (rather than virtual, i.e.,
rather than a photon propagator). The self energy Feynman amplitude of the real photon is
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Thus, Feynman
amplitude also
gauge invariant

But it must be the
total Feynman
amplitude from
all diagrams (for
given order n)

An example
showing symbol

for the part of
the amplitude
without external
photon factors

Generalizing to
amplitude with
any number of
external photons

Stating the Ward
identities

Proof of Ward
identities

tu |iL,, = € y' lt W 
lhrrJ 

s, ( il pof s r ( p - r<) iesy' oo o\t*(k ) = € i p (k') e * (k) rvli!#' ,(13-27)

a|'1Y,'= ie2onPv (k)

where we represent the part of the interaction that does not include the interaction photon

contributions as afrL#'. Of course, we know that k' = k and r' = r,but that is not important for

present purposes and we want to generalize, so we leave in the primes.

The point is that for every interaction having one or more external photons, we can represent the
Feynman amplitude in two factors, one for the photon polarization state(s) and one for the rest,

where the latter has spacetime indices (which are summed with those on the polarization vectors).

Generalization

For any interaction having one or more photons as initial or final particle(s), we can represent
the gauge invariant Feynman amplitude for any order z as

/4@ = € \p (k r) r,r, (k r) e,r,r $ ) ... Mt) p'n "' 
( k,, k r, k r, ... ), (13-28)

where we again note that (13-28) is gauge invariant only when the amplitude includes the sub

amplitudes for every diagram having the same incoming and outgoing states.

Ward Identities

As we prove below, gauge invariance leads to the Ward identities

orr4t)' (t,,k2,..) = krruf)u (u,,kr,..) -k1ok2r/,/f)'n (u,,k2,..) =..... =0 (r3-2g)

Proof of Ward Identities

The gauge transformation of (13-25) means dtdx) must satisfy Maxwell's wave equation
(where since Ayis real, Qx) should be real), since, if our Maxwell equation has form

aFdp&(')=o
under (13-25), this becomes

drd BV; * |d,a) =o -+ a9a oe; + |old od,a =0 .

If we require (which we do, as our theory is built upon Maxwell's equation in this form)

dqd pe; =o ,

then from (13-29)+2, we see drrdx) must satisfy Maxwell's equation (LHS below).

(13-29)+1

(13-29)+2

(13-29)+3

(13-29)+4d4a oara =o or drdfdpa-o ffi dPdpa-l,
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and a(,r) can have essentially the same functional form as Ap,the solution to ( 1 3-29)+ I .'

For a real photon field described in the Lorenz gauge by the eigen state plane wave

A, =Z 
#@o,(k)a,(k)e-ikr 

* tltr(k)ai (k)r'k')

a useful form (one particular gauge) for 4x) is

a(*)=I #( d,(k)e-itu +a|$)eikx)1 d,(k), a)"(k) numbers, not operators. (13-31)
7, ,lzv c+

Thus, for this case, the photon gauge transformation of (13-25) becomes

Ap- {p= Ap-!AraQ)= A/r- t rl I 1-ikttar(k)r-itu +ikoa!(t )r'o')t fr ,[zv^t

= Ap-*I orhF'u'(k;s-;t* +ial(k);b)= o,

( r 3-30)

(t3-32)-*I kod,,y(x)
r,k
\--------aa---J

= d oa(x)

= n ffi (V r, (k) a, (k) + 
+ ik p a,1r ; ),-tu + ( e, 

" 
tx 1 ol 1x:, - | in oa! s:ll.'b ).

Consider a tlpical term of S expressed in factors of ?17, for example, the Compton scattering term
f or n = 2, (pg. 225), under the symmetry transformation ( I 3-25), with ( I 3-25)+ I,

st' @, e ) = s'! t (vt, tt) = - 
"'1 $ aa na4 +N 

{t 
V,l v,t r r. V,1 O,r}

-ffiffi- r!i" = - ", !! 
ao,,ao,,u l<veof 4lvtr,v;f*<+/ vt, )-#$-

= -"'l!ao*rao'rul@\rtu@ (Ao\f -!aoa1'sy)l;td'tt) vri,vieia(x,,1*(o,,,/ -2a,"6)/);t"t',trrr\
= - 

"" I! 
ao,,ao +N {<v,, (e o,,f - f, a u" e) f )1vtr, vif *(+, / - 2 a, 

" 
(d / ) v r\

= - 
", !! 

ao,,ao,,N 
{<v 

eof 4lv\,v7].<+t vt rl
t;)

-,, ff da 4cta x2N 
{tv 

orrr),, [ri,,v nf*F I a,o 0r) f ) r"]
u2 !! aa,po 

"rN {rr(- *a oo $,) f) [r], ,V*r)*6/d 
"rl

usingourdef ini,^:'"!,':,.i;,:Ili:;;*i:::'J"'vnl*?Ia'"G)f 
)'"1

t':,'-(v,Ao)- t':,:-(w,Ar)+ 
'[!aaxldax2N {(vorr'),,1d,,v,,)*(n 

u,,u(*rrn),/r,,1

+,![ aa,da xyN{O (n k pd,,u e) f)tri,V",)*@f d,,}

!!aa r,aa *rx {v,,( > oiu,,,u, (", ) r')lwl,,V-,f*(Zo,u,,u (', ) / ) v-,\
L \",u' )- -'\',k ) )

We can see immediately, because identical terms appear on both sides of (13-32)+2, that the last
three terms must sum to zero. More on that shortly.

1 Alternatively, our theory was developed in the Lorenz gauge (see pg. 141), i.e., dp Au = 0, so we need

d, {r= 0 also. Thus, 0 =dp Ap -dp (Ap -0 t e)a_n,g) -d! Ap -0 t e)dpd oa= oJ] / e)dad ra .

To keep the Lorenz gauge under the transformation, dPd oa = 0 , which is the same as dP d pa -0 .

(13-32)+1

(13-32)+2

call this dr3G)
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For now, using our symbol is+ (r, - x2 )for the electron propagator, we find

s(:)- = s(2) + u!!a4x1dax2N 
{(Voryo)*,is+ 

(x1 - *)(>,o,u,,t er)r") vr\C,e- C,e- J,r 
Lt''r, 

1\ \ ^ -.[fr r r,tt\--zt' 
f rl

+ 
'[!aa 

*1da x2N{" (n kpd,,ki) yp)rr. (q - dl\,f w) ,} (B-32)+3

- ff aa *,ao *rN {V -,( E,ooun,k, 
(', ) rr.l ;s* (x, - *)(Zo,u,,u Gr) / I v*r\

L ',U;'- ) -',(.; f "',t\ ''' ) )
As long as we are restricting ourselves to electron Compton scattering, and not positron

Compton scattering, we can express the electron propagator S 
+ 

as the full propagator S (where the
last three terms below sum to zero)

s,J ) = s,J ) * 
no, 

rll aa naa *, a,,x ez) n 
{(Vt,yo),,is 

(x, _ xz) n ro}
s!'1" trrt way. n0 initial photon)

x1d4 x2 dr, (xr) * 
{Vryt, is(", - *r)(4,/ w) _rl
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r,o '[!aa+)
r,k

(13-32)+4

(13-32)+7

-I r,LZk"
,',k' r,k

l! aa *raa x2 d r,,k, (*r) d,,u 6)x {V oyp is( r, - d / w rr}

sf) u' @oth ways, no initial or final photon)

The two terms in the sum EkrS?r" *ZkoSf! have the same external particles, so that sum

must equal zero independently of LkrLkrS!) u', which has different external particles.

Recall that to find the amplitude S, = Sco*p,ou for Compton scattering (to 2nd order on the RHS
below), we caffy out steps, as we did in Chap. 8, to evaluate

sco*p,on=(rlsl;)= (r,n,ru,,,lltt"'l%,,,ru,,) - st"l*oton=(r,n,Tu,,,,lt;,1$,,,Tn,,) (r3-32)+5

When we did that, we found

s8,)**,= @r@rffiffieo)o d(o) ( p,+k,- p-k)Mt)u,*

Mt)r,",=.ru[?'**t[?) tul(?) --r'i,,(p')tp,,,(k')f isp(q= p+k)tr,,(k)/u,(p) (13-32)+6

M[3) - -e2ur,1p' )€p,r(k lyptsrl q= p -k' )er,,,(k' )/ur(p ),

which results from the Sf) t.rrn in (13-32)+4. Doing a similar thing with the 2nd and 3'd rerms on
the RHS of (13-32)+4, where our initial state lacks the photon of (13-32)+6, we get (see Appendix)

-0

(r,n,ru',,'lffilr;) -)' 'r,k r,k

o-I t^ f:u - efw lfutffiWQr)ot(o) ( p'+k'- p-n1i!,M3),1p,,,( a,tr.)+a|1-r<;)

must = 0

,r/3);r*, = rr41)' * .ru[t)' ,r4?)' = -12 to,r,(k' )ir, ( p' )yPiS p( p' + k' )/ ur(p )
,u[')' = - 12 tp,, (k' )i,, ( p' )/ is r( p' + k' )f ur( p )

Thus (where the RHS of (13-33) follows from similar analysis of the last term in (13-32)+4),

sf)y e"away. no initiat phoron)

or(u[?" * *,[')')= or-fl,{r,un =o *1<r,ufffi.=0. (r 3-33)
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If we take k -+ kr and k' -+ k2, then (13-32)+7 and (13-33) above equal (13-29) for Compton
scattering.

One should be able to visualize a similar result from any amplitude with fermion propagators

andexternalfermionsandphotons.Forthe V4 V/of (13-25),the ,-i4'r) andeifu) factorswill

always cancel. The external Ay-+ A', due to the apaft, will always leave a series of terms in the ,S

operator expansion of form similar to those in (13-32)+5 (with appropriately more such terms when

there are more factors of Ay.) And each of these terms must equal zero because a term like

SfrL (V,A)in (L3-32)+2 occurs on each side of the relationship resulting from the transformation.

For a photon propagator, we have (with similar results for iDFv- ("r * xz))

iDpv+(',_xz)=[o.f-,A,*,_).l?t-*W),|r;_+trd,a-(xz).ll=[oit-
L\ anumber /\ anumber ))

'q-]rrr-ul

Thus, any photon propagator in any amplitude keeps the same form under the transformation, so
we get no extra terms from it, as in (13-32)+4, that must equal zero.

And so, we have proven the Ward identities (13-29) using local gauge invariance (which
manifested in (13-25)+1, the starting point of our proof). QED.
End of proof

Note that (13-19) is a relation for n = 2 order between the photon loop and the vertex loop,
whereas (13-29) is good at any order for any amplitude involving at least one external photon.

Additional Identities
There are yet other identities called Ward-Takahashi identities, of which (13-29) is a special

case, but we will not treat those here. In Ward-Takahashi identities, the k;p are not restricted to
represent external photons, but can be off shell (propagators), and the RHS of (13-29) is, for internal
photons, not zero. The Ward identities are the Ward-Takahashi identities for real photons.

The Process

For any amplitude relation of the form on the LHS of (13-35) below, the RHS, representing the
Ward identities, is true. That is, we simply replace the polarization vector by the associated four-
momentum and the result equals zero.

/4@ (u,,...,u j,...) = r,i ruf'' (u,,...,k j,...) + o,ouf)o (u, ,...,k j,...)= o .(13-3s)

End of Ward
identities proof

Ward identities a
special case of
Ward-Takahashi
identities

How to apply
Ward identities

Gauge invariance
& Ward identities
the same thing

Application of
Ward identities
in renormalization

for photon-photon
scattering case

The Message

Local gauge invariance leads to both charge conservation and the Ward identities. All three are
different ways of saying the same thing. Each implies the other two.

charge conservation e local gauge invariance e Ward identities.

73.3 Ward ldentities, Renormalization, and Gauge Invariance
Consider the scattering of light by light shown in Fig. l3-2. Two incoming photons scatter via

fermionvirtua1particlestoyieldtwooutgoingphotons.Thisiscalled@i-u,or
lighl-by-light scattering. or less commonly, Delbriick scattering. Occasionally, it is referred to as a
o'four photon vertex", but this is misleading as there are really four vertices, not a single one with
four photons connected directly to it.

Light-by-light scattering does not occur in classical electromagnetism, but does so in QFI due to
higher order corrections. Classical electromagnetism contains only terms linear in the photon field
AP and corresponds to our tree level diagrams. However, via the Dyson-Wicks expansion in QFT,
we have terms contributing to the scattering amplitude beyond tree level, at second and higher
order, which effectively make non-linear contributions.

Fig. l3-2 represents one way four external photons can scatter at second order rn a. There are
other ways the same states can scatter at second order, and Prob. 2 asks you to draw the Feynman
diagrams for at least three other possibilities. Note that in Fig. I3-2 we have depicted a certain time
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order (from left to right) for the vertices in order to make the internal line four-momenta easy to
determine. Depicting a different vertex time order (such as the upper left vertex before, rather than
after, the lower left vertex) does not give us a different Feynman diagram, nor a different (sub)
amplitude. See Prob. 3.

Since we have no two photon vertices in QED, there can be no first order scattering of light by
light. This means the lowest possible order at which photons scatter is second order, described by
yy+yy

If there were photon-photon scattering at tree level, then the process would be fairly common,
and in practice, we would encounter light scattering off of light with fair regularity. But we don't.
Light-light scatterjng is, in fact, extremely rare, as one might expect from a Feynman diagram
representation of it such as Fig. l3-2.

Ps= Pt+ k2- kt

ka= k1+ k2'ks

Figure t3-2. One Way for Photon-photon Scattering

Using Feynman rules, the second order amplitude for the photon-photon scattering of Fig. l3-2,
where we distinguish that diagram from its sibling diagrams (second order, same incoming and
outgoing photons, like you explored in Prob. 2) with the subscript (a), is

Mrio-eo(k+)'u(k, )er(kz)eo(kr )#r,[hf hl hv'hf aop,
(o)
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Light-by-light
scattering is non-
classical, QFf
2'd order effict,
and very rare

and tz oraer
amplitude for one
way of photon-
photon scatter

t{f""

= eo(k+)ru (k, )er(kz)ro (r, ) M#,Y:"
(o)

Each propagator factor in (13-36) contains a factor of pr, so in the same manner we
maximum possible divergences in Chap. 9, we have

.{ffr-t:#-ffw-mPt:,

( 13-36)

estimated

Power counting

fi3-3i\ es.timate -> log
dtvergence

:1::...

::::i:ii

liiii'
l:,lli'

a logarithmic divergence. This is a superficial estimate because, as we saw with the photon self
energy integral, the actual order of divergence may be less than this. (13-37) is a possible order of
divergence for the photon-photon scattering amplitude, but it might, when the integral is actually
evaluated, be less. It should not be more.

We can, however, show that the second order total photon-photon scattering amplitude does not
diverge via another consideration. From our Ward identities (13-35), where letter subscripts
represent different sub-amplitudes contributing to the total second order amplitude, we have

krt /v#v{"o -0 tul#,W = tulfr!:"o * tu/#:!:" * tulfr!:ir+... . (13-38)
(o) (b) (.)

For klpbeing arbitrary (any possible components), this can only be true if ,L/fr'{" is finite.

Therefore the amplitude for light-light scattering does not diverge.

So the Ward identities mean light-by-light scattering has finite amplitude and by being true,
allow the theory to be renormalized. In general, full renormalization of QFT is achievable only if
the Ward identities are true. And they are only true because we have a gauge invariant (symmetric)
theory. Thus, we are able to renormalize our theory because it is gauge invariant. This is a point that
is hard to overemphasize.

But Ward
identities prove the
total amplitude
is not divergent

Renormalization
possible due to
Ward identities,
which are due to
gauge invariance

Pz= Pt+ kz
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Conclusions:

Each of the following being true implies the others are also.
. The theory (specifically the Lagrangian) is locally gauge invariant (locally symmetric).
. A quantity (charge) is conserved.

. The theory has the correct interactions. (They result from demanding local gauge invariance).

. The Ward identities hold.

. The theory is renormalizable.

If the above are true, then
o the gauge boson (photon) is massless. (See Chap. l l, Sect. l1rs.4,pg. 296.)

Note that we need a massless gauge boson (no mass term in the Lagrangian) to be able to
renormalize, but other terms in the Lagrangian might still lead to irreconcilably infinite amplitudes.
A massless photon is necessary, but not sufficient, for renormalization.

If you have, in the past, wondered what the great fuss about symmetry was all about, you should
now be beginning to appreciate its role in modern theories of the quantum field. We seem to need it
to have any viable theory at all.

13.4 Changes in the Theory with m Instead of mo

13.4.1 Counterterms in the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian
Given, as we saw in the last chapter, that we need to use the measured mass m, rather than the

bare mass m0, we need to investigate what that means for the QED Lagrangian

1 - -* FP' Fo, + Y(if a p - mo), * ,oV rPvAp
-J 

\------_--,-*v-_____-./

(13-3e)

4LI
We can get the Lagrangian into a form with m by substituting m0 = m - En into (13-39). This yields

mass counter term
tt+ eoV TFVA, + |mryry

Recall that h - -VL and that each term in fi (or equivalently, 11) represents an interaction (a
vertex, typically). The first term in the mass renormalized Lr is simply the same term we had before
mass renormalization with m here instead of mp then. It represents the vertex interaction of two
fermions and a photon that we have become familiar with. But now we have another term in the
(mass renormalized) interaction Lagrangian with just two fermions (and no photon) field, which is
called the mass counterterm of the Lagrangian.

7 3.4.2 Counterterm Feynman Diagram
If we wentthrough ourentire derivation of Chaps. 7 and 8 again using (13-40), we would find

this extra term, the mass counterterm, appearing at every step of our expansion of the S operator in
terms of (the new renormalized) 7{r The net result would be an extra interaction involving the same
incoming and an outgoing fermion.

Thus, if we want to use a Lagrangian with the measured mass instead of the bare mass (which is
more practical), then we can use (13-40). But that means that if we want to consider free fermions
of mass m, then we can no longer consider them simply as in the Feynman diagram of the LHS of
Fig. l3-3. We must also include a fermion self interaction diagram (with an X in it) as in the RHS of
Fig. 13-3, representing the mass counterterm. This extra diagram has an incoming fermion and an
outgoing fermion just like a truly free (non self interacting) fermion diagram (as in the LHS of the
figure) would have. So we must add the two contributions. This means the old diagram with ms is
now replaced by the equivalent of two diagrams, one involving m and one involving drl.

s --iFt'v Fo, +V(iraao-*)v
massr.@

(13-40)

Gauge invariance
+> charge conserved

<+ correct Ht
++ Ward identities
<+ QED is
renormalizable

All of above

-> photon is

massless

Symmetry (gauge
invariance) at
the foundation
of QFT

Re-expressing

^C in terms of
physical muss
leads to mass
counterterm
in ,Cr

Mass
counterterm
manifests as its
own Feynman
diagram
contribution

mass renormalized,C1
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mass counterterm
contribution

++
a) Free fermion for mg b) Free fermion for m

Figure 13-3. Equivalent Free Fermion Feynman Diagrams

Each term in Hr = -Lr shows up in our Dyson-Wicks expansion with an i in front of it, so the
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Feynman rule for the mass counterterm will have one in it, as well. Thus, our
(we had nine before) for that term will be

Fevnman rule #10

Mass counterterm
contribution to
Feynman rules +
i6m extra term

With physical
mass m, have
same form of
Dirac equation

So all prior
relations for
ffis r€main the
same for m

Showing B=L
using Gordon's
and original
Ward identities

Start with most
general form
for t(

Express LP

forp=p'

Apply
Gordon's
identity

13.4.3 Dirac Equation with m Instead of ms
The free part of (13-40) looks like the free part of the Lagrangian we have been dealing with

since Pan I of this book, except that m now takes the place of ma. Since the Dirac equalion is
derived by placing the free Lagrangian into the Euler-Lagrange equation for fields, we would end
up with the same form of Dirac equation in the mass renormalized theory, except that now our mass
is represented by rn. Thus, with mass re-normalized, the Dirac equation ii

Qf do - m)V -0. (13-4t)
Hence, relations (13-10) remain true in the renormalized theory. So do all other operator

relations with mass in them, since operators in the I.P. are the same as operators in free field H.p.
theory (as in Chaps. 3 to 6.) That is, the free Lagrangian of (13-40) has the same form in m that all
of our earlier work had for that form in ms. As an example relation, the Gordon identity of (13-18) is
true for measured mass rn.

13.5 Showing the B in Fermion Loop Equals the L in Vertex Correction
For what we wish to do now, we need to express Al (p, p) in its most general possible form.

Such a form must contain all possible related entities in the theory having.o*ponenis 1t, and these
are simply T!, pF, andp'P. Tiur,

Lo ( p, p') = a yp + 4 pp I bz p'F (most general possible form) . (r3-42)
The values of a, bl,andb2in(13-42) are such that (13-42) equals (13-9).

,, t (0, p') represents a vertex, as shown in the RHS of Fig. I 3- 1 . If the photon in that vertex hadl{ = 0, there would effectively be no photon, and then p = p'.In other words, (13-42) with p = p'
would represent a free fermion, with the vertex loop in Fig. 13-l becoming a fermion setf energy
loop.

Thus, where p = p' and b = bt * bz, Q3-42) becomes

Lo (p,p)=of +bpp -) ",(p)L'(p,p)u,(p)= n,(p)aTFu,(p)* ,,(p)up'",(p).(13-43)
Note in Gordon's identity (13-18) that when p' = p, the last term in that identity is zero, i.e.,

u, (p)r, u,(p)= ry4 (p) u,(p)=Sr,(p),, (p).

Multiplying (13-44)by m and putting it into the last rerm of (13-43), we get

u,(p)Lo (p, p)u,(p)= a (p) af u,(p)* u,(p)upru,(p)

= ai,(p)f u, (p)* mbi, (p)yo ,, (p).
So,

a (p) Lo (p, p)u, (p)= Lr, (p)yP u, (p)

(13-46) tells us that for the free particle (r.e., p = p'),

(t3-44)

(13-4s)

where L=a*mb. (13-46)
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and thus from ( I 3-6),

Chapter 1 3. Renormalization Toolkit

Lo (p, p)- L(L)yP

Lo (p, p')= !(t)rP ! Lt 
!p,p')

free particle = 0 for free
Dart particle, i.e., p=p'

From the original Ward identity (13-19) with (13-5) and (13-46),

ar(p) , L

- 
-- ht (p,p) -+ a (p)Pr, (p)=4 (p)n ' (p, p)r,(p)

1d?p d4tt

= a (n)$ (o*(0,/ -*)B *( p,y' - *)8,(y - Q)u,(p)= n,(p)rf u,(p) (13-4e)

"pal ffil
\. not factor ,i

= i, (p) yF B r,(p ) * r, (p) ya z, ( / - m) u, (p) + n, (p) ( 1 - m) 

h4 
( p) u, (p) .

-0 =Q

where we used (13-10) to get terms to drop out. Note that Zr(/-m)is part of an expansion
in / -m, so each term in it has y' -m raised to a power. The factor of / -m on the right in any
such term acts on ur(p), and from (13-10) results in zero. Thus, the 2no line RHS and the 3'o line of
(13-49) give us

B u, {p) TF u, (p) = Lu, (p)TP u, (p) * B = L , ( l3-50)

This result will play a vital role in renormalization, as we shall see in the next chapter.

73.6 Re-expressing 2nd Order Corrected Propagators, Vertex, and External Lines
We now wish to express our modified propagators, modified vertex relation, and modified real

particle relations in terms of the symbols A', Tl.' , A, B,Lg, L, and A.- of ( I 3-a) to ( I 3'6).

13.6.1 The 2"d Order Photon Propagator
Fig. l3-4 shows how the Feynman diagram for the photon propagator at first order becomes two

diagrams at second order.

p-k

Figure l3-A.Photon Propagator Self Energy Correction to 2"d Order in a

This means the 2nd order photon propagator becomes

iDFap&) :) iDW - iDr"p&)+iDpooQr)rfinu' (tc)ioo,,(t ).
The RHS of ( I 3-51 ), with ( I 3-4) is thus

ioz#p(r) = #. #i4 sp' (-nz e' (n,A) - k'Tr,&\)Y
\---l

=k2

-tBaB
= & - # 4 ao p (- e' Q,,,t) - il, (k', )) = # ( - rfi e' (ft , A ) - fin, &', )) .

k2 +ie kt ffit
Compare (13-51) (and thus, (13-52)) with the modified photon propagator we discussed

qualitatively in Chap. 12 and showed in (12-10), pg. 308.

(13-47)

(13-48)

Gives us the

free particle

part of t(

(l3-sl)

(13-s2)

Certain terms
drop out

Leaving B=L

and tz oraer
expressions in
terms of our
new symbols

Znd order photon
propagator

Znd order photon
propagator in
terms of our
symbols
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73.6.2 The 2"d Order Fermion Propagator
Fig. 13-5 depicts Feynman diagrams for two different ways we can represent the 2nd order

fermion propagator, depending on whether we wish to work with m6 or m. (Sect. 13.4.2 pg. 330.)

k
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2'd orderfermion
propagator

Two ways to
represent with
Feynman
diagrams:

for ms and m

First way
treated here.
Other as a
problem

altd ,z oraer
fermion
propagator in
terms of our
symbols

tr)
a) for ms

P-xP__ __ T
b) for m

P J"^"-\ P'r : r \ r'

p-k

P /'T.-., P'r J r \ r'

p-k

Figure 13-5. Fermion Propagator Self Energy Correction to Diagrams of 2n'r Order in a

We will work with a) here first, then leave it as Prob. 4 for you to find the same thing for b).
Thus, the 2nd order fermion propagator is

rs, (p) + isld Q) -tsr ( p)+ is p (p)tdz(p)is F b\ . (13-s3)

This becomes, where we use operator relation (13-13) to get the second line below (don't confuse
theA and B symbols used for generic operators in (13-13) with the totally differentA(z\, m) and
8(A) symbols used in X(p) of ( I 3-5)),

isr{o(p)=/+.';--- t (*3z(p))4' /-mo+ie /-on+it) ","'//-mo+ie
;Gfiil :eilffi- Boperator 6ffir-
i . /hisher\

=-4r 
r=

A-B'\order/
.(i'f*"J)

/ - ^a+ flL(p) + ie

i

(13-s4) n:i'J;t
.(i'f*r)

/-*o+S,t(t,m)+4U -*)B(n)* 4U -*)L,(y -m)+ie
!---J

-6m

Recall that A(4, m) is unbounded, actually A(A', m) + - oo, ?s we take the parameter A -) oo. But
we can define measured mass m = m0 + 6m, with 6m = - eo'A and end up with m alone in the
denominator. As A + oo, then 6m -+ o". But if we assume mo = - oo, then in the limit, mo * 6m = *
* oo = m rcmains finite. Thus (1 3-54), our renormalized fermion propagator to 2"d order, is

is?o(r)= -(histrer)r ' /-m+4(/-*)B(n)* 4U-*)L,(y-*)*;e '\order /

; (r + $n(n)+ fiL,(y - *)) .(x"'I"l)
(y - *) * i'(r + fiB(n)* ,3L,(/ - *))-'

(13-5s)

'sr'(P)
We have just shown, to 2od order, how to renorm alize fermion mass, as we described it

qualitatively in the previous chapter. We have also obtained the renormalized fermion propagator to
2no order. Compare (12-25) of Chap. 72, pg. 312, to the last row of ( 1 3-54) and ( 13-55).
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73.6.3 2"d Order Incoming and Outgoing Particles
Although we haven't focused on it prior to this, we also have to include higher order corrections

to the incoming and outgoing particles, not just the propagators and vertices. As examples of these,

see the external fermion 2od order corrections depicted in Fig. 12-1 (pg.307) labeled SLor)-, to

.(+)rBr-5'

For external fermions and photons, we can consider these corrections as if the first and second
diagrams of Fig. 13-1 (pg. 323) had incoming and outgoing real particles (not propagators). So for a
real fermion, the radiative correction to Znd order diagram looks like Fig. 13-6, where we use dots at
the beginnings of each diagram to indicate real (not virtual) particles. In Fig. 13-6, we are taking the
approach of Fig. 13-5b), where renormalized mass is assumed.

real particle for
renormalized m

Figure 13-6. Real Fermion Self Energy Correction to Diagrams of 2nd Order in a

The initial fermion contribution to the amplitude, upon renormali zation, becomes (where we
note that in the last two diagrams of Fig. 73-6, the last line is really an internal line in the overall
Feynman diagram for an entire reaction, so must be represented by a propagator)

u,(p)+u7"d(p)=u,(p)*+i4E(p),,(p)*+(i6m)u,(p)
/ -m+t€ / -m*8 .

(13-s6)

u, (p).

D J-^^"-t"
+ r"t/ r\ -P + rPr x rP

p-K

Znd order real
particle
relations

Externalfermion
attd ,/. oraer
corcection
Feynman
diagrams

afld ,z oraer
modification

from substitution
of relations for
each diagram

Certain terms
drop out

Direct
substitution
leads to
indeterminate
relation

Can be solved

formally, but
complicated

= 

['-
fle(t,nt)+ 4U - *)B(^) +'3U - *)L,(y -m)+ dm

,3(y - *)B(^

y' -m+ie

Since 6m=-tAA(,t,*), two terms will cancel above. Also, i&xr(y -*) is an expansion

having terms of (y - *) to various powers. So each of these terms will lead to a factor of

(y -*)u, (p) in (13-56). From (13-15), we know that each of these terms will equal zero. Thus,

(13-56) becomes

', (P) indeterminate and naive. (13-57)l-'r6 -m+E Itt

We must be wary with (13-57) for two reasons. First the fermion is real and on shell, so we

might at first consider that (y-*\ur(p)=O makes the second term in (13-57) equal to zero.

However, we also have a factor of y' - m in the denominator, which would make us think the

second term would ae $A(n) . We thus do not know really what that second term is, i.e., it is
indeterminate.

Second, we have not considered, as discussed in Sect. 12J0 pg. 318 of last chapter, that the
incoming fermion is initially bare, but becomes dressed via self interactions. That is, we would need

to incorporate the adiabatic hypothesis, whereby'l* is turned off initially, but then is turned on well
before the particle begins to interact with any other particle.

The formal procedure for doing this is a bit complicated and can be found in Mandl and Shawr.
We will instead employ a simpler and more intuitive means to deduce the appropriate initial fermion
renormalization from our renormalization (13-55) of the fermion propagator.

u,(p) = 
[,_ 'J

I F. Mandl and G. Shaw, Quantum Fietd Theory,1't ed, (Wiley) 1984, pgs. I 92-193.
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Note, from (13-55) that the renormalization factor by which we multiplied the bare propagator
is, to second order,

r- efia(n)- flr.,(y - *) (13-58)
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2"d order vertex
relation

However, for the real particle, the X. term acting on ur(p) goes to zero, as we noted above.

Now, the fermion propagator, as we showed in our derivation of Chap. 4, Sect. 4.12.3 pgs. I l8-
119 (or see Wholeness Chart 5-4 at the end of Chap. 5), is actually equal to the VEV of the time-
ordering operator r{w*Q)Vp(l)} , i...,

is r aF(, - y) - lolr {v* Q)v p( y)} lo) .

(13-59) has a spinor factor associated with each field. In essence, for the fermion (not anti-fermion)
propagator, there is a factor of ur(p)a (p).fo renormalize the propagator, we multiply it by
(13-58). So, in effect, each of the two spinors a, (p) and ,, (p) is multiplied by the square root of
(1 3-58).

In (13-56) (and diagrammatically, Fig. 13-6) there is only one such spinor factor. So, we can
surmise that the real particle renormalization is the square root of (13-58), where we drop the I,.
term. This leads to

,, (p) >u!"d (p)= (, - 4u(n))'" ,, (p)= (r - i4t(n))r, (p) reat e-renormalizarion . (13-60)

In similar fashion,

u, (p) =u?'d (p)= (t-t 3r(n))a (p)

,, (p) =,?"'t (p)= ( -$fin(n))", (p)

4 (p) =,:"d (p)= (-$fia(n))q (p),

eo(u) = 4,"0 (u)=('- $4r1n))+ txl
Relations (13-60) to (13-62) are often called external line renormalizations.

13.6.4 The 2"d Order Vertex

The vertex modification to second order is depicted in Fig. l3-7.
The modified vertex contribution becomes ( 13-63). (Note from ( l3-3) that there is a minus sign

built into A/, which was incorporated to give us a plus sign before the last term in (13-63), but
which gives us an otherwise unexpected minus sign in the middle part of that equation.)

p-p' p'p'ItA+A+
,/ \o, ,/ \0,

Figure l3-7, Vertex Correction to Diagrams of 2nd Order in a

(13-se)

(13-6r )

and for real photons,

iroyp = iesTf,a (p,p') = *r(r' -(,ro)' no (u,o))=,ro(f + &tto (n,n)) .

Using (13-48), this becomes

(t3-62)

2"d ordervertex
Feynman
diagrams

Add amplttude
(13-63) contributions from

each diagram

2'd order vertex
(13-64) rehtion in terms

of our symbols

irof * iesyt,a (p,p') =,:o\ro (+ $t(t)) * &rtt b,p)I .

iesTp
l

ii.

h,

n

p'p'
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73.7 Chapter Summary
The first part of Wholeness Chart 14-4 at the end of Chap. 14 summarizes the steps we took in

this chapter to obtain our propagators, vertex, and external particle relations to second order.
A summary of the relevance of local symmetry and key relations from this chapter follow.

Local gauge invariance implications
Each of the following being true implies the others are also.
. The theory (Lagrangian) is locally gauge invariant (locally symmetric).
. A quantity (charge) is conserved.

. The theory has the correct interactions.

. The Ward identities hold.

o The theory is renormalizable.

If the above are true, then
. the gauge boson (photon) must be massless.

Divergent integrals

photon self energy np' (k) = - gF' k2 e' Q<,d,) - gP' kznr&z)
!____-____J !___\_._J

o" for A-> o" finite

(r 3-6s)

oo for A-) o" finite

(13-67)

(13-68)

( r 3-70)

Ward identities

See Wholeness
Chart at end of
Chap. l4

Summarizing
implications of
local gauge
invariance

Summary of
key relations

fermion self energy X(p)= A(L,m)
.";;6""

vertex correction Lo (p, p')= !(A)Tt' + !\f (p,p')
o" for A-+ "" finite

Operator relation

#=LA**u*.*t*u**
Gordon's identity

i,,(p,)TFu,(p)=ryi,,(p,)u,(p)-#n,,(p)|f,/],,(p)(13.69)
Original Ward identity

+4 = r\! (p,p) + B= L in (13-66) and ( t3-61).
dPtt

t,iruf)p"'"'t"' (u,,...,u j,...) -+ k jrrrlf)p"v"ry"' (u,,...,ur,...)= 0.

Reolacine mnwith m

mass counter term

m=ffio+6m=t=_iFpvFp,,+y(iypao_*)w*,oVTpVApffi03-72)
mass renormabzed fg mass renormahzed [1

WemustaddtoanyfermionlineinaFeynmandiagram_)#
Additional Feynman rule #10: For each mass counterterm diagram, add a term to the amplitude

with a factor equal to i6m.

(1 3-71)
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Section 13.8 Appendix: Finding Ward Identities for Compton Scattering

Corrections to 2nd order

iDpp,(r) * iD'#,(r) = (toro,(ft)Xt - 4t'(rr,A)- fin"rnrl).

rsr ( d* isld Q)=(,r" (o)) (t-du(^)- 42,(/ -*))
u, (p) *,?"0 (p) = l-I&a(n)),, (p) n, (p) =u?no (n)=(r -'tdu(n))a (p)

,, (p) = rlnn (n)=(r -tfiu(^)),, (p) 4 (p) =i?no (p)= | -|4a(^))r, (p) rr 3-7s)

eo(u) = *o,d (u) =(t -$4e'(n))e, (r<)

itof + iesTf,a (p, p') = ito{r' ( + $r1tt')) * 4,tt b,p')}
itoYlt

73.8 Appendix: Finding Ward Identities for Compton Scattering
Since we worked through every step of finding quite a number of amplitudes the long way in

Chap. 8, we will be briefer here. If you have trouble at any point, please refer to the detailed
derivation of the Compton scattering transition amplitude on pgs. 225-228, which closely parallels
the following.

(,n,,',w,r'l[; 
"tnu 

* I t ost)PJl o,) = o because 
7.0,r?lu 

* I r,rsf)a = o (t3-77)

For Compton scattering the first way (LH of Fig. 8-3, pg. 225) without the incoming photon, the

part of (13-77)with S!l)o becomes

(r,n, ru',tlZo, t?'r" 
I a, )'r,k I

= (rt,n, rk,,r,l, II ao *rao *, N 

{(, 
o rf ) _,is 

(.r, - 
" 

) 
( I 

k, d,,uf r, )) f v *,} 
I e, )
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(13-73)

(13-74)

(t3-76)

(13-78)

do,p"4t,4 k,|r,r,
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- a,(k)d o) (o' + k' - p - k)

= 0 except when k- p'+k'-p,
the value in full Compton scattering

+ altr.la(+) (p'*k'* p+k)

= 0 except when ft - -p'-k'+ p, negative
of the value in full Compton scattering

t T; Effiffieo)o d(o)(p,+k,_ p_r)ut[rl,(_u,a,G)_ n a!6u)--zlw ttn

-L E [= tl- Eeo)od(o) ( p'+k'-p-rr)it,,u[r],(a,(k)+alt-xl) 
(13-83)

:7 
lvlr, t ,v,'+ tfir,+ { rq

(RHofFig.8-3),thepartof(13-77)withSg\o,after

similar evaluation, yields, with the sub ampli tude l/[')' ur shown in (13-32)+7 ,

(r ,n ,Tk',,'lZ,*ort3'{*lc, )

' + k' - p - k)ik,/4t')' (a,(k) + alr-r.l) . 

( I 3-84)

(13-83) and (13-84) summed equal the LHS of (13-77), so their sum equals zero. To do this, the

coefficient of Ar$), which is arbitrary, in that sum must vanish (as must the coefficient of

al<-u> ). The only way this can happen is if

=, W ffi @ er,,' (k')4' (p') r' #! aa qs, (q)f ,,(p)*

(_\

lr} 
o,]#(-a,lu1r-tkxz * df,1u1eikr,) 

)"
{l ao -r;iqxv rip'x1 ,ik''r 

Id,a 
xzriax2 r-inx2 ]

,ffi ffi €p,,'(k')4' (p') r'#!aaqis, (dt/',(p)t

(

[n*lda*,,-iex1,ip'x1eik'*,ik,[-t'':lri;;iii^';,::,,,.,-"]]

='ffi,W rW €r,,,(k')i,, (p')f 
#!aaqis, 

(q)/ r,(p)t

=, [-^
! uuo'

(zr)o do) (q- p'-o),1\rffio,l-a'6712n)a do) k- p-t')

\,,* 
L "[ +a+,{k)(zn)ado)k-p+

- I 
- W eo)o ,2 er,,,(k)i,, (p')ypis r (p' + k')y, u,(p-TlrtrfW$rr\L/L) : " 

=_rugl,

Hffio.

",1]
)x
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(13-80)

(13-8r)

(13-82)

o,(u[1" * u[')')= or.f),{oton =o . (13-8s)
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73.9 Problems

l. Show that (/ +*)u, (p)=0. (Hint: Follow steps like we did to ger (13-10).)

2. Draw at least three ways, other than that shown in Fig. l3-2, for which the incoming same two
photon state scatters at second order into the same outgoing two photon state.

3. Re-draw the Feynman diagram of Fig. 13-2 with the upper left vertex occurring before the
lower left vertex. Label the internal line four-momenta. Show by writing out the Feynman
amplitude for this diagram using Feynman rules, that the amplitude you get is the same as we got
in (13-36) for Fig. l3-2. (Hint: re-express (13-36) with p2, p3, and pq in terms of pt Then
express your new diagram where all propagator factors are in terms of pt Remember that for
anti-particle internal lines, the four-momentum has opposite sign from physical reality. See
Wholeness Chart 8-1, pg. 234.) Realize that the diagram you drew for this problem is not one of
the answers for Prob. 2.

4. Show that by using paft b) of Fig. 13-5 for Feynman diagrams to 2nd order of fermion self
energy, you obtain (13-55). Hint: In (13-54) take nlo 1m and i&z(p) ->t$z(p)* i6m.

5. Show (13-62) using similar logic to what we used for (13-60). Note rhat in (13-52), the

finr(ft2) term is an expansion with terms in ft2 to various powers, but that for a real photon k2

-0.

337b
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Section 1 4.0 Preliminaries

Chapter 14

Renormalization: Putting It All Together

Life is full of infinite absurdities, which, strangely enough,
do not even need to appear plausible, since they are true.

Luigi Pirandello

74.0 Preliminaries
The previous two chapters served as background for this one. The first of those entailed a

simplified overview of renormalization, and the second, a set of mathematical tools we will use in
this chapter to carry out the actual, formal steps involved in renormafuzation. We note again that we
will employ symbols for the divergent integrals and for the complicated .onuergent integrals
encountered in doing this. These symbols were defined in the prior chapter, and we will aszume
familiarity with what they stand for. The actual evaluation of the integralJ will be carried out in the
next chapter.

74.0.7 Terminology

You may run into the phrases "on shell renormalization" and "minimal subtraction
renormalizatian" The on shell renormalization scheme (also known as the physical scheme) is what
we do in this book. The term refers to the fact that in this scheme on. typi*ffy us.r fr.e fields,
which the interaction picture we employ incorporates, and such fields-ffor aisociated external
particles) are on shell. The minimal subtraction renormalization scheme (or MS scheme), developed
independently in 1973 by 't Hooft and Weinberg, treats the counterterms in the Lagrangian
differently than the on shell scheme. We will not do anything herein with the MS scheme.

14.0.2 Second Order vs Alt Orders Renormalization
In the prior chapter we focused on 2nd order (in a)radiative corrections to tree level amplitudes.

In this chapter, we will use the results of that chapter to i) carry out renormalization to 2nd oider and
then ii) sketch out the procedure and note the final results for renormalization to all orders.

14.0.3 Chapter Overview

Specifically, in this chaptero we will first
o examine 2nd order (in a) corrections to Compton scattering, specifically the divergent loop

integrals contributions,

' summarize the prior two chapters results for these divergent integrals,
. deduce the Compton amplitude to 2nd order,

' renormalize that amplitude so that it is finite via m6 + m and es + e, and

' generalize our results for all possible types of QED scattering.

We will then
. repeat the above procedure for corrections to all orders.

Wholeness Charts 14-4 and 14-5 atthe end of this chapter summarize this.
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7 4. 7 Renormalization Example : Compton Scattering
We begin by considering an example, Compton scattering. In addition to the two tree level (1't

order in q) ways for this to occur that we saw in Chap. 8, there are additional 2nd order in aa (4th
order in ee) amplitude contributions we need to include. The Feynman diagrams for all of these are
shown in Fig. 14-l where the superscript on the S operators indicates number of vertices, i.e., order
in factors of es, rather than a4. (As an aside, this figure is the solution to Chap.9, Prob. 7.)

Compton
scattering to
second order
ina

Associated
Feynman
diagrams

k

p
n\

rt +-t>=-+ P.

sgt k'

I tree level =

) 
(skeleton) vertex corrections

^ (4)
D czo

non-loop,
non-vertex
corrections=
irreducible
(skeleton)

Figure l4-1. Compton Scattering: Feynman Diagrams Including 2nd Order Corrections

The first row in Fig. 14-1 represents the two 1't order sub-amplitudes we have seen before. The
second row includes all the 2nd order corrections that can be made to the first diagram of the first
row via loop and vertex corrections, including those to external particles as well as the propagator.
The second includes all similar corrections for the second diagram in the first row.

In addition to these, there are four other relevant diagrams, shown in the last row, which do not
have propagator or vertex loops. The first two of these show virtual photons linking the incoming
and outgoing fermions. The last two depict a situation we hinted at in Chap. 9, but did not show
explicitly there. That is, we can have internal fermion triangles as shown, with the same incoming
and outgoing particle states.

We will discuss the last four diagrams of Fig. 14-1 first, but before that, we need to define two
classes of Feynman diagrams, which are handled differently while renormalizing. The first,
represented by the middle two rows in Fig. 14-1 contain propagator/vertex loops and are called
reducible diagrams. The second class, represented in the first and last rowso are called irreducible
(or skeleton) diagrams and contain no propagator or vertex loops. The word "reducible" is used
because reducible diagrams can be reduced to irreducible diagrams by removing the loops. For
example, if we take the loop out of any diagram in row two, we get the 1*t diagram of row one.

Caution: Some authors define these terms somewhat differently. See footnote, pg. 354.

74.1.1 The Incoming to Outgoing Linking Virtual Photon Contribution
The first diagram in the last row, via Feynman rules with k" as the virtual photon four

momentum, has the amplitude

,t4[i!r * (rrs)o 
1 

ao n"a,. (p') f rs, (p' - p - k' + k - k') e p (u)yf *

rsr ( p-k" +k)f er(r<)is" (p-k")iDpodUr')t'r,(p).
Isolate the integral part and power count to determine the maximum possible divergence to get

Reducible vs

irreducible
diagrams

Amplitude for
CI-8 digram

b
----r

\-
^(4) \
Dcr-r

\

\^,0,
) ce-r

\=\^-=\==\{*^\--\ +l
st'l ,\ s!'1 .\ ssl .\l srl ,\ ,Sl ,\ sfl ,\f,.ou.rur.

+ =+=}-+^ + =Lls8ll \ s31., \ s3), \ ,3]., \s31., \ ,f), J

^ 
(4)

Dcrs

(14-1 )
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I

=J p-k"+k-k')-m+ie (,iWW
ror rarse ft' , = #iifto^r=zn2l#,- ")t dk' --Znz i ,* targe k'.

So this contribution is finite (before even considering renormalization). By doing Prob. Z, you
can show that the second diagram in the last row of Fig. 14- 1 also leads to a finite contribution to
the total amplitude. These results parallel what we discussed in Chap. 9, pgr. 261-262,,.Other
Diagrams" section.

After determining the contributions from the other diagrams, more problematic since most

involve divergent integrals, we should rightfully add in th" /r/#!*, and fu{?-r contributions.
However, we will find that these contributions are negligible compared to those in the 2nd and 3'd
rows of Fig. l4-1 and can, at second order, be ignored.
Bottom line: The amplitudes for the first two diagrams in the last row of Fig. l4-l are finite and
negligible at2"d ordeicompared to the other diagrams.

74.7,2 The Triangle Dingrams Contribation
Note that the last diagram of Fig. l4-l can be expressed in a different, but completely

equivalent, way. That is, as we saw in Chap. 13, Prob. 3, the order of vertex events can be shown in
different time order (time progresses from left to right here) without changing the mathematical
expression of the associated Feynman amplitude. For the last diagram in Fig. l4-1, switching time
ordering of the last to occur vertex with the first to occur vertex is shown in fig. l4-2. The RHS of
that figure is identical mathematically to the LHS.

s3l' ^ 
(4)

bczo

Figure l4-2. Equivalent Triangle Diagrams

Thus, the last diagram of Fig. l4-l can be re-drawn to look like the next to last diagram in the
same figure, except that the directions of the fermion propagator arrows are reversed. A virtual
fermion in one figure is a virtual anti-fermion in the other, and vice versa.

Recall from our original derivation of the Dirac particle propagator (see Chap. 4 (4-125) and (4-
126), pg. 118) that the propagator for an anti-fermion has the opposite sign of the fermion. So
switching fermion and anti-fermion propagators introduces a minus sign intoihe total amplitude for
each such switch. There are three switches in going from the next to last diagram in Fig. i4-l to the
RHS of Fig. 14-2. Since (-1)3 - - 1, the amplitudes for the two diagrams are the same except for
sign. So, when added, they cancel exactly, and we don't have to consider them anymore.

This procedure holds true for any fermion triangle in any interaction. This can be generalized,
according to Furry's theorem.

Furry's theorem: Diagrams containing an all fermion sided polygon having an odd number of sides
always occur in pairs, and the contributions of such pairs to the total amplitude cancel out.
Bottom line for Compton : The triangle diagrams in Fig. 14-1 can be ignored. With the results of
Sect. 14.1.1, this means all skeleton (irreducible) diagrams for Compton yield finite amplitudes.

I
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14. 7.3 The Divergent Contributions
The remaining 2nd order in adiagrams in Fig. l4-I are reducible, i.e.o they all contain photon

self energy, fermion self energy, or vertex corrections, which all yield divergent integrals, as we saw
in earlier chapters. As we contended in those earlier chapters as a general principle, the only
divergent integrals we will have to deal with, and renormalize, in this specific case of Compton
scattering, are those three. This result can be generalized to any interaction.' Much of the remainder
of this chapter will deal with incorporating these three integrals into our renormalization process.

Bottom line: Only reducible diagrams yield divergent integrals and thus, divergent amplitudes.

14.1.4 The Second Order Total Amplitude
The total amplitude to 2od order (in ao) is then

14,2 Renormalizing 2"d Order Divergent Amplitudes

14.2.1 Steps of Renormalization
In the prior chapter, we have already done quite a bit of work towards our goal of renormalizing

our divergent amplitudes to make them finite. This work is summanzed in columns (I) to (VIII) of
Wholeness Chart I4-4 at the end of this chapter (starting on pg. 368). Those columns deal directly,
and independently, with the self energy and vertex correction terms only. Starting in column (IX),
which is new material, we use those results to renormalize the divergent sub-amplitudes of (14-3).

We review the prior chapter results of columns (I) to (VIII) immediately below.

(I) Feynman Diagram Modifrcation
Column (I) of Wholeness Chart 14-4 shows the modifications at 2nd order to the propagator,

external particle line, and vertex portions of Feynman diagrams. (See Chap. 13.)

Note that for the fermion self-energy, for completeness, we show both the bare fermion mass rn6
case (A) and the renormalized mass m case (B). However, in terms of developing the theory, we are
getting a little ahead of ourselves, as strictly speaking, we cannot know the m case (B) until we
proceed through to column (VIII) in the fermion row. So for blocks (II) to (VII) in the fermion row,
we will stick strictly to ms case (A) in our fermion propagators iSr, and think in terms of the
Feynman diagrams for mg case (A). Once we know the theory, of course, we can use either case (A)
or case (B), as we see fit.

For the external line correction, we only show the renormalized m case (B), simply because the
derivation is easier in that case. But to do that, if we are developing our theory from scratch, keep in
mind that we need to proceed through the fermion row to mass renormalization before starting on
the external line correction derivation.

(II) Propagator, Leg, Vertex Modification
Column (II) shows the additions one must make to the propagatoro external line, and vertex to

the mathematical representations of the associated Feynman diagra.ms. Here we use the symbols for
the divergent integrals introduced at the beginning of bnap. t3,i7p'1k) , E(p), ana tPg, p1.

(III) Loop Integral
Here we explicitly express the integrals nq'(k),E(p), ana t(qp,p) interms of bare propagators.

(IV) Most General Form of the Loop Integrals
We did not spend a great deal of time in Chap. 13 on the most general form possible for the self

energy integrals. We did examine this closely for the vertex correction in Sect. 13.5, pgs. 331-332,
and we alluded to it for the fermion self-energy near the end of the same section. We note that in the
process of evaluating the integrals, certain parts of the photon expression in this and the next

Only reducible
diagrams have
divergent
amplitudes

True in general

Adding amplitudes

Wholeness Chart
l4-4 summarizes
steps of zn't order
renormalization

Columns (l) to
(VIII) cover
previous chapter

Column (l) shows
diagrams to 2nd

order for
propagators,
external particles,
and vertex

Column (ll)
shows mathfor
column (I) with
symbols for loops

Column (lll)
defines loop
symbols

Column (lV)
shows most
generalform of
loop integral

' Fot a proof, see F. Mandl & G. Shaw, Quantum Fietd Theory,1*t Ed. (Wiley 1984), pgs. 216-218.
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column do not appear in the final result. (See the next chapter.) Terms in the most general
expression can, but do not need to, occur in any given specific .aie.

As noted in Chap. 13, we can express the general form for X (p) in terms of (/ - rh) or(y-m).ftte development can be done with either, as the expression is general in nature and not
constrained to either choice. However, using the form with m makes the development easier, so that
is what we do here. This may be a little confusing, as we continue to .*pr.r, the fermion
propagator, in subsequent column (VI), in terms of ms. The propagator is a specific, previously
derived relation, but E (p) atthis point is still generic.

_ We do not spend much time on these general forms at Znd order, as via regularization we obtain
the specific forms needed. However, they will help us later in renorm alizingtJnigner orders.
(V) Series Expansion of the Loop Integrals

The general forms of column (lV) are here expressed as Taylor series.expansions. The photon
relation is expanded in powers of k'; the fermion one, in powers of (/ - *). 'ih.r. expansions will
be found (Chap. 15) to contain divergent and convergent terms, the iitter la6eled with zubs ci,pt,,c,, .

(VI) Putting Expansions (V) into Propagator, Leg, Vertex Modifications (II)
Here we insert the Taylor expansion of the loop integrals of column (V) into the 2nd order

correction relations for the propagators and vertex of column (II). For the fermion case (14-6), we
use the operator relation derived in Chap. 13,

1 --L* *u*.*u*u**... A,B anvoperators (;:;Jl;*;:.:J#13,';;l), 04_4)A_B A'
with operators A = / - ma and B = ieo2l(p) of column (V). Note rhe denominator for iSz{d (p) i,
an approximation, since we only used the first two terms in the RHS of (l 4-4) to obtain it. We
sweep this approximation under the rug in our analysis by using the superscript notation et2ndn,

meaning higher order terms are ignored.

/ :*o : 4e* 4 (/ - *) B + 4 (/ * *)8 
" 

+ te

-m
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Column (V)
contains series
expansionform
of loop integrals

Column (VI) puts
expansions of (V)
into math of (II)

(r4-s)

Evaluate fermion
propagator using
operator relation
( I4-4) above

(14-6) Renormalize
mass in the
process

Get relations for
all quantities with
tree level and
2"d order parts

The external line relations, like all the others in this column, were derived in Chap. 13.
To second order, we then have from column (VI)

iD?#pg,)= #( r -$e'-4n,),
$- ! te ri- zno o6ffioJ

iDF dp&) order contribuiion"

is?o (p)=

.I

/ -m+4(/ -*)n*4U -*)L,+te (y - *)(t + 4B + 4L,)+ i'

(y - m+ te)(+ $a * 4L,)
=#(1 @),

iS r@) order contribution

u?'d (p)= (r - flu)Y' u,(p)=(t?*)" u,(p) = ( 1 - trror)u, (p) =4u, (p)

1;i.,{[* ; (r+,ln)"

same for ulnd (p), ,7"0 (p), ,?'o (p) e4-7)

4o')% eu(k)=(r?'o)/' ,r(r)= t t jy)r, (r.),
lst, 2nd orderoroer (loop)

I

4,'o (u)= (r -
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and

(VII) The Infinite Part of (VI) as A -{ oo

As noted before, we will evaluate the unbounded integrals in the next chapter using
regularization. In that, we determine the value of the integrals in terms of a parameter, typically
ry*bolir.d as A (different from ,( @,p')), whereby in the final result, as A -> oo, the integrai -+ oo.

This column assumes we already know the result of this evaluation (as if we had simply looked it up
in an integral table).

Note that we proved in Chap. 13 that B = L, even though both are unbounded. As we will soon
see, because they are equal, they drop out of our relations, and we will not need to actually
determine their precise form.

(Vm) Fermion Mass nr Renormalization
This column is only applicable to fermions. It was actually already shown in the first line of

(14-6) above.

Here we fold the unbounded value for A in the denominator of is?d (p) into the finite value for

observed, physical mass m by assuming the unobserved, bare mass ffio is also unbounded. This

leaves us with / -m in the denominator instead of /-mn+fie(N= /-lth-dm.Thus, the

fermion mass is renormalized.

With this relationship, we can re-express our Lagrangian in terms of m. That is, in the original
Lagrangian, we substitute m0 = m - 6m. This results in an extra term in the Lagrangian with a factor
of &n. This extra term leads to an extra Feynman diagram, and this is Case (B) in column (I). The
term containing &n is known as the mass counterterm.

This extra Feynman diagram, i.e.o Case (B), was used as the starting point for external fermion
line renormalization in column (I).

End of review

Columns (IX) to (XIII) in Wholeness Chart l4-4 delineate the final steps in renormalization to
2nd order, which we elaborate on below.

(IX) Definitions
In this column we define shorthand symbols for quantities we will see repeatedly. The

abbreviation h.-o_. stands for "higher order". The subscripts indicate association with photons (7),
fermions A, or vertices (V). Other authors typically use subscript numbers 3, 2,, and 1, respectively,
for these, but I feel the alternative symbols used here make it easier to keep track of which relation
is related to which entity.

We note that because.B = L, then

(14-e)

(14-10)

(14-r r)

(14-12)

(X) Amplitude Determination
We will now examine assembling a second order (in a) amplitude, given the foundation we have

built for ourselves in Chaps. 12 and 13, and in this chapter. We start with our example from earlier
in the chapter of Compton scattering.

Compton Scattering Amplitude
We now want to express the tree level and divergent sub-amplitudes summation of (14-3) for

Compton scattering in a convenient form.

Chapter 14. Renormalization: Putting It All Together

yt"a (p,p') = TP (t + fir) + 4^f - ( lyP 4r.+ 4,tt
lst, 2nd order (loop)
oroer contribution

z?"0 - 1- fie'

Z?"0 - 1- 4n - + (ignore h.o. terms on RHS, athndorder)
1+ efiB

z3"o *t+$L

z?"0 -tt z.|nn

(14-8)

Column (VII)
shows the result
of regularizing
the infinite parts,
as if we took
them from
integral tables

Column (VIU)
summarizes mass

renormalization

The effect of using
m, instead of mA,

in .C summarized
in Column (l),
Case B

End of material
from prior
chapters

I New material

Column (lX)
defines symbols
that include the
unbounded
quantities

Column (X)
summarizes using
the above to
assemble an
amplitude (see

below)
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,r/P */,41) + i-[i!,*7-[!-, (r4-r3)

tree level, finite contain divergent integrals

[rt's begin by examining just the first way for Compton scattering, which we have denoted with
subscripts Cl. It may help to follow the diagrams in Fig. 14-1 as we progress.

,,4[? .i.[l), =',4[? * u[L * ,r/X!r+.. . + ,w[i), (14,14)
i

From using Feynman's rules or referring back to (8-64), pg.228, we have

,t4[? ) = -d n,, (p') € t,,,, 
(k') f is o ( p + k) er,, (k) f ,, (p) . (14-15)

345
Look at tree level
plus divergent
parts of Compton
amplitude to 2'd
order

Start with adding
sub-amplitudes
of first way of
Compton
scattering

Tree level
amplitude

Sub-amplitude

for each 2'd
order (loop)
contribution

Keep in mind: L,
& A.r or, ,pfno)
quantities.A', B,

L are scalars

Then, for the remaining seven amplitudes of ( 14-14), where we use the 2nd order (loop) relations
of (14-5) to (14-8) , we have

'1, = -&0i,,(p')to,,,(u')f is,(p*t ) (- tfio')rr,, (u) /u,(p) (14-16),L/t;

zffir
photon contribution

,r4[i), = -4i,, (p')ep,,,(u')f is, (p * n)rr,,(u)/ (- +At),,, (n) (14-17)

'"t,Bif,'J"(L%",LLBlf H''

,,4[i!, - -&0i,, (p')eo,,, (u') fis" (p * k)(-'38 - fiL,),r,,, (u){ u, (p) (14-18)

',1!o = -48,, (n') (- *&e,)ro,, g') f is, (p + k)€r,, (u)/ u, (p) (r4-re)/r/i
zffi

photon contribution

'lr=-4 F +Au)or, (n') eo,,,(k')ypise (p*t)rr,,(u)y'u,(p) e4-20)Mi' 
^ffiurelectron contribution

tu [i!, - -r|i,, (p'),p,,, (u')f is, (p + k)eu,. (x) (f 4t+ fih,),, (p) (4-2t)
z"i*ofr.rt* r"ipl

,,41i!, - -r|n,, 7p)t0,,,(k') (roSr+ fiLt) rr. (p * rr)r,,,(k)r"r, (p) (4-22)

znffil
contribution

Adding (14-15) through (14-22) as in (14-14), and noting that A', B, and L are scalars whereas

X 
" 

and tl'! Uave hidden spinor indices (and must therefore stay in the same location relative to
other spinor type entities)1, we get

' Actually, to be precise, B is a scalar multiplied by the identity matrix in spinor space. So, B commutes
with all spinor space entities (spinors or gamma matrices) and can be treated just like a scalar.
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'u[? 
.i.[i], =(' - tda'- *4r-gn- i,!e'- tdu+41+gr)x

(-dan (p') e 0,,, (u') f is, ( p * t )ru,, (k ) / r, b))

tuN)

- 4i,, (p)to,,'(x'\yurs, (p + t )(-4r,,)uu,, (t )/ u,(p) 04-23)

- 4i r, (p') e 1r,,, (u') yu is, ( p + *) €r,, (k) 4 ,'',. 

", 
(p)

- 48,, (p') t o,t $') &ttt,sr ( p + k) tr,, (k) y' u, (p).

where the last three lines are finite (and so is the factor shown in the second row). Ignoring higher
order terms and using our newly defined symbols, we can re-write (14-23) as

'u[?.f M[l!,=

F - +',4o') (,- +48) (t-&,n)(t- tde') (,- +48) (t+ $r)(+ Sr), (14-24)

-. -- 17 
!---y------..J\-/-.Jr-----a-----J u-\--.J

(ti,o)Y, (t?*)k z?"0 (t7*)/, (r?*)% zfina zfrna

( 1- r

l -rdr,, \p')rr,,,(k')( f + 4,t( )ttr ( p + kt(t - 42,)t, r @(/ + 4L'")r, tn)l
I *-++ \----a.-----J 

II ti,!!* ,r1r!,Y"0 @+*) fny,o 
)\. 2"n,

We define quantities in the last line of (14-24) that will be useful. To help keep notation straight,
note that the "Mod" script designates only the convergent parts (first and second order) of (14-5) to
(14-8).

Using these new symbols, we can express (14-24) more succinctly as

Re-expressing
using new Z
symbols and

(14-25) "Mod" scriPts

Add all of above
sub-amplitudes

lJse 2'd order
approximation,
ignoring higher
order terms, to
re^arcange
above addition

Now the relation
has certain

factors that we
defined in prior
column

Fermion and
vertex Zfactors
cancel leaving
onty Zl'd in front

Fermion and
vertex Zfactors
cancel in second
way for
Compton, too

)
(p * t )ru,, (k)/",,,uoau, (p) l,

2nd )

t#'*"o,r,o

where the last line is a modified parallel to our tree level amplitude. That is, it is the same form as

the first order (in a) expression but with modified expressions for the vertices and propagator. The
RHS of the top row contains divergent quantities, the bottom row, all convergent quantities.

From (14-12),the fermion and vertexZfactars in (14-25) cancel out leaving

,,4[?) .ir[l), = zl'd *{2,) (14-26)
e11Mod,Znd

Note that the fermion and vertex factors cancel because B = L, which resulted from the original
Ward identity. t This, as noted before is a great blessing, as we no longer have to worry about the
infinities introduced by higher order fermion and vertex corrections. They drop out of the theory.

You can show that we get a similar relation to (14-26) for the ?no way for Compton scattering
(indicated with the subscript C2)by doing Prob. 3. This relation is

' Note that instead of factoring, as we did in going from ( 14-23) to (14-24), we could have simply added
the terms in the first line of (14-23) that have Bs and Ls in them. All such terms would have cancelled
with one another, leaving no B or L infinities to deal with. We did the factoring in (14-24) instead,
because that is how you will find most other authors do it, and hopefully there will be less confusion
when making comparisons between texts.

tu\? .i.[l), =(r?*)('?"0)' (t3*)' *
i
( e1,Mod

| -4r r (p') t o,,, (k') r!, uoaisY
t tnd
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But here we have
photon
propagator
modification

,,4[tr). i rv[!-, = yzr*a 11(z)

That is, the fermion and u"n"* z rujr*, a.op ou,,r,"r"'ffi. Additionally, our vertex and
propagator modifications to the tree level amplitude are the same as those in (14-Z), though the nee
level amplitude itself for the 2d way for Compton scattering has somewhat different form.-
Moller Scatterin g Examole

Note that in (14-24) we get a factor of fi for the fermion propagator, one of Zf;'d for every M4ller scattering

vertex, one (zld )yt 
n, 

"u"t "xtemal 
fermion, an a on" (zfd )% rcreach extemal photon. We also t::::#;:;t#

es Mod

get iSTd replacing the tree level fSp, and u TfrModreplacing each treelevel yp.
2nd

In M0ller scattering, shown in Fig. l4-3, the same things occur, but additionally, for the photon
pfopagator we get the replacement

eo Mod

iDrp,(t) * iDyf, (t)= iDpp,(k)(l - 4n,) .

Pz

Figure l4-3. Mgller Scattering (Two Ways to Occur at Tree Level)

By adding diagrams to 2nd order in a, the amplitude for the first way of Mpller scattering, in
parallel with (14-24), turns out to have Zfactors for each of the four external fermions, the photon
propagator, and the two vertices, in addition to having modified photon propagator and modified
veftex. The amplitude is thus, with the subscript 83 symbolism of Chap. 8 (8-68),

tu*:r). i ,u[!-, = (r?"0 )(t?* l"' (r?* )"' (r?* )"' (r?* )"' z3,o ztr o *
i

Fermion an"d

vertex Zfactors
cancel in ftrst
way for Mqller,
just like in
Compton

(14-2e)

(14-27)

(14-28)

P2

(U, * tvi ) (0, 
" 

6 
u,, (p r ) D# : 

d 

(k ),,; @:z) y'^ u 
" 
0,,, rv rt)

.x)
eg Mod,Znd

- z?" (t?*)' (r3*)' .[i) = t?* ul?

For the second way for Mouer scattering to occur, i: 
"Ttl:tltiifashion, 

*':f:''"0

,vll) .'intr?-, =r?* ulo)
i es Mod,2nd

Generalizing to Any Scattering Amplitude
It turns out that in every second order amplitude calculation, the fermion and vertex factors in

the divergent terms cancel and leave the photon factor Zf,nd as our only divergent quantity.

Additionally, in every such amplitude we merely substitute the ?nd order modified relations of

(14-30)

Same thing in
second way for
Mlller scattering

Fermion and
vertex Zfactors
cancel in every
type amplitude
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(14-24) and (14-28) for propagators and vertices in the tree level amplitude to get the modified
amplitude.

By doing Prob. 4, you can show that this same thing is true for Bhabha scattering.

Bottom line: In the divergent parts of our second order amplitude, for any type of QED scattering,
the divergent fermion factor(s) will cancel with the divergent vertex factor(s), leaving only a photon

divergent factor Z?"0 . The remainder of the amplitude can be found by substituting (finite)

modifications to the propagator and vertex relations for those in the tree level amplitude.

(XI) Cancellation of Z Factors
In this column we simply note the first sentence of the Bottom line summary above.

(XII) Charge Renormalization
For Compton scattering, first way, we have

M[?.i tu\i!,=r?* u[?)
(14-31)

i es Mod ,Znd

. ( e^uMod )
= (r - 4l)41-on (p')rp,r,(k')r!,uoais!d (p+t)ev,r(k)f,,,uoa,s(n) 

|\. i"a 2nd )

Onfu Z factor
remaining in
every type of
amplitude is the

photon one

We renormalize
charge, same for
every case, by

- 2nd
mcludmg Ly
in definition of
physical charge

Just use e2 in
place of esz at

front of
amplitude for
every interaction

from now on

But propagator
and vertex mods

still have egz at
this point

We now renormalize charge, as we saw in Chap. 12.

4Q - 4 $ - 4z?'o ='2 =measured charge squared, or

,o(r - +4b = r1(z?'n )% =, = measured charge.

The bare charge es is zero, but e, due to the infinite quantity A', is finite and what we measure.
Using the value for A' of column (VII), we find e is a function of the energy level at which the
charge measurement is made. (See Chap. 12.)

.(
rimit fil',4zb,k*+ o(4)) = 

Xg"8 
*Xi* *zu,nL+Xg* "(4)=,' 

(r,). (14-33)
A-+- \ -T

Moreover, every reaction we encounter will have the factot (1- 4O')r3 in the 2nd order

amplitude, as does (14-31).

Bottom line: So, from now on we can simply replace (t- {O')efr with ,' in 
"u"ry QED amplitude

calculation to 2nd order, and our total amplitude to that order will be finite. We need to keep in mind
that e depends on energy level (modestly via a log dependence).

(Xm) Substitution in Tree Amplitude to Get Amplitude to 2nd Order
One might expect we could then simply substitute the modified relations defined in the last row

of (14-24) and (14-28), i.e.,
esMod

is?o (p*t)=is' Q+t)(,-"3t")
yp . _]t +&Lft er', Mod

2nd

es Mod

iD?/, (t)= iDrp,(ft)(r -r|n,)

(t4-32)

(14-34)

into (14-31) and other amplitudes, and all would be well. The issue is the e6 found in each, which as

we just saw, we now define as equal to zero. In such case, the relations of (14-34) would be none
other than our tree level relations. However, experiment tells us (as we will see two chapters hence)
that doing so does not give us the correct amplitude.

The resolution is this. The parts of (1 4-34) with egz factors arose from 2nd order corrections to
first order propagators and vertices. These are actually themselves modified by 3'd and higher order
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(in a) corrections. That is, all that we have done here to correct a tree level Compton (or other)
scattering amplitude to the next highest order, must also be done for these parts. See all but one of
the sub-diagrams needed for this correction in Fig. 14-4. (Prob. 5 asks you to find the last one.)

Figure l4-4, Next Higher Order Corrections to Photon Propagator

This process parallels what we have done in going from l't to 2nd order, and in doing it, one finds

afurthercorrection toe1zlikethat of (14-32).Thatis,afactorof Zzr"d arisesinfrontof the eszin
(14-34). Thus, we can use the same charge renormalization of (14-32) in (14-34). We incorporate
that, by defining modified propagators and vertices without es script notation,

Mod

islo (p*rr)=isr b*tt(t- r'2,)

ffi", - Ytt + ez t\f
2nd

Mod

iD!l,(r) = iD p p,(k)(l - r'n,).

We also define a new symbol for the modified amplitude ,U[?) , now using physical charge
Mod,2nd

throughout, including relations (1a-35) instead of (14-34). Compare below with (14-31)

'v[?. i rr/X), * yf;^a ,44Q)
e() Mod,2nd

(14-36)

Similar definitions hold for the second way of Compton scattering (with Cl -+ C2 above) and
any other type of scattering (e.9., above Cl -+ Bl, the first way of Bhabha scattering).

Bottom line: To re-normalize any (otherwise unbounded) interaction amplitude to 2nd order in a,in
the tree level amplitude make the substitutions

. es+ e(k)

. iSp, yF, iDppv+ (l 4-35) above.

74.2.2 Two Routes From Tree to Renormalized, Amplitude
The route we took here to renormalization comprised adding all of the sub-amplitudes for each

diagram in Fig. 14-1, i.e., adding all of (14-15) through (14-22). This is the proper merhod of
finding amplitudes that include higher orders, as we learned in Chap. 8 that whenever we have
multiple Feynman diagrams with the same incoming and outgoing states, we add the amplitudes
from each diagram to get the total amplitude.

However, it is common to do something somewhat different, and it may be good to understand
the difference, so you are not confused when comparing treatments by other authors. The alternative
approach entails simply substituting the relations (14-5) to (14-8) directly into rhe tree level
amplitude in place of iSp, f , iDrp*, u,i,,v,i, and eo .

In the first approach (above) we add all amplitudes from all relevant diagrams, where each
diagram is either first or second (or higher) order. In the alternative approach, the "short cut" route

(14-35)

349

But propagator
and vertices have
even higher
order corrections
not taken into
account yet

When we take
corrections
beyond2nd order
into account, eg

+ e in these

modffications

So we redefine
the modffications
with e instead

of eo

Renormalizing
the originalty
unbounded sub-
amplitudes
meanseg+e&
propagators and
vertices + mod

There are two,
essentially
equivalent,
routes to find
higher order
amplitudes

(
= (r - 4o')41-on (p')rp,,
____\

e-

Mod \
, (t ') rfr"oisfd (p + t )ev ,r (k) fuoaus(p) I = .M[?)

2nd 2nd ) Mod,2nd
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(below), one simply substitutes, in the single tree level amplitude, the expression for each
propagatoro vertex, and external particle that includes first and second (and higher if considered)
corrections. That is, one substitutes the relations (14-5) to (14-8) into the tree level amplitude in
place of the tree level values for each propagator, vertex, and external particle.

Because of the 2nd (and higher) order approximations involved, the second, short cut approach is
essentially the same as the first, formal approach. But it is the first that is actually the precise way,
via the rules of QFT, to construct an amplitude to higher order.

These two approaches are summarized in Wholeness Chart 14-1.

Wholeness Chart l4-1. Two Routes to Renormalization

Formal. proper route (above) Short cut route (see Sect. 14.2.3 below)

(This way actually derived from formal route
and is an approximation of that route.)

Use only tree amplitude and substitute.Add tree + higher order amplitudes.

See (14-15) to (14-22). To tree amplitude, simply substitute relations

Use only higher order contribution in each higher (14-5) to (14-8), which include 1*t and higher

order amplitude. order parts, for each propagator, each vertex,

Summary of the
two routes

E.g., for diagram with fermion propagator self
energy use fermion propagator

,sr ( p)(-48 - 4r,) .

I
Obtain summation amplitude as in (14-23)

\rF
Re-arrange amplitude, via approximations, to have factors such as

z7'o = (r - ,3u) una islfi"' = (t - $>,)is,
as in (14-24).

J

Cancel Z?"0 and Z|'d factors leaving t?* ,V[?),,*
e1, Mod,2nd

I
Renormalize via zl,nd $ - tz

14.2.3 The Alternative Route (Short Cut Method)

As noted above, instead of adding all of the first and second order diagram sub-amplitudes as we
did in (14-13) to (14-23) to get (14-24), we can instead get (14-24) (to high approximation) by
simply substituting (1a-5) to (14-8) directly into the tree level amplitude (14-15).

and each external particle.

E.g., for tree fermion propagator substitute

is?"d (p)=,sr,( il(-$n - rAL,).

(14-37),w[? =-d fr,, (p')ep,,,k) f t sr (p+k)q,,(u) / us (p).
JJJ.l.JJJ
rrt,na *09 t,o s?!'t 4:! fl.,a u?nd

-+ -'3(t- + 4u)4, (p')(t - + fie')e0,,, (k')*

(t * f 4r+$^t)tt"( p+k)(t-fiu'4r,)"

which to 2nd order is

f- $4e')r,,,(k)(/ + / 4L+ $^iXt- +48),, (p),

(r4-38)
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= (r - t4o') ('- +4u)('-,fiuX r- |'fie') ('- *,tu) (t. dr)(r+ gr)x
g----J \-.+ \--J \--J

(t\'u)/' Vy"o)/' 27* (z7,uy, Piir)l i3* zy,u

(-4rr (p')rp,,,(k')(f * 4,tt),ro b * n)(t- flx,)rr,r@({ * 4,ti),, (n)l 
(14-3e),*^w-w)

\
This is the same as (14-24), so

(14-3s)* r,4[?) *f*{i!, , ( 14-40)

and we can use either method (route) to get the Compton first way amplitude to 2"d order. Similar
logic leads to use of either route for all types of amplitude highe. order corrections. The second,
alternative route is generally much quicker and easier.

14.3 The Total Amptitude to 2"d Order
From (14-3), the total Compton scattering amplitude to second order is then the finite value

Mcompton =,,r+;, * tu+;, + | h[i!,+ f ru[;L, + tt tlila + *t[?_r(?) * /411) .F ,,rA:!,.'i ,4,A:),*ru!l) !1)" * ,u!!)'ii6 + tu+;6(q)
. v vlz VZVall ways i i

tntqltno4 \--..--l + \---------.---..-.Jtotaltoe,l ;;G;ffitu contain divergent integrals finite using ef

finite using ea, negligible
(t4-4t)

.rr/X) + ,u[1)
Mod ,Znd Mod,Znd

The sub-amplitudes ,r*i!r u"a M[lL3 originally had factors of es4 (see (1  -t)),but in similar
manner as discussed for column (XIII) in the prior section, higher order corrections modify this to
to. ,They are then of hSher order in e than the other terms in ihe last line of (14-41), which are of
order e", and can, at 2no order, be ignored.

Thus, for any type of interaction in general, the renormalized amplitude to 2nd order is
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MGeneric
all ways
roral ro €fi

J'l

tree level contain divergent integrals

jrgr'"el_ finite using ea, negligible

#ways

u[!,
j Mod,Znd

Not only is (14-42) then finite, but its substitution

26), pg. 326, yields (to 2nd order accuracy) the actual
More on this in Part Four of this book.

14.4 Renormalization to Higher Orders: Oar Approach
As you have seen, it has taken us two and a half fair sized chapters to develop renorrnalization to

second order. As you may imagine, developing it to higher orders takes even more space, time, and
effort, as the number of Feynman graphs, and their complexity, increases dramatically and rapidly at
each higher order.

Thus, in this book, we will not show every necessary step in so doing in detail, but rather
provide a streamlined, systematic overview of the procedure. This proceduraparallels what we did
for the second order case and so, hopefully, will be relatively transparent and make sense logically.

finite using e2

+ Z*r[!",-r + triangle diagrams
j,k\------J +
finite using ef cancel out

(14-42)

Z-[!,,-r
j,k Mod,2nd

in the transition amplitude 
^5,6 equation (13-

probabilit y lS1,l2 for the interaction to occur.

+ tulilr * M[?-r
Mod,Znd Mod ,Znd

The total
amplitude for
Compton
scattering to 2'd
order in a6

In the original
sub-amplitudes
thnt were finite,
€oleaswell,
due to higher
order corrections

These are then
higher order in e
and negligible at
and ,z oraer

The total
amplitude for
qny type
scattering to 2'd
order in as

Renormalization
to nth order

We will outline
the procedure
here without
extensive detail

cancel out
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The understanding gained by this approach should provide a reasonable foundation for i) moving
on to applications in Part Four and thereafter drawing this book to a close, and ii) studying higher
order renormalization in detail when, and if, the need arises in your career.

Many other texts provide in depth development of higher order renormali zation. The purpose of
this text is to get you grounded in the fundamentals of QF-f, and not get bogged down in
complications along the way. It is easier grinding through the details after one knows basic
theoretical principles, rather than while one is trying to assimilate them.

14.5 Higher Order Renormalization Example: Compton Scattering

We begin, parallel to what we did at second order, by considering an exarnple, Compton
scattering, now to arbitrarily high order n. ln addition to the two first order and 18 second order
Feynman diagrams of Fig. l4-1 (pg. 340), we have many additional diagrams, the actual number of
which depends on the order n being considered.

\-
e-

\-
s!,1 o\

\ 1- U-*\t-
l-j- '1- l-1" "1- ) t-j' '-\- q

_-t \ j'\- \ {j'(- \ \
-- --r- a -/ -\ \- J *\

*\ '*L-,r 
\ 

\^,- 
\

I o,oo",
l4th order

)
I

>rmproper

) 
4th order

I Ilnrte,

lPtoP"t,
I 3rd & 4th

J o.ders

+ higher orders + 2nd way, all orders

Figure l4-5. Compton Scattering Showing Some Higher Order Feynman Diagrams

The first row, represented by Fig. 14-l includes all the 1't and 2nd order diagrams we have seen
before. The second and third rows show certain (not all) 3'd order diagrams. ihe fourth and fifth
rows show certain (not even close to all) 4th order diagrams. Rows two to five contain diagrams
whose amplitudes diverge. The sixth row illustrates some (not all) of the finite amplitude diagrams
for 3'd and 4tn order. These do not contain any of the divergent loop diagrams. The last row indicates
we also have to consider the second way for Compton scattering to occur plus orders higher than 4ft,
if we are including them. We don't even include triangle, pentangle, etc diagrams because, due to
Furry's theorem, they all cancel out.

In Fig. 14-5 we introduce another category for distinguishing Feynman diagrams, proper vs
improper. Note that improper diagrams have at least one virtual particle or external line from the
tree diagram replaced with consecutive, side-by-side loop corrections, whereas proper diagrams do
not. This distinition will help us in renorm alizing amplitudes to 3'd and highe. ord.r* tn l-p-pr.

Compton
scattering to
nth order

Proper vs
improper
diagrams

^ 
(6)

bc1-fin1 ^ 
(6)

Dc1-fin2 ^ 
(8)

Dc1-fin3
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graphs, at least one propagator or external line from the tree graph becomes a composite of two or
more proper propagators aligned sequentially. An improper propagator can be split into proper
propagators. See Wholeness Charts l4-2 (2"o and 3rd columnso next to last row) and l4-3 below. 

-
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Wholeness Chart l4-2. Types of Feynman Diagrams

Graph Type Examples Counter Examples Definition Use Chapter

Connected

connected

, ^^,C^ .

same diagram

unconnected

All lines connected to
all others

Feynman rules
apply only to

connected
diagrams

8

Topologically
Distinct

topologically
distinct

topologically
similar

Changing vertex label
does not yield

topologically di stinct
diagram

Eliminates l/n!
factor of Dyson-
Wicks amplitude

expansion in
Feynman rules

8

Irreducible
(Skeleton)

irreducible
(skeleton graph)

reducible

Ineducible = no self
energy or vertex mod

parts.

Reducible = self energy
or vertex mod part(s). If

remove all, becomes
ineducible.

Ineducible are

finite.

Reducible are oo

(before
renormalization).

14

Proper n-O^-\1\

proper diagrams

1-i+-
rA^ ,''iA-, cut

.,"' n-z here

improper diagrams

Cannot split into proper
graphs by cutting

internal line.
(Improper propagators

are composites of
adjacent proper ones.)

Renormalization
for order > zod.

14

Primitively
Divergent

(not in this
text, included
because in
other texts)

if cut here

,\-/i^

primitive divergence

get this

convergent

non-primitive
divergence

get this

stilldivergent

Divergent graph which
is converted to a

convergent graph if any
internal line is cut

(replaced by 2 external
lines)

All divergent
graphs made of

one or more
primitive

divergences. Used
to prove that only

reducible
diagrams diverge.

Not in
this text

Wholeness Chart 14-2 is provided to organi ze and summarize the various types of Feynman
diagrams we have dealt with and are now dealing with. The last row depicts yet inother rut.gory
called primitively divergent diagrams, which we will not discuss herein, We include thern for
completeness and because you will probably run into them elsewhere. Primitively divergent
diagrams are used to prove that only reducible diagrams diverge. See footnote on page 342.



Ime[ucible (Skeleton)
(no loops, finite)

Reducible
(loops, infinite)

Tree Diagram Non-tree Diagrams Non-composite Composite

Proper Proper Proper Improper

Examples
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14.5.7 The nth Order Total Compton Amplitude
The total amplitude to nth order in q is then

Mcompton = /zl'(?) * tu/\?) *f,\z) - SC2 ,L
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Wholeness Chart !4-3. Comparing Certain Types of Feynman Diagramst

all ways

total to e6" tree level, finite,
ineducible

contain divergent integrals,
reducible

finite,
irreducible

Adding amplitudes

amplitude

Wholeness Chart
I4-4 summarizes
steps of nth order
renormalization

Column (l) shows
diagrams to nth
order for
propagators,
external particles,
and vertex

Column (ll) has

nth order
propagators,
external particles,
and vertex

For n = 2, this reduces to (14-41).

74,6 Renormalizing nth Order Divergent Amplitudes

74.6.1 Steps of nth Order Renormalization

The steps for renormalizing to arbitrary order n are summarized in Wholeness Chart l4-5, which
you should follow along with as we proceed in detail through each step below. These steps will
parallel those for 2no order renormalization, summarized in Wholeness Chart 14-4,just above l4-5.

(I) Feynman Diagram Modification
Column (I) of Wholeness Chart 14-5 shows some of the modifications at nth order to the

propagator, external particle line, and vertex portions of Feynman diagrams. We have split them
into proper and improper diagrams because it will prove helpful in step (II).

For the fermion case, we show only the bare fermion mass zrg c&se (A) for two reasons: i)
because we don't have enough space to also show the physical mass m case (B), and ii) because,

like the 2nd order case, we use bare mass in the development 
. of the propagator in order to

renormalize mass and replaee m0with m in step (VIII). As for 2no order, in case (A) we have no
mass counterterms in 4 and no additional Feynman diagrams. For case (B) we will have a

renormalized mass and a counterterm in ,C with a factor of &n. This counterterm gives rise to
additional diagrams having an X in fermion propagator lines.

In the external line block, we use the results from the fermion analysis, i.e., we use the physical
mass m case (B). We could use either case (A) or (B) here and get the same results. But taking what
we learned from the fermion step (VIID and using it directly for external fermions is a lot easier. My
general philosophy is that if two ways produce the same results, the easier is the better, and more
efficient, way.

(II) Propagator, L"g, Vertex Modification
Column (II) shows the additions one must make to the propagator, external line, and vertex to

the mathematical representations of the associated Feynman diagrams. L,et's look at each, one at a
time.

I Peskin & Schroeder define irreducible as what we call proper reducible, and reducible as what we call
improper reducible. For a single particle, they use the symbol IPI (one particle ineducible) for what we

would call one particle proper reducible. Mandl & Shaw use the definitions we have here.
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nth Order Photon Propagator

Fig. 14-6 depicts tree level plus some other Feynman diagrams,
corrections, to nth order for the photon propagator.

35s

including certain divergent nth order photon
propaga,tor

Figure 14-6. Photon Propagator: Some of the Higher Order Divergent Corrections

Note the physical fermion mass 6m conections represented by the X symbol in Fig. 14-6 as we
discussed in Chap. l3 and repeated in this chapter in step (VIII) for the 2no order case. The nth order
case, as we will see shortly, has a similar physical mass correction diagram/amplitude.

We define the sum of amplitudes from the last diagram of the first row plus all the diagrams of
the second row in Fig. 14-6, i.e., all the proper diagrams except tree level, as

ifin\in (lr) = sum of 2nd to nthorder proper diagrams for photon propagator. (14-44)

More specifically, where we indicate the symbol np'Qi for the simple loop divergent integral
introduced at the beginning of Chap. 13,

nfi,,(n) = 
&rrJis" 

(p)ypis, (p - n) / ao p . ('?ilj#r;Jf;x#.) Q4-4s)

Then, in correcting the propagator from tree level to nth order, we have, with reference to Fig.
14-6,

iDFdp&):+ iDy\p&)
proper diagrams

iD F qp &) + iD p oo &) iflfif,;, (r<) io , ,o Qr)

tree photon propagator last diagram of lst row plus 2nd row

+ 
!n, *o U<) i&nfio (n) n r,u @,4W)
+ iD, op (k\ i flnfi,, Q<) n r,u &) i$nfh @) to r r, 1n1 finXfi g) io, rB &)

To elaborate, consider we can represent the sum of terms in (14-a5) symbolically as

nfio&) = XP' +YFv + ZFv +... ,

(14-46)

(14-47)

whgSe {' ,"presents the.contribution from the first non-tree level proper diagram of Fig. 14-6
(nP'Qi in this case), YP' ,epresents that of the diagram after that, etc. Then in the 3iil?or" of
(14-46) we would have terms of form

iD r ap (r,) i$nfio (r<) t o r,u Qr) isnf!, (n) io r, o( r ) =

iDr apft)t$x a' iDr 16 ft)ifixn iDr 
ryF $)+io, opQr)iefrx 

a'nrra (k)i$v6n ior np &) + ... (14-4s)

+ iD p oo Q<) ifi x a' iD r 16 &) ietzEn iD r nF(1, ) * ....
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Thus. rhe 3d row of (1446) comprises contributions represented by all the (improper) diagrams in
the3drowof Fig. 14-6. Similar logic holds forthe 4h row of (1446) and the 40 row of Fig. 14-6,

and so on, to the ,rth order diagrams. iDY"p (k) of (1446) therefore represents the photon

propagator corrected to rth order as shown in Fig. 14-6.

nth Order Fermion Propagator

We follow a similar procedure for the fermion propagator as we did for the photon propagator.

Fig. l4-7 shows a few of the proper and the improper corrections to /rth order, where we assume

bare mass m9 (because here we need to derive thi reiation for physical mass m, as we did in the 2d nth ord.er fermion
order case). propagatol

We define the sum of amplitudes ftom the last diagram of the first row plus all the diagrams of
the second row in Fig. 14-7, i.e., all the proper diagrams except tre€ level, as

refrlro (p1 = su- of 2nd to nth order proper cliagrams forfermion propagalor (1449'1

Figure 1.4-7. Fermion Propagator: Some of the Higher Order Divergent Corrections

More specifically, where we indicate the symbol X(p) for the simple loop divergent integral
introduced at the beginning of Chap. 13,

L,,n(d=#!,oroo(n) f isr(p-r,)yf aot + ('}s":#,ilf,ilf."0) (r4-s0)

Then, similar to the photon case, in correcting the fermion propagator from tree level to nth

order, we have

(A) for tA

;sr (p) 
v r/ .* "'lo 

sH' Q)

proper diagrams

= ,sr (p) + tsr.(p) i&Lu,nb)is, (p) (14-s 1)

tree fermion last diagram of I st row
propagator plus 2nd row

+ is F (ilie3L,thb)rsr (p) i&rL,,o(p);so b),*(iX*:T'"11T,?i?')

iSY'(p) of (14-51) therefore represents the fermion propagator corrected to nth order as shown in

Fis. l4-7.

ruth Order External Line Corrections

Fig. 14-8 shows a few higher order corrections to photon and fermion external lines.
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r .' (t5:* 
+ +--r.'r*t-*-r

I Lproperfermion{ *r,t,, +-rr?r+-+.. J
I

L + all improper diagrams

photon t 
o\nnn 5) nnnn + q ,C\ , .,u all other proper diags

L + all improper diagrams

Figure 14-8. External Particles: Some of the Higher Order Divergent Corrections

Note that here we use the physical mass m, which we will deduce in Step (VIID for the fermion
propagator. As in the 2nd order case, we can get the same result using nts ot m,, but the latter is
easier, so we choose it.

Following a parallel procedure to what was done for the photon and fermion propagators to nth
order, we find

,, (p) * 
"i'h 

(p)

= a. (p)+is. (d(tSz*n(p)+i6m)u, (p) + all improper diagrams to nth order, 
04-52)

with analogous results for i, (p),r, (p), and 4 (p) .

For the external photon, we have

€p(k) = tijr 0r)

= eo(k)+iDpop@i4nfh&)uo(r.) * all improper diagrams to nrh order.

nth Order Vertex Corrections

In similar fashion, we can use Fig. l4-9 to find the nth order vertex correction.
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nth order
external line

nth order
vertex

Column (|il)
defines nth order
proper diagrams
integral symbol

)-*-
+ all improper diagrams

Figure l4-9, The Vertex: Some of the Higher Order Divergent Corrections

For the definition

Ar)
+A+ +..

(14-53)

(14-ss)

^#,0( 
p, p')= 

ffi t iD r af (k) f is r (p'

LP(p,p')

Tp > *,r(p, p')= yp + &n#,r(p,p')* (i*nt'"1il:'rt*:')
(III) Loop Integrals

In this column of Wholeness Chart 14-5, we explicitly express the integrals

nfi,.,(t ),E,,t b),Lt,n(p,p') of Q4-45), (14-50), and (14-54), which represent the non-tree level
proper diagrams to nth order.

- r<) yp rs, ( p - k) yF ao r. ('?"*.i;'fiJffi',1i.) o4-s4)

.AA
A
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(IV) Most General Form of the Loop Integrals
The most general possible form for nflo(f ) is

nti,,&\ - *so' A,,o(*')+ *u *' n,,o(k') .

drops out

In the 2nd order development we simply stated that the B term (analogou s to Bnx1, above) didn't
show up when we did the formal integration using regularization. In general, for higher orders, this

is also true for the Bnsp term. In the Appendix to this chapter we show why, and how, this occurs.
The bottom line, as shown there, is that it is the result of current conservation.

Key Point

Note that the Brllrterm dropping out enables the theory to be renormalizable. This drops out
because of current conservation, and current conservation is a direct result of local gauge invariance
(internal symmetry) of the Lagrangian. (See Chap. I 1.) Renormalization depends on local
symmetry. If we don't have a symmetric (gauge invariant) theory, we don't have a finite theory, i.e.,
we don't have a theory that works.

For fermions, similar to the 2nd order case, we can express the most general form for I ntn(p) in
terms of (/ - nh) or. (y - m),butusing the form with m makes the development easier. Thui, we
have, similar to the 2"u order case, where again the Arlp and Bnsg of (14-57) are different from those
in (14-56),

En,n(p) = Ann *(/ - *) Bn,n*(/ - m)L,,,n(y - *) .

And again in parallel with the 2nd order case, the most general form for Af;,o(p,p') i,

Lt,u(p, p') = anrh yP + 4ntnpq * bzr,hp'F .

(V) Series Expansion of the Loop Integrals
The general forms of column (ry) are here expressed as Taylor series expansions. The photon

relation is expanded in powers of k'; the fermion one, in powers of l/-m), just as we did in the
2"' order case. Like that case, these expansions contain divergent and convergent terms, the latter
Iabeled with subscript "c".

For the photon, (14-56) becomes

n#i,,&) = -sF' An,r(nz)= -rr' ( *"(0) * k' h,^(o) * kTt,n,n(ot ).]. (1 4-ss)

l.-- )
In the 2nd order case we simply stated that the term A(0) turned out to be zero when the integration
was carried out via regularization. We can show this in general, and thus make it applicable to any
order case, i.e., A67(0) = 0. But we need to wait until part (VI) below to do this.

The vertex form in column (V) is not exactly a series expansion, but is the most general form in

terms of LnTp and Ll,o(p,p'), rather than the an1p, bhth, and bz ntnof the prior column. This form

was found via the exact same steps used for the 2nd order vertex case in going from column (IV) to
column (V) there, i.e., (14-58) becomes

LLr(p,p') = Intn TP + Ltn,n(p,p') . (14-60)

(VI) Putting Expansions (V) into Propagator, Leg, Vertex Modifications (II)
Here we insert the expansions of the nth order integrals of column (V) into the 2nd order

correction relations for the propagators and vertex of column (II).

nth Order Photon Propagator Expansion

For the photon, using (14-4),, we take (where below our operators happen to be mere numbers)

(r4-s6)

(14-s7)

(14-s8)

Column (IV)
shows most
general fonn
of these

Bnly term drops
outfor any order
n due to gauge
invariance
(symmetry)

Gauge
invariance
necessary for a
finite theory

Column (V)
contains series
expansionform

Column (VI) puts
expansions of (V)
into math of (II)

l-i1
Opefatof -=T=-, and-r-'-'-' A kz + ie i(tz + it)'

(14-61)
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operator B = -i4 An,o(t') = -,4 (o*o(o) * k2 4,n(o) + k?rr,,,n(ot ))
Using (14-56) in the second line below, and (14-61) and (14-62) in the third, (14-46) rhen becomes

ini!*B(t) = iDp af(r)* iDp apQ)finfio Q<)tor,r(ft)+ ...

= ffi. ffii4 (- so' ) 
q,^ (k'z )L +

(r4-62)

(14-63)

(14-6s)

Renormalize
mass in tlze

process (see

(14-66) (Wrr)
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Operator relation

yietds ro\*p Q<) in

terms of integral
expansion
quantities

Taking

rp\*p Q<) in

Iimit k2-> 0
proves quantity
A(0) = 0.

Most usefulform

oy ioi$oQc)

Operator relation

+ tsfh (p) i"
terms of integral
expansion
quantities

Most usefulform

of isfh (p)

=ffiffii?oA*4*)L+ = Bar(+. *u***u*u*. ).

With (14-4) and A,,,6 defined as in (1 4-59) (or (14-62)), we have

in?!*B(r)= *EaF=
8aF

(14-64)
i(rrz + rc) + i(r$ +* (o' = o) + $n2 4,r(n' = 0) + 4k2rr,,,n(/.t ))

Now consider the case where (14-64) approaches a representation of a real photon. That is, the
virtual photon (propagator) 

1t represents approaches being on shell, i.e., k' + 0. The real photon
propagator has a pole at k' = 0. That is, it goes to infinity in this limit. (This is verified by
experiment, i.e., by the predictions made for virtual photons approaching such limits.)

All of the terms in the denominator of (14-64) go to zero as k2 -+ 0 except rhe term with A(0) in
it. If that term were non-zero, it would keep (14-64) finite in the real photon propagator limit, which
does not happen. Therefore, A(0) must equal zero, as we note in (14-59). Thus, (14-64) becomes

iofl*o(t)=
r(nz + ie)+ r(4 'l)(o' *;r)(r +'34,n + $n,n,1,{k2)

| -iBaB=-
t* 44,, (0, * ie) t + 4il,n,n&z)';ffi

nth Order Fermion Propaeator Expansion

In (14-51) we take the relation (14-4) operators

B = i&L,,,r(p). (See column (V)). This yields

is|h(il=*=

to be llA = tSr@) =i / (/ -ms+ie) and

i

/ :"n ylA* * 4 (/ - m) Bwh * 4 U - *)L,n o + ie

/ -m+ 4U -^)Bntn* 4U -m)L"n,o+ie
i=\i

(y -m+ie)(t*Qn,,r+fiL,,,n) t+Sn*, // -m+it t+SL",,o'

'sr(P)
In the first line above, we renonnalized mass in the same way we did itforthe 2nd ordercase.

More on this in (VII|.
zth Order External Particles in Terms of Expansion Ouantities

Following logic exactly parallel to what we did for the 2nd order case, we find

ui'o (p)

(t + $n,,0)" 
' ,:;rections to
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efh (u)=
1

, ^u2 €p\k)'

Ir+ e(4,0)
(14-68)

(t4-70)

(r4-7r)

(t4-72)

nth Order Venex Exoansion

Again, exactly parallel to what we did for the 2nd order case, we find

rf,r(p,p') = yp (t+ $r,,0) + efrt(,,r(p, p') = (t + $t,,r)(f + efittfn,o|,r')) . 04-6s)

(VD The Infinite Part of (VI) as A -+ oo

Similar to the 2nd order case, the unbounded integrals for nth order can be evaluated using
regularization, but we won't get into that in this book. We do note that the quantities A'rth, Anth,
Bnth and Lnsy used in the expansions above are infinite. Quantities subscript'oc" (convergent) are
finite.

We proved for the 2nd order case that B = L.It is also true that Bnth = Lnth, but we will not prove
that here. As in the 2nd order case, we will find here that because these two quantities are equal, they
drop out of our relations, and we will not need to actually determine their precise form.

(Vm) Fermion Mass rz Renormalization
This column is only applicable to fermions, and as noted above, was already shown in the first

line of (14-66).

Here, like the 2nd order case, we fold the unbounded value for Arsp in the denominator of
iSFo (p) into the finite value for observed, physical mass m by assuming the unobserved, bare

mass ma is also unbounded. This leaves us with y' - m in the denominator instead of

/ -*o+fiA*n * / -m0-dn. Thus, the fermion mass is renormalized.

Again, like the 2nd order case, with this relationship, we can re-express our Lagrangian in terms
of m. That is, in the original Lagrangian, we substitute m6 = m -,fin. This results in an extra term in
the Lagrangian with a factor of En. This extra term leads to an extra Feynman diagram, in precisely
the same way as shown in 2nd order column (I), Case (B). The term containinE A" is our rnuri
counterterm for nth ordet We use the same symbol as for 2nd order though here we have Ars1, in
place of A.

This extra Feynman diagram, i.e., Case (B), was used as the starting point for external fermion
line renormalization in column (I).

(IX) Definitions
In this column we define convenient shorthand symbols for quantities found in (14-65) to

(14-69) that we will see repeatedly.

Most usefulform

of Tf,n(p,p')

Column (VII)
notes the infinite
parts in the
above relations
and the equality

Bnrh = Lnth

Column (VIII)
summarizes mass

renormalization

The ffict of using
m, instead of mo,

in ,C summarized
in 2"d order case,
Column (I),
Case B

Column (IX)
defines symbols
that include the
unbounded
quantities

Column (X)
summarizes using
the above to
assemble an
amplitude
(see below)

nnth I
t. =-'Y t+ 4l-,0

onth 1"I 
l+efr\n,1,

z#" =l* &Iu,n

From the approximations on the RHS of (14-70) and (14-71), we see that our definitions here are
consonant with the Z factors we found at second order (n = 2). Note that because Bny1, = Lnth, then

z#'' =l/ z;th (t4-73)

(X) Amplitude Determination
We will now examine assembling an nth order amplitude, given the foundation we have built for

ourselves above. As in the 2nd order case, we start with the example of Compton scattering.

Compton Scattering Amplitude
We now want to express the tree level and divergent sub-amplitudes summation of (14-3) for

Compton scattering in a convenient form.
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,r/X) * /,4i)
L_---__-\a__-_.-

tree level, finite,
irreducible

. (first route).
k=2 i lst way, all

reducibles to e2n

(T-tr.T 'u[.,r-'i,
.f

k=2
(t4-74)

(14-76)

We use the
simpler, second
route

(r4-77)

Re-expressing
using Z symbols
and " Mod"
scripts

Fermion and
vertex Zfactors
cancel leaving

r nnth, nonty Ly mrront
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Look at tree level
plus divergent
parts of Compton
a.mplitude to nth
order

contain divergent integrals,
rcducible

_ 
Let's begin by examining just the first way for Compton scattering, which we have denoted with

subscripts cl. It may help to follow the diagrams in Fig. l4-5 as we progress.
Recall (see Wholeness Chart 14-1, pg. 350) that there are two routes we can take to do this. For

one of these, we can add the tree level and all the 2nd to nthorder contribution diagrams, as in

.tu\?) .iZ-[?!) = Mcompton (14-75\ Two routes to

finding nth order
amplitude

Or we can simply substitute the nth order relations (which include tree level plus corrections)
(14-65) to (14-69) for the propagators, vertices, and extemal lines into the tree leveiamplitude

/,4? - substitute Mco pron (second route).
lst way, all
reduciblei to e2n

The second of these is far simpler. Using it, we find

tu\?' = -&fr,, (p')tr,,, (u')yas, (p + k) er,, (r.) / r, (p) :+ Mcompton =
lst way, all
reducibles to e2'

cl nin orOer propagatois,
external lines, and
vertex relations

(r +,fi n,,o)t" (t * d U,o)t''
\----___i_--_--_ \____--__!--___-

Pi'')k

Mco*pron
lst way, all
reducibles to eo2'

t9@3
z{,h zyo z#,h

= (zi:^)(rr'')' (t#")' "

(t* fiU,o)"' (t* gn,,r)"'
\----____v_-__-_ \____.-_-_J

Ptr'')% p:i'\%(tf,'o)%

(

"[_4on(p,)up,,,(k,)(f+4L!,,n),,o(p+k)*-(r-41l|,,n.'l"',(t.)u,to)l,
I '-;* \t+egL"'rn/\ ) 

I

| 6;{,,a T2._ 
i( isf:h @*n1 iin 

)
where we define quantities in the last line of (1 4-77) that will be useful. To help keep notation
straight, note that the "Mod" script designates only the convergent parts of (14-65) d ( ru-AD.

using these new symbols, we can express (14-77) more succinctly as

(p * r,)ru,, (k ) fpyar, tolJ , (14-18)
( e11Mod

| -dn,, (P') e r,,., (k') yt, uoais'fh\. iin

/9
eg Mod,nth

where, in parallel with the 2nd order case, the last line is a 4odification to our tree level amplitude.
That is, it is the same form as the first orde r in a (= ,02 order) expression but with modified
expressions for the vertices and propagator. The RHS of the top row in 1t+-ZA) contains divergent
quantities, the bottom row, all convergent quantities.

From (14-73), the fermion and vertex Z factors in (14-78) cancel out leaving

zi'o u[?)
en Mod,nth

(t4-7e)
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In directly parallel fashion, for the Znd way for Compton scattering to occur (indicated with the
subscript C2), one finds

MCampton
2nd way, all
reducibles to efr'

= ttrlo u['r)

That is, the fermion and vertex Z factors drop out there as well. Additionally, our vertex and
propagator modifications to the tree level amplitude are the same as those in the last row of (L4-77),
though the tree level amplitude itself for the Zno way for Compton scattering has somewhat different
form.

Moller Scattering Example

By doing Prob. 7, you can show that the amplitude for the first way of M0ller scattering to nth
order in a(where we use the subscript 83 symbolism of Chap. 8) is

Mrvw", zi'o (z|'n)2 (zyn)' ,$) = tf,'h r,4[:r) , (14-81)

IlHt;*r,;' 
e"Mod'nth e11Mod'nth

where the subscript on the last amplitude factor indicates the same substitutions as in the last row of
( l4-77) plus

e11 Mod,nth

(14-80)

(14-82)

(r4-83)

(14-84)

Fennion and
vertex Zfactors
cancel in second
way for
Compton, too

Fermion and
vertex Zfactors
cancel infirst
way for Mqller,
just like in
Compton

Same thing in
second way for
M4ller scattering

Fermion and
ver"tex Zfactors
cancel in every
type amplitude

Only Zfactor
remaining in
every type of
amplitude is the

photon one

We renormalize
charge, same for
every case, by

- nth
mclu{lm$ Ly tn

definition of
physical chaige

esmod -ip,,,, IiDy!,, (t)=ffiffi
For the second way for Mgller scattering to occur, in similar fashion, we get

tulvrrtt", zi"'(zyo)' (tt")' .11) * rtr" utr1l
2nd way, all e(t Mod ,nth e1, Mod,nth
reducibles to eln

Generalizine to Any Scatterine Amplitude
As in the 2nd order case, it turns out that in every nth order amplitude calculation, the fermion

and vertex factors in the divergent terms cancel and leave the photon factor Zl'h as our only

divergent quantity. Additionally, in every such amplitude we merely substitute the nth order
modified relations of (14-65) to (14-69) for propagators and vertices in the tree level amplitude to
get the modified amplitude.

By doing Prob. 8, you can show that this same thing is true for Bhabha scattering.

Bottom lifre: In the divergent parts of our second order amplitude, for any type of QED scattering,
the divergent fermion factor(s) will cancel with the divergent vertex factor(s), leaving only a photon

divergent factor Zi,'o .The remainder of the amplitude can be found by substituting (finite)

modifications to the propagator and vertex relations for those in the ffee level amplitude.

(XI) Cancellation of Z Factors
In this column we simply note the first sentence of the Bottom line summary above.

(Xil) Charge Renormalization
For Compton scattering, first way, we have

Mcompton = z;'h u[l)
lst way, all
reducibles to efrn

er) Mod,nth

1 ,( / ,\ t. r\ tt 
egnth

"" 
, tdl -ry (p')ro,,,(k')ylruoais?d

l+ e$An,1, l. ,iin

We now renormalize charge, as we saw in Chap. 12, a

case in this chapter.

)
( p + t ) er,, (k) y'q, 

uoau s tn)J

nd similar to what we did for the ^nd rz oroer
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t14ffi_421,,,' = 12 =measured charge squared, or

T
,, # = ro(z|t')% *, = measured charge.

LaTv0 
^nth

€
The bare charge es is zero,but e, due to the infinite quantity A'nth, is finite and what we measure.
As in the Zno order case, e is a function of the energy level at which the charge measurement is
made. (See Chap. 12.)

Moreover, every reaction we encounter will have the factor 4 /F+ 44,n) in ttt. nth order

amplitude, as does (14-31).

As an aside, you may be wondering that if Atns1, is infinite, then we shouldn't really have a

problem with unboundedness in (14-84) since then I t t+ $4ttr 10 for non-zero e6. But then, the

amplitude (14-84), and every amplitude, would be zero, which does not reflect physical reality. In
experiment, we find a dependence of physical charge e on energy level that can only be described
by the assumption of (14-85). The approach of (14-85) simply works.

Note that given (14-85), with $4th 41,

z!.tt'= I =l-r34,n,"r 1+ 44,,
and our nth order case for n = 2 reduces to what we found before for second order.

Bottom line: So, from now on we can simply replace 4 /U+ 44,n) with e

amplitude calculation to nth order. We need to keep in mind that e depends
(modestly via a log dependence).

(XID Substitution in Tree Amplitude to Get Amplitude to nth Order
One might expect we could then simply substitute the modified relations defined in the last row

of (14-77) and (14-82). However, that leaves us with terms in esz, which via our renormalization of
charge should equal zero.

The resolution here is just like the resolution for the parallel situatio n at Znd order. That is, at any
given order giving us a factor of esz,there are yet higher order diagrams that modify that factor. And
they modify it in the same way we have Seen €6'modified above in (14-84) and (14-85). So, at any
order, we can replace the es" term modified by higher orders with e', representing the physical
charge squared (proportional to the QED coupling constant a).

Thus, for the photon propagator, where o'h.o." means "higher order" we have

egmod

,Df*p (r)= #
\--\/..-.-..J

iDpap(k)

Similarly,

l+ fiilrn,1r* h.o.
!------i_#

€Zfrrnth

(14-8s)

(14-86)

2 in ,u"ry QED

on energy level

(14-88)

(14-8e)

(14-e0)
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Just use r' in
place of esz at
front of
amplitude for
every interaction

from now on

For n=2,nth
order reduces to
second order
CASC

But propagator
and vertex mods

still have esz at
this point

When we take
corrections
beyond nth order
into account, eg

+ e in these
modifications

So we redefine
the modifications
with e instead

of eo

mod

-+ iD;{Lp(r) = iDrar &) h 
. (14-87)

mod

isy;(p)= 1 
,, y' _m+i, 

(f + ,rErn,r)

u, (p),fr, (p),u, (p),4 (p), and €tt(k) same as bare,

T!*o b, P') - f + 
'2 

Lt n,n'
nth
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We also define a new symbol for the modified amplitude ,U[?) , now using physical charge
Mod,nth

throughout, including relations (14-87) to (14-90) instead of those in (14-77) and (14-82). Compare
below with (14-31)

Mcornpron
lst way, all
reducibles to e,]'

I .,( . .\ Mod . .)=#4l_,n(p,)'p,,,(k,)to"oiSyo(p+t,)'v,,(k)y',"au,b)l(14-91)
.t 

-t €91166 \ nth nth )
e2

= tu[?)
Mod,nth

Similar definitions hold for the second way of Compton scattering (with Cl -> C2 above) and
any other type of scattering (e.9., above CI -> 81, the first way of Bhabha scattering).
Bottom line: To re-normalize any (otherwise unbounded) interaction amplitude to nth order in a, in
the tree level amplitude make the substitutions

. es> e(k)

' isr, TF, iDrpv=+ (14-87) to (14-90) above.

14.7 The Total Amplinde tu nth Order
From (14-3), the total Compton scattering amplitude to second order is then the finite value

hco*pron
all ways

total:o eTn

=ri,,ru[?)
e6 Mad,nth

rz)= Mit
Mod,nth

finite using e2

ffi= i *t\') .L ""GenI
j Mod,nth

finite using ,4-)rzn

Renormalizing
the originally
unbounded sub-
amplitudes
means eg -+ e &
propagators and
vertices -+ mod

The total
amplitude for
Compton
scattering to nth
order in a

(r4-e2)

In the original
sub-amplitudes
that were finite,
e01 e as well,
due to higher
order corrections

The total

'4_g3\ 
amplitude for
any rype
scattering to nth

' order in a

+ ,u[7) + ;h "4[?:tr^'*zu[11"')Mod,nth

The irreducible (finite) amplitudes at the end of the first line of (14-92) originally had factors of
es4 to es2", but in similar manner as discussed for column (XIII) in the prior section, higher order

corrections modify these to e2 to ezn (as in the second line of (14-92)). Each of these terms must be
examined individually to determine whether it is negligible relative to other terms or not.

Thus, for any type of interaction in general, the renormalized amplitude to nth order is

Mc"nenc = 
ofl' 

u[?I, * I I u[?!),-, . t Zrrr[?I),u,,
all ways ^ j k=2 j,i k=2 j,i
lotaltoei, L--/-----J r-------/---.----l +'-'--'- -u tree level,-finite, contain divergent integrals, finite, using ,t-{n ,irreducible reducible irreduc"ibie

+ I I Ml?J),-o^,.
k=Z .i,i

Not only is (14-93) then finite, but its substitution in the transition amplitude,sp equarion (13-

26), pg.326, ytelds (to nth order accuracy) the actual probability lStrl2 for the interaction to occur.

finite using e2
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74.8 Renormalization to All Orders
The question remains about whether the amplitudes remain finite to all orders, i.e., when n i e.

In nature, all orders are included, so our theory needs to match that.

The resolution of this is fairly simple. We just take the limit of n -> o" in all of our relations for
nft order. Since, in ((tV) and subsequently, we used the most general form for including all the loop
integrals that could arise, our results with A'nth, Anth, Bntho and Ln6 all being infinite ur. gen"rul
results, good to all orders.

Thus, when the factors with Bnth, and L67 cancel (the Z factors for fermions and vertices), they
cancel at all orders. Similarly, our means for renormalizing mass, as in (14-66) is valid for A116 at
any order, and we can use renorrnalized mass m in all of the above relations at any, and all, orders.
The same holds for renormalizingcharge as in (14-32), good for any A'ah at any, and all orders.

when we take n -> ooo ws use symbols such as iDyf,(,(k),to"o(pr,pr) , and is'f'd (p)
without any nth sub or superscript. (As we did in Chap. 12.)

So taking n + 6 means our theory remains finite and our results are exact. Amplitudes use all
finite terms (when expressed in terms of m and e) and correctly predict experiment. We have
renormalized QED !

14.9 Chapter Summary
We summarize the renormalization procedure for 2"d order on the next page, and for nthorder on

the page after that. Immediately below is a summary of how to solve problems once we have a
renormalized theory.

14.9.1 Solving Scattering Problems to Order n
To find a transition amplitude for a given interaction, do the following.

1. Write down the tree level amplitude with bare quantities es dnd ms.

2. Replace es and ms with renormalized values e (p) and m, where p is the energy level of the
interaction, and m is the measured particle (rest) mass.

3. Replace propagators with modified propagators and vertex relations with modified vertex
relations (column (XIID of Wholeness Charts 14-4 and 14-5).

4. Add amplitudes of above and non-negligible irreducible diagrams of four to 2n vertices (with
€0,lTl0 + e,m).

14.9.2 An Important Result
r QED is only renormalizable because it has local gauge invariance (local symmetry).

For nflo(t)= -gF'Antn(o')*kPk'8n,1,(o'),the last term drops out only because of

current conservation (which is equivalent to local gauge invariance of L). See Appendix.

That term dropping out allows us to renormalizethe theory.

Additionally, as we saw in Chap. 13, the photon-photon scattering amplitude is finite
because of the Ward identities, which are equivalent to current conservation and local
gauge invariance.

This principle re-appears at every level of QFT.

36s

Taking n -+ @
gives us the same
renormalization
results to all
orders

n -> 6 gives us
the exact theory,
which is
renormalizable

Summary of how
to solve problems
given our
renormalization

QED is a viable
theory only
because it is a
symmetric theory
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1 4.9.3 The Renormalization Procedare

Chapter 14. Renormalization: Putting It All Together

To 2nd order
The process of renormali zationto 2nd order comprises the following.

1. Draw all relevant Feynman diagrams with two and four veftices. Separate the four vertices (2nd

order) diagrams into infinite amplitude (reducible) and finite amplitude (ineducible) diagrams.

2. For the infinite amplitude (reducible) four vertex contributions (as delineated in Wholeness
Chart l4-4):

i) Evaluate, via regularization, the corrected propagators, external lines, and vertex to 2nd order

li*f, (*),is!:'d (p),u!'o (p),*o"o (k), and rt,a (pt,pz) of column (rr)l in terms of a

parameter A to find they have both infinite (as A + oo) parts and finite parts. (Columns (III) to
(vu).)

ii) Find the total amplitude to 2nd order by using the 2nd order correction (not the tree level
contribution) results of i) to add all those 2no order contribution amplitudes to the tree level
amplitude. (Column (X))

iii) Note that in the total amplitude, certain infinite contributions from the fermions and vertices
cancel each other. (Column (XI).)

iv) Eliminate the two other infinite contributions by renormalizing charge and mass, i.e., define
physical e and m such that they are finite when A -+ *.(eo and mg are re-defined in the process
to make this work.) With this, e is dependent on interaction energy level p and is expressed as e
(p). Use e and m intree level amplitude in place of es and ms. (Columns (VIII) and (XII).)

iv) Redefine propagators and vertex relations to include the finite parts from the regulanzation
Mod Mod

integration. Use these redefinitions (Column (XIII) iD?f, Qr),iSld (p),t * (pr,pr)) in tree
2nd

level amplitude in place of original relations.

3. For the finite amplitude (ineducible diagrams) four vertex contributions:

Recognize that higher order corrections will turn e6 and ms into e and m, and making those
changes in the amplitudes causes these terms to be small (higher order) relative to the terms
of2. above.

4. Thus, to 2nd ordero we don't have to add Steps 2 and 3 above to get the total amplitude, but can simply
use Step 2. (See (14-42), repeated below.)

# wavs= i -t"l' +
j Mod,2nd+

Step 2 including tree
plus divergent
contributions

Alternative route to 2 ii): Rather than adding relevant 1't and 2nd order diagrams, use the short cut
of simply substituting full 2nd order (including tree level part) propagatorso vertex, and external line
relations of column (II) into the associated original 1't order relations in the tree level amplitude.

Summary of how
we renormalize

2'd order case

MGeneri"
all ways
total to eif

>,-[!1,-r
, j,k Mod,2nd

Step 3 including convergent
(except tree) contributions,

negligible at2nd order
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To nth Order

The process of renormalizationto nth order comprises the following.

1. Draw all relevant infinite (reducible) and finite (irreducible) Feynman diagrams with 2n and
fewer vertices. Separate reducible diagrams into non-composite (proper) and composite
(improper) diagrams.

2. For the infinite amplitude (reducible) contributions (as delineated in Wholeness Chart l4-5):
For non-composite (proper) diagrams alone:

i) For each propagator, external line, and vertex add all non-composite (proper) diagram
contributions except tree level (column (III).

ii) Evaluate, via regularization, these in terms of a parameter A to find they have both infinite (as A
-+ *) parts and finite parts. (Columns (IV) to (VID.)

For non-composite (proper) plus composite (improper) diagrams:
iii) Use i) above to construct corrected propagators, external lines, and vertex to nth order

I\DY!,, (t ),isfh (p),ui'o (p),tij^ (k), and yf,o(pt,pz) of column (rr)l including non-

composite (proper) and composite (improper) diagram contributions.

iv) Find the total amplitude to nth order by using the short cut route (see alternative route below).
Substitute corrected propagators, external lines and vertices of iii) above in place of original
associated relations in tree level amplitude. (Column (X).)

v) Note that in the total amplitude, cerrain infinite contributions from the fermions and vertices
cancel each other. (Column (XI).)

vi) Eliminate the two other infinite contributions by renormalizing charge and mass, i.e., define
physical e and ru such that they are finite and non-zero when A + -. (eo and ms are re-defined in
the process to make this work.) With this, e is dependent on interaction energy level p and is
expressed as e(p). Use e and m in tree level amplitude in place of es and ms. (Columns (VID
and (XIf.)

iv) Redefine propagators and vertex relations to include the finite parts from the regularization
Mod Mod

integration. Use rhese redefinitions (Column (XIID iDffr, (t<),tSi!t' (p),do*,ntn(pr,pz) ) in
tree level amplitude in place of original relations.

3. For the finite amplitude (ineducible diagrams) of four and higher vertices contributions:

Recognize that higher order corrections will turn e6 and ms into e and m, and make those changes in
the amplitudes.

4. Add the results of Steps 2 and 3 above to get the total amplitude to nth order. (See ( 14-93), repeated
below.) Note that we will have to examine terms in Step 3 individually to see if they are negligible
relative to those of Step 2.

367

nth order case

MGen"ric
all ways

totalto e2"
j Mod,nth

\-----_-J

Step 2 including tree
plus divergent
contributions

k=2 j,i

Step 3 including
convergent (except tree)

contributions

Alternative ta 2 iv): Rather than substituting the corrected propagator and vertex relations, one
could add relevant diagrams. That, however, is far more difficult and cumbersome.
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Wholeness Chart l4-4. Renormalization Steps to 2od Order in q
(I) Feynman Diagram Modifrcation (II) Propagator, Leg, Vertex Modification

Photon Self-
Energy

^\,.\,/\,^v $ ^rrrrrv au
iDF ap&) =) inffip

- iD r a,(t) * iD p ap &) ifinp' (k) iD F vB &)

Fermion
Self-Energy

(A) tbrruu .rF\ OR
,-4-+-

(B) for n
-----'- D_-t- + *&*- * -+-*_>-

(Al for na,

;Sr (p) :=> " is?d O)
- is r (p)*,sr ( p)ifiL(p)is F b)

External
Line

(B) for n
..->- **-r- *.-#_t- + .-*-*-*F

rrAA,rv €>.\zr  r + o.nCAA

u, (p) * u!"d (p)

= z, (p)+ isp, b)ptz(p)u, (p)* isr ( flQ\m)u, (p)

analogousfor fr, (p),r, (p),tf" (p),r, (t )

Vertex
Modifrcation i''.'4,. A TP * t,o (p, p') = TP + 4,t, (p,p')

Wholeness Chart l4-5. Renormalization Steps to nth Order

(I) Feynman Diagram Modification (II) Propagator, Leg, Vertex Modification

Photon Self-
Energy

^./\nnl t) ^nn 
/v + ^"O* I

+^^6n^**$* +^ O^-+.. Jnroner

+*C"O^+*,@rn,@r^+.. 'l

+*C"g*O^ + *O"O*@ *. .f ,*o,oo.,+... )

iDF dp &) 3 io'flfio Q<)

= iD p af(r ) * iD r ap @) ifonfi, (tc) in r ro Q<)

+ iD , oo $) i$nfio (n) n , ,u Qr) i$nff, (k) iD r r?p &)
+ all other improper diagrams, 4th line on.

nfio (t) = sum of proper diagrams except tree at left

Electron
Self-Energy

(A) for rn,
t 

t"/ 
5'1) ------.,- , tA r 

-\

+ ,ror , +.. 
JProner

+ /-\ ^ + €#*r +.. 
1

a r^r ,r\ A +ffi..f''o'oo"'
+... )

(A) fbr nq1

iso (p) :+ is\n (p)

-isr (p)*,sr ( iliflL,,n|)isr(p)
+ isp (p)i4z",r(p)tsr ( iliflz,,n(p)is" (p)

+ all other improper diagrams,4th line on.

Ln,n(P) = sum of proper diagrams except tree at left

External
Lines

(B) fbrn
F-+* r)* *+aeAl\orop,
*.rt , +..r4rr- +.. J
+ all improper diagrams

.\,r\./\n/ 5)nrrzrn, a^"O^ .u all other proper diags

+ all improper diagrams

u, (p) + ui'h (p)

= u, (a)+ i^sp Q)(i$z*r(p) + i6m)r, (p)

+ all improper diagrams, 3rd line on.

Ln,n(p) = sum of proper diagrams except tree at left

analogous for i, (p),u, (p),tf (p),r, (t )

Vertex
Modification

A+A I
*A*A.A*..J''oo"
+ all improper diagrams

fP + *,0(p, p') = yP + flL#,n(p,p')
+ all improper diagrams, 3rd line on.

L#,^(p,p') = from sum of diagrams in 2nd line at left
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Wholeness Chart 14-4 (continued). Renormalization Steps to Znd Order in u

Wholeness Chart 1"4-5 (continued). Renormalization Steps to nth Order
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(III) Loop Integral (IV) Most Gen'l Form of *- (V) Series Expansion of +-

nP' (k) - -r(zn)* t'Jisp (p)x

TPiseb-t)y'aop

= -sF' A(ot)* nPn' n?r')
not in this
specific case

nP' (k) = - sP' ( o@) + k2 A' (o) + n2n,(0, )')l*--\/l\ =o )

r(p) *t(2n)-a l,rrop(r) "
frr(p-t\yFao*

A,B I different from A,B J

=A+(y-*)B
*(/-*)8,(y-*)

Z(p) as at left

Use above two Use above two Use above two

Lo (p,p')=-(zo)-o I,rroo&)f "
,sr ( p' * k)yPts, (p - t )yf a4n

= oTF + 4pP *bzp'F Lo (p, p')= Lf + ltt b,p')

(III) Proper Diagram Integral (IV) Most Gen'l Form of <* (V) Series Expansion of <--

nfi, (n)= -r(zr)-4 rrJ;s, (p)"
yPiseb-t)/aop

.'a ( il# i,'r!,J"Iii) . (i;:rliH' 
) 
.

,s ( ilff 'r2;"r?;) . ( ll'J'.'"l,? Tl

nfir&)=

- s 
F' Antt, (o' 

) 
* yu,,, (o' 

I,
-""t ilC.-

specific case

nfirft)=

-sP' ( 4,0(o)* k'4,r(o)* k2fr,n,n(o'))

[-:6- ' ' 
)

L*nb) -t(zr)a I,rroo(r) *

ftsr(p-n)TFd4r,

."3(il#;iil?Ttr).
-+ /sum of 6 vertex \ . /all hisher 2nd\
"o \diugr, 2nd row /*(to* Jontribs I

Anlp,Brth f different ftom An l,Brx, !

Ln,n(P) =

A,th * (y - m) B,,n

*(/ -*)L,,,,(y -*)
Ln,n(p) ur at left

Use above two Use above two Use above two

Lf,r(p, p')= -(zo)u I,rr* (t )f "
,sr ( p' - k)yPiS e (p - t ) yf ao*

+(sum of higher order diags, 2nd row)

Lf,o(P' P') =

antn TF * h pP + bz p'P
nth nth

LLr(p,p') = Intn TP + Ltn,n(p,p')
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Wholeness Chart 14-4 (continued). Renormalization Steps to 2nd Order in a
(VI) Put Expansion (V) into (II) (VII) oo Part as A-+* (Vm) rn Renorm (IX) Define

iDwB(r ) = ffitt - fi e' - ,:.^n,(ft ' ))

iooooQ<)

A'=-ZbnhL+n.o. N/A z?"0 -1- 4A'

use operator relation to get iSTo (p)=
I e-fu1nA* o0)

87t' m

B->*

In (VI)

mo-de-
mo+6m=m

z?"0 =t - 48
1

=-
l+ e'gB

/:*o:4,q+ 4 (/ - *)B + 4U - *)L,(y - m)+ ie

u\M (p)= (t - fiu)t" u, (p) , "rr.

4,"0 (u)=(t - 4 o')"', o (k)
As above

Above used for
fermions

N/A for 7

(t?"0)' ,(t?* )'
used in (VI)

Tl,a (P,P '\ - yP (r + $r) + 4^f (p,p')

= (r + 4r)(ro * $ttf @,r'))

L+*
B=L

2nd block above
used for fermion
propagator part

z3"o -t+ 4L
z3"o -tt zi"o

Wholeness Chart 14-5 (continued). Renormalization Steps to nth Order

(VI) Put Expansion (V) into (II) (Use operator relation) (V[) o Part (VUI) m Renorm (IX) Define

toQ*p(t)== -tEaF

(o' *;r)(r + 4A' + flrt,(k'))
1 -iBaB=@w

ioo"o$)

(r+ $n,(kt))
*tn +* N/A

Zi;,,,
r* 44,0

*l-eLo\tn

isyh (p) =
I

Anth 1*
Brth 1*

In (VI)

ffh - flAwn =
mO+6m=m

z?" 1

= ----;-
1+ efiBn,1,

/ :",o + 

"4 
e*, * 4 ( / - *) Bnth * 13 lv - *)8, nth U - *) + te

-m
li1=@@@

As above

Above used for
fermions and
higher order

corrections for y

(rI")% ,?i'')''
used in (VI)

T#,;Q, p') = yP (r+ fiL*n) + elt(,,,(p, p')

= (r + firr*)(f + fiL!*nb,n'))

Ln1p14 x

Bnn = Lrtn

2nd block above
used for fermion
propagator part

z#'^

z#'o

- t + fll,ntn

-r/ zf'o
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Wholeness Chart 1.4-4 (continued). Renormalization Steps to 2nd Order in a

Wholeness Chart 14-5 (continued). Renormalization Steps ta nth Order
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(X) Amplitude Determination (XI) Cancellations (XII) e Renormalization (XIil) Substitute in Tree Amplits

Adding I't & reducible 2nd order
amplitudes [or alternatively,

using (VI) in tree level
amplitudel, we get infinite term

of form

/zQ)+ I ,v,(o)=
i=wa!

(t?"0)(t?*)' (tA* 1' ,,wfl"o

where the entities of (XIII) are

used in -u?,I", (which

contains terms in eg27.

From (X), all 2nd

order amplitudes will
have factors of

4r?"0 (r?"0 )' (ri* )

which from last row of
column (IX) equals

dr?"^ .

Finding B=L lets us
cancel fermion and

vertex infinite
contributions.

Define e as finite physical
charge. To 2nd order

,, = dz?no

=6F-4o')
o-T-

or

e = €o(t?,,)%

= ro (t -tdo')
Take €o 1e in tree level

amplitudes

mod

ioz#B(t ) = #6 - 6n, + tt'o'1

-+ ezfl,

mod

is|'o (p) = *6 - 42, + n.o.y
)' -t 

-ezr

u, (p) ,u, (p),u, (p),q (p)

tr(k)

Same as bare

T#oo b, p') = TP + flnf + h.o.Znd -;W

(X) Amplitude Determination (XI) Cancellations (X[) e Renormalization (XilD Substitute in Tree Amplits

Adding 1*t & reducible up to nth
order amplitudes [or

alternatively, using (VI) in tree
level amplitudel, we get infinite

term of form

/,/(2) + I f,,nz,{'r) *
i=wa! k=2

(ri'' )(t|' 
o 

)' (t#, o 

1' uli il 
"o

where the entities of (XIII) are

used in -!,1il"0 (which

contains terms in ro2n).

From (X), all
amplitudes to nth
order will have

factors of

fityo (r|'')' (r#'o)'
which from last row

of column (IX)
equals

dzi'o .

Knowing 8,,,s= Lrly lets
us cancel fermion and

vertex infinite
contributions.

Define e as finite physical
charge. To nth order

,, _ dzf,o
cl

- e0 l=T-
Tl+e6lltn

or

e = €o(ti,o)t

I
--u-" 

('* &u,o)"'

Take eo 1e in tree level
amplitudes

Mod

in1lp(r)=#
l+ $nrn,1, + h.o.

\-_-aa_-_J

* ,2frrn,6

Mod

sTh (p) = 
1

r \" 
/-m+ie l+flErn,n+h.o.-;E;

u, (p),n, (p),r, (p),u, (p)

to$)
Same as bare

rfr* (p, p') = yP + 4L! ,,0 + h.o.
nth ';AF:

c nln
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14.10 Appendix: Showing kpkvBos, Terffi, Drops Out
To help show that the last term in (14-56) (repeated below),

nfi,,Ur) = - so' A,,,n(t z)+ 
na n' n,,n(*z) ,

drops out, we start with the example of M6ller's scattering, first wo), as shown in the LHS of Fig.
l4-3,pg.347. We will work with the 2no order case, as the nth order case is a simple extrapolation
from that. The tree level amplitude is

,r4:) = *oi,i(p)f un(p)iDeaB&)u,;(pi)yp r,,(pz) . (14-es)

To get the amplitude to 2nd order, we can substitute the 2"d order modifications of Wholeness Chart
14-4, column (II) into (14-95), yielding

,r/$) |i ru ;?-, = r&i,i (p) 6,a u 
n $ ) i D'H B &) u,; @:) rf , r r,, ( p z )

=4i,i$)6,au,,, (pr)Qnoap&)+ioroo&)t$na' @i?_N)n,;@z)Tf,ar,,(pz).(1 4-s6)

## ;#
)

=4i,i@)6,au,'(Pr)l,o,-o(t)_*i4noB(n)|,,,(v)rp,,ou,,(Pz).' 
[ (o'+r)' )'

Using (14-94) in the last line of the above, we find terms of form

(r4-e4)

(14-e8)

(r4-e7)

For the vertex with p2 occurring after the vertex with p1,

kp=pzp-pzp.

Now, every term in our amplitude coffesponds to a term in the interaction Hamiltonian (or
equivalently, the Lagrangian). But while (14-91) is expressed in 4-momentum space, the
coffesponding Hamiltonian term from which it is derived is expressed in 4D spacetime as the
central portion of the amplitude (expressed in 4D spacetime),

lt
\,,i,oi,€,i,p!,|,3v@)6,awQ,)*r$kokoB,,*VQ,)y&ovQ)l,,,,o,,e,;,p2l,04.gg)

\k"+ie) --W@)-
where the current shown is the 2nd order equivalent of what we have seen before at I't order. Given
(14-98), we have a factor in (14-99) of

kBif* =(o'rp - pz1) if* . (14-100)

Now, current conservation holds at every order, so for the case being considered

d 
B 
jf,o = 0 = a B@ rf,ow}=d p(r:$;)n,(pr),in6*'T{nar,(pr),,(v)r-in'*'1 ,, . i  i\' (14-101)

- i(nLo - PzB) if,, = ikp if,1 = o.

Thus, (14-100) is zero, and hence the last term in (14-94) (for n = 2) will net zero in our amplitude
and can be ignored.

By continual trial and error for other cases, you can eventually see that every factor of (14-94) is
contracted with a 4-current. You can also see that in every case, the conseryation of current
requirement leads to a result parallel to (14-101). That is, one of the factors in tfk'(or equivalently,
kpkt is contracted with a current and that contraction equals zero. Hence, we can drop the term
with B2r4 in it (and by extrapolation Bn6for higher order situations).

- $a,; @i) &na u ntn, ) $r r $ n on o 
n,t ni,; (p z) Tf ,ar,,(p z ) .

(n2 +ie)'
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14.11 Problems

1 . Pick several diagrams from the third row of Fig. 14- 1 and show how they can be reduced to the
ineducible diagram which is the second diagram of the first row.

2. Similar to what we did in (14-l) and (14-2) for the first diagram in the last row of Fig. l4-1,
use Feynman rules to find the Feynman amplitude for the second diagram in the last row of the
same figure, then show that amplitude is finite.

3. Show, for the second way for Compton scattering to occur, that to second order in d,

,u[1) .i-$-, =zi'a u[l)
,o Mod,zrd

4. Show that for Bhabha scaterins ,r4l? .ia#, = zld U!l) , by considering that
,o Mod,zrrl

we will get analogous results to ( 14-24) and Prob. 3 above. That is, don't go through all the steps
of Prob. 3 but jump to a relation similar to (14-24) for Bhabha scattering. Use tf,e relations of
(14-24) and (14-25)for Zfactors, propagators, and vertices in the tree levei amplitude.

Sketch the remaining next higher order correction to the photon propagator not shown in Fig.
14-4.

It u tree level graph (Feynman diagram) a skeleton graph? For each of Bhabha, Compton, and
M0ller scattering, draw a skeleton diagram that is not a tree level diagram. Are these biugru6
reducible?

Show that the amplitude for the first way of Moller scatrering to nth order is (14-81).

Show that in the Bhabha first way amplitude calculation to nth order, the fermion and vertex
factors in the divergent terms cancel and leave the photon factor Zlth as the only divergent
quantity. Show also that this amplitude has nth order modified relations of Wholeness Chart 14-
5, column (XIII) for propagators and vertices in place of the propagator and vertex relations of
the tree level amplitude.
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6.

7.
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Chapter 15

Regularization

o'Let Hercules himself do what he may,

the cat will mew and dog will have its day."
Hamlet

15.0 Preliminaries

75.0.7 Background
The background for this chapter is the previous three chapters, where we renormalized QED by

assuming we had integral tables that would tell us directly what our higher order correction loop
integrals were in terms of a parameter A, which would ultimately go to infinity. To justify the
assumption of those "integral tables", we now embark on regularization, the formal process of
evaluating unbounded integrals in terms of the parameter A.

75.0.2 Ways to Regularization

There ate a number of ways to regularize unbounded integrals. The four most common are

o Cut off regularization

Instead of integrating from *oo to * €, we integrate from -Ato+A. When we
renormalize using the resulting relation, we take A -+ oo.

r Pauli-Villars regularization

We add in to QED an additional fictitious particle with mass A. So in the propagator for
this parti cle, i2 = /\2 appears as a term in the denominator (as rasi doei for all
propagators). This adds an additional term to the Feynman amplitude (think of an extra
Feynman diagram having this extra virtual particle). As it turns out, this causes the
amplitude to converge over the - oo to + o" integration range. The result is in terms of A,
but turns out to be divergent as A -+ o". But we can use that result to renormalize. When
we take A -+ oo in the renormalization process, that means our fictitious particle has

infinite mass, so it really never shows up anywhere in creation and drops out of the
theory. Mathematically, the propagator denominator goes to infinity, so the term with
that propagator makes zero contribution to the amplitude, at the end of the day.

o Dimensional regularization

Our unbounded loop integrals are over four dimensional spacetime. [t turns out that for
dimensions D other than D = 4 for spacetime, these integrals can be evaluated readily.
So we take the same integrals over D - 4 - Q, where ry * 0.In the result, we get terms
that are unbounded as q -+ 0 (which corresponds to A -+ oo). We use these terms for
renormalization in the same way as we do the results from any other method of
regularization. Interestingly, r7 @nd thus D) does not have to be an integer in this
method. That is, we can have fractional dimensions. This seems weird, but
mathematically it works.

. Gauge lattice regularization (Wilson)

This approach approximates continuous spacetime by breaking it into a lattice
comprising a large number of small hyper-cubes (4D 'ocubes") of fixed grid size (cube

Four of the ways
to regularize

Cut-off
integrates to 4.,

instead of a

Pauli-Villars
temporarily
introduces

fictitious particle
of mass h.

Dimensional
method integrates
overD#4
dimensions

Gauge lattice
breaks spacetime
into a 4D grid
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edge). Thus, fields with wavelengths approaching, and smaller than, the cube grid length
cannot be represented since the fields are approximated by their values at the boundaries
of the cubes. This means particle 3-momenta and energies for shorter wavelengths are
excluded. The result, for any given grid size, is a finite Feynman amplitude. After doing
calculations on lattices with several different size grids, one can extrapolate to zero grid
length, i.e., our natural universe with vinually unbounded possible particle energy ind
3-momentum. The gauge lattice approach is an advanced topic and will not be covered
in this book.

Ideally, every regularization method should give us the same result. More on this later.

15.0.3 Chnpter Ovemicw
In this chapter, we will cover
. some standard integrals for 4D spacetime, We'Il look at alt
o the Wick rotation transformation used to derive the above integrals from general rnath but Sauge laftice

relations for D dimensional Euclidean spaces, approach

Feynman parameterizatian, a trick used in evaluating loop integrals,

finding the photon loop integral np'Qi via cut off regularization,

comparing simple non-physical examples of Pauti-Villars and dimensional regulari zation,
finding the photon loop integral np'(t) via dimensional regularization,

finding the vertex loop conection integral ,( @',p) via dimensional regularization, and
outlining the procedure to find the fermion loop integral X(p) via dimensional

regularization.

15.1 Relations We'll Need

I5.I.l Some Standard Integrals
The integrals shown in this section will

signs therein meano i.e.,
be useful. It may be good to recall what the integral

Iroo)da p=linn [!nr<ro)da p A ->oo.
Recall also that for the f function used below, for the special case where n is an integer,

f(r) =(n-l)! from which it follows+ nf'(n)= n(n-t)t= n!=f(n+t)
The following integrals can simply be accepted, as we commonly do for any problem for which

we use integral tables. However, in the following section, we derive one of these, i.e., (15-4), to
illustrate a procedure called Wick rotation that plays a vital role in regularization. In the appendix
we make some general comments related to the derivations of the other relations, for those *ho *uy
be interested.
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(1 s-r )

Gammafunction
(15-2) for integers

Useful integrals
(15-3) over spacetime

(1s-4)

r dapIffi= in,('rn(-s) * s tn(n' -') -n' )

dop

(r'*r+re)z
-,)**.,)--in2[",-', -m(,*

dop

(o'*r+re)"
_,*zr(n-z) I
-rlo -T!A-;a (15-s)

I oo 
=aop=o n>3t 

(o'+r+re)'

n>3

(r s-6)
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t pP p' 
-4a 

o _in2r(':?) gP'= 
n> 4l-t 

(r' +, +;e )n 
' 2r(') sn-'

I do p =ir2r@.-z)-! n>3t(o'+2pq+t+re)n r(n) (,-n')'-'

n>3

(r s-7)

(ls-8)

(15-e)

n> 4 (15-10)

(1s-1 r)

(1 s-r 2)

and there is

differential

How above
integrals derived

Euclidean space
of D dimension
has simple
interpretation of
distance and
integral

Not so simple in
spacetime
because one

dimension is time

Wick rotation
converts
spacetime to
Eucliden space

Wick rotation:
E-+iE

Wick rotation,
Euclidean
space notation

pP- pE

pts p'

(o'*Zpq+t+re)"

75.7.2 Deriving Spacetime Integrals Using Wick Rotation

The Issue

,4 .-rr(r4r,fu-3)qPq' *(t- az)sa')
d'o=ilT--w I'-"v z|'fu) 

U_n)r-,

! vP n'aa p -+l rw p2d4 p

lrir!oop=*fso,-t-aoo" p-*s '' p-+s

An integral in 4D Euclidean space is "relatively" easy to evaluate since we can convert from 4D

Cartesian form of differential element d4x = dwdxdyd.zto 4D spherical coordinates of differential

element dVqo = d4 r = 2n2 13 dr , where 2r2 13 is the 3D "surface" of a 4D hypersphere. (See Chap.

9, pg. 260.) Additionally, our radial distance is , * J*' + x2 + y2 + z2 and that is simply the

measured distance from the origin to a point.

In 4D spacetime, however, things are not so simple because , - rlr' - *2 - y2 - z2

no simple interpretation of that as a distance in 4D space. Further, defining a suitable
element, due to the minus signs in the metric, is problematic.

To evaluate 4D spacetime integrals we use a trick called Wick rotation.

The Solution: Wick Rotation

Wick rotation is used to convert 4D spacetime to an associated 4D Euclidean space, in which a

given integral is easier to evaluate. For it, we simply transform (or, equivalently, make a substitution
of variables in the spacetime integral of) E + iE.

That is, we multiply the 1t = 0 component (energy in this case) by i, leave the p - 1,2,3

components unchanged, and label the new coordinates with a subscript E (for Euclidean).
Multiplication by I in the complex plane comprises a rotation by 90o. Hence the "rotation" part of
the name for the transformation.

The differential element daphas a factor of dE in it, so it transforms as shown in Wholeness
Chart 15-1 below.

Note, for the last line in the chart itpS=EZ*p2 = E2 +(rt)'*(u')'*( ut)' , then it is

essentially the length squared in Euclidean energy-momentum space. And thus, the transformation
is

p2=pppp=E2_I(,,),=E,_p,-h_E2_p?=p#pnp=_p3.(15.l3)

pP 
d4 n = -in2r(n-- rz) qP

(o'*zpq+t+re)n 
I' r(') (,-n')'-'
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Getting the Integrals of Sect. 15.1 .1

We use Wick rotation to determine the integrals (15-3) to (15-12). To illustrate, we will
determine (15-4). We choose that, the second integral relation shown, instead of (15-3), because it is
harder, and because I want to leave the easier of the two as a problem for you to do. (See prob. 1.)

Integral (15-4)

First conveft our integral, via the Wick transformation, to Euclidean coordinates (with imaginary
quantities in places). We can ignore the i€, or simply think of it as included temporarity In thl
constant s. In the last step on the RHS of (15-14) below, we convert from Cartesian 4D Euclidean
coordinates to hyperspherical 4D Euclidean coordinates, as discussed above.
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Use Wick rotation
to convert
D dimension
Euclidean space
integrals to
D dimension
spacetime

An example

(r s-14)

We then use the following relation from integral tables (or from manipulating the RHS integrands).

,=tffi4ffi=|ffi=izn2ffffi

I xmdx Ir x*-"dv ct x*-ndxt1*,.4=;JW-;J 
@\+'

where x = PE, a = 7,, c = - s, n = 2, m= 3, and r =Z.With (15-15), (15-14) becomes

From integral tables, we find

Taking x=pE, a= l, c =- s, n- -2, the last part of (15-16) becomes

- (-r) i2r2[: PEdPE= 
.\ ,/_ _-- ,o 

(rL_ r),
Call this 1'

I *@, *,)' o* - J-(*' :-'-)'*'

-,)-h(s)-*-')

I _ i2z2 f pn dpn.

'o (oL -')
-__.1/__J

+,"(,2_4lX

(1s-1s)

(1 s-16)

(rs-17)

(ls-1 8)

( l5-16) is then equal to

r=in2lmQI
L

(15-4), i.e.,

=itr2("6'

I
I
I

I
)

I

I

I
.

=-it:2[r,-r, -m(,f

Wholeness Chart l5-1. Wick Rotation Summary

Minkowski Euclidean

Time component E Wick transform-> iE

Space component ip (or p) Wick transform-+ Ip (or p)

Differential element dop Wick transform+ .,4
tcl pn

4D vector definition pF =(4 p) p{ =(4 p)
4D vector transformation (4 p) Wick transform-+ (iE, p)

Square of 4D vector definition p'= p4po- f -pt pn,=p{psu=f*p'
Square of 4D vector, transformation

2p Wick transform-l 2*Pn

-')**.1) QED.

(1s-1e)
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For other integrals, see Prob. I and the appendix of this chapter.

75.7.3 Some Gamma Matrix Relations from Chapter 4

For convenience, we repeat some relations for gamma matrices as shown in Appendix A of
Chap. 4.

rr(f yP) = as"F (ls-20)

Tr(f t' ro ...)=o for any odd number of gamma matrices (15-21)

Tr(fTpyrTp)=o(r"o sw - rarr0o + gdo *fr)
(15-22\

or as we will see the indices later Tr (f t' fr yB) = a(s"6 guf - gop gd| + gof *aa).

Tny' =4, rffy' --2f
ynf yB / = 4soP yt"f yf y'y' = -zyr yF ya o5-23)

ytf yryrt'y' =z(t'f yFrv +TvyBf t')
I 5, 7.4 F eynman Parameterization

Integrals (15-5) to (15-10) are actually not of the same form as the loop integrals and so, are not
directly suitable to our purposes. But, thanks to a technique developed by Feynman, we can convert
the loop integrals to forms for which we can use (15-5) to (15-10). The loop integrals typically have
a product of several different polynomials multiplied in the denominator rather than a single such
polynomial (raised to a power typically), as in the integrals (15-5) to (15-10).

The first of these useful relations is

Restating some
gamma matrices
relations from
Chap. 4 that
we'll use in
this chapter

A technique to
convert loop
integrals into

format of
standard integrals

Feynman
parameter helps
us convert a
product in a
denominator to
a form that will
make our job
easier

I=r pdt =r(t_1)_r(b-a)_tab b-aJaf b-a\a b) b-olab ) ab'
Define the Feynman parameter z via

(ts-24)

(15-2s)

wherefortheintegrationlimits in(L5-24),t=a means z=1, and t=b means z=0. TheLHS of
(15-24) then becomes (where the RHS of (15-26) follows from the symmetry of a and b on the
LHS)

t=b+(o-u)z I dt -(a-u)dz

15.7.5 Leading Log Approximations
Note that for a function of e ,f (e) = In (1\'+ e) where t(( A',

(r s-26)

You may be thinking that the RHS of (15-26) is an unwieldy way to express the LHS, and you
would be right, but (15-26) will help us in what is to come.

Relation (15-26) readily extends to three factors (see Prob. 2), where x, y, and z are Feynman
parameters like z above, i.e., they are dummy integration variables,

#=z!)a.!,at (a+(u-o)*+('- u)y)t
(ts-27)

,. I el-x
=Zlodxlo dz

(a+(u- o)x+(r- o)r)t

These results can be generalized, via induction, to

dz =ft d, _1, d,

-=

(u+(a-u)r)' to (u+(o-u)r)' 'o (o +(b-o)r)'

*= r (z + \ llrazt li' orr^ l;" or,
AyA1A2...On (oo * @, - oo) zr + ....(o, - an-t) q)"*t

fI

ab

(a)

(b).

Similar relation

for product of
three factors in
denominator

Extrapolating

(15-28) to anY number
of factors in
denominator
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tn(L,+ e) = r (e)= l (0) . rpl,=o * +iff|l,=n *...
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Defining
"leading log
approximation"

Finding 2'd
order photon
propagator via
cut-off method

2"d order means
one loop added
to ltt order
propagotor

We'Il approximate
and make
calculation easier
by ignoring
MASSES

The 2od order
propagator
showing what

compriset nP'1k1

Evaluating

nP'(t)

Re-express the
denominator
using Feynruan
parameterization
relations

=ln(t\'*t)lr=o.fu-
2(L'* €)z ,=o

e2 e t( e

,t' -z[rv
r2

)+
(rs-2e)+.... - ln t\' +

= lnL' (leading log approximation).

75.2 Finding Photon Self Energy Factor Using the Cut-Off Method
Fig. 15-1 shows the tree level (first order in a) and the second order correction Feynman

diagrams for the photon propagator.

tuo+ffi
Figure 1.5-1. The Photon Propagator to Second Order

As we evaluate the higher order propagator, we will highlight, by providing an asterisk, the
approximation steps whenever they occur.

* lst Approximation: Use one loop (only evaluate the propagator to 2nd order in a).
The photon propagator is thus

iDW(t)= iDrqf(r)* iDrapfr#{rrJi"o rpisr(p-n)reofrsr(p)ao pI,r*o(r).f 1s-30)

* ZndApproximation: Ignore masses in propagators.

This approximation works because for the integration range where i) energy/momenta >> m,
mass is negligible; ii) energy/momenta
denominator controls the integrand and makes the contribution small, so it can be ignored; iii)
energy/momenta = frr, the total range of integration for this is small compared to the entire
integration range, so the contribution is negligible. These conclusions can be verified with a detailed
analysis of the integrals, but we will not do that here.

Ignoring masses, we can write (15-30) as

io?%p(r) = iD r al(r ) *,d #X{*r,! r, tffitl thf ol(r s-3 r )

np, (k)

We need to evaluatenp'&). Strictly speaking, we should carry the ieterms through at every
step and then take €'+ 0 at the very end, but for convenience, we will simply ignore such terms
from here on. We do this because I know in advance that we will get the same answer either way,
and hopefully, to save time, /ou can just take my word for it on this. Doing so, we have

nP'(k)=Gb{r,tffio^r\ (15-32)

The Denominator Re-afranged

We will re-express @ - k)2p2 in the denominator of the integrand of (15-32) using ( l5-26) with a
- (p * k)2 and b = p2.Thus,

Irrdz

-- 

r

t ,\2 z Jor t
(1s-33)

(p - k)' p' to 
(ur* (to - k), - orl, r)'
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We then re-express the squared part of the denominator of (15-33) as follows

p2 +(to- k)' - o')r= pz d-Zzppko+ zk2 *= pz -Zzp+ko+ zk2
cancels cancels

= p2 -Zz.ppkp + zzkz + zkz - zzkz =(p - zft)z + z(l- 4k2.
Then, with (15-34), (15-33) becomes

I 
- fll--*-l J-Jn(p -rr)' p, 'o ((o _ rk),

dz

(1s-34)

(1s-35)

+ z(1- z)rcz)z 
'

So, (15-35) allows us to re-wrire (15-32) as

np,(k)=Gb{r,t r(y_/)//(r, 
)-'\

=#il{''t o^'}o'
(1s-36)

Thus, we have re-

expressednP'Qr)
so it is easier to
evaluate

The Numerator and Denominator Re-arranged

We now use the substitution of variable techniquet in (15-36) with p -+ p + zk (and thus dp +
dp) where we note the spacetime integral will still have limits of + 

"o.

Use substitution
of variable to re-
express numerator
and denominator

The denominator of ( 15-37) is even in p, so all terms in the numerator that are odd in p will drop
out. Thus, (15-37) reduces to

np'(k)=#|, 
l 

r^rlo (1s-38)

Break into Two Integrals

Label the two integrals with respect top in (15-38) as

(t5-37)

(1s-3e)

(1s-40)

Two terms in
numerator I
evaluate as two
separate integrals

So

nP' (k)= ItF' + Izttv

We use (15-1 I ) in the first row below to get the second row.

t This is safe to do here, but in some theoretically more advanced
symmetries of the theory and lead to what is known as an "anomaly".

situations it can destroy certain

First integral



Then using (15-23)

This can be re-expressed as

fi {.(r - r)k' p"(z)+ tn(t-u)+ tnkz) - z0- dkz m|( - z(t- z

+ z(1 - r)k' ( ,' 
) - z(t- z)n2 m( ,t

5.2 Finding Photon Self Energy Factor Using the Cu

,v i rt [ . tr ( uu ro r't' / f)_ao o\a,tn"= (d^1, II V.4-drrf I

=+ rr [;(* 
r'" n n r 

:) o^ o\ o,6:, 1'@"0)'
and (15-20), this becomes

l3-lr,F'=#!:\t+ffi*olo,

I -y:- I

=4[' 1 "' -Zrr('Ly 
rlor.@J'L'TV.'o-')k') 

I

Section t-Off Methodl5

Ir

381

[01
- - *!r+ l'' IS 

pt *,(r-,)t' -.(t-,)k'-ao,l 
a,LE 

tnY to 
lt 

" o 

)"'

=-2s"#t:{t{6 
I.,

sing (15-3) for the first integral above and ( l5-4) for the second, with s = z (1

,F, =- zsu, fi(,*)"

(rs-41)

(ts-42)

(15-43)

, we have

Use standard
integrals and
gamma matrices
to re-express it

Re-expressing it
yet again by
adding terms
that equal zero

Approximate
Iog terms by
dropping all
but leading
log parts

I
I az..

I

- r)t

)k')-

)

I ar.

2

U

I

* 3rd

If

Using standard
L? spacetime

(15-44) integrals

L2 -z(r - ,)k2

Approximation: In terms with logarithms, only retain leading logs.
we only retain the leading log terms (see Sect. 15.1.5, pg. 378), with A2 >> ft , we get
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ItF'=-rr*,#ll {zn2z(r-.) Inkz -2k22(r-.) tnL2 -L2+z(1 -z)rr2 ,az

= sP' #t {a,2 z(t- ,\*# - 
^2+ 

z (t - z)n2} az

- ro: 
l'lj 

.,, 
_- 

., r. <zn' n$) - 
!'rr,:' 

a,. 
:' fi . t: - .l 

r.]
Bnz 

llo 
' --,.- ' 

A z k2 /6 )

nP'kzll, k2 Lz r l=71a''F-n,:L 
i=

I negligibleJ

I,{'of (15-38) and (15-39) can be re-affanged slightly as

I,F,=6kako(r,(tt'/f))fi.(r_.)fffio^u\*(15-46)

Using (15-22), this becomes

rz,, =- 
#fpo+(srt rvo - so, stu + guo glr)x

I;.('-rfffio^o\*
*/p\ar. (ts-47)
+ z(r - r)k')' I

We evaluate the integral with respect to p in (15-47) using ( 15-4) with s = e( 1 * ,)k'to get

r2F, = - +(zna *, - k, slu )fi . tr - ) (-inz)"- 4r,

so't h{-{n,
24n' A" 8fi"

(1s-4s)

I (l s-48)

'l*

(15-4e)

Gives us the

first integral of
our2"t order
relation

Now, the
second
integral

Re-aruanging
and using a
standard trace
relationfor
SAmma
matrices

Use standard
spacetime
integral to
evaluate

Retain only
leading logs

r

10"?r)+ tn(t- z)+ tnkz)- m(nz - z(r- ,)*2)+
t

z(t- z)t<z *
Lz - z(r- z)k2

* 3rd Approximation again: Only retain leading logs

For A large with respect to other quantities, keeping leading logs, we find this becomes

rz,' =-#(ropk, -k2sq,){m*, -tnt\2 +, }lJr(r- z) dz

negligible *If

= -#(ult' - k' sF'),,# = -#zkr kv,"ft .#k' s!' -#.

= I{'+ I
Adding (15-45) to

Add two
iptegrals above

,[ rr, n\uur)

(15-49) yields flq' af (15-31), (l 5-32),and (15-40).
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np, (k)= I(, + I2ltv = r", k2 ln{-+n2 - I 
, 1ro1r, m4* B"= kz hL24n' A' gn" lzn. Lz 24rt L2

- 8F'^ lr2ZtrL-{hz -+ kpkv zpLl2n' n gr' 12nz A

- sq';tz mL-{,* - | 
,1rakv hL.6tt' n Bn' 6nt n

where we take k= +Jkz above. From (15-30) and (15-31), we have

iD'#b(r) = iDraf(t ) * iDrap$)iSnu' (t )iDFvp &)

--'r{p *(-'rg) ,a( {k2 hL-8"= Lr--l- kt,kv ,rr,)(-is!p)kz ' p2 ""u\6r2'" "'"A gr*' 6*^ 
,' ,,,L) 

k3

=ry - i$ # k*1'4 ## + rct #ry ̂u^

_:iTop(,,, ^z I , k z I At) 2 I kokp,.-k
ld['+'o 6#tn--'6#F) + i.'o uf,tT'"i.

Drops out.ffi)ffi tZffindi*

(15,s0)

(l s-s 1)

(15-s2)
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usenPvlkl to
determine

n?ilp&)

Note kqkpterm
drops out

This leaves

nq'gy Trom cut-
off method

Compare with

nP'61yro*
Chap. I3 that
agrees with
experiment

They are

dffirent: ,N2

divergence and
no fr1ite term

Ignoling mass
lostfinite term

t\2 divergence
corcected by
adding tenn
to "C

As we showed in the appendix of Chap. 14, any term in the above with a kqfactor drops out due
to current conservation (gauge invariance). This leaves us with

to?lp(r) = # ( * d #-u^- d ##,
,ffirl

Thus (15-50), ignoring the last term, which drops out, becomes

from cut-off regurarization gav (k) - sF' k2 # ^U^ - sp' # ( 15-53)

r"ffi6,ffin Y
Compare with What We Said Before We Would Find

Recall from Chap. l3 (see (13-7) on pg. 324) we stated without proof thatfl4v could be written
(with bn=1= 1l(12rh for only one electron/positron loop as we have here) as

rrom chap. r3 np' (k)= sp'k2 *^^*,* se'k2 #l:e(l - jk(e(l- ,)**2 r *)az. (1s-s4)

a;^)
Issues with (15-52)

1) There is no finite term of form fl"(ft2) in (15-53) as we indicated in earlier chapters there was.
2) The last term in (15-53) diverges quadratically as A -+ oo, but we stated from the beginning

that the divergence was logarithmic. Experimental dependence of renormali zed e with energy
supports logarithmic dependence on energy level.
Answers to Issues

l)"Recall that at (15-31) we approximated by ignoring masses in our fermion propagators. But
II. (ft') in (15-54) has mass m in it. In the more exact (but far more complicated) tieatment, the
missing [.(k") would arise.

2) The divergence with A2 can be rectified by modifying the Lagrangian and essentially re-
developing our entire theory of QFT with that new Lagrangian. We won't get into that here, but this
would entail adding an infinite term to our Lagrangian with the appropriate sign and factors suc!
that after re-doing the theory and arriving at a modified form of 1t5-S:), the added term and the A2
term therein would cancel one another.
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Problems with Answer 2) Above
The problems with adding this term to the Lagrangian are that
I it is exceptionally complicated, and

. by modifying the Lagrangian, we lose gauge invariance.

Recall all that we went through in Chap. 11 to find gauge transformations of ryand Ap that keep
the Lagrangian symmetric (gauge invariant). We had to add precisely the correct interaction terms
to the Lagrangian to make it work. Any extra terms added would destroy the symmetry. (We
showed an example of this in Sect. 11.5.4, pg.296 where a non-zero photon mass term, i.e., an
extra term in ,C, destroyed the gauge symmetry.)

No longer having gauge invariance means, from Noether's theorem, that we no longer have
charge conservation. And we can't use things like the Ward identities, which help us renormalize,
because they are simply charge conservation in different form.
Bottom Line

QF t can be reformulated with the extra term in the Lagrangian in the manner discussed above
and be viable. That is, with great complication, we can make cut-off regularization work.

But, there is a better way. In fact there are at least three better ways: Pauli-Villars, dimensional,
and gauge lattice regularization methods. These all honor gauge invariance.

I 5. 3 Pauli-Villars Regularization

75.3.1 The Concept

Note that in what follows, we assume the fermion mass rn6 has already been renormali zed to m.
In other words, we have already broken the ms term in the Lagrangian into two terms in m and 6m,
where the latter is the mass counterterm. (See Chap. 12, Sect. 12.6.1,pg. 312 and Chap. 13, Sect.
13.4, pg. 330.) So, our fermion propagators use m, not mg.

Imagine there were an extremely heavy fermion, identical to the electron, muon, and tau in all
qualities except mass. In our low energy (far below the mass of this fermion) experiments it could
never play a role as a real particle, since all of them would have decayed into lighter particles at the
beginning of the universe, and we would not have enough energy in the experiment to create
another one. And it could never influence particle collision interactions (such as Compton
scattering) as a tree level virtual particle since those interactions would never reach the mass-energy
level of this fermion. We would never know it exists.

However, in our higher order correction loop integrals we integrate to infinite energy levels and
it could play a role there. If so, the effect would be like adding another Feynman diagram loop with
that particular particle in addition to the one for the electron (and muon and tau) coupled with its
antiparticle. That is, if the heavy fermion mass were A, then all our propagators in our theory would
have to be modified as (the minus sign before the added propagator below makes things work out).

,/ +*
p2 -m2 +ie

(r s-ss)

Note that for large A compared to p, the RHS of (15-55) reduces to the LHS (in front of the
arrow). For everyday purposes, the heavy fermion would not seem to exist. However, at high p
levels, such as at higher levels of our loop integration range, the contribution from the heavy
fermion propagator would kick in.

The valuable part of all this, from the point of view of regularization, is that the bottom row of
(15-55) falls off, at high p,with 7lp', whereas the top row LHS falls off with llp. This allows loop
integrals to converge as p + oo. They will diverge with A, however. But we take care of that with
renormalization where as A -+ "" (and our heavy fermion cannot then exist in any sense) quantities
like e and m take on physical, finite values.

, /+* /+*-- p2_"t+i€-/m
=(/**1 - - -#:t\'/' '(r'-*2 *it)(o'-nz +ie)'

This correction
complicated and
destroys gauge
invariance

But gauge
invariance a
valued principle
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physics

Other
regularization
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gauge invariance
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Pauli-Villars adds

fictitious particle
af heavy mass A,
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Has effect of
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As mass A -+ oo,

particle
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we know

Presence of new
particle causes
integral to
converge faster
for large p
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75.3.2 A Simple (Unphysical) Example
As you have seen in Sect. 15.2, the mathematics of regularization gets unwieldy and

cumbersome, and that is probably a gross understatement. To illustrate the basic concept of Pauli-
Villars regularization, we will use a mathematical example that does not represent reality, but has
the big advantage of being far simpler.

Suppose we had an integral of the form

385

A simple math
(not physically
real) example

A given integral
over spacetime

Add in a Pauli-
(15-57) ViIIars particle

Use standard
spacetime
integral

We find a lnA,
(15-60) dependencefor

large lt

Dimensional
regularilation
takes spacetime
D = 4 integrals
toD=4-r1
spacetime
integrals

Using (15-4) in the abpve with the integration limit A in (15-4) now equal to infinity and s = -*'
for the iirst term and A2 (now the heavy fermion mass squared) for the second, we get (using
(15-29) under the last row below)

-!f--1- dap-
(zo)o t (r, -;r)' 

P -7

(*') - ,,(

,lop. (1s-s6)

We could use the Pauli-Villars methodology of (15-55) (applied just to the denominator of that
expression) to turn this into (where we drop the small e for convenience)

11 I

(zr)o t (r, -*2 *ir)'

*2 + *')*t)+ inz (*(n')- m(*, + 
^2).,)) 

(r5-ss)

2tn**** Ztn**5+
This gives us

6t6aan.ffi(,"#)#5-=&(*^_lnm+5)+...(l5.59)
For A J oo this becomes

usin g Pauli-Villars regularization.

7 5. 4 Dim en sional Re galarizatio n

75.4.1 The Concept

In dimensional regularization, we take advantage of something mathematicians have discovered.
That is, intractable integrals in one dimension space often become tractable in a space of different
dimensions. In fact, mathematically it can even be done in spaces of fractional dimensions such as
3.5 dimensions, or 4.1 dimensions. At first blush, this seems quite bizane, but mathematically, it all
works out, as hopefully, we will shortly come to realize.

In our case, our unbounded loop integrals are over four dimensional spacetime. It turns out that
for dimensions D other than D = 4 for spacetime, these integrals can be evaluated readily. So we
take the same integrals over D - 4 - r7, where q + A.In the result, we get terms that are unbounded
as ry + 0 (which corresponds to A -+ -). We then re-express the result in 4D and A for use in
renormalization,just as we do for any other regulanzation technique.

Note that in D + 4 spacetime, one dimension is time and all the rest are spatial.

=#(-i"(r"

=#l?"#)

t
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75.4.2 Relations for Arbitrary Dimension Spacetime
The mathematics behind D dimension spaces is extensive and delving into it to any depth would

consume considerable time and effort. Instead, we will simply cite certain results the
mathematicians have provided to us physicists for use in renormalization. We start with integer
values for D, and then will extrapolate, rather uncritically, to non-integer values.

Metrics in D Integer Dimensions
ForDanyintegat,BpvisaDxDmatrix.Parallel to gprg4v =4 forD=4spacetime,wehave

sprBP'-D. (15-61)

Garyrna Matrices in D Integer Dimensions

In D dimensions, where D is an integer, there are D gamma matrices labeled yo,Tt ,...7o -t 
.

These aref (D)xf (D) matrices, where/(D) is an integer that depends on D. For D = 4,f (D) = 4.

T maftlces for integer D satisfy anti-commutation relations similar to those seen before,

TP/ +/YP -2sF'. (rs-62)

From these, one can derive contraction and trace relations parallel to (15-20) to (15-23.). That is

Ts.y' = D, rffy' --(D-2)f
rnf rP y' = -(D - +)f rB + 4sdP etc.

n(f rp)= r (n) s"F ,

rr(f t' f ...)=o for any odd number of gamma matrices,

rr(f Tp TrTp)= f @)(s"B sw - sor stu * ,ao ,Fr)
or as we will see the indices later Tr (fot'tf)= f @)(e,u s'o - gF'gb * goo r*).

Key Integrals in D Integer Dimensions
For a Euclidean space of arbitrary integer dimension D, the mathematicians have provided us

with the integral

1 I dop, I r( '-+) 1t@6Wr-F (rs-67)

(rs-63)

(15-64)

(1s-6s)

(1s-66)

(1s-6e)

In similar fashion, one can deduce other relations for D dimensional spacetime parallel to ( 15-3)
to (15-12). We list the most relevant of these (with the (Zfi factors arranged differently from
(15-69)) below where we use q instead of p to represent the general case. Note, for n - 2, (15-70) is
(15-69). Note also that by doing Prob. 4, you can (fairly quickly) derive (15-73) from (15-72).

We will take
D + 4 relations
mathematicians
give us without
deriving them

First for integer D

Metric
contraction for
general D
spacetime

Gamma matrices
relationfor
general D
spacetime

Demo: how we
use Wick rotation
to turn Euclidean
D space integral
into D spacetime
integral

In similarfashion,
other D spacetime
integrals derived

from Euclidean
ones

We can use this to find.its equivalent in D dimensional spacetime. First perform an inverse Wick
rotation transformation (3'o step below) on the LHS of (15-67) to get

I@W dD pe =fit6 dD ps =#ttrT do p (rs-68)

From (1,5-67), 1= f+ d'p=+W+
(zo)o t (or* r)t (qo)o'' r(2) ,?+

Ifud'q=irD'|zffifu

Iffid'q-o

(15-70)

(rs-71)



Extrapolatine to Non-Inteeer D Dimensions
Note that the gamma function f is also defined for non-integer D, so the RHS of integrals

(15-69), (15-70), (15-72), and (15-73) remain valid in that case as well. So, we simply assume all of
the relations (15-61) to (1 5-73) hold for borh integer and non-integer D.

One may feel some unease with a metric glpand ymatrices for dimension spaces where D is not
an integer. However, when we use these entities in such cases, in our final result we always take D
14, so we can caffy the symbols representing them along as we go, knowing that all will be OK in
the end. Though this implies the seemingly weird process of integration over fractional dimension
spaces, it does turn out to work, as we are about to see.

With this most general interpretation of the above relations, we can re-visit the simple example
we regulanzed via the Pauli-Villars method, but this time, using dimensional regularization.

15.4.3 The Same Simple (Unphysical) Example Again
We can use (15-69) to deduce the integral (15-56) in D dimensional spacetime and then take D

-+ 4.Ignore the €'for convenience and use s = - rn'. Note that the LHS of (15-69) with D = 4 is the
same integral (15-56) we evaluated using Pauli-Villars regularization.

-Lf-l- yp-
@l@ " P-- e,f 16 rt" p= U.ryffl+ ) (rs-74)

f(e) has poles (goes to infinity) at 0, -1, -2,....0 so (15-74) has poles at D = 4,6,8, ... To
examine thebehavior aroundD= 4, define Q=4-D and use the approximation (which hopefully
you can accept like an integral from a table)
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I qo q' 
dD a = i/TD/z'fu 

-t - B) r,o' 
,t 

(n, * r)n 
-r -'- zr(n) sn-t-D/z

I q' dDa=inD/2'b-t-B) ? .t 
(r, * r)n 

-t --- zT(n) sn-t-D/z

'(' - +) =r(+),,it ] -,. 0 (,il,

a* =r * xrna *Q In o)z *(*rnof- * ....2! 3!

#tfto-,
found via dimensional regularization.

i2 1

& 1+,Y7'

where y here is the Euler-Mascheroni = 0.5772, which will always cancel, or be negligible,
in observable quantities. We also use the standard relation
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(ts-72)

(ts-73)

Now assume
above relations
work in non-
integer D spaces

Dimensional
regularilation
applied to'Pauli-
Villars example

Using standard
integral for D
spacetime

(15-75) Gamma function
in limit

( l5-76)
. .x

LXpAnSrcn OI a

Using limiting
valuesasD+4

We get integral
forD=4

witha=llmL andx - qlztoobtain

( ' \t-+ =(-1 ,+(#)+ 
fit=1+ 

+*#+o(n )=r- gtn*z *o(n ) (ts-77)l+)
(15-74), with f(2) = 1, is then

6t6d,p,3t@G_T+"(il)(t_$t,*,)=t8t;t-,,*)r15.78)
Of course, in the full limit rt + 0 and D -+ 4, (15-74) then becomes

(ts-7e)
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7 5.4.4 Important Conclusion
We can compare our dimensional regularization result (15-78)-(15-79) to that for the same

integral found via Pauli-Villars regularization (15-59)-(15-60), and if we assume they must give us
the same result, we can conclude that,

forfiniteA and ry small, t,t =!-{. For A+oo and ry->O, lnA,-!. (15-80)rtZrl
For this integral at least, (llry - ylZ) plays the role of ln /t. Both go to infinity in the limiting

condition, where the Euler-Mascheroni constant ybecomes negligible. This conclusion is true in
general for regularization of any integral, though we won't prove that here. Hopefully, this one
example will provide some justification for adopting (15-80) as an identity in what follows.

7 5.5 Comparing Various Regularization Approaches

75.5.1 Usefulness of the Dffirent Approaches
Pauli-Villars regularization works well with QED, but no one has been able to make it work for

weak or strong interactions. Dimensional regularization works for QED and weak interactions and
is the favored approach for both, so we will devote the remainder of this chapter to it. In summary,

. Cut-off method: Simple in concept, but violates gauge invariance and is not very useful.

. Pauli-Villars: Works for QED, but not (to date) for weak or strong interactions.

I Dimensional regularization: Works for QED and weak, but not strong, interactions.
(Because strong interaction theory is non-perturbative, so our renormalization scheme
does not hold.)

. Gauge lattice: Works for QED, weak, and strong interactions, but is too advanced for this
text.

75.5.2 Why Choose One Approach Over Others

The cut-off method violates gauge invariance, but the others do not. In addition, the others all
give the same result straightforwardly. (This is a relative and restricted use of the term
"straightforward", as the processes are lengthy.) Gauge invariance has become a cornerstone of
physics at many levels, and the consensus is that we should stay with methodologies that preserve it.

So, other methods, such as the last three listed in the prior section, have become preferred over
the cut-off method.

15.5.3 Apology for Emphasizing Cut-Off Method Earlier
I may have led you to believe early on, in discussing regularization as if it were done readily by

the cut-off method, that the cut-off method worked straightforwardly. As it turns out, that is not the
case, and I misled you. I did it purposefully, however, as it was the simplest way to get the message
across at that point in your developing understanding of renormalization. Had I engaged in a more
detailed discussion of regularization then, it would in all likelihood have confused, rather than
enlightened you, and done more harm than good. In any event, all of this should be a little clearer
now.

75.6 Finding Photon Self Energy Factor Using Dimensional Regularization
With reference to Fig. 15-1 on p9.379, we reproduce the second order photon propagator of

(15-30) below.

ifrflp(t)= iDraf(t)* iDrapfr#{rrJiro yuise(p*r,)tery'rso(daopI,or,o(r)f rs-81)

where

Comparing result
with Pauli-Villars
to relate A, to r7

Usefulness of
various
approaches

Preserving gauge
invariance key

factor in choosing
regularization
method

Cut-off
method not
preferred

Finding nP'Ur)
via dimensional
regularization
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' (zo)o l- '--"' (p-k)' -m2 +ie v' 
pz -mz +ie- " I
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Expressing

nP'Qi in 4D
( 15-82) spacetime

Converting to
general

' (15-83) dimens.ion D
spacettme

+ je and hence a - b Re-arranging the
denominator

lvav @,k)

-d, r,{r' (y - / **)/ (/ **)I=#l 
'taP'

Converting (15-82) to D dimensional space and dividing by iS , we have

nt, (k)= 
-! f N" (P:k) 

. do p\ , 
Qo)" (to -k)'-*2 *ir) 6'-;i 4- 

Y

The Denominator Re-arranged

Now,using (15-26)in(15-83)with a = (p-k)2 -^'+ie andb=pz -*'
= k2 - Zpk (where we note the short hand notation pk = pokP ),

iel=#t;l
We introduce the new variable

r,lP' (p,k) 
:; dD pdz.

(r' - *2 + k2 z-Zpkz+ ie)'

Use Feynman

(15-84) Parameterization
relatrcn

Then, use

substitution of
(15-85) variable qq=p-kz dq=d.p -+dDq=dDp p=q+kz,

and substituting for p in (15-84) gives us

np'(k)=#lrl

=#il1

ttP' (q + kz,k)
qdz

(k* nr1'

(n' *Zqkz+ k2 z2 - *2 + k2 z-Zqkz-2k2 z2 * ir)'

dD

-*2 +kzz-\(q+kz)

wP'(q+kz,k)

r2
kz+ ie)

dD qdz

=#lr t dDqdz

=#ilt dDqdz.

( 1s-86)

Note that the denominator is even in the integration variable 4.

The Numerator Re-arran ged

Using the trace relations of (15-64) to (15-66) in the numerator of (15-82) and (15-83) yields

Useful expression

for denominator

Re-arranging
the numerator
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NP' (p,k)=rr{ru (y - / * *)/ (y * *)l

=r,{f (y - X)/ y + TP (y - /)/ ** yp*/,1 * f y' *'I
={(pa -ka)po rrf t'/f +bd-k)mrrf t'/

-0

+pomTryqff+m2Tr(fI.
_n= u f(D)sP,

This becomes,

wP'(p,k)= f @{(pp -kp)n' -gp'(pd-kilpu *(n' -k')n/'+m2gavl

= f (n)t(ro -or)p'+(r' -o')uo +(*2 -(pd-rra)p6)sp'1. (1s-88)

(n-*)r
The numerator of ( 1 5-86) in terms of q, found by substituting p of ( 15-85) into ( 1 5-88), is

uP' (q+kz,k)= f(pX (no *kF z-oo)(n' +rr'z)*(n' +kv z-n')(aa +*p z)

* (*' - (q * kz - k)(q + t)) sP' I. 
( l s-8e)

In expanding (15-89) we can drop all terms linear in q since they make the integrand in (15-86)

odd and will therefore yield zero. We can then take Nln 1*here dots indicate terms that drop out) as

N" (q+kz,k)- t@){qFq' +kFk'z2 -kPk'z+qPq' +kpk'zz -kpkv z

*mzgttv -q2gF, -k2zzga, +k2zguu)+... (15-90)

* f (D){(znon' 
='ro')*act'*'z_(t- 

z)+(mz +rrzz(r- 4)s/" }+...

N(' Nt' N(v
J

where we label certain groups of terms in the numerator as shown.

Returning to the Whole Integral and Breaking It into_Three Parts

(15-86) then becomes

\-L---/

7(n)kq6 s'"
_oltv o6o *opo o6v ,6 6 '6 6 r

N('*n{v +u{vnP'(k)=#/(D)l;l
(n' * t<2 z(t- z)- *' * ru)'

=#/(D)l; F{ *4'*$')az'

If' represents an integral in D dimension spacetime over q.

2qP q' - q2 gF'

( 1s-87)

Use trace
relations in
D space

Substitution of
variable.

All terms in
numerator odd
in q drop out

Useful expression

for numerator
and shorthand
notation for three
numerator terms

Expressing
whole integral
in shorthandfor
the three terms

( 1s-9r )

Evaluate l"
integral using
standard integral
in general D

(15-92) dimensions

dD qdz

where each

tF"t rt i't-l

('=[ doq
(n' * t<2 .(t - z) - *2 + re)2

With (15-72)and (15-73), s = k2z(1 . z)-*'*ie, and n=2, this becomes (dropping thetiny e
for convenience and using the RHS of (15-2) in the RHS of the second line below)



rh-!)
I(' = irD/2' . 

2r(2)
1!

inD,zLA
2rQ)*ir
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Evaluate 2"d

integral using
standard integral
in general D
dimensions
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D gP'

p,2 z(r- z) - *')t-'' Q,2 
z(t - z) - *')'-o'

Adding the three integrals (15-93), (15-95), and (15-97) yields

rye n) = ffiF - +)r(, - t) us-e3)przz(r-z)-*')'-"'ff

) oltV

itrD/? gtw

lr2 ,(t - z) - *')'-o'

r t, = , .. -ztctt tcv z(t - z) 
.._ do q . ( 15_94)' (n' + kz z(r -.) - *2 + ie)'

From (15-70) with n = 2 and s = kzz(1 - z) - *' * is, this becomes

r(z-$\ zkpkv z(r -.) rnD/zr(z- D\
It' = -i,P/zjf ffi = -ffizzQ- z)k/'kv. (ls-es)

r{, =, - 
(^' * t"'(r - .-)) so' 

- do q ." (n'+kzz(r-.) -*2 +rc)'
(15-e6)

Using (15-70) again just as we did in (15-95) but with a different numerator (which is constant Evaluate 3'd

in both cases with respect to the q integration) integral using

ixD/2r(z-41 iffi;i":ii;*^
r{v =--------- .v--2J-(^2 +*22(r- ))s!' . (ls-97) dimensions

lk"z(t-z)-m')
ItFn+I2Pv+13

/2
)_
-D

)

rfv + I{'
nD/zr(z-$

(

nD/zr(z- $

+

i

2
z

i

pv
1

(r

I

=

((o',(r -.) - *2

zz(t- z)(rrz ra'

Adding the 3

) ro' -22(t - z)kak' *(*' + k2 z(r - .)) so') (1s-e8) 
integrats

-*k').
(*2 z(t- e)- *')'*o'

Using (15-98) in (15-91) we find
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z(t - z)

zD-t 1TD-D/2 o 
(o, r(r - .) - *2\2-D/2

Note that the integral over z is a function of kz and recall from the appendix of Chap. L4, we
showed that for

nP' (k) = -sP' A(o') * nPr' n(t ') (1s-100)

drops out of amplitude

the term with kqk 
u 

drops out due to current conservation (gauge invariance). So we can ignore it
from here on and consider that

-l

Getting nP'(t )

from the addition

( 1 5-99) of the 3 integrals

The fkv rcrm
drops out due
to gauge

invariance

(1s-101)

Now wq want to takp the limit of (15-101) as D + 4 (i.e., as 11 @ 4 - D) -+ 0). From (15-76)
with a = 1k2z(l - z) - *'1*" see that

( l s-1 02)

(ls-104)

Recalling the behavior of the f function in that limit from (15-75), and now with/(D) -+ 4, we
have

np' (k)=fiokz s!'G - y +o,(q) )fi.tr -.){t -tt"l,2 z(r- z)-*')la,
negligible

=$o'r* (+-4fi z0-'){t- $tn(*z',(r-') -*')la- (r5-103)

= *o' r* ((+- 4 Il z (t - z) az -fi . (t - z)tn(n2,(t - z) - *') a,).

where we again dropped terms of order q in the last line. Using ( 15-80), this becomes

np' (k) = + k' sF' t" 
^l:(, 

- r')a, * * k2 su'f;.(t - z) tnp,z z(r - z) - *') azn -_:G- z7r- 
@

%-,_ :yI-.
= -1, k'go' lny+ I k2 nF' lnk2 ''l

6iT. ; 
k- s*' In k' 

Jo 
t (1 - z) dz

. *k's!'fi .(t - z)tr(.(t - r)- *, r kzpz
2lf'

=#o'mft+p-::r*l;.(t - z)t,(.(t- ,)-*2 r kzpz.

Compare with What We Said Before We Would Find

Take the limit of
the remainder

forD+4

Use limit
relations for
gamma function

nP'1kl yrom

dimensional
regularization

Compare with
relation of Chap.

again 13 that agrees
with experiment

Compare this with our Chap. 13 expression (shown in this chapter as (15-54)) repeated
below as (15-105).
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nP' (k) = sP' kz zb, k** sF'k2
\---J

- e'(*,n)

where bn = 1/Q2;) for n -1 (only electron-positron
regularization gives us what we find via experiment.

75.7 Finding the Vertex Correction Factor Using Dimensional Regularization
Fig. l5-2 depicts what we have seen before, the 2nd order veftex correction diagrams.

p-p'

#llro- a,,(.(' -,)- *2 r kzPz,

-n"(k2)
loop) as we have here.

(t s-t0s)

n,_-^_^j^_^1 Same thingurmensronal
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Finding LF(p',p)
via dirnensional
regularization

altd ,z oraer
expression for
vertex gamma

function

Feynman's rules

give us ,(@',p)

Infrared
divergence

Temporarily using
afictitious photon
propagator mass

eliminates k -+ 0
divergence
problem

p-p'ttA-'/k
,/ \o, ,/ \o,

Figure l5-2, The Vertex Conection to Second Order

The vertex expression becomes (see Wholeness Chart 14-4 at the end of Chap. 14, columns (II)
and (III) and Prob. 3 at the end of this chapter)

TP + t,o (p, p') = TP + fino (p, p') ,

where from Feynman's rules, we have

Ao(p,p')=61#,f 
V, (y - r()-m+ie

iyQ dat,

+

yp

saBf (Y' - / * *)v' U - / + *)yP

- /)-m*ie

Vp(n,n,,k)

d4k.

( r 5-106)

( I s-107)

(1s-108)

=#l
n2 (Q' - k)' - *2Xt, - r,)' - *')

where in the second line above we drop the igterms for convenience.
Doing the contraction in the numerator of (15-107) yields

NP (p,p',k)=Tp(y' - / **)yo (/ - / +*)rB .

Infrared Divergence

^ Note that if k -+ 0 (low energy or infrared virtual photon in Fig. I5-2), then p'' - *' and p2 ->*2. Thur,the denominator oJ thJintegrand in the lasf line of (15-t07) approaches zero prqportional
to the sixth power, i.e., as 06, whereas the numerator (with d4k taken*, proportionai i" nShi>;;; ;;
best, proportional to zero to the fifth power. So the integrand will diverge for k approaching zero.

We can correct for that with a trick. We temporarily assume the virtual photon has a mass 2.
That keeps the photon propagator finite and prevents the integrand from diverging in the infrared
regime. That is, we re-write (15-107) as

NP (p, p',k)Lo(p,p')=@l 
(u - x')(e' - k)' - *')((p - k)z - *')

d4k (1s-l0e)

and at the end of our evaluation of the integral, we take )" = 0. This works, though it may seem
strange.

p-k. p'- k
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One -migl4 ask oneself, as I once did, why then does the integrand not diverge in the regimea va

where k' = t? It is a good question whose full mathematical answer would take us away from our
task at hand. The short answer is that doing this can actually be justified, the integral is well defined,
and the procedure results in the correct predictions of experiment.

The Denominator Re-anan ged

Ignoring the small t terms, jumping to D dimensions instead of 4, and using (15-27)(b), with

a=k2-A2 b=(p'-k)'-*2 c=(p-k)'-*2
in the denominator of (15-109), we can re-write (15-109) as

zNP (p,p',k)
dzdxdD kL'(p,p')-#1ilfi-'

(a+(u-o)*+('- o)r)t

No (p, p',k)
dzdxdD k

Lu(p,p')=#JJj fi-',(zn)

(,' -'- o')t

The Numerator Re-arranged

With (15-112) solved for lt and substituted in (15-108), we have

Np (p, p',t + a)= yB(/' - / - / +*)f U - / - / *,r)rp

Express ,(@',p)
in D dimensions
and use Feynman
parameterization
relation to
re-express
denominator

Introduce
shorthand symbol
r to make

dzdxdD k. ?:;frsions 
tess

(ts-1 r 1)

(1s-1 12)

(1s-1 1 3)

Substitution
of variables
tanda

(1 5-1 r 4)
,(6'p7 in D
dimensions in
terms of
r, a, and t

k2 - .Lz *({o' - k)' - *2 - k2 + 
^')r l'

* (tu -k)' -*2 -k2 + 
^'\r)

(1s-1 10)

Re-expressing
numerator in
terms of
r, a, Qnd t

k2 -)tz + p'2 x-2 p'l<x+kz x-mT x+)"2 x-k2 x
+ pz z-2 pkz+k2 z-m2 z-kz z+).2 z

=#1ilfi* No (p, p',k)

(n' - zk ( p'x * pz) + *(o'' - *2\ * r(n' - *2) - 
^' 

( t - r - .) )'
-r

where the symbol r is used as a shorthand symbol to keep notation streamlined. Recall thgt in lhe
present.ut.,photon k=p*p'+0, sotheelictronsinfig. t 5-2areon-shell, i.e.,(p')'=p2 =*2.

If we re-express (15-111) in terms of a new variable I 1*hrr" / it another shorthand symbol
and is different from the a of (15-110)),

tF =kF -(p'*+ pz)P -kF -aP d4t-dak -+ dDt=dDk,

ap

so t2 =k2 -2k(p'x+ pz)+(p'*+ p42 =k2 -Zk(p'x+ pz)*a2,

then (15-l1l) becomes

Nlt (p, p',t + a)

(,' -'- o')t

NP (p, p',t + a)

dzdxdDt

dDt dz.dx.-2i
(zo)o fi I;_'I

= yp(/' - d * *)yo (/ - y' + *)yP

N{(n,,n,a)

-rpQtU-/+*)*(y '-/**)rr/)yF + Tplyp/yB.
\--/--------l

Nf (r',r,a)

=#il:fi*

N((p',p,a,t)

(1s-r 1s)
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The subscripts i on the Xf inaicate the power to which r is raised in that particular term.
Back to the Whole Integral

(15-114) then becomes

395

22
Lo(p,p,)=fnr(p,p,)=t#ilfi_'JffidDtdzdx,(15-116)

i=0

From (15-1 15) and (15-1 16) we have

^t Q, /)=*il il-' ,o(y' - / **)f U - y' + *)rB[l ,- t-. art)arck,(15-117)
(221" ,, .'u r \' t' \' . / 

[, (r, _r_or)t 
J 

- '. - "',

forwhich,sincethenumeratorisnotafunctionofr,wecanuse(15-70)withq=/andJi =*r-or.
The result is

^t 
(p, p')=#fi 

lr-. ,o(y' - / * *)y, (/ - / + *)rp ,
(1s-1 1 8)

The whole
integral as a
sum of 3 terms

- ,(1p',p1 o,
sum of 3 terms

Af (p',p)

Finding

t\{@',p)

Use standard
integrals for D
dimensions

For D -+ 4, this becomes

^t(p,p,)=#il t-',o,#
1 rl 1l-

=_ ful;,,-.re(y' 
- a + :,)!:!{ - z + *)rP 

dzdx,

-2YPYaYo

^t 
(p,p')=-#l:fi "Fb[ W bo - o)(pp - oo)*

Tpf ( vp (po - ao)m+ fpf { rp (oo - oo)*. W ro *' 
)ara*.4goq 4gtrP -Z,ya 
/

or, switching the dummy variable in the next to last term from pto o,

^t Q' o) = I:fi-"Fb W rp rp f (po - o")(p p - op)

# spo (p,o + po _zao)m .#f *r)or*

rB(y'-/**)rU-d+*)yB

(r5-1 le)

(1 s-120)

Take limits for
D+4

Use gamma
matrices
relations

dzdx
(-'- "')

where r and a are functions of x, 1, p', and p.We see that (15-119) has a finite value and can be re-
written, using the gamma matrix relations of ( l5-23), as

From (15-115) and (15-1 16) we see that the numerator for i = 1 is odd in /, whereas the
denominator is even. So this term will equal zero.

(rs-t2l) Result for
,t{@',p)

Lf (p',P) = o
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For i = 2, we have

Lt b, p') =:z-lt ft-x ;
Pzf lo Jo J

Using (15-72) with 4 = / makes this

fi5-122\ Finding

.,\z!(p',p)

Use standard

( I 5- 123) in.tegral.s for D
drmensnns

yByZIyB?,"

vBl Tp / TB

(,' -, - o')t
dDt dzdx .

Now take D + 4 (i.e., 4-;0) and use (15-75) and (15-76) with a there = - r- a2 above and "r =
-4lZ.Tltis, along with two gamma matrix relations of (15-23) yields

( 
"tA\ , ) Takz limits for

t'ttp,p)=#r.A!!f ro,fi il';,sl ffi?-"1-t lo,* D-+4

-2ffyq\)ls-ru)
-l

= o; *ULI: ff' (; - v + " vil)(' -[n(-' - o') * upf))* o.

-2TP

Keeping only lowest order terms (i.e., dropping term s in 17, r12, etc.) gives us

^t @, p') = # t t, Ii. (;- v - rn(-r -,',))a,a.

Using (15-80) yields

^t 
( p, p') = # f m r,fi I;:a* - 4 y' t I';-. *(-, - o2)a,a*

1-x

= #yp h ^ffi r-* tn(-, - o,)a,a*

dDt dzdx

N+Itrts+
Adding the ltf (p,p'\ yields 

_:ff_
L' (p, p') = ht Q, p') + L( (p, p') + Lt Q, p') = L",-n,\ Tp

#r,l: lo-.,n(-,- o,)a,a* + #t:lJ-'d4. 
l=^, (p,p,)

(ttf Q"-a)(rr-o) - z(n'a + pP -ZaH\* *Tpmz)o*-)

Comoare with What We Said We Would Find

In Chap. 13, (13-9) on pg.324, we expressed this as

Keep lowest

(15-l 25) order terms

(1s-t?6)

Result for
ttf@',p)

Adding the

xlt<p',p) to

get r(@',p)

Final result for
t(@',p)

Compare to Chap.
I3 relation that
agrees with
experiment

(ts-127)
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Lo (p, p')=!m,t,y + tyt &\ ,
67r'g':--.-.J \-----./-'-'-'J

f(A) roo complicated\ / to express

isld (p)= rsr ( p)+ is p (p)ifiz(p)is, (p),

L(p)=#liDrq1g)f is, (p -n)rT,t4r,

=#l#r'ffirfd4k

(1 s- 1 28)

They match
and perhaps now it is obvious why we didn't express Lf (rz) explicitly there.

75.8 Finding Fermion Self Energy Factor Using Dimensional Regularization
To save ourselves the tedium, similar to that of the photon and vertex correction, of going How tothrough pages of algebra to derive the fermion second order correction, we will simply sumniari"E

the steps one goes through and state the final result. - "'E'J 
findL(p)

P - t) P - + Pr{r.P
p-k

Figure 15-3. The Fermion Propagator to Second Order

From Fig. 15-3, one can use Feynman rules, pg.236, (or simply refer to Wholeness Chart 14-
4, p9.368, columns (II) and (III)) ro show

where
(1s-129)

(r5-130)

Findl,(p)from
Feynman rules

Express in D
dimensions,
evaluate
integral, take

limit for D -> 4

Will get
Chap. 13
relation that
agrees with
experiment

Then, re-express (15-130) in D dimensions instead of 4 and evaluate the integral using the tricks
we have used before, such as Feynman parameterization and D space integrals. iottor by taking the
limit as D -+ 4 in the result, and using the appropriate gamma matrix relations along *it6 (15:g0).
The final result to leading log order, as we first stated in Chap. 13, ( I 3-S) on pg. 324, is

r(p) =- ffitnL *U -e)n,r, +(/ -*)L"(y -*) , (rs_r31)
\-_____rJ l-_.''.-_J +e(n,m) B(A) compiidted

15.9 Chapter Summary
There ate a number of approaches to regularization, of which we have discussed four. These are

summarized in Wholeness Chart l5-2.

Wholeness Chart 15-2 Comparison of Four Regularization Techniques

Method Result when renormalize Usefulness

Cut-off Integrate to A instead
of ""

Divergence with A2 disagrees with
experiment and other approaches

Making it work violates gauge
invariance. Not useful

Pauli-Villars Add fictitious particle of
mass A.

Agrees with experiment and other
approaches except cut-off

Obeys gauge invariance. Useful in
QED.

Dimensional IntegrateoverD =4-Q
dimensions

Agrees with experiment and other
approaches except cut-off

Obeys gauge invariance. Useful in
QED and weak interactions

Gauge lattice Spacetime approximated
by lattice of hyper-cubes

Agrees with experiment and other
approaches except cut-off

Obeys gauge invariance. Useful in
QED, weak, strong interactions
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Summaries of the steps for the first three rcgularization methods above, which we examined in
some depth in this chapter, are shown below.

Steps for Dimensional Regulari zation

1. Express the unbounded integral in fOur dimensional spacetime.

2. Convert the integral to arbitrary dimension D spacetime. D - 4 - r7.

3. Re-arrange the denominator so that it has the form of the denominator in one of our standard

D spacetime integrals ((15-70) to (15-73)). Do this using Feynman parameterization relations,

such as

| _f dz

A=Jo@'
and then typically doing substitution of variable, so the resulting expression comprises an

integral over another variable such as q or t, rather than p. (Still in D dimensions.)

4. Re-arrange the numerator as convenient. Typically, by breaking it into separate terms and

thus obtaining a separate integral for each term.

5. Re-express the gamma matrices in the numerator terms via the relations (15-61) to (15-66).

6. Evaluate each of the separate integrals (numerator and denominator of each together) using

our standard integrals in D spacetime (15-70) to (15-73).

Take D + 4 (i.e., q + O) in the result for each integral and retain only lowest order terms.

In each such result, take llq - ylz - ln A.

Add the results of these separate integrations to get the total integral result in terms of A.

(Note: Steps 3 to 5 can be done before or after step 2.)

Steps for Pauli-Villars Regularization

Express the unbounded integral in four dimensional spacetime.

Add term(s) to the integral to represent an additional (fictitious) particle of mass A in the

theory. Specifically, an additional propagator having mass term A is included, as if we had

additional Feynman diagrams, each a duplicate of an original diagram except the propagator

has different mass A.

3. Re-arrange denominator and numerator as in steps 3 to 5 of dimensional regularization, but

with D = 4.

4. Evaluate each of the separate integrals using our standard integrals in four dimensional

spacetime (15-3) to (15-12). Note these are integrated over - oo to.r' oo, ilot - A to + A. (A in
Pauli-Villars approach is mass, not integration limits.) The result converges for finite mass A.

5. Retain lowest order terms, assuming A is large.

6. Add the results of these separate integrations to get the total integral result in terms of A.

Steps for Cut-Off Regularization

1. Express the unbounded integral in four dimensional spacetime.

2. Optional approximation to make things simpler: ignore masses.

3. Re-arrange denominator and numerator as in steps 3 to 5 of dimensional regularization, but

with D = 4.

Evaluate each of the separate integrals using our standard integrals in four dimensional

spacetime (15-3) to (15-12). These are integrated over - A to + A instead of - oo to + oo.

Retain lowest order terms, assuming A is large.

Add the results of these separate integrations to get the total integral result in terms of A.

7.

8.

9.

t.
2.

4.

5.

q
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Many more advanced texts delve into renormalization to greater depth. See, for example, Peskin,
M. and Schroeder, D.o An Introduction to Quantum Fietd Theory (Perseus, lg95), or Itiyksono C.,
andZubero J.B., Quantum Field Theory (McGraw Hill, 1985)

15.10 Appendix: Additional Notes on Integrals
For integral relations (15-5) to (15-10) note the following.
On the RHS of (15-5) to (15-10), as in (15-3) and (15-4), we take e= 0, which is rypically OK.

In cases where it is not, we must, on the RHS, take s ->.r + ieand t + t + ie.
(15-5) can be obtained for n - 3 by performing the k0 integration as a contour integral and the k

integration using spherical coordinates'. The n = 4 case is obtained by differentiating that with
respect to s. Repeated such differentiations lead to the higher n expressions.

(15-6) equals zerobecause the denominator is even intf and the numerator is odd. (15-8) and
(15-9) follow from (15-5) and (15-6) by changing variables, respectively, as ft -+ p = k- q, and s -+
t-q-+s.

Taking the derivative of (15-9) with respect to qy gives us (15-10). Taking e = 0 in (15-10)
yields (15-7).

Integral (15-l 1):

In relation (15-1 1),

I" -lpP p'd4 p=+l sF' p2da p,
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we can see that for 1t* v,the RHS is-zero. For p*vin the middle part, we have an odd factor of at
least one 3-momentum component p', So the integral from * oo to - "" will be zero as well. So we
only have to worry about diagonal terms, i.e., terms with 1t=y. We can therefore express the middle
part of (15-132), after Wick rotation, as

( 1s-1 32)

(1 s-1 33)

*82

(o')'
I"-lpPp'dap=il

(u')'

(ru)'

dapr.

The integral of each of the fournon-zero components in (15-133) is over-oo to + o". Andthey
are all even. So the absolute value of each is the same. That is,

I@)'idEdp1dp2dp3 =f(ot)'ranap'ap'dpt =lV)'tanaptap'dpt =tV)'ranaptapzap3 .gs-rz+1

With this, ( 15- I 33) becomes

.(r s-r 3s)

_82

E2
da pn = -tJ gP' E2d.o pu

= -il ,o'(u * (o')' * ( ,')' * (r' )')oo 0,.

E2

E2

We now do a reverse Wick rotation on the last part of (1,5-135) to get back to 4D spacetime
(Minkowski) coordinates. That is, take E + E/i and d*pr - d"p/i to find

rsee 
J.J. Sakurai, Advanced Quantum Mechanics (Addison-Wesley 1967),pg. 315.
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," =-il t-((+)'*n')+=II ro'(u' -n')oo o =I!sp' p'do p eED (rs-r36)

Relation (15-12) follows in similar fashion.

15.11 Problems

1. Derive (15-3) using Wick rotation and the following relations from standard integral tables.

r xndx xn-l c e x'-Zdx
L =___tT ii=i
u &r'+c a(n-l) aJ ax' +c

I#-*''(*'+')
2. Show (15-27)(a) by integrating with respect to y and using (15-26).

3. From Fig. l5-2 andFeynman's rules, determine (15-106) and (15-107).

4. (Problem added in revision of 2od edition) From (15-72), derive (15-73). Hint: Multiply both
sides of (15-72)by gpvand sum on repeated indices. Then use (15-61).
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Part Four

Application to Experiment

" Knowledge is of no value unless you put it into practice."

Anton Chekhov

Chapter 16

Chapter 17

Po stdiction of Historic al
Experimental Results

Scattering
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Chapter 16

Po stdiction of Historical
Experimental Results

" It is tough making predictions, especially about the futrtre."
Robert Storm Petersen and others

76.0 Preliminaries
A postdiction (or retrodiction) in science occurs when already gathered data is accounted for by

a later theoretical advance. Whereas a prediction is about something expected to be found in the
future, a postdiction is about something that has already been found experimentally, but typicalty
for which an adequate theory did not heretofore exist. An example of a postdiction is the perihelion
shift of Mercury, which Newtonian mechanics/gravity was unable to account for, but Einstein's
general relativity was.

Other examples closer to home include the anomalous magnetic moment and the Lamb shift, for
which QFI based calculations provided, for the first time, theoretical values matching the
experimentally determined ones.

76.0.1 Backgroand
The prior fifteen chapters have focused on the theory of quantum fields, with little discussion of

experiment. We now turn our attention to how that theory was applied to determine real world
empirical results that no prior theory had been able to explain. In the process we will also show how
QFT, just as RQM did before it, postdicts the familiar Coulomb potential of classical physics.

16.0.2 Chapter Overview

In this chapter, from the perspective of the theory we have developed, we will examine

. the Coulomb potential in RQM and QFT,

. the anomalous magnetic moment,
o the Lamb shift, and

. concepts involving the hydrogen atom, and the accuracy difference between QED and RQM

76.7 Coulomb Potential in RQM
The Coulomb potential in relativistic theory, be it classical 4D electromagnetism or RQM, can

be derived from Maxwell's free field equation in terms of the 4-potential,

dodaAF(x)=0.

For almost the entirety of this book, we have been dealing with plane waves, as depicted in Fig.
2-1, pg. 17. For photons, these are solutip.ns to Maxwell's free field equation that have the specific
dependence on time and space of form e -'* in a Cartesian 3D space, i.e.,

Postdiction (after
the experimental

fact, not before)
in this chapter

Experimental
results postdicted
by QFT that
we'll examine

Coulomb
potential in RQM

Plane waves for
most of book:
Cartesian
coordinates best

(1 6-r )

Ao (*)= 
R #@( 

{wor(k)r-th +sf,rr.loJ0.)r'h), (16-2)
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where AF = (O, A) with @ being the electric field scalar potential and A being the magnetic field

vector potential. For RQM, ar(k), oJttl are constants (usually represented byAr(k), AIG)in that
th_eory), For QFT, they are operators (represented by lower case) that destroy and create photons.
The plane wave solution form (16-2) is well suited to many problems and experiments.

76.1.1 ClassicaURQM Derivation of the Coulomb Potential
Coulomb's potential, however, is different in that it describes a field extending radially outward

from a source (charge), so using a spherical coordinate system would be far simpler. In addition,
Maxwell's equation inside the charged region (see Chap . 7 , relation (7 -18), pg. 1 86) becomes

lddoAq =-eVyPV. (16-3)

For N (negatively charged) fermions occupying the charged region (such as electrons in a
metallic sphere), we can use a modified form of (16-3),

da} oAlt - -N eVypv (= zrVypv for z positively charged fermions) . ( rc-4)

However, for the Coulomb potential this becomes simplified because that potential is measured
in the region outside the charged region, where no charged fermion field qf exists. That is, the
fermion field carrying the charge extends throughout the source particle/object to its surface, but no
further. Outside the surface V= 0, and that is our region of interest.

So (16-1) governs in that region, and we prefer a spherical, rather than Cartesian, 3D coordinate
system. In suchcoordinates, (16-1)canbeexpressed, with /t=0, 1,2,3 representingt,r,0,Q,as

dqdoAt,=#4lt_+#v^,)_#*(,,"'*A,)_##oo=o.(16-5)
But since the field is symmetric spherically about the origin, where the charge is locate d, AF can

only be a function of r and r. The Coulomb field is static (not a function of t), so (16-5) reduces to
r2o (-rlt\-n c,

a/ (rAP )-o for spherically symmetric, static source . (16-6)
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But spherical
coords best for
Coulomb
potential

Sourceless
Maxwell's eq in
spherical coords

Reduces to
simple formfor
AF a static

function of r

Solution to that
simple.form

Magnetic field
(curl of eP 1 n
spherical
coordinates

B=}for
spherically
symmetric case

So without loss
of generality can
assume A = 0

The general solution to (16-6), readily shown by substitution, is AF = t! C/r + e! O, where C
and D are constants. Physically, the field must vanish at infinity, so D = 0, and

'l,l'lfrl *[*] r:Br (61,AF n lrf or as column marrix, oo =l' 
,rL

From the physical symmetry, the 3D vector potential can only have a radial direction, so it cannot

have any component in the angular directions 0 or Q,i.e., 460 = Ao0 = 0. Thus,

B=vxA= e: r (*v,sine) #)-r(r'o# i*(*,)l"rsin?\ AQ),-'[rsin?dQ, rDr\"^,) 
(16_8)

.4+(*Vo')_#)=,
and no magnetic field is produced. To keep things simple, we can therefore just take A = 0, (i.e., 46'
= 0 also) without loss of generality (in this spherically symmetric case.)

From boundary conditions on the surface of the charged spherical source (A' = Q just on either
side of t\e surface must be equal, though we won't go through the formal mathematics of it all), we
obtain the constant Ast. We then end up with (16-7) having the well-known Coulomb potential (in

Heaviside-Lorentz units) as the timelike component of AF ,
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z e / (+n)10l
0lol

-eN r Gril

ol
oJ

AFII]
for a nucleus of Z positively

charged protons approximated

by Coulomb potential

( 16-e)

(1 6-1 0)

76.1.2 Using the Coulomb Potential in Relativistic Hydrogen Atom
Recall from Chap. 7 (Sects. 7.1.4, and7.Z.l pgs. 184-186) that our governing interaction

equations for coupled photon-fermion fields are (16-3) and the full (interacting) Dirac equation

(troau-*)V=-eyqwAp.

RQM solution to
H atom assumes
Coulomb
potential, though
this is only an
approximation

Coulomb
potential
in QFT

QFf repulsive
Coulomb
potential

Assume
distinguishable
particle to keep

things simple

Assume non-
relativistic
speeds for
electrons

To solve the H atom case exactly, we would need to solve coupled equations like ( 16-3)l(16-4)
and (16-10), because the fermion field of the nucleus, the fermion field of the orbital electron, and
the electromagnetic (photon) field all interact with one another throughout the entire region of the
atom. Finding a closed form solution for this is essentially impossible.

To get a good approximation for the relativistic atom, however, we can assume the AF field,
which really results from both the nucleus and the orbital electron (and for which the nuclear
fermion field extends outside a clear spherical boundary of the nucleus), is just due to the nucleus
and has Coulomb potential form as in (16-9). With that approximation substituted into (16-10), one
then goes about solving the resulting equation. This is just the procedure we outlined in the first of
the above referenced sections.

Doing that provides a more accurate solution (the relativistic solution) to the hydrogen atom, the
orbital energy levels (eigenvalues), and thus the spectral line distribution seen in measurements.
However, one might expect the resulting solution, due to the approximation (16-9) does not
precisely match experiment. One would be right. One such discrepancy, a subtle but distinct one, is
known as the Lamb shift, a slight shifting of the spectral lines in their actual measurement from that
predicted by the above analysis approach. We discuss the Lamb shift and its successful postdiction
via QFT later in this chapter.

16.2 Coulomb Potential in QFT
One could simply assume in QFT that the form of Coulomb potential is same as that in RQM,

since we found throughout our development of both theories that they paralleled one another in
terms of the governing equations and solution forms, and differed only in the interpretation of the
solution coefficients as constants or operators.

Doing so in the above described hydrogen atom analysis, for example, would have provided
field eigen solutions of particular form, the same form as the state eigen solutions of RQM. The
operators of those fields would create and destroy states mirroring those solutions, i.e., with the
same eigen energies, spins, etc., and thus the same spectral line predictions.

However, for the sake of completeness, and to justify the parallel solutions argument for QFT,
we present a derivation of the Coulomb potential from the perspective of QFT.

16.2.1 Repulsive Coulomb Scattering Equivalence to M4ller Scattering
Repulsive Coulomb scattering can be represented by Moller scattering as shown in Fig. 16-1,

where the source charge particle is spherical (has a radial distribution of its radiation.)
If the incoming particles in Fig. 16-l are indistinguishable, such as two electrons, we need to

include both diagrams to determine the amplitude. But, if they are distinguishable, such as an
electron and a muon, then we only need to consider the LH diagram. (Because there is no
indeterminancy in which original particle mutated into which final particle.) Further, the classical
Coulomb potential is always between macro (distinguishable) objects. So, to make things simpler,
we will assume the particles are distinguishable and examine the transition amplitude for only the
LH diagram in Fig. l6-1.

We will also assume non-relativistic speeds of our incoming and outgoing particles, as that is
typically the case for Coulomb scattering. (And it makes our calculations simpler.) One can think of
the particle labeled I as the source, whose radiated virtual particle affects the particle labeled 2.
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time

Figure 16-1. MOIIeT Scattering

There is one other thing to consider. Everything we have done so far in QFT has been with plane
waves, not spherical waves, which one would expect to emanate from a point (or spherical) charge
source, as the Coulomb potential does. A potential more suited to our theory, as developed so far,
would be that due to an infinite (or effectively so for our purposes) plane on which a uniform charge
is distributed. The potential between two flat plate conductors (like in many capacitors), at least one
of which is charged, is a good example. Any related waves would then be plane waves.

The potentials and the concomitant forces they produce, for certain geometric distributions of
charge, which we should have seen in prior courses, are reviewed in the table below.

Table L6-1. Potentials for Various Geometries
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76,2.2 Relations We'll Need

Fourier Transform Pairs

Recall that the Fourier transforms of each other, S &) andf(x), are defined as

s (k)= I: f Q)e-ikdx (+ f (*)=*l:s(ft) ,ik'dk.

Charge distribution

Planar

Cylindrical
Spherical

Potential V

Kx
K'lnr
K" lr (Coulomb)

Force = - EVlDx
*dV/dx=-1(

-dVldr=-K'/r
- dvldr = K"/r2

Analyze Mqller
scattering

Plane waves
best suited

for planar
potentials

Fourier
transform
pairs we'll
need

We will be
analyzing
assuming non-
relativistic
conditions

(16-1 r )

l'

From almost any table of Fourier transform pairs, we can get the following relations.

Fourier Transform Pairs

s (k) f(x)
I

k <+
i
-sgnx

L
(; forx>0

.\
-l forrco I

1l
L)

I

-k' (+ -*vt

A Result We'll Need from NROM
In deriving the Coulomb potential using QF I under non-relativistic conditions, we will need to

refer to a result from NRQM, namely the scattering of two charged particles from one another. In
NRQM, actually, the charge on one particle is assumed to provide a potential V(x) to which the
other particle wave function responds. So, we consider the behavior of one wave function in a given
potential.
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Getting the transition amplitude in NRQM in terms of a pot€ntial field V(x) is fairly extensive to
develop', so we will have to satisfy ourselves by simply quoting the result here. So can con pare

To get the NRQM transition amplitude, one usually employs the Bom approximation, which our results to the

assumes the incoming wave remains undistorted even within the scattering iigion. In fact, it is Born approx

distorted, but modestly so, and the approximation gives results quite closJ to Lxperiment. Thus, amplitude result

(with y the volume of the interaction, ana V(t) the Fourier transform of y(x)) the Bom from NRW

approximation scatterins amplitude in NROM in terms of a sinsle particle in a potential y(x) is

sn=!i$)z,a(Ey-E1) wherek=pi-p/ {#$T;jf#Hil"li-1. (r6-r2)(a) ::'##:.^,,"
This is true for a potential V(x) of any form in x. Note that the Fourier transform of that poiential "#J#t'::#,

in momentum space is what appears in (16-12)(a). pan from our
This result extends to the case where two particles interact, such as in Fig. 16-1, where i(k) is QFT amplitude

the Fourier transform of V(x), the potential field one particle feels due to the other.

sn= 
*-!-i1x11at1a 

ala\@y-zi)where k=pi -p.r {,*:,lrf;:::tf#:eU;jt"[.<re-raor
We will discuss the physics behind (16-12Xa) and (b) more in Chap. 17.

16.2.3 A Detour for the Planar Potential
As noted above, we have been dealing throughout this book with plane wave frelds and particles.

ff such particles are charged, as electrons are, then potentials associated with them would be planar
in form. So, it will be easier if we investigate plane wave potentials that arise from plane wave
fieldVpanicles, first. With that as training, in the next section, we will attack the Coulomb potential
(which is spherical in form and nore difficult to handle with plane waves). Thus, we now

i) derive the transition amplitude for plane waves (meaning a planar charge distribution) in
Moller scattering using QFT at non-relativistic speeds, then

ii) compare the result with (16-12)(b) to deduce the potenti4l in 3-momentum space, and frnally,
idr) Fourier nansform the result to obtain that potential in 3D physical space.

The transition amplitude for the IJIS of Fig. 16-l can be found using Feynman's rules, or by
reference to Chap. 8, relation (8-69), pg. 229, tot]F'.

/allexternal \
I fermions 

- 

I

tyty::=l n ,ffi1{zo)o do) (pi+ p;- pr- pz)toA?)
distins t p t *)

"Ml?) - e2ni(pi)rpun(p)iDrp,(k = p, - p;)fr,;(pz)/ r,,(pz).

Our S matrix
component and

(16-13) its Feynman
amplitude

where a subscript such its 12 rnorills the r spin state (r2 =1,2) of particle #2. We will be considering
non-relativistic speeds, where E = m and lpl << m So our spinors will, to good approximation,
become (with subscripts here referring to the spin state r)

rzr=r (P)=

1

0

p3

E+m
pl +ipz
E+m

u,=z(p) =

0

I

p1 -ipz
E+m

-p3
E+m

=lil =[il
Spinors simplify

(16-14) for non'
relativistic
(NR) cases

For non-relativistic conditions, spinors become effectively independent of p, so

tSee Gasiorowicz, S., Quantum Physics, (Wiley lg74), pg.398, relation (24-77) where he differs from
us in that i) the delta function of his (24-76) is implicit in his (24-77) and (24-78), and ii) we have an
extra factor of i due to differences in analysis method between NRQM and QFT (in both cases the
probability of interaction, i.e., the complex conjugate of the amplitude times the amplitude, is the same).
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ur,=t(pr) = rrra(pz) urr=z(Pt)*urr=2(Pr). (1 6-1s)
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Recalling

SAmma
matrices

Finding NR
adjoint spinors

All but upper
two components
contribute zero

NR amplitude

Zero unless same
spin out as in

In COM,

kz = -kz in
propagator

Amplitude

for this case

Comparison with
Born approx
yields potential
ink space

Fourier
transform to
position space
gives us classical
planar potential

Using yo fro

Ir
,o=l 1

' | -1L-'
we find

,'-11
-1 I T=

-, 1

i,;t(pi1= u!;=r@)f =9 (1 o o o)

i,i=z@i) = uli=z@)f =+ (o I o o)

ir,'=t(Pi) = ur;a(p'z)

E,;=t(p|)=ul;=r@)f +(1 o o o)

l,i=z@i) = ul;=r@Df + (o r o o) 1re-r zy

Tri=z(pi) =iri=z$).
So all we have to worry about in (16-13) are the first two spinor components. Everything else is

zero. Thus, we only have Jo consider the upper left 2X2 matrix part of the gamma matrices ( I 6- 1 6).
These are zero for eac| T Q= 1,2,3.) In other words, we only have to determine the part of (16-13)
having '/ = y0 and T' = T- ,and the upper left 2X 2 partof that is just the identiry matrix.

So for non-relativistic conditions, (16-13) becomes, where we assume the case wheta 11 = 1 and
T2=1,

tu*?)=,'!o:0,,,1' ,l[l]mwl' ,][;] + (termswithy') (,6-18)

il"ti il"-;t = Q

This is only non-zero if the adjoint spinors both equal (1 0). As an aside, this means the spins of
the incoming and outgoing particles each remain unchanged.

Additionally, for elastic scattering in the center of mass (COM) system for two particles of equal
mass, the two particles start with the same speed and end with the same speed, but they exchange
velocities (directions). (We will look at this more closely in Chap. 17.) Thus, neither changes its
kinetic energy, and thus, no energy is carried by the virtual particle from one real particle to the
other. However, there is 3-momentum exchange because the direction of each particle's velocity
changes. Hence k2 = -k2 in the propagator. So (tO-t S) is

(1 6-1 e)

(16-21)

and the transition amplitude (S matrix element), ignoring the small e, is

sr1ot1e, =ie, j{zr)o do) ei+ p;- pr- pz)#= bi,pLls"niil*,lrr,rr}. (1 6-20)
ait*tg V' -' kL disting

This, since it is fornon-relativistic conditions, should equal (16-l2Xb).Comparing the two, we
conclude that the potential in 3-momentum space is

v(r.) =#
To find the potential in physical space, consider k in the xl direction and use the second row of

the table of Fourier pairs above to find

, (*t) =- +rrl*rl = -tr, *t ror .rr > o . (16-22)

(16-22) is of the form of a planar potential. This is not quite the same as that for a parallel plate
capacitor. In the latter case, charged fields are confined to the parallel plates. In this example, the
charged fields extend throughout the volume V, overlapping one another throughout the volume.
However, the principle of plane waves carrying charge yielding a potential of form like that in the
first line of Table 1 is seen to hold in QFT.
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16.2.4 Finally, the Repulsive Coulomb Potential via Qff
To get the Coulomb potential in QFT (without reference to RQM) we can take two routes.

Now, the QFT
Coulomb
potential

Start with plane
wave potential
ink space we

already derived

Fourier
transform to
spherical
position
coordinates

1) Re-derive QFT in spherical coordinates.

2) Use the plane wave derivation, deduce the 3-momentum space potentiaf V(f<), and in Fourier ';:::;'r{;";
transforming that, change from Canesian to spherical 3D coordinates.

The first of these would entail a great deal of work, not the least of which would be to express 
tlyfflr;";i:

our four component spinors in spherical, not Cartesian, form. Ugh..., let's go with the second route. spherbal and
For that, we can use the same low velocity Mgller scattering amplitude (lG2l) that we already Fourier

derived. From that and (16-12)0), we get the same momentum space potential (16-21).' The only tansform to
issue remaining is to transform that to position space, expressed in spherical coordinates. Start with position space

v (*) = hlu tu 1 eik'* d3 k = h I:* r'n'*,tu k, (16-23)

and note that for spherical coordinat es r,O,O,in k space we can align the & 
3 

a*is (the 0=0 direction)
with the direction of the position vector x. With that alignment and with x representing any point in

position space, k.X=lt ll.l cos?, where we now use the symbol ft as = lkl (usually it has been

shorthand forkp)and lxl -r,fortheremainderof thissection. Thus, krX= krcos0 andk? =kzfor
the temporary notation.

The differential volume element d3kin spherical coordinates in k space is kzsin1ded\dk. Given
this, (16-23) becomes

v (,)=hl; I: tr'#,ikrcosl1,z !+,y_g.d\dk=ffi2r1; !fr eik,,o,eoW*
-d(cos0)

= 
ffifiJ,',ik"' 

d,, dk = ;hr(#),' * = &;(#)" (t6-24)

_Ar*( ,ik, _r-ik,lro.

(za;2 
to 1 ikr )-"

The last part can then be re-expressed as an integral from - oo to 4 oo, &S follows (where in going
to the last term in the first row below, we substitute variable k + - ft).

v (,) = oft[r[#),r - I;(#) ") = &(r[#) @k) -r, [#J t--r]

= ,2=( ,;(#J ,*)-t;(#J ") =&(r[#) (*<)+I:[#) ") ,6zs)
enf ltc

=#L#dk=h*n(:*
\-'-l -tffii"

The last integral above is from
Thus, we get

the first row in our Table of Fourier Transform Pairs on pg. 405.
We get
repulsive
Coulomb

I In Coulomb scattering, however, we typically work with a small test particle acting under the influence
of a very massive charged object, which due to its mass, has negligible change in velocity from the

interaction. So, we effectively work in the frame of the large object producing the Coulomb potential. In
that frame, the test particle final velocity changes direction from its initial velocity, but the magnitude

stays effectively the same. Thus, there is effectively no change in kinetic energy of the test particle, so

the virtual particle mediating the scattering carries no energy, only 3-momentum. Thus, again for this

case, we take k2 = -k2 as we did in (16-19). We review this in more detail in Chap. 17.

potential
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(t6-26)

the Coulomb repulsive potential in Heaviside-Lorentz units (which in our case are also naturalized,
although neither c =1 nor fi = 1 appears in ( 16-26)). eED, for eED theory potenrial.

16,2.5 The Attractive Coalomb potential via eFT
_ _ For oppositely charged particles, we have Bhabha scattering (without annihilation) instead of For attractive
Mgller, Fig. 16-2 instead of Fig. 16-1. In Chap. 8, we derived the transition amplitude ior this, but Coulomb
our symbol use here is different because we want to match incoming and outgoing ferrnion symbols potential, do
with those we used for Mgller scattering in Fig. 16-1 and (16-13). So, best to deJuce the amplitude same procedure
with the_symbols of Fig. 16-2 directly from Feynman rules (Box 8-3, pg. 236), rather than looking but with Bhabha
back at the (different symbol) transition amplitude we found in Chap. 8. - scattering

,1" P1

Figure 16-2. Bhabha Scattering with No Annihilation

to Fig. 16-2 is

zr)o d(o) ( pi + pL - Q, + p)) rv;|)
(t6-27)

v(,)--*,

pi , ,pL

1,4
lk\

^(2) 
\

D82

.M[i) - -u'in(pr)Tpur,1p)iDpv b, - pi)u,;(p)f u,,(pz ).

The sign of (16-27) is different from that of (16-13), because in (16-13) we would have had to
move the destruction operator associated with p1 past one fermion operator (that associated with
p'z) to have norrnal ordering of operators. In OA-U), to get the same ordering of operators as we
had in (16-13), we would have to move the operator associated with p1 past two other fermion
operators. Each switching of adjacent fermion operators multiplies the amplitude by - l.

So' (16-27) is similar to (16-13) except for the sign and except for the spinors on the left
representing anti-fermions instead of f'ermions. At non-relativistic speeds, as w; saw for (16-14),
these type spinors reduce to

pr -ipz

vr=2 (P) =

By doing Prob. 1 , you can show that, at low speed s, (16-27) reduces to

/4;7) =ieT:k,
which is the same as (16-19) except for the sign. Following the steps we used to
have

t(r.) =-4.
k2'

P2

Thus, the transition amplitude corresponding

,,i):nr, = sg)= 

[ 

*T_" 

@,],

?p-

(16-28)

(16-2e)

get to (16-21), we

Associated
Feynman
amplitude

Associated NR
amplitude ink
space

Same as
repulsive case
except for sign

Yr=r (P) =

E+m
pr +ipz
E+m

1

0

=[|

E+m
?

-p-
E.*

0

I

-[|]

(16-30)
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which only differs from (16-2l) in sign. All of the steps (16-23) to (16-26) are exactly the same
here, again except for sign, and so result in

v(r)=-*, (16-31)

Same steps as

before + same
result as before
except for sign

Feynman rule #9
gives us the sign
dffirence

So our results
match classical
Coulomb
potential

Radiative
corrections
alter Coulomb
potential at
short distances

Other boson
potentials and
like charges

the Coulomb potential for attraction between unlike charges. QED.

16.2.6 Importance of the Sign of the Amplitude
Since the probability of interaction is the square of the absolute value of the transition amplitude,

the sign of that amplitude is irrelevant for probability calculations. However, the sign, as we have
seen above, does tell us whether the interaction is attractive or repulsive.

Note, from Feynman rule #9 (Chap. 8, Box 8-3, pg. 236), repeated below, that the sign of the
amplitude depends on the number of fermion operator interchanges we need to normal order the S
operator from which the S matrix component S7i is determined.

Feynman rule #9: Multiply the expression by (-1) for each interchange of neighboring fermion
operators (each associated with a particular spinor factor) which would be required to place the
expression in appropriate normal order. "Appropriate", when we are adding (or comparing as in this
chapter) sub amplitudes, means each sub amplitude must be in the same, not just any, normal order
of destruction and creation operators.

In applying Feynman rules to get the Mgller scattering amplitude (16-13), we needed to consider

that the destruction operatot rn (nr ) associated with urr(pt) had to be interchanged with the

creation operatorcI;b:r) associated with frri(pz) in order to get a normal ordered S operator.

This was the only exchange needed, and gave us an overall plus sign in front of the Feynman
amplitude of (16-13).

Two such interchanges are needed for Bhabha scattering af (16-27), and this leaves us with an
overall minus sign for the Feynman amplitude.

The signs in each case are carried through to the final results (16-26) and (16-31), and
importantly, we see that QF-t gives us just what we have known about interacting charges since our
earliest physics courses.

16.2.7 Coulomb Potential and Radiative Corrections

Recall from Chap. 12 that, due to higher order radiative corrections from renormalization, the
measured value far e varies with energy level of the interaction. That is, e = e (p), where p here
symbolizes that energy level. In effect, at higher p,wa have highercoupling e. We have a running
coupling "constanto'.

But higher energy (and thus momentum) corresponds in measurement to shorter distances. So, e
in (16-26) and (16-31) effectively gets greater for shorter distances. So if we make measurements

very close, for example, to the nucleus of the hydrogen atom, we would see a potential that varied
from the classical Coulomb potential. The closer we got, the greater would be this variation.

At classical distance scales, e is effectively constant, and the pure Coulomb potential rules.

16.3 Other Potentials and Boson Types

NotethatthescalarandphotonpropagatorS,^r(ft)=ffiandDp,(k)=x;,

have opposite signs. Assuming a particular scalar boson carried a force between fermions, the steps
to find the associated potential would mirror those for finding the Coulomb potential above in
virtually all regards except sign. There would be an associated scalar field charge, similar to the
electromagnetic charge, but the final result, for particles with the same scalar field charge, would
have a minus sign in the potential rather than a plus sign, as in (16-26). Thus, for forces carried by
scalar bosons, like-charged real panicles attract. (See Prob. 2 for details on a massive boson scalar
force potential, known as the Yukawa potential.)
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In more advanced QFf, one can show that a spin 2 boson (such as the graviton, hypothesized to
mediate the gravitational force) also attracts particles that have like spin 2 field charges. For gravity,
the spin 2 field charge is mass. So, positive mass particles attract one another.

In general, even number spin bosons mediate an attractive force between like charges. Odd
number spin bosons mediate a repulsive force between like charges.

Wholeness Chart 16-1. Boson and Like C

Spin 0 Spin I Spin 2

Like charges attract repel attract

Example
(pseudo) scalar

mesons
photons gravitons

Potential Yukawa Coulomb gravitational

Charge type Yukawa charge electric mass

76.4 Anomalous Magnetic Moment

76.4.7 Sophomore Physics Review

As a refresher, an elementary review of the electron magnetic moment is hereby provided.
Consider a circular loop of current l encompassing an area A, which acts like a magnetic dipole,

i.e., acts just as if fictitious positive and negative "magnetic charges" were separated by a small
distance. If the current loop is placed in an external magnetic field B', the torque Titexpenences
(which can be visualized as equal magnitude, opposite direction forces on the two fictitious
o'magnetic charges") is (where A has magnitude of area A and direction normal to the plane of the
loop aligned with the thumb of the right hand when the fingers curve in the direction of the current)

t=IltXBe =pXB', (t6-32)

41r

where F = /A is called the magnetic moment of the current loop. The energy of the loop/external
field,withdtheangleu.t*ffiwedefinethe0=fi/2poiitionus,e,opotential
energy, is

Etoop/ fietd = Il,rrdt' =lto,r4B" sine'd0' = - pB' cos e - - F. Be .

Anomalous
magnetic
moment

Review of basic

PhYsics

Torque on
classical
magnetic

moment H, = /A

1t in terms of
angular
momentumL

Magnitude of
angular mom L
of atomic orbit

Above used to
define Bohr
magneton pB

For electron, we
know angular
momentum
(spin), but not
internal charge
distribution

If the current is composed of a single particle of charge -e (e.9., as one would have in the Bohr
theory orbit of an electron in an atom), its speed is v, its time for one orbit is Tor61y, and the circular
area A has radius r, then the magnetic moment due to the orbital angular momentum of the charge is

F=1A =*rrT"L-2v72sr--\rr,r"1 L=mvr, p--49r. 06-34)
I orbit ZlTr /' L m

where es is a unit vector pointing in the direction of the right hand thumb above, and L is orbital

angular momentum. In an atomic orbit, angular momentum magnitude is

L = h.mt

(16-33)

(16-3s)

with ml an orbital quantum number. So with (16-34), we can define the Bohr magneton ps via

(16-36)

As to the electron itself, one can view it classically as a charge that is distributed internally,
rather than being point-like, and that rotates, or "spins" around some internal axis. So, in effect, we
would have a circulating current loop of sorts similar to that described above for an atom. In
quantum theory, that spin of the electron is quantized, and the intrinsic (different from orbital

contribution) angular momentum is spin angular momentum S = hmset= tkl2e1(ms = *lz is spin

quantum number). So, one might consider

(spin) p= !pet-s,[#* :-+*t=*+#+€r = ttamset="*", (p =lrrl ) .rro-tzl

(orbital) 
U = -+*, = -+*mt et - -psm1 E1

rehFa=+-.Lm
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However, the RHS of (16-37) is derived assuming charge is distributed as a neat current loop, as in
(16-36), which is naive. Given the unknown nature of this distribution, researchers introduced a

constant g, called the gyromagnetic ratior or the g-factor, which could be determined by experiment.
So, the most general form for the magnetic moment pl of the electron and its magnitude p would be

p -lttet= t8 *", tt * s+= r# (= r *in natural units). (16-38)

The unknown
charge
distribution
contribution
labeled as g,

gyromagnetic
ratio

NRQM can't
predict g, but
experiment
measured it as

2.00232

RQM predicts

8 = exactly 2

QFT predicts
g extremely
accurately

Overview of
RQM solution

forg=2

If our naive analysis (current distributed in a neat loop) were correct, then the gyromagnetic ratio
g would be found equal to 1.

16.4,2 Result of Experiment
In fact, when Stern-Gerlach did an experiment to measure this, they got a value of approximately

twice what nalve analysis predicted, i.e.o g = 2. A simple factor of two was one thing, but perhaps
more troubling was that it was not exactly two, but g =2.00232 (for the electron).

16.4.3 Postdiction by RQM and QFT
Dirac's RQM came partially to the rescue. It gave a value of g - exactly 2.That was big step.

The difference between 2 and 2.00232 was considered an anomaly, hence the famous nomenclature,
the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron.

QFf put the final piece in the puzzle by yielding a theoretical value for the gyromagnetic ratio
matching experiment to better than one part in a billion, making it the most accurately verified
theoretical prediction in the history of physics.

The level of accuracy provided by QFf depends, as one might expect, on the perturbation order
to which calculations are carried out. At lowest order, QF-I, like RQM, predicts a value of precisely
I = 2. At second and third orders, one obtains the values shown in Wholeness Chart 16-2 below.

Wholeness Chart 16-2. Theoretical and Experimental Values
for Electron Gyromagnetic Ratio g

Experiment NRQM RQM QFT to order
aa2d3

2.002319304362 Cannot predict 2 2 2.00232 2.002319304

Thus, the correction from "2" can be thought of in QFI as due to the contributions of the higher
order diagrams, and is often attributed to the presence of extra virtual particles associated with those
diagrams.

We will only outline the steps, and not show the full RQM derivation, but will develop the QFT
analysis completely for both first and for second order. The third order value is the result of 72
terms from many complicated Feynman diagrams, so we will leave that as an exercise to do in your
leisure time. The 4fr order involves 891 diagrams, and the 5e, over 12,000, so you probably wonot
have time to work those out.

For background, we note the experimentally determined values of the gyromagnetic ratio for the
neutron (3.82608545), proton (5.5856947I3), and muon (2.0023318414). We will not carry out a
theoretical determination of any of these herein. (We note in passing that theory and experiment are
not precisely in agreement for the muon, leading some to surmise that yet more is to be learned.)

76.4.4 RQM and the Electron Magnitic Moment
We overview the steps taken in RQM to deduce the electron magnetic moment, without carrying

out the actual, fairly extensive, analysis.

t This term is used in the literature for two things, the g-factor described herein (which is dimensionless)
and the ratio of magnetic dipole moment to angular momentum (which is often denoted by the symbol 7
and which has SI dimensions of radians per second per tesla). In this book, the term gyromagnetic ratio
will be used as equivalent to g, as shown above.
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Review

Recall from Chap. 3 that the Klein-Gordon equation was second order and contained the square

of the Hamilton ian,H2Q=-$r, where H2 istaken over from classical relativity. In Chap.4 we

saw that Dirac's effort entailed expressing the wave equation in first order with H instead of .F/2. So,
the Dirac equation can be written as

.a-- rt-,- / ^ r oquivalentifrvr**=HVrtar"-(.,. p+ fm)Vstot, ( --1*"*'-"' ) (ifar-m)V*o,r=0 . (16-39)

Effectively, the Hamiltonian has 4X4 matnx form in spinor space.

Background

In classical relativistic,theory, the Hamiltonian of a particle of charge Q = -e interacting with an
applied field (Ae and O 

t 
h.rr- are the external magnetic field vectoi potential and electric field

potential, respectively) is, in the low speed limit, given by

4r3

NR limit of
classical energy
of electron in
external e/mfieldH - ry "* * V+rN)z .- r.eu ,- tr:*-'

=mc' -' " g;;;,,t-r", F]:fl ffgjip_"|:
in;'r'"dins;/rn .ll3l!,'ff'#tlTo'-'

(16-40)

Consonant with our quantization postulate, we can take the same Hamiltonian in RQM. In spinor
space, as we saw in Chap. 4, the spin angular momentum of (1 6-37) entails use of the RQM spin
operator E, where

such that, parallel with (16-38)

"=;[' 

-i 

, ,] ,,={' -1 , 
,l 

, Q641),, =+[1 11,q =;[' 
' 

r' 210 oi) '-' ,l 
I

lr=si*, =BpsE.

#B sPin

Recalling spin
operators

(r6-42)

1.land H in terms
of spin operators

( 16-43)

Take interaction
(16-44) Dirac eq

So we see that (16-40) is actually a 4X4 spinor space matrix for energy, as suggested earlier. (Other
terms in (16-40) have 4X4 identity matrices associated with them.) Then, (16-40) becomes

H =m.*(n+eL')' -'*' - g7t6E'Be ,

where we still don't know g.

The RQM Answer
However, if we start with the full interaction Dirac equation

(rroa, - *)v,*,, = -ryP A'p vstutu ,

take the low velocity limit, as we did in Sect. 16.2.3 (so that things simplify as the spinors take
forms like ( I,0.0,0)), re-arrange a little, and take derivatives, we can solve this as a matrix
eigenvector problem' lwhich is really what, we are always doing when we solve the Dirac equation). Solve for NR
We find the eigenvalue limit; get I = 2

E = m. *(r + ere)' - r*' - z1tst .Be . (16-45)

I For a little more detail, see Kaku, M, Quantum Field Theory (Oxford 1993), pgs 1 02-104 and Ryder,
L., Quantum Field Theory (Cambridge 1996), pgs. 52-55.
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Comparing (16-a5) with (16-43), we see that in RQM, g = 2. The approximationo where g is not
found exactly equal to the experimental value, is not due to the low velocity lirnit assumption, but to
the fact that in RQM, we generally work only with first order relations. More on this later.

16.4,5 QFT's First Order Electron Magnetic Moment
We will derive the lowest order election magnetic moment value in this section, and the second

order value in the next.

Note: A summary of this section can be found in the chapter summary on pg. 429.

Background

We need to know a few things before we can dive into determining the electron magnetic

moment via QFT. In particular, we will be working a lot with the commutator I * ,y' ] , and *e
L'

will want to know what that equals for various indices p and v .lt is common to define, and use, a
new symbol related to this commutator,

o12 =i/f -;f /

=+[ ]t 'l J '][ , 'l-tl 
-1-[-, 

]L ,' l-ul-,' iL-, 
-' ] ,rc47,

[-t I ti I I-t I _ r=il l-+l -' I I -' l-T* I -
2lL -"J rL ' -,] 

=L 
' -, 1=L 

" o,)="''

where at the end, we have used the appropriate Pauli 2X2 matnx and shown this equals twice the
spin operator X3 of Chap. 4 (relation (4-39), pg. 93).

You can derive a coupJ.e more..of (16-46) by doing.Probs. 3, and 4. You can also note, from
(16-46), that gene rally /v = -o'F , and for 1t =v, o& = 0 (no summation on p). The result of all
this is listed below,

"']l,*
' l=L

-'l

l,*
, 'l=L

(16-46)

o,1 ( 1 6-48)
'l

l

ot1

l

oFV =zlt ,f f=t(f / - / r,)
For one example of (16-46) with lt = | and v = 2, using (16-16), we can find

ooo = oll =o22 =o33 =0

rl, l=,[

lt*
rl

-, lrl= ilI lo,
l

orf="' oot =-t'' =[ 
i

L,

1-'zz, oo2 =-oro = |ot) 
L-, 

I

-1=", oo3 --t'o =[.ozt 
L' -,

,]=["

Irl-r
=l

_[, 
,

L

_[, 

-i

t

'_,-l 
r

I 

= '1",

otz = _o2l

o23 _ _o32

o31 = _ot3
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Easiest Feynman Diagram to Use

In all that we have done before, we have worked with Feynman diagrams representing complete
interactions of real incoming and outgoing particles, such as Figs. 16-l and 16-2. We could do that
again to determine the gyromagnetic ratio, but it would be quite extensive and messy as it would
include two vertices at which the magnetic moment of an electron and a magnetic field (from the
photon virtual particle) interact.

We can shorten the work by considering a single vertex Feynman diagram as in the RH of Fig.
16'3, which is a sort of truncated full Feynman diagram, and calculating the amplitude for that.
There are some issues with doing this, which we discuss below. In the RH of Fig. 16,3, p and p'
equal h and p't of the LHS, respectively. We drop the subscripts to streamline notation.

We will use the subscript "mm" to represent the S operator and amplitude associated with that
particular diagram, as it will be used for our magnetic moment calculation.

time ^(2)b83 ^ 
(2)

bmm

Figure L6-3. The Short Cut Feynman Diagram for Magnetic Moment Calculation

How We'll Go About It
Note that on the RHS of Fig. 16-3, we have an external electromagnetic field (the photon)

interacting with an electron. The external field is, in essence, a potential field, as we have an
electron scattered by that field. The electron has spin and an associated magnetic momeDt p. The
external electromagnetic field A'p =o(Ot, At) gives rise to a magnetic field ui"u B" = VxAe. do, on"
term in the potential energy is p'8" = p.(VxA").

We will use the RH diagram of Fig. 16-3 to construct an amplitude and compare it with the Born
approximation amplitude (16-I2)(a), which is for a single particle interacting with a potential field,

aswehaveintheRHsof Fig. 16-3.Thep'B'= p'(VxAt)puttof thepotentialenergyshould

show up in t (k) of (16-1 2)(a) and its physical space counterpart V(x).

B" here, and thus L', are static fields. Since there is no time variation, the energy part ofp 
*'tu 

in
Ar should play no role, and we can represent the field as A'o(x) in position space and A" p(k) in
momentum space (as functions of space without time and 3-momentum without energy,
respectively). Recall also, from Sect. 16.2.4, that in the frame of a large mass source of the field (the
potential field is effectively immovable), the virtual photon carries zero energy.

We will still have energy conservation at the vertex, and this means the energies of the incoming
and outgoing electrons are equal. Therefore, the magnitude of their 3-momenta are also equal, i.e.,
lpl = lptl. k = pt - p will be non-zero, however, since p'is not in the same direction as p.

Changes to Feynman Rules for External Fields

In the RH diagram of Fig. 16-3, since the incoming and outgoing electrons are real, the photon
must be off-shell and virtual. It may seem a strange animal, as it is not really an external photon,
and not really a full propagator. So we can't use the usual Feynman rules, as we cannot represent
the photon in a Feynman amplitude for this diagram by either to(U) (e*t"-al) or Dror(k)
(propagator). The photon here represents a static external field or st'atic pgtential field (contrasted
with an external particle, which is real, on-shell, and not static) and represented by the symbol A! .

In the Appendix, we derive the transition amplitude for the RH diagram of Fig. 16-3, i.e., for
scattering by a static external field, via the long Dyson-Wicks expansion method (rather than the

415
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short way of Feynman ruleso since we don't yet have any Feynman rules for this.). From that
derivation, we then deduce a modification to Fevnman's rules applying to specific cases involving
static external fields.

The result of all that is: Add the following Feynman rule #11 (Rule #10 appeared in Chap. 13,
pg. 331 and was relevant to renormalization.)

Feynman rule #11. For each interaction of a charged particle with a static external photon field (a
static potential field), write a factor

Ai\r)=lr-'u'*e;(*)d.3*, (16-a9Xa)

and instea d af (Zt)a 6@(Zpf *Lpi) in Sp, use

2n6(LEf -rot). (16-4exb)

contains spin
operator

Need additional
Feynman rules

for Af , which
we derive in
Appendix

New Feynman

rule #11 for Af

Feynman
amplitude for
RH of Fig. 16-3

Use Gordon
identity to
re-arcange

Shows us which
parts of
amplitude
correspond to
spin (i.e., p)
contribution

( l6-a9Xa) is much like a classical field. There are no operators and it has a field strength related
to its amplitude. For a stronger external (potential) field, A" ohas greater value. In terms of virtual
particles, we could think of (16-49Xa) as representing more photons for a stronger field, and fewer
photons for a weaker one. This is the case physically. A stronger Coulomb field is due to more
charges being present at its source, and thus more virtual photons being emitted from that source.

The Amplitude
We assume the renormalized value e (not the bare value e6) is the relevant factor in our

amplitude calculations, because that is what we measure physically. However, we assume there is
no renorrnalization correction to the vertex factor f ."fnat is, we analyze the vertex contribution of
Fig. 16-3 as it is shown there, i.e., as first order in a. Thus, from the RHS of Fig. 16-3, we have

/,/m = ieir,(p')yqurfp)ei(k = p'- p).

Use Gordon's identity, which we derived in Chap. 13,

i,,(p,)TFu,(p)=ryul(p,)u,(p)*ryo,,(p,)l,o,/],,(p),(16-51)
in (16-50) to obtain 

t

/Vm - iei,,(p')yP u, (p) Ai $= p'- p)

- pF+D'F --,'#i,,(p,)u,(p)Ai$)+uW-i,,(P,)|,o,/],,(p)A;(k)06.52)

/allexternal \
I fermions 

- 

I

"'=[ F ]ffi)2',6(, (16-50)

-_#will not contribute to spin
related potential energy

Note that the first term in (16-52) has no spin operator X parts and therefore should contribute
only to the non spin related part of the potential energy. However, from what we saw in (16-46) and
(16-48), we will find the commutator in the second term does have E parts to it. Given (16-42),

i.e., p - -g +*r= -gFnt, we conclude that this second term contains a magnetic moment factor.

It also includes the external magnetic field Be within the Ae of Afi. So the magnetic moment

contribution to the potential energy in the presence of an external magnetic field must be in this
term, and this term alone.

For incoming fermion with spin r = I (+ z direction eigenstate)

Focusing on that term in (16-52), and restricting ourselves to the low velocity limit case with r =
1, which in that limit is a + z direction spin eigenstate, we have
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,uffi
E part
r=l

. k,,_
- -le--.-LLl-

4mI
, (p') ?o* u,=, (p) Ai 0r) = -r*i,, (p')oo'

!--/J

lro,/) lil
A; (k) ( 16-s3)

^ Ei(p') canonlyhaveformstl 0001 (for r'=1)or[0 100](forr'=2).Notefrom(16-48)that
for rt=l with o'

oo,,[, i'][i]="00,,[l]=, (6s4,

For r'= 2 instead of 1 in (16-54), we get zero, as well. Thus, we conclude that the term with o0l
in the summation an p and v in (16-53) yields zero and we can ignore it. By doing Prob. 5, you can
show that the same thing is true for any term where either p or v= o in d':

Additionally, from the.first line of (16-18), we see that any term oM = 0. Hence, all we have to
worryaboutarithesixotJ fori{j.Fo,rot'(=2Lt),(16-53)br.o*er(forthecasewhere r,=I)

,u/#)
r=l
i=l, j=2
(83 term)

or2 = ZL3

where l],* is the eigenvalue of the Xr operator.

And from (16-48), reversing the indices reverses the sign, i.e.,

-fl --*z*",rr,ef (u).

i*2,i=l
(2, term)

Fo, o23 - ZEt and r = 1 spin state, we get

=#out,rrrf['1

=*r<,[rorrf['-' 
l

All terms with

oo'yirld ,rro

All terms with

o w yield zero

(16-55) Expressing one
amplitude term
in terms of spin
operator an"d

eigen value

Continuing on
to exoress all

( l6-56) term's in terms
of spin operator
and eigen value

/4f)
r=7
i=2, j=3
(Lt term)

( 16-s7)

o23= ZLI

Similarly, the contributions from all other 6u are zero, as you can shoy^ by doing Prob..6. So for
the r = 1 spin state, we only get contributions to the ampliiude from otz : 2D4ind 621 = -2La.
Since E3 is the z direction spin operator and r=1 is the z direction spin up state, this makes sense.
We get zero for operators I,1 and Lz @ and y direction spin operators) acting on a z direction spin
state.

Thus, the total contribution for an r =l spin state electron to the amplitude is (16-55) plus
( 16-56),

,4,/&=.tulffi *tula +0+0+0+0= *rfu(-oro,'(r.)* krq(k)) (16-s8)
r=l r=l r=I I

i=I. i=2 i=2. i=l '
(4ie,*) i>r'irr*y 2

For incoming fermion with spin r = 2 (- z direction eigenstate)
By doing Prob. 7 you can find that for ur=z(p) (eigen spin in opposite direction, i.e., in negative 4

axis direction) and i * l, j = 2, we get
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MfA =;r4,rnre,'(x) M& =*zzl,tsk,4$). (r6-se)
--aij(,i=z -i 13,p1 -11x|ir,*f i4'iri*y 2

Note the spin eigenvalue has the opposite sign of the r = 1 state, as we would expect.

As before, the contributions from o'u = 2 Lt and o" = 2 Lz and their siblings is zero. So the
total contribution to the amplitude for an r = 2 spin state electron is

/r/&= tulfi * -!"?4 +0+0+0+0= *rfu(o,o;(t)- kzAf(k)) (16-60)
r=2 r=2 r=2 Ii=Z,j=l i=l,j=2 - 

"(4 rcrm) (L3 term) L

Forboth r = I andr = 2 (+zand-zdirections) incoming spin states in one expression

Since we would either have up spin (r = l) or down spin (r = 2), we would like a single
expression that would work for both cases. Comparing (16-60) to (16-58), we see the only
difference is the sign of the eigenvalue. So, we can use the following expression, and it will work
for both spin cases.

/r/m =*zL2is(oro; (r.)- krAf $)) (16-61)
either z direc

For + x direction eigen spin state

By doing Prob. 8, you can show that for an eigen spin state in the positive x direction,

.tu/#) =;rlE4f$) /r/m =*z\nre{ (t<). (t6-62)
+ x_dire^c Lrrt T * xdirec t 

1t-2, j=3 + i=3, j=2 .r-,
(\ term) ' (El term) L

All other amplitude contributions for other values of i andT yield zero.

For - x direction eigen spin state

For an eigen spin state in the negative x direction, it follows (by analogy with the e direction
case, or by cranking the algebra) that

/r/m =;rlrnzef (k) tu1,:)., =*zzlts4e{ (u). (16-63)

- xdirec Lrn.^'j':; -i ,:{j:; -i,_ 'o-Lt

(\ term) ' (El term) L

And as before, all other values for i andT yield zero.

For both + x and * x direction incoming spin states in one expression

As with the z direction case, we can combine (16-62) and (16-63) into one expression that will
work for either + or - x direction eigen spin state.

/,/m = rwm * tu/:,:,| =*zLt"is(orq (k)- ktf (k)) (16-64)
either xdirec either xdirec either xdirec '"t

i=3, j=2 i=2, j=3
(\term) (\ term)

For both + y and -y direction incoming spin states in one expression

In similar fashion, for y direction eigen spin states, we get

tulm = t4ffi * tu/:,:,1 =*zL?is(oro,' (r.)-4{ (k)) (16-6s)
either ydirec ,,!:Lld,rrc em,e, ldirr, ''to

(L2 term) (L2 term)
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Addine All Components

Adding ( I 6-6 l), (16-64), and ( 16-65) rogether we find ( 1 6-53) becomes

/'/(2) -' zL\is(otq(k)- t 14' $))--'mm )rn'L part
(16-66)

. *ztlis (oro; (n) - ksq(k)) * *tr?,r (0,o," (k) - k N (k))

Note, for example, that if our incoming particle were in a z direction spin eigen state

Lluie =L\is =0, the only term we would have would be a term containin g E}is. Exactly parallel

statements can be made for the x and y direction spin eigenstates.

Comgaring with Born Approximation
In the Born approximation (16-12)(a) we have the momentum space potential energy

419

v (k ) =inon (x ) * f ,r,n (k) ,

spin

where the spin part is what we have been working on to get to (16-66). Each term of (16-67) has its
corresponding relation in position space, and we will focus on the spin (magnetic moment) term
here. So, we are interested in the spin part of (16-1 2)(a), i.e.,

(16-67)

( l6-68)

(16-6e)

(16-70)

The total spin
part of the
amplitude

Comparing to
Born approx,
we deduce the
spin part of
the potential

Spin part of
the potential
ink space

sspi, = *f ,pi,$yzra(Et - E,)

From (16-s0), we have,n..oJ;;r.nior (16-68)

s** = !zod1E' - E) rv#,) ,

'f#, v f'["'t
meaning

f,pn(k)=|.&
L part

With (16-66), this becomes

t,rn (k) =+.&,n = 
#2LL,is 

(orq (k ) - kr,4; $))
(16-71)

-#zv?ie(oro,' (k)- k A{ (k))- hrr\,r(o,o; (r,)- kzAf (k))

We should by now know that in converting a momentum space function to position space,
momentum factors become spatial derivatives (with a factor of - i). But just for review, note for

r(') = # I:rik,x' P'(t)rn, (16-72)

-,+r(*) = -#J: i -Lrft,*'F(r)ax =#l:,ik,*' kir,(r)* . (1 6-73)
a

So the Fourier transform of the function n, F(r) is -iD,F(x) . For us, F(x)= eltG).

Thus, each term with ft; in (16-71) in k space converts to (- i) times a derivative with respect to

"i 
in position space. Thus, doing the Fourier transform of (16-71), we get

Fourier
transform that
to x space
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;(vxl")r ;(vxn")2

+ hrr?,r[,# 6$)-,#o,,(.)) 
t6'74)

Recognizing the derivative portions represent a curl, and taking X = (rL,r,L?,r,L2,r) to no*

represent the vector of spin eigenvalue components in the x,y, and e directions (which in physical
space is, for all intents and purposes, the same as E = (X1,X2,X3), the 3D vector of spin operators in
spin space), we can re-write (16-74) (compare with (16-43)),as

v,pn(*) = - z*t.(o*A") = - 
+orE.B'6

(r 6-7s)

Result for Order a
Thus, we see that the electron gyromagnetic ratio g for the lowest order in QFT is 2.

16.4.6 QFT's Second Order Electron Magnetic Moment
Note: A summary of this section can be found in the chapter summary onpg.429.

As I'm sure you understand, we get the first refinement to the magnetic moment calculation by
adding in the next higher order terms (associated with next higher order Feynman diagrams). When
Julian Schwinger' first calculated this in 1948, and it matched experiment, the physics community
was electrified. It was dramatic confirmation of QED.

Ways to Calculate the Second Order Correction to e
There are two ways we can calculate the gyromagnetic ratio g to second order, the first of which

is probably what you would first assume we would do.

1. Take all the amplitude terms from the various 2nd order Feynman..diagrams (the last four
diagrams in Fig. 16-4 below), find all the terms therein containin g ot' ' lusing, in some cases,
Gordon's identity to convert terms i, f), add those terms, and use them in the way we did in
the prior section to find g.

2. Use a quicker, simpler trick (to be described below.)

Method #1 above can be done, but it is extraordinarily long and messy. We will use method#2.

Figure 16-4. Contributions at Second Order to Singte Vertex Interaction

The Method of Choice for Finding g to Second Order
The steps using method #2 above that we will follow are:

Step #1:Express the 2ndprder amplitude in its most general form in terms of initially unknown
functions F(krz) and F2ikrt). (W" use fty for the 4-momentum of the external photon.
We used k in the first order case, but in higher order cases,. we typically use k for
internal photon corrections such as the vertical photon in the Zno diagram, Fig. 16-4.)

$^:(*)-,#4,(.))v,pn (x) = hzvtii e[, # 4" (. ) - t # Ar' (. )) . rzx?,, (t
yields spin part
of the potential
in x space

Re-expressing
that, we find
8=2
Our QED I't
order result

QED's Znd order
determination
ofs

We will use a
clever analysis
that makes
calculations
much easier

Steps in our
analysis

' Sch*inger, J., Quantum Electrodynamics III. The Electromagnetic Properties of the Electron -
Radiative Corrections to Scattering, Phys. Rev.76(6),790-817 (Sept 15, 1948).
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Step #2: Examine the non-relativistic limit case where ky -+ 0 corresponding to experimentally
determined gyromagnetic ratio g, and show F1(0) = l,

Step #3: Show Fz(0) relates to g, so all we have to do is find FzQ) and the form of relevant F2
terms.

Step #4: Because the term with F2 (0) has no f factor, recognize that.we don't need to evaluate
any 2"d order Feynman diagrams thai give us a term-wttn u f factor.

Step #5: In taking yp -+fi",(p,p')=Tp +ezA! for 2nd order amplitude, we only need to
2nd

consider terms in L! that have no f factor. Find the sum of those terms.

Step #6: Use the sum of terms in #5 in #3 to find g to 2nd order.

Step #1. Most General Form of the Amplitude

Consider Fig. 16-4 for time vertically upward and the electron emitting a photon. We will take it Step #l
from the mathematicians that the most general expression for the total amplitude for electron
scattering from an external field to any order (though we will focus on 2nd order as in Fig. l6-4) is
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Most general

form of
ampli.tude

With Gordon's
identity, we can
express the
amplitude via
any2of3
possible types
of terms

Temporarily re-
express with
slighth dffirent
formfactors

With that re-
expressiorr, Itt
and2"d order
parts appear
separately

Return to form
factors Ft and Fz

(16-76)

with k, - p - p', and functions F1 and F2, about which we know little right now, are known as form
factors. (If we treated photon absorption instead, then ky= p' - p, and we would get the same result.)

Note that by using Gordon's identity

,t /#:P - iei,,<v'>(rr n(,1).t+ er!,3)),,rnro;(r,, ).

i,,(p')rF u,(p)= 0,,(o)( oo { l'o -ry''lr, (n)
\ lm lm )

(16-77)

to substitute for the yp term in (16-76), we can express tle amp,litude of (16-76) solely as a functiop.
of a term that is a scalar in spinor space (having no f or o*',,factor) and a term having u oF'
factor. Alternatively, we could solve Gordon's identity for the oF" factor term and substitute that in
(16-76) to give us the amplitude solely as a function of a spinor space scalar term and a term i" f .

In other words, there are three possible types of terms we can have in the amplitude (16-76), but
because of Gordon's identity, we can, as we find convenient, express (16-76) solely as a function of
any two of them we like. We will use this to our advantage in what is coming.

Note also that we refer above to each part of (16-76) as a single term, but in actuality F1 and F2
are, in general, comprised of more than one term, so there are really more than two terms in (16-76)
for all but the first order case.

We will from henceforth focus on the 2nd order case of (16-76). As an aside, we can see how the
second order terms come in, if we temporarily use slightly different form factors Ft and Fs defined
via

rr\,| )=t* ,^(*3) rr\,?)= pu(r3) (16-78)

So, (16-76) becomes

-Q+4 = ru/#), * rv#) - iei,, (p)(f + f Fe(o?).,# r, (*3)),,<v> efi(x, ), (t6-7s)

wherethesuperscripts,asusedinthisbook,.lved.Whenweusethe
term "second order", we mean second order in a, r.e.,, 4'h order in e. (16-79) expresses the amplitude
to 2"d order in terms of the first order and second order contributions.

We now return to using the form factors Fr and F2, instead of Fa and Fs.

NOTE: The following Step #2 and the equations therein have been changed since the May 2014
version of this book. The revised Step #2 below should be easier to understand than the prior one.



Step #2. Examine Non-relativistic Case Where /<y + 0 and Show {1-(0) = 1

The experimental value for g cited,,herein is determined for non-relativistic speeds of the
incoming and outgoing electron. fhur, pF = (m,0,0,0), p'F * (n,0,0,0), and
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non.re,a,ivis,ic kv = pv _ p; =[l] 
Ll] lil

So we will consi der ky+ 0, and then of course , kr' - 0. We use the symbols Fr(0) and F2(0) to
represent our non-relativistic form factors. With this, (16-76) becomes, where we keep in mind that
the 3-momentum label ky is non-zero, but in relativistic terms, vanishingly small.

(16-80)

Step #2

Examine non-
relativistic
case where

ffictively
ku-+ 0

.W, - iei,, <v't(ro r,(o) *, +q (t)) u,(p) Ai(r., ) . (16-81)

( 16-85)

Using Gordon's identity (16-77) for the f term,

,,/ffir)-iei,,tv,l(W-4(0)-,+(-r,(o)-4(0)))u,@)Af,(k").(l6.82)
h+o

We now employ our non-relativistic assumption and use p P 
= p'lt - (m,0,,A,0) to get

.Q+4 - iei,,rn'l(+" (k)4 (o)* ,#t-4 (0)+ q (0)) Ai(u,,)),,rol. (16-83)
kr-+o

When we replace the zeroth component of the photon factor with O, representing the electric

Re-express again
using Gordon's
identity

Employ non-
u

relatwrsttc p'

assumption

With Q fo, Aot,
showing non spin
and spin
contributions

Conclude
Fr(O) = 1

Step #3

field potential, we have

.tul$;q - ii,rp,lf
C-o \

non-spin
contribution spin contribution, as it has olt'init

If we examine the non-spin contribution, all second order effects must be included in the
renormalized value for e. We have no vertex or propagator renormalizations in that term to worry
about, and the external line factors ur(p)and frr,(p') remain unchanged under renormalization.
Thus, if e is the electron charge value measured in experiment (as it is), i.e., the renormalized value,
then second order effects in the non-spin contribution of (16-84) are already included in the
renormalization of e. Given that, the only relevant factors contributing to that part of the amplitude
are e and @. Hence,

4 (O) must - 1.

.eoq(o) .*#(-ri (o)+rr(o)) A;(k,)

o6

UL -2E.v*A"1t "1 lt.n -2x,.vxA'(t")

- fitow k,Ai(t,, ) * Fr @*toP' k,Af, (k,)
#+

),,,n,. 
( r 6-84)

Step #3. Form of Relevant Spin Terms

With Fr(O) = 1^-4nd our results from the previous Sect. 16.4.5 (where we showed that terms
having factors in oOu drop out and those with factors of o'J ,unbe re-expressed in terms of the spin
operator E), relation (16-84), where the symbolism

V x A€ (k" ) means V x At (x) Fourier transformed to momentum space,

1S

(16-86)

Amplitude with
Fr(O) = L and

( l6-87) prior results2rQ++) =iir,tnlf
k,-+0 

l.

eQ
L----'J

non-spin
contribution 8=2 partof spin

contribution
higher order spin part

contribution to g
1,, 

,n,,



,u#.4 - iil,,(p')(ro +(z -zrr(o))pnv vxA" (ku ))r, (p).
l<"-+0

\-\+
higher order

correction
to lst orderg

We want to find Fz(O). To help us do this, we need to note one more thing.
We employ Gordon's identity (1 6-77) again by solving it for the term with oF' in it and

substitute that into (16-81) to get

(16-8e)

We are only interested in Fz(0), as it is all that contrib.utes to the higher order spin correction to
g at low ftu. So, we can ignore uil t.r*r proportional to f andfocus entirely on terms having form
like that of the last term in (16-89). That it,*. use Gordon's identity to re-arrange our u*plitud"
into terms with a single gamma matrix f and terms that are spinor scalars. Ths factor f'2(0) we
seek is then the sum of every spinor scalar term divided by (pF * p'lt1l2m. When we find F2(0), we
can simply substitute it into (16-88) and determine the higher order contribution to the
gyromagnetic ratio g.

Step # 4. Contributing Diagrams

The diagrams to calculate the next higher order magnetic moment are shown in Fig. 16-4. The
LH diagram is first order in a" which we used to find g = 2, and which we must augment with the
remaining second order diagrams.

However, all but the second diagram in Fig. 16-4 are proportional to ryb')f ur(p), which
we don't have to be concerned with. So we only need to consider the amplitude ierms arising from
that second diagram.

Step #5. Contribution to Fe

Recall from Chap. 14 (seeWholeness Chart I4-4, Cols (V) and (XIII), pgs 369,371), thatrhe
vertex correction in the amplitude that would include the first and second diagrams in Fig. 16-4 is

Yf,* (p, p') =' . Tt' . * g'ttt .

;:;; 
'F,iiu'e 

ziu[u'*

If we use (16-90) in place of yF in the amplitude (16-50), and take the coupling constanr as the
physical charge e everywhere, we get the correction due to the second diagram in Fig. 16-4. That is,
we get the first line of (16-91) below, where ArF contains all terms with F2 spin scalars (plus some
other terms in y* that we won't care about)r,The second line below is just (16-89) repeated, so we
can see clearly what the scalar terms in e'ltr! we seek look like.

-3;' -iei,'(v)Tf*au,(p)Ai(t 
")= 

ieii@)(f + lY )u,g)Afi(k,)
k,-+o 2nd 4?ir*

+ yP terms

Section 16.4 Anomalous Magnetic Moment

Note that 2"d

( l6-88) order.Part of g in\-- --l amplitudehas

factor of Fz (0)
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We only need to

find F2 (0)

Use Gordon's
identity to re-
express amplitude

To find Fz (0) we
can ignore terms

in f and only
evaluate those in

(pP * p'P1lz*.

Step #4

AII but 2'd
diagram in Fig.

16-4 has f
factor and can
be ignored

Step #5

Evaluating the
contributionfrom
that diagram to
Zil orderby

including A,!
from our
renormalization
work

In evaluating
that contribution
ignore all parts

wfth f factor

scalar terms of ezL(

So to frnd F2, we need to evaluate the higher order part of the amplitude we will designate with a
subscript Ar,

- ieir,(p')rz,\f ur@)Ai(t , ) ,

- iei,,tp'l(f - Ttt:z$)
yP terms
ot ezh(

,rr#)
Ac

( r 6-e0)

, (16-91)

but only concern ourselves with the spin scalar terms therein.

(16-e2)
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From (15-127) in Chap. 15, pg. 396, we have

^tb,p')= #f I: lr-. *(-,-o})a,a*

(yP rP f b'" - o")(p p - o p),

where
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+ wt;fi-'Fll"
Use expression

for A,! foundfrom
regularilation in
Chap. 15

Label certain
parts as G and J

- z(p'a + pP -2ar)m

F2 scalar + maybe yF parts F2 scalar + maybe yF parts
Call this whole term G Call this whole term -/

+ Tpmz )dzd*, 
(16-93)

\-----J

TH part

*2 *2
and ). is the fictitious photon mass we incorporate{ to aJoid lnfra-red divergences, and where the
incoming and outgoing particles are on shell, 

-i."., p'' = pt = *2.
The first and last terms on the RH of the equal sign in (16-93) have a factor of TF, and so we can

ignore them. The task at hand, then, is to find the parts of the second and third terms in (16-93) that
have the proper scalar form. We label those terms in (16-93) C and,/, as shown there.

Finding the ,I Part of the Amplitude
We will find / in (16-93) first because it is simpler. Substituting f d (16-94) into that term in

(16-93), we have

J --z(n'a + pp -2p'F*-zppz)*=-Zm(n'a -p'Fx-p'Fx)-r*(pp -pFz-rr r).(16-95)

Now, note from (16-93) and (16-94) that the denominator of the integral in (16-93) containing
F2 parts is symmetric in x and z. (Exchanging x and e leaves it unchanged.) By doing Prob. 10, you
can show that

fifi_'ppxdzdx=fifi-'ppzdzdx#fiIi'pp7G)az*=fifi_,pof()azax,(16-96)
and thus, if we were to have a denominator D symmetric in x and e (as in (16-93)), then

I'Jf'+dzdx =t:il-- #dzdx # ['rlr-. 
o'#-' dzdx -1t 11-. 

pP LQ) dzdx -(t6-s7)

From (16-96), (16-97), and (16-93), we can change (16-95) to

J -*2m(/u -p'Fx-p'P r)-2*(o'-pFx -o'r)=-zm(t-r *4(p'o +pp) . tro-lsl

We can conclu.de that J consists of one spin space scalar term that will contribute to F2 and none
having a factor /. Not" we still need to evaluate the integral over "r and zin (16-93), but we will
wait until the end to do that.

Finding the G Part of the Amplitude
From (16-93) we have

c =(/ - /)r, (/' - /) -(/- /' x-/z) r, V' - /' r- /r)
=(/ (r - .)- /' x) r, (/' (r - *) - /z) 

( 16-ee)

If we remember that G is ultimately sandwiched between ir,(p') and ,, (p) with (16-93) into
(16-91), then we can take advantage of the relations we learned in Chap. 4 (see Appendix A there),

(y-*)u,(p)=o n,(p)(y -*)-0.

r-- *(o''-*') - ,(r'-*2) *r'(r-x-e) simptifvwith
\--v--J \-\----l SymbOIS fOf

=0 since on shell =0 since on shell

aF = p'Fx+ pp z + o, = !'1*2 +zp't, ppxz+ f ,z' 
(16-94) unwieldy relations

Once again,
ignore all parts

with f fauor

Evaluating
J part

Evaluating
C part

With (16-100) used for the /' x and y'z parts of (16-99), we get

(16-100)
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c -(/ (r- z)- **)rP (/' (t * *) - * z)

=(1-z)(1-*)/yP,/' -*(r-z)z,f f -*(t-x)xfV' + m2xzyp (16-101)
\__r/-_J

yF part,ignore

We can ignore the last term in (16-101) because it has a factor of f . We need to evaluate the
terms labeled Go and G6.To do this we need to recall the anti-commutation relations for the gamma
matrices below. The commutation relations are shown also (see (16-46), for comparison, though we
won't use them in what follows.

lro,/f.=f / +/f -2sF'
Finding Go

From (16-101)

Ga=(t-.)(r-r) p,y'f f p'o=(1-.)(t- x)p,/ (-f rp *Zsoo)p'o

-(l-z)(1- *)(-pr/ f f p'o*2p'F ltrf ).

/
Using the RH side of (16-100) and LH of (16-102), we get

Ga =(t -.)(t -r) (- p, f f yF p'o +Zmp' P)

mtr
=(1-.)(t- *)Q'oprf y'rp -2g'oprp'oTF +zmp'a)

Ga
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Reduce that to

Go and G6 parts
plus a part we
can ignore

Find Go using
anti-commutation
relations

Find G6 using
anti-commutation
relations

It ,f f= ro/ - / yP = *zio,V (16-toz)

(16-t 03)

(16-r04)

,orffi
=(1-e)(r- r)(/'/f p,*2mp'tt)=(1*zxr-r) (*f f p,+Zmp',p),

where in the last step, we used (16-100) again. Using anti-commutation relations one more time in
the last part of ( 1 6- 104), we obtain

Go =(1- z)(1 - *)(*(-re/ *zgvtt)u, *zmfa)
m

=(1- e)(r -x)( . *O +zmpp *zmp'/t) *z*(t* z)(t * 4(p', * po), 
(16-10s)

,7&i","
which is of the form we seek for F2.

Finding G6

From (16-101), where we again use gamma matrix anti-commutators after the second equal sign
below,

Gb = - *(1 - z) zp,/ f - *(t - *) *f y' p,

-- m(r- z) zp,(-rrf +zs/lv)**(t- *1 ,(-/ f +zsr,)p',. (16-106)

Using (16-100) after the second equal sign below, we have

Gb = *0 - r), (yt' y' - zpP)+ *( - *1 *(/' ylt - 2p'p)

= *(t - z) z( .yp *. * 2 pp) + m(t- 
") 

r( g-2 p'p)
( Pun,
rgnore

( p*,
lgnore

- -2m(1- z) z plt - 2m(1- x) x p'tt .

Re-expressing, and using our symmetry in x and z, we find this becomes

(16-107)
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Gb = -*(t- z) z pp - *(t- *) * p'p -m(t - z) z pp - m(t- x) x p'p

xe z(valid in limit where p! =p'!)

= -m(l- z) z ptt - *(l - *) * p'p -*(l- *) * pp - *(t * z) z p'P .

Or, finally,

which is the form we seek.

AddinsJ+G-+Gr.
Note in all our calculations above, all terms were of forms having either a factor of TF or being

a spin sp?Fe scalar, supporting our original conclusion from (16-89). Having thrown out the terms
having y* factors, we are left with

J +G=J +Go*Gb=-2m(t-x-i(p'o +pp)+z*(t-e)(r -*)(p'o * po)

- 
Qn(r - z) z+ *(1 -") ,) (n'P * no)

= *(p'o +pp)(-z(r - x- z)+z(r-u)(t -") -(l - z) z-(r -') ")
= *(p'p +pp)(.2+2x+22+2-zx-22+2xz* z+ ,2 - *+ *2)

(16-1 10)

-0

' p'' *p')(--- z*(x+ z)z)=*(fo +pt')(-x-.Xl-(x+ z))-*l
--m(n'o *p' )(r*e)(l- x-z).

Using the Spin Scalar Parts of "I + G in A"l
Put our result ( 1 6- 1 I 0) into ( 16-93) to get the part of L! containing spin scalar type terrns,

-*( n'F *, p\
n|,r",(p,p,)=#I:fi'Fb(x+e)(t-'-z)dzd*,(l6-l11)

which, with (16-94), becomes

n!,r* (p,p')=Wtl il- d.zd.x.(16-1 12)

scalar

The integral in (16-112) converges for zero photon mass, i.e., l, = 0, so we can drop that term
from the denominator. It turns out that some of the f typ" terms have integrals that do not
converge, due to infra-red divergences, and the A, term would have to be retained during the
integration, if one wished to evaluate those terms. Fortunately, we do not.

Recall that we.are interested in. findinglhe gyromagnetic ratio for the limiting case Where ku)
0, i.e., where p'F -,pF, ro f''ro= i"'. iiaitionally, for non-relativistic speeds pF = p'F =
(m,0,0,0), so again, p'n pt.= m'. Using that in (16-112), we find

Gb = -(*(t - z\ z+ m(t- r) 
") 

(n'P + oo) ,

( r 6-108)

(16-10e)

Sum of all
relevant terms

Use this sum in
non-ignorable

part of /t!

Gives us an
integral in
dummry variables
xandz

Invoking our

limit ky+ 0.

simplifies the

integral

The final
relevant part of
t! in terms of
the integral

^r (p,p,)=WIlil.mdzdx
sPiry Q/e +scatar 

*2@+z)2

-(o'' +pt')

8n2m fi fi'(H;f) dzdx

(16-1 r 3)
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Evaluating the Integral in x and z

Finding the integral in (16-113) is work for a freshman calculus course, but to save you tedium
and time, I do it here.

fifi't#aza*=fi[r;-'# 1q 1; a,)a.

=fi (t^A+ z) - xtn(x+ z) -{z- xtn(x*.)})f,')r" =fi (t,(*+ e) - 4f,. * (16-1 14)

=fi eu-r+x- tnx)dx=[-'.+-xrn.,): =-1+ +-o+1-0-0-0- o=].

Puttins the Pieces Toeether
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Result of
evaluation of
the integral

That result

gives us A,!
( 16-1 l5) Comparing that

result to earlier
amplitude

( I 6- I 1 6) exPression gives

us F2(0)

And from that,
the 2"d order

(16-117) value for g

Lamb shift
postdiction
by QED was
dramatic
confirmation
of theory

Lamb shift QED
calculation very
Iong and will not
be done here

Reasons for
QED accuracy
edge over RQM

Use (16-l14) in (16-113) to get

t'Lf (P, P'} -
spin
scalar

,z (n'P +pa)

Compare this with (16-91) to see ez$) = -4 = - L8n2 2n
The Final Result at 2nd -Order

Then use this in (16-88) to find that, ro second order

B =2*9 -2.00232.n

16.5 The Lamb Shift
The Lamb shift is a subtle shifting of orbital electron energy levels (thus spectral lines) in atoms,

not predicted by RQM, but found experimentally by Willis Lamb and his graduate student Robert
Retherford in 1947. Later in the same year, Hans Bethe carried out a reasonably good estimate,
though non-relativistic, of the Lamb shift in hydrogen. Analysis in subsequent years by others, using
the full machinery of QED to incorporate higher order radiative corrections, yielded excellent
agreement with experiment and was another dramatically convincing corroboration of the theory.

Lamb received the Nobel prize in 1955 for the discovery. (See how well graduate student
contributions are valued?)

Determining the Lamb shift theoretically is a significant endeavor, entailing considerably more
work and complexity than what we have been through for the anomalous magnetic moment. So,
though some advantage might be gained in studying it in detail, far more will probably be gained by
spending the time learning other things. Hence, we will not be doing the Lamb shift analysis here.
(Do I hear sighs of relief?) Those interested in pursuing it further can see the references belowr.

76,6 A Note on QED Successes Over RQM
As noted in Chap. l" QFT holds significant advantages over RQM. For example, in its

electroweak theory aspect (not treated in this text), it handles particle decay and other
transmutations of particles from one type to another. Even in QED, it does this, e.g., in the+
interaction e e- - p-p", with a virtual photon mediating the transmutation. RQM cannot do this.

It is also often said that QED is more accurate than RQM because its higher order corrections
give us the correct values for the anomalous magnetic moment, the Lamb shift, the dependence of e
(or equivalently, A on energy level, and even modifications to the Coulomb potential. We tend to
unconsciously assume this means QED has some fundamental advantage in accuracy over RQM,
inherent in the base theory. But is this really the case?

I Itzykson, C. and Zuber, 1.8., Quantum Field Theory (McGraw-Hill, 1985), Sect. 7.3.2, pgs 358-365.
Mandl, F. and Shaw, G., Quantum Fietd Theory,2"d ed (Wiley, 2010), 187-191.

8n2 2m
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Consider that the governing equations, coupling the fermion and photon fields, are the same in
both theories, i.e.,

ddd oAF = *eVYFV

(,roao-*)vr--eyqvAp,

(16-1 1 8)

(16-1 1e)

where ty and Ao are states in RQM and (operator) fields in QFT/QED. The starting point is the
same, save for our interpretation of the dependent functions in each case. Then, why shouldn't they
have equal predictive power?

The reason is that, for full accuracy, we need to solve the two coupled equations simultaneously.
The value of pris affected by Ap, and the value of Aois, in tum, affected by V. A closed solution
for all practical problems is simply not possible. So, we must turn to perturbation theory.

RQM was not readily amenable to perturbation, so for it, researchers generally assumed a value
for Aothat was unaffectedby V. This is not true, but it is often a good approximation. It was a good
enough approximation to yield the relativistic hydrogen atom spectrum (to better accuracy than
NRQM, though still not perfect, as it did not, for one, include the Lamb shift.)

In the RQM hydrogen atom analysis, the assumption was Ap = (O,0,0,0), where @ is the
Coulomb potential. (See (16-9) and Sect. 16.1.2. pg. a0a.) Due to the influence of the electron (i.e.
the function y4, Aois actually modified from this value. But by ignoring that modification, we can
still get pretty accurate results. That is, we assume the above is the solution to the Ap field in
(16-118) and (16-119), and then simply solve (16-119) for yrThat gives us the RQM solution to the
hydrogen atom.

However, in QFT/QED we use a perturbation approach (each Feynman diagram represents
another term in the perturbative expansion.) We use the same two equations (16-1 18) and (16-119)
as in RQM, but can solve them simultaneously (in a perturbative sense), so we are not restricted by
assuming a fixed Ap.

The point is this. Had we been able to solve (16-118) and (16-1 19) perturbatively in RQM, we
could have gotten the same result. The advantage of QED is that it allows us to use perturbation
theory. There is no deeper advantage in the theory itself. (Again, we are limiting discussion to
electrodynamics, not including weak or strong interactions.)

QED has this advantage (that QED is amenable to perturbation) over RQM because the solutions
to the field equations (16-118) and (16-119) are operators that create and destroy states. This allows
us to use the machinery of transition amplitudes and all the rest, which led us to Feynman diagrams
and rules. They enable us to add higher order perturbative corrections to our lower order estimates.

Bottom line: RQM and QED share the same fundamental field equations and in theory, should yield
the same results, if we could obtain closed solutions to those equations (which we cannot).
However, because we can use perturbation theory in QED, we get higher accuracy than in RQM.

Caveat: As I have done several places in this text, I have presented above my personal
interpretation, which I have not seen elsewhere in the literature, but believe to be true. As I have
also done before, I warn you to think this issue through and form your own conclusion.

16.7 Chapter Summary

Coulomb Potential in ROM
Found from solving the uncoupled

coordinates.
field equation dadoAp -A for the state Ap in spherical

Coulomb Potential in OFT
Found from finding the amplitude for electrons scattered by a virtual photon (MOller scattering)

for non-relativistic speeds. This amplitude is evaluated in momentum space and compared with the
Born approximation for the same scattering found in NRQM, which contains the potential in
momentum space. From the comparison, the form of the Coulomb potential in momentum space
y(k) is gleaned. This is then Fourier transformed to grherical coordinates in position space to
obtain the Coulomb potential in position space V(r) = !, e'lr.

For repulsive (like charges) force, the sign above is +.

QED's accuracy
edge over RQM
is because QED
amenable to
perturbation
solutions
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For attractive (opposite charges) force, the sign above is -.
The sign difference arises from the number of adjacent fermion field interchanges needed in

each case to bring the associated expression for the amplitude into normal order (as required by
Wick's theorem.)

Anomalous Magnetic Moment
Wholeness Chart 16-2, reproduced below, summarizes the magnetic moment affair.

Theoretical and Experimental Values for Electron Gyromagnetic Ratio g

Experiment NRQM RQM QFT to order
aa2u3

2.002319304362 Cannot predict 2 2 2.00232 2.4A2319304

RQM value:

The RQM value is determined by finding, from solving the full Dirac interaction equation, the
terms contributing to the total energy. One of these terms, that from magnetic moment interacting
with an external magnetic field, has form gltaL. B' with g = 2.

QED value to order an

The first order QED result is found by using a truncated Feynman diagram version of Mgller
scattering with only a single incoming and outgoing electron and an external virtual photon field
A;. A new Feynman rule is used for the external field, which is neither an external particle nor a
full propagator. Non-relativistic electron speeds are assumed.

The singl e Tp term in rb" amplitude is converted via Gordon's identity to a term with no gamma
matrices and a term in f '. The latter term turns out to be expressible as factors of E (the vector
spin operator), the Bohr magneton pp, end the extern al field Afi .

This amplitude term (in momentum space) is compared to the Born approximation amplitude to
extract the form of the potential energy in momentum space due to the electromagnetic moment and
the external field. This expression is then Fourier transformed to position space where the potential
energy is found to be gltnE. B' with g = 2.

QED value to order a2:
Steps #1 to 6 beginning on pg. 420 are a good summary of this.

Rather than proceed, as we did for the a case, by converting all yp terms using Gordon's
identity, we use a trick that greatly simplifies the calculations. To do this, we need to restrict

calculation to the lowest energy levels (non-relativistic) for the external field, which means kv= p -
p' + 0. Like e, the magnetic interaction contribution will depend on kr2, but we can simplify things
greatly by taking the limiting case (for which the experimental value is relevant).

We start with the most general form for the magnetic moment part of the amplitude in terms of
ypFt und f'kyF2l2m with initially unknown formfactors F{kr2) and F2&rz).In the low speed
limiting case, using Gordon's identity, we see that F1 (0) = 1. So, all we need to do is find F2.

To do that, we then use Gordon's identity again, only this time in reverse, to convert the terms in
F2totwo terms in yH F2 and ((p/t + p'P\lzm) Fz. Thus, to find F2, wacan simply evaluate all terms

in the amplitude having a @p + p'p) factor and no yp factor. That is, we can ignore all terms with

/ i" them for this determination. All other terms (the ones we care about) will have no gamma
matrices.

We then focus on the second order vertex correction diagram amplitude contributi on A,! to find

F2. We use the expression for A"l from Chap. 15 where we evaluated it using regulari zation. After
a great deal of mathematical manipulation, we find F2= - t'nr?.

429
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With this value for F2 inserted into the general form of our amplitude, we find, in addition to the
first order magnetic moment interaction term, an additional term of similar form (except for the

factor in front), |rur.B'. When we add this to the first order term, we find g =2 + d//r=

2.04n2.

Lamb Shifl
The Lamb shift comprises a shift in atomic energy levels from their RQM values that was found

experimentally before it was evaluated theoretically. QED, using higher order radiative corrections,
postdicts this shift.

Addendum

We should keep in mind the distinction between the commutation and anti-commutation
relations forthe gamma matrices (see (16-102), repeatedbelow), each of which we use at different
points in our development of QFI.

lro,/f.=']// */tt =2sF' lt,f7=tf -y'yP =*Ziouv . (rG-120)

76.8 Appendix: Deriving Feynman Rules for Static, External (PotentiaA Field

76.8.7 Comparing Four-Momenta in Dffirent Types of Interactions
Before deriving the transition amplitude for the RHS of Fig. l6-3 (repeated below as Diagram

(D of Fig. 16-5), we point out its salient (four-momentum) characteristics by comparing it to other
types of interactions. In Fig. 16-5 we show purely elastic types of classical interactions in the upper
part, and each corresponding quantum elastic interaction below its classical counterpart.

Pr+Pz -Pi+P;
Er+ Er- Ei+ 8,

(A) Two
Billiard Balls

Pr +Pz -Pi+Pi
Er+ Er= Ei+ E)

(D) Two Charged
Particles

Classical Interactions

'r-X

lP'l=lPl
E'=E

(B) Billiard Ball and
Immovable Surface

'])e
lp l=lpl
E'=E

(C) Charged Ball and
Immovable Potential

p
lpl=lpl k+p-p'
E'= E Ey=0

(F) Charged Particle and
Immovable Potential

Corresponding Quantum Interactions

N/A

(E) No Quantum
Counterpart

Figure 16-5. Comparing Different Types of Elastic Classical
Interactions with Their Quantum Counterparts
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Diagrams (A) and (D)
The energy and 3-momentum balances in Diagrams (A) and (D) should not need explanation.

No external forces (potentials) act, so total initial 4-momentum of the particles equals totil final 4-
momentum.

Diagrams (B\ and (E)

In the classical case of an object (billiard ball of Diagram (B) in Fig. l6-5) rebounding (fully
elastically) off of a solid (immovable) surface, the surface picks up no energy. It doesn't U-egin tl
move as a result of the collision, so it has no kinetic energy. There is no stored compressive energy
because the interaction is elastic. Hence, the surface neither gains nor loses en"tgy. Thus, tG
outgoing particle must have the same kinetic energy it came in with. E'= E. The object changed
direction so there was a change in velocity direction (and thus 3-momentum direction). Since

r'=(p)t / 2m and E'-(p')2 / 2mo we must have lpl = lp'|, i.e., the magnitude of the 3-momentum
is unchanged. No energy was transferred to the object. The surface transmitted 3-momentum, but
not energy. It exerted a force on the object for a time (leading to 3-momentum change) but no force
acting over a distance (which would lead to kinetic energy change) since it moved zero distance.

There are no solid surfaces in the quantum realm, so there is no quantum counterpart to Diagram
(B).

Diagrams (C) and (F)

The classical interaction (scattering) of a charged object (ball in Diagram (C)) by an immovable,
static potential (arising from the collection of charges on the stationary ball in Diagram (C))
parallels the case of Diagram (B). That is, the stationary source of the field does not move, so it
picks up no kinetic energy. No energy is absorbed by the field from the interaction with the object.
So neither the stationary source nor its field gain or lose energy. Hence there is no energy transfir in
the process.

Jurnping to the quantum realm (Diagram (F)), the same principles remain. The source of the
potential (static, external) field does not move and so neither it nor its field gains kinetic energy (or
any other kind of energy). But the potential field can exert a force on u .harged particle and-thus
change the particle's 3-momentum. Since the particle energy is purely t<inetic qignoring rest mass-
energy' which is always the same for a given particle), and that energy does not increase or
decrease, then no energy is transmitted from the field to the particle. ffrat is, the energy of the
virtual photon Erequals zero. But the virtual photon must carry 3-momentum since it results in the
change in direction (but not magnitude) of the charged particle 3-momentum. E, = E, Er= 0, lp'l =lPl,k=p'-p.

Bottom line: In our QFT transition amplitude, we would expect the virtual photon of Diagram (F),
which is off shell, to have k = p' - p and Er= 0.

76.8.2 The Transition Amplitude for Diagram (F)

We need to start from scratch to find Sp, for Diagram (F), as we have no ready-made Feynman
rules for this case. This will parallel the development of (8-12) to ((S-18) on pgs. 217-Zl8 (see Fig.
8-l there), except that we cannot represent the photon here by the free field solution Ap(x),which
we have grown familiar with, and which we used there. The photon there was a free field, but in
Diagram (F) above it is not free, but related to the external force the potential source supplies. In the
present case, A11is virtual (it must be off shell, for the initial and final particles to be on shell) and
not a free field. Additionally, it is static, so has no dependence on time, and thus contains no factor
of etio\'. That is, a static, external, potential e/m field must have generic form Alt(x), where x is
the 3D position vector. Further, we cannot specify the precise dependence of Apon x, as that will
vary with the characteristics of the potential source (shape, number of charges, etc.)

Using (8-12), pg. 217, with our initial multiparticle state containing a real electron and a virtual
photon emanating from the source of the potential along with a final real electron, we have a
transition amplitude
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s/ =(/ls(')lr)=(rd ,,,1{-illao x1N{-eVG)yp A"p(x) r(,r)},, lri,,,ru,,) (ru,, ofr sheil) , (t 6-1zt)

where the fermion fields are the usual free fields we have been working with since Chap. 4, and

e'oi)= I (o',.(t ")of.o(x) + o{ (k")AI'u.p(*)), 06-tz2)
s",k"

Note the numerical coefficients I / JZV q and the elik factors we usually see for terms in

Ap(x) are replaced by the ,4f,,0(x) factors, whose precise form is not specified and unknown at this

point. The construction and destruction operators in (16-122) create and destroy virtual photons
emitted from the external field source. If we were to express these photon states mathematically,

they would have the same dependence on x as Af2 (x).

Using (16-122) in (16-121), we get (by a process that hopefully is getting somewhat familiar to
you, i.e., the ket particles are destroyed and a sum of final particle kets are created, but only the final
particle ket that matches the bra final particle gives a non-zero result)

sy' = t,::,,;", - u ('t,tlnl(W ffin (x)n,' tP") Tp u,1pleiP'x e-'o')ao *l'r,'l

= 0+ . .l(W 
ffin(x)n,,(p)Tpu,1p1eip'x 

e-*)r*,("_ll d,,rl+ 0+... 
(16'123)

jY
Re-arranging, we have

Srtoti, = i, @- E i,,(p)Tpu,$)llfioG)r-ip"xrip 'x ([ein't e-Et Or)Oz*
extpot 

"l'\'\/uq 
r \t " r'r'J 

ffi
zn6(E' - d ie 

@ rW i,,(p)rp u,(p) 
! 
Afu(*) r-ip,"*rip'* d3 * . (16-124)

! ei,t*l'-i(P'-P) '* d3*

Fourier transform with k=p'-p

Using the Fourier transform relation (16-11), we end up with the transition amplitude for
Diagram (F),

s,toti, -2n6(E'- n)ie ^E.m i,,(p)f u,(p)A"ok). (16-125)
ext pot tl'q' ! u% t \L "

16.8.3 Feynman Rules for Statfu, External (Potential) Field
We can see that (16-125) can be arrived at by using the usual Feynman rules except that we

substitute rule #11 ((16-a9Xa) and (b)) for the delta function and photon parts. One can then
generalize ((16-49Xa) and (b)) to apply to any Feynman diagram with a static, external (potential)
field.

16.9 Problems

1. Use (16-28) to show that at low speeds, the adjoint anti-fermion factors in (16-27) have the
following possible forms.

* 

=, 
(p, l/ = (o 0 -1 0) i,i=z(pt) = ,|-rrp)f + (0 0 0 *1)Y,i=t(Pt r=vrr,

Then assuming rr -- 1 and 12 = l, use (16-14), (16-16), (16-17), and (16-27) to get (16-29).
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2. Consider the massive scalar boson propagator , + , where p is boson mass, and
k" -p" +ie

that there is a scalar boson to fermion coupling constant g similar to e for photon to fermion
coupling. Assume all else is similar to QED amplitude determinaiion except that
uo(po)yPuu(pr)goesto uo(po)ru(pr) for scalars, since the scalar propagator has no

Spv.Follow steps similar to those of (16-18) to (16-21) to show that tyu1,o*o(k)=l-
R-+p'

Then, follow steps similar to ( I 6-23) to (16-26), and use the Fourier transform pair relation
k

m s Lr-u' (for r > 0) to show that the potential in position space for a massive scalarkt+p' 2

force carrier boson, known as the Yukawa potential, is vyuknws(r)= -r' ,o'' 4nr
Note that due to the minus sign, this is attractive. Similar particles (two fermions, with no anti-
fermion, interacting) attract. If there were no positive and negative Yukawa "charges" (all
particles had the same Yukawa charge g and no negative charge, i.e., no - g, exists),-th"n ih.
force mediated by the massive scalar boson would always be attractive. And itrlr i* what occurs
inside nuclei, according to the Yukawa model. Protons and neutrons exchange massive scalar
virtual mesons, and those exchanges hold the nucleus together.
Note also that due to the exponential dependence on r in the Yukawa potential, it falls off far
more rapidly than the Coulomb potential. The Yukawa force is consider.d a "short range'o force.
The limited range is a result of the virtual boson mediating the force having a mass p. fo, F = 0,
the force would be long range, like the electromagnetic force (with zero mass virtual photons
mediating.)

3. Find o31 of (16-48).

4. Find oor of (16-48).

5. Show that for o02 th" value of (16-5]) is zero. Can you see rather quickly, without doing the
actual matrix multiplication, that for o", the value is zero, as well?

6. Show that for dfi r =l spin state electron, with i - 3, j = l, the contribution to the amplitude
from spin terms is zero. Since we know that switching index values for i andT merely.^hung.,
sign in the amplitude term, can we not say that for r =1, all index values oihrr than I and2
yield zero amplitude terms?

7. Find (16-59). That is, for the low velocity ur=2(p) (eigen spin in opposite direction, i.e in
negative x'' axis direction), find the spin contribution to the Feynman amplitude of the RHS of
Fig. 16-3.

8. Find the LHS of (16-62). That is, find the spin contribution to rhe Feynman amplitude for a+r direction low velocity eigen spin state electron in the RHS of Fig. 16-3. Hint: This

eigenstate is flr 1 0 0]t = frur=r(p)* #u,=r(p) . ctreck that it is so by operating on

it with X1 of (16-41) (or (16-48).

9. This problem was deleted after Sect. 16.4.6 of the May 2014 book version was revised.

10. a) Show the LHS of (16-96). b) In the x-zplane, sketch the area over which the integration is
carried out. (Hint: It is a right isosceles triangle. c) Sketch the 3D plot of rhe functi oi f 1x,z) =
Kx over the x'z plane, where K is a constant. Do the same for f (x,z) - Kz.Is it obvious that the
volume under/(xre) is the same in each case? d) Is volume under the functi on f (x,z) = Kx/D,
where 2= *-+ zz the same as the volume under the functi onf (x,z) = Kz/2 e) Is it apparent
that the volume under either function in d) is the same whenever D is symmetric in x and z.
e) Can we readily extrapolate our results to the RHS of (16-96), i.e., for any case where the 1st
numerator is the same function of x as the 2nd is of e ? (Hint: Consider integration volumes.)
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Chapter 17

Scattering

"A law of nature is expected to hold true without exceptions; it is given up as soon as one is
convinced that one of its conclusions is incompatible with a single experiment."

Albert Einstein

17.0 Preliminaries

17.0.1 Background
Every interaction between two or more particles is a scattering event, so all of the previous

chapter actually entailed analyzing scattering. However, in another context, the word pertains
specifically to laboratory scattering experiments, such as found in particle accelerators at Fermi
Lab's Tevatron and the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. It is this latter sense to which the
title of this chapter refers, and with which the material in it is concerned.

17.0.2 Chapter Overview

In this chapter we will

. define and develop the concept of scattering cross section

. overview scattering in various physical theories

- classical mechanical (billiard ball type) collisions (Review)
- classical scattering by a potential field, such as Coulomb field (Review)
- NRQM scattering (Review)
- QFI scattering (Preview),

. apply QFT to laboratory scattering experiments, and

I discuss how cross section contributions from infrared divergences cancel out.

77.7 The Cross Section

The simplest way to understand the cross section, symbolized by the Greek letter g'is with
reference to a collision between two classical particles. From there, we can extend its application to
systems containing many particles, to scattering by potential fields, and to quantum scattering.

17.1,1 Classical Collision Cross Section

Cross Section as an Area

Consider a single billiard ball hanging by a thread being shot at with a BB gun (which shoots
very small spherical metallic objects called BBs), as shown in Fig. 17 -1. The constraints we now
impose on the gun and the target may seem unrealistic for a shooting range, but they reflect the
situation in laboratory scattering. The constraints are these: I ) the BB must travel through an area of
size A1(oot" for target) that is perpendicular to the path of travel of the BB, and 2) other than this
restriction the BB gun can be considered to be shot by a blindfolded person. That is, the BB can
randomly pass anywhere through the arca A,'.

The target particle, a billiard ball in Fig. 17-1, has cross sectional area (through the center of the
ball and perpendicular to the flight path of the BB) of o. Thus, the

Scattering defst
#l: any interaction
between particles
#2: scattering
experiment (sense

in this chapter)

We'll review
scattering in
physical theories
before QFT

Then examine
it in QFT

Cross section the
simple way: as
area of target in
classical collision
with point-like
particle
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Figure 17-1. Small BB Shot at Billiard Ball

In its simplest, classical, interpretation, the cross section o is just the cross sectional area of a
target particle, when the beam particle is point-like. A larger cross section means a greater
probability of a collision (interaction) occurring.

Cross Section as a Probability

Now consider that if Ay is of unit area size, i.e., At = 7 (.*' in cgs system, for example), then the

probability of single beam particle hitting single target particle in unit area = o (17 -2)

In this sense, the cross section d represents a probability, being greater for larger targets, and
hence, the phrase "larger cross section" is synonymous with "higher probability of interaction".

Note that in (17-1), ohas units of area, whereas probability, as in (17-2), is unitless. The units of
otell us what units are used for the unit area. For o= 0.1 cm' there would be a probability of 0.1 of
one beam particle inter-acting with one target with At = 1 cm2. The same rrois section could be
expressed as 0.00001 m', meaning a 0.00001 probability for the same two particles for At= I nf .

Effective Cross Section

Consider the case where the beam particle is not a tiny, virtually point-like, BB, but another
billiard ball. Since the beam particle itself has greater size, the probability for collision is greater
than that for a point-like beam particle. We can then define an effective cross section oas shown in
Fig. l7-2. The effective cross section is simply the area through which the center point of a
spherical beam particle must pass in order for a collision to occur. It is the area that would
colrespond to what would be needed for deflection of a point-like beam particle.

In most cases, classically or quantum mechanically, we deal with non point-like beam particles,
and so, we deal with effective cross sections. In practice, the two are rarely distinguished, and so the
term "cross section" and the symbol oare used for both effective and actual cross sections.

Common Usage of Term "Cfoss Section"
ln either the actual or effective case, we can think of the cross section as defined in (17-Z). That

is its most useful form and the one you should really lock into memory. Even when you hear "cross
section" expressed as an area, it is really the (17 -2) interpretation people are thinking of and the area
units then simply mean that much (effective) target cross sectional area per unit area perpendicular
to the beam path.

cross section
area o



effective cross

section o
\\,'
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cross section o

particle

Figure 17-2. Effective Cross Section for Non Point-like Beam Particle

Cross Section Related to Tvpe of Particles

Even though we might have the same cross sectional area for a target particle, we would have
different (effective) cross sections, depending on the type (actually the size in this case) of beam
particle.

So, when we specify a cross section, it must be associated with particular beam and target
particles. A BB and billiard ball interaction would have cross section or, but a golf ball and billiard
ball interaction would have a different cross section o2.

Size of Typical Cross Sections

In atomic and subatomic scattering experiments, we are generally considering scales on the order
of nucleons, which have diameters of abou!^ one Fermi, abbreviated by '(pt) (also called a
femtometer, abbreviated by -"fm"), equal to 1 0 -t 

3 .rn ( f Or 
ry 

m). The associated cross sectional area
is then on the order of 10 

4'6 
" 

z'.

When some of the first scattering experiments were carried out, and the associated cross sections
found, one was so much bigger than expected that it led one physicist to exclaim "it's as big as^a
bar^n!". The term stuck, so now cross sections are commonly measured in barns. A barn = \O-to
.*t, ,o a nucleon cross section is about 0.01 barns. Values in typical atomic and subatomic
experiments range between 0.001 and 1,000 barns.

More Than One Target Particle

In practice, we usually have a collection of target particles, like nucleons, in a volume Vy = firaJ,

where d is the depth perpendicular to 41. Also, in practice, the target particles are usually very, very
small, like nucleons, and the spaces between them enormous by comparison. Thus, it would be
highly unlikely that the cross sectional area of any target particle in a volume would shield any other
particle behind it from the beam particle(s).

So, if the number of particles in the target volume is Nr, and the density of the particles therein is
n7 particles/unit volume, then the

So cross section
(as a probability)
depends on the
type (size here) of
both beam and
target particles

In subatomic
scattering,
cross sections
incredibly small.
Unit = barn.

Probability of
interaction with
more than one

target particle

And with more
than one beam
particle

probability of single beam particle hitting any target particle= 
t 

*, = 
t. *

More Than One Beam Particle

Also in practice, we typically have a shower of beam particles, as in Fig. 17-3.It Nb tot is the

total number of beam particles passing through the volum" V,, then the expected number of beam
particles hitting target particles equals

(r7-3)

expected total collisions - Nb,",*,Nr = Nb,o,t*r, (17 -4)

Note that if the beam volume extends outside the target volume in a direction perpendicular to
the beam direction, the volume where interactions take place is the target volume, and N1 is the
number of target particles in that volume. Nb tot is the total number of beam particles that enter the
target volume, not the total number of beam particles.
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=.d

L=voT

Figure 17-3. Many Beam Particles and Many Target particles

For a stream of particles, we generally want to consider the collisions per second for such a
stream, rather than the total number of collisions. In doing that, it helps to work with the beam
particle number density, nb (= N6lV6 with N6 = number of beam particles in beam volume V6).

The total number of beam particles (see Fig. 17-3) passing through V,, with v6 the velocity of a
beam particle (assuming all particles have the same velocity) and T the time duration that the beam
is turned on, is

Nb ,o, = nU4L= n6Arv6T . (17-s)
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So the collisions per second can be found by using ( l7-5) in (I7 -4) and dividing by rhe total time
?the beam is on.

expected total collisions

second

= f6onrV, = fuoNt = transition rate (for a given experiment) , (17-6)

where nbvb - fb is the incident beam flux (particles/sec passing through unit area). From henceforth,
we will use the term o'collisions" interchangeably with "expected collisions", and "transition rate",
with "expected transition rate", because our experiments will have so many individual transitions
that the measured, actual rates will be, to high accuracy, equal to the expected rates.

Note that though we have portrayed the target as a rectangular solid, any shape volume works
for V7. Any A7 works, because it cancels out. And the key number above with regard to the target is
Ny, the total number of particles in the target. It equals nyVy for any shape of target volume V1.

Particular Experimental Configuration vs Cross Section

Note that for any given type of interaction, such as BBs and billiard balls classically, or alpha
particles and gold nuclei quantum mechanically, we have a particular cross section o ihat
characterizes the way a single particle of one particular type interacts with another single particle of
a second particular type. This is what is expressed in (17-2). If the two interact readily (higher
probability of interaction), the cross section of (17-2) is higher than if those two particle types don't
interact so readily (lower probability of interaction).

In different experimental configurations, on the other hand, two given particle types will produce
a different number of collisions per second (transition rate), depending on how many target particles
Ny there are and what the beam particle flux f6 is. More target particles means more collisions per
second. More particles per unit volume of the beam (yielding higher beam flux) means more
collisions per second. And classically at least, higher particle velocity (yielding higher beam flux) in
the beam means more collisions per second. This is what is expressed in (17-6).

So, in any given experiment, we know the total number of target particles (Nr = ftsV. = ntAtd)
and the beam flux f6. We measure the total collisions per second. Then, from (17-6), we can
calculate the cross section o. In another experimental setup involving the same two particle types,

=ry' ? N, =,Hu' +n,vt = n6v6on,v,T 4' T 4.-"

i

t

lt

I

I
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we would typically have a different beam flux, a different number of target particles, and a different
measured transition rate. However, the cross section ofor the two given particle types would be the
same for any experimental arrangement, and it is this number that allows us to draw conclusions
about how strongly two particular particle types interact intrinsically.

77.7.2 Classical Collision Dffirential Cross Section
Beam particles colliding inside V; will scatter at different angles. Classically, this angle would

depend on where on their surfaces a spherical beam particle and a spherical target particle make
contact, the masses of the particles, and their relative velocities. For given particles, relative
velocity, and contact locations, one could calculate the direction at which the beam particle would
be deflected (as well as the direction the target particle would be nudged in). This direction could, of
course, be specified in a spherical coordinate system by two angles, 0 and /. See Fig. I7-4. It is
convenient to align the z direction axis with the beam path, as in Fig. 17-5.

z dA=rzd{t
dQ = sinq dQ d0

=a 
__a =a 

=a
=a __ -_a =a 

:a

-a =a =a

beam particles
r sin0 dQ

X

Figure 17 -4. Spherical Coordinates Figure l7-5. Aligning Coordinates So Beam
Particles Scatter into 9and /AnglesShowing Solid Angle dO

For a large group of particles, we could calculate the expected distribution of beam particles
scattered per unit solid angle dQ (units of steradians, symbol sr) as a function of 0 and /. Imagine a
spherical surface with the target volume in the center and scattered particles passing through that
surface in different numbers per second at different places on the spherical surface. (See Fig. 17-5.)
Measuring those numbers, i.e., the distribution with respect to angular location on the spherical
surface, would prove or disprove the theory we used to calculate what those numbers should be.

The bottom line is that we will find it useful to be able to calculate (and in experiments,
measure) a probability density with respect to angular direction of scattered particles.

Recall from (17-2) that the cross section orepresents the probability of a single beam particle
hitting a single target particle within a unit area. So, orepresents the total probability to scatter at
all, i.e., it represents beam particle scattering in all possible directions. If we consider the probability
density for o per unit solid angle to be p (0 ,Q ), then

It is useful to
describe angles
at which beam
particle is
scattered

Use spherical
coordinates

Want to consider
transitions per
unit solid angle

Dffirential cross
section definition

" = f' ff My!(odo; fr' ff # d{t= fi' I{ 0" .

tu_ dam @E! 
*iff:?1y".

of 0,Q

(17-7)

where we define the differential cross section as

probability of detecting a scattered particle per unit solid angle \ _ ao
(for a single target particle and a single beam particle in unit area)) dO

In this case, "per unit solid angle" is more convenient and appropriate than "per unit volume",
which we are more accustomed to for probability densities. Differential cross section, for any two
beam and target particle types, is, in general, a particular function of 0 and Q.

Units

Note from (17-Z) that the units for the differential cross section, if we consider oas probability,
are probability per steradian (for one beam particle hitting one target particle where both particles
are confined to unit area and the unit area is normal to the path of the beam particle.)

Alternatively, as we have noted, if we express oin terms of area units, as in (17-l), then the
diff'erential cross section has units of area per steradian.

(17-8)
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In either case, a higher differential cross section at a given angular direction means a gteater
probability of finding a scattered particle in that direction.

Typical Dependence Only on d
For classical collisions between spherically shaped beam and target particles, the probability of

scattering into any given / direction is the same as that for any other / direction, if both have,the
same I value. (Think of spherical objects colliding as aligned in Fig. 17-5 where the collision
contact point varies over the target sphere surface.) Newtonian (or relativistic) theory, for given
incoming particle velocity, predicts purely random variation of the Q direction at given 0 . ihur,
there is no dependence on Qfor the differential cross section. The only dependence iJon d.

As we will see, this is a general rule that extends into the quantum realm. So, in almost all cases,
and certainly all we will deal with,
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If (17-6) is for total cross section oand total transition rate, we can readily deduce that

transition rate
(at 0 for a given experiment) = fnffin,V, = ,u#*,unit solid angle

(17-e)

(r7-10)

As with 
", + is independent of the experimental configuration. Different experiments willdar

have different fb, Nt= lhVr and transition rates per steradian, but for the same types of beam and
target particles, they will have the same differential cross section (with the same functional

dependence on A.Wecan perform the experiment and solve (17-10) n {(il.da
Useful Plots

In any given scattering experiment, or any theoretical analysis of such an experiment, it can be
useful to plot differential cross section vs. d. If we analyze a single beam paftiale hitting a single
target particle inside unit area, we can (as we will see) determine that plot theoretically and .ornpir"
that result with different experiments performed at different labs at different times.

For a particular energy level

cos 0
- 0.8 - 0.4 0 0.4 0.8

Figure 17-6. Typical Differential Cross Section dDependence for e - a+ Scattering

An example of this, not for classical collisions as we have considered so far, but for Bhabha
scattering, is shown in Fig. 17-6. The dependence there is more conveniently expressed in terms of
cos?than 0. Note that as 0-> 0, the differential cross section gets huge (relatively). This means
most beam particles pass through the target volume with little interaction, a result that should not be
too surprising.

17.1.3 Cross Sectionfor Classical Potentials
The concepts of (total) cross section and differential cross section are readily extrapolated from

collision (solid objects colliding) theory to particles interacting with classical potentials, such as a
charged macroscopic object in a Coulomb field.

In the latter case, the Coulomb field would not be a second solid object from which, along with
the charged object, we could calculate the (effective) cross section, as in Fig. 17-2. However, the

do
;R
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charged object would be deflected by the Coulomb potential in a manner similar to a classical
collision. See Fig. 17-7. The final path of the charged object is similar in all regards ro the final parh
from a collision between hard objects.

Figure l7-7. Classical Scattering of a Particle by a Coulomb Field

Fig. 17-7 shows only a single particle in the beam and how it is scattered into a solid angle
section ddl at 0 and Q. The "impact parameter" b is the distance between the z axis (which passes
through the center of the Coulomb potential source) and the beam particle path. The impact
parameter, the beam particle velocity, the beam particle mass, and the strength of the Coulomb
potential all have an effect on the final direction of the particle after scattering. We will not derive
the relationship between these quantities (which can be found in almost any classical mechanics
text), but simply draw some conclusions about the entire process.

Imagine, rather than a single beam particle, a shower of particles coming in from the left that are
scattered by the Coulomb field. The beam particles are distributed randomly, so from symmetry for
a large number of beam particles, we would expect the scattered distribution to be independent of Q.
At any given 0, the particles per unit solid angle would be the same for any /. This is just as it was
for hard objects collision theory (see (17-9)).

Further, we can apply (17-10) to this case, where we take Nr = l, since there is only one target
potential (playing the role of one target particle). Thus, for a given beam flux f6, where the impact
parameter is randomly distributed among beam particles,

transition rate

unit solid angle

(at 0 for a given classical\ - 
scattered partic'lgs/sec 

- , do ^r ,
t-p"tr"ii.r'.-p"ti#;i--'l= *it rolid ."g1. = f, * * 

(17-11)

here

For beam of
particles, relation
between transition
rate, 6, and
do/dQ same
as before

We can perform an extrrriment to measure the IJIS (same as the cenler part) of (17-ll) and

solve for 4 , the differential cross section as a function of d. We can then integrale that over all ,da'
and Qto Eet o.

We could, of course, also det€rmine theoretically what the IJIS of (17-11) should be and rhus

solve for a theoretical value for 49. 6u1 *" *oo'1 do that here.
do

Bottom line: We can use tlte same mathematical tools (differential cross section and cross section)
to describe the interaction of a classical particle and a classical potential.

17,1.4 Cross Sections for Relativistic Classical Sca.frering

All of the general arguments and conclusions of Sects. l7.l.l, 17.1,2, and 17.1.3 for classical Satne concepts
scattering such as (t7-6), (17-10), and (17-11) are valid for both non-relativistic and relativistic and relations
cases. The actual theor€tical analyses determining cross sections and differential cross sections will extend to classical
differ, though, depending on whether the underlying principles applied are Newtonian or relativistb
Einsteinian. So will the transformations ofthe results to other coordinale frames. scatteting

path of one
beam particle
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77.7.5 Cross Section for Non Relativistic Quantam Mechanics
In NRQM, we typically describe the incoming particle as a plane wave that interacts with the

potential, typically a single Coulomb field, and is scattered. The scattered wave is then most easily
described as a spherical wave expanding away from the center of the potential, as shown in Fig. 17-
8. (Remember that 0 is the angle away from the e axis. It looks like it has different directions in
Figs. 17-8 and l7-7 because the values for Qin the two figures are different.)
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NRQM scattering
off a potential

f (o) e'o'
J spherical wave motion

3rd dimension suppressed

,ikz' plane wave motion E)

Figure 17-8, Scattering of a NRQM Plane Wave by Spherically Symmetric Potential

Quantum mechanics is different from the classical theory of the previous two sections in that a
given wave function collapses to a point (or effectively a point) when a measurement of position is
performed. The probability density (= complex conjugate of wave function times wave function)
inherent in the scattered wave can be expressed as a function of 0 and Q and with units of
probability per unit solid angle. Note from (17-7) and (17-8) that this is precisely how the

differential cross section $ rorhard objects collision was defined.
do

So if we have a large number of beam particles with flux $ scattering off a single potential, we
can again measure the scattered particles per second per unit solid angle at any 0 and /. Thus, we

can again use ( 17-10)(or (1 l-11))to find rhe NRQM 4,r.".,do
transition rate

unit solid angle

Theoretical NROM Scattering

Fig. 17-8 displays, with the third dimension suppressed, an incoming NR quantum plane wave
being scattered off of a spherically symmetric potential. Due to symmetry, we have no variati on in Q
in the scattered wave. The scattered wave is expressed as a spherical wave and we adopt the Born
approximation, which assumes the incoming wave is unaffected in the process. In effect, the change
in the incoming wave is so small, we can ignore it. Thus, the wave function for the interaction,
which solves the Schrodinger equation (actually the first term on the RHS below solves the
Schrodinger equation in Cartesian coordinates and the second, the Schrddinger equation expressed
in spherical coordinates), is

(at 0 for a given NRqM\ scattered particles/sec
I g I_-

\ scattenng expenment / unit solid angle

v|,o) = vinco* * v,,ot - clr'o' * f @+l 
", 

large r .

n#*
-l

here

(t7-12)

(1 7-1 3)

Expected
transition rate,

o, and do/d{)
relations same

as before

But now, need
NRQM theory to
determine do/dd2

Total wave

functionfor
beam and
scattered wave
using Born
approximation

Probability
densiQ for
scattered wave

f @) is, of course, quite different from beam fluxf6. Note thatf (0) << I is almost invariably the
case, and we assume that here. Consider the incoming wave to be of finite length L (= vUr, where c
is the time for the wave to pass a point in space and v6 is wave speed) and to exlgnd over area A in
the ,r-y plane. For these assumptions, ( 1 7 -13) is normal ized if we take C = I t J ef . (See Prob. 2.)
Thus, the probability of measuring the scattered wave per unit area is

probabirity density = #ffi# =vl,otv,,* =*,f. (il''!' f (ilt = *lr @)12 4 ttl -14)
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Consider that the scattered wave has the same wave speed as the incoming wave. Thus the
scattered wave will have finite extension in the r direction, over a radial length Ar = L - rz - 11. The
probability of detecting the wave inside this regionr is

*?l3i#:l-"J#:i:"6:r;TJ;'r"*51i'*]=[n,o,vr,.,v,,.,dv

L do
=t" t'" I: *tt nlz :r * sinl d0 dQ dr =Gn f' ff *ly @)1'z ffim (17-rs)Jrt Jo

7 e2n=-r- l:lf@)lzaa.AJo

If we consider the incoming wave area A to be of unit area size, so A = 1, then (17-15) becomes
our definition of the cross section oof (17-2), i.e.,

(17-t6)

do
m

Hence, we see that the differential cross section is

#=lr<il1'
Bottom line: We can use the same mathematical tools (differential cross section and cross section)
to describe the interaction of a non-relativistic quantum wave off of a potential.

Notg: To find the functional form of"f(d), one uses (17-13) in the Schrodinger equation with the
particular potential V(r), assumes the Born approximation, and solves the resulting equation.

77,1.6 Cross Section for Relativistic Quantum Mechanics
RQM scattering is similar to NRQM scattering but a bit more complicated because, of course, it

is relativistic. We will not do anything further with RQM scattering except to note the following
conclusion, which we would reach if we were to explore it in depth.

Bottom line: We can use the same mathematical tools (differential cross section and cross section)
to describe the interaction of a relativistic quantum wave off a potential.

77.7.7 Cross Section for Quantum Field Theory

Experimental OFT Scattering

Like all our other physical theories, scattering described by QFT is measured in experiment
using the same concepts of cross section (17-2) and differential cross section (17-8), and the same
relations between them and total scattering rate ( 17 -6) and scattering rate per unit solid angle
(17-10). However, each physical theory (solid objects, object and a potential, quantum wave and a

potential, where each has a non-relativistic and a relativistic branch) has its own approach to
theoretical analysis of scattering. QF-I is no exception, and we take our first look at how it handles
scattering below. Prior to that, however, we note how we would determine differential cross section
and total cross section experimentally.

Determining Cross Sections in QFT Experimentally
In a scattering experiment we wish to analyze via QFf, we know the beam flux $, the target

particle density n7, &fld the target volume %. With many scatterings, and many detections at

different 0, one can determine the transition rate (scatterings per second) per unit solid angle for
different d. So, one can build a histogram with dependence on d. From (17-10) (repeated below), we

can then calculate the differential cross section *Ol at specific values of 9.
dO

t Here we assume the plane wave of Fig. l7-8 is finite in the x and y directions and does not extend into
the region between 11 ond 12wa are interested in.

"Fi3ly, 
ji$il#:T."ilJff 

J#'f'f 

""'31li;*..]=fr'ff 

lrt'\'ddt-o Cross section

for NRQM

Dffirential
cross section

for NRQM

Similar for RQM,
but need
relativistic theory
to predict do/dd)

QFT: Same
concepts and
relations between
tran.sition rate,

o, and do/d0
as before

Experimental
considerations as
in other theories

(r7-17)
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(at g for a given experiment) = hffin,V, = fuffiW,, same as (17-10).
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Expected
transi.tion rate
relation same as
in other theories

QFf analysis
considers
scattering like
in Feynman
diagrams

One beam and
one target
particle in
volume

Vb=Vt=V

transition rate

unit solid angle

We can integrate the differential cross section (add discrete approximations of doldQfrom each
piece of our histogram) over a complete spherical shell to get total cross section o
Theoretical OFT Scattering

Key Point in Using QFI to Determine Cross Sections
Note that the cross section and differential cross section contained in relations (17-6) and (17-10)

are the same for any experiment having the same particles (and, as we will see, for QFT scattering,
at the same energy level). So different hypothetical scattering experiments between particle type A
and particle type B, which we wish to analyze via QFT, will yield the same oand do/dQ. This is
true even though volume 7 and time I would be different, and even though target particle number
Nl and beam flux/6 = (ND /V)v6 would be different.

So, in using theory to determine (differential) cross section between particle types A and B, we
can, and should, devise our hypothetical experiment that we will analyze theoretically in a way that
will make our analysis simpler.

In our earlier work, we derived Feynman amplitudes for single beam and single target particles.
So, if we want to use all of that earlier analytic work, we need to apply ii to a hypothetical
experiment that has only one beam and one target particle, i.e., N6 = Nr = 1. We also assumed V,T
{ oo in order to get mathematically tractable analytical results. (Integrals over infinity tend to
reduce to simpler form, e.g., delta functions.) In addition, we assumed that both particlei (waves)
occupy the same volume V during all of 7.

In fact, only with these assumptions can we make use of the transition amplitude & *r worked
so hard to determine in earlier chapters, because we used those assumptions to derive ,Sp via the
Dyson-Wicks expansi on.

Key Point Bottom line: We will analyze a hypothetical experiment where test parameters are the
same as those we used to develop quantum field theory. o and do/dQ determined from such
analysis will be found to agree with those measured in any real world scattering experiment between
the same particles. The values we will use are

Vb=V,=V very large; T very long; Nb=N, =1; bothparticlesinV forallT (17-18)

We made these assumptions in Chaps. 7 and 8 because 1) they simplified the math, and Z)
because the theoretical results, though perhaps unrealistic for many real world conditions (with
relatively small V for example), could be used to predict real world experimental results. We
promised then that we would justify the usefulness of the V,T -> oo asSuffiption, and here we have
delivered on that promise.

Brief Digression: Related Comment on Chapter 16 Analyses

Our postdiction analyses of Chap. 16 can be justified in the same way. The magnetic moment
and the Coulomb potential, for example, would be the same for effectively infinite volume/time as
they would be for volume/time in any real world experiment. So we can use QFT developed for V,T
--) F, N6 - Nr = 1, and both particles always in 7 to make meaningful theoretical post/predictions.

Hypothetical Experimental Setup Mimicking Feynman Diagrams
In QFT interactions as described by Feynman diagrams and their associated transition

amplitudes, every field (and the particles created/destroyed by the fields) is considered to be spread
through the same volume V (which is taken very large and approaching infinity in our Dyson-Wicks
expansion). In our cases, the fields have been represented by plane waves inside that volume. The
time duration I the fields are in the same V is taken as long (approaching infinity in our Dyson-
Wicks expansion.)

But, one could then ask, if the two particles and their associated fields have relative velocity with
respect to one another, they must move away from one another and so, could not continually share
the same volume. However, if we have a beam of particles, one following the other sequentially,
and each occupying a volume V6 = Vt = V that moves with the particle, we get a situation like that of
Fig. 17-9.
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beam olanet 
..

wave monon v

one beam one beam one beam one beam one beam

wave wave wave wave wave

Figure l7-9. Arrangement Where Effectively One Beam Wave Always Inside Target Volume

At any given instant we have, effectively, one beam particle/field inside the volume, with
velocity v6, ?od that is true continuously in time. And hence we can use the machinery of QFT,
which assumes each particle (beam and target) occupy the same volume indefinitely, to analyze that
case, even though the target and beam particles have different velocities.

Same Feynman Diagram Represents Various Final States

The next thing we need to be clear on is that one Feynman diagram (and associated transition
amplitude) represents many possible particle velocity alignments, because we have different 3-
momenta associated with each particle. In particular, the final scattered particles can have different
pt1 and p'2. Different directions for these three-vectors means different angular locations at which
our detectors would pick them up. See Fig. 17-10 (where for simplicity, we represent states as
particle-like, rather than wave-like.) So, one Feynman diagram represents many different final
states, comprised of the same particle types, but different momenta.

For the cases we have been discussing, the target particle (think particle #2in Fig. 17-10) has
been at rest, so its three-momentum would be zero. Fig. 17-10 represents a more general case where
both beam and target particles have velocity.

The point of Fig. 17-10 is that the transition amplitude Sp we would calculate with the aid of the
Feynman diagram would have the same form algebraically for both cases on the RH of Fig. 17-10.
But the numerical value would be different, because the values for p'1 andpt2 would be different.

Since direction is inherent in pt1 and pt2, they can be represented in terms of lptll and lpt2l along
with their angular directions expressed in terms of 0 and Q of our spherical coordinate system. If
particle #l with p'r is our beam particle, then its 0 and Q directions (at which our detectors would
pick it up) represent the direction it was scattered into.

For a given experiment, we want to be able to predict the probability of measuring a value of ptr
(which includes the probability of measuring it at a given 0 and Qin addition to the probability of it
having a certain magnitude). As scattering experiment symmetries typically lead to probabilities that
do not vary with 6,we are essentially only concerned with the 0value inherent in ptr.

How to keep
effectively
one beam and
one target
particle in V

Same Feynman
diagram
represents
many dffirent
.ftnal states

Dffirentfinal
states have
dffirent p at
dffirent 0

I
time

A, \-,,p;t

p;-)L*
/,,

o

o
\pl

-\---r'
A\

\, o

Feynman diagram Physical space, different final states
represented by same Feynman diagram

Figure 17-L0. The Same Feynman Diagram Represents Particles
with Different Values for 3-Momenta
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The overall point of this subsection is that a given transition amplitude Sp (wher e lSplz is the
probability of the transition occurring) can be expressed in terms of 0. Determining that relational
dependence is a primary goal of QFf scattering analysis, because that can lead to Jetermination of
the differential cross section (which is a probability density that depends on angular direction.)

Plane, Not Spherical, Scattered Waves in QFT
Scattering problems in NRQM are usually expressed in terrns of spherical scattered waves, as in

Fig. l7-8, when the potential is spherical in form. In QFT theory, however, we have been dealing
almost exclusively with plane waves, which are considered to interact with one another (rather than
with a potential field fixed in space), so scattered waves are evaluated as plane waves. (Fig. 17-ll.)

beam plane waves r+ .H)>
target wave

Figure 17 -ll.In QFT, Scattered Waves are Treated as Plane Waves

Finding Diff'erential Cross Section Theoretically in eF-t
To analyze scattering of incoming beam particles by a stationary target and with eFT, we

assume a configuration like that of Figs. l7-9 and 17-11. That is, the target volume contains a single
particle (wave) and there is effectively always a single beam particle (wave) in the same volume
having the beam particle velocity u6. So, Nb = Nt - l, and V6 - Vt = V. This corresponds to our
usual Feynman diagrams, as in the LH of Fig. 17 -10, and thus to our analysis of transition amplitude
Sp. (Note that/here is different for each of the cases on the RH side of Fig. l7-I0, though ,Sp has
the same algebraic form in terms of ptr and pt2. Different values for p'1 and pt2 correspond to
different values for the subscript/)

We will use the subscript F to denote the final scattered particle states (i.e., /states) inside de in
a given angular direction, and whose 3-momentum lies in the range between p1 and p; + dp1. We
designate the probability of measunng any scattered state inside dQ by dlsrilz, so that dlSe,lzlT is
the probability per unit time, where Z is the total time of interaction (in our case, as we assumed
in Chaps. 7 and 8, approaching infinity). So, (17-10) becomes
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So can express

Sp in terms of 0

In QFT, unlike
NRQM,
scattered wave
treated as a
plane wave

Transition rate in
terms of transition

amplitude Spi (for
case of one beam
and one target
particle in V)

transition rate

unit solid angle
(at o)=ovr|"

I (17-1e)

= ru#N, =,brb#/v, = *rr#h=i,rffi 
\

T VU
(t7-20)

Thus,

. For dlf = the number of states for the scattered particle between p1 and py + dpy, where p/ = p'l
in our prior examples, (see Fig. 17-12)

dls *lt = Irn l' o* , . (17 -21)
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,f = single final particle state

F = collection of final particle states
(differential range)

lSyil2= probability of specific/state given i state

dNr = number of final particle states
(in differential range dpr)

lSllz
= lSrilzd.Nt

dlsr-f = probability of final state being in
range F, given initial state i

Figure l7-12. Total Probability for dNlNumber of Scattered Particle States

Thus, (I7-z})becomesr

d( V t ^ Q fcross section for scattered particle states in
' = -ls ril' dw , = t#i;;;;#;r"se of 3-momentum inside de ' 07 -22)

It would be appropriate to call "do " the differential cross section, except that particular name

has been reserved, through custom, for do/d0. The latter would better be deemed the "cross section
density" (cross section per solid angle), but best to stick to terminology that is most common in the
field.

We can evaluate (17 -22) because we have learned how to evaluate the transition amplitude Sp in
terms of the initial and final 3-momenta of the particles. do is the cross section for all scattered

states between pyand py+dpy in a given 0, Qdirection. By expressing the 3-momentum p; of the

scattered particle in terms of 0, we can determine the value of dofor a given d0, and thus, a given

dC). Hence, we can find y= We can also integ rate (17-22) over all possible final states to get total
da

cross section o
The evaluation of (17-22) is fairly extensive, so we save that for Sect. 17.4.

17.1.8 Summary of Scattering for Dffirent Theories

Wholeness Chart 17-l summarizes the definitions and interpretations of cross section and

differential cross section, which are true in any physical theory. Wholeness Chart 17-2 summarizes
all of the prior material on scattering off a stationary target for different theories.

Ny

Expressing
(differential)
probability as
probability for an
individual final
state f times
number of final
states in
differential range

Expressing QFT
doin terms of
dffirential
probabiliQ, beam
particle velocity,
volume V. amd
time T

Wholeness Chart l7-1. Summary of Definitions and Interpretations of oand dddQ

Definitions

Cross Section o
#1: Effective area of target particle point-like beam particle would hit. (Units of area.)

#2: Probability of single beam particle hitting single target particle in unit area. (Unitless.)

Differential Cross
Section dold{2

Usually taken like #2 above but per unit solid angle through which scattered particle passes.

Typically a function of 9in a spherical coordinate system.

Interpretation
Higher cross section means greater probability of scattering to occur for given experimental

setup. Cross section is independent of experimental setup, for given particle types.

t Some authors, such as Kaku (Quantum Field Theory,

do/V. Mandl and Shaw (Quantum Field Theory, Wiley
Oxford 1993), define doas what we would call
1984) use our definition.
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77.2 Review of Interaction Conservation Laws
We now do a brief review of energy and momentum conservation in classical and quantum

collisions/interactions/scattering. (All three words mean essentially the same thing.) This is
summarized in Wholeness Charts 17-3 and l7-4.

77.2. 7 Classical Scattering
In any classical interaction with no external potential (no external forces), total energy

conservation and total 3-momentum conservation hold. That is, with our usual convention where
unprimed quantities indicate "prior to scattering" and primed indicate "post scattering", for two
particles in and two particles out,

Elastic and inelastic {ri. 
pL = pi' * pL' @) Total 3-momentum conservation 

(17-23)
(for no external potential) Lq * E2 = Ai + Ei (b) Total energy conservation.

If no kinetic energy is converted to, or from, potential energy, heat, mass (via E - mcz) or other
forms of energy, then the interaction is elastic, and kinetic energy is conserved. For that case,

Elastic cases {r:: o, _pi' 
* pi' @) Total 3-momentum conservarion (t7-24)

[KE, + KE1 = KEi + KE', (b) Total kinetic energy conservation.

We will only look at elastic collisions here. In Wholeness Charts 17-3 and 77-4, we summanze
results for 1D, 2D, and 3D cases, but here we will skip directly to the 3D case, the most relevant for
QFf. Note that there is significant information in Wholeness Charts l7-3 and 17-4 that we do not
review in the text. That information is all review, generally at a freshman physics level, but is
included to make those charts a more complete and holistic overview.

Non-relativistic Classical Elastic Scattering in 3D

From henceforth, we will use our 4-vector symbol p0 for energy .8, but remember that in elastic
cases p0 = E = KE,i.e., all energy is kinetic.
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Energy and 3-
momentum
conservation
review

Classical hard
object collisions,
no external
potential,
two particles

All such cases

Elastic case

Non-relativistic,
elastic

Wholeness Chart l7-2. Scattering Off Stationary Target for Different Physical Theories

Experiment Theorv

Non-Relativistic

Hard Objects
(Figs. 17-1,213)

total transition rate = fuoNt (A)

transition rate 
= f^d6 N. .,)

unit solid angle " dQ ' \

Using coordinates of point of contact on surface of each
object, and their relative velocity, Newtonian particle

mechanics can predict angle dof scattered object.

Object & Potential
(Fig. 17 -7)

Same as above
From impact parametero beam particle velocity, and
form of potential (e.g. Coulomb), Newtonian field

mechanics can predict dof scattered object.

Quantum Wave &
Potential

(Fig. 17-8)
Same as above

Spherical scattered wave.

For ry = clr'o' + 7 G) rikr Ll, 
#=17 

(il12

Relativistic of Above Same as above
Parallels above, but with relativity theory replacing non-

relativistic theory.

OFT
(Figs. 17 -9r l0,ll,12) Same as above

Plane scattered wave. Use (B) at left for Feynman

amplitude with N6 = Nr = l; VU = Vt = V; V,T { oo

do = ftV ,l' 
o* ,. Express quantities in terms of d

and dQto find do 
.Intesrate to find a

d{> e
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Equations (17-24) comprise four scalar equations, one for each component of 3-momentum and
one for kinetic energy. But assuming we know the momenta and energy of the incoming particles,

there are eight scalar unknowns, (3 of) p't', (i oD p'z', p't0, and p'20.

However, if we know the 3-momentum of a particle, we can find its energy via

Substituting the LHS of (17-25) into (17-24) forprimed panicles 1 and 2,we can eliminate2
unknowns, and end up with four equations in six unknownso p'r' and p'2'. With the RHS also,

KE, = p,o =t=# and KE= po =*=#

loi 
* PL = Pi' * Pr' (a)

Erastic cases 
1M.4 _ pii pii * p! pi 

(b)
12ry 2m2 2ry Z,nz

(17-2s)

From conservation laws alone, since we have four equations in six unknowns, we cannot predict
the result of the scattering in three dimensions.

More Theory

However, if we had other information, such as knowing, for hard objects, where on their
surfaces they make contact; or, for an object scattered by a potential, where exactly relative to the
centerline of Fig. 17-7 the object's velocity vector lies, we would then be able to determine exact
values for momenta and energy of the final particles. In effect, geometry would give us enough
extra independent equations to make that determination.

For a shower of hard beam objects hitting random locations on hard target object(s), adding
statistical analysis to Newtonian mechanics analysis would give us expected transition rates per unit
solid angle at given d values. Similarly for a shower of beam objects in a potential field where the
beam particles have random variation in impact parameter, we could incorporate statistical analysis
to predict the same kinds of transition rates.

Experiment

For two hard object interactions, if we have no way of knowing where on their surfaces they
make contact, we could measure any two values of p'l' and from them and our four independent
conservation equations, calculate the missingp'i component, as well as the three p'2' components.
That is, from measurement of the momentum (actually only two components of momentum) of
either final object, we can calculate that of the other.

Switching Unknowns

Instead of tepresenting the 3-momentum of a scattered object as components in Cartesian
coordinat as, p'tt , we can eipress that same momentum in terms of spherical coordinates.

p represented in terms af pt , p2 ,p3 or in terms of p,0,Q with p = lpl

pt - psin?cosQ p2 = psin?sinQ p3 = pcos0.

Substituting the bottom row of (17-27) for primed particles into (17-26) yields four equations in
six unknowns (p't, 0't, Q') and(p'2, 0'2, Q'z). So, unless we have some additional theory beyond
conservation equations to help us, we cannot predict the scattered objects' properties. With such
theory (as described above in "More Theory" subsection), we can make such determinations.

In experiment, by measuring the two coordinate angles at which a scattered object leaves the
scattering region, we can, via our four conservation equations (17-26) expressed in spherical
coordinates, determine the momentum magnitude of both scattered objects and the angular direction
of the second one. That is, by measuring 0'1 and 0'1, *" can calculate p'1, p'2, 0t2, and Qt2.

Relativistic Classical Elastic Scattering in 3D
Analysis of relativistic elastic scattering for macroscopic objects is identical to that of non-

relativistic scattering above except for the relationship (17-25) between kinetic energy and three
momentum. That is, instead of (17-25), we have, in natural units,

from (p*)'=*2 +p'2 -+ KEret= t- * =(*'+p'z)t" -^=(*'+ p'' p")t" -* , (11-zB)
total rest
enefgy energy

Total 3-momentum conservation

(r7-26)
Total kinetic energy conservation.

(17-27)

Conservation
Iaws in terms
of unknown
3-momenta of
final particles

If we knew surface
point of contact,
Newton theory
could predict

final p'l , p'z

For random
collisions, can
calculate
probability of
given p't , p'2

If rneasure any
two components

of p' t and pt 2,

can calculate
other four

Can express p't
and pt2, in
spherical coords

Then if measure
any two scattering
angles, can
calculate
magnitudes and
other angles of
ptl andp'2

Relativistic,
elastic
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so we can once again express the four equations (17-24) solely in terms of the six p 'ri , p'zi .

we can also express those equations in terms of (p'r, e'r, Q'1) and Qt'2, 0'2, Q'2), and all
conclusions above about measuring two angles of the direction of 3-momentum of a scattered
particle carry over to relativistic scattering.

In relativistic cases, the math is easier to work by expressing (17-23) and (17-24) in terms of
particle velocities rather than momenta. But the same conclusions of the above two paragraphs hold,
since if we know velocity (and mass), we know momentum, be it relativistic or not.

In terms of velocity, the relativistic kinetic energy can be found as part of

p,0=+=m,C2('-+5-t5-)=#+!m,v,2*t*,5+...,(17-2g),ll-r'2/r2 \ "c' 6c* ).tr_ffi
kinetic energy

Center of Mass vs Target Stationary Frames

We can examine elastic scattering in any frame we like and conservation laws ( 17 -24) will hold
in that frame. (We can also examine inelastic scattering in any frame we like and (17-23) will hold.)
Typical frames that will be of value in our work are i) the center of mass (COM) frame for two
incoming particles that scatter off of one another, ii) the target stationary frame, and iii) the lab
frame. The lab frame, depending on the particular experiment, can be the COM, the target stationary
frame, or neither. Note that many authors call the target stationary frame the lab frame.

Analysis may be easier, for example, in the COM frame than the lab frame. But since we
measure in the lab frame, we would then want to convert the answer we found in the COM frame to
the lab frame coordinate system to compare experiment to theory.

In the COM frame of a system of particles, the sum total of all particles' momenta equals zero.
(see Prob . 12-1 of chap. 12.) For our case of two incoming particles,

Pt *Pz =0 COMframe.

c = I in natural units. (1 7-30)

(r7-31)
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Same general
conclusions as for
non-relativistic,
elastic case

But need to use
relativistic energy
and 3-momentum
relations

Two usefulframes

for analysis:
COM and target
stationary frames

In COM frame,
total3-momentum
-0

Sometimes COM

frante = lab frame

Sometimes target
stationary.frame

= lab frame

Closer look at
COM frame

Non-relativistic

Sometimes the COM frame is the same as the lab frame, as in CERN's LEP (Large Electron
Positron) Collider where electrons with 3-momentum p1 collide with positrons of 3-momentum p2 =
- Pl, or in CERN's LHC (Laree Hadron Collider), which typically collides protons with momentum
p with other protons of momentum - p.

Sometimes, such as bombarding gold nuclei with alpha particles, the target particles (gold
nuclei) are originally stationary in the lab frame, and the lab frame is the target stationary frame. In
this example, pr * * pz (in the labltarget stationary frame). This should be obvious since, in the
target stationary frame, gold nucleus momentum p2 = 0, but alpha particle momentum pt I 0 so
(17-31) doesn't hold.

In Center of Mass Frame. Elastic Case. Particles Keepsame Spegd (Same KE)
Non Relativistic Case

In the center of mass frame, (17-24) become, for low velocities,

Pr +Pz =pi +pi =0 G)

lgll *W- lpil' *lp,l' $)2*t 2*z 2*t 2m,2

From the first row above

so the second row becomes 
Pt = -Pz

COM frame, non relativistic, elastic. (17-32)

l,

Pl =-P2' (17-33)
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W 
.W =W .W + +e. *,),n,r = +(*. fi)r*t' . (17-34)

In COM, elastic
case, each particle
final KE = initial

The kinetic energy of incoming particle #1 is unchanged by the interaction. Since total kinetic KE (i.e.,final lpl
energy is conserved, that must mean tle kinetic energy of particle #2 is unchanged, as well. Each = initial lpl
particle must have the same magnitude for its velocity afterwards as it did before. No energy is for each)
exchanged between the two particles.

However, the direction of the velocity of each particle can change. But it must do so in a way
that conserves total 3-momentum. Sinci the lotaf 3-momentum in ttte COIrA frame is zero (see But each particle

(17-32Xa)) before interaction, it must be zero after interaction. Thus, the p vectors for the two finalp direction

particles must be equal and opposite before scattering and after scattering. Typical possible can change

scatlering scenarios, as viewed from the COM frame are shown in Fig. 17-13.
Relativistic Case

Although it is somewhat more complicated to derive, the same conclusions hold for the Same conclusions

relativistic case. There, (17-32)(a) holds and we have (17-33). (17-32)(b) is different, however, for relativistit
because relativistic KE is expressed as in (17-28) or (17-30). Nevertheless, we would end up with elastic scattering
relations parallel in concept, though different in form, from (t 7-34). Do Prob. 3, if you want to work in COM ftame
this out for yourself.

Bottom Line: For two particle elastic collisions viewed in the COM frame, each particle has the
same speed after interaction as it did before, and the final 3-momenta of the paxticles must be equal
and opposite. Zero energy is exchanged between the two particles.

lprl= lpzl and lpil = lpil always true in COM frame

lPll= lpil = lpzl = lp;l in elastic interaction, COM frame, * KEt = KEi , KE2= KEi2

t\ o; oL lu
PL lz T.\-, 

-. 
U,oo\fi)

\ol /rt

Initial particle states, equal Different possible final states, all with
and opposite 3-momenta equal and opposite 3-momenta

Figure 17.13. Elasiic Scattering in COM Frame: No Energy Exchange

17.2.2 Quannm Elastic Scattering

Scattering in NROM and ROM
In NRQM scattering, we typically examined a single particl€/wave scatlerpd by a potential, such In NRQM and

as the Coulomb potential. Scattering in NRQM (and RQM) courses is usually restricted to such RQM scattering,
cases. For a potential field fixed in space, a force is exert€d on the wave/particle, so 3-momentum is generally analyze
not conserved and we cannot use the usual conservation laws analysis metho d, one wave/particle

However, if we were to analyze NRQM (anrl RQM) scattering as initial and final particles that in a potentialfield
scatter off of one another, then those conservation laws would hold. This is not a topic that is
discussed in most physics circles, and we won't do so here either. Such scattering of particles off of
one another is best handled by QFT, and we look at that in some depth in the rest of this chapter.

-+ lnrlt=lnil' -+ S=S -+ KE1=KE{2*t 2m1



Section 17.3 Another Look at Macroscopic Charged Particles Interacting

Scattering in OFT
In QFT, we saw that for both elastic (particles maintain their original identities) and inelastic

(particles transmute from one type to another, so rest masses are different and KE changes to rest
energy, or vice versa) scattering, our transition amplitudes had the form
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In QFT
scattering, analyze
one wave/particle
scattering off
another

From transition
amplitude, total
energy and total
3-momentum must
be conserved

COM frame,
elastic scattering:
Initial KE =
final KE
for each particle

Virtual energy - 0
(even though
virtual
3-momentum * 0)

Same conclusions for
QFf in COM, elastic
scattering

But, in Chap. 8,

we said macro
charged objects
in COM frame
exchange virtuals
with non-zero
enerSy

If more than
one virtual is
exchanged in
COM, elastic
case, they can
carry energy

But sum of energy
exchanges must
total zero after
scattering

ffi))-
( ( arext

sr = 6r, +l (ro)o da (r, - 4)[ '"fr'
Pf=piP+p{,

.(17 -3s)
4-P(+Pf
\---_/J

for 2 particles in; 2 out

This is zero unless total scattered particles 4-momentum PTequals total incoming 4-momentum
P;. But four momentum is simply one component of energy and three components of 3-momentum.
Thus, both energy and 3-momentum conservation of (17 -23) and the pictorial expression of that
conservation in Fig. 17-13 hold quantum mechanically.

Henceo we can draw the same bottom line for QF f elastic scattering as we did above for
classical elastic scattering. In the COM frame, zero energy is exchanged between particles in elastic
interaction between two particles. In QFT language, that means that for a virtual particle mediating
an elastic interaction, that virtual particle carries no energy. But momentum direction can change, so
the virtual particle can carry 3-momentum, but no energy.

Recall that in Chap. 16, when we analyzed planar and Coulomb potentials in the COM frame,
we took the energy in the virtual photon propagator to be zero. (See Sect. 16.2.3, pg 407, just
above (16-19)) We noted there that we would look more closely at this in the present ihapter, and
that is what we have done above.

Bottom Line: In QFT COM frame elastic scattering of two particles via a virtual particle, that virtual
particle carries 3-momentum but no energy.

77.3 Another Look at Macroscopic Charged Particles Interacting
Recall, however, from Chap. 8, Sect. 8.10.2, pgs.244-246, that for the case of two macroscopic

charged objects approaching one another, we interpreted classical potential energy of the eleciric
field between them as the sum of the energies of the virtual photons mediiting the electric
interaction between the two objects. Fig. 8-12 in the referenced section depicts these two objects in
the COM frame of the two. But, if so, from the logic of the section before this one, one might
conclude that the virtual photons should have zero energy, contrary to what we claimed in Chap. 8.

Note that if no energy could be exchanged via the virtual photons in Fig. 8-12, then neither
macro object could slow down (for repulsion case) as they approached one another. Slowing down
means decreased kinetic energy. But our conservation relations seem, via the reasoning of Sect.
17.2.2, to prohibit this very well known macroscopic effect.

This issue can be resolved with the aid of Fig. 17-14. Note that if we have two particles
scattering, and two, rather than one, virtual photons are exchanged, each virtual photon can carry the
same amount of energy, so the net energy exchange between the two real particles after scattering is
zeto. This would generally be a higher order interaction.

\ ( allext
ll t'errion*

lffi)l n

pi

,1.:

Feynman diagram for
single virtual photon

Feynman diagram for
two virtual photons

4,t*o

Figure t7 -14. CoM Elastic Scattering in QFT (Total Energy Exchange - 0)
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Wholeness Chart l7-3. Two Particle Elastic Collisions (Non-relativistic)

NR Classical NRQM

Laws
momentum conserved

(always true)
kinetic energy conserved
(only true if elastic, i.e.,
no friction, deformation)

momentum conserved
(always true)

total energy conserved
(K.E. also conserved as

no particle transmutation)

One Spatial Dimension

(primed =
final)

\vt * ruZvZ

- tr4vi + wL2v;

i*e? +!m2vl

= |mpiz + |*"r?
pi+ pL- pi'+ p;'
(lequation; i=l)

p?+pL=pio*p'ro
(1 equation)

2 eqs in 2 unknowns, vi and v'2.

Can determine result via theory alone.

1D NRQM (and RQM) scattering typically
comprises a quantum wave scattering off a potential,
where a force acts on the wave. In that case, neither

kinetic energy nor momentum is conserved.

For one quantum wave scattering off of another
(with no external potential), however, total energy
(which would be all kinetic) and momentum of the
two waves/particles would be conserved. Analysis

would parallel that at left.

Material at left supplied for reference only.

No need to review it in depth at this time.

Reduce to f (above relation) \-uz=-0i-u;)
Special cases Use above two relations to derive

llll = ffiz v2 =vl vi = rz (particles rixchange velocities)

f + 12=Q v'z =vt vi = 0

mt * mz*
vz=0

vL=vt(#) ,i=vr(m)

I + mt 11fi,2 vL =O vi =-vr

COM system
m1v1* nkvZ

= mpi + m"v!, =g

Using K.E. conservation

\-v2--0i-r;)
I + mt- fii2 ,,Vl=-VZ V2=-Vt-Yt

Two or Three Spatial Dimensions

Laws
One momentum

conservation eq for
each x,y,z direction

One K.E. conservation
eq similar to top above

pi+ pL- pi'+ pL'

(2 or 3 equations)

p? + p3= pio * pLo

(1 equation)

In 2D

3 eqs, 4 unknowns
vi, = vi cos 0i ,i,y = vi sinAi

v'2, =v'2cos 0i vLy = v'2 sin?i

If measure 0i ,, cancalculate ,i,r'z,and 0i.

2D NRQM (and RQM) scattering parallel to lD
discussion above. For two waves/particles,

NRQM would be same as that at left.

In 3D

4 eqs, 6 unknowns

,; =ff,r; =W,oi,o;,Q{, and fo.

lf measure ei,h, can calculate others.

3D NRQM (and RQM) scattering parallel to
lD and 2D discussions above. F'or two

waves/particles, NRQM would be same as that
at left.

Cannot determine result via theory alone. For two waves/particles, would be as at left

Special case Sometimes simple rels between final p'i,i.e.,v'i For two waves/particles, would be as at left

COM system
pr+pz=pi +p)=0 -+ pr=-pz pi--paz

KE conservation * lpil = ln,I = lnil = Inrl
For two waves/particles, would be as at left
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Note, however, the semi-classical heuristic (as the afore referenced section of Chap. 8
admittedly was) picture of Fig. 17 -15. In it, we have many real particles in each macro object, and
in each object, the particles are bound together. (Binding represented by rod-like structures in Fig.
17-15.) At a given time, any of these mutually bound particles in one object may have emitted
virtual particles, but that object may have yet to receive the virtual particles emitted from the other.

After all virtual particles have been exchanged, i.e., when the macro objects are again far apart,
the net energy exchange between macro objects would be zero. However, during the time the macro
objects are influencing one another, many virtual particles exist between the two, and these can
carry energy. Because the virtual particles carry energy, the macro objects lose (or gain) kinetic
energy and slow down (or speed up) during the exchange process.
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Wholeness Chart l7-4. Two Particle Elastic Collisions (Relativistic)

Relativistic Classical QFT

Laws
momentum
conserved

(always true)

kinetic energy conserved
(only true if elastic, i.e., no

friction, deformation)

momentum
conserved

(always true)

total energy conserved
(K.8. also conserved if no

particle transmutation)

One Spatial Dimension

(primed =
final)

pl+pL-pit+p'r'
(1 equation)

pl+p3=pio*p'ro
( I equation)

Same as at left

2 eqs in 2 unknowns, pit and p'.]

(Since (p'o)z = *2 + @'r)2 .)

Can determine result via theory alone. Same as at left

COM sys pl + pL - pit + p'rt =o-+ pl =-pL pit =-p;t

l+mt-ffi2 ,,Vl=-VZ UZ=-Vl -V1

Two or Three Spatial Dimensions

Laws
pi+p'z-pi'+p'r'
(2 or 3 equations)

pl+p3=pio*p'ro
(1 equation)

Same as at left

In 2D

3 eqs, 4 unknowns pii , pi lsrnce

(p'0)t = *2 +p'2 ), which can be expressed as

lPil'lPll 'o{' and oi

If measure 0i, cancalculate lpil,lpll , and 0i.

Same as at left

In 3I)

4 eqs, 6 unknowns pi' , p'l (since

(p'o)' = *2 +p'2 ), which can be expressed as

lpil,lp"l,e;,e;,Qi, and s .

If measure q,A, can calculate others.

Same as at left

Cannot determine result via theory alone. Same as at left

Special case But, sometimes simple relations between final pt; Same as at left

COM sys
Pr+Pz=pi +pi=0 + pr=-pz pi--p:z

K.E. enersy conservation * lpil = In,I =lfil = lnzl
Same as at left

J + ffit=tttz vr = -v2 vL = -vi l"il = l",l = l"il = lorl Same as at left
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For repulsion, the virtual particle energies would be positive; for attraction, negative, as
discussed in Chap. 8.

virtual photons

Macro object #1 Macro object#Z

Figure 17-15. Macro Charged Object Acts Like Singte Particle in RHS of Fig. 17-14
(Exchanges multiple virtual photons with other charged macro object)

Bottom line: For elastic scattering of two elementary particles in the COM frame with a single
virtual particle exchanged, the virtual particle carries no energy, so neither particle loses speed
(though it can, and usually does, change direction.) However, for scattering of macro objects in the
COM frame, during the interaction, many virtual particles are exchanged, and each can caffy
energy. However, the sum total of energy exchanges after all have occurred (after the macro object
scattering is finished) must equal zero. The KE (i.e., speed) of each macro object before interaction
must equal that of the same object after interaction. During interaction, they can slow down (or
speed up) depending on how much and what type (positive or negative) energy is carried by the
many virtual particles.

77.4 Scattering in QFT: An In Depth Look
Now we will finally, after hundreds of pages of preparation, deduce the QFT relations for

differential cross section and cross section. It should help if, as we do this, you follow along with
the Wholeness Chart l7-6 summary/overview at the end of the chapter, pg. 483.

We will start with (17-22), derived earlier, but first, we need just a little more background.

17.4.1 Things We'll Need to Know

Using Renormalized e Alone in Tree l€vel Fevnman Amplitude Yields Hieh Accurac.v
In doing scattering calculations, one can usually get very good accuracy by assuming the

renormalized value for the electromagnetic coupling "constant" e (p) at the energy of the test,
symbolized by p here. For our pu{poses, we typically do not have to incorporate renormalized

values for TP,iSp',oriDpor. This may be obvious if we recall that the incorporation of Tflonfor

Tp in the magnetic moment calculations gave us a coffection at second order of about 0.17o.

So, to keep things simple, without losing much accuracy, we will use tree level Feynman
diagrams and associated transition amplitude relations with renormalized value for e (and m).

Renormalization Made St Unitary Again

Recall (Chap. 7, pgs. 196-197) that, for a final general state lF) composed of basis states !/),
lr)=Isrl/) *hrrr (flf>= l.Nowif weinsistonanormalizedfinalgeneralstare,then(FlF)=

f
1, and this ensures that our interpretation of lSp 12 as a probability is consistent, as it results in
conservation of probability via

- 1 conservation of probability . (17-36)

Any operator such as Sp that conserves probability is a unitary operator.

However, in our naive, pre-renormalization derivation of the transition amplitude, we saw that

Sp went to infinity when higher order corections were included, so (17-36) obviously could not
hold. But after renormalization of our theory, we had eliminated the infinities and restored the

unitarity of Sp. Thus, (17-36) holds in the renormalized theory.

5reP For interacting
macro objects,
nxany virtual
photons
exchanged,
so they can
carry energy

QFT Scattering

Follow Wholeness
Chart 17-6 as
we study this

Use renormalized
eandm

High accuracy
without
renormalized

forms of vertex
and propagator

After
renormalization,

Sp is unitary

Il'rl'
f
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Natural vs cgs Units for o
We have been using natural units throughout the book, yet in this chapter have been discussing

cross sections in units of cm'. We will do our analysis in the following sections assuming natural
units. After we determine oin those units, we can convert to cm', and thus to barns, which are the
standard ways in which cross sections are expressed.

Use Relative Velocity When Both Particles Movins
When we deduced the relations for cross section and differential cross section, ( 17-6) and

(17-10) (also in Wholeness Chart l7-2, pg. 445, Experiment column), we assumed the target
particle was stationary. And we used that assumption in deriving the QFT theoretical expression for
do, (17-22) (also in same chart, bottom right block).

However, in the COM frame, and an infinite number of other frames, the target particle(s) is
(are) not stationary. Note that for the target stationary frame (typically, the lab), each of the afore
noted relations (Il-6), (17-10), and (17-22) contains a factor of the beam particle velocity v6. (In the
first two of these relations, we have fu = nbvb.) This velocity is actually the velocity relative to the
target, since the target is stationary.

It is therefore a simple extension of the theory to scattering cases where both particles are
moving, such as would be seen in the COM frame. We simply take v6 to be the relative velocity
between a beam and a target particle in the frame of observation. So from here on, we take

vb 4 y ret = yb -yt lrn,l=lo, -o, I most general case

vb 1 vrel =vb -vt for co-linear velocities case.

The relative velocity is not found via relativistic velocity addition/subtraction, because it is the
difference between the velocities of two particles as observed in the same frame (which we will
label with obs here). That is, in the co-linear case, for b symbolizing the frame of the first parti cle, t
that of the second, we have vret =rb/ob, -vt/obs, which is (17-37). For relativistic velocity addition,
we would be looking at the velocity of D relative to obs, found from the velocity of b relative to t
and the velocity of r relativ e to obs, i.e.,v61o6, =(rw, -vt/obs) t $-Q6ytvt/obsY t') .

AIso, when both particles are moving, and we wish to use Feynman diagram/transition
amplitude analysis that assume both occupy the same volume V indefinitely, we can assume both
particles move like the beam particle in Fig. 17-9 on pg. 442. That is, there is a stream of particles
of each type configured so that effectively one particle wave of each type is inside the volume V at
any one time.

Expressing v.c in Terms of 3 Momenta and Enerey

It will help later if we can express vrel in terms of pr and p2. To that end, we re-express the
general case of (17-37), where we now define our particle labeling so that vrrlis positive and use
natural units with c = 1, as

(17 -37)
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QFT analysis in
nat units, convert
6to cm2 after

vb -+vr4 in our
transition rate

formula when
target not
stationary

Useful expressions

for vrrl

General expression

( r7-3g) for v"1

COM Frame

In the center of mass frame, pl = - p2. For that case, we can then express (17-38) as

In tests, particle velocities are effectively co-linear (pr = - p2 merely implies parallel trajectories,
which could be displaced significantly from one another) in order for scattering to occur.

Target at Rest Frame (Often the Lab)

In the frame where the target particle (which we have been labeling with "2") is stationary, p2 =
vz = 0). In this frarne, (17-38) becomes

v re, =lt. 
frl 

= H. H = b, (; . ;)= In, r (W) {!flH.'iffift.,*, (r7 -3s)

vrel m

COM frame

vrr1 in target
stationary frame

1, - lC Jtarget stationary frame
vret =fi [ ZTnitlal particies.

(17-40)
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Relating Delta Functions to V and Z
Recall that the delta function in our transition amplitude (17-35) was obtained from a factor in

that transition amplitude (see Chap. 8) of the LHS below.

Iu=_lr=_ ,*i(pt - 4)r avar _(zn)a aro, (r, _ 4) .

If we assume our volume V of interaction and the time Z of interaction
infinite, then (17-41) becomes an approximate relation

Qda do' e, - 4)= Irr*r"!rwr"r-i(\- 
4)" avar where = -) = as v

So the correct factor in our transition amplitude is actually the RHS of (17-42), but for large, finite
volume and time duration, we approximate it with the LHS.

Note that if we had a situation where Pf = Pr, then our integral in (17-42) would become

Ju,u,.*"Ir, *r"'-i(Pr- 
4)'avaT =w fot Py - p' 

'

(17-41)

are very large, but not

->oo,T -)*.(17-42)

Useful relations
between V,T and
deltafunctions

For experiments
where spin not
measured, need to
use average initial
spin state

Those experiments
will measure sum
offinal spin states,
so need to
calculate that sum

For experiments
where photon
polarization not
measured, treat
like spin above

Finding a useful
expression

for dNy

(17-43)

That is, for cases where Pf = Pi, for finite volume and time, from (17-42) and (L7-43), we can
make the following substitution in our expression for the transition amplitude, if we like.

Qda d'o'(r, -4)-+W forfinite v and Z when pf = 4. (ti-44)
In our analyses, we have assumed volume size and time duration are large enough so that

(17-42) holds. Il in addition P.f = Pi,, then we can use (17-44).

Average Over Initial Spins

Scattering experiments typically do not measure the spins of particles. So what we do is consider
the beam of incoming particles to be in an "average" spin state. What we mean by average spin.state
is that half of the incoming particles are taken to be in the s = I spin state and ilalf in the i=2 spin
state. This will reflect our lack of knowledge of the individual spin state of each incoming particle.

Sum Over Final Spins

For the final scattered states, however, we need to sum probabilities over all possible final states
(assuming we do not measure the final spins). This is because for any given final p and s (spin)
state, say s =1 for example, we will get a certain probability (a certain differential cross section).
But for that same final p state we will get a separate probability for another spin state, in our
example, for s = 2. The sum total of the two will give us our probability for measuring a final state
of p of any possible spin.

In determining differential cross sections, we will, however, first assume we know the initial and
final spin states. At the end, we will then average over initial spins and sum over final spins.

Averaging and Summing Over Polarization States

If one or more of the real particles is a photon, as in Compton scattering, the same logic used
above for fermion spin states applies to photon polarization states. We average ouei initial
polarization states, but sum over final polarization states.

Expressing Number of Final States dNf in Terms of V and d 
3p

In Appendix A of Chap. 10, we noted that for a single particle, the wave number of the N7 r state
(we used the symbol n instead of Nyr there, and Nyr = 1,2,3,...) in the xl direction (where /1 is the
length of the volume V in that direction und pN 

rris 
3-momentum for that state) is

, 2tT 2nN s1kn . '= :* - = PN r. = 3-momentum in xl direction, stateNy, oatural units . (17-45)tt .1't ),* - . ll ' tt J'l
t" f 1

The differential of (17-45) is
ZndNft 

_
tt dPN rr'

where dNy is the number of states between p1g' and pN 
1t 

+ dpx yt

(t7 -46)
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In three dimensions, the total number of states would be dlr'y = dN; r !N1z dNp. For example, if
for each of 3 states in the xl direction, the same particle had j in ttri x2 directi6n, and for each ol
thosecombinations,therewere4statesinthe.x'direction,thentherewouldbeatotalof3X2X4=
24 distinct possible states for the particle in the volume. So, in 3 dimensions, (17-46) becomes

(2 3 dN,rdv,rdr,tr. ( zr\3 dtt "
Ilzh 

a = 
lpn rrdpn rzdPN r, t ,-=o'n, ' 07-47)

label this d3py

where dN;is the number of states between pyand py+ d3py. We re-arrange (1741)n ga

dN r -% for a single final scattered particle.
' (2d'

For multiple final particles, using similar logic to that in the paragraph before (I7-47), we would
have (with subscript/' signifying a single final particle and subscript/signifying a generally multi-
particle final state)

(t7-48)

(17-s0)

(17-49)

77.4.2 Finding doin Terms of Feynmen Amplitude and Final 3-Momenta

The Most General Relation for dofor Two Initial. M Final Particle Collisions
We begin our derivation of the differential cross section in QFT with (17-22), restated in the first

row of (17-50) below withv6 l vrel for reasons discussed above. We insert (17-35) and(17-49)
into that, where & = 0, since for us the initial and final (scattered) states are different.

do=ftVrl'o*,

))-l'ryw

dNr -ryW ror M finat particles.

= #l[ (zo)o d') (pr- 4 )[ttffi][
all ext
ferms

nrre

( allext \ /allext \

do _ L1z,)o do) ?, -4 )[''rf' *) l'ffi' #)+#tut,

dNyin terms of
V and dtpf ,

of each particle

doin terms of
tV and py,

Finding most
general relations

for dofor two
initial particle,
M final particles
scattering

( att ext \ /alt ext )

=V=(zo\od(o)(Pr_4)Qo)od,(,,_4)tflihJ['it+),.rryw
VrulT' '

We have, all along, assumed large V and Tin order for the delta functions in (17-50) to hold.
One of them alone ensures Pf = Pr. Thus, we can use (11-44) for the other delta function to get

( all e*t \/ull.*t \

do =\w (zo)or(o) ( pr - 4)lfi#,Jtfi* j-r ryW (17-s,)

Relation (17-S l ) is good for two particle collisions, elastic or inelastic, with any number of final
products, although in our work we will only be considering two final particles.

We have two incoming external particles and M outgoing external ones, so in (17-51), we have
a) two V factors in the numerator; b) one 7 factor in the denominator for each incoming particle (2
in all); c) one V factor in the numerator for each outgoing particle (M in all); and d) one V factor in
the denominator for each such outgoing particle (M in all). Thus, cancelling the V and I factors in
(17-51) and multiplyingby 2 in the numerator and denominator because it will help us later, yields

(17-s2)

If we now take our incoming particles to have energy Er and 82, whether they be fermions or
bosons, (17-52) becomes (where we begin using more formal, and more correct than our earlier
"loose", notation for the product of external fermion masses)
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ao =(zra da\ (r, r,oh['fl" ^,)w&,1 -, {ffi** .7.53) 
y:;*$:u!,'

/ 
[inetasric

(17-53) is good for two incoming particles (either boson or fermion) and any number of
outgoing particles (either boson or fermion), for elastic or inelastic cases. Note that total energy is
conserved via the delta function in (17-53), so even if rest mass-energy is interchanged with kinetic
energy (as in inelastic scattering), conservation of total energy still holds.

Relation for Two Initial and Two Final Particles Scattering
We now restrict ourselves in (17-53) to the common QED two particle scattering experiment

case of two final particles. For this case, (17-53) becomes (where / runs over all external fermions)
( allext \

do = (zo)o da (r, - 4#["fl' *,)#,&tut,
(t7-54)

do for
n'vo initial and
two final
particles
scattering

( alle*t \

=5(+)bi*Pz_Pt_,;ffit'il'z*,)a,vid,p,,l,ul,{.fiii,;ftitH.,'

Relation in Terms of Only One Final Particle 3-Momentum
Note that, as we saw earlier and summarized for the elastic case in Wholeness Charts l7-3 and

17-4 (see row titled "In 3D") energy and 3-momentum conservation mean that the p'p and p'z of
(17-54) are not independent. For the elastic case, in terms of their components, we have 6 unknowns
and 4 conservation equations linking them. So, for the elastic case, there are really only two
unknowns, since if we determine any two, the other four can be found via the 4 conservation
equations.

The inelastic case is a bit more complicated, but the same general rule holds, i.e., six final
components and four conservation equations means two unknowns.

So, in either the elastic or inelastic case, we can re-express (17-5a) in terms of 3-momentum
components of a single final particle, say p'1. Only two of those components will, of course, be
independent, but this means we can simplify by focusing on only one of the scattered particles. We
can, at the end, then calculate components of the other final particle from the conservation laws.

And if we can express p'l in terms of magnitude lp'1| and spherical coordinate angles g and Q,
we can get doas a function of 0 , which will lead to doldQ as a function of g.

To eliminate the dtp'rin (L7-54), we can integrate (l 7-54) over p'2. In doing this, we note

t(o) ( pi+ pL- pt- pz)=a(Ei+ E;- Et- Ez)d') (pi * pz-pr -pz)
so for any integral of a function of p'2, g (p';),

Lrdo' 
(pi + pL - pt - p) s (pz)aup'

= 6 (Ei + E; - Er - Ez,lo, d" (pi + p| -pr-pz ) s (pz)a'p:,

= 6(Ei + E; * 4 - Ez)s (pr +pz -pi).
Thus, where g(p'il is all of the last row of (17-54) except forthe delta function andd3pt1, our

integral of (17-54) becomes (for which, everywhere we had p'z before we now have pr + pz - p'r)

( r 7-ss)

( 17-s6)

Conservation
equations mean
all components

of p't and pt2
not independent
unknowns

So use

conservation
equations to

express p'z in

terms of p't

doin terms of p'r ,

two initial, two

final particles
do--6(Ei+E;-4-Ez)6

We now have doin terms of the single unknown p'1.

One may wonder why we didn't integrate do,the LHS of (17-54) in the same way we did the
RHS. In effect, we did, but used the same symbol dofor both the before and after integration cases.

(atext )

#m['U' z*, 
)a'vilrwl' 

where ptz =pr + pz - pi.( t7-s7)
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In essence, our integration on the RHS used the conservation law to replace pr2 with its equivalent
in terms of p'r, p1, and p2. The same thing occurred with the LHS, so now dois the same quantity it
was before, except now we think of it as expressed solely in terms of the one unknown p'1 (and the
known values of pt and pz) rather than the two unknowns p'1 and p'2.

77.4.3 Finding doflQ in Terms of Feynman Amplitade and Final 3-Momentum

doRelation irl-Terms of Solid Angle

We ultimately want to find doldQ, so we want (17-57) in terms of dQ rather than d3p'1. To do
this we will want to expres, d3p'r in spherical coordinates (see Fig. l7-4, pg. 436, where

dV = cl3r =lr)2 sine d0 dO dlrl = ,2 dQd, )
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Getting doin
terms d{l'y to

obtain do/d{2'r

General relation

for do/dV'rfo,
2 initial and 2

final particles in
terms of p't

where in l*tlT , pi =pr + pz - pi .

We want (17-59) in terms of the single differential ddl't without the additional differential factor
dlp'1. We can do this by integrating (17-59) over lp'11. To do this, we need to employ the general
math relation

d3pi =lpil' 'inxidli 
dA( alvil= Inil' aai alpil.

With (17-58), (17-57) becomes

( extern \

do = 6 (Ei + E; - Et - Ez)+l "iT' 2*,llpil' aoi alpill*rl!
64rzvrr1E1E2EiL.r y I )

I f (*,y) dls (r,y)l dr
J LJ

;):5:;:"a1ffiq) dlp1'

(17-58)

(17-5e)

=[t G,id[s(',rl][$), *
(17-60)

= do (for us).

Forus, in (17-60),r= lp'tl,y - any otherdependences on pt,p2,orwhatever, and g= E't+E'z-

h * Ez.Note that from E' - r[r] *p:' , E'1 canbe expressed in terms of lp'11; and E'2, interms of

lp'21. However, from the last line of (17-59), we know we can express lp'21 in terms of lp'11.

Therefore, for us the argument of the ,f function in (17-60), i.e., g, is a function of lp'11 (= "r in
(17-60)).

Ei+E'"-E'-E^,=0, ' L L (17-61)

E +Er*Er-Ez=A

y d{2't, we obtain the

=f (x,r)f+l
\ d8 /g=o

both

with (17-60),

do=-
647Tzvrn1

=-
64ttr2vr"1

Or, since neil
fferential crossdi

pifd,i[*

pif dai[ttut 
.'

of lp'11, with both

), (17-59) becomes

(ext \. I f"..* I

ful ryz*,)tut'l
(ext \. I f"... I

fu|.ry'*,)tut'l
ither E1 nor E2 is a function
s section

a lpil

I),

');
1b,

- Ez)

-E)

E'z - Et

Ei-Et
5iilT-

sides d

do
E=

doi 64n2vrr1E1EzEiE;l L 
t

where p'2=pl+pz -p'1, soalldependencieson Et2andp'2canbeexpressedintermsof Et1 and
p'r where Ei is a function of p'r. The partial derivative is evaluated with the polar angles 0t1and
Q't of the vector p'l constant.

,"t#- ) / .tn,,,.,\\-l I unYframe,
'tr,*,j.rrnrr, 

[E:a)-, i.llfjtft*j#',, 
(, j.62,
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COM Frame" Two Initial and Two Final Particles

In the COM frame, p't = -p'?, and from

we have

Similarly,

(nl, _ (oq;t * lnil' ,

a@)' ^-, dEi -1-- a@i)' a(@,)'*lpil')
aFn- = LLt tFil arso llofi- = aipil-

-+ ,u;ffi=zlpil -)

=,bit3lftl= zpit

Getting do/d{t'r
above for

(17 -63) COM frame

(17-64)

ffi=V andwithlnil=lp'rlrncoM *ffi =V
Thus, in (17-62), we have

(#),",=ffi[H'*')'-t'tplt't$.g )-' 07-66)

@
We use vr4 of (17-39) along with E'1 * E'z= Er + Ezin (17-66) to obtain

(s\ = ['"4',*,),-t,p1p(h#) Q7-67)ldq )ror - [ ^,^ )

- ,;-
Cancelling factors, we end up with a representation of (17-62) in the COM frame,

( ao\t-t

I aoi ),o, 64n2 (r, * Er)'
,*,)t.r COM, 2 initial &

2 frnal particles,
elastic or inelastic.

1

( extem

''+t 
fl'

The above expression is enclosed in a box because it is a key relation, but unlike certain other
boxed in expressions in this text, it is not critical to memorize it.

Target Stationary Frame. Two Initial and Two Final Particles

For the frame where the target is stationary (often called the lab frame in other texts, though as
we have seen, the COM can be the lab frame), we label the target as the #2 particle, which, since it
is stationary, cannot be a photon and must have mass. Thus, Ez - m2. Additionally, we need to use
(17 -40) instead of ( 1 7-39) for v rry.

With these relations, (17-62) becomes

(17-6e)

As with (17-68), you do not need to memorize (17-69).

If either of the final particles is a photon then this relation simplifies since, for example, lp'11 =
lk'11 = E't = al y Alternatively, if either is a fermion, it also simplifies, since lp'z' I E'z = lv'zl.

(17-6s)

do/dQ'1 of
(17-62) for

(17-68) COM frame

Getting do/d9'1
of (17 -62) for
target stationary

.frame

#2 stationary,
2 initial &2

final particles,
elastic or inelastic,

I

,*,)r.l'tpit'tffi.ffi)-'
ferms

n
(ex

L1

I

64n2lptl"rrnin'r\ ',

( ao\t-t-

laoi )*z
stat
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77.4.4 Spin and Polarization Averages and Sums
As noted earlier (pg. 436), many experiments do not measure particle spins or photon

polarizations. So, for reasons delineated in that earlier section, for such experiments, we need to
work with the average of all possible incoming fermion spin (and/or photon polarization) states and
sum over all possible outgoing fermion spin (photon polarization) states. Note that we do both
averaging and summing at once for a given amplitude calculation and that process of doing both is
typically called, for short, spin sums (polarization sums).

Note that in some experiments, spin (polarization) of external particles is actually measured, so
for those we would not do spin (polarization) sums.

Spin Sums

Note that only the Feynman amplitude part M of the transition amplitude 56 contains factors
related to spin, so for our spin sums analysis, we need only examine M

For a typical external fermion example, consider Compton scattering e y+ e-TtThere are two
contributing Feynman amplitudes (see pg. 225).In order to generalize later, and to keep notation
simple, we represent all of the Feynman amplitude except the external fermions by the symbol f.

,v[? - u,, (p')(-tt) €p,,,(k') Tp is r (q - p + k) er,, (u) yr r, (p) = 4, (p')fr ,, (p)

,u[? =4,(p') (*r')rr,,0)f isr(q- p-k')€r,,,&')/u" (p) -r,,(p')Tzu,(p).' 
(17-70)

tt / = tu\?' * ,nz[31 - fr,, (n')(r, + r, )r, (p) = 4, (p')rr, (p) .
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Many
experiments
don't measure
spin or
polarization

Spin sums =
avera,ge over
initial & sum

over final spins

An example
of spin sums:
Compton
scattering

(t7-71)

f
The index s (= 1 or 2) indicates the spin state of the incoming electron. The index s' (= I or 2)

indicates the spin state of the outgoing electron. Again, to keep things simple, we ignore the external
photon polarization sums for now. (And as noted above, some experiments mitht be performed
where photon polarizations are measured, but fermion spins are not.)

In our probability determination for specific spins states, we take the square of the absolute value
of the amplitude (17-71). For indeterminate incoming particle spin state, we need to use the average
of all possible incoming particle s states, since we will have many incoming particles of varying
spin in any given experiment. For a given average incoming state, we will have general outgoing
particle spin states, comprised of two basis states (s'=1 ,2), each having a particular probability. The
total probability of measuring either one in a given measurement will be the sum of the two
probabilities.

Since there are two distinct incoming states, we add their probabilities and divide by two to get
the average, i.e., where we define X as shown,

z(z\
probability of measuringfinal particle pi state of any spin o< I I tZluf l. 07-72)

€l- \ t=l . /
sutn over averase overoutgoing incJming

(4,(p')ru, (p))( 5,(p') rr, (p))r

,tt r,(p')f

Using our newly defined f symbol from (17-71
'>/'l\.

*ZZltl'=i [+f t4+tul l=+I.r's .r'=l \ s=l ) -s'=l

) in (17-72), we have

2I
s=l

= + I I (u,'(p')rr, (p))(rt, (p) Ur' tu,,(p')) ( t7-73)
,s'=l s=l i 422

=+I I (4,(p')r,, (p))t4 (p) ry,,,(p')),s'=l s=l F
where we define the symbol f in the last row above. Writing out the spinor indices and re-
arranging, we have
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+t llul' =+i * (in,o(p')topu,,p (n)) (0,,r(p)iyau,,,a(n'))

22 (17-74)

= + I I (u,',u (p'),,' ,o(n')) t oB (r,, B b)i,,r(n))rrr.
s'=l s=l

From Appendix A of Chap. 4, under the heading "Spinor outer product relations", we have

u,(p)i,(p)= ry -TP 
P, + m 

-TtPPtt=+ 
mta7

zm zm z*3=ur,o (p)ir,Bb) sum on r (17-75)

v,(n)4 (p)= ry-ro W* =T#pp\:mt"p =rs,d(n)4,p (n) sum on s. (17-76)
zm /,m zm

Using (17-75) in the bottom row of (17-74), we get

2

+Fll rul' = +F, (u,,, u (p' )i,,,o( n') ) 
r -B i (u,, B 

(p)n,,y( n ) ) 
i,a

In similar fashion, for other types of interactions with external electrons and positrons, we would
get the relations shown below in Wholeness Chart 17-5. Doing Prob. 4 can provide insight
justifying these. In Sect. 17.5.1 we will show where the last row comes from.

. (t7-77)

Spins sums for
Compton: one
initial and one

final electron

General
relations for
spin sums for
any number of
initial and final
fermions

Note that in general,

probability for spin indeterminate fermionso I * + +
any number initial and final J * 

fr #, lgf it i,tut'1 ,',-,,,
\ s' =l 5r=l sz=l )

sum Over out average OVer n
going fermions inconiing fermions

Wholeness Chart 17-5. Fermion Spin Sum Relations

sum on d trace in spinor space

Interaction M (+)'I 'Z"l*tl2 where i=frtf General Relations

n = number of incoming fermions

e y+ e y i,' (p')rr, (p) +r,(U\r( Y**\rz \2m) \2m) (+\"rr tut'
ts.9

J

(/ **\
lz*)
(y -^\
\2*)
(/ **\
lz*)
(y -*\
lz*)

lnM

t
,, (p)

u" (p)

u,' (p)

4 (p)

IIe'y-+e'T 4'(p')fr" (p) +r,(/'-*\r( Y-*)rz \.2mi \2m)

-ITT +e e' n,,(pi)rr, (p'r ) ,,(ry)r?;-*\r
\ 2m ) \ 2m )

-!e e'->yy 4, (pz)rr,, (pt)

-+-+e e -)e e

annihilation
part only -+

i,; (pz)Tor,i(pi)r"

4, (nt )f ",r(pr)

+r,W"/#rp)r*
,r(Y r- 

*- p,1z+ m 
u/ )r-

\2m'2m')
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Polarization Sums

For photons, when polarization is not fixed and measured, we must carry out a similar procedure
as we did for fermions, except we are now concerned with polarization instead of spin. In similar
fashion, we will consider separating the Feynman amplitude into parts, the external photon factors

like eo,r(k) and €v, r, (kt), and all the rest of the Feynman amplitude, for which, in Chap. 13, we

used the symb ol MF'v"', where the number of Greek superscripts equals the number of external

photon factors in a particular amplitude. Consider, for example, Compton scattering of (17-10),
where we switch dummy variables in the second line

/4[?) =€p,,,(k)er,,(x)(-r2)4,(n') Tpisrb**)/u,(p)= eo,,,(k')er.,(x).ru(u

l4tPv

/wt? =€p,,,(k)er,,(x)(-r2 )u,,(p')/,ir(p-k')ypu,(p)= et,,,,(k)er,,(k)/v{t'(7-79)

T
/4 = /4[? * ,w[7) = tp,,,(k) er,,tn)(,t 4u' + tt t;u) = ,r,,,(k') er,,(x) /,tp'. (17-80)

It can be easier keeping track of signs in what we are about to do, if we use the contravariant

form for the polarization vectors, i.e., ePr(k). The Feynman amplitude is Lorentz invariant, so we
can raise and lower indices of ( 17-80) to get

tl,/ =. e'; &') ef Q) tWo, .
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Parallel with (17-72), we have,

n'otll:'1"1?,:ffi#T;jln "d nhotons' 
]

"ltn; r Tffifl:',"r"7
More generally, we have

probability for unpolarized photons, I
any number initial and final J

(17-81)

(r7-86)

(11-87)

Example of
polarization
sums: Compton
scattering again

Average over
initial photon
polarizations,
sLtm overfinal

General
relations for
polarization
sums for any
number of initial
andfinal photons

Express
polarization
vectors in easiest
to analyze frame

Keep things
simple at first by
considering only
one externql
photon

Llr4rfiz in turms

af sums on
polarization
vectors

We will need to recall some things. First, from Chap. 13, pg. 328, the Ward identities, which tell
us that if we replace a polarization vector factor in the amplitude with its associated 4-momentum,
the result equals zero.

ward identities tf (u i)Mr, .(u,,...,ki,...) -+ kf /,/1tv. (u,,...,k./,...)= o. (17-84)

Second, from Chap. 5, pgs. 142-143, we will express the photon polarization vectors in the
special photon aligned (more formally, the "photon-polarization vectors-axes aligned") coordinate
system of Fig. 5-l(d). Since our amplitude is Lorentz invariant, our final result will be good for any
coordinate system, but we want to do our analyses in the easiest one. For the chosen coordinates,

st =(1,0,0,0) e( =(0,1,0,0) et =(0,0,1,0) e( =(0,0,0,1) kF =lxl(t,0,0,t) trz-as)
.3f;",i'i"i?##'i7J'

Now, to keep things simple, consider only one photon factor forming an inner product with the
remainder of the amplitude,

-A,/ = tf &) rrQ .

Now, put (17-86) into the r 
Tmmation 

part of (17-82) i.e.,

\lul' = tuqtuli>'f (t<)e! (t<),

r=1 r=7
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where from
matrix form

2\i .,{/
/-t"f
r=l

87) as (where we carry the

:l
0l
o.l

ol [r o o 1l(r7-s8)
ol lo o o ol
ol*lo o o ol
ol Lo o o ol

of (17-

00
10
01
00

00
00
00
00

\----\----J \------J \-----\-J \--..--J

o o {=-
lxlt '

o o ,l=#,

Evaluating those
polarization
vector sums

Ward identities

simplifu LllrAz

Generalize single
external photon

Ll/1./i2 results to

any number

Polarization
sums for one
initial and one

final external
photon

Generalize
polarization
sutns to any
number of
external photons

_gp,

We can re-express A as

andBandCas

A

litlil
[ro
lo oA=-l
l0 0

[r o

1l

3l"
o.l

"Lil'

kPkv
(17-8e)

(17-e0)

(17-e1)

(t7-e3)

o o ol=# c-

which makes (17-88)

Using (17-91) in (17-87), we get

(17-e2)

But from the Ward identities (17-84), the last three terms in (17-92) must equal zero. Therefore,

itr"P = -tulptu$ sF' = -*t' 't tJ .

This result, for a single .^,iluf photon, is readily extrapolated to multiple external photons as

2 2 22
I I II ..]Ul'*(*l)"v tUp'p"'k/irp... ny=totalnumberof externalphotons , (17-94)
r'--lr'=2 r=1 r=2

and (17-82) becomes

o-0.:|;,1"1?;l:J":ffijaizedphotons, l * i>.ir-|, _*-o, tuli,. ( ti-ss)

The more general relation (17-83) becomes

itr,rP = tulptui(- rr' #. #.#)

!""n'"#i::: 
"'l.- ii ]t+f iL tt,,t'l=,-,y,(+)*

external photons ) FFt \''' n--r rr=r ,^=t )
sum ovef average OVer

outgoing }zs n incoming ys
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17.5 Scattering in QFT: Some Examples

17.5.1 Electron-Positron Interactions Producing Maons and Taus
One might think we would want to look at Bhabha scattering e* e- -) e* e - , which is elastic,

first, but it turns out that the interactions ,* ,- + lt+ lt- and e' ,- + T* T-, which are inelastic,
are actually easier to evaluate. That is because there are two possible ways for Bhabha scattering to
occur, one where the electron and positron annihilate to produce a virtual photon, and one where
they exchange a virtual photon, but do not annihilate one another. So we would need to add two
separate Feynman amplitudes. On the other hand, the muon and tau production interactions can each
only occur with a single (2no order) Feynman diagram/amplitude, in which the electron and positron
annihilate to produce a virtual photon, which in turn produces a heavier lepton and its antiparticle.

"* 
(pr , sr ) + t- (pz, rz ) -+ I* (pi, rf ) + l- (p:2, tz) (17-e7)

We have dropped the ie in the denominator of the propagator because this term is only significant
when (pt + pz)z =0, but in the present case, we will always have (pt + pz)z > 4rt
Spin Sums

We will now derive a more general case than the last row of Wholeness Chart l7-5, where the
final particles can be any lepton pair, electron/positron, muon/anti-muon, or tau/anti-tau. So when
we are all done, the label I can stand for electron/positron pair as well as the others.

For the unpolartzed (this word is used in a general context to include both fermion spin and
photon polarization) cross section, we require (17-78) for two incoming and two outgoing feimions,
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. At this point, you should be able to readily draw the relevant Feynman diagram for this
interaction, and with Feynman rules delermine the Feynman amplitude, where the label I - por c,

tv='L/"-"t-,-1*=-"2(n4{e)fu,i<vil)r,rior*1t = pr+ p)(n,r(u)f ",rb))r,, rheretevant

=( u4$) r",4{o))q1-E .( q(n,l fu,rb))py (17-e8) amptitude't'l

un"i(p)f f fr(p')/

(17 -e9)

(17-100)

Spin sums
applied to

e+ e- -+l+ l-
scattering,
where e * I

Carrying out
spin sums for
this case

Find tl4*

Carry out the
algebra for
(1/4)Ll/t4i2

2222
+Z,I I llrurl' .

' si=l 5i =1 sr =1 sz -l

covariant equivalent Ta = f TLf , and (17-98) with dummy index a + B,we obtain

L ,2 -Y--.,|,/**(vt4(ni)fffo{,,;(pi))tll#(,|,,(p,)ffypiyfitu,,(pr))t,l
-r 7 

- (h+pz)'

= (%i (Pi)Tpu,'(pi))trl ', -" ,u(i,r(pz)Tf ,,,(p,))t"1.
(n+ pz)'

Using fl -f , the hermiticity conditions from Chap. 4, Appendix A, f -f ftf , their

We recognize f and f* are scalar-,l"O so are the quantities inside parentheses with subscripts
(e) and (/), so they can be placed anywhere in the expression. Thus, from (17-98) and (17-100),
(17-99) becomes,

222*III
si=l si=1s,-1

2..,
Z *ttr- =+1fl2 it.(n,;(pr)Tov,i(ni)),,, (q;rpi )Tpu,;(n'z )),,, x
- -r si=l 5i =1.t2- r

\l.'Bzz, ':' (17-lol)

I. t (4, (n, )f u,,(nr)),,, (4, (n, )rF,,,(n, )),,,.

le)
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Re-expressing the spinor space factor on the first line above with spinor indices,
(t7 -7 s) and (t7 -7 u);* 

Zhave

\nop = L 7.F'rilp:z)Oo) ar',;r0i)),,, (',, otni)( ro) rou,;ol;))u)si=l5i=1
(z ) (z \

'l I. (,,;o@)i,;a@i)),,, l(r") nll,.(,,ir(ni)4;r(ni)),,, l(ro) o"[si=t "' .) \'i=t "' )

and using

, (17-r02)

(1 7-1 03)

(17-104)

(r7-r0s)

Using gamma
matrix algebra to
re-express parts

of 0/0 Etl4f

i.e.,

(V t . *)/zolt)o6 fui - *,)rz^,)\ /np

\r)aB=,,Wr-ryro\
By doing Prob. 5, you can show that, in similar fashion,

,(!,-r,Wfryrol
Again referring to Chap.4, Appendix A, we can evaluate the gamma matrix traces in (17-103)

and (17-104). First, we note that traces of an odd number of gamma matrices equal zero so all
factors of 4-momentum with mass drop out. This gives us

:ml'':,'(:,.':,'*{"!*:!,r.rpt,
llTh \---------.----J \-\,....._,

' 4(SttaT pp-SapEaB+SqBSap) Of 
"P1,,

+@; o Pi p - n'z pnip BoF + pL Bpi o - *tz soB)ft\w
= +(pi o pL B + pL oPi p -(*,' + p'z pi) r *)ntf '

Similarly, by doing Prob. 6, you can show (17-104) reduces to

ndo ' (r( o{ * pf p( -(,,,' + PrPz) r"B)ba=fi
Putting (17-105) and (17-106) into (17-101) gives us

+ii,iit*,f =*1il2+( pi opL B+ p'zopi B*(*,' + pi p5\r*)*-FG,'-t'r" rttf '

+( pf pf * pf p( -(*,' + PtPz) r"B)
me

=+1fl2 +(piopLpnf nt + piapLBn{ nf - piapiBsoB (*,'+ prpz)ffitffie 
ffi'-w-

+ pLqpi pn( nf + pLapi pnf n( - p'zqpi pso0 (*u' + prpz)-(*f + pi pL)s*pp{ p{ ot-totl
(nnz)(nzil @tpi)@zp) PiPz

-(*,'+ p', pL)soBp{ pf *(*,'+ pi pz)roBsof (*,'+ npz)).\_+
PtPz

Combining terms gives us

= +1fl2 4-Q(prp](prpL) * z(prpi)(prpi) - zpi p;muz - zpi pLprpz' tttf tttn'

- ) ntpzmtz - 2 ptpzpi p'2 + 4m12 *r2 * 4 pt pzm? + a pi p;muz + api pipr p).Ly

+/_J
PtPz

(r7-106)

More algebra

!--\'J

4

( 17-108)
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Eliminating all the terms that cancel, we end up with our final spin relation
)))1

+I I I ltntz'si=l5i=1s1=lsr=l 
(17_109)

=lrl2#(b'ni)(p,p,,)*(p,p)bzpi7+(niP,z)*,2+(ptpz)*}+2*/m,2).\-'--./

COM Frame

So far our results have been good for any frame. Since ,* ,* scattering experiments are almost
invariably done in the COM frame, we will now evaluate the differential cross section in that frame.

Fig. 17-16 represents a summary of the various parameters involved. Note that in the COM
frame the incoming particle 3-momenta are of equal magnitude lpl, and opposite direction. Since

theyareantiparticlesofoneanother,theyhavethesamemaSS'andviaE=W,they
therefore have the same energy E. Since total 3-momentum is conserved, outgoing particles 3-
momenta must sum to zero, as the incoming 3-momenta summed to zero. Thus, the outgoing
leptons 3-momenta are of equal magnitude and opposite direction. Since energy is conserurd, und
there was 2E total incoming energy, there must be 2E outgoing energy. gecause both outgoing
particles have the same mass and same lp'I, they must each have the same energy, i.e., half of 28.

Note that lpl * lp'l, since me* ru7. Note also that lp'l is a known quantity, since ln'J= E-A
And thus, lp'l is independent of d.

e+ 

- 

.....

Pr -- (F, P)

Figure 17'16, Kinematics and Dynamics for the Process e* e + l* l- in COM Frame

Using Fig. 17-16, we can find the expressions for the quantities in (17-109).

PtPi= pzpL= E2 -P'p'= E2 -lpllp'l cos0 prp'z= pzpi= E2 +lpllp'lcosd

prpz = E2 * lplt pip'z = a2 +lp'12 (p, * pz)z = 482 
(17-1 l0)

In addition, since E 2. mu = 207m", we can ppproximate lpl = E to high accuracy. For the same
reason, we can ignore terms proportional to m,' inside the brackets of (17-109), i.e., the 3'd and 5e
terms. With these approximations, we substitute ( 17-1,10) and f of ( 17-98) into (17-109).

1fl2

)r)1

+I I I\tuf=
sf =1 5i =1 rr =l s2 -l ((u, * p)')'
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Ourfinal spin
sums relation

for any frame

Now apply above
results in COM

frame

Key 4-momenta
relations in
COM frame

E Z mp allows
us to simplify
since lpl = E

,4

=#(,u,*z|p,|2,o,2e+2mf)=#(,,**t2+|p]2,o,2e).

.(u'.,#)-;)

Using 4-
momenta
relations and
lpl=Ein

(17-1ll) eHLt4,A2
in COM

P2= (E, - p)



=( L)' ld4 (u, * */ +lpl, ,o,, e).-\G) T t6E
Or finally, the differential cross section,

( ao \ - "' ry(u, * *t2 +lp,l, ,or2 e)
I aoi )cou - t67a L

e-e+ -+l-l*

The total cross section, from (17-7), is

ocou 
,_,+ 

fr'I:(#),r, 
_,one- e+ -+l- l* t 

u_" + -sI_ I+

Dffirential cross
sectionfor

(17-113) unmeasurecl

spins

(17-112)

(17-114)

(1 7-1 1 s)

= fr" ff(#r$b' + mrz*lpl' -"')) sinede dQ)_ffi,,,
= 4;' I:' (#+(* * *t2 +lp'l' u'))o"o e

=#ry(u'**f +*lpl')

Or finally,

ocou
e- er -+1.- l*

In the highly relativistic limit, E >> mh so we can ignore terms with ry and take lp'l = E, and get

( a" \ =!{,+,o,, 0) ocou = # {U:1";: ;oJ}' . (r 7-n6)
JL[aoi )roy - rcnz 

\r I L 
_:__+t_t_

e-e+ -+l-l* e 
'

These expressions are often written in terms of the total energy Etot = 2E of the interaction. So,

for instance, ( I 7 -116) would be

( ao \ =$rt+,o,,0) ocot 4naz 
{;j:y;;l'i: e 

(17-17)
I aoi )cou aE?",

e-e+-+l-l+ '-'Ytt-t*= 
3E?*

Note that the differential cross section and cross sections for this interaction would be zero for
E,o, 1 2m1, because there would not be enough energy to supply the mass needed to produce the
leptons. The above relations are thus approximations (we made approximations all along the way)
that are good for energies somewhat above the masses of the outgoing leptons.

We have reached a major milestone in your evolution as a field theorist. We have now, for the
first time, calculated the cross section for a real world scattering experiment.

Comparison with Experiment

Many experiments have been done to verify the above relations at many energy levels. The
results for relativistic energy track the theoretical curves for (17-117) shown below in Fig. l7-17.
Note from the LHS that scattering is symmetric in the forward (0 < 90o) and backward (d > 90")
directions.

Note also from both the LHS and the RHS, that interpreting cross section as the probability of
two particles inside unit area scattering, two such higher energy initial particles are less likely to

Total cross
section for
unmeasured
spins

High speed
limit dffirential
cross section,
unknown spins

High speed
limit total
cross section,
unknown spins

Cross section
-0
for E7o7 < Zmt

Agrees well with
experiment

t

t

I
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interact than those with lower energy. One can interpret this as follows: higher velocity particles
spend less time near one another as they pass, and so are less likely to interact. The tongeritrey are
in each other's vicinity, the greater the probability they would exchange a virtual pioton. This
differs from hard object collisions where only the cross sectional areas oi th. particlei matter, and
the scattering cross section is the same for any particle speeds.

e- e+ "-"--+ oc,ou 
e- e+ --.----- I - l+

do
clC' co,

range E,o,>> 2m,

Zmt 

-
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Another example
of spin sums:
Bhabha
scattering

More
complicated
because of extra
sub amplitude
(RHS in figure)

The two sub

amplitudes

Bhabha scattering
is elastic, so much
simplifies

Examine COM

q2

4E?,,

t-Ltot
0.8

Fig. 17-17. Plots of Relations (17-117), e * I

17.5.2 Bhabha Scattering
We will now determine the (differential) cross section for e+ e- -+ e* e-. This interaction is

more complicated than those of the prior section, since it encompasses two sub amplitudes,
represented by the*Feynman diagrams of Fig. 17-18. That is, there is the annihilation diug.u-
similar to that for e- e -+ l* l- (e * l), and also the non-annihilation diagram as well.

sfi s!?time 
_

Figure 17-18. Two Feynman Diagrams for Bhabha scattering

From Feynman's rules, pg.236, (or by looking back at Bhabha scattering analysis in Chap. 8),
the two sub-amplitudes for Bhabha scattering, where we assume that e and *" ure rinormali zed, and,
that gamma matrix and propagator modifications from higher order terms are negligible, are

-0.8 -0.4 0
backward

0.4
forward

/L/ st - + ir2 i ri @i) r or,1 @;) 
#rr, 

( pz ) rp u r, (p,)

tol nz - - te2 i rl (pi) T, u rt @ ) 
# 

i r., (p z)y, v rL@ ).
(17-1 18)

The sign of each line in (17-l18) is not important, as we will be taking the square of the absolute
value of each. However, the relative difference in sign between the two is important, as we will see

below. That is, the signs of lls and /4s2 must be opposite, and this is assured by Feynman rule
#9.

To evaluate our cross section in the COM frame, we start with (17-68), where the collision is
elastic, so we can use pr =-pz,pi=-pi,lpil=lntl=lpzl=lp2l . (See wholeness Chart L7-4,pg.
451 and Fig. l7-13, pg. 448.) Since, fftt = tnz= m,we also have Et = Ez- E't = 8,2= E.
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( ao\t-t

I aoi )con't
-t -Je e' -+e e'

= #l-r, * *trrl' = #(l*rrl'
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,)

z*,)tur =#ruP (-ffii;f.) 
,a4 a1A(17-1 19)

*|tulurlz + up1*t]r+ /.ts2/u]1).

If spins are not measured (which is typical), we need to do our spins sums on ( I 7 -1I9), to get

(ao
t-

I aoi

The first term in (17-120) is simply (I7-lll) with ft\= m. lf, in addition, for simplicity, we
restrict ourselves to the important case of relativistic high energies with E >> m, (17 -11 1) becomes

iZ,,l.,,|,=+E.'t'i':|.u,r=#(ry-"w))(E>>d.(|7-l2l)
The determination of the second term in (17-120) follows similar steps to what we used for

(17-11 1). Doing Prob. 7 (which is very long, so you might want to skip it for no*t) shows that to be

The third term in (17-120) is (where the last line uses (4-148), pg. I 22, yat ra = f yp )

Dffirential cross
section for
measured spins

Dffirential cross
section for more
typical case of
unmeasured spins

Further simplify by
considering only
very high speeds

First term in
(17-120) taken

from prior section

Second term in
(17-120) computed
in similar manner
and just given here

+21.,,1'=+i i i ispins ' si=l 5i =1 sr=l sz -l

2222
* f tolr,tuli, = tI I I I tulrrtuli,

spins si=l 5i =1 J1 =l 5r =l

= (r,ri )i : {(o' 
p@)l! orv';a$i)i"'(p' )( va) 

'n'* o (n' ))* 
,}

srrns [ (ur, 
"(pr 

l(r),ausiilpi)iriptpil( /) ogurr6tnrl)J'

Rearranged with (17-75) and (17-76) incorporated, this becomes

(yi * *\
\-ffi- )7p

(y; - *)
\--Tm )6p

[t'4J r
-*J 4t

Third term in
(17-l2A) more
complicated

(17-123)

(t7-124)
2

Zu,i;O')r,i p$)(rp
si=t

(ir,r6(Pz)i,,' tpr ll(
(sz=l )

lr, 
[,8, 

v s)a@i)i,; pttt') (/ ) rr *

YP)en[F,'-o (P' )r', 
"(Pt 

t)tr'lo 
]

(/ ,- *\ (/ t* *)
l--t;1tt l-rm )qK

In short hand notation, without the spinor indices, where we note that in (17-124), we can move

the last two factors to the front and we still have a trace on the first and last dummy spinor indices,

(/ r- *)
\--ffi- 1t'

t The solution to this problem is posted on the web site for this book. URL on pg. xvi, opposite pg. 1.
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* r tulot /i, = ry*{W)r,W)r,W)r W)n} (17 -t 25)
spins

Traces of an odd number of gamma matrices equal zero, and the spinor space identity matrix
associated with the m factots in the number effectively don't count as gamma matrices. So, we only
have to worry about terms with four, two, or zero factors of 4-momentum.

The term with four such factors will have no m factors. The term with two 4-momentum factors
will have two factors of m (i.e.,, one factor of m27. But since we are considering the highly
relativistic case where E = lpl >> m, that term will be negligible compared to the terrlr rlith four
factors of 4-momentum. That is, one term will be of order 

-d, 
and the other, of order *rn' . So, we

can ignore the second of these. The term with zero factors of 4-momentum will be of order ma, and,
thus even more negligible than the term of order E*'. With these considerations, (11-125) becomes

* f tulrrtulir=Wrr{VrTv,/r' Tpy'z' //rf +negligibleterms ir E>>ml. (17-126)
spins

This has eight gamma matrices in it. Using the contraction and trace identities in Appendix A of
Chap.4, we have

* ; tu/u,tu/i, = Wrr{n{ TaTv nip rBrp pf ydl plr, rpl
spins

=ffirr{n{ prp p,r6 plra Tv Tpy{r/_r, yr}
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Third term as

function of 4-
momenta and
mass relations

Since relativistic
energies assumed,
we can drop
many terms

Use gamma
matrix algebra
to simplify

_ZydTpTB

(r,rl) .,-, _,=-ffirrp( piB pf plTaTaTpTp(,ty\ )
4s prl

= -tP r,{n( nf ,rf gruyo TaI= -# bip,)Wt; } = -Wbip,)(p,p;)
pif pzB

=Pi Pz

(17-r27)

a p{ p'2"

-4 hP'z

From (17 -110), this becomes, with the help of a trig identity and lpl = E, for relativistic energies,

cos o)z

=-(P2E^,"t(1)

=-lpl'((t-r^ d2 +rrr2 e)=-lpl'(t-zror0+cos2 e+srnz e)

- -zlpl'(1 - cos il - alplz ,inz (a t z) = 482 sin2 (e / 2) .

1\f
4lJ

spirts

tas,tuli, =-("#:)(n, + lrlJrl
E2

= - 
(:'T ) E4 (r + cos o)z
Zm- \------J

(z"or2(etD)'

(E >> d.

(17 -128)

Thtrd term spins
sums evaluated

Fourth term
same as third

Evaluating

frfi part of
third term

Thus, (17-128), the third term in (17-120), is real since frf*z is real by inspection of (17-123).
The fourth term in (17 -120) is the complex conjugate of the third, so therefore it is also real and
equals the third term, i.e., (17-128).

Before putting all our pieces together, we need to evaluate f1f*2. To do this, we'll need to

calculate (pr- p;)z ,which we digress to do below. From Fig. 17-16,pg.465, we get

(p, - p)2 =(E - ilz - (pr -p;)2 -o-[[:] 
['np;]l' [-'iL] 

':!'r')'
(17-12e)
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With (17-129), we find

rrr; =
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-14
(p, - p;)' (p, * pr)t 1684 sinz (e t 2)

---v---.._/ 

\---1/--_----_J

=-4E2 sinz(etz) =en)z
So, (17-128) becomes

* f Mrrtuliz=-T 284 ,rofgl --'ar'o'!\arD .

spins DL 
l6E4 rii'tetz)-Tct'" \t)--WW

Putting (17-121), (17-122), and (17-l3l ) (twice) into (17-120), we get

( ao\ *o _( ,o t+cos2 o * ,o (, , ^^^o 
p))

laq)ro, 
= tslt?.821* , + 

sm4 sin4@/il[+cos ,))
-I-re e' --+e e'

. ,4 ,ota (o / z)-'g*o ti,t@/z)'
Or finally, since a= e2/4n,

4
e

(r7-130)

Result for
(17-l3l) thirdterm

Adding allfour
(17-132) terms

Zcosa (e t z)

stnz (o t z)
l--------J

interference
contribution

a result first found by Homi J. Bhabha in 1935, the reason the interaction bears his name.

Note that the first term in (17-133), the annihilation contribution represented by the LHS of Fig.
17-18 is the same as what we found for the ,* , -> p+ /t- and, e+ e- -+ t* r- interactioni,
(17-ll7), where there was only an annihilation amplitude.

Note also that the annihilation contribution must have a positive sign, regardless of the sign of
Mm in (17-118) because it results from MmM*61. For cross section determination, the sign of
Mm is arbitrary, since though it must result from normal ordering of the operators associated with
each spinor, we can for example exchange the order of two adjacent destruction operators and still
have a normal ordered result, but with opposite sign. However we must normal order the
operators/spinors in the same order for Mnz as we did for Mnt This gives us a relative sign
difference between Mm and Mpn This relative sign difference doesn't matter in finding the non-
annihilation contribution,AlsrM*82, as that quantity will always be positive. But it does give us a

minus sign in MmM 82, ztrd that leads to a minus sign in the last term in (17-133), which is very
important. That last term arises from the wave interference between the annihilation and non-
annihilation interactions, and so is termed the "interference" contribution.

(I7-133) is plotted in Fig. 17-I9 along with data taken in one experiment that measured Bhabha
scattering. Note that by plotting (do/dA) x (En)' instead of just (doldQ) on the vertical axis, we
get a curve that is independent of the energy level, so we can compare results from tests at different
energies readily.

The non-annihilation term, often called the exchange term (because it involves a simple
exchange of a virtual photon rather than production of a virtual photon from annihilation), along
with the interference term result in a front-back asymmetry, unlike the muon/tau producing
interactions. ( 1 7 -133) is not symmetri c in cos 0, whereas (17 -l1 7) is.

At small angles, the non-annihilation (exchange) term dominates. The probability for little or no
change in the incoming t* g- is higher. Jhis conesponds to the virtual (exchanged) photon carrying
little 4-momentum, so its k' = (pz - p'2)' + 0. (See the bottom row of (17-118).) This makes Mnz
large, since the photon propagator gets large. At large angles, the annihilation and exchange terms
are of comparable importance.

, lunmeasured
)] spins, ,(17-133)' 

lE,n, - 2E >> 2m

Final result:
dffirential cross
section for
Bhabha scattering

Relative sign

between tl4y and

fulsz is important

Multiplying y axis

@oAa) by (E,Az
gives same plot for
any experiment
at any 86-

" Exchange" term

for virtual photon
exchange part
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Figure 17-19. Differential Cross Section for Bhabha Scattering
Adapted from H. J. Behrend et al, Phys. Lett.l03B (1981), 148, which had

experimental Epy= 34 GeV. Units on vertical axis, GeV2-nanobarns/steradian.

77.5.3 Compton Scattering
Compton scattering, e* T + r* y,has two sub-amplitude contributions to the total amplitude

(see (17-70), represented by the two Feynman diagrams in Fig. l7-20,
Compton
scattering
cross section
determination

time+
Figure 17-20. Feynman Diagrams for Compton Scatterlng

We will consider the common case where the electron is initially stationary in the lab, and take
(8Q) rs the polar angles of the scatlered photon, i.e., as indicatinj the direction of k'. fhe initial IJse lrame
photon 3-momentum i will be aligned with the polar coordinate axii (z axis). See Fig. 17-21. where initial

e stationary

k'

Electron initially
stationary

e'g+ ---------+ e- e+

unmeasured spins,
relativistic energies

Figure l7-Zl, Compton Scattering When Initial Electron is Stationary in the Lab
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For this frame, we have, where we note that because photons are massless (and ltkr= 0), lpll =
lkl = o, and lptll = lktl = o)',

(*\
,)=l o 

Ip) lo I

(.0 /
( a+m-at

( n'\ | -lt 'l sino

[p'J I o

[txt- lk'lcos o

f *,?,,r) (E;\ ,=l o I "=[n;)=n
[k'lroraJ

Pr

,,=(!,)=o'=({

Pz=o=[

lp'
lfrom
1.onr"ru
Itu*r.

4-momenta in
terms of initial a,

(17-134) k, nt, andfinal

co',k',e

( 17-1 3s)

3 cases: depending
on spin and
polarization
measurements

(t7-136)

Case I: all spins
and polarizations
measured

Start with basic
dffirential cross
section expression
with #2 particle
stationary

From (17-134), andlor Fig. 17-21, we see

k.k'= lt<llt 1 cos 0 (= atat cos 0) .

We will look at obtaining the Compton cross section for three cases in the common test frame
case where the initial electron is stationary in the lab.

1. Spins and polarizations measured

2. Spins and polarizations both unmeasured

3. Polarizations measured, but spins unmeasured

The first of these is difficult to do experimentally, but its analysis provides a good starting point.
The second and third of these are common in experiments. In the third case, photon polarizations
are measured, which is considerably easier to do than measuring fermion spins.

1. Spins and Polarizations Measured
(17-69), when one of the final particles is a photon, repeated below as the first line of (17-136) is

(ao\ |.;*t \

laq )r ffit"fl' z*' 
)r,u'' ffi [ifr 

. ffi)-'
[#2 stationary,

Jz initiat and2
lfinal particles,

Iehstic/inelastic

lst e- stat

= #, t+ffi. ffi )' t.t' = #,*('.ifr)' tut'

Toevaluate}Et/dlk'l,weneed E'asafunctionof lk'l.Withpz=0inp, *pz= p't+p'2,

(n;)' =((-12 +lvzl' ) = (@)'+ lnr - pil') -+ (E')z =(*' * lp'l') =(*' + lt< - k12 )

-) E'=(*2+lt 12 +lk'12 -zk.k')t/' =(*'+lt 12 +1x12 -zltllx'lc or0)t" .

From (17 -137), we find (using the last part of ( 17- I 34) in the second line below)

:!; = *(*' + lt l' + lnlt - zlr<llt 1ro, ,)-"'(zlt 'l - zlxl cos 0) -Orli r

+ ,* !!'== E'+(lk'l-lt lrrrA) _ o*m-at + a -acos0 m+o(l-cos0)tikT:T-T=T'
Then, we want to find a simpler form for the numerator of the last part of (17-138). To do this,

we use our conservation relation

p+k-p'*k',
along with (which you can prove by doing Prob. 8)

Evaluate energy
expression in
this frame

(lt 1-lt<lcosd)

.(17-137)

(r7-138)
E,

(t7-139)
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pk = p'k' i.e., pakp = p'Pki, 07-t4o) A usefuI retntion

roshow pk=p'k'=p'pkL=(ortalrt'-1r'tt)k-tt=pttx-,r+kpki-f'P:i=ek'+t&'. (17-141)

0
(17-141) is true in any frame, but in our frame where p and ft are as found in (17-134), we have

pk = mo -lpl.ltcl = pk' + kk' = pP k; + kP ki
T

-+ mo)= m@ -0+ aa -k.k' = mai + oa/ - aai cos 0

-) ry=m+@(1-cose).a
We now use the last row of (17-142) in the numerator of the last part of (17-138) to get

(,,aE'') _ma
(.'- alutl )ro Ea

With (17-143), (17-136) becomes

gA = *= ' Ed127tz _ | _( q\'vut, 
{t*y.f,flfifliJ 

.' 
(t7_144)

I doi ),-y-,-y t6n2 E' &) ma) '' ' ' (+d2 \ at ) 
L il;;iil#ion,

lst e- stat

All we need to do further is evaluat e lMlz assuming spins and polarizations are known. We will
not do that here, but proceed to the more typical experimental condition where neither spins nor
polarizations are measured.

2. Unpolarized (Spins and Polarizations Not Measured)

We need to take both spin sums and polarization sums into account. Using (17-95), we find

+7"n +2,7, lulz = +7"*r, tt'/ P' tuli,,,

With the useful
relation, we can
simplify things

(17-142)

spins polariz spins

where for Compton scattenng, MPuis defined in (17-79) and (17-80), as

/l'/p' --rzi,,(p')f isr( p+k )y'ur(p) - ,2ir,(p')/isr( p-k')ypur(p)

tu10'

t2ftsr( p+k)/ -tzfisr( p-k
/v{p

(17 -143)

(17-r4s)

(17-146)

Result for Case I

Case 2: no spins
nor polarizations
measured

Need to do spin
and polartzation
SUMS

Compton
scattering
amplitudeIt

='s'(P us (p).

t=,4' f z=fY

Spin and
polarization surns
in terms of traces

-+ 4 terms

,o Xn eoxzt

Label the 4 traces
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We want to re-write (17-147) using the definition from the underbrackets in (17-146), the
expressions for the propagators, and ip' = fflav f fta*Wholeness Chart ll-s,top row. Thus,

+Et-* rr, ={(xil + xzz* xrz* xz) (17-148)

*-,rr(@"*r")f t"f .*f f) ro' 
( p+k)t -mz-ie '

or, with yof " yo = ya and f f = t,

X=''{W)"(m)"(#)r(ffiY}
Since the trace means we are summing on the first and last spinor indices of the quantity inside

the bracket, we can move the first sub bracket factor above to the end without changing the trace
summation. Thus, where we switch upper and lower locations of the indices again,

(

Xrr=r,)f( /*-/** )r(a) ( /+/+
t r ( p * k)' - *' .;)/ (#)" |ffi)"W)l' n -14s)

Note also that we can simplify the denominator of (17-149) with the first line of (17-150) below.

where we can switch upper and lower locations of the indices p andv since it is an inner product,

(p+t)'-*2 = pz +Zpqkr+kz -*2 =*2 +zpqkrt+0- *2 =zprykrt -Zpk
(p - k')' - *2 = -2pk' .

With (17-150), (17-149) becomes, where we ignore the tiny e,

r/1xu=Wrr{f (/ + / +*)rv (/ +*)r,(/ + / +*)rp(/' *4]r, (7-15rxa)
tom \PK ) 

call this quuntity

Similarly, as you can show by doing Probs. 9 and 10,

v1A,, =--p r'{f (y - t( * *){ (y + *)r,(/ - /'+ *)rp(/' * 4l (7-ts1xb)
l6m2 (pk",

Evaluating first
trace

l
J,

,r{/ (y * / * *)y' (/ + *)rp(/ - /' + *)r, (,r' * 4}

( r 7-150)

(17 -15 I )(c)

Result for.first
trace expressed in
terms of trace of
gamma matrices

Second to fourth
traces expressed in
terms of trace of
gamma matrices

Symmetries + can

fi,nd Xzz if know X11

and X21 if know Xp

Evaluating first
trace

r6m2 (pt )(pk')

X2t=ffi,,{f(y_/,**)/(y+*)yp(/+/+*)r,Qr,+4l.07-151Xd)
Note that if we exchange k <--+ - k' in (17 -151 ), then Xr r * X22 and Xn * X21. So, we only need

to find X11 and X12 and then exchange ft <+ - kt in our answers to get X22 and X21.

Finding X11

We need to reduce the eight gamma matrices of the quantity we designate as Y in (17-151Xa).
Recalling again the gamma matrices relations from Appendix A of Chap. 4, with which you should
be gaining some comfort, we have
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Y = rF (y * / * *),/ (p*f + *)y,
- poTf +4m

={t ((y * /)* *)(-z/ + +m)(g

Qt +/**)To(/'**)

-zf (y * tt) y Qr + /)yo -zf (y * /) y mrrt

= l*f (y * /)+*(g + /)ro + 4f (y * /)*'ro -zf W@ + \yo+
+*p(p+k)

(/'**). (7-1s2)

L6m(p+k)(p*rr) -zmz(y+l()

-zf y *2 Trr + +f m2 {g + /)ro + +fm3yo
\---_a-____J

-2*'/ -zmL(y +t() 4m3

Or

, ={o(/ * /) /(,/ * /)-8m(p+n) p+r6*(p+ft)( p+k)-s*, (y * /)
-lmp(p * n) + +m2 y -8mz t y + /)*rc#|Qr, + *)

={o(y * /) /(/ * /)-r6m(p+n) p*16m(p+k)z

-t6mz (g + l()* +*, / +rc#I(f, * *)

fot, 
* tq y(/ * lV' +4(,/ * /) /V * /)m-t6m(p+r,) pl' 

)

- l-rc*(p + n) p**t6m(p + k)' ,/' +t6m(p * t )' *-16m2 {g + /)y, l. 07-ts3)

l-tu*'Qr + /)*++mz yy'+4m2 ym+t6m3y, +t6m4 
I

With (17-153) in (17-l51Xa), we note that all traces of an odd number of gamma matrix factors
yield zero, and

y.. - rr{r} = -* ,r{o{l 
* /) /(/ * /V' -t6m(p +k) p* 

}^rr - ,trf b|z t ' t6*'(pk)' l+t6m(p+*)' * -16m2 (y + /)y,+4m2 yV,+to*al

T,{V * /) / (/ * /)y'} - o*'I'{(o * t ) pl,+ 4m2r'{(r * o)'}

+(pd +*") po +(p+n)2

+*'(pk)'
- 4m2 rr{(,/ * /)y' I * *' rr/ /' } + 4marr{r}

+(p" +te")p'o 4P" PL

- Y : -1, I' :r",::" o).7,:o:,;:' r',\f ,l:;[) :;,r ;.' (;i ( p * k),_^71_m

t 4*'(po + ka) oo * *t po pL + 4ma

If we express all quantities in terms of three linearly independent scalars (where the second
relation below is (17-140) and you should have proven both it and the third relation in Prob. 8),
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Cranking the
algebra* /)* *)yolV' + *)

-z(y+X)y@ *tt) am(p+k)n

lG"**")nobP+ro1r'o 1

+l-( n" +t ")( po*ko) pP p p I

l*( 
p" + r," ) p;( pP ** P 

) p p 
)

then ( 17-154) becomes

pt = p'2 = *' pk - p'k' pk'= p'k , (17-155) Useful relations
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,, t 16'+np)(pp'+kp')-(*'*zpk+o)(pp')+(pp'+kp')(*'+rcp) I --A1l=W1u*,(*,*@)*+*2(*2+2pk+0)_+*,(pp,+kp,)+*,pp,+4maJ.(l/.'56)

This reduces to

(17 -ts7)

(17-158Xb)

Finding X12

With another marathon of algebra, similar to what we did to find (17-158Xa), you would find

Y -- I#':Ti,i";i,:r;::yl:Ti;!^:; -:y:|* 
)|

^n-W
l**o + Bmz pk - 4*' pp' - 4m2 kp' + m2 pp' + 4m4 l

l*' ,r'- *2 pp'+ pp'*' -4*2 pp'* *' nn') l-r*, ,r'
l+*2 kp' + kp'mz - 4m2 kp' I I -2m2 kp'

l*(tp) (pp')-z(pk)(pp')+(pp')(kp) I l*o
=* 1*U,il(*p')+(rcp')(rcp) !=+ l+zQ,fiU,p')*'(pr,)' 

l),*^ + 4m4 
.r ' 

I *'bk)' 
l*J' 

- ' \'-r '

l-+*'t p+8m2 pk I I 

+4mz Pk

l++*a J L+4ma

And by substituting further, this reduces further to

x n =+- [ -r*' (p + *) p' + z(kp)(t p') + 4m2 pk + +*af
*" (pk)'\ 'ft I

=_fu I-'*' #'*' #+ 
z(nP)W+ 4mz Pk + +*^\

More algebra

First trace in
simplified form

Second trace in
simplified for-
found using
symmetry

We just state
third trace in
simplified form

Fourth trace in
simplified form
found using
symrnetry

= * {r*o +2mz pk +z(pk)(pr)I
m'lpk)'

Or finally

xn = , ..' .,u {*o * *2 pk + (pk)(p{}. (17-158)(a)
m" \pk)'

Finding X22

As we saw in (17-15l Xa) and (b), by exchan ging k with - k' inX11 we get X22. Thus,

(t7-t58Xc)

If you need to prove (17-158Xc) to yourself, please do so. I suggest you just accept it (as I have
from others), as the time could be better spent learning more physics, rather than slogging through
extensive algebraic tedium.

Finding X21

Exchanging ft with * f in Xpwe get X21.

and we note that Xtz = Xzt.

x2t= ffi{z*'+ Pk- Pk'I , (t7-1's8Xd)
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The Cross Section

Substituting (17-158Xa)-(d) into (17-148), we obtain

+22'*';,
(,.',.u{*o**2pk+(pk)(pt,)I+4{*o_*2pk,+(pkXpt,)}]

_ eo I m' \pk)' m' lpk')- |

2 (^ ) . .,1 I
4t-l - 2 {z*'+pk-pk'l 

I

\ (pt )(pk')''"' 
t YN Y^ r 

)

,o( *2 I pk' *2 I pk zmz r r)
a.Lr I-

'l(oo)' 
' pk *2 pk 

' (pk')' pk' ' *2 pk' bt )(pk') pk' ' pk 
)

:-([ 
#,.#)+2m2(*r #)+m4(* #|) 

' (t7-1se)

-ffi
In the frame where the electron is initially stationary, from (17-134), we have pk = mat and pk' =

ma)t, so

ri f,-*.;,=#((#.*).*(* *)+m2(* *)') 07.,60)44

From the rast ,i;'i;l t7-t4z)
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Using simplified

forms for traces in
original spin and
polarization sum
expression

yields simplified

formfor spin and
polarization sum

Simplifying

.further

yields simplest
expressionfor spin
and polarization
SUMS

With that, cross
section expression
simplified as

function of

I @, &)'

With prior relation

for a)', can get

cross section
expression as

function of
O o,m
Low energy ca.se

is Thomson
scattering

Case 3:
Polarizations
measured, spins
not measured

oo = 1(rr, o -i ,
m

(17-t6t)

(17-162)

so (17-160) becomes

+iI /r/p' /w;, = #((#. fl.zaos o -i + W4,)#/
- ,o ('-d 

-.u",2o')-2m2\ci'--";
Using (17-162) in (17-144) in place of lMlz yields the Compton unpolarized differential cross

section,

(ao\ ,4 t (at\z(o r \ ffullyunpolarized,i.e.,
| *-, | =-'-l:-l l{+o -.sin2gl ] un*ruiur"dspins .(17-lG3)
[doi )"-y+ey (+d2zm2\at)\(n @ ) [."op"rurtiuiibn,

lst e_ stat T
By solvin g (17 4a2) f or att and inserting that into ( 17- l 63), we can get the differential cross section
solely in terms of 0 (and known quantities such as @ and m.) That relationship is cumbersome,
however, and does not lend itself to any particular insight, so we will not deduce it here. A computer
analysis using it can result in a plot of differential cross section vs d. Such plots match experiment
to high degree.

Thomson Scattering

In the low energy case, i.e., CI << m, we have a)t = o). That is, the kinetic energy of the electron
after recoiling is negligible, and (17-163) reduces to the well-known Thomson scattering relation

( g\ =4(r * r - sin2 d =4(t* ror, e) {fullv unpolarized, (t7-t64)
laC4 )"r-+e-y- z,rf 

\ 2m2' I att<*
Thomson

3. Polarizations Measured. Spins Unmeasured

It is relatively easy to polanze photons for experiments and to measure photon polarization,
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whereas it is not easy to force fermions into specific spin states or measure fermion spins. So, it is
common to have scattering experiments where one knows the photon polarization states, but not the
fermion spin states.

In such cases, one sums and averages over fermion spins only, while calculating the cross
section for definite photon polarizations. We will not go through this analysis here, but merely state
the final result. You now have the tools to determine this yourself, if you choose to, though you may
be better served timewise if you simply accept what others before you have already done. Mandl
and Shawr provide an abbreviated ptoof for those who may be interested.

The result is known as the Klein-Nishina formula, where eP represents the initial photon
polarization vector and etOthe final photon polarization vector,

( *) =4( g)' 
( 4.!n * +epeL -z\ {measured 

polarizations, (r7-r6s)
[aoi )r-y-,-y +mz\at)\A'@ "tr -) [ unmeasuredspins

lst e- stat

17.5.4 Other Kinds of Scattering
We could, of course, go on to deduce differential cross sections for Compton positron, Mpller,

e* e- + yT, yy -) e* e*, and other types of scattering. However, as you havl rc.n fot other cases,
the effort and tedium in deducing each one is considerable, so we will forego those endeavors with
the aim of maximizing efficiency in learning. The time such exercises in algebra would consume
can probably be better spent elsewhere. If you have followed closely the differential cross section
calculations done earlier in this chapter, you should be fairly well grounded in the general
methodology, and that, of course, is the purpose of the chapter.

We do, however, overview certain well known scattering cases, like Rutherford scattering for
example, in sections to follow.

17.5.5 Electrons Scattered by an External Field
The QFT scattering we have been considering so far in this chapter comprises two particles

interacting with one another as depicted in Fig. 17-11,pg.443. We will now consider the case of
electron scattering by an external field (rather than by another particle), such as Rutherford
scattering of an electron by an atomic nucleus (its field, actually). This is depicted in Fig. 17 -7 , pg.
438, for classical scattering, and Fig. 17-8, pg. 439,for NRQM scattering. However, the scattered
wave in QFT will be analyzed here as a plane wave (see Fig. 17-11 where the target particle is
replaced by a potential field) rather than a spherical wave as in NRQM. Note that in the spirit of
Fourier, a spherical wave can be represented as a summation of plane waves, and vice versa, so the
two methods are ultimately consonant. We generally want to choose the method that is easiest to use
within a given theoretical structure.

Here, the external field is represented in the transition amplitude as we did in Chap. 16, pgs.
415-416, in particular Feynman rule #1 1 for such a field. Also, see the RHS of Fig. 16-3, pg. 415.

One then goes through a rather lengthy analysis similar to what we did from (17-19) to (L7-22)
and from (17-41) to (11-62) for one initial particle, one external field, and one final particle (instead
of two initial and two final particles), in the frame of the external field potential, to derive

Just state final
result without
doing all the

algebra

Other kinds of
particle-particle
scattering
evaluated in
similarfashion

Electron
scattering by
potentialfield
(rather than
another particle)

Use Feynman
rule #l l (for
external
potentialfreld)

Analysis similar
to particle-
particLe
scattering

Result of that
analysis for
arbitrary
external field

Examine
Coulomb field
case

(17-166)

Treating the nucleus as heavy (no recoil, effectively) and as a point charge located at the origin,
one takes the Coulomb potential, in physical and momentum space, as

(#)r.'*, = (*)' vvt' =(#)' I 4' (p') A" &r', (p)l'

field

e{G)=(ffi o o') -+ e!&'=(,ft o o')
where Z is the number of protons in the nucleus. (See Sect. 16.2.4, pg. 408.)

I Mandl, F. and Shaw, G. (Quantum Field Theory,Wiley 1984) pgs 1 57-159.

(t7-167)
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Substituting the RHS of (17-167) in (17-166) and summing/averaging over electron spins, as
Prob. 12 asks you to do, yields the unpolanzed differential cross-section
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( g\- 
= 

( ry\' L+III a, (p,)f u,(p1'
I rlo' ),".r"?,^ 

- 
[ tr.t, J Jof .2 

,,, 
.s

field A2 (1 7-1 68)

Spin sumfor
Coulomb

field case

hes along theapproac

/ 2),

)**').

='(ffi)"'l?)n(#ln]
After evaluating the trace (by doing Prob. 13), this becomes

(#)t** = 
'(,#)'(uu'*p'p' 

+*2)

field

The scattering angle dis the angle of the final electron (the initial electron
axis). Using lpl = lp'|, because the nucleus is assumed stationary, we see that

p.p' = lpl' rot e =lpl' h - z sin2 (o / il)
It l' =lp'-pl' =p'.p' -2p'.p+p.p -zlpl' -zlplt cos0=+lpl' sinz (0

rd thus (17-169) (where E = E) becomes

(oo\ _r( _az )'r
Urj**,f" ='1ffi) (t' * lpl' fi -z srnz (0 t 2)

(t7-169)

(r7-110)

. (17-173)

Using kinematics
and conservation
laws to simplfu
in terms of
0, final e-
scatter angle

Mott Scattering (any energy level)
Since lpl2 + n' = E2 and lpl = Ev, (17-171) becomes

relativistic or non-relativistic caseso

Non Relativistic (Rutherford) Scattering

For non-relativistic scattering E = m >> lpl and
into the famous Rutherford scattering relation

( ao \ @z)2[*,,l:;,*,=m
field

the Mott scattering relation, good for

relativistic or not, field
of heavy pointlike nucleus, (17-172)

unmeasured spins

1 >> v2 (natural units), so (17-171) simplifies

General cross
(17-171) sectionfor e- in

Coulomb.field

Relativistic or
non-relativistic
scattering

Special case:
non-relativistic
scattering

( ao\t-t-
I de' )u- &\ /extern

field

@z)z

mh-r'sinz(e/il)

Inon relativistic, field of
{ heavy pointlike nucleus,

I unmeasured spins

1 7.6 B re msstrahlung and Intrareil Divergenc e s

17,6.1 Bremsstrahlung
When a charged particle slows down, it loses energy and momentum. This energy lost by the

paxticle is carrie-rl away by radiation it emits, i.e., t/photon1sl. This process, anJihe radiation Bremssffahlung

emitted, goes by the name bremsstrahluns, which in German literally means "braking radiation". In overvrcw

fact, any change in momentum of a charged particle, such as an electron scatlered by a nucleus or
anything else, entails a deflection, i.e., a change in momentum, for the particle. Any deceleration
entails radiation emission and the term bremsstrahlung is generalized to include any such behavior.

Figure 17 -22 shows the two Feynman diagrams associated with the two sub-amplitudes for the
case of bremsstrahlung comprising both an exiemal field (like that ofthe nuclear Coulomb potential
field), represented by the photon with an X at its origin, and an emitted quantized photon field. Note
that the process is inelastic because a new particle (the emitled photon) is created.
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time------------+SBrem t Sgrem e

- mz 2 p'k' 2(E'o - p'.k')

Propagator of
bremsstrahlung
amplitude
diverges for low
energy photon

Hence, so does
amplitude and
cross section

No divergence if
assume photon
has mass p

For this, all the
algebra yields
bremsstrahlung
cross section

Examine lowest
order radiative
correction to e-
scattering by
external field

(17-t74)

Feynman
diagrams for
bremsstrahlung

Transition and
Feynman
amplitudes for
bremsstrahlung

Figure 17-22. Two Feynman Diagrams for Bremsstrahlung

The transition amplitude for this process, found via Feynman's rules, where k = p'+ k'- p, is

s 8,,^, - zn 6(8, - a)- t D(#)"' (#)"' (h)"' t-,remt * tutnu*z)

Sr(p'+k')=ffi=ffi

/r/ = MBreurt * ..fu/6rn^2

= -rz7,,(p'){/ (k');s" (p' * k') /r(t<) + .,4r&),sr (p - k') / (k')}a, (p).

The derivation of the cross section relation is similar to what we have done before, where, in
doing so, we sum and average over electron spins. However, in the course of evaluating the
amplitude ot (17-174) in order to find that, we see the fermion propagators have form

(t7-r7s)

For the limiting case of the emitted soft photon (at' = lkt l= 0), M diverges, and hence, so does
the cross section. We have an infrafed divergence, which we alluded to in earlier chapters, but now
address.

The first step in seeing how this infrared-caused infinity issue is resolved entails temporarily
assuming the photon has a non-zero, small mass p.In this case, the lowest value o)'can have is p,
so ( l7-175) will not diverge.

When we do this and plow through all the algebra, we find the bremsstrahlung cross section,
where 0' and d{l' refer to the final electron, to be

(ao\ (ao\ d,-k2,82

- 
:' 

,sr )Z.,Xit" ;t"7'I ao' ) u,"^, (., 
neld

(t7-t76)

where the differential cross section just after the equal sign is (17-166). We have not restricted
(17-176) to a Coulomb potential (which would make the uoss section after the equal sign (17-111)),
so it is good for soft bremsstrahlung in an arbitrary static external field.

For the second step, we need to look anew at the calculation we made to find the magnetic
moment, involving the vertex correction of Fig. 16-4, repeated below as Fig. 17-23.

17.6.2 The Vertex Correction and lts Infrared Divergence

In Chap. 16 (see comment below (16-l I2). p9,426), when we calculated the magnetic moment,
we were able to use Gordon's identity in a clever way to avoid having to calculate some terms in the
amplitude associated with Fig. 17-23 that were infrared divergent.

k=p'+k'-p k=p'+k'
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Figure 17-23. Vertex Correction Feynman Diagram for Scattering by External Field

However, if we want to calculate the cross section for electron scattering by an external field,
then we need to include these terms. The infrared divergence in the amplitude makes the cross
section infrared divergent.

To hold those infinities at bay, we temporarily, as we have done before, assume the photon has a

non-zero mass p. When we do this, and caffy out the rather lengthy algebra involved, one finds that
including the lowest order radiative correction leads to
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Lowest order
radiative
correction
Feynman
diagram

Another infrared
divergence arises

from the
correction

No divergence if
(tssume photon
has mass p

For this, all the

(17-177) algebraYields
cross section
including lowest
order correction

Cannot
distinguish very
low energy
bremsstrahlung

from pure elastic

e* scattering

So must add their
cross section
contributions

The terms with

( I 7- l 78) Photon mass P
cancel, so in
limit pq 0,

cross section
is finite

Infrared
catastrophe arises

from considering
the two processes
separately.
Disappears when
they are combined.

of radiative
corrections

=(#):;,n ('-1"#.#)
field

( ao\
[*J:;n

field,lowest
correction

Recall that the differential cross section factor just after the equal sign is the result (17-l7l) (i.e.,
(17-166), which assumed no vertex coffection in Fig. 17-23. And we note that (17-177) represents
an elastic interaction. No new particles are created.

77,6.3 Cancelling of Infrared Divergences

Note that for vanishingly small energy for the bremsstrahlung photon, that photon is
undetectable physically. So in that limit, the two processes (bremsstrahlung as in Fig. 17 -22 and
elastic charged particle scattering from a potential field as in Fig. 17-23) cannot be discerned
experimentally, and thus we must add their cross sections to get the measured cross section.

Lowest Order Radiative Correction

Hence, the total cross section for an electron scattered by an external field, including the infrared
limit for very soft photons, is the sum of (17-176) and (17-177), i.e.,

(ao\ # #--
[*j;;ff =[* 

J r,"*,* [;trI;,*"field, field,lowest
experim correction

=(#):;*" (' . ",''#(* 
u' - mQr'z ) * m \ - . il)

field

The last two terms cancel, so taking p-> 0, (17-178) remains finite for massless photons.

The infinite contribution from radiative correction of order a in elastic scattering cancels the
infinite contribution from the inelastic scattering of very low energy bremsstrahlung radiation. The
so-called infrared catastrophe arises from considering soft bremsstrahlung and elastic scattering as

separate processes in perturbation theory. The separation is artificial. One is always present with the
other, and the total cross section from both combined is finite.

All Orders of Radiative Corrections

theory, resulting in a finite correction to the cross section of any order in a.

From some perspectives, this cancellation seerns miraculous. Regardless, it does save QF-t.

It is well beyond the scope of this book to deduce the equivalent of (17-178) to all orders of Others haye shown
radiative corrections. It has, however, been proven, as stated in the famous Bloch-Nordsieck the cantellation
theorem. This asserts that the infrared divergences cancel exacdy at all order$ of perturbation works to all orders
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17.7 Closure

But for the chapter summary below, this brings to an end our study of the canonical quantization
approach to QFT and its application to QED. We summarize this approach in Chap. 19, and we
offer a very brief introduction to the path integral approach in Chap. 18.

If you have gotten this far, congratulations on a fine effort!

77.8 Chapter Summary

The cross section ois the probability of two initial particles interacting with both confined to a

unit sized area, and where that area is perpendicular to the relative velocity (as seen in the lab)
between the two particles. The units (cm', barns, whatever) for the unit sized area are those of o.

Differential cross section doldfl (a function of 0) is, under the above conditions, the probability
per unit solid angle of measuring a particular final particle whose velocity has an angle 0 with
respect to the line of action of the relative velocity between the two initial particles.

Both oand doMA are dependent only on the particle types and their initial energies. For given
particle types and energies, they are the same in different experiments and so provide a good
measure of the inherent strength of interaction between said particle types. Higher cross section
means two particle types are more likely to interact.

The ois the integral of doldQ over the surface of a sphere,

This ends this
book's treatment
of canonical
quantization QFT

(t7-179)

In experiment, the transition rate is (for large numbers of transitions) effectively equal to the
probability of a transition per unit time for two only initial particles times the number of first initial
particles times the number of second initial particles. This is expressed, where t represents target
particle and b beam particle, V is the volume the particle waves occupy, N represents the number of
particles, andv6 is beam particle speed, as

total transition rate = fuoNt
transition rate ='u#*,

unit solid angle

When both particles are moving with collinear velocities, vb ) magnitude of relative velocity
between them.

With 3-momenta of two initial particles known, the energy-momentum conservation laws (4 of
them) mean we can calculate four final unknown momentum values if we measure (or determine
from theory) the rest of the final unknowns. For two final particles in 3D, there are 6 unknown 3-
momentum components. Thus, by measuring any two, we can determine the other four. If we
express the six momentum components in terms of 3-momentum magnitudes and polar angles 0, Q,

then we have six different unknowns lp'11, 0t', h',lp'21, 02', and h'.By measuring 01' and h', *"
can determine all the others via conservations laws. Since scattering problems are set up to be
symmetric in Q (i.e., differential cross sections are independent of Q), we seek differential cross

sections as functions of fi'.
Wholeness Chart 17-2, pg. 443, summarizes non-relativistic and relativistic scattering analyses

for classical (hard objects, objects in potential fields) and quantum (NRQM, RQM, QFI) cases.

For QFT, we can use our prior development of the theory as a special case of (17-180). That is,
we analyze a particular hypothetical experimental setup that matches the conditions we assumed in
developing QFf in Parts 1 to 3 of this book. See Step 2 in Wholeness Chart 17-6below. Since o
and dold{l are the same for any experimental setup, we choose a setup (the QFT case setup) that
makes analysis tractable.

Wholeness Chart l7-6 (Parts I and 2) summarizes the steps to deduce differential cross sections
in QFT as presented in this chapter.

Infrared divergences that arise in bremsstrahlung scattering cross sections are cancelled to all
orders by divergent radiative vertex correction terms that, almost miraculously, have equal
magnitude but opposite sign from the bremsstrahlung terms.

o=[r,r#G)ao'

fo=ffru. (17-l80)
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Wholeness Chart 17-6. Differential Cross Section Determination in QFT
Part 1: Two Initial Particles
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Step Procedure In Text Example(s)

I
transition rate

= fr,ffiN,, fu =#,u
unit solid angle

(r7-10)
Every two initial particles case

(any type particles; classical, NRQM,
RQM, QFT; theory & experiment)

2

To apply QFT as developed, take

Nb=Nr= 1;Vb= Vt= V; V,T + *;

,r-o(ltYL")transition rate

unit solid angle
(at

Pg. 441

(17-1e)

Every one of our QFT scattering cases

Use step 2 in step I with dls *lt = ltr l' o* , to get /

3 do = SV ,l' 
o* , (ror dN yfinal states) (t7-22) As above.

4
Chose frame.

If both initial particles moving, vb + vrel
(17 -3e) coMframe vret=b{w)

5 dN r -UW ror M final particles (t7-49) M = 2 in all cases in this book

use step 4, step 5 with M - z, sfr.from QFT, Qda a'o' (r, - 4) -+vr, in step 3 to get step 6 1

6

do=dq (pi+ p'z- pr- pz)
64nzvrulElEzEiE;

( extern \
lf"r'n' I ^f 2initialand2

xl fr,2*, ldtpiatpzltutl' J nnat particles,

\ t ) [elastic or inelast

(17-s4)

++Jfe'e -+e'e ; e'e ->l'l
e T+e T; e e +e e

++e e +Ty;yy-+e e

Integrate step 6 ouer pt2 to get I in terms of single unknown p'1

7

d

X

o-6(Ei+r'r-n, -E)
I /ext ferms

[ry ,*,)d'pitt rt'
64tt2vrrlEtEzEiE;[ t,

(17 -s7) As above.

use d3ptr = lp 
t 
1l2d{t'6lpt1l to get step 7 in terms of I ptll and, d,{lt1,use a math trick (17-60) with the

delta function, then divideby ddt'1to get J
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8

do
ry=

d0i

extern
ferms

II ,*,)t-r*
6412vrr1E1nrZin)l L 

1

u;r'[{ft,Fr)-'
any frame,

2 initial and2
final particles,

elastic or inelastic

(t7-62) As above

Choose a frame to express energies and evaluate ( )- 
I 

bracket above, to get step 9 1

9

( ao\t-t

I aoi )chosen
Jrame

(17-68)

(17-6e)

( ao.ttl

I aoi )ro, - 64nz (E * Er)'

"jiilffi z*,)r-r

10
Find "tV. (Use e not es. Assume negligible

propagator & vertex radiative corrections.)
(17-1 18)

Bhabha scattering example from here on.

M-Mil + Msz (Er=Ez=E)

l1a If spins and polarizations measured, find IMP (17-1 19) (ffi),", =#l-^**r"l'
e-e* -+"-"*

ltb

If not, do spin/polarization sums and averages.

z 2 ( -2 z \
fermions: I I l(+)"I ll*rl'l

si=l S'o=t \ - Sr=l sr=l )
E-J--ffi

photons: minitiat,ptot (-t) o (+)* l4p'"'tulir..

(17 -78)

(17-e6)

( ao \ = ,,! =[+ y (l_u,l'[,'+):y = 16o'E'[t,h
_a-)e e'

* ltulurl' * *trrtuli, + tws2"a,G1) )

(17-r20)

t2 For step 1lb, evaluate traces involved using gamma matrix relations

In step I la or step 12, express p and ptr in terms of lpl, I ptr,l, and 0 (= ?'t),then that result in terms of
incoming particle energies and 0, to get J

13

(ao
l-

I aoi
as a function of I

chosen
frame

(1 7-1 33)

( ao\ a2 (t*ror'e
l- I --l 

-r

I aoi )com - zEl,l z
-!-re e' --)e e'

zcos4 (e t z)\ I 
E,* 7'?^

---==- lj sPtn/Polar
sin'10/2) ) [unmeas

t+cos4(atz)
stn4 (o t z)



Section 17.9 Problems

Part 2: Initial Fermion and External Potential Field

77.9 Problems

1. For a given experiment where beam particles of type A are scattere-d off of resting targeJ
particles of type B, the measured tranJitions per setond equals 2x102. Beam flux fi = iOt
particles per second per cm2, and total target particles inside the b"am flux N, = 102r.-Find the
cross section c
For a second experiment between the same ^t1vo particle types, measured transition rate = 120
detections/seconi,/6 = 3x105, and Nt=2x1A22.Find o.

What significance is there in the values you found for oin both cases?

2. Show that the NRQM total wave function for the incident and scattered waves of Fig. 17-8 on

pg.439, i.e., ( l7-13),has normalization factor C =1/ Jn .

3. Show that for relativistic, elastic scattering of two particles in the COM frame, that each
particle has the same kinetic energy after scattering as before. That is, each particle can have
different direction for its velocity after scattering, but it must have the same magnitude for its
velocity. Hint: Use E? -p? = *? = E'2 -piL , a similar relation for particle #2, and the 3-
momentum balance equation [where total 3-momentum is zero in the COM] to find
E? - Ei' = E3 - r'] . oivide this by the energy balance equation. Then add and subrract the
energy balance equation from your result.

4. Derive the spin sum for the second row of Wholeness Chart l7-5, i.e., for positron photon
scattering.
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I

Step Procedure In Text Example

1to
10

Similar to steps 1 ro l0 in Part I
above, but I initial particle and I

external potential freld Au (k). Use
Feynman rule #11 to get

( ao\l-t

I aoi )u*,r* fietd
frame

(r7-166)

Example in all boxes below: only I final
particle, and it is a fermion.

(*)';:,*!:, =(#)' | 4' (n') 4 0'r 

" 
(p)l'

& ext field

11
Assume particular form for

potential
(17-t67) couromb potentiat ef &, =(rft o o r)

I la If spins measured , find MP

1lb If not, do spin sums (r7-168)

t2 F'or step 1lb, evaluate traces involved using gamma matrix relations

In step 1 1a or step 12, express k, p, and p' in terms of lpl, I ptl, and 0 (= 7'),then that result in terms of
incoming particle energy E and fl to get J

13

'do\..---:- I as a function of 0

' 
dQ; )extern field

Jrame

(17-172)

(17-173)

( ao\t_t_

I aO' )Rutherford 
-

scattermg

@z)2

4m2v4 sina (e t z)

ls:*,j sptns

Iunmeas
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5. Derive (17-104).

6. Derive (17-106).

7. Derive (17-122).

8. Show that, for Compton sgattering,,pFku= p'pk;. Hint: $quare the conservation relation
(17-139). That is, find lpo *kp)(pu*ko)=lp'p +k'p)(p'u*kLl . Also, show that
p'F kp = pF kp. Hint: Start by re-arrangihfthe 6dnse.uation relaiiofi. r '

9. Show (17-l51Xc). i.e., Show

Xtz =

Chapter 17. Scattering

10. By means of analogy, deduce X22 and X21 of (17-151)(b) and (d) in one step from X11 and X12
of ( 17- 1 5 1 )(a) and (c), without going through the algebraic steps to derive X1 1 and X12 of the text
and Prob. 9.

I l. (Problem added to revision of 2od edition.) Show that, in any Lorentz frame where two
particles have collinear 3-momenta, that the magnitude of the relative velocity between them
(where subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the first and second particles) is

Hinr: start with (17- 38) v,,1=lo, -"r'=l?- Y),solve 
ror

E1E2v,u1=lEzpt_Epzl=,andcarryouttheinnerproductinthe

latrer expression. Then use (p1 pr)' =(Ernr-pr .pz )' = 1n?,*;n,l'lnrlt - 2E1E2p1.pz (where the

last part is valid when 3-momenta are co-linear) and crank the algebra.

Then, show that the special cases for v r,1 for the COM frame and particle #2 stationary are ( 1 7 -39)
and ( 17 -40), respectively.

12. (Problem added to revision of 2nd edition.) Find (17-168). Hint: (4-153), pg. ILTcan be useful.

13. (Problem added to revision of 2nd edition.) Find (17-169). Hint: Trace results of pg. 124 canbe
useful.

(prpr)'-rtr&
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Addenda

"My father says that almost everyone is asleep. Those few who
are awake go around being amazed all the time."

Meg Ryan's character in
movie Joe Versus the Valcano

Chapter 18 Path Integrals in Quantum Theories:
A Pedagogic First Step

Chapter 19 Looking Backward and Looking Forward:
Book Summary and What's Ilext
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Chapter 18

Path Integrals in Quantum Theories:

A Pedagogic First Step

The universe in each dimension
is vast beyond all comprehension.

A rytriad of mysteries,
a multitude of histories ...

From Divine Intentions
by R. Klauber

18.0 Preliminaries
As I mentioned on the first page of the book, I strongly believe it is far easier, and more

meaningful, for students to learn quantum field theory (QFf) first by the canonical quantization
method, and once that has been digested, move on to what is termed the path integral (functional
integral, many paths, or sum over histories) approach (functional quantization). The rest of the
book is devoted to the first of these; the present chapter, to a brief introduction to the second.

1 8.0.7 Chapter Overview

This chapter was composed so it can be read independently of (without reading) the rest of the
book. So, some things may be defined/discussed again herein that are covered elsewhere in the text.

In this chapter, we will define
. the functional and

. the functional integral,

then, with regard to non-relativistic quantum mechanics (NRQM),
. transition amplitudes for position eigenstates,

. the role of the Lagrangian and the wave function peak,

. the central idea in Feynman's path integral approach,
o expressing that idea mathematically, including Feynman's postulates,
o comparing the path integral approach in NRQM to Schrddinger and Heisenberg's,
. determining the transition amplitude from the functional integral, and
. applying the theory to an example.

Then, with regard to QFT, we will investigate
o comparing particle theory (NRQM) to field theory (QFf)
o "derivation" of the many paths approach to QFT, and

. deducing the form of the transition amplitude for QFT

18.7 Background Math

18.7.1 Integrating Functions of a Function
Functionals form the mathematical roots of Feynman's many paths approach to quantum

theories. To help in understanding the concept, consider first a function of another function, such as

Two approaches
to (ways to
quantize) QFT:
I) canonical
2) path integral

#I simpler, rest
of book;
#2 introduced in
this chapter

We'll examine
path integrals:
- math behind
- NRQM
. QFT



Section 18.2 Defining Functional lntegral

the Lagrangian of a particle, which is typically a function of particle position x and its time
derivative i. Position r, in turn, is a function of time t, i.e., x(t), and finding that functional
dependence on time comprises typical problems to be solved.

There are several ways we can integrate such a function of another functiono two being shown in
Wholeness Chart 18-1 (Part A) below. The figures and comments in that chart should be self-
explanatory. Mathematically, L can be any function of a function, but for our purposes, it will
generally be the Lagrangian.

I 8. 1.2 Defining " Functional"
In the path integral approach to quantum physics, we use a naffower definition of a functional

than the general mathematical definitionr. We define the integration of case #2 above, the integral of
the function (L) of a function (,r(l)) with respect to the independent variable (r) between fixed limits
to and t6 as a functional, and designate it as F. It is a number that depends on the form of the

function "r(r), on to, and on tb.It is different for different paths.
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Integrating a
function of a

function

Our definition of
afunctional F
tailored to
quantum physics

That definition

If L = Lagrangian,
F = S, the action

The functional
integral is an
integral (over all
paths) of the

functional F (itself
an integral)

r = [tu Ut (for a particular path)

Functionals are often symbolized by enclosing their arguments in square brackets.

Symbolism : r [x(r)] or F [x] ,

(1 8-1 )

(18-2)

I

)

i

though you may see functionals written with normal, rather than square, brackets.

If .L is the Lagrangian, then the functional F = S, the action.

78.2 Dffining Functional Integral
A functional (our definition) is a definite integral, i.e., a number obtained by integrating between

the end points of a certain path. Yet, because we get a different such number for each different path
in x-t space, we can integrate those numbers over all possible paths. In other words, the functional,
an integral for us, can itself be integrated. Such integrations are not simple, nor is their purpose at all
obvious at this point. They are visualized in cases #4 and #7 below and are called functional
integrals. We devote much of this chapter to explaining their origin, value, and means to evaluate.
For now, just let the general concept sink in, without straining to analyze it too much.

I Mathematically, a functional is a function of a vector space to a scalar field, i.e., a functional maps a vector to a

scalar. Spatial functions of time, i.e., paths, form a vector space by themselves, so our narrower definition is in line
with the general definition. In our case, the mapping involves an integration.

Wholeness Chart 18-1. From a Function of a Function to the Functional Integral - Part A

Case Procedure Graphically Math Conunent

I

Integration
above the path
in;(r) vs t space

= area shown

L(x(t))
Itb td,
JSa

where s is
spacetime
distance along the
path

I is a function of the function "r
(and i ), and the functional
dependence ofx on t is
typically the problem to be
solved.

Integration shown is not
relevant for us.

2.

Integration over
t - projection of
the area in case
#1 onto the L-t
plane

x(t)

L(x(t)) projection onto

F -l'u Ld,lta

F is a functional

If L is the Lagrangian, then this
integral F = S, the action.

Classicallyo 
^S = minimum (or

stationary) for classical
physical paths



Wholeness Chart 18-1 (continued). From a Function of a Function to the Functional Integral - Part B

Case Procedure Graphically Math Comment

3.

Sum F values as in case
#2 above for a number of
discrete paths between a
and b.

L(x(t)) 4

Zpn*
n=l

4 
"t.

ll,b 4at
n=l''a

Not relevant for us.

4.
Integrate F over all
possible (continuous range
of) paths between a and b.

Hard to show visually. f*b r p*G)
JXa

Not relevant for us.

Dx(t) implies all paths.

5.
Another function of F (i.e.,
where F is the argument),
e.g. exponentiation of F.

Not graphic. Raise e to i times
value F for a given path. ,ir[x(il - r'l',X 

to' Relevant for us.

6.
Surn 

"iF 
values for a

number of discrete paths,
like in case #3 above.

Same paths as in #3. fr,r, = i ,i(,!ua'
n=L n=l

Relevant for us.

7.

Integration like case #4
above over all possible
paths in "r(r) vs / space.

Hard to show visually. Same paths
as in case #4.

lrb r,r D*G)
sXa

Feynman QM path
integral approach. All
paths, not just classical.
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The chart above should be relatively self-explanatory. In summary, we can add the values Fnfor
a discrete number N (= 4 in case #3) of paths. In the limit of adding all paths, we pass to an integral
(don't woffy how for now), where we use the symbol 2x(r) to represent that functional integration.

NN

in,=i f;t,0, # [*u no*{i (norrelevantforus). (18-3)
n=l n=l

do the same thing for a function of F, such as ,'o 7u, in cases #6 and #7

itself be considered a functional, as it comprises a mapping from x(t) to a

limit as + l*U ,iF D*e)
@ Jxa" z/A (will be relevant for us) . (18-4)

We will evaluate (18-4) for a free quantum particle later in this chapter.

Alternative nomenclature: Because functional integration involves integration over paths (in x-t
space), Feynman's approach is often also referred to as the path integral approach.

78.3 The Transition Amplitude
78.3.7 General Wave Functions (States)

Recall from QM wave mechanics, that for a general normalized wave function ty equal to a
superposition of energy eigenfunction waves (which are each also normalized),

Alternatively, we can

above). Note that eiF can
(complex) scalar.

Lr,r,,= t ,i[',!uat
n=l n=l

Adding F for
all paths +
integration
over all paths

= functional
integration

Instead of F, do

functional
^iFmtegratrcn oI e

over all paths. This
is important in
quantum physics

V=ArVr+\Vz+4V2,
41 is the (complex) amplitude of Vt, so the probability of findin1 Vr upon

ei e., =lol' .

(18-s)

measuring is

(18-6)

Review of
states,
amplitudes, &
probability

V+ Vr
transition
amplitude - Ar

Probability of
transition =
lArl2

If we were to start with grinitially, and measwe Vt later, the wave function would have collapsed,
i.e., underwent a transition to a new state. (18-6) would be the transition probability.



Section 18.3 The Transition Amplitude

Definition: The transition amplitude is that complex number, the square of the absolute magnitude
of which is the probability of measuring a transition from a given initial state to a specific final
state. (As discussed in Chaps. 7,7 , B, etc.)

Symbolism: The transition amplitude for a time of interaction approaching infinity, as in the
canonical quantization approach, is typically written as +? (see chapters cited above). However, in
the path integral approach, where elapsed time T between measurements of the initial state tyi and
final state Wyis commonly finite, it is more typical to write

U (Vi,V y;T) (for Z -r @, U = S ytof canonical quantization 
) .
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Square of
absolute value
of transition
amplitude =
probability of
transition

Symbol U
for path
integrals
with T finite;
forT*6r
U=Srtof
canonical
case

U for NRQM
Schrddinger
wave mechanics
approach

W1), eigenstate of
position, in x
space rep, is a
deltafunction;
which can be
effectively
represented by a
steep, narrow
wave packet

It spreads as
it evolves

When measured

at x7 wave

packet collapses

to lxy), eigenstate
of position, i.e., a
deltafunction

So U for
position
eigenstate at

)
xf, + lUl'=
probability

density at xy

This terminology carries over to inelastic cases (where particles change types). (Most of QFT, as
seen in the rest of this book, is devoted to determining the transition amplitudes for the different
possible interactions between particles.)
Schrddineer Approach - Transition Amplitudes

The Schrodinger approach to QM leads to an expression of the transition amplitude of form
(note the parallel with (7-62), pg. 198)

(18-7)

(18-8)

(18-e)

u (vt,v1;r)= U e-iHr/rt W ,

final state initalstate at rd

measured-
atT ll" evolved state at r+/.,

where F/ is the Hamiltonian operator, and we retain the symbol fi even though h. = l in natural units.
Alternative nomenclature: The transition amplitude U is sometimes called the propagator (though
not the QFf Feynman propagator). It projects the wave function at T + to that evolved from the
initial state I Vi) at ta onto the final state I Vi at time Z + ta.It "propagates'o the particle from i to f.
7 8. 3.2 Position Eigenstates

When the particle has a definite position, e.g., xi, the ket is an eigenstate of position, written l.r; ).
The transition amplitude for measuring a particle initially at x;, and finally at xy, would take the form

u (x,, x y ;r) - (. rl{'" lr 1,,)
evolved state,
ln ,{ space = lrl

A position eigenstate such as Lxy)

is, in x space, a delta function of
formr 6(x- -xy), schematically
represented on the right in Fig. l8-1.
As the initial state at -ri evolves into

V4 however, it, like wave packets
generally do, spreads, and its peak
diminishes (wave function envelope
at right in Fig. l8-1.) The amplitude
for measuring the particle at time Z
at xy, i.e., for measuring lx) that

xf

Figure L8-1. Propagation of an Effectively Initiat collapsed from ry' is (18-9)'

position Eigenstate Quantum wave we can re-write (18-9), in wave
mechanics notation, as

u (xt, x f ;r)= I:d(r - xy\wG,r) d* - V(x f ,r) (1 8-10)

t There are different ways to normalize position eigenstates. Here we use what is easiest to understand for
our purposes. Also, in practice, a position measurement is always over finite Ax, not dx, so our initial delta
function actually coffesponds to a very narrow, very high real world wave packet (with the standard
normalization, such that the square of its absolute value is probability density).
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Thus, l, (*,,*y;r)12 =lw(*r,r)l = v * @ r,r) rlr(x r,r) ={*"i*['J *'l;T?i#?uring ( I 8- 1 I )

Modification to definition: Hence, from (18-10), the square of the absolute value of the transition
amplitude for eigenstates of position (with the chosen normalization and considering the initial state
a very high, very naffow wave packet), is probability density, not probability, as was the case for
energy eigenstate wave functions of form (1 8-5).'

As we will see, the value found using the RHS of (18-9), i.e., that of the Schrodinger approach,
is the same as the value found using Feynman's many paths approach.

78.4 Expressing the Wave Function Peak in Terms of the Lagrangian

78.4.1 Background,

One of Feynman's assumptions for his path integral approach to NRQM, RQM (relativistic
quantum mechanics), and QFT was to express the wave function value at the peak of a wave packet
(seeFig. 18-1)intermsof theLagrangian(exactrelationshownattheendof thissection 18.4). I
have never seen much justification for this in the literature, other than it is simply an assumption
that works (so learn to live with it and move on!)

In the present section I take a different tack, by providing rationale for why we could expect
Feynman's expression for the value of the wave function peak to work. The logic herein may well
parallel what went on in Feynman's mind as he was developing his path integral approach.

18.4.2 Deducing Feynman's Phase Peak Relationship

The Simplified. Heuristic Argument

In NRQM, the plane wave function solution to the Schrddinger equation,

V = Ae-i(Et-P'x)/h ,

means the phase angle, at any given x and t, is

Q=-(Et-p.x)t n

If we have a particle wave packet, it is an aggregate of many such waves, so it is not in an
energy or momentum eigenstate. However, it does have energy and momentum expectation values
that correspond to the classical values for the particle. The wave packet peak travels at the wave
packet group velocity, which coffesponds to the classical particle velocity.

Now, imagine that we approximate the wave packet with a (spatially short) wave function such

as 14 where E and p take on the values of the wave packet expectation values for energy and
momentum, respectively. If x represents the position of the wave packet "peak" (the middle of our
approximated wave function V4,the time rate of change of phase at x is then

dO, *-(r-p. ") _ -r -v +p. v
dttth'

where v is the velocity of the wave peak, Z is kinetic energy, and V is potential energy. Non-
relativistically,

7=|*rz p=mv + p.v=27,
so, in terms of the classical Lagrangian L, (18-14) becomes

d0 =T-v =Ldthtt
More formally, using the Legendre transformation

H=piei-L (A=p.v-L here) ,

directly in (18-1 4), after the first equality, we get (18-16).

Thus, from (18-16), the phase difference between two events the particle traverses is

Path integral
approach
expresses wave

function peak
in terms of
Lagrangian

Heuristic way
to deduce tl/peut<

= or'|fu'(1 8-1 2)

(18-1 3)

(18-14)

(1 8-15)

(1 8-16)

(18-1 7)

t This definition of U differs from that of other authors. We adclress this in Sect. 18.9.1 and the appendix.
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a= [la, =i ,

where ,S is the classical action of Hamilton. The classical path between two events is that for which
the Hamiltonian action is least. Note that (1S-18) is an integral of type 2 in Wholeness Chart 18-1.

Hence, the wave function at the peak could be written in terms of the Lagrangian as
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This is the typical starting point assumption when teaching the Feynman path integral approach
(still to be developed beginning in Section 18.5).

In RQM and QFT, we get a solution form similar to (18-12) (differing only in the normalization
factorA), andthus (18-14) is also true relativistically. Further, since (18-17) is truerelativistically,
as well, then so are (18-16), (18-18), and (18-19).

More Precise Argumept
The precise expression for a QM particle wave packetl, where overbars designate expectation

(classical) values; vg,, the group (peak, classical) velocity; and g@), the momentum space
distribution, is

itht is
Vpeak=Ae'h -lslt

,-*Fr 
r*)(n-F) r-iri,tr-il' ap .

v(xp"or,T)= ee)r'il*o' * eo)rt* =u (*,,xp,or,T)

(18-18)

(1 8-1 e)

(18-21)

(r8-20)

real =l for r= peak,
i.e., for x=vgt

call this A(.J)for y=xpeak

We are interested in the value of (18-20) at the peak, ty(xpeak,/), where xpeak= vgt. To begin,

note that with -r = xpeak inside the integral, the exponent of the second factor in the integrand equals
zero, and so that factor equals one. The function g(p) is typically a real, Gaussian distribution in
p - p, and independent of time. The third factor in the integrand is complex and time dependent.

Thus, with x=rp ,o1r, the integral in ( 1 8-20) is a function (generally complex) only of time, which,
along with the factor in front, we will designate as A(r). Thus, for the entire history of the wave
packet, the wave function value at the peak is

v(xp"ot,,r) - A(i r-iF'-P'*no)

More formal way
to deduce {peak

= o"'|fu'

Vpeak(T) =

U (xi, xpeal<, T)

Feynman's idea:
particle travels
all paths in
spacetime
simultaneously

Except for the time dependence in A(t), this is equivalent to ( 18-12), as the expectation values
for E and p equal the classical values for the particle. So, with regard to the exponent factor in
(18-21), all of the logic from (18-13) through (18-19) applies here as well. The final resulr is so
important, we repeat it below, with L being the classical particle Lagrangian, Irepresenting the time
when the peak is detected, and phase at t = 0 taken as zero. The RHS comes from ( 1 8- I 0).

Definition: Borrowing a term from electrical engineering, we will herein refer to

(18-22)

,'Q as a phasor.

18.5 Feynman's Path Integral Approach: The Central ldea
Feynman's remarkable idea takes a little getting used to. He reasoned that a particle/wave (such

as an electron) traveling a path (world line in spacetime) between two events could actually be
considered to be traveling along all possible paths (infinite in number) between those events.

t Merzbacher, E., Quantum Mechanic.s. 2nd ed. John Wiley & Sons ( 1970). See Chap 2, Sec 3.
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Difficult as it may be, initially, to believe, we will see below that adding the phasors from all of
these individual paths gives us the same result as using the standard QM theory of Schrodinger with
a single wave. The two different approaches are theretore equivalent.
Definition: Feynman's method is called the "@jnteg&I", "functional inteqral", "many paths", or
"sum over histories" approach to QM (and QFT).

Note that the paths do not have to satisfy physical laws like conservation of energy, least action,
etc. Moreover, each path is considered equally probable.

We will lead into the formal mathematics of the many paths approach by first examining simple
situations with a finite number of paths between two events.

18.6 Superimposing a Finite Number of Pathsl

18.6.1 The Rotating Phasor

The phasor of (18-22) can be expressed in the complex plane as a unit length vector with angle /
relative to the real positive (horizontal) axis. As time evolves this vector rotates at the rate L/h,, i.e.,

the total phase O= llar. So we can picture the phasor' l7
as a unit length vector rotating like a hand on a clock in a
2D complex plane (though here it is a counterclockwise
rotation).

For the purposes of Feynman's approach, w€ can
consider the particle as a wave packet with phase at the
peak determined by ( 18-22), and our final measurement a
position eigenstate at the packet peak. We then imagine a
different wave packet following each one of the infinitely
many paths between two specific events. We visualize
the phasor at the wave packet peak for each of these paths
as a vector rotating in the complex plane as time passes
(i.e., as the wave packet peak moves along the path),

the final event, the arrival place and time. Each path will

Fig. 24 in Feynman's book QED: The Strange Theory of Light and Mattert, is an insightful,
somewhat heuristic, illustration of the many paths concept for light. Since we wish to focus, at this
point, on non-relativistic quanta, we employ a similar, and at least equally heuristic, illustration in
Fig. 18-3 for an electron rather than a photon. In Fig. 18-3 an electron is emitted at event a,
reflected, like light from a mirror, off of a scattering surface, and detected at event b. The scattering
surface might be difficult to construct in practice, but one can imagine a surface densely packed
with tightly bound negative charge.

We look at a representative 15 different paths for the electron, out of the infinite number in the
many paths approach, and label them with letters A to O. Each path takes the same time L Note
that path H is the classical path, having equal angles of incidence and reflection. Since it is the
shortest, particle speed for that path is lowest.

The Lagrangian here is simply the kinetic energy, and this is constant, though different, for each
path. Since speed is least for the classical path H, it has the smallest Lagrangian, and thus the least
action. The other paths do not obey the usual classical laws, such as least action, equal angles of
incidence and reflection, etc. But according to Feynman's approach, we have to include all of them.

I Much of the material in this section parallels "Action on Stage: Historical Introduction", Ogborn, J.,
Hanc, J. and Taylor, 8.F., and o'A First Introduction to Quantum Behavior", Ogborn, J., both from The
Girep Conference 2006, Modeling Physics and Physics Education, Universiteit van Amsterdam.
2 Feynman ,R., QED: The strange theory of tight and matter. Penguin Books, London (1985).
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Figure 18-2. Rotating Phasor

eventually having a particular value at
have a different final phase.

78.6.2 Several Paths Graphically
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electron
emission

Many Paths Electron Reflection
electron
detection

From (18-22) and

determine the phasor

I8-2, we can

of (18-22) for

the particle/wave arriving at event b, for
each path, where S = LT = Vz mr2T. The
phasor direction in complex space, for
each path at the detection event b, is
depicted in the middle of Fig. 18-3.

The bottom part of Fig. 18-3 shows the
addition of the final event phasors for all
15 paths. Note that the paths f'urther from
the classical path H tend to cancel each
other out, because they are out of phase.
Conversely, H and the paths close to H are
close to being in phase, and thus, reinforce
each other via constructive interference.
So, the primary contributions to the
phasor sum are from those paths close to
the classical path.

If we were to increase the number of
paths, the jaggedness of the curve formed
by the 15 phasors would smooth out, but
its basic overall shape would remain
essentially the same. If we were to
increase the Lagrangian, while keeping
speed the same fbr each path (i.e.,
increasing mass of the particle), phasors
now near the middle of the curve would
shift towards the ends, and thus, be
cancelled out via interference. In other
words, increasing mass brings us closer to
the classical case, and the paths closer to
classical then make greater contributions

_ to the final sum. A similar effect wouldRe occur if the value for Planck's constant

were smaller. As h ) 0o all paths but H
would tend to cancel out.

Clarification

Fig.
iS/fr

e

electron
scattering
surface

A

Action

AB
+l

CDEFGHIJKLMNO
\t/-e----*-:/lrl+
Phasor direction of each path at event b

Figure 18-3. Graphical Justification for
Many Paths Approach

I once thought that increasing mass,
and thus getting closer to the classical situation, would bring the phase angle of the sum-of-all-paths
phasor in directional alignment with H, the classical path phasor (or at least with U ot (18-22),) For probability:
However, this is not the case. The important thing in Feynman's approach is not the phase of the Magnitude of
sum-of-all-paths phasor, but its length, which is proportional to lL4. And this length gets greater final sum over all
contribution from paths nearer H than from those further away. paths (total

Note that in order to get a graphically significant Fig. 18-3, I had to use a value for fi almost phasor length) is

eight orders of magniudL greater than the actual value. Otherwise the phase argles between important thinq.

adjacent paths, for the relativily large spacing between paths of the figure, would havJresulted in a Total phasor

seemingly random hodgepodgi of pnasors, ana obscured, rather thin illumined, the real physics angle not
involved. relevant.

If you would like to experiment with changing values for mass, fi, and number of paths yourself,
download the Excel spreadsheet from the website for this bookr.
End of Clarification

Phase Addition of All Paths at Event b

t 
See pg. xvi, opposite pg. 1. Click on link under Chap. 18.
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Feynman intuited that the amplitude of the final phasor sum was extremely meaningful. That is,
the square of its absolute value (i.e., the square of its length in complex space) was proportional
(approximately, for a finite number of paths; exactly, for an infinite number) to the probability
density for measuring the photon/particle at event b. What we mean by "proportional" should
become clearer after the following three sections.

78.6.3 Many Paths Mathematically
Consider particle paths similar to those of Fig. 18-3, where the wave function peak for path

number 1, with A{T) as in (18-22), is

,/r{'oo - 4||l^) ei$/h (18-23)

In the spirit of the prior section, one considers the phasor of (18-23) without ArQ) as representing
the particle, AND that particle is considered to simultaneously travel many paths between events a
and b. Then, the summation of the final phasors for each path is expressed mathematically as

eis/h + eis2/h + eis,/tt +..... = fiusihu

Math expression
of our example
of many paths
superposition

where A6 is the amplitude of the sum. As the number of paths approaches infinity, 14612 becomes
proportional to the probability density of measuring the particular final state at event b. That is,

],!*f"'t"o = 4e'4* *u (,t,'r,r) lr"^^l' =l+l'*lul' (probability density). (18-25)

We will leam how to evaluate the limit in (18-25).

18.6.4 Another Example
Consider a double slit experiment with a classical Huygen's wave analysis showing altematin g Anothet

fringes of light and dark, which via the classical interpretation are caused by constructive and exarnple: double
destructive interference of light/electron waves. slit ex.periment

Figure 18-4. Double Slit Experiment in Many Paths Approach

By the Schrddinger wave
approach, a single quantum
wave travels through both slits,
interferes with itself, either
constructively or destruc-
tively, to result in a wave
amplitude that varies with
location along the receiving
screen. The probability density
(square of the absolute value of
the amplitude) of finding a
photon/electron also varies
with that screen location. So
as the quantum waves

collapse, one at a time, on the screen, they tend to collapse more often in the high probability (high
magnitude amplitude) regions. These coffespond to the bright fringe regions, which, with enough
individual quanta collapsing on the screen, are seen by the human eye.

In the many paths approach, for any particular spot on the screen, we would add the phasors of
every "possible" path from the emission point, through one slit, to that spot (xp )y', plus all paths
through the other slit to the spot. See Fig. t8-4. The result would be proportioiral-to the amplitude
at the spot found in the Schrddinger approach. That is, the sum of all phasors at ("ry, y) (see (18-25))
yields

tu(y)f

(

ll

(18-24)

C lim
N*>*

where C is some constant.

!,r",,^ --u (r,,!rixf ,r y ;T),
j=l

various paths

(r8-26)
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and thus, once the value of the limit is determined, readily find the proportionality constant C.

Section 18.7 Summary of Approaches

We would then repeat that procedure for every other point on the screen. For a fixed source at
(xt, y) , and a fixed x1 for the screen, the amplitude would be spatially only a function of yf, and we

could express it simply as U(yy'.

18,6.5 Finding the Proportionality Constant: By Example
The square of the absolute value of the amplitude U is the probability density. So we can

normalize U over the length of the screen, i.e.,

78.7 Summary of Approaches

I 8.7. 7 F eynman's Postulates

Richard Feynman was probably well aware of much of the foregoing when he speculated on the
viability of the following four postulates for his many paths approach. Subsequent extensive
analysis by Feynman and many others has validated his initial speculation.

The postulates of the many paths approach to quantum theories are:

1. A particle is assumed classical in the sense that it can be considered a point-like object, with
both its position and its 3-momentum well defined along each individual path, so those
values determine the Lagrangian at any point and time along any given path. However,
the particle is assumed quantum mechanical in that, like a wave function, it has a phase
(at the point).

2. The phasor value at any final event is equal to ,is/h where the action S is calculated along a

particular path beginning with a particular initial event.

3. The probability density for the final event is given by the square of the magnitude of a
typically complex amplitude.

4. That amplitude is found by adding together the phasor values at that final event from all
paths between the initial and final events, including classically impossible paths. The
amplitude of the resultant summation must then be normalized relative to all other
possible final events, and it is this normalized form of the amplitude referred to in 3.

Note two things.

First, there is no weighting of the various path phasors. The nearly classical paths are not
weighted more heavily than the paths that are far from classical. That is, the different individual
paths in the summation do not have different amplitudes (see (18-24) and Fig. 18-3). The
coruelation with the classical result comes from destructive interference among the paths far from
classical, and constructive interference among the paths close to classical.

Second, time on all paths (all histories) must move forward. This is implicit in the exponent
phase value of ( I 8- 19), where the integral of L is over time, with time moving forward. Our paths
do not include particles zig-zagging backward and forward through timer.

18.7.2 Comparison of Approaches to QM
Wholeness Chart l8-2 summarizes the major similarities and differences between alternative

approaches to NRQM.

I Caveat: A famous quote by Freeman Dyson states that Feynman, while speculating on this approach,
told him that one particle travels all paths, including those going backward in time. But the usual
development of the theory (see Section 18.6) only includes paths forward in time. Perhaps all paths
backward in time sum to zero and so are simply ignored. In such case, Dyson's quote would be accurate.
But I have not personally investigated this and do not know for sure.
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Wholeness Chart l8-2. Equivalent Approaches to Non-relativistic Quantum Mechanics

Schrddin eer Wave Mechanics
Heisenberg

Matrix
Mechanics

Fevnman Many Paths

Probability
Density of
Position

Eigenstates

lamplitudel2

Same
results as

other two
approaches.

lamplitude12

Transition
Amplitude

U (*, , x y ;T) = (* rlr4* 'o l*,)

U (*,,x1;T)=, J,:*f rtt,"t -- j=t
.rTL-

= rl:,t ,'Joio'D*(,)

Comments

Above interpretation assumes

lxi) is high narrow wave packet
and lx) is a pure delta function
in position space

Need to determine C. Some others

include C in definition of Dx(t).

We haven't done the integral part yet.
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78.8 Finite Sums to Functional Integrals

78.8.1 Time Slicing: The Concept
After all of the foregoing groundwork, it is time to extend the phasor sum of a finite number of

paths, such as we saw in Fig. 18-3 and (18-24), over into an infinite sum, or in other words, an
integral. To do this, we first consider finite "slices" of time, for a finite number of paths in one
spatial dimension, as shown in Fig. 18-5 where, for convenience, we plot time vertically and space
horizontally. As opposed to our spatially 2D example in Fig. 18-3, different paths in Fig. 18-5
actually refer to the particle traveling along the x axis only between i andf, though at varying (both
positive and negative) velocities. The paths between each slice are straight lines, but there is no loss
in generality, as one can take the time between slices At --+ dt, and thus, any possible shape path can
be included.

As noted earlier, for any sinele path, the

Slicing time into
"pieces" for
discrete time
analysis

A simple
example

The amplitude U for the transition from i to f is proportional to the sum of (18-28) for all paths,

,yr I' '

phasor at f = ,'J'i io' -ris/rt ,;;;ffi-
N

sum of oo phasors at f = lim f ,is1tn
N ->* .2.

J=l

(r 8-28)

(18-2e)

tf

tn

t3

t2

tr

ts

t2

tl

to

-xz*xl

x(t) * xo
)ot

x(t)

Figure 18-5. Time Slicing for Finite
Number of Paths

Figure 18-6. Space Slicing for Three
Discrete Paths

Ato,,,,
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18.8.2 Space Slicing: Simple Paths with Discrete Approximation
To evaluate (18-29), we next also discretize ("slice") space, and consider a small number (three)

of paths over a small number of discrete events in spacetime, as in Fig. 18-6. We label the paths a,
b, and c, and the events with two numbers, such that the first number represents the time slice, and
the second the space slice. The continuous range of x values at time /1 will be designated x1 ; at t2,
x2i etc. We limit the spatial range for paths considered to "rB - xL = /, where the number of paths N
= 3 = I /A,xt Each path passes through the center of one AJ1 segment.

We then assume the phase hz at i is zero, and find the phasors at f for each of the three paths by
subsequently adding the phase difference between discrete events along a given path, as in the
second column of Wholeness Chart 18-3 below.

Note that in the last line of column two in Wholeness Chart 18-3, the Lagrangian I without
subscript is assumed to be the L for the particular sub-path being integrated (common notation).

In column three, we approximate the integrals of L over t, e.g., for path a aver an interval Af,

So = fiPPrx 6, (18-30)
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Slicing space
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analysis

Approxirnate
(discretize) L like
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Summing
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where, for the first sub-path,
l ,,2

Lo = ***, -v G) = t*( h :lwl' -u ( \r !xoz)=,#o*(xrr,;oz) 
118-31)\,-',/\.2)

Similar relations hold for the other sub-paths, and are shown in Wholeness Chart 18-3.

Note that ( I 8-3 1) is solely a function of x1 1 and xs2. The summation of all three paths in the last
row of column three in Wholeness Chart 18-3 is solely a function of x1z, x23, and the three
intermediate eventx values xtt, xrz, andx13. Since xs2andx23 are the positions of the initial and
final events, which are fixed and the same for all paths, the final summation approximation in
Wholeness Chart 18-3 is really only a function of the three x1i . It will, however, serve a future
purpose if we keep xs2 and xy inthe relationship for the time being.

Wholeness Chart 18-3. Adding Phasors at the Final Event for Three Discrete Paths

Path Phasor at f Phasor at f in Terms of Aporox L

a
,iQuz3 - ,i((hz-tt+At-zt) = r,!;:+rt ,i!r2,3lat

=,rl+ 
^P#)' * ('f-)1.,;{+ -[ ** )' -' [ 

** 
) ]'

= uif {'or'*rr) 
"f,.f 

kr,,*zz)

b
sih,zt - ,i(hz-rz+Az-zt) = rttl*d, ,if|$a, =,rl+ 

^P;-)' -' (" tr o' 
)l-,;{+-P*)'-' [ 

*,* 
) ]'

I f (rrr,r,r) ! f U,r,rzr)
=eft en

c
,i;cz3 - ei(hz-*+hr--rzr) - ,'l;:+o' ,'li+* =,;l+-(*#)' 

-' ( ry' ) 
I 

-,rlr^(ry)'* ( 
*#" )]'

= ,tf {'or'*,r) 
,f,f 

(",t,*zt)

Sum
of a,

b,c

* ,'1,\)lo' ,i!,u,la' * r'!::+o' ,'ff|o'

*r,l::+0, ,tfila,
$ifa,,ttfffatN=3

=2,
j=1

_ r*.f 
t*,,r,*,r) 

rf,.f 
U',rzr) * ,*,f Grr,rrr) 

rf,f $,r,*rr)

* rif {*"''*"),f, f k"'*")

=Y rr' 
(nz'x1 1) r|,r 

(n, *,,)

j=1
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The final relationship in Wholeness Chart 18-3 is approximately proportional to the transition
amplitude, i.e.,

u (r,.1;r =tf ,)= rY rif('o''"') ri,'f('''"') =rf ,f,t**'t"o''*") rit""'r(*'i'"'), (18-32)

"r=l
j=l

where C is some constant, and what we designated as a function/in Wholeness Chart 18-3, in order
to emphasize its independent variables, is actually an approximation to the action S.

Since U is proportional to the sum of the phasors, we can multiply the RHS of (18-32) by any
constant we like and the proportionality still holds. To aid us in taking limits to get an integral, we
multiply (18-32) by Axr, and get

Finalform of
approxfunate U

for our example

Can multiply by

constant Lx1

since our sLtm

proportional
toU

Take number af
paths -) oo

(but still have

discretized time)

u (r, y ;r) = c'Y ,Lsannrx 
(xs2 '" 

') ,itno"r 
(*r i '*zt) o *, ,

u (t , f :r) = r' lr:*t it'*''' (*o''" i) ,f,t"''' {*' 
' 
'"') ,.xl

J-r

= r:'T^ ,iso"'*(*"''") ,it*oo(*''*n) d*t =c,*i^ ,'li,T*o' o*r.

& - ri(hr -t f h r-,2 t ++hr-zz)

1st
path
only

= r'!")*o' rif;"!a' r'Ei+o'

(18-33)
j=l

where C it a new constant. Taking the limit where Axr * d.\ means taking the number of paths

N ---+ oo. And thus,

(18-34)

xr=xL

where our discrete values x1i have become a continuum xt, and it is implicit that the t of the last part

of ( I 8-34) is that over the appropriate path corresponding to each increment of dxy ( 18-34) is still
only approximately proportional to the amplitude because time is still discretized in Ar intervals and

we limit the integration range to x1 ) J1 ) Js. Before extending those limits, however, we must
consider a slightly more complicated set of paths.

78.8.3 From Simple Discrete Paths to the General Case

In Fig. 18-7 we introduce one more time interval between the initial and final events, resulting in
nine discrete paths.

t

t *x3
*x2

-xl
x(t) ---- rb

t
tl
t,

Figure 18-7. Nine Discrete Paths between Two Events

Repeating the logic from the previous section (use Wholeness Chart 18-3 as an aide), the phasor
of the first path (02--+11---27-*33) is simply

En route to
making time
continuous,
examine our
example with
another time
interval

(1 8-35)
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We repeat this for the other eight paths, approximate L along sub-paths as before, and take ft below
to indicate the lcth Lxz segment. This results in a phasor summation from all paths at event f (= 33)
[compare with last row, last column of Wholeness Chart l8-3 and (18-32)] proportional to the
amplitude, i.€.,

( 18-36)

(18-37)

, (19-39)

(18-3e)
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u (i, f ;r)= c5' Y ,*t*"*('o''*' i) ,it'*" (xt i'x2k) ,lt*," {xzn'xn)

j=l k=l

Note that ( I 8-36) depends on the discrete values of both x1i and x21r. So, as we did with ( I 8-33), we
can multiply (18-36) by one or more constants without changing the proportionality. We choose to

multiply by Arr and Ar2. We follow by taking limits Arr--+ dx1 and Nxz- dxz (i.e., N --+ oo),

[compare with (18-34)] which results in

u (i, y;r) = c' ,lim i f ,*t*"'(*o''*t'i) ,it*o*(xti'x2k) r|t*'*{*'o''t) L*r*,' N -+*?. Ij=l k=l

= r,"T^ T* rrt"""('qr''r) rf,,s*n*{xr'xz) rf,sonn'"(*r,'rr) *r*,
1t2=XL XI=XI.

=r'"ro 
r'T^ 

r'ffiio' orr*r.
XZ=XL XI=XL

where, as before, it is implicit that L in the integral is for the particular path that crosses the

respective f slices at x1, x2,... xn.

18.8.4 From Approximate to Exact
To get an exact, not approximate, relation for the RHS of (18-38) we have to do two things.

I . Take the x range from / to infinity, i.e., xr + - oo and .xR + oo, and

2. Take Lt ---+ dtfor the same I(time between events.)

Doing this, (18-38) becomes

We can readily generalize (18-37) to any number n of time slices as

xn -xn xzVn \=!n il'f La,
,(t,ftr-t: -t,)=c J J I,'rti h*d*rd*r..l*,

Xn=XL X2=XL XI=XL

Approximation for Transition Amplitude

x=x j
u(i,Y;r-tr*t,)=c J e

x=xi

ts':$,,xfrT:#o:l*,il"h
paths between i and f

Exact Expression for Transition Amplitude

'[',{ *o'r,

The symbol D, as noted earlier, represents integration over all paths. With this, the integration

limits designate the initial and final x values and do not imply a constraint on the .r dimension
during the integration (as was the case with (18-38).) In (18-39) we have, at long last, obtained the
relation of integration type #7 rn Wholeness Chart 18-1, pg. 490, where

,iF - "tf,{ 
f;at (18-40)
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^18.8.5 Practicality and Calculations
Practically, for the first approximation addressed in Section 18.8.4, we really don't have to take /

to infinity, as we know that paths outside of a reasonably large range from the initial and final
spatial locations will sum to very close to zero. So we can live with significant, but not infinite, /.

For the second approximation, we only need small enough Ar such that taking a smaller value
does not change our answer much.

If we use (18-38), with judicious choices for Ar and l, we can, in many cases, obtain valid closed
form solutions for the amplitude. We can also obtain numerical solutions with a digital computer by
using approximations for L between time slices, as we did previously. That is, we can approximate
the RHS of (18-38) in the manner we did for the first line of (18-37), but extending the
approximation of (18-37) from 3 to n time slices.

78.9 An Example: Free Particle
We will first determine the amplitude (and thus detection probability density) of a free particle

via the Schrddinger approach and then compare it to that for Feynman's many paths approach.

7 8.9. 7 Schriidinger Transition Amplitude
Recall, from Section 18.3.2, that, in the Schrodinger approach, a position eigenstate is

effectively a delta function, and as it evolves, the wave function envelope spreads and the peak

diminishes. l(ll2 for such functions is the probability density at the final poin t xy, after time L We

should then expe ct lIll2 to decrease as I increaseso and to effectively equal infinity at xpeakwhen I
-0.

We start with the Schrodinger transition amplitude relation (18-g),

u (*,, x y ;r) = (* tlr*'" " lr,) (18-41)

where we take the bra to be a pure delta function and the ket, a normalized wave packet
approximation to a delta function. It is simpler mathematically to use a pure delta function to
represent Lr;), but then we have to normalize it in a manner similar to a wave packet. There is a lot
behind this that we summanze in the appendix (pg. 509), but here, we simply use A to represent the
normalization factor in the ket of (18-41).

u (*,,xy;r)= Jl(u(" - *r)r-''r/h A6$- *,))a, ,

with the well-known relations

6 (, -xi ) = *!:,'k(x-xi) oo =*t:,'#(*-*) or .

Practically can
take I large
enough to give
accurate answer

And can take Lt
small as needed
as well

Free particle
example in
NRQM

First, via
Schrddinger
wave mechanics
approach

(r8-42)

(18-43)

(Box 2-3, pg. 27, explains the use of operators in exponents. In essence, one can express the

exponential quantity as a Taylor series expanded about T =0,i.e.,f(T) = r-irH/h = 1 - iTH/k,-Vz

f #f? *... Then, operate on the ket/state term by term [getting terms in iETlk to various powers],

and finally re-express the resulting Taylor series as an exponenti al in iET/h,. We have taken the ket

with time ti = 0 to make things simpler, but even if you think of the Hamiltonian operator as a time
derivative, when it acts on that ket, it functions as an energy operator and still yields the energy.)

For the exponential with the F/ operator acting on the initial state, and E - pzl2*, (18-42) is

u (", x 7 ;r )= n [[# [:,'+F- "' *')(^ *I:,-i',o,'f,{*- 
*'' *))-

(18-44)

= f-[[# f ,'#?'-''*'J[ 
^*l:,-irp2 

/2*n,if,u-.u *))*,

*
t

where we took (x - xr) -+ (xr - r) in the 2nd line to help us later. (It makes no difference in the
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integral from - oo to + 6.)

U (r,,x7:T) -

we tind

Y=@

-c J
Y =-€--n

[* e-o*'*b* d* =

U (*,,xy;T)= A

Re(a) > 0,

im t." --\2 im , ,2
,o6rlxz-xrl Tift)("r-xi)-

ee
fp

We then re-arrange (18-44) to get

^ * [! u-irn' r r*(* y n'i" 
- o) 

o*), o 
o r,

im, '2.l * nEzrl*.r*'i)
\ tztrnr

)'

I

u-Eo*'dp'd.p

(18-4s)

(18-46)

(r8-47)

(18-48)

(18-4e)

Probability
density atfinal
event for free
particle via
Schri)dinger
approach

Now, for free
particle via
path integral
approach

= o*lr-irp2 /2mn rhn(*r-*i) dp ,

Using the integral formula

[L,*'0"

The astute reader may question whether (18-46), with complex a and b, converges. It does because
the integrand oscillation rate increases with larger lpl in such a way as to make successive cycles
shofter. As lpl gets very large, the cycles become so short that the contribution from each cycle
(think area under a sine curve) tends to zero, and it does so in a manner that allows the integral to
converge. Said another w&!o the smaller and smaller contributions as lpl gets large alternate between
positive and negative values (for both real and complex portions), and thus convergence is assured.

From (18-47), the probability density ar event f is

l, ?,,*y:r)l' - A2 #,
which, as we said it must, decreases with increasing T, andequals infinity for T = 01.

78.9.2 Many Paths Transition Amplitude
We now seek to derive (18-47) using the many paths approach. (There is an alternative

derivation, which you may find easier, on this book's website. See URL on pg. xvi, opposite pg. 1.)

A free, non-relativistic particle has Lagrangian (all values are wave packet expectation values,

a.$., x7=T = xpeak, V = vg)

I

t=**r'=4*l
LL\

Ar)

Lt
xG+ - xG)

where the RHS is an approximation between

Fig. 18-6, pg. 498), (18-38) becomes

u (i,f ;r) =r*" I ,..'l* ','=* ,tl{=' *o'
Jn-+ X2=-x J1-<

xr=* x2=m .{; =e

=( J J I
Xr.=-a X)=-6 "t1=-m

adjacent time slices. Taking tr = 0, and / - oo (see

,tt.*o' ...r,rf lat ri!t]*0, a,,o*r...dxn

;l+-p*)'\. +l+-p*)'l- +l+-Gfl'l-
e ...e e dxrdx2...drn. (18-50)

X2=@

I
X2=-a

Jl=*

I
.d1=-e

im,12

-1,T2--f,)l

2h(Lt)'" "'
e dx1dx2...drn

fy fa
f (*r)

I Note that probability density for a wave function that is an exact delta function at time T = 0, is a straight line any time T
> 0. This may seem confusing, but that is what (1848) (with no .r7 dependence) tells us. For a wave packet approximation
to a delta function (instead of an exact delta function), for ? > 0, we have the behavior as in Fig. 18-1, pg. 491 .
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where the under-bracket notation will help us in subsequent sections.

Background Math

Look, for the moment, at the last two factors (function s f s and fp) in the integral. They must be
integrated over 11, and that result is a function of x2. When one of the two functions in such a
procedure is a function of xz * xt, as it is here, the integral is called a convolution integral. (See
http://www-structmed.cimr.cam.ac.uk/Course/Convolution/convolution.html.)

In mathematical circles (search "Borel's Theorem"), it is well known that the Fourier (and also,
the Laplace) transform of such an integral equals the product of the Fourier (or Laplace) transforms
of the two functions. That is, for f representing Fourier transform,

rII rpiz*xr) roir)tuj=r{rBlr{r"I .

Note that althoughfqis a function of x1 -.r; , we can write f a\t) because x; is fixed.

Each factor in the last row of (18-50), as one moves leftward, plays the part of f p in the theorem

above for the next convolution integral, where the prior convolution integral plays the role of fa.
We get, in essence, a series of nested convolution integrals. Using (18-51), you should be able to
prove to yourself that the transform of (18-50) equals the product of the transforms of the
exponential factors in (18-50). If you can't, or don't want to bother, proving it, then just accept that
a corollary to (18-51) is

t{f J Ift(-, -r*)....fr(', - x)fBGr-*)fo(x)dx1dx2 dx,l

= r {rr! ..r {rr} r {rBI F {f"1.

Evaluating the Amplitude

So, to evaluate (18-50), using (18-52), we i) transform each exponential factorfp, ii) multiply
those transforms together, and iii) take the inverse transform of the result to get U (actually [J/C of
(18-50)). This is made simpler, because eachfphas the same formo so each transform is the same,
i.e.,

F{f"l= r{f pJ=.....= r{fr}
The Fourier transform of a function fais

r{f"(r, )} - i"b)= I: fo0r1r*P*'d*,.

For the/aof (18-50), and for convenience, taking the coordinate tri = 0, this is

(18-s2)

(18-s1)

(18-s3)

(18-s4)

(18-ss)

(18-s6)

where here and throughout this section, p acts as merely a dummy variable allowing us to carry out
the math. Using (18-46), we find (18-55) becomes

im)

i,(p)= I: ui2(^')'r ,-i'*' or,,

i.b)=W'

0 (p) = c ir b) . jp (p) j.( p) = c( iz'n(ni)r " ,
\'m)

The inverse Fourier transform of (18-57), is

{

i

I4
a

t

J

iLt,)
--- 

n-}'
n /.m

and thus, from (18-50), (18-52), and (18-53), where N = n + 1 = number of functioffsfG,,ekindex.

iT 7
---n-h2mn (18-57)
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, (*, , x , ;r) = *r_u b) ,* 
n(* t -'') oo

= t .=(,ro+,.(o) l',,rll ,-a*f ,*n$,_,)oo.znh\ m )

c = A( ^- -)"".
\iznn6,t) )

And thus, the probability density at the final event f is the same as (18-48), i.e.,

lu ?,,*7;r)l' = A'# ,

u (,,,xy;r) = om,iry' -- om,*t' = o ff-,*t

50s

In (18-58), we could have simply used xr,.in the exponent, as we have been taking ri = 0, and our

result would have been in terms of xy. In that case, x7 would have been the distance between x; and

xy, i.e., xf - xt. In order to frame our final result in the most general terms, we re-introduced x; as
having any coordinate value in (18-58).

With (18-46) again, (18-58) becomes

(18-se)

By comparison with (18-47), we see the phase and dependence on Z is the same as in the wave
mechanics approach. Using that comparison, we can see that the constant of proportionality is

(18-s8)

(18-60)

(18-61)

where the equal sign is appropriate for N --+ oo.

We can find the normalization factor A by integratin g lUlz over all space and setting the result to
one, as is usual in NRQM. (See the appendix, pg. 509, for more on this.)

Note that for v = (xf - x)lT, the amplitude (18-59) can be expressed in terms of the classical
action as

Path integral
approach =
Schrddinger
approach

Pluses and
minuses of
path integral
method

More limited
and generally
harder

Has some
advantages for
QFT

( 18-62)

78.9.3 The Message

It has probably not escaped the reader that the evaluation of a free particle using Feynman's
many paths approach is considerably more complicated and lengthy than the Schrodinger approach.
This is true for most, if not all, problems in NRQM and RQM.

The disadvantaees of the many paths approach in NRQM and RQM are these.

1. It is generally more mathematically cumbersome and time consuming than the wave
mechanics approach.

2. The quantity calculated is only proportional to the amplitude, and further analysis is required
to determine the precise amplitude.

3. The approach is suitable primarily for position eigenstates and is not readily amenable to
more general states, so it is generally not as encompassing in nature.

The advantages of the many paths approach are these.

1. The approach also applies to QFI. In a number of instances therein, development of the
theory is more direct, and calculation of amplitudes is easier, than with the alternative approach
(canoni cal quantization).

7. Philosophically, we see that there is more than one way to skin a cat. We learn anew that the
physical world can be modeled in different, equivalent ways. We learn caution with regard to
interpreting a given model as an actual picture of reality.

Xpeak-X=Xf'
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18.10 Quantum Field Theory via Path Integrals
So far, we have dealt primarily with NRQM, but the many paths approach is also applicable to

RQM, and as noted above, to QFT. (For any readers who have not read Chap. 1, similarities and
differences between the two are delineated in Wholeness Chart l-2, pg.7-8. Further similarities and
differences are illustrated in Wholeness Chart 18-4, below.)

We will not go deeply into QFT, and only outline, in a broad overviewo how the theory presented
herein is applicable therein. This should help those students who continue on to the standard texts
for the many paths approach keep the forest in view while examining the trees.

78.70.1 Particle Theory WRQM/RQM) vs Field Theory QFf)
For the many paths approach, we want to make the jump from NRQM/RQM, which are

quantized versions of particle theory, to QFT, which is a quantized version of field theory.
Wholeness Chart 18-4 below can help us do that. In it, the 2nd and 3'd columns compare panicie
theory entities/concepts to corresponding field theory entities/concepts. The first part of the chart
(this page), as indicated, summarizes classical theory (non-quantum, and implicitly including
special relativity). The latter part (next page) summarizes quantum theory via approaches other
than many paths. The chart should be relatively self-explanatory, so we will not comment much on
it.

We compare the quantum approaches of Wholeness Chart 18-4 to the many paths approach in
the next section.

Wholeness Chart 18-4. Comparing Particle Theory to Field Theory: Classical and Quantum

Particle Field

Classical Theory

Independent
variables

1D

t
3D
t

3D

X,!rZrt

Dependent
variables

x(t) x(t), y(t), 1(t)
position

Q(x,y,z,t)
field

Dynamical
variables

Particle total value:

P,E,L

functions of x,*,t (or r,i,r)

Density values (per unit vol)

plV, t, L
functions of Q,Q,p, x, !, z,t

E = IEd3 x, etc.

Equations of
motion

F =ma

or equivalently, Euler-Lagrange
formulation,

!(L\_4=o
dt \d* ) D-r

f =pa (force/vol) for media;

Maxwell's eqs for e/m,

or equivalently,

for L of either,

a (ar, ) aL

-l 

I 
- 

- 

- 
tl

E'[dQ,o) aQ

Variable
correspondences

particle *'field

t e x,Y,z,t

xe A

total values ++ density values

Path integral
approach
applied to QFT

Comparing
analogous
quantities in
NRQM and
QFT (without
reference to
path integrals)
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Particle Field Theor

Ouantum Theories

NRQM and RQM via

Wave Mechanics

QFI via Wave Mechanics =
Canonical Quanti zation

Quantum
character change

x and all dynamical variables
---+ operators

Q and all dynamical variables
---+ operators

New quantum
entity

state 
I w) =

wave function pr

starc l/) Oifferent from

(operator) tield Q

Note

Fields create & destroy states.

States can be multi-particle

rla,w,...l)

Operators functions of x,i,t functions of Q,Q,o,t

Expectation
values of
operators

E =(wlnlv)
etc. for other operators

E = (olHla,
or for multi-particle state

E =(h,or...lHlh,h...)

Equations of
motion

For wave function y
QM: Schrodinger eq

RQM: Klein-Gordon, Dirac,
Maxwell, Proga eqs

or equivalently,

Euler-Lagrange formul ati on s

For quantum field /

QFT: Klein-Gordon, Dirac,
Maxwell, Proga eqs

or equivalently,

Euler-Lagrange fbrmul ation s

Macro equations
of motion

Deduced from above and
expectation values of force,

acceleration

Deduced from above and
expectation values of relevant

quantities

Transition
amplitude U

(finite 7)

u (",, x y ;r) = (* f l'-'" lrt)
i & f arc eigenstates of position

, (oi,Qy;r)= (orl"-iHr loil
i &/states can be multi-particle

V]P
probability density

(for normalizations chosen herein)
probability

78.10.2 "Derivation" of Many Paths Approuch for QFf
From the next to last row of Wholeness Chart 18-4, we see that the transition amplitude for the

QFI canonical approach, which is essentially a wave mechanics approach for relativistic fields, is
similar in form to that of the NRQM/RQM wave mechanics approach, given the correspondence x
--'+ Q between NRQM/RQM and QFT. An additional fundamental difference between NRQM and
QFI is the form of the Hamiltonian H.In NRQM, FI is a non-relativistic function of x,i, and
(rarely) /. In QFT, it is a relativistic function of Q, Q,p, and (rarely) x,!, z, t.

Since the canonical (wave mechanics) QFT approach mirrors the wave mechanics NRQM/RQM
approach, one could postulate (and Feynman probably did) that the many paths approach in QFT
would mirror the many paths approach in NRQM/RQM. (See Wholeness Chart 18-2 in Section
18.7.2 for the coffesponding NRQM transition amplitudes using each approach.) Simply using the
same colrespondences x - Q and Hnonrel + Hrel (and thus, Lnonrel - Lrel) for the many paths
approach yields Wholeness Chart l8-5.

507

Extend
the same
analogies to
path integrals
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Wholeness Chart 18-5. Comparing NRQMIRQM to QFT for the Many Paths Approach

Ouantum Theories

NRQM and RQM via

Many Paths
QFT via

Many Paths

Transition
amplitude

U (*,,xy:r)-, l,g*f ,'t 
"oJ=l

.eTL.

- 'f ' 
"Joio'D*(')

u (Qt,Qy:r)= r ,1,:*f-rtt'"

= rlf ,i$fao*DQG.)

Note
Above is from Wholeness Chart l8-2

in Section 18.7.2
Above is a simplified example for a

single scalar field.

In the RH column above, all paths, comprising all configurations of the entire field / over all
space between its initial and final confrgurations, are added (integrated). S here is the action for the
entire field. I is the (relativistic) Lagrangian density fot the field, which, integrated as it is above That 

_extensian

over all space d3.r, yields Z. t"::;;;:r,
Of course, the many paths transition amplitude for QFT of Wholeness Chart l8-5 is, at this integral

point, only a guess. However, decades of research, first by Feynman and then by many others, have formulation
proven that it is completely valid. of eFT

To summarize, briefly
![holeness Chart 1E-6. Super Simple Summary

Correspondences
x* Q

Hnonrel + Hrel

Wave mechanics amplitude NRQM--* QFT canonical quantization QFT

Many paths amplitude NRQM--- QFI functional quantization QFT

18.10.3 Time Slicing in QFT
Using the same correspondences as in Wholeness Chart 18-6, and the time slicing approximation

for QM of (18-38), we find, for QFI,

where the subscripts refer to different time slices, not to different fields. This example is for only a
single field.

The exact form of the transition amplitude, obtained from (18-39), is given in Wholeness Chart
l8-5, and is repeated here,

u (i,7;r =tr ,,)=c I I Ir'il{ #oo* o^oh...do,

QFf Approximation for Transition Amplitude

u (r, I ;r) = r[af ;ff f,aa 
* 
DQG.)

QFT Exact Expression for Transition Amplitude

, (19-63)

We get a QFT
U analogous to
NRQM U, for
approximation
case

And in the
limit, we get
aQFTU
analogous to
NRQM U
that is exact

(18-64)
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78.10.4 More Ahead in Path Integral QFf
Note that we have only scratched the surface of the many paths approach to QFT. There is a

great deal more, including some fairly fundamental concepts. However, hopefully, all of the above
will provide a solid foundation for that, by explaining more simply, more completely, and in smaller
steps of development what traditional introductions to the subject often treat more concisely.

18.11 Chapter Summary
It is time to try your hand at creating a wholeness chart summary by doing Prob. 1.

18.12 Appendix
There are issues with normalization of position eigenstates that complicate the interpretation of

the resulting transition amplitude for an initial position eigenstate transitioning to a final position
eigenstate. To investigate this, we first consider A to be a normalization constant to be determined in

l"r) # =e6(*-*i),
and then determine A for different ways to normalize.

1 8. 72. 1 Standard NRQM4RQM Normalization
In standard NRQM, eigenstates are generally orthonormal. For (18-65), this means

fG)

F,l*o)= 6,0 ##.-r,' [ !. 
a(,- *,) @dxl,

probability density

where the square of the absolute value of the wave function equals probability density and the total
probability of measuring the position eigenstate anywhere in space is one, as it should be. If we
consider one of the delta functions to be just like any function of x,f(x), then (18-66) leads to

lelz f (r)=lel' d(*i -*)-.lelz d(0)=t + A- 1-m ( 18-67)

While at first blush it may seem strange to have a factor with the square root of infinity in the

denominator, it is not much different from having a wave function like Or-ikx*kx) that extends

from - oo to + m along the x axis. In that case, A=1/J; as well. So, if we can live with this
hypothetically pure position eigenstate, then for NRQM, as usually done, (18-65) becomes

(18-6s)

(r 8-66)

(18-68)

(18-6e)

509

There is more
to learn about
QFT path
integrals. This
was an intro.

We will compare
normalization
constants for
dffirent methods
of normalization

for position
eigenstates

Standard NRQM
normalization

Standard NRQM
normalization
constant

Standard NRQM
normalized
position
eigenstate

Standard NRQM
total probability
is one

Standard NRQM
lUl'is total
transition
probability

and probability density is

I \ NROM normalization I ot \
re;t- --vr^ ^irtr" J I in position space G(0) 

" \^ '" J l '

(t(r-", )\2
PNnsu (x)=}.f =6(*-*i).

$

I

I

( l8-69) is infinite at x = xj and zero elsewhere. Total probability, its integral over all space, is one.

For this normalization of both bra and ket, the transition amplitude U andlUl2 are

U Nngu (r,,rr;T)-(*rlt-t""1*,1 -+ 
lU **grl' = ,o,ut probability of transition , (18-70)

which is what we have come to expect lUlz torepresent.

78.72.2 Normalization Found in Other QFf Texts

Other QFf texts, when discussing the path integral approach, use a different normalizationl,

t 
See Peskin. M. &Schroeder, [)., An Introduction to Quantum Fietd Theory (Perseus 1995), pg. 277 , (9-

3) LHS and the first sentence in the paragraph beginning atter (9-7) on pg. 279. See Zee, A., Quantum
Fietd Theory in a Nutshell (Pinceton 20 I 0), pg. 10, 3'd hne down under heading "Dirac's formulation".
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' ,l*o)=t(*, -"0 h*--$ih !e. a$-x,)e6(x-x,)ax=d(0).\x"

Taking one of the delta functions on the RHS of (18-71) as/(x) as we did above, we find

lelz a1*, -*)=lel' t(o) = d(o) -) A=1,,

so (18-65) becomes

1",) ffi=d(,-";).
Note that what we generally consider probability density is

pother(r) = (d (, - *,))2,

and the integral of (18-74) over all space, what we usually interpret as total probability, is infinite
(and thus cannot represent total probability).

For this normalization of both bra and ket, the transition amplitude U andlUl2 are

U:|!::(*,,*,;r)=(*,l,_',,,,|,,)#|Uo,n,,.^l,=*,[nophys::,1.].1''-',l
texts \rl- t-'II forr=0,i.e..r=.t liiiii,i=yl (interpretationJ'\rv'J,

If there is no physical interpretation when T = 0, it follows that there is none when T + O.

18.12.3 Hybri.d Normalization Found in This Text
In Sect. 18.3.2, pg. 491, we considered a surrogate for the initial position eigenstate ket to be a

high, naffow wave packet approximating a delta function, but, importantly, normalized as is usual in
NRQM (see ( 1 8-66)), i.e.,

(x; lx;)=1 lt,) u high, narrow wave packet approx to position eigenstate (18-76)

That, along with considering the bra to be a pure delta function, as is (18-73), let us interpretlU12
of ( l8-1 I ) as probability density. Had we taken both the ket and the bra as pure delta functions, such
as in (18-73), we would have no readily comprehensible physical meaning forlUlz. (See (18-75).)
Since the path integral approach yields a quantity that is proportional to the probability density, I,
the author, felt it best to present the background NRQM material in a manner amenable to
correlating it with that approach.

However, in Sect. 18.9.1, pg,502, the math is greatly simplified by using an actual delta
function for the initial ket, rather than a limiting case wave packet. But, we then need to normalize
our initial delta function ket to satisfy (18-76). That is, we need the initial ket of delta function form

to have A =1 / Jffi, i.e., to be of form ( 1 8-68).

So, the normalization constantA in Sects. 18.9.1 and 18.9.2 equals l/J6i(D, but I felt that

introducing the square root of infinity at that point would be inordinately confusing and take us
away from the main purpose of the section.

These three approaches to normalization of position eigenstates, and the ramifications of each,
are summanzed in Wholeness Chart 18-7 on the next page.

18.12.4 Bottom Line
All of this appendix is focused on NRQM, and is not so relevant to QFT, except as part of an

introduction to the path integral methodology. It is just background for the most important concept
in the chapter, stated below.
Botto{n line: The path integral approach result is proportional to probability density. We only
discuss position eigenstates as an aid to developing that concept and later, to extrapolating it to
QFT.

(18-71)

(18-72)

(18-73)

(18-74)

Other texts
normalization

Other texts
normalization
constant

Other texts
normalized
position
eigenstate

Other texts total
probability is
infinity

Other texts lIJl2
has no pltysical
meaning

This text assumes
ket is normalized
as in standard
NRQM. i.e., as if
it were a wave
packet

But this text
assumes bra is
normalized as in
other texts, i.e.,
as if it were a
pure delta

function

This gives us
alUl2 that is
probability
density and can
thus be readily
related to path
integral result

The important
thing: what we

find in path
integral
approach is
proportional to
probability
densit-v



Wholeness Chart l8-7. Comparing Normalization Methods for Position Eigenstates

Standard Some Other Texts This Text

Position
Eigenstate l', ) as at left as at left

In position
space

6(x- xi)
ket: ty*o(x) = high, narrow

normalized wave packet

bra: d(x-xi)

Normalization Q,l*o)= 6,0 F,l*o)=r(,, -.k)
(* ,1, -o( ")) 

= w *n (x i)

= wave function value at xy

Total probab of
measuring
(take; = ;g;

(*ol*o) = unity (*ol*o) = inrinity
(-o)r-o(')) not totat

probability, but wave
function value at x1

Transition
Amplitude U

U (r,,*f ,T)=(rrlr-t" lr,) in each case

lUlz represents
Total probability of measuring

ry state at time ?n

Not total probability, ror
probability density of
measuring xyattime T.

Probability density of evolved
state.

Pro

1) Usual NRQM analysis.

2) Easy to visualize.

What most authors use. I ) Easy to visualize.

2) Easier to accept probability
density than o as substitute for
total probability.

3) Easier to relate to path integral
result, which is proportional to
probability density.

Con

1) Not easy to see how total
probability related to probability
density, which is what we want
to get from path integral
approach.

2) Trying to do this with m in
denominator can be confusing.

1) oo probability,
contradicts NRQM.

2) Impossible to visualize
meaning of lUl2. Students
have no idea what U
means.

1) Probability density not total
probability, contradicts NRQM.

2) Not what most (any other?)
authors use.

Bottom line

1) Path integral approach result is proportional to probability density. Don't need to use any of
above approaches if set integral of that result over all space equal to one and solve for
proportionality constant C. (But then no real proof that path integral approach yields what is
claimed.)

2) Can compare any of above three wave mechanics interpretations to path integral approach to
determine proportionality constant C. Just need to interpret final result as equal to that of the
particular wave mechanics approach used, i.e., the meaning in"l[Jlz represents" row above.
(Provides a proof that wave mechanics and path integral approaches are consonant.)

Section 18.13 Problem

18.13 Problem

1. Create a wholeness chart summarizing this chapter.

509b
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Chapter 19

Looking Backward and Looking Forward:
Book Summary and What's Next

"Our notions of mind and matter must go through many a phase as yet unimagined."

F. W. H. Myers (1903)

79.0 Preliminaries
Not only was Myers right, in spades, but his statement still holds true today.

19.0.1 Background
An old adage in education is this. "First, tell them what you are going to tell them. Then, tell

them. Finally, tell them what it is you just told them." Or, as I like to say it, "Start with wholeness
and end with wholeness. In between, do the parts."

For proper understanding we need to know the "big picture", the master overview of what a
particular field of study means in its essence and entirety. We also need to have traversed the
details, the step-by-(sometimes grueling)-step mathematics in which the big picture is structured,
and by which it is glued together.

Chap. I presents a broad brush schematic of QFT, a simplified framework, ,scns detail, which,
hopefully, can quickly provide newcomers with some level of comfort in the theory, its workings,
and its purpose, before they begin the arduous trek through extensive mathematicai minutiae. The
present chapter provides a similar overview, except that it is post trek and references many of the
finer points of the theory covered in the intervening chapters.

There are at least three ways one can review and summanze the contents of this book.

1) Peruse the wholeness charts, one by one. (A Table of Wholeness Charts follows the
Table of Contents at the beginning of the book.)

2) Scrutinize the chapter summaries, one by one.

3) Read this chapter (which references particular wholeness charts and chapter summaries).

Regardless of which way(s) you choose, I recommend first going back and re-reading Chap. l.
Given the ground you have covered, it should not take long, and may help in solidifying your
understanding of how the various QFf pieces fit together.

19.0.2 Chapter Overview

In this chapter, we will first present a summary of the book, broken into

o the four main parts of QFT, with
. reference to key summary wholeness charts, and
. emphasis on QED.

We will then present a brief overview of where a student of field theory should be heading from
here, i.e.,

. what's next.
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19.7 Book Summary

79.7.1 Pre QFT
Chaps. I and 2 i) rcviewed and organized pre-requisite fields of study (classical physics,

NRQM), ii) compared them to RQM and QFT, and iii) introduced concepts needed to begin ituOy
of QFT.

These are summarizedin

Quantization Summary, pg.4 First quantization (particles) and second quantization (fields)
r ) H am'to n 

:?:f ffi "ftxY,'#1T::i JJ l ffi l,;:ffi ,j::
for fields, total values for particles)

2) Poisson brackets -+ commutators
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Wholeness Chart 1-1, pg.5

Wholeness Chart 1-2, pgs. 7-8

Wholeness Chart 2-l and
Sect. 2.1.7, pg. 14

Wholeness Chart 2-2, pgs.20-21

Wholeness Chart 2-5, pgs. 30-31

Wholeness Chart 2-4, p9.28

The overall structure of Physics (Deducing quantum theories
from classical via quantization)

Comparison of NRQM, RQM, and QFT

Natural Units

Summary of Classical (Variational) Mechanics

Summary of Quantum (Variational) Theories

Schr6dinger vs. Heisenberg Pictures

With the above as background, one proceeds as follows to develop QFf.

Stens to our soal

2nd quanti zationpostulates -+ QFT theory + transition amplitude calculation + probability
-+ scattering, decay, other experimental results -+ confirmation of QF"f

Note that decay is, for the most part, a weak interaction phenomenon, and since this book
devoted primarily to QED, is not treated herein.

79,7.2 QFf in a Kernel (Canonical Quantization Approach)
The remainder of the book focused in part on RQM, but mostly on QFT. The latter can

broken down into four major branches,

l) Free Fields (Chaps. 3 to 6, pgs. 39-180)
2) Interacting Fields (Chaps. 7 to 11, pgs. l8l-299)
3) Renormalization (Chaps. 12 to 15, pgs. 301-398)
4) Application to Experiment (Chaps. 16 and 17, pgs. 399-454).

We summarize each of these in the following pages.

ls

be
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Part 1: Free Fields

Steps to OFT for Free Boponic Fields (Heisenberg Picture)

(Only scalars and particle [not antiparticle] coefficients shown for brevity)

l'tpostulate -r Classical Ho=Quantum?/6 -+ Classical Lo=Quantum^Co -+

QFf free field equation + solutions p'1x,t1 -+ ?ftoin terms of Q'(x,r), zrr(y,t)

2odpostulate -+ [Q' (x,t), ttr(y,t)]= i6', d(x-y) -)
[a (k), ot(t<t)] - dkk, -) Hs - I Ho d3rin terms of ar(k) a (k) -+ vacuum energy plus

No (k) = ot (k)o(k) as number operator -) dtG), d (k) as creation/destruction operators
1/\

form of observable operators the propagator interaction theory (Part 2)
(for real particles) (for virtual particles) (for real & virtual particles)

Steps to OFT for Free Fermionic Fields (Heisenberg Picture)

Fermions cannot occupy the same state, so cannot form macroscopically observed fields. Thus,
they do not have classical field theory counterparts from which to quantize a quantum theory. Dirac
deduced the spin Vz field equation from other considerations. Further, the Pauli exclusion principle
and other fermionic properties only arise by assuming anti-commutation for the coefficients of
solutions to the Dirac equation (whereas commutation is needed for correct boson properties).

(Only particle [not antiparticle] coefficients shown below for brevity)

l't postulate = QFT Dirac field equation ->

Dirac QFI Lot'' and solutions yr(x,/) + T{ot'' in terms of ty(x,t), ntt'(y,t)

2nd postulate = [c(p), rt(p')]* = dpp, -)
Hot'' = ! J10r/2 d3x interms of crlp; c(p) + vacuum energy plus

lr, (p) = ct(p)c (p) as number operator -+ ,t(p), c (p) as creatiorT/destruction operators

0 / \
form of observable operators the propagator interaction theory (Pa*2)

(for real particles) (for virtual particles) (for real & virtual particles)

Wholeness Chart 5-4, pgs. 156-160, has an extensive summary of free field theory.
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Part 2: Interactine Fields

Steps of OFT for Interacting Fields (Interaction Picture)

Using the I.P., we have (superscript / = interaction picture; subscript 1= interaction tenn in II)

Time evolution of states governed bv a! , t*lv)= Hllv) (19-l)

Time evolution of operators governed bV Ui = H0: i.e, by free field equations

For interactions, if employ I.P., can use

l. Pan I free field operator solutions Q, V, Api free field operator creation and
destruction properties; free field number operators; free field observables
operators; free field Feynman propagators, and

2. state equations of motion in H!, (19-1), to determine change in state in time (due to
interactions).

The S Matrix and the S Operator

sfi,=(fls"u,,l,)=(f lY(tf )) wheregeneralfinalstate l*r,rf)=Il f')sy,i Os-z)'f'
I.P. state eq of motion (19-t) for lY(r))= Soprrli) = S,rrrlY (4)) yields

,Y = H! sop,, with solurion sop,, - r-'fl 
ular 

- r-tl:{ 
! zlaa*
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(1e*3)

Define S = Sop* with V --) €, ti -+ _ *, tf J oo.

(This seems unrealistic, but makes math tractable and will allow calculation
of experimental results, as shown in Part 4.)

Then,

Dyson expansion +
S in terms of time ordering operator T andAl lwtrich is composed of field
construction/destruction operator solutions of free field equation) -+

Wick's theorem -+
Easier form of S to evaluate in terms of normal ordering operator M field

operators, and contractions -+

Evaluate ft of (19-2),using Wick's form of ,S for any given (f I and ll) -+

Probability of interaction occurring = lSfl2

OED

For quantum electrodynamics, in Sp above, use

H,' = - elAltTpv - - r(V* +/-)(1. + A-)(r. *w-). (le-4)

Fe)'nman's Rules

The lengthy procedure to calculate the form of any given S7 is reduced enormously by using the
short cut of Feynman's Rules (see next page).

Note that Feynman diagrams depict particles as point-like objects traveling through spacetime.
However, they are treated mathematically in QFT (and manifest physically, for the most part) as
waves. In QFT as developed herein, all such waves in a given interaction occupy the same volume
V,for the same time Z.

Wholeness Chart 8-4, pgs. 248-251, has an extensive summary of interacting fields theory.
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Feynman's Rules for QED

For Particles Interacting with Particles

A. The S matrix element (the transition amplitude) for a given interaction is

( ?'l:il"#" 
-)r,i:nBx' -))sr= dy;+lt A^d(o) (I p7-Zo,)[ 

"n 
ffi,Jl 

'"'fi"" ,f*))- tu/=i11b) (re-s)

where P7 is the total 4-ryomentum of all final particles, P; is the total 4-momentum of all inltial particles,
and the 

"contributi 
on M\') comes from the nth order perturbation term of the S operator, S 

(n).

B. The Feynman amplitude p4(n) is obtained from all of the topologically distinct, connected (i.e., all lines
connected to one anothgr in a given diagram) Feynman diagrams which contain n vertices. The
contribution to each M@ is obtairied by the following.

1. For each vertex, include a factor irf .

2. For each internal photon line, labeled by 4-momentum ft, include a factor iD r pr(t ) = ,#

3. For each internal fermion line, Iabeled by 4-momentum p, write a factor iS p = i

4. For each external line, write one of the following spinor factors, where p and k indicate basis states of
corresponding 3-momenta, r represents spin state for fermions and polarization state for photons, [see
(4-93) and (4-94), pg. I I I l

a) for each initial electron: ur(p) b) for each final electron: 4 (p)

c) for each initial positron: 4 (p) d) for each final positron: v, (p)

e) for each initial photon: er,p(k) f) for each final photon: €r,p(k)

5. The spinor factors (ymatrices, Sp functions, spinors) for each fermion line are ordered so that, reading
from right to left, they occur in the same sequence as following the fermion line in the direction of its
alrows through the vertex. (Order is important as it conveys spinor matrix multiplication order when we
do not show spinor indices.)

6. The four-momenta at each vertex are conserved (same total after as before).

6a. For each anti-particle fermion propagator label the Feynman diagram 4-momentum with opposite
sign of what it has physically and use this negative of the physical value in the propagator.

7. For each closed loop of internal fermions only (without photons inside the loop itself, like what we call
a "photon loop" which internally has an electron and a positron), take the trace (in spinor space) of the
resulting matrix and multiply by a factor of (-1).

8. For each 4-momentum q which is not fixed by 4-momentum conservation, carry out the integration

(t t 1zola) I Oo n One such integration for each closed loop (fermion/fermion or fermion/photon loop).

9. Multiply the expression by (-l) for each interchange of neighboring fermion operators (each associated
with a particular spinor factor) which would be required to place the expression in appropriate normal
order. "Appropriate", when we are adding sub amplitudes, means each sub amplitude must be in the
same, not just anyo norrnal order of destruction and creation operators.

10. (Only needed when doing renormalization. Can ignore otherwise.)
AddamaSScountertermtoanyfermionlineinaFeynmandiagram-++
For each mass counter term diagram, add a term to the amplitude with a factor equal to i&n.

For Particles Interactine with, an External Potential Field

1 1. For each interaction of a charged particle with a static external photon field (a static

potential field), a) wrire a facror Ai $) = Ir-'n'* efi (x)a3x , and

b) instead of (2tfa 6@(Lpf -Lp) in (19-5), use 2n 6(E Ey -Ln).

/+* _
p2 -m2 +ie
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Part 3: Renormalization in OED

The Problem

Three integrals we can run into in evaluating Str in QED are divergent. These integrals arise from
loops in the photon propagator (photon self energy), the Dirac propagator (fermion self energy), and
the vertex correction (vertex loop). Renormalization tames these infinities by re-defining e and m to
absorb infinite quantities in those new definitions, and thereby leaves a finite Str, with a probability

6pl2 between 0 and I for any interaction. In the process, we end up with (fairly complicated)
modified versions of our propagator and vertex relations, which are finite in the ultraviolet limit.

The Renormalization Procedure

The process of renormalization to a given order n in a (i.e., in ezl comprises the following.

1. Draw all relevant Feynman diagrams with two to 2n vertices.

2. Add all the related Feynman amplitudes.

3. Evaluate all the propagator integrals in the amplitudes via regularization, yielding quantities e
and m dependent on e6 and ms respectively, and a parameter A, wherein e and ru become infinite
when A -+ "". Other quantities will be obtained that are finite and not dependent on A. These
other quantities modify propagators and vertex relations.

4. Redefire €6 and ms such that, as A -+ ooo e afld m equal the finite, physical values for the QED
charge constant and fermion particle (rest) mass. e is dependent on interaction energy level p and
is expressed as e(p).

A more extensive, but still simplified summary of the renormali zation procedure can be found
0n pgs. 366-367.

An even more extensive summary, with relevant equations, can be found in Wholeness Charts
l4-4 and 14-5, pgs. 368-370.

Solving Interaction Problems to Order n

To find a transition amplitude for a given interaction, do the following.

1. Write down the tree level amplitude with bare quantities e0 and m0.

2. Replace e6 and mswith renormalized values e(p) andm, wherep is the energy level of the
interaction. m is the measured particle (rest) mass. e(p) is measured charge at energy level p.

3. Replace propagators with modified propagators.

4. Replace the vertex relations with modified vertex relations.

Regularization

Regularization is the process of evaluating divergent integrals in terms of a parameter, typically
designated by A, which is actually infinite, but, if taken as finite, leaves a particular divergent
integral finite. When A -+ oo, the integral also goes to infinity.

In QED renormalization, with the troublesome integrals temporarily expressed as finite in terms
of a finite A, we redefine e and m in such a way that the resulting integral becomes finite as A -) -,
its true value. The infinities become hidden in our new values for e and ru, which we take to be the
measured values one finds in experiment.

As a byproduct, e becomes dependent on energy level and is typically written as e (p) where p
represents energy level. (Other symbols are used, as well.)

There are many types of regularization. We discussed four, the first three of which we examined
closely. These are

1. Dimensional regularization (the most useful; employs D + 4 dimensions).

2. Pauli-Villars regularization (adding in a fictitious particle of mass A)
3. Cutoff regularization (the simplest, but it destroys gauge invariance, a QFT underpinning)
4. Gauge lattice regularization (very useful in strong interaction theory)

The steps to do each of 1),2), and 3) are summanzed on pg. 398.
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Part 4: Application to Experiment

Postdiction of Historical Experimental Results (Chap. 16)

Coulomb Potential in QFT
Amplitude Svouu, (electrons scattered by a virtual photon) -l

non-relativistic speeds + simplifies spinor math -+ evaluate in momentum space -+
compare with Born approximation for same scattering found in NRQM (which contains the

potential in momentum space) -+ formof the Coulomb potential in momentum space V(t) -+

Fourier transform to spherical coordinates in position space + V(r) = + e2/r

For repulsive (like charges) force, the sign above is +; attractive (opposite charges), sign is -.
The sign difference arises from the number of adjacent fermion field interchanges needed in each
case to bring the associated expression for the amplitude into the same normal order (as required
by Wick's theorem and Feynman's rules.)

Anomalous Magnetic Moment
Wholeness Chart 16-2, reproduced below, summarizes the experimental and theoretical
magnetic moment values

Theoretical and Experimental Yalues for Electron Gyromagnetic Ratio g

Experiment NRQM RQM QFT to order
qa2a3

2.002319304362 Cannot predict 2 2 2.00232 2.002319304

QED value to order a
5,,9) forinitial electron scattering off external virtual photon tield Afi ->

Feynman rule #11 -+ non-relativistic electron speeds + simplifies spinor math -+

single f rcr^in amplitude -+ Gordon's identity ->

a term with no gamma matrices and a term in f' -+

express as factors of E (spin operator), Bohr magneton ps, and Ai -
compare to Born approximation of NRQM + spin part of potential energy (momentum space) ->

Fourier transform to position space -r spin potential energy = 2 paE.B'
I

QED value to order a2:

We don't convert f t"r*tto f' terms using Gordon's identity, as we did above, but use a trick
that greatly simplifies the calculations, as summarized in steps below.

Step #1: Express St?;il in its most general form in terms of initially unknown function s F6(krz)
and Fs(kr'), where ftyis the 4-momentum of the external photon.

Step #2: Examine low energy case where kv + 0 corresponding to experimentally determined
gyromagnetic ratio g and show that Fa (0) = 0.

Step #3: Show fr(O) relates to g, so all we need do is find F6 (0) and form of relevant Fs terms.

Step #4: Because the term with F6 (0) has no f factor, recognize that we don't need to evaluate
any 2nd order Feynman diagrams that give us a term with a f factor.

Step #5: In taking yp ->d"o(p,p')-TP +ezt! for 2nd order amplitude, only need to
2nd

consider terms in A,! that have no f factor. Find the sum of those terms.

Step #6: Use the sum of terms from #5 in #3 to find, to 2nd order, g = 2 + dltT= 2.00232.
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Lamb Shift

We did not show it, but QED, using higher order radiative corrections, postdicts the subtle shift
of orbital electron energy levels found experimentally by Lamb and Retherford.

Scattering Experimerits: Determining Cross Sections (Chap. 17)

True in Every Scattering Case

For any theory (classical objects, classical object and a potential field, NRQM, RQM, QFI),
relativistic or not, and any experiment,

transition rate
total transition rate = fuoNt

unit solid angle
=fuffiw,, (1e-6)

(1e-7)

where

o=*,u o=l do (ilag.
JO,Q d{,

When both particles are moving vb -) vrel , magnitude of relative velocity between them.

For same particle types interacting, o (and do/d0) is the same in any experiment.

QFT Case, Particles Interacting with Each Other

To use QFI as developed -+

analyze hypothetical experiment with N6 = Nr = L: VU = Vt = V; V,T = oo ->
,)

take lSp l'lT as total transition rate (probability per unit time of transition) in LHS of ( I 9-6) +
d(lspt2tntan= transition ratelunit solid angle in RHS relation of (19-6) -+

solve for do/dQ + cancel dC) on both sides to get do +
express do in terms of final particles' energies and 3-momenta -+

use 4-momentum conservation to express in terms of one final particle 3-momentum pt1 and

while doing that take dtp', = lptr l?dQ'filp'l -+ divide both sides by dQtl to get doldtltt

choose frame to evaluate final particle energies in terms of ptt +
if not measuring final spins/polarizations, do spin/polarization sums -)

express ptt in terms of I pt1l, and &' + dolrtQt t as function of 01'

QFf Case, Particles Interacting with External (Potential) Field

Similar to case above for particles interacting with each other, except in formulating Sp use

Feynman rule #11 for external field scattering of real particle(s). Take relevant potential form for

e! $), such as the Coulomb potential.

Wholeness Chart 17-6 (Parts 1 and 2), pgs. 483-485 provides an in depth summary, with equations
and an example, of how to deduce differential cross sections in QFT.

Infrared Divergences

Infrared divergences that arise in bremsstrahlung scattering cross sections are cancelled to all
orders by divergent radiative vertex correction terms that, almost miraculously, have equal
magnitude but opposite sign from the bremsstrahlung terms.
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19.1.3 Symmetry (Chaps. 6 and 11)

For symmetry and transformations in general
. Symmetry is the propensity for non-change with superficial change
r Mathematically, symmetry is invariance under transformation
r Wholeness Chart 6-1, pg. 166 compares symmetric with non-symmetric transformations

Scalar value at a point is always invariant. Scalar function form invariant only under
symmetry transformation

Vector components at a point vary covariantly.

Transformations in QFT (see Wholeness Chart 6-3, pg. 172)

. Scalar and vector quantum fields transform like classical ones; spinors do not exist classically,
but have their own form for QFT transformations

. Symmetry of QFT Lagrangian density .C under Lorentz transformation means field equation
(law of nature) is invariant in form for different observers

r Noether's theorem: If ^C is symmetric under a change of a parameter, then there is an
associated quantity that is conserved

. There are three ways to determine if a quantity is conserved (see Wholeness Chart 6-4, pg.
t77), though Noether's theorem method is the most useful.

. A gauge theory is a field theory for which the Lagrangian (and thus all measurables) remains
invariant under a transformation of the underlying unmeasurable gauge field

. A gauge symmetry is an internal symmetry; a Lorentz symmetry is an external symmetry

Noether' s theorem mathematically

If ^C 
(Or, Q',p) is symmetric in form with respect to a transformation in Q'which is a function of

a paramet er a, i.e., p'( ) ---, Q'(/,A), then the 4-current (using Q'({ ,A)

io (Q' ,Q',p)=hY (sum on r) (le-8)

has zero four-divergence, d oi' = 0 , and thus, I i'at *is conserved.

Symmetry for Interacting Fields

An alternative form for the free Lagrangian Lo that is more suitable for QED interactions yields

the full Lagrangian (see (1 1-6), pg. 288 for the definition of f')
t = lw Fo, +y(if a u - *lV + eV f VaZ (te-e)

T
This results in the following.
. External (Lorentz) symmetry of the full Lagrangian (including interaction term)
. Local gauge invariance (local symmetry), which is essential for renormalizing our theory.
. Charge conservation in interactions as a result of Noether's theorem
. Two perspectives, which only work for,Co having form shown in (19-9)

1't: Local symmetry for the full Lagrangian .C means we must add a term (Ll to the free

Lagrangian (40) that can only have one form, which turns out to be the correct form for the

interaction as found in experiment. Local symmetry dictates the form of the interaction.
2od perspective: After deriving the correct interaction theory from other principles unrelated
to symmetry, we find the theory is locally symmetric. Nature seems to love symmetry.

. Requiring the QED Lagrangian to be gauge invariant restricts the photon to being massless.

. Substituting the gauge covariant derivative Du + Dr=dr-ie\ into.Co of (19-9) is called

minimal substitution and results in the correct form of the full Lagrangian L.

1
{ti
I
1

t
t

{
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Global and local symmetries for internal and external transformations are summarized in
Wholeness Chart 11-1, pg.293.
Local symmetry applied to interaction theory is summanzed in Wholeness Chart ll-2, pg.295
We repeat Wholeness Chart 11-3 below.

79.7.4 That's All Folks
This concludes our summary of the canonical quantization approach to eFT and eED, as

presented in this book.

19.2 What's Next
We have laid the groundwork in this text for a comprehensive study of QFT. However, we have

limited ourselves herein to the simplest branch of QFT, QED, which deals with the electromagnetic
interaction.

19,2.7 The Standard Model
The full, present scope of QFT extends to include weak and strong interactions as well. The field

of theoretical physics encompassing all three interactions is known as the standard model (SM).
Understanding that should be your next goal.

Standard Model

l/J\
QED Weak Strong

Note that weak interaction theory actually is closely meshed with electromagnetic interaction
theory, but full discussion of that is beyond the scope of this volume. As you are no doubt aware to
some degree, weak interactions are responsible for particle decays/radioactivity, whereas strong
interactions hold the quarks inside hadrons (baryons such as protons and neutrons, and mesons such
as the pi meson) together. As a residual effect, strong forces associated with baryons hold nuclei
together.

As you have probably also heard, the virtual particles mediating weak interactions are called
intermediate vector bosons. They are 4D vectors like the photon Ap and come in three varieties,

Vf *,Vl-, 
and f , which carry a different kind of charge from that in electromagnetism called,

appropriately, weak charge. The ffs also calry electric charge as indicated by their superscripts,
whereas the Z boson has zero electric charge (which is easily remembered by the symbol"Z',-fo,
zero).

The strong force virtual particles are called gluons, and they caffy a strong force charge
designated color charge. Color charge comes in three kinds, symbolized by the colors red, green,
and blue.

The gravitational interaction is not part of the standard model, at least as of the publication date
of this version of this text. You are almost certainly aware of the challenge incorporating it into our
quantum theories has been presenting to the physics community for quite some time now.
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Wholeness Chart 1.1-3. Summary of Symmetry Effects for Interactions

External Svmmetrv in Full ,4 Internal Svmmetrv in Full .4

Type Global Local Global Local

Result

Laws of nature
(field equations)
invariant (same

for all observers)

Not treated
herein.

Conserved
charge exists

i) Must add correct interaction term
to Ls to make 4 symmetric ->
correct theory arises

ii) Conserved charge exists
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For those moving on to study the SM, perhaps the most student friendly presentation of the weak
and strong interactions is in the latter part of the text by Mandl and Shawl. A more recent text,
which may be friendlier than most, though not having yet read it closely I cannot say for sure, is
Schwartz'. And of course, if I have the time and energy to write a subsequent volume to this one on
weak and strong interactions, then it should be no surprise that I would recommend that one.

Note that some topics in the SM beyond QED are treated under advanced topics on the web site
of this book (see URL on pg. xvi, opposite pg. 1).

79.2.2 SupersymmeQ
One advanced, as of this version of this book, yet unproven, branch of QFT is supersymmetry

(SUSY). It posits a symmetry between fermions and bosons (a transformation changing bosons +->

fermions leaving the Lagrangian unchanged). SUSY has potentially broad implications for quantum
theories of gravity and should be a part of any future field theorist's study plan. That is, unless it has
fallen out of favor by the time you read this, which given the test results at CERN as of this writing,
is certainly a possibility.

Newcomers to SUSY may want to consider Aitchison's text3, which one revie*"ro der.ribed as
"emphasiz[ing] intuition and physical understanding rather than the more formal deductive
approach" and "entry-level supersymmetry in its best and most practical sense".

79.2.3 Theories of Quantum Gravity
There have been, and are, many different theories, and branches to each thereof, advanced in

efforts to unite gravity with quantum theory. None, as of this edition date, have succeeded. The two
major ones are superstring theory (now more appropriately called M theory) and loop quantum
gravity.

After gaining some mastery over the standard model and SUSY, !ou, if you wish to be a field
theorist, will, in high likelihood, join the effort of trying to bring gravity under the QM tent. At that
point, you will have to choose to focus on one of the above two major research fields, or perhaps
one of presently lesser renown.

Whatever your path, good luck!

I Mandl, F. and Shaw, G., Quantum Field Theory (John Wiley, 2002)
2 Mathew D. Schwartz, Quantum Fietd Theory and the Standard Model (Cambridge2014).

' Aitchisofl, I., Supersymmetry in Particle Physics: An Elementary Introduction (Cambridge
2007).

a Everett, L., Physics Today (Oct 2009), pgs. 58-59.

U Press,
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4D scalar. See Lntentz scalar

action,493

add amplitudes or probability,242

adiabatic hypothesis, 3 1 8

adjoint Dirac equation, 91

solutions, 103

amplitude. See Feynman
amplitude or transition
amplitude

angular momentum,240

annihilation amplitude term, 470

anomalous magnetic moment,
27 1, 4lr, 4r2, 420, 576, See

also gyromagnetic ratio
2nd order result,427
3'd order result, 429
experiment,429
muon,412
steps to calculate,420
summary, 429

anti-commutation
Dirac matrices, 1,23, 430
fermions not bosons, 110
relations,66,85,86, 104, 1l l,

119

antiparticle, 62,72

at-rest coordinate system, 97
difference from rest frame, 97

attraction vs repulsi on,24O
heuristic view, 243, 244, 449

bare charge. See charge, bare

bare coupling constant. See

coupling constant, bare

bare mass. See mass, bare

barn,434

Bhabha scattering, 195, 221, 223,
257, 306,, 409, 467, 470, 47 1

differential cross section. See

differential cross section
transition amplitude, 224
via Feynman rules, 236

Bloch-Nordsieck theorem, 48 1

bn,3l3
energy level dependence, 314

Bohr magneton,4ll
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